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Preface 

To celebrate the 60th birthdays of Vera T. Sós and András Hajnal, 

the János Bolyai Mathematical Society organized a conference in Budapest, 

January 20-26, 1991. The title of the conference, and of these Proceedings, 

reflects the broad interest and the far-reaching impact of the work of Vera 

and Andras: “Sets, Graphs, and Numbers”. The central topic of the con- 

ference was combinatorics, but several sessions were devoted to set theory 

and number theory as well. The number theory part was a special session 

of the now traditional Austro-Hungarian number theory seminar initiated, 

and organized ever.since by Vera in collaboration with H. Niederreiter. 

To guarantee a highest possible level of the scientific program, the 

Organizing Committee has decided to ask friends from all over the world, 

experts in various topics of our conference, to organize sessions. We feel 

that they did an excellent job and managed to bring to the conference 

many outstanding speakers. The organizers of various sessions were: 

Béla Bollobás — extremal graph theory 

Ronald L. Graham — Ramsey theory 

Eric Milner — set theory 

Harald Niederreiter — number theory 

Alexander Schrijver — combinatorial optimization 

Joel Spencer — probabilistic methods in combinatorics 

Endre Szemerédi — theory of computing 

We take this opportunity to express our gratitude for their enthusiastic 

response to our request and for their very successful work. We also want to 

thank all participants who — in spite of the tense international situation of 

those days and the cold winter — came to Budapest to work and celebrate. 

The conference had 166 participants, 104 of them:ftom outside Hun- 

gary. These volumes contain papers presented at the conference. They also 

contain some contributions by colleagues who wanted to dedicate a paper to 

Vera and Andras, but could not make it to the meeting. All papers included
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in this volume were refereed. Since all of these Proceedings are dedicated to 
Vera and Andras, we decided to omit all dedications from individual papers. 

The local organizing committee consisted of Ldszlé Babai, Gabor Ha- 
lász, István Juhász, Gyula Katona, Péter Komjáth, Dezső Miklós (secre- 
tary), László Lovász (chairman), András Recski, Miklós Simonovits, Tamás 
Szényi (secretary) and Katalin Vesztergombi. 

The Editors
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On an Anti-Ramsey Type Result 

N. ALON, H. LEFMANN and V. RODL 

ABSTRACT 

We consider anti-Ramsey type results. For a given coloring A of the k- 
element subsets of an n-element set. X, where two k-element sets with nonempty 

intersection are colored differently, let inj, (k,n) be the largest size of a subset 

Y C X, such that the k-element subsets of Y are colored pairwise differently. 

Taking the minimum over all colorings, i.e. inj(k,n) = ming {inj, (k,n)}, it is 
shown that for every positive integer k there exist positive constants c,,c, > 0 
such that for all integers n, n large, the following inequality holds 

s — so . * — so 
CE (In n)2k-1 . 2) 2k—1 < inj(k,) < Ch (In n) 2k-1 .m2k-1 | 

1. Introduction 

In recent years some interest was drawn towards the study of anti-Ramsey 

type results, cf. for example [5], [8], [2], [10], [6]. In particular, they include 
topics like Canonical Ramsey Theory and spectra of colorings. Some of these 

results show a close connection to the theory of Sidon-sequences, cf. [4], 

[11], and recently they turned out to be also fruitful in determining bounds 

for canonical Ramsey numbers, cf. [7]. The general problem is: given a 
graph or hypergraph, where the edges are colored with certain restrictions 

on the coloring like, for example, edges of the same color cannot intersect
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nontrivially, one is interested in the largest size of some totally multicolored 

subgraph of a given type. In this paper we study this question for colorings 

of complete uniform hypergraphs. 

Let A:[X]* > w, where w = {0,1,...}, be a coloring of the k-element 

subsets of X. A subset Y C X is called totally multicolored if the restriction 

of A to [Y]* is a one-to-one coloring. 

For coloring edges in complete graphs, where the coloring is such that 

edges of the same color are not incident, Babai gave bounds for the largest 

totally multicolored complete subgraph K;: 

Theorem 1. [3] Let n be a positive integer. Let X be an n-element set 

and let A: E(K,) — w, where w = {0,1,2,...}, be a coloring of the edges of 

the complete graph K,, on n vertices, such that incident edges get different 

colors. Then there exists a totally multicolored complete subgraph K,,, 

which satisfies 

k>(2-n)é. (1) 
Moreover, for n large, there exists a coloring A: E(K,) — w, where inci- 

dent edges are colored differently, such that the largest totally multicolored 

complete subgraph K;, satisfies 

k<8-(n-Inn)3. (2) 

Here we improve the lower bound in Theorem 1 and show that the 

upper bound is tight, up to a constant factor. Moreover, we generalize 

Babai’s result to colorings of k-uniform complete hypergraphs. Specifically, 

we prove 

Theorem 2. Let k be a positive integer with k > 2. Then there exist 

positive constants c,,cj, >> 0 such that for all positive integers n with 

n > no(k) the following holds. 

Let X be a set with IXI — n and let A:[X]* — w be a coloring, where 

A(S) # A(T) for all sets S,T € [X]* with S # T and |SNT| > 1. Then 

there exists a totally multicolored set Y C X. of size 

IY] > cy - (In n)er nar (3) 
Moreover, there exists a coloring A: [X]* — w;.where A(S) # A(T) for all 

different S,T € [X]* with |S VT| > 1, such that every totally multicolored 

subset Y C X satisfies 

IYI.€ e, " (In nyar niet , (4)
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The proof relies heavily on probabilistic arguments. The lower bound 

is proved in Section 2 and the upper bound is established in Section 3. 

2. The proof of the lower bound 

Let F — (V,€) be a hypergraph with vertex set V and edge set €. For 

a vertex z € V let deg, (xz) denote the degree of x in F, i.e. the number 
of edges e € € containing z, and let A(¥) = max {deg,(z) | z € V}. Our 

lower bound is based on the following result of Ajtai, Komlós, Pintz, Spencer 

and Szemerédi: 

Theorem 3. [1] Let F be an (r + 1)-uniform hypergraph on N vertices. 

Assume that 

(i) F is uncrowded ( i.e. contains no cycles of length 2, 3 or 4 ) and 

(ii) A(F) < t", where t > to(r), and 

(iii) N > No(r,t), then the maximum independent set of F has size 

0.98 5 N 

We want to apply this Theorem with the parameters r + 1 = 2-k and 

t = N*, where 6 © —gi-yy. The proof given in [1] suggests that No(r, t) 

should be at least t4°+°@) . Indeed, these calculations can be avoided, as 
the statement of Theorem 3 is strong enough to imply the same statement, 

where condition (iii) is dropped. 

Theorem 3’. Let G be an (r + 1)-uniform hypergraph on n vertices. As- 

sume that 

(i): G is uncrowded and 

(ii) A(G) < t", where t > to(r), then 

0.98 -5 n 
a(G) 2— 1077 «5 + (In t) (6) 

To see that Theorem 3 implies (the seemingly stronger) Theorem 3’ 

consider a hypergraph G on n vertices, which satisfies the assumptions of 

Theorem 3’. Let m be a positive integer with 

Ni m> 0(r, t) 

n
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and consider the hypergraph F,,, consisting of m vertex disjoint copies of G. 

Then F,, has N = m-n vertices and satisfies the assumptions (i), (ii) and 
(iii) of Theorem 3. We infer that 

0.98 .s N 
m-a(G) = o(Fm) = = -107* «= - (In b)" 

and thus 0.98 : 

a(g) > —=-10°F . = (In t)? . 
t 

We can now prove the lower bound in Theorem 2. The basic idea is to 

define a hypergraph on the set of vertices X whose edges are all unions of 

pairs of members of [X]* which have the same color. Then we choose an 
appropriate random subset of the set of vertices and show that with positive 

probability the induced hypergraph on this set does not contain too many 

edges, and contains only a small number of cycles of length 2,3 or 4. We can 

then delete these cycles and apply Theorem 3’ to obtain the desired result. 

The actual calculations are somewhat complicated and are described below. 

A similar application of Theorem 3’ is given in [9]. 

Proof. Let A:[X]* — w be a coloring, which satisfies the assumptions 
in Theorem 2. We may assume that |X| = n is divisible by k. This will 

not change the calculations asymptotically. Put r+ 1 = 2-k and consider 

an (r + 1)-uniform hypergraph H with vertex set X and with U € E(H), 
where E C [X]"*!, being an edge of H if and only if there exist different 

k-element subsets S,T Cc U with A(S) = A(T). Indeed, by assumption on 
the coloring A the sets S and T are disjoint. Note that if Z C X is an 

- independent set of #1, then Z is totally multicolored. Our aim is to find a 

large independent set in H. 

As there are at most ~ k-element subsets of the same color, we infer 

that the number of edges of H satisfies 

JE(IOI £ a (szent (7) 

For i = 2,3,4 we will further bound the number yp; of i-cycles in H. 

For distinct vertices x, y of H let deg, (x,y) be the number of edges of 

H containing both vertices x and y. Let 

{z,y} CU € E(H) I (8)
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for some set U. Let S,T € [X]* be such that SUT = U and A(S) = A(T). 

As S and T are by assumption disjoint sets, we may assume without loss of 

generality that one of the following possibilities happens: 

(i) either 2 € S andyeT 

(ii) or {x,y} CS. e 

The number of edges U € E(H) satisfying (8) and (i) ((8) and (ii)) is 

bounded from above by (77?) ( (2 —1)- (773) respectively). 

Summing, we obtain that 

n-2 n n-2 2-k-1 _ 

degn (2,9) S (2-2) + (2-1): ($23) <n 8) 

Using (9) one easily sees that 

We will now discuss the 2-cycles: for j = 2,3,...,2k — 1 let v; be the 

number of (unordered) pairs of edges of H intersecting in a j-element set. 

We clearly have pie = 07%," vj. 
I 

Set 
  

pn 2 #4k-1 , 

Let Y be a random subset of X with vertices chosen independently, each 

with probability p. Then 

Prob (|Y| = p-n) > 0.9. (10) 

For i = 3,4 let y;(Y) be the random variable counting the number of i- 

cycles no two of whose edges form a two cycle of the subgraph of 1 induced 

on a set Y. Similarly, for 7 = 2,3,...,2k — 1 let v;(Y) be the random 

variable counting the number of (unordered) pairs of edges of H induced 

on Y, which intersect in j vertices. Let E(u(Y)) and E(v;(Y)) be the 

corresponding expected values. 

It is easy to see that 

E(u:(Y)) < pe Y* -¢,-n™ = o(p-n) (11) 

for i = 3,4 (and k > 2).
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In order to give an upper bound on E(v;(Y)) we will first estimate v;. 

Fix an edge S € E(H) ¢ [X]** and fix nonnegative integers jo and 
ji with jo, ji, < k. We will count the number of unordered pairs {T,T;}, 
which satisfy 

A(T) = A(T;) (12) 
and 

jo=|SOT], fr =|SNT|. (13) 

N 

sets T, satisfying (12) and (13). If we apply the same argument also when 
T, is fixed we infer that the number of pairs {T>, T;,}, which satisfy (12) and 

(13), is bounded from above by 

mt) Al a) Ge) GAL Geb 
Assume now that jo = 0 and j, > 1. Having fixed the set T, there are 

at most (¢ — 2) sets To, which satisfy (12) and (13). Therefore, the number 
of such pairs {T),7,} is bounded from above by 

(3) (a) ee 
Setting j = jo + ji > 2 and summing this means, that for every edge 

S € E(H) there are at most 

Assume first that jo, 7, > 1. Fixing the set Tp, there are at most | | 

  

-; = -rá Ci. RIL Geb l nk tal + Chk n 

edges T € E(H) such that |S T| = J, and hence with (7) we have 

Vj Sin nF JEGY] 
< Chk wn 2kti-l gn 

where c;, is a constant depending on j and k only. Thus, for j = 

2,3,...,2k —1 it follows that 

2k-1 

E(u(¥)) = 2, EY) 
2k-1 . 

4k-j on", p2kti-l ei 
s 5 Dp Cha 2 (14) 

> 

=o(p-n).
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Summarizing (10), (11) and (14) and the fact that 

E (\E(H) N [YP*|) = p™* -|ECH)I (15) 

we infer that there exists a subset Yy C X with |Yo| © p-n, wi(Yo) = o(p-n) 

and v;(Yo) = o(p- 7) for i = 3,4 and j = 2,3,...,2k — 1 and with 

|E(H) 0 [Yo]*| < 2- p* - |E(H)I.- 

We delete from Yo all vertices, which are contained in i-cycles of length 

i = 2,3,4 to obtain a subset Y; ‘C Yo with |Y;| + p-n, such that the 

subgraph induced on Y, is uncrowded and has at most 2-p?* -|E(H)| edges. 

Finally, delete all vertices Y, with degree bigger than 

8-k-p* -|E(H)| 
pen 

We obtain a subset Z C Yi with at least & -(1-o(1)) vertices such that the 

subgraph G of H induced on the set Z satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 

3’ with 

8 - k - p?* : IEC) 1 2k-1 k —_— OS .. nN 
c = k! D , 

4 ET ‘ 
t< (=) “p> nrk-r , 

We apply Theorem 3’ to the hypergraph G and obtain 

A(G) < ér — 

hence, 

  

a(H) 2a(G) 

298 ot. ZI cn yt 
—l — 

>(1—o(1))- a . (ee) ee (aay) 
a 

Lier . (In nyer . 

This completes the proof of the lower bound. MB
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3. The proof of the upper bound 

Let k,n be positive integers, where n is divisible by k. Let X be a set 
of vertices with |X| =n. A perfect k-matching on X is a collection of 3 
pairwise disjoint k-element subsets of X. 

The number of perfect k-matchings of an n-element set, n divisible by 
k, is given by 

Ge N
m
 

el
s 

3 Bye) 
! 7 (kD) . 217 k. 

In the following we prove the upper bound given in Theorem 2. The 
basic idea is similar to the one used by Babai in [3], but there are several 
complications. 

Proof. Let X be a set with |X| =n, and assume that n is divisible by k. 
As long as k is fixed, this will not change the calculations asymptotically. 

Let m = [cn*"1], where c = = Ep: Let M,,Mo,...,Mm be random 
perfect k-matchings, chosen uniformly randomly and independently from 
the set of all perfect k-matchings. Put H; = U;<; Mj, hence H; is the 
set of all k-element subsets occurring in one of the first (j— 1) perfect k- 
matchings M;, 7 <j. Define a coloring A:[X]* — w in the following way: 
for j = 1,2,...,m color the sets in M; \ H; with color j, and, in order to 
complete the coloring, color those sets in [X]* \ Hin41 with new colors in 
an arbitrary way, compatible with the assumptions. (E.g., using a different 
color for each edge). 

Now let Y C X bea subset of X with |Y| = 1, where | > n¥47 but 
l= olni k ~), Our objective is to estimate the probability that Y is totally 
multicolored. Very roughly, this is done as follows. We show that with a | 
high probability Y does not contain too many edges of any single matching, 
and hence it does not contain too many edges of H; for every j. If this 
occurs, then for each j, with a reasonably high probability Y does contain 
two edges of M; that do not lie in H; (and thus have the same color). This 
implies that with extremely high probability such two edges exist for some 
j, and hence Y is not totally multicolored. 

The actual proof is rather complicated, and is described in the following 
sequence of lemmas.
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Lemma 1. For all integers j,t, 1 < j < m andt > 0, the following 

inequality holds 

k \' Prob (|M; N[¥]#| >t) < (ta) (16) 

Proof. The k-matchings M; above have been chosen at random and the 

set Y was fixed. In order to give an upper bound for the probability 

Prob (|M; N [Y]*| > t), view it the other way around: Let M; be fixed 
and let Y be chosen at random. This does not change the corresponding 

probabilities. Now, Y can be chosen in (7) ways. From Mj we can choose 

t k-element sets in (E) ways and the remaining elements of Y in at most 
t 

(7-Ké) ways. This implies 

(2) - Gras) Prob (|M; N[Y]*| >t) < —— 

  

ie \t 
Ak mer) u 

Let E; denote the event 

6c 3 
|H, N{Y]*| < = = Tm UF, (17) 

Notice, that Prob (E;) > Prob (E41) for every 1, 1 <i <_m. The following 

Lemma gives a lower bound for the probability that E,,,: occurs: 

Lemma 2. For n large, Prob (Emm) >1-2°F", 

Proof. For i = 1,2,...,m define random variables x; by z; = |M;N 

[Y]*|. Thus |Emai M(Y]*] < 35%, ci. As the k-matchings are chosen 
independently, the z;’s are independent random variables too. Therefore, 

Prob (|Hima1 M[¥]*| > t) < Prob bs x,> J 
t=1 

| < >. [[ Pro (x; > t;) . (18) 
(ts), te20,> tt #1
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The number of sequences (t;)™, with t; > 0 and 5>;", t; = ¢ is given by the 

binomial coefficient (**"”*). By Lemma 1 we know 

ik \" 
Prob (x; > ti) < (as) , 

hence with (18) we have 

ttm-1 any Prob (|Hm41 nfy]}F|>t)< ( t Ve ev) 
  

  «(42) (65) 
< (mr) (19) 

For t = §£1* and | = o(n 7) the quotient eltem occurring in (19) is less 
than 1/2 for n large. Hence 

Prob (Em1)31—2€É. m 

Next, define another random variable y; by 

2 yy = |G) ni [Tt VJT: (20) 

Clearly, y; counts the number of those pairs of disjoint k-element sets i 

[Y]* \ H; which have both elements in the k-matching M,; (and hence have 

the same color). Let E(y,; |M) denote the conditional expected value of y; 
given M. 

Lemma 3. For positive integers n, n large, 

1 ék 

E(y; 1 Ez, Mi, Ma... M-1) > T3073 pas (21) 

Proof. As E; holds, (17) implies for n large that 

l 6c ; WV z (4) erzett (22)
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where, say, c’ = g7qy- For every set S € [Y] at most k(j_1) k-element 
subsets of Y, which are not disjoint from S, hence the the number of sets 

{S,T} € [[Y]* \ H;]*, where S and T are disjoint, is for n large at least 

Lik (nk 1—1 _1 jak Loren eszét en 
Now, for given disjoint k-element sets S,T, the probability that both are in 

M; is given by 

  

  

2-1 
Prob (S,T € M;) = k-Ú — EG ~)) 

(4) . ) 

HE TT) 
2 + 5 

(4-1) 
(k-1)!)’ > (SS 

Therefore, 

1 ék 

E(y; I Ej. Mi, Ma, . . . , Mj-1) 2 739 42 meret B 

Lemma 4. For every positive integer j, j £ m, and n large 

1 [?* 

Prob (yj = 1| Bj,Mi, Ma,...,Mj-1) > 737-43’ Tea (24) 

Proof. First we claim that 

Ik eT 

Prob (y; >t| E;,M,,Mo,...,Mj-1) < (=) (25) 

for every positive integer t. 

This follows from the fact that ¢ pairwise different two-element sets 

imply that the underlying set has cardinality at least [ /2i+1 ]. Hence, 

y; > t implies |M; N(Y]*| > [ v2t 3-1]. By Lemma 1 this gives 

Prob (y; >t | Ej;,Mi, Mo,...,Mj-1) < Prob (|M; N[Y]*| > [ V2¢+1]) 
IE FV ZT 1 

c [ 
~\kenk 1 , 

proving (25).
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For every positive integer i put p; = Prob (y; = 7 | E;,M,,Mg,..., 

M,-1). Clearly, we have E(y; | E;,M:,Mo,...,Mj-1) = Dj <,, i: p and by 

(25) this implies 

           

iF f 2i+11 

E(y; I Ez, M., Ma, . . . M;- i)<m+ > i- (jer =) 

i22 

) 
[2k 

<m+0( sez amr) - (26) 

The last inequality (26) follows from the fact that | = oln zt 7). By Lemma 

3 this implies that, say, pi 5 gzÉrT " — for n large. # 

Let F; denote the event (y; = 0 and Fj4,). Then Fi AF2A...AFj-1 
is the event that E; and y; = 0 for? =1,2,...,j —1. 

Let M be the set of all mutually exclusive events ( E; , M1 , M; , . . .. Mj-1) 

for which y; —0, i—1,2,...,j—1, holds. Then clearly 

F, AFQA...AFj-1 z V(E;, Mi, Ma, . . ., Mj-1) 

mM 

  

and thus 

Prob (y — 1] RRAFZA...A Fj-1) 

Em Prob (y-1 A (E; Ma A M2 A...AMj-1)) 
Yom Prob (£;,Mi,Mo,...,Mj- 7-1) 

> min Prob (y; =1 A (E), Mi, Ma, M;-1)) 
  

TM Prob (E;, Mi, Ma , . . . , Mj-1) 
= min Prob(y; = 1 I E, Mi, Ma, . . .. Mj-1) . 

Hence, by Lemma 4 we infer that 

1 12 
Prob (y:1]F AF, N...A Fj-1) > 131 - k2 " n2k-2 . (27) 

Now we are ready to prove . 

Lemma 5. For every positive integer n, n large, . 

1 ék 

Prob (ARA. A Fo) cop (ga) e. (28)
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Proof. As 

Prob (F, A Fz A...A Fm) = Prob (F;)- |] Prob (Fj | Fi AF A..-AFj-1) , 
j=2 

. (29) 
we infer that 

Prob(F; IFPAF2A...A Fj-1)) £ Prob (yy —OIFLA FA... A Fj-1) 

<Prob(y; A1/ Fi AFA...AF;-1) 

=1—-Prob(y; =1|FiA Fo A...AF;-1) 

1 [2* 

S-pie@ mee  by QP). 
With (29) it follows that 

1 [2k m 

Prob (Fi AFLA...A Fm) < (1- Blk | =) 

1 bek 

S exp sre" arr) 
1 Br 

< —_— 
exp ( 1048-k-(k!) nF ) 

_ 1 k-1 

“ms EH " | o" 
We finish the proof of Theorem 2 by bounding the probability that there 

exists a totally multicolored subset Y C X with |Y| =. If a fixed subset 

Y CX is totally multicolored, then either F, A Fy A... A Fy is true or for 

some j, 1 < j < m, the event E;;, does not occur and therefore by (17) 

also not the event Eyj41. With Lemma 2 and Lemma 5 we infer that 

e . — Sezk 1 [2k 
Prob (Y is totally multicolored) <2” *" + exp (sm oer }> 

and doing this for all (7) l-element subsets Y C X implies 

Prob (there exists Y C X with |Y| =/ and Y is totally multicolored ) 

<(‘) . (exp (s TT . =) +a# ) . (30) 

For | > (1049-k- (k!)) 77 niet (In nyar (where the constant can be 

easily improved) expression (30) goes to 0 with n going to infinity. Thus 

for |X| = n and n large there exists a coloring A:[X]* — w such that every 

totally multicolored subset Y C X has size |Y| < (1049-k-(k!)) =F niet. 

(in nyer. a 
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Randomness of nV2 mod 1 and a Ramsey 
Property of the Hyperbola 

J. BECK } 

ABSTRACT 

In: this survey paper we discuss the stochastic behavior of certain classical 
problems in Diophantine Approximation, and point out some connection to 
Combinatorics. As an illustration, consider the sequence k/2 (mod .1) where 
k= 1,2,3,.... Let 

ZA(a;ysn)=|{1Sksn: kV¥2+2€ [0,y) (mod 1)}}. 

Let D(z; y;n) = Z(z;y;n) — ny be the “error term”. Then we have a Central 
Limit Theorem: 

t 

volume ¢ (2, y, ze (0, 1)? : D(z; y; [zN]) ett o 1 / w/e du. 

/ lox NT v2 
12” 2 log (1+” 2) * 

uniformly for all t as N — co. We outline the proof of this result in Sections 
2-4. 

  

1: Introduction 

The irrational rotation Tr = z+ a (mod 1), where a is-a fixed irrationak: 

number, is perhaps the most important example of an ergodic system with
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discrete spectrum. These systems behave “almost periodically” in the sense 

that for infinitely many n’s, T” is arbitrarily close to the identity. In other 

words, for appropriate values of n and for every measurable set A, T"A 
differs from A by very little. 

An entirely different, opposite phenonemon is that of strong miz- 

ing, defined by the condition that for every set A, the measure (i.e., the 
T-invariant measure) of AMT" A is close to the square of the measure of A 

for all sufficiently large values of n. These systems all have purely continuous 

spectrum. A very important subclass is formed by the systems with count- 

able Lebesgue spectrum. The basic example is that of a Bernoulli shift which 

corresponds to a stochastic process of infinitely many, identically distributed 

random variables. It is well-known that many important classical ergodic 

systems with countable Lebesgue spectrum possess random behavior (e.g. 

ergodic automorphisms of the n-dimensional torus, the geodesic flow on a 
Riemannian manifold of constant negative curvature, billiard systems and 

other dynamical systems from the mathematical theory of “chaos”). What 

is more, these systems, from the point of view of ergodic theory, actually 
are the same as Bernoulli shifts (Ornstein’s theory). 

We can prove the rather surprising result that even certain “almost 
periodic” systems possess randomness. Namely we have a non-conventional 

Central Limit Theorem for the irrational rotation Tz = z+ a (mod 1) 

where a is a real quadratic number (like 2). A fundamental difference is 
that the renormalisation factor is very small: due to the strong dependence 

between the consecutive members T"z and T"+!z = Tz + a (mod 1) of 

an orbit {T"z.: n € Z}, to get limit distribution, we have to normalize by 

Vlog N instead of VN which is the usual normalization for systems with 
countable Lebesgue spectrum. 

Let us recall some classical results on the distribution of the sequence 

n-a (mod 1). It was probably P. Bohl [3] who first published the re- 
markable theorem that for any irrational number a, the sequence n- a is 

equidistributed modulo one. A few years later Hardy & Littlewood [9] and 

Ostrowski [13], independently of each other and at the same time, studied 
the discrepancy function: for any subinterval I C [0, 1), let 

D.(K;1) =|{1<n<K: t-ae€I (mod 1)}|-K-|II, 

and write 

Aa(N)= max sup |Da(K;J). 
1S K<N_ I€[0,1)
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It is easy to see that a sequence n - @ is equidistributed (mod 1) if 

A, (N) = o(N). (1.1) 

It turned out that the asymptotic behavior of A,(N) as N — co 
heavily depends on the sequence a;,02,43,... of partial denominators in 

the continued fraction expansion of 

@=a+ 

a+ 

a2 +   

ag+.. 

Let #7 = 1,2,3,... be the sequence of convergents of a. Suppose that 

a<N < Ge+1, and write a3,, = x. (Note that a3,, < @,41 +1, so aj, 
can be interpreted as a sort of “truncation” of a,,,.) Now the theorem is 

as follows (see Hardy & Littlewod [9], Ostrowski [13], Vera T. Sés [19}): 

Ci (a, +a2+...+@,+034,) < Aa(N) < Co(aitagt+...+a,+43,,), (1.2) 

where 0 < C, < C, are absolute constants independent of a and N. 

The sum (a; + a2 +... +a, + @;,,) assumes its minimum (at least in 

asymptotic sense) on the class of numbers 

a - ag ht 

a1 tk 
1 

a2 tk... 
  

for which a; = O(1) uniformly for all 7. These are the so-called badly 
approzimable numbers, since for them |a— űl > 4 for any rational number 

B. If a is badly approximable, then by (1.2), 

C3-log N < A,(N) < Cy - log N, (1.3) 

where the constants C3 and C, depend only on a but are independent of N. 

Comparing (1.1) and (1.3), we see that badly approximable numbers quite 

“overdo” the relation A,(N) = o(N). 

(1.3) estimates the L™-norm of the discrepancy function D,(K;J) as 

1 < K < N and I C (0,1). The L?-norm is much smaller: applying the
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Parseval identity, it is not hard to show that if a is a badly approximable 

number, then with 

_ 18,7); ifB<y (8,7) = { (2,1) U 0,7), if B>7, 

N 1 pl 2 

Cala) Tog N < 55 [ [ (Da (K:I(B,9))) d 8 dy c Cs(a) - log N. 

For a very similar argument, see Davenport [4]. That is, the L?-norm of 

D.(K;D) is about const - vIogN. This explains the normalisation factor 
Vlog N in Theorem 1.1 below. 

The most important examples of badly approximable numbers are the 

real quadratic numbers (like /2). Indeed, by a well-known theorem of 
Lagrange, the real quadratic numbers are precisely those numbers 

  

1 
a=Ag + 

a 
it aQg+... 

for which the sequence a1,@2,a@3,... of partial denominators is ultimately 

periodic — see Hardy & Wright [10]. 

Let a be a real quadratic number, i.e., a = 7, + Vd-rz where 7,12 #0 

are rational numbers and d > 2 is a square-free integer. To formulate our 

3-parameter Central Limit Theorem, we use the following notation. Given 

O<z2<land0<y <1, let 

Z.(K;2;y) = |{l1<n< K:na+z€ [0,y) (mod 1)}}. 

The expected value of Z,,(K; 2; y) is clearly K-y, so we study the distribution 

of the discrepancy function 

DAK; 2;y) = Za(K; ayy) - Key 
as 1<K<N,0<2<1,0<y<land N—oo. 

For notational convenience, we define.the discrepancy function D,(K;2; y) 

on the unit cube [0,1)° as follows: for every w = (wi,w2,ws) € [0,1)%, 

write K = w, -N,x = we, y = w 3, and so 

D,(K;2;y) = Da(wi + N; we; ws). 

We can prove that the discrepancy function has a “stochastic behavior”.
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Theorem 1.1. For every real quadratic number a there is a positive con- 

stant Cy = Co(a) such that the renormalised function 

Da (wi - N; we; ws) 
‘a,n (W) = + — Tan (w) Cy - Vlog N 

has a limit distribution, namely the standard normal distribution: 

D,(wiN; we; ws) et) 
Co-VlogN 7 

, W- (w1, We, W3) E [0, 1)", 

volume {w — (wi, w2, wz) € [0,1)* : 

uniformly for all t, -oo < t < co as N — oo. 

Remark. For example, if a = /2, then Cy = (12/2 log(1 + V2))7?/?. 

Our basic idea is to simulate the behavior of the discrepancy function 

D,(K;2;y) (and D,(a,b;c), see Theorem 2.1 below), by that of a sum of 

suitably defined almost independent random variables. Namely, we shall 

show that the discrepancy function (see (1.2)) 

D,(K;2z;y) © +a, +a. +...+0,+4),, (1.27) 

asl<K<WN,0<2<1,0<y <1. This kind of stochastic behavior 

in “deterministic” problems like the distribution of lacunary Fourier series 

or additive arithmetic functions was well-known already in the 1930’s and 

40’s (e.g. Salem and Zygmund [14] proved a Central Limit Theorem for 

“Hadamard gap” series, or the famous Erdés-Kac theorem on the numbers 

of prime divisors [6], see also Elliott [5]). However, the possibility of proving 

“randomness” for almost periodic systems somehow escaped attention. 

Now we explain why we cannot expect a simpler 2-parameter (or 

1-parameter) Central Limit Theorem here: Fix an interval I = [0,y), and 

study the asymptotic behavior of the densities 

measure {z € [0,1): Da(n;x;y) <A} as n— 00. (1.4) 

If Pm /Gm is a convergent of a, then 

1 k 1 : 

|a— Pm/dm| < oo sO |ko — kPm/Qm| < Te S o- as 1<k<an.- 
m Im m
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Therefore, kpn/qm (mod 1), 1<k< qm are exactly the equidistant set 

0,1/dm, 2/dm,+++s (@m — 1)/4m 

in another order. So if n = g, then D,(n;x;y) = O(1) uniformly for 

all x and y. This means that there are infinitely many special values of 
n when D,(n;2;y) is uniformly bounded. To obtain any reasonable limit 

distribution, we have to take, therefore, an average of (1.4) as n runs in an 

interval, for example, 

1<n<N. (1.5) 

The next observation is that, beside the special values of n, there are 

infinitely many special values of y (in fact, a dense subset of [0,1]) when 
D,.(n; x;y) = O(1) uniformly for all n and x. Indeed, let e.g. y = a (mod 1), 
and in general, let y € {ma (mod 1): m & Z}. (Note that in view of a 

well-known theorem of Kesten, these are precisely the values of y for which 

sup,,z |Da(n;2;y)| = O(1).) So to obtain a limit distribution, we need a 

second average of (1.4) as y runs in an interval, for example, 

0<y<1. (1.6) 

Now Theorem 1.1 says that conditions (1.5)-(1.6) are already sufficient 

to get a Central Limit Theorem. 

It follows from (1.2’) that for an arbitrary irrational a we cannot expect 

any Central Limit Theorem. Not even for almost every a. Instead of giving 

a detailed proof of this. negative result, we just mention here the following 
limit theorem of Kesten [12] as a sort of explanation (||y|| is the distance of 
y from the nearest integer): 

~~ 

a N 

2 (Ilka + a] - a) 17 dt 2, kel gs - | — area 4 (a,x) € [0,1)": log N Ste } Tee 
——— 

with an effective absolute constant p, uniformly for all t as N — oo. 

In other words, if a varies in [0,1), then we have the “pathological” 

Cauchy distribution in the limit. The proof uses the metrical theory of 

continued fractions and Fourier analysis.
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In contrast to the normal distribution, the Cauchy distribution has 

neither variance nor mean. This is quite natural since the square-integral 

(“variance”) 

1 1 N 1 2 

If (ra - ) da dz = const - N 

0 0 

is much-much bigger than the norming factor log N. 

Now let us return to Theorem 1.1. 

In Section 2 we show that Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to a lattice point 

problem: the asymptotic behavior of the fluctuation of the numbers of 

lattice points in tilted rectangles of slope a. Next we study the asymptotic 

behavior of the numbers of lattice points in tilted hyperbola segments. 

Consider e.g. the inhomogeneos diophantine inequality 

IInv2— al] < (1.7) 
where ||y|| means the distance of y from the nearest integer, and z,c are 

fixed real numbers. Write f(z;c;.N) for the number of integral solutions n 
of (1.7) satisfying 1<n<N. 

If = 0 and c = 3, then ‘ 7) becomes 

\InV2|| < x = | v2 — =| < a (1.8) 

A classical theorem in diophantine approximation gives that in (1.8), & = 
Fei ie., @ is a convergent of V2. It is well-known that the convergents Ph 

of V2 are (k = 0,1,2,...): 

pe = 5 {14 VO + (1 var}, 

a= 55 {+ VIM - 1 - va}. 

Since the convergents Ps = ™ really satisfy (1.8), we obtain 

log N 

log(1 + V2) 

that is, the number of solutions of (1.8) behaves like const - log N with 

a bounded “error term” (a rather deterministic behavior). We can prove, 

f(z =0;¢= 5; N)= +0(1), (1.9)
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however, that as parameter z varies in the unit interval 0 < x < 1, the 

function f(z) = f(z;c;.N) has a stochastic behavior. We can prove, among 
others, a Central Limit Theorem and a Law of the Iterated Logarithm. 

First observe that, as x varies in 0 < x < 1, the mean value of f(x;c; N) 
is 

1 

[te c; N)dx = 2clog N + O(1). (1.10) 
5 I 

Indeed, 2clog N + O(1) is the area of the truncated hyperbola domain 

|2y? — 2?| <2V2e, 1<y <N,z>0. (1.11) 

In contrast to (1.9), for a typical x € [0,1), the discrepancy : 

f(z;0;N) — 2clog N | 

has oscillations of average order log NV as N — oo. We first formulate a 
Central Limit, Theorem. 

Theorem 1.2. For every positive constant c there is another positive con- 

stant 0 = a(c) > 0 such that 

f(a;0; N) — 2clog N 
t 

1 2 
0,1): <t — -w/2g mes {2 fn: Ee St} ~ ay [ ram 

uniformly for all t as N — oo. Here mes stands for the one-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. 

The second result gives a very precise information on the order of 

magnitude of the maximum fluctuation of the discrepancy 

F(x;¢;N)—2clogN (N - oo) 

for almost every x € (0, 1). 

Theorem 1.3. For any positive c50, 

lim sup f (x30; N) — 2clog N _ 

Nos Vlog N : Togloglog N 

F(z;e;N)—2clogN _ 
lim inf — —V2. 
NE Vlog N - log log log N 7 

V2-o, and
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for almost every x € {[0,1). Here o = o(c) > 0 as in Theorem 1.2. 

Remark. Of course, the proofs of Theorems 1.2-1.3 work for any inequality | 

(see (1.7)) 
c 
Z c IlInvd - zi 2 where d- is not: a perfect sguare . 
n n 

As a sort of explanation for Theorems 1.2-1.3, we insert here the follow- 

ing simple heuristics. Let f,(x) denote the number: of sólutions n of (1.7) 

satisfying e* 1 <n<e* (k=1,2,...,logN). We have 

log N 

f(zie;N) = >> f(z), 
k=1 

and so 
log N 

f(a;¢,N) -2clogN = }~ :fi(z), (1.12) 
k=1 

where f, (x) = f(a) — 2c. Now the key observation is that the functions 

f,(z) (1 < k < logN) are “weakly independent random variables”, and 

' the sum on the right-hand side of (1.12) has some similarities to the initial 
segments 

  SS. sin(2xn,2), THI > \>1, 
nk 

k=1 

of an Hadamard gap series. 

For an arbitrary irrational 0, let go(x;c;.N) denote the number of solu- 

tions n of the inequality 

Ind — al] < <, 1<n<N. (1.13) 

In 1964 W.M. Schmidt [15] studied the behavior of gg(z;c;N) as N — co 
for almost every 6 and for every x € (0,1), and gave the following upper 

bound: 

go(x;c; N) — 2clog N = O( Vicg N - (log log Nye). (1.14) 

We have to tell that Schmidt dealt with a much more general problem, 

not just the one-dimensional ineguality (1.13), but.in this paper we restrict 

ourselves to the simplest case. 

For almost every 9 and for almost every x -€ [0,1), we can give the 

following more precise information.
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Theorem 1.4. For any positive c > 0, 

. go(x;c; N) — 2clog N 
lim sup —————*>_—__> _ 

N- so Vlog N - (log log N)2** 

go(z;c;N)—2clogN _ 

Vlog N-loglogN 

for almost every 6 and for almost every x € [0,1). | 

=0Q but 

lim su 
Noo p 

One of the motivations of our research was the following lattice point 

problem of Sinai, which came out from an exciting attempt to justify a 

hypothesis in “Quantum Chaos” (see Sinai [17], [18]). 

Let D C R? be a bounded domain which is symmetric with respect 

to both coordinate axes, and assume the boundary I of D in the positive 

quadrant xz, > 0, x2 > 0 is the graph of a strictly monotone decreasing 

smooth function (see Fig. 1). 

  

    
Figure 1. 

For simplicity suppose that area(D) = 1. 

Let AD = {Ax € R? : x € D} and AT — (Ax : x € T} denote the “blow 
up” of D and I, resp., of linear ratio A. Denote by S),. the strip bounded by 

the curves (A+ 35 )I and AT, that is, S,,. = (A+ 3)D\AD (set-difference).
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We have 

GY \. e 
area(S),<) = ha) — A =etaG cas A— oo. 

So the expected number of lattice points in the strip S),, tends to c as c is 

fixed and A — oo. 

For every integer k > 0 and “large” real number N, let 

D(D; c; N) — x -mes{A € (0, NI : ISx.e 1 Z?| = k}. 

Sinai’s problem. Find an analytic domain D such that for any c > 
0,p%(D;c;N) tends to the Poisson distribution as N -+ oo, that is, for 

alle > 0, 

im pe (D;c;N) =e°° -c*/k! (k =0,1,2,...). 

Note that Sinai [18], and refining his ideas, Major [20], proved that some 

“Wiener process like” domains D satisfy the requirements, but their func- 

tional analytic approach does not even give a twice differentiable domain. 

We are not very optimistic about a positive answer to Sinai’s problem, and 

in fact we suspect that such an analytic domain D might not exist. Our 

very first idea, therefore, was to study hyperbola segments instead of strips 

(A+ £)D\\D as better candidates for “randomness”. 

Consider the “compressed” hyperbola segment (see (1.13)) 

|[n6 — zi] c 1<n<QN, (1.15) 

  

c 

n;logN’ 

and let he(x;c; N) denote the number of solutions n satisfying (1.15). Com- 

paring (1.13) and (1.15), we see that 

c 
he(z; c; N) — ge (=: oy) . 

Note that the area of the following domain (where (y, z) € R?, and Tr, c 

are fixed) 

    <y0-r—z< 1<y<N,z>0, 
ylog N ylog N’ 

tends to 2c as N. — o00..
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Fheorem 1.5. For every integer k > 0, let 

"a; c; N) — mes(z € [0,1) : he(x;c; N) =k}. 

‘Then 
2c , (2e)* 

k! 

for almost every 0.:In particular, if 9 = Vd where d is not-aiperfect square, 
then (1.16) holds for all c. —— 

im ax (6;¢;N) = = (k=0,1,2,...) (1.16) 

. Finally, we return to (1.7), i.e., 9 — V2, and-study!the “extra large 
"deviations" of the discrepancy function f (x; c; N) — 2c-leg\V as 0.< 2 <1. 
We recall a 9) and (1.10): 

log N 
fe=e= BN) =O + O(1), and 

1 

[ tee= 3; N)dz = 2- ; -log N + O(1) = log N + O(1). 

0 

Since oe) > 1, we obtain an “extra large deviation” result: 

1 

omax f(ajc= nN) ~ [ t(se= ji) dz >const-logN. (1.17) 

0 

We can prove (1.17) for any c > 0, and in both directions. 

{Prpposition. For every c > 0 and every N > 2, 

pmax f(a;¢;N) - [re c;N)dz >7-logN, and 

OSaS1 
min :f(x;c; N) — f fia Nas <r tog, 

0 

"where the positive constant tT = T(c) > 0 is independent of N. 

What we ini.fact can prove is a much more general “almest: van der 

Waerden theorem”. Let & : Z? 6 {—1,+1} be an arbitrary 2-coloring of
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the lattice points. We introduce the notion of upper and lower density of 

WY. The width of a rectangle R = (a, b] x [a,b] will mean the length of its 
shorter edge: width (R) = min{b— a,b’ — a’}. The upper density ud(¥) of 

the 2-coloring W is 

: ; aden (a) 

ud(w) = widt [de sup ~ area(R) 7 

and the lower density Id(V) of © is 

2 vm) 

1d() — width LE soo inf Sea) , 

where R is taken over all possible rectangles [a, 6] x [a , b]. 

Theorem 1.6. Let V : Z? — {—1,+1} be an arbitrary 2-coloring of the 
lattice points. Let H = H(c,e ) denote the hyperbola segment 

ja? —2y?|<c,l<r<e%,y>0 

of area 72 N + O(1). Then there is a translated copy H +v of H by a real 

vector v € R? such that 

> U(n) > (ud(¥) +c’) - area(H), 
n€Z?2n(H+v) 

and there is another translated copy H + u such that 

9). — V(m) < (1d(®) — c’) - area(H), 
néZ2n(H+u) 

where the positive constant c' = c'(c) > 0 is independent of N. 

It is easy to see that the Proposition above is a trivial corollary of 

Theorem 1.6 with ¥ = +1. 

Note that Theorem 1.6 has some similarities to the well-known van der 

Waerden theorem. The 2-dimensional form of van der Waerden theorem is 

as follows: given any 2-coloring of Z? and any integer N > 2, there exists a 
monochromatic N x N square sublattice of Z?. The main difference is that 

in: van der Waerden theorem translation means integral translation only, 

and we have 100% discrepancy not just some constant % discrepancy what
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we have in Theorem 1.6. On the other hand, in van der Waerden theorem 

we have no control on the diameter of the monochromatic N x N square 
sublattice, and huge magnification is the heart of the proof. In Theorem 

1.6, however, we achieve linear size discrepancy with translated copies only. 

Note that real translation is crucial in Theorem 1.6, because if we just allow 

integral translations, then in view of the Lovdsz Local Lemma [7], we cannot 

guarantee more than N? - /log N discrepancy instead of the best possible 
const - N what we have in Theorem 1.6. 

Theorem 1.6 is an analogue of a well-known theorem of Sidon in the 

theory of lacunary Fourier series. Let 

  

N 
. n 

f(t) — 2b -sin(27 n, +t) where 7 >A>1. 

Then by Sidon’s theorem, 

N 

max |f(t)| > cy > [bx |, (1.18) 
O<tS1 

k=0 

where the positive constant cx depends on A only. 

Note that this is not just a formal similarity. We can in fact save the 

proof of (1.18), and use its idea to prove Theorem 1.6 (we call it “Roth- 

Haldsz method”). For a similar argument, see Beck [1]. 

The rest of this paper is devoted to an outline of the proof of Theorem 
1.1 (which is the hardest result). For a better understanding, we just deal 

with the particular case a = /2 with Cy = (12V2log(1 + V2))"1/?. For a 
complete proof, see Beck [2]. 

2. A lattice point problem 

Theorem 1.1 is essentially equivalent to the following lattice point result: 

Let So(a,b;c) denote the tilted rectangle which can be obtained from the | 

aligned rectangle —a/2 < 2, < a/2,—b/2 < ro < b/2 by a rotation of angle 
8 = tan ‘a and a translation of c € R?, i.e., the size is a x 6, the slope is 

tan 3 = a and the center is c. Let Zs(a,b;c) be the number of lattice points 

in S,(a,b;c). The expected value of Zs(a,b;c) is clearly the area = a- b.
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  Let A = vier and B = /1+a?-N (soA-B=N). We study the 

distribution of the discrepancy function . 

Do5(a,b;c) = Zs(a,b;c) —a-b 

as0<a< A= yee, 0<b<B=~Vita?-N, c= (c1,¢2) € R® and 

N — oo. 

Again we prefer the unit cube, so for every w = (wi, Wa, Wz, Wa) in 

(0, 1)*, let a — wi : A,b — we : B, cs — Wz, cz — wa, and we get Ds(a,b;c) = 

D5(wi " A, wa : B; wz, wa). We actually formulate a Central Limit Theorem 

with an explicit error term. Of course, tan? plays the same role here as 

that of a in Theorem 1.1. 

Theorem 2.1. Let tan’ = a be a real quadratic number. Let A= Tro 

and B = V1+oa2N. Then there is a positive constant Co = Co(a) such 

that the distribution of the renormalised function 

Do(wi - A, we - B; wz, wa) 

CoVlog N 

is close to the normal law in the following quantitative form: 

Dy(w,: A,we- By ws, ws) < iS _ 

CoVlogN ~ 

, we (0,1),   go,n (w) = 

volume ív = (w1, W2,W3, wa) € (0, 1)*: 

t 

1 2 1 — — u" /2 _ 

Ta | ° u+0( cen) 

where the implicit constant in O(...) depends only on Ú. 

Theorem 2.1 = Theorem 1.1 

  

To prove this implication, we first study the following intermediate problem. 

Let £ = CL, be the tilted lattice {(ia — j,j) : (4,9) € Z?} and let P,, denote 

the parallelogram {(0,0), (a, 0), (—1,1), (a — 1, 1)} — see Fig. 2. 

Let S(a,b;c) = [cy — a/2, cs + a/2] x [cz — b/2, cz + 6/2] be the aligned 

rectangle of size a x b and centered at ¢ = (ci, C2). 

Let Z(a,b;c) be the number of elements of Ca in S(a, b; c), and write 

D(a, b;c) = Z(a,b; ce) — s. 

Note that area(Pa) = a.
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SX. 
SA 

Figure 2. 

     
e e. 

  N } ÖN 
paratlelogram P, 

Theorem 2.2. We have 

2 nn (0,1)? xP, ; Diwrrte + Biws, wa) st] 
Cy - flog B 

t 

e 2g 

“Te | . 
uniformly for all t as B > oo. 

We claim: Theorem 2.1 > Theorem 2.2 = Theorem 1.1. 

First we show that Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 2.2 with B= 

a: N. 

By definition, 

Z(a,b;o) —[((ij) ez? : ia — j € [c1, cs 4 a], j € [c2,c2 Hb]. 

Since 0 < a < 1, for every i € Z there is at most one j € Z such that 
ia —j €[c1,c, +a). Hence 

Z(a,b;c) =|{t€ Z: 3jÉZ such that (2.10) 

ta—Jj€l[ei,c, +a) and 7 €[co,co+b]}|= 

=|{i€Z: ia€[e,,c, +a) (mod 1), 

4€ [(c1 +2)/a, (c1 +c2 +)/a]}|+O(1).
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Fix an z € (0,1). Let M,, M2 be “large” integers, to be specified later. 

Clearly 

mes (ci € [—M,, Mi]: c: =x (mod 1)} = 2M, + O(1). 

For every m € Z, let 

E(z,m) = (ez € [—M2, M2]: Je. €[~Mi, M;] 8. t. (2.2) 

c, =z (mod 1), ((c1 + c2)/a] = mh. 

We have 

2M,a+O(1), — if lm] c M2/a — O(M;) 
_ J O(Mia), if Mz /a—O(M,) < |m| < 

mes E(x,m) = < My/a + O(M;) (2.3) 

0, if Im] > M,/a+O(M;). 

Combining (2.1) and (2.2), we have, with m = [(c, + c2)/a] (integral part), 

Z(a,b;c) = {i € [m,m+(b/a)] NZ: ia € [z,z +a) (mod 1)} + O(1), 
(2.4) 

provided c,; = x (mod 1) and c2 € E(z,m). 

Since m <i < m+ (b/a), we have 

ia=ma+ka where k=i-me {0,1,2,...,[b/a}}, (2.5) 

and so, with «” =z - ma (mod 1), 

ia € [z,z +a) (mod 1) = > ka € [5 ,7 4 a) (mod 1). (2.6) 

Therefore, by (2.4)-(2.6), 

Z(a,b;c) = kk € {1,2,...,[b/a]}: ka—z" € [0,a) (mod 1) }[+0() = 

= Z,([b/a];—2" 5a) +O(1), (2.7) 

where 

c, =x (mod 1), m= [(c1 +c2)/a], cz” = x — ma (mod 1). |
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Now fix x” € (0,1) and a € (0,1), and let 

F(z" ,a) = {(c1,¢2) € [-M1, Mi] x [-Ma, Ma] (2.8) 

ci ET 3 [(ci + c2)/ala (mod D]. 

By (2.7) and (2.8), for every c € F(x" , a), 

Z(a, b; c) = Z,([b/a]; ~x" ;a) + O(1). (2.9) 

To estimate the size of F(x" ,a), we use (2.2) with m = [(c; + c2)/al : 

F(x" ,a) = Ee" +ma,m). 

By (2.3), - 

mes F(z" ,a) =2Mia-(2M2/a) + O(M?) = | (2.10) 

Since 
D(a,b;c) = Z(a, b;¢) — ab/a, and 

Do (n; u; a) — Za (n; u; a) — an, 

by (2.9) and (2.10), for every 0< a <1, 0<b< Na, 0<uK<1, 

(4M, M2)" "mes fe € [(-M,, M] x [—Mz, Mo] : D(a,b;c) = 

Da([b/a); u;a) ro] -140 GE) . (2.11) 

Now the last observation is that the rectangle (— M1; Mi] x [-M2, Me] 

contains 4M, M. 4M, M. 1 1142 _ 1442 a). 
a + O(M2) = — (1 +O (sz)) (2.12) 

disjoint congruent copies of the fundamental parallelogram P,. Combining 
(2.11),(2.12) with Mz = M? — oo, and Theorem 2.2, Theorem 1.1 follows. 

The implication Theorem 2.1 = Theorem 2.2 is even simpler. Let T 
denote the linear transformation on R? with 

  

T(a,0)=(1,0) and T(-1,1) = (0,1). (2.13)
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Figure 3. 

  

Figure 4. 

Then TP, = [0,1)? and TL, = Z’. By (2.13), 

7(0,1) = 7 ((1,0) + (-1,1)) = (4,0) + 0,1) = (4,1), 
so we have tan 3 = a (see Fig. 3). 

In Theorem 2.2, 0 < a < 1, so we just make an error of size O(1) by 
replacing the parallelogram on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 with a tilted 

rectangle (see Fig. 4) of size a’ x b', where 

2 1 2 

= ee sand = | *9 a 

oa l+a® V1i+a? a? 
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slope= F 

c=(C;, C2) 
  

Figure 5. 

Therefore Theorem 2.2 (and so Theorem 1.1) follows from Theorem 2.1 

with A = vrizr and B = (aN)- ite = V1+a?N. So it remains to 
prove Theorem 2.1. 

We restrict ourselves to the particular case tan? = a = /2. Just for 

convenience, let: $(a, b,c) denote the tilted rectangle (see Fig. 5) which can 
be obtained from the aligned rectangle (0, a]. x [0, 6] by a rotation of angle 

1 tan! vg and a translation of c (i.e. the lower left corner of S(a, b, c) is 

located at c and the slope is v5): Similarly, let 

Z(a, b,c) = |S(a,b,c)NZ? and D(a,b,c) = Z(a,b,c)—a-b. (2.14) 

Since Dy(a,b;c) with 0 = tan”! /2 and D(a,b,c) have exactly the same 

distribution as c runs over {0,1)?, it does not make any difference to study 

D(a, b,c) instead of Dg(a,b;c). So from now on we have: 

0<a<A=V3N and 0<b< B= (2.15) 

We conclude this section with some simple but very useful geometric 

observations. 

Definition 1. A bounded measurable set S C R? is called exact if every 

translated copy S + v,v € R? of S contains exactly area(S) lattice points. 

For example, [0, 1)? is exact. In general, half-open lattice parallelograms 

(i.e. the four vertices are lattice points) are clearly exact (see Fig. 6). Among 

the four vertices T,U,V and W, only T belongs to the border.
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Figure 7. 

Let TUVW be a lattice parallelogram, and let V", W* be points on the 

line VW such that UV" and TW” are parallel (see Fig. 7). We call the 

half-open parallelogram TUV* W’* a weak lattice parallelogram. Since the 

triangles TWW* and UVV*~ are congruent and TU is an integral vector, 

weak lattice parallelograms are exact. This fact explains our attempt to 

approximate the tilted rectangle S(a,b,0) (see Fig. 8) by a disjoint union 

of O(log NV’) weak lattice parallelograms.
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     slope = Fr 
  

0 origin 

Figure 8. 

3. A geometric decomposition (or how to find the almost 

independent random variables) 

We define a special representation of the “weakly horizontal” side length a 

of S(a,b;c) (see Fig. 8) in the form 

a= 2, 6:(a) -r(ö), (3.1) 

‘where for all but one value of i, ő;(a) — 0 or 1 or 2, and r(i) sz const - 

(1+ V2)‘. Representation (3.1) is a sort of analogue of the usual decimal 

system but the scale is (1+ 2) instead of 10 (the irrationality of (1 + V2) 
is responsible for many technical difficulties in the rest of the paper). 

The precise definition of (3.1) goes as follows. The sequence Be of 
convergents of 

1 

  

v2=1+——— 

a 

is 2 = +, fi — 3,2 — 7, and in general (see e.g. Hardy & Wright [10]): 

p= 5 {0+ vO aa — vay}, (3.2) 
a= oR fa + V2) _ (1 _ V2) } . 

We sball later use the following well-known identities: 

Di42 — Wis. + Di, Gre — 2diri ta; (i2 0); (3.3)
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pe — qf =(-1)*" (20); (3.4) 

DiniGi — GtiPi =(—-1)' (i 2 0). (3.5) 

Definition 2. For every 1 > 0, let r(i) be the inner product of the vector 

(p:, a) and the unit vector (2 , 75), see Fig. 9, that is, 

BV2 E di | 
r(i) = 5 (3.6) 

    

  

(pid ) 

  J = 
Figure 9. 

By (3.3) and (3.6), 

r(i+2)=2r(i+1)4+r(i) (i2 0). (3.7) 

Let n be defined by 

r(ín) S A <r(n+1). (3.8) 
~ (log)? 

Since A = /3N and r(n) sz a: (1 + V2)"*!, we have: 

log N 
= ————_  — O(loglog N). 

log(1 + V2) (log log N)
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Write 

L= A (integral part).and A=L-r(n+1) (3.9) 
~ [r(n+1) orev par’): ~ , , 

Clearly - 

L < (log N)/7, A< A and A-A=O apr) (3.10) 
a (log N)#/7 

Remark. In view of (3.10), it is enough to prove Theorem 2.1 in the special 

case A = A. Indeed, the error term in Theorem 2.1 is O ((log N)"*/7). 

To get representation (3.1), we extend the sequence r(i) over negative 
values of 7 to achieve r(—i) —» 0 as i — +00. We have to break rule 
(3.2) at ¢ = —1 (indeed, otherwise we get p-; = 1,q-1 = 0 and p-; = 

(—1)**pi-2,9-¢ = (—1)'qi-2 fori > 2, and so r(—i) = (p-; V2+q-i)/V3 > 
00 as i — +00 instead of the required relation r(—i) — 0 as i + +00): let 

p-1 =0,q-1 =1, and p-) =(-1)'4i-2,4 = (-1)" 1 pj-2 for i> 2. 

(3.11) 
For every i > 1, define r(—i) precisely by (3.6), i.e., 

r(-i) = p-iV¥2+4q-; 

V3 

Then r(—1) = Ye, and for i > 2 (see (3.2), (3.4) and (3.11)), 

(i>1). (3.6’) 

  r(—i) = CV a-av2 it CD Bi-2 = AY (G-2V2- Pen) = 
V3 v3 

_ (-1) . 2q7-2 — Pí- 2 - (-1)* . (-1)* - 

V3 gi-2 V2 + Di-2 V3 (1+ V2)i-2 
1 

V3(1 + V2). 

By (3.3) and (3.11), the column vectors satisfy 

(2)-2(0)+(2) +2) = di do q-1 q-2 

(e) = 2o(P i) + (6) i>2. 

q-i+2 q-i+1 q-i 

  

(3.12)
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Thus, by (3.67), 

r(1) =2r(0) + r(-1) + r(—2), and (3.13) 

r(—i + 2) =2r(—i + 1) + r(—i), i 2 2. 

It follows that every real number a € (0, A) can be expressed as 

a=Ka)-r(n+i1)+ > 6(a)r(é) (3.14) 
“0 <iSn 

where 0 < l(a) < L is an integer, 6;(a) = 0 or 1 or 2 (~co < i < n), if 

6;(a) = 2 and « 0 then 6;-1 (a) = 0, and if 69(a) = 2 and 6-;(a) = 1 then 
6-2(a) = O (see (3.13)). Observe that this representation of a € [0, A) is 

unique if we ignore the countable set of a’s for which the tail of the sequence 

6;(a),t — —oo is a periodic....2020...2020.... So (3.14) is unique for 
almost every a € (0, A). 

Definition 3. A tilted rectangle'T of slope vy is called-spectal (see Fig. 10) 

if the supporting lines of the sides of T parallel to y = —s/2z contain a 

lattice point each. 

      
   

special 
rectangle 

Figure 10. 

According to (3.14), consider the following sequence of lattice points: 

0= (0,0) (Dn-r1 99n+1 ), (2patt »29n+1 ), sees (l(@)Pn41 (aan), 

(I(a)Pn41 + jPn,l(a)qn +399n), 0<j< 6,(a), 

(1(@)Pn41 +6, (@)Dn +IPn-1 Ua)dnsi + 6n(@)dn+5dn-1), 0< 7 S6,-1 (a),
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and in general: 

(U(@)Pa4a + > 5:(a)p;+JjpK Ua)ang1 + Ss; b:(a)ai+Jqn), O< J S bx (a). 
i=k+1 i=k+1 

Drawing straight lines through these lattice points which are parallel 

to y = —V/2z, we get a decomposition of S(a,b, 0) into disjoint special 

rectangles (see Fig. 11): 

S(a,b,0) =(T1,, UV... UT) (TL UT) UL... 
n+1 

UT UTERO yu... (—00 <i-<n). 

    

S(a,b,0) 

  

Figure 11. 

(3.15) 

   

Here we use the convention that T} U Te) = @ if 6;(a) = 0, and the 
abbreviation: T? = T?(a,b,0). Write 

Vas (a,b, 0) = Try (a, 6,0) U... U TAG} (a, 6,0), 
and for —co <i<n, . 

V;(a, b, 0) = T? (a, b, 0) UT (a, b, 0). 

Then 

S(a,b,0)= |) Vi(a,6,0), 
~o <ien+1 

and with V;(a, b,c) = V;(a,b,0) + ¢ (translated copy), 

S(a, b,c) = U V;(a, b,c). 
oo <iSn+1 

(3.16) 

(3.16”) 

(3.17) 

(3.18)
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Figure 12. 

For every —0o <i <n+1, let Z;(a, b,c) denote the number of lattice points 

in V,(a, b,c). Clearly 

: _ fl(a)-r(nt+1)-6,  ift=n+1 

area (V;(a,b, ¢)) = (tg :r(i)-b, if —co <i<n. 

Let 

(3.19) 

A,(a, b,c) = Z;(a, b,c) — area(V;(a, b,c)), -oo<ign+], (3.20) 

then we get a decomposition 

D(a,b,c)= SY Aj(a,b,c) (3.21) 
-o <i<n+1 

of the discrepancy function. 

We shall later use the following simple observation. , 

Lemma 3.1. Let IC (—0o,n] be an interval of consequtive integers. Let 

a and a’ be in [0, A) such that 6;(a) = 6;(a’),i € I. Then 

> Z:(a,b,c) (or 3. Di(a,b,c)) and 
jel 4eI 

> Z:(a',b,¢) (or D7) Di(a ,b,e)) 
tel ser 

have the same distribution as c runs over the unit square [0, 1)?. 

Proof. Let I = {k,k—1,k—2,...}, and let w and "7 be the components of 

the vector W = (I(a)Pni1 + > 6:(a)p;, U(a)dnt1 + 2. 6;(a)q;) parallel 
i=k+1 i=k+1 

to x = /2y and y = —V2z, resp. (see Fig. 12).
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Similarly, let 7 and 7 be the same kind of components of w = 

(U(a’ )Pn+1 + x 6; (a )pi, (a )dny1 + > 6; (a )qi). 
t=k+1 i=k+1 

Then, from the definition of V;(a, b,c) is follows that 

‘ Vi(a, b, -@) = Vi(a’, b, -7), itel, 

whioh, implies the lemma. I 

\We, just want to keep O(log N) terms on the right-hand side of (3.21). 
We need 

Lemma 3.2. Let T be a rectangle of slope v5 and area(T) < 4. Then 

ITN Z| <1. 

Proof. Suppose the contrary that there are (at least) two lattice points in 

T (see Fig. 13). ‘Then there are integers p,q (p? + q? # 0) such that 

- , 2 1 ; 1 2 

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

Figure 13. 

We have 

LS area(T) > |a'|- |6'| = |? pv2+q_ pv2—a) |gv2—p] _ 
18 V3 pv2—q V3 

_ 2p? - | |av2—p| 5 1 |av2- P| 
3 pv2—q|~ 3|pv2—q       
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Similarly 

1 _ 1|pV2+¢q 
— > -|—=— |, and so 
18 ~ 3 qv2+p. 

1, max qVv2—p pv2+4q (3.22) 
6 pv2—q| |av2+p 

= max V2—c JV2e+1 

: V2c—1|'| V2+¢ 

where c = p/gq. If |c| > 1 (including the case g = 0), then 

Vide +1). (V2= Mle _ v2-1 1 (3.23) 
V2+ce]~ (V2+Dcl V2+1~ 6 

If |c| < 1, then 

V2), va-1, =. (3.24) 
Vie—1|* Va+1~ 

    

(3.23)-(3.24) contradict (3.22), and the lemma follows. IB 

Now in view of Lemma 3.2, 

n+l 

D(a,,c) = 9) A,(a, b,c) + O(1) (3.25) 
i=1 

for almost every a € (0, A]. 

We conclude this section with an important observation about special 

rectangles (see Def. 3). We shall study a typical rectangle T? in (3.15) — . 
see Fig. 14. 

By definition, there are two lattice points w and wo = w+ (Di. gi) 

on the border of rectangle Ti — — ViIV2v3v.. Segment wwa splits Ti into 

two trapeziums: wwov3V4 and WV1V2Wo. We just study the first one, the 

second one can be handled similarly. 

The lattice parallelogram w, w-1, Wo, W: has area |p;q:-1 — qiDi-1| = 1 
(see (3.5)). So 

area(WWoW, W, ) = 2- area(wwow;) = 2- = = 1. (3.26) 

N
i
r
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   w, Wa WW, 

WyWiWo ss Wy Z “4 

are lattice points v, V2 and wu are parallel 

Figure 14. 

Hence distance |wwi| = x7. Observe that wWwo,wiW1,W2W2,---, 
w,W, form an “arithmetic progression” of parallel straigh line segments, 

where w;,W, is the last one before vsv,. Each w;w; (1 <i < k) contains 

precisely one lattice point w;. 

We have 

trapezium WWoV3V4 = parallelogram wwow,Ww, + 

trapezium v3V4W;, W;,.- 

Since wwow,z is a lattice parallelogram, wwoW,W,, is a weak lattice par- 

allelogram (see the end of Section 2), so it is exact. By (3.26), 

area(V3V4W;, W;,) < 2- area(wwoWw,W; ) = 2. (3.27) 

So, by Lemma 3.2, the “small trapezium” v3v4v,Ww,, and any. translated 

copy of it, contains O(1) lattice points. 

Thus we have 

T? = “exact set” plus 2 “small trapeziums” like vsva4w,w;,- (3.28)
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Figure 15. 

We shall later refer to (3.28) as a “simplification of T? by an exact set”. 

Return to Fig. 14. The union of the “small triangle” wuwo and the 

“small trapezium” v3v4w,W, modulo Z? equals the union of two “small 

rectangles” with sides parallel to that of T; (see Fig. 15). 

Indeed, w,W;,,VsV and wuszu2ui are eguivalent modulo Z?, and simi- 

larly, w.w,vv4 and u3Wwousux are equivalent modulo Z?. So we get the 

rectangular polygon wuususu2ui:. Repeating the same argument for the 

other "small trapezium?" at viva (see Fig. 14), altogether we obtain a rect- 

angular polygon (see Fig. 16) uruzusus uj üz u uz. 

We denote the rectangular polygon u,u2uU,U;U,U,uU,U, by IT? ||, and 

call it the “fractional part” of T?. In view of Fig. 16, |T?|| is the union 

of (at most) 3 “small rectangles” T} (1), = 1,2,3, and these rectangles are 

contained by a rectangle of size r(i) x a" 

Summarizing, we have 

Ti(a,b,0) = “exact set” plus \|T? (a, b, 0) || (mod Z?) 

= “exact set” plus T?(a,b,0;1),1<1<3. (5.29)
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Let 

6; (a) 

V,(a,b,0) = (J ||77(@,5,0)||, and (3.30) 
j=l 

Z;(a, b,c) = |(V;(a, 6,0) +e) NZ? |: 

Since exact sets have zero discrepancy, by (3.10), (3.14)-(3.20), (3.28), 

_ J O(), if -co <i<n 
A;(a, b, c) Hul Teny, ifi=n +1. (3.31) 

Return to (3.21). Dropping the term i =n + 1, by (3.31), 

D(a,b,e) = J Asfa,b,e)+O(logN)") (8.82) 
i=1 

for almost every a € (6, A]. 

We emphasize that the shapes of the rectangles V;(a,b,0) (see (3.16)) 
heavily depend on both parameters a € [0, AJ, b € [0, B], so the components 
A;(a, b,c) of D(a, b,c) have a rather complex behavior.
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4. Bernstein’s method 

Our basic observation is that the functions (let a = 2;,5 = 22, Cc, = 43, = 

La) 

fix) =Ax(x), x € [0,4] x [0B] x (0,1)? (1<i<n) (41) 
are weakly dependent in the sense that theccorrelation between any two 

disjoint blocks 

> fix) and > fix) G <A): 
1SiSj kSiSn 

of functions tends to zero exponentially fast as the distance (k — 7) ofthbe 
blocks tends to +-00. 

Note that f;(x) = A;(x) automatically extends to'the whole pláne 

(z3,24) € R?, and is periodic modulo 1 with respect to the:last two coordi- 

nates. 

A well-known trick of handling sums of weakly dependent functions, 

often called as Bernstein’s method — see e.g. Ibragimov & Linnik [11] — 
is to decompose the index set (we prefer the reversed index set) {n,n — 1, 

.;+,2,1} into an alternating sequence of intervals 

{n,n-1,...,21}=hUAUBRUAQU...UIm Ulm (4.2) 

such that [J;| = |Jo| =... = [Im| = 2, [Ji] = |J2| =... = |Jn| = d, and z 
is much bigger than d. If the "gap" d is sufficiently large, then the partial 

sums 

9(x) = > f(x), k= 1, 2, e... m (4.3) 

i€l, 

become “almost independent” , so we can employ the standard Fourier trans- 

form technique of Probability Theory to the sum 27 9r(x), and simply ig- - 
k=1 

nore the effect of the missing terms 

> fi(x) — > 9x (x) = > 2 f(x). 
ízi k=1 j€ Jp 

Let I 
z ss nő w(logN)™, and (4.4)
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dsznt sz (log N) 2, (4.5) 

and so 

m sz níő az (log N)xs, (4.6) 

Let 

k 

Gi(x) = > 9j(x), k=1,2,...,m (x € [0, A] x [0, B] x R?). (4.7) 
j=l 

It is a periodic function mod 1 with respect to the last two coordinates 

(z3, 24) € R?. 

The Fourier transforms of the densities of G,,(x) and 9,(x),x é (0, A] x 
(0, B] x [0,1)?, are the following Stieltjes integrals (i = /—1) 

9 o 

87 f ertdualy) and gx(t) = feat (8) 
—o0 00 

where the measures 444 and Ax are defined as follows: 

  

  

ua (y) — — - volume{x € [0, A] x 0, B] x [0,1)?: Ge(x) <y}, (49) 

and 

de(y) = = - volume{x € (0, ÁJ x (0, B). x (0,1)? : g(x) <y}. (4:10) 

We shall show that 441 © ®,- x41 (0 < k < m—1), which expresses 
the fact that functions g,(x) (1 < k < m) are “almost independent”. 

More preceisely, we have the following key lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. For every k = 0,1,...,m—1, 

Dips (t) = Be (t) - Pass (t) + O((v2 — 1) - t) + O((V2 — 1)*/*) 

uniformly for allt, 00 <t < +00. " 

The proof of Lemma 4.1 is long and complicated. It is based on ideas 
from the Geometry of Numbers and from Combinatorics. For the details, 
see Beck [2]. 

\
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Iterating Lemma 4.1, wé’obtain 

P(t) = IT p(t) + O(n- (V2 — 1)4/*) + O(n. (V2 — 1) - 2). 

By Taylor’s formula, 

vslt) = 95(0) +#-¥,(0) + & -i(0) + Sy?" (0) - olt"). 
We have: ¢p,(0) = 1 (see (4.8) and (4.10)), and 

oo oo _ AB 
, . t 

03(0)= | ty aw == ffi J sila,b,0)de db da = 0, 
0 0 Wo? vonz fe. o 

since f |(V+c)MZ?|dc = area(V). Morever, 
(0,1)? 

au" Tf . —1 A B 97 (0) — J (iy)?dd,(y) = = [ / / (9 (a, b, e) )zde db da = —0?, 
AB Jo Jo 

~ | (0,1)? 

‘and | 

23'(0) = f wow - zt [ ‘ i ° J ((@,2,0))%de db da 
(0,1)? 

1 4 fB ; 
oe (a,b, c)|°de db da, a=ael ff aaron 

(0,1)? 

Si, =oftop+...+0%, and Ry = pi + pot... + Pm. 

Let 

We are going to show that the normalized distribution function fim (y) 

of G, = 2. 9; (sée (4.8)-(4.9)): 
I= 

ony) = 2 5 Gals) <4} 
m(y) = =—vol € [0, A] x (0, B] x [0,1)?: S c fn(y) = volume { x € [0,2] x 0,5] x (0,1)? Se <y 

= Um (Sm -y)
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zás 

    

or 

    TŰ 
  

  

Figure 17. 

satisfies 

  

  

y 
1 -u2 

jim) - = f e" 72 du -0(#). (4/11) 

The proof of (4.11) employes the well-known Berry-Esseen technique: 

(see e.g. Feller [8] Chapter XVI.5). For the details, see Beck [2]. 

Next we show that R,,/S°, — 0 as N — oo. The key observation is 

‘Lemma 4.2. Let T C (0,1)? be a “border-to-border” parallelogram (see 

Fig. 17) with slope ve. Let V be an arbitrary tilted rectangle with slope 

ws and area < +. Let 8 and 9 be the "vertical height” of T and V, resp., 
and assume 0 < 3 <1. 

Let ||V|| denote the “projection” of V onto [0,1)?: 

IIVII— (y € (0,1)? : 3n € Z? such that n+y € V}. 

Then 

area(T'/N ||V||) = area(T) - area(V) + O (1 - log *) A
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end 

KViszunion of strips 

  

Figure 18. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, V is a union of nonoverlapping tilted strips (see 

Fig. 18), so area(||V||) = area(V). The sequence 8), 82,..., 8; of starting 

points of these strips on the vertical side 0 < rz < 1 of [0,1)? satisfies 

1 . 

$s5i1:—dte (mod 1) i—1,2,...,l 
V2 

with some fixed constant c. So the sequence s; (1 < i < J) is very uniformly 

distributed: since 

  

1 1 

v2 4, 1 
24+—— 

2+... 

by (1.3), 

>> 1-1-|J|] = O(log!) for any interval J C [0, 1). (4.12) 
s,eJ     

Let J = [a,a + 6) be the intersection of T and.the vertical coordinate 

axis (see Fig. 17), then by (4.12), 

2 1-O(1) 
area(TNIIVID — ses =|J|+0 CP) 

area(||V||) I l 

_ logl\ _ log 1 
=$8+0O eF) = area(T) + O PF) .
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ea(V) 
Since | - 7 = area(V), we have: | ~ mg? and so 

area (TNIIVID — 

— arca(T) : area(IIVID 40 (areayivip . 6) 7 
z area(T) : area(V) $H0O(y : log). 

Lemma 4.2 follows, since | - 7 sz area(V) <%>1=O0(5). u 

. By using Lemma 4.2 it is not hard to show that 

Rm = O(n- 23 - (logn)*/”). (4.13) 

For the details, see Beck [2]. 

The next step is to estimate S?, from below. We need 

Lemma 4.3. The second moment of the discrepancy function D(x) = 

|S(x) N Z?| — 21 - 22 (see (2.14)) is 

A B 
1 log N 
= D?(x) dx = ——=———— + O(log log N). 
ial { | () 37 (14 V5) 7 OMB 198%) 

It follows from Lemma 4.3 quite easily (see Beck (2]) that 

92 = log N 

™ "12/2 log (1+ V2) 

Now combining (4.11), (4.13)-(4.14), Theorem 2.1 follows. 

It remains to prove Lemma 4.3. 

+ O(n: 5 -logn). (4.14) 

The starting point of the proof of Lemma 4.3 is the following identity: 

let a and b be fixed, then I 

(4.15) J D?(a,b,¢)de = 

(0,1)? 

  

oy sin? (ma(/2m, — 34) -sin®(ab( 3 + Jim) 

om n=(nj,ng)€Z2\(0} ((V2ny — n2)/V3)? - (m1 + V2n2)/V3)? |
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The proof of (4.15) is standard: Poisson’s summation formula plus Parse- 

val’s identity. For the details, see Beck [2]. 

Since 

s 2n? — n2 n3 ~ 2n2 
V2n —n 5 — = and- 1 + V2n, = +, 
b vm tm : my — V2ng 

we have (see (4.15)) 

1 AB 

a// / D(a, b, c) da db dc = (4.16) 

0 0 [0,1)? 

2 

9 1 V2n, + No 
=o. I 5 . . + 

ma Unum) Oat ap (s + a 
n=(nj ,ng)€Z7\0) : 

ni n220 

2 
9 1 ? (n — V2na 

+a . > J(m, 2) . (a _ wa) Bő (35 

n=(n1,n2)€Z?\{0} : 
ni n2c0 

where 

Inna) = 

d [/ddtratván mi sein" blr + Ving) VA) da db 

and 

J(n, 2) = 

3
 

a 

A B 

al / sin?(ma(my + Ving) /'V3) - sin?(mb(V2n, — n2)/V5) da db. 

We shall use the trivial fact: 

[oo (Tx) dx = 5 + Ol 

0 

1 7). (4.17)
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If (log N)? < |n| = /n? +13 < N/(log N)? and nj - nz > 0, then by (4.17) 

(Ax V3N, B= 75) 

I(n1,n2) — (4.18) 

kp legitt aa] éeeg [ee (e (eső) e 
Grolmem)) ro loser) élre] 

Similarily, if (log N)? c In] £ N/(log NY? and ni :- n2 c 0, then 

  

. 1 1 

Moreover, for all n € Z?\{0}, 

2. _ m2\2 
|I(n1,n2)| = min {0 EG) a} , and (4.20) 

1 N2.(n2 — 9n2)2 

|J(m1,n2)| = min {0 (an) ah (4.21) 

In order to understand the behavior of sums like 

1 
So 7——— grg (see (4.16)) , (4.22) 

n€Z?\{0} : (2nj — n2) 
ni n220 . 

InlSN 

we need some information on the arithmetic of the quadratic number field 

Q(V/2) (see e.g. Hardy & Wright [10]). Q(/2) has “unique factorization” , 
the “primes” are: W/2, the rational primes p = +3 (8), the factors a-+6vV/2 of 
rational primes q = +1 (8), and of course, the associates of these numbers. 
So for every integer k > 2, 

k=(V2)"- TT s II (Ca +0;v2)(q; —0,v2))". (4.23) 
pi=+ 3(8) qj =+ 1(8) , 

This expression of k is unigue except for multiplication by a unity in O(V2). 
In (4.23) we can assume 0 < a; < gq; and 0 < b; < q;, and so, 

1 1 A 
a; +b; - V2 < 3q; and la; —b;-V2|>5>—. (4.24) 

J
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If k = A? — 2b? = (A+ ByV2)(A— BV2), then apart from unities: 

A+ By2= (4.25) 

(8. TL af IT (usd --nybr), 
p.=* 3(8) qi =* 1(8) . 

A-BV2= 

(vay. TT a": II (a, — by V2)" 9" (a; + bjV2)8-%). 
pi = 3(8) qj =* 1(8) 

Plainly rj =r; — rj # 2r; = 1;, so that every r; is even. Unless: this 

is so there is no representation k = A? — 2B?. Moreover, 8; = 8; —.3;" © 
85457 = 3;. It follows that the number d"(k) of essentially different factors 

(i.e. no associates) A+ By/2 in (4.25) is: 

II (8;+1), _ if every.r; is even; 
a; =+ 1(8) 

d" (k) — if at least oné Tr; is odd; 

1, ifk=1. 

Note that A-t BV2 and A— By2 are different factors in the definition 
of d*(k),k > 2. Since plainly d°(k) < d(k), where d(k) is the usual divisor 

function, we have (see e.g. Hardy & Wright [10]): 

    

d (k) < d(k) < giite)log k/loglogk for all k > ko(e). (4.26) 

We need 

Lemma 4.4. wo 

"(k) xt 

k=1 kK? 48/2 

Proof. Consider the Dirichlet character 

0 ,if n even 

x(n) = ¢ +1 , if n= +1 (8) 
—1 ,if n= +3 (8). 

First we show that for every k > 1, 

_@ (k) =D x(d) = dei (k) — dea(k), (4.27) 
dik
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where dz, (k) and ds3(k) are the numbers of divisors of k of the form 8m+1 

and 8m + 3, respectively. To prove (4.27), we write (see (4.23)) 

k =2'-1 where l= Do: II q;’ - ht 

pi=* 3(8) | gj =+ 1(8) 

Plainly 

>> x(d@) = $5 x(a). (4.28) 
dik dil 

The divisors of | are the terms in the expansion of the product 

I] Gtpt...+2%)- [] Gta t...+¢/). 
pi=+ 3(8) aj7t 1(8) 

A divisor is S$m:t1 if it contains an even number of factors pP" (0 £ a; £ T;), 
and 8m + 3 in the contrary case. Hence 

>2 x(@) =de1 (I) — das(1) — j (4.29) 
dil 

I] @+(-)+14+(-)4+...4(-)")- J] (+s) = 
pit 3(8) 93 =* 1(8) 

- II ES) IT otay-eo=e, 
pisi 3(8) 9; =* 1(8) 

and (4.27) follows from (4.28)—(4.29). 

  

By (4.27), 
= ak oo 

Ev. (Ea) (Ee), 
Since Ls = = and DE xo) = as (see e.g. Shanks & Wrench 

[16]), Lemma 4.4 follows. @ 

The equation of unities in Q(/2) is the Pell equation x? — 2y? = +1. 
The positive solutions are (m = 0,1,2,3,...) 

2 =Pm = 51+ Va" + (1 V2}, (4.30) 
1 m+1 m+1 

Y=Im = s7al(l + V2) + — (1— v2) h
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and the trivial solution is r = p-, = 1,y = q-; = 0. 

Any positive solution (z, y) of x? —2y? = +k (k > 2 integer ) satisfying 
z > 0,y > 0 can be represented by a pair (m, A+ B\/2) where m > 1 is 

an integer and A+ BV? is a factor in (4.25). From the.pair (m, A+ BvV2) 

we can reconstruct the solution (x,y) ef 2? — 2y? = +k, r >0,y >0 as 

follows: 

(Pm + QmV2)(A + BV2) = (PmA + 24mB) + (PmB+GmA)V2 (4.31) 

This representation is unique apart from the trivial case m = —1, where 

(-1,A + By2) and (—1, A — By2) represent the same solution (z,y) of 
g? — Qy? = +k. 

Now combining this information, Lemma 4.3 easily follows via simple 

but rather long calculations. 

This completes the outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the special case 

a = V2. We just used the periodicity of the continued fraction expansion of 

2, and the basic arithmetic of the quadratic field Q(/2). But every real 

quadratic a has periodic continued fraction expansion, and the arithmetic of 

every real quadratic field Q( Vd) is well-known, so the proof can be extended 

to the general case without any extra difficulty. We leave the details to the 

reader. 
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The g-perfect Graphs. Part L: The case q=2 

C. BERGE 

ABSTRACT 

Let q be a positive integer. Many graphs admit « partial coloring with q 
colors and a clique partition such that each of the cliques is “strongly colored”, 
that is: contains the largest possible number of different colors. If a graph G 
and all its induced subgraphs have this property, we say that G is “q-perfect” 
(Lovász [8}). For g = 1, this reduces to the classical concept of perfect graph. 
In this paper, we study ‘the graphs which appear to be q-perfect for q = 2. 

1. General results 

Let G be a “simple graph” (no loops, no multiple edges), of order n; we 

denote by a(G) the stability number, by @(G) the least number of cliques 

which cover the vertex set, by w(G) the maximum size of a clique, and by 

x(G) the chromatic number. 

Let ag be a positive integer. A partial ¢-coloring of G is asset of g pairwise 

disjoint stable sets 5,, S2,...,S,, each one corresponding to a “color”; some 

of the vertices may have no color. The largest possible number of colored 

vertices in a partial g-coloring is denoted by a,(G). A partial q coloring 

with a,(G) colored vertices is said to be optimal. 

Let M = (C,,C2,...) be a partition of V(G) into cliques; by definition, 

the g-norm of M is:
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B,(M) = }° min{|C;|,q}. 
j21 

We denote 9. (G) the minimum a-norm for the cligue partitions of G. If 
B,(M) = 0,(G), we say that M is q-optimal. 

For every clique partition M = (C,,C2,...,) and for every partial q- 
coloring (Si, S2,...,5,), we have 

IU Si = DIG NUS < Do min{iejlg} = BM) A) 

Hence a,(G) < 6,(G). If every induced subgraph G4 of G satisfies 

ag(Ga) = 9,(Ga), we say that G is q-perfect; clearly a,(G) = a(G), 

6,(G) = 6(G), and a graph is 1-perfect if and only if it is perfect. This 

concept is due to Lovász [8], who noticed that “every comparability graph 

is q-perfect” is equivalent to a famous theorem of Greene and Kleitman [6]. 

Clearly, with a partial q-coloring, a clique C contain at most min{|C|, g} 
colored vertices; a clique C which contains exactly min{|C|,q} colored 
vertices is said to be strongly colored. 

Fig. 1. The optimal 2-colorings of the Hajés graph H, with ag(H) = 4, @o(H) =5 

Proposition 1. Let G be a graph, and let q be a positive integer; the 

following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) a,(G) = 6,(G);
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(ii) for at least one clique partition M and one partial q-coloring, all the 
cliques of M are strongly colored; 

(iii) for every optimal partial q-coloring and for every q-optimal clique 
partition M, all the cliques of M are strongly colored. 

This proposition follows immediately from the inequalities in (1). 

Proposition 2. Let G be a graph of order n and let q be positive integer 

> w(G). Then a,(G) = 0,(G) if and only if x(G) < a. 

First, assume that a,(G) = 6,(G), and let M be a q-optimal clique 
partition. We have: 

aq(G) = By(M) = }~ min{|Cl,q} = }> Cl =n. 
CEM CEM 

So, it is possible to color G with only q colors; hence g > x(G). 

Conversely, if q colors suffice, we have, for a q-optimal clique parti- 
tion M, 

ag(G) =n= >> (Cl = 9)" minfICI,a) — B,(M) = 6,(G). 
CeM CEM 

Thus a, = 0,. 

Corollary. Every graph G is q-perfect for all q > x(G). 

Let A C V(G) and let q > x(G). We have: q > x(Ga4) > w(Ga). So, 

by Proposition 2, a,(G4) = 6,(Ga). Since this equality holds for every 
Ac V(G), the graph G is q-perfect. 

For q = 2, the g-perfectness has a special meaning, since n — a2(G) is 
the least number of vertices that we need to remove from G to obtain a 

bipartite graph. We shall give here more specific conditions for a graph G 

to be 2-perfect. 

Lemma. Let G be a partitionable graph, and let q be a positive integer 

< w(G). Then a,(G) = ga(G) and 6,(G) = qa(G) +1. 

Proof. Let G be a partitionable graph with a(G) = a and w(G) = w, 

that is: a > 2, w > 2, and for every vertex 2, there exist two partitions 

P = ({x}, 5, S2,...,5,,) and M = ({x},C,C2,...,Ca) where the S;,’s are 
maximum stable sets and the C;’s are maximum cliques. So |S; C;| = 1 

for all 7,7, and |S;| = a, |C;| =w (see Bland et al., (2]).
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For a partitionable graph G, we have a,(G) > ga because (5), Se,... 9) 

is a partial q-coloring with ga colored vertices. We cannot have a,(G) > ga 

because this would imply that one of the q color classes be of size > a, a 

contradiction. Hence a,(G@) = ga. 

On the other hand, we have 0,(G) < ga t 1 because M = ({x},C,,C2 

,+++, Cy) is a clique partition with B,(M) = qa+1. We cannot have 
6,(G) < gqa+1, because this would imply the existence of a clique partition 

M' with B,(M’) < qa; since aw + 1 = |V(G)| < |M'|w, we have |M’| > a, 
and at least one class of M’ is a singleton {zo} without changing the . 

value of B,(M‘). Since G is partitionable, there exists a clique partition 
M = ({2o},C1,Co, ,...,Ca) with |C,| = w for all j; we have ga+1 = 
B,(M) < B,(M’) < qa. A contradiction. 

Thus, 0,(G) =qo+1. # I 

Theorem 1. Every 2-perfect graph is perfect. 

Proof. If the 2-perfect graph G was not perfect, it would contain an 

induced partitionable subgraph G4 with a(G4) — a 2 2 and w(G4) — 

w 2 2 (Lovász [7], Chvátal [4]). By the lemma, a2(G4) # 62(Ga), which 
contradicts that G is 2-perfect. MB 

2. Parity graphs and 2-perfectness 

A chain 4 is odd (resp. even) if the number of edges in 4 is odd (resp. even). 

A chain p is chordless if its vertices induce an elementary chain. A graph 

G is a parity graph if for x,y € V(G), all the chordless chains joining the 

vertices z and y have the same parity. For an elementary cycle, we say that 

two chords [z, y] and [z,¢] cross if the vertices z,z,y,¢ are encountered in 
this order on the cycle. One can see that a graph is a parity graph if and 

only if every odd elementary cycle of length > 5 has two crossing chords 

(Burlet and Uhry [3]). The parity graphs have been considered first by Sachs 

[11] who proved that every parity graph is perfect. This follows also from a 

more general result of Meyniel [9]. Burlet and Uhry [3] gave a polynomial 

recognition algorithm for a parity graph. A bipartite graph defined by two 
vertex-sets X and Y is a parity graph, because every chain joining x € X 

and x’ € X is even, and every chain joining z € X and y € Y is odd. A 

graph such that each block is a clique is also a parity graph.
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We shall show that the parity graphs are 2-perfect by using the concept 

of Cartesian sum G + H of two graphs G and H: by definition, the vertex- 

set of G+ H is the Cartesian product V(G) x V(H ), and twa points (x,y), 

(x',y’) are adjacent in G+-H if either x = x’ and yy’ € E(H), or xz’ € E(G) 

and y = y’. 

Lemma 1. a,(G) = a(G + K,) for every positive integer q. 

Denote by K, the complete graph on {1,2,,...,q}. A stable set 9 of 

G+ K, defines a partial g-coloring (51, 52 , . . ., 59) of G as follows: z € S; 

if and only if (z,i) € S. Clearly ($1, S2,...,5,) is a partial coloring of G, 

and |(JS;| = |S]. Conversely, each partial g-coloring of G defines a stable 
set of G+ K, with the same cardinality. Hence: 

a,(G) = o(G + K,). 

Lemma 2. 0,(G) = 6(G + K,) for every positive integer q. 

A clique partition M of G with B,(M) = 6,(G) can be associated with 

a clique partition M of G+ K, as follows: each C € M with |C| > q will be 

represented in M by the cliques C x {i} with i = 1,2,,...,q; each Ce M 
with |C| < q will be represented in M by the cliques {x} x {1,2,...,q} with 

z €C. So, M is a clique partition of G+ K,. We have: 

04+ K,) <|M|= So min{|Cl,q} = By(M) =8,(G). (2) 
CEM 

Conversely, consider a minimum clique partition L of G+ K,. First 

replace in Z each clique whose projection on G is a singleton {x} by a 
vertical clique {x} x {1,2,...,q} and replace each horizontal clique C x {i} 

by (C — {z}) x {i}. This does not change the cardinality of the clique 
partition, that we shall also denote by L. 

In L, the horizontal cliques whose projection on K, is {1} are as nu- 

merous as the horizontal cliques whose projection is {i}, where i > 1 (oth- 

erwise L would not be minimum). Denote by P, the set of all C such that 
C x {1} € L. Denote by M the clique partition of G+ K, obtained with 
all C x {i} such that C € P,; and i < q and with the vertical cliques of L. 
Since |M| = |L|, the clique partition M is also minimum; moreover, every 
C € P, is of cardinality > a (otherwise, a C with less than g elements could
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be associated in G + K, with |C| < q vertical cliques, which gives a better 
clique partition and contradicts the minimality of L). 

Now if P denotes the clique partition of G obtained by adding to the 
family P, as many singletons as needed, we have: 

9,(G) < B,(P) = |M| = 0(G + K,). (3) 
From (2) and (3), we get the required equality: 6,(G) = (G+ K,). 

Lemma 3. A graph G satisfies a2(G) = 62(G) if and only if a(G + K2) = 
0(G + Ka). 

This follows the from lemmas 1 and 2. 

Q; dy Qy 

Fak.) a2 
a a2 

a3 

a, a, a, az 

Cr+ Cons Cs 

Figure 2. 

Now, denote by C2,4 the cycle of length 2k + 1; denote by Cory the 
graph obtained from C2,41 by connecting a pair of vertices at distance 2 by 
an additional edge that we shall call a “short chord”; denote by Cy the cycle 
of length 5 with two non-crossing short chords (see Figure 2). Clearly, none 
of these are parity graphs, because the vertices az and az "are connected by 
a minimal chain which is odd and by a minimal chain which is even. Burlet 
and Uhry [3] proved that a graph is a parity graph if and only if it contains 
no induced C2,41 with k > 2, no induced Co 41 With k > 2, and no induced 
C;. Ravindra and Parthasarathy [10] have proved that if G contains no 
induced C241 with k > 2, no induced Cory, With k > 2, and no induced 
Cs, then G+ Ky is perfect (For a more complete proof see de Werra and 
Hertz [5]).
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Combining these results, we obtain: 

Theorem 2. Every parity graph is 2-perfect; furthermore the graph G+ K2 

is perfect if and only if G is a parity graph. 

Proof. Let G be a parity graph. By the Ravindra-Parthasarathy theorem, 

the graph G+ Kg is perfect, and for all A C V(G), Ga + Kg is an induced 

subgraph of G + Ke. Hence: 

a2(Ga) = a(Ga + Ke) = 0(Ga + Ko) = 62(Ga). 

Thus, G is 2-perfect. 

Now, if G is not a parity graph, the Burlet-Uhry theorem states that 

either G contains the first graph of Figure 2, and then G + K2 contains an 

induced C443 : @1:1, @21, a31, 32, a42, @52, ..., @12, 1,1; or G contains 

the same induced C243 as above; or G contains the third graph of Figure 

2, and then G+ K, contains an induced C7 consisting of: a,1, a21, a31, 

a32, a42, as52, a2, a1. 

Thus, in all cases, the graph G + K2 cannot be perfect. = 

Theorem 3. Let G be a graph whose maximum cliques are triangles and 

whose odd cycles of length.> 5 admit a chord. Then a2(G) = 92(G) iff the 

hypergraph G? on V(G) whose edges are the triangles of G has the König 

property: the maximum number of triangles which are pairwise vertex- 

disjoint is equal to the least number of vertices which represent all the 

triangles. 

Proof. Assume that the matching number v(G*) is equal to the transversal 

number r(G?) (the “Kénig property”, see [1]). Denote by H® the hyper- 
graph of the odd cycles in G. Clearly, 

a2(G) = n—1(H°) =n—71(G?) 

(because every odd cycle has a chord). A 2-optimal clique partition M of 

G contains exactly v(G*) triangles; so by the K6nig property, 

n—1(GS) =n —v(G?) = By(M) = 6,(G). 

Thus, the König property for G* implies that a2(G) = 02(G). 

Similarly, a(G) = 62(G) implies that v(G?) — T(G9). m
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Corollary. Let G be a graph such that 

(i) the maximum cliques are triangles, 

(ii) every odd cycle of length > 5 has a chord, 

(iii) the Hajés graph (Figure 1) is not a partial subgraph of G, 

_ (iv) the intersection graph of the triangles is perfect. 

Then G is 2-perfect. 

Proof. (i) and (iii) imply that G® has the Helly property: a family of 

pairwise intersecting triangles have a non empty intersection (see [1]). Since 

the intersection graph L(G*) is perfect, this implies that G? is normal and 
that G? has the Kénig property ([1], Proposition 1, Chap. 1). m 

Open Problem. The smallest minimal graph which is perfect but not 2- 

perfect is the Hajés graph; we can also mention the graphs G’, G", G" of 

Figure 3. 

G G" G" 

a2(G) =7 a2(G") =10 a2(G"") =13 

9,(G’) =8 6(G") =11 02(G") = 14 

Figure 3. 

All the perfect graphs which are minimal non-2-perfect seem to contain 

an odd cycle which induces a perfect graph (but does not admit crossing 

chords), together with a “wing” attached to each of its sides; we call wing 

of a cycle pa triangle abc obtained from p by adding a vertex c ¢ ys to two 

consecutive vertices a, b of , and by adding the edges ac and bc. If a perfect 

graph is not 2-perfect, does it necessarily contain this kind of configuration?
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Remark. The graphs G’, G”, G’’on Figure 3 are 3-perfect but not 2- 

perfect. On the other hand, a 2-perfect graph: need not be 3-perfect. For 

instance, the graph G consisting of a clique {a, b,c, d,e, } together with five 

cliques {a, b, a, a2}, {b, c, bi, ba}; (e, d, C1; C2}, {d, €, di , do) and fe, a, €1, eo}, 

is 2-perfect, but not 3-perfect since a3(G) = 12 and 03(G) = 13. 

Similarly, with one clique Ka,-, and 2k — 1 cliques Kyx41, one can 

produce a graph which is k-perfect but not (k + 1)-perfect. The graphs 

which are q-perfect for all integers g will be discussed on another occasion. 

} 
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Rado’s Theorem for Finite Fields 

V. BERGELSON!, W. A. DEUBER and N. HINDMAN? 

1. Introduction 

Over half a century ago, R. Rado was interested in finding the right set- 

ting for results like Schur’s Theorem and van der Waerden’s Theorem on 

arithmetic progressions. Schur’s Theorem [15] says that when the set N of 

positive integers is divided into finitely many classes, one of these classes 

contains x,y, and x+y while van der Waerden’s Theorem [16] says that one 

of these classes contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. He found 

this setting by considering solutions of systems of homogeneous linear equa- 

tions. In [13] Rado proved his famous theorem characterizing the matrices 

of those systems of homogeneous linear equations with integral coefficients 

which are partition regular over the set N of positive integers. This theorem 

revolves around what is known as the “columns condition” which we will 

state in some generality. 

  

1These authors gratefully acknowledge support received from the National Science 

Foundation (USA) via grants DMS 88-02126 and DMS 89-01058, respectively.
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Definition 1.1. Let R be an integral domain, let u,v € N, and let C be a 
u x v matrix with entries from R. Then C satisfies the columns condition 
over R if and only if the columns of C can be ordered @,,@,...,@, so that 
there exist m € N and 1 < k; < ky <...< km =v such that 

(1) oe C; = 6 and 

(2) fort € {2,3,...,m} there exist O11,t,Q2t,---,On,,4 im R and d, E 
R\{0} with d,- EM, 4G = Dito -&. 

Definition 1.2. Let R be a commutative ring, let u,v € N, let-C beauxv 
matrix over R, and let M be a module over R. Then C is partition regular 
over some subset B of M if and only if whenever B is divided into finitely 
many Classes one of these classes contains 2,,22,...,t, with Cz = 0. 

With this terminology, Rado’s original theorem is: 

Theorem 1.3. (Rado [13]). Let u,v € N and let C be au x v matrix over 
Z. Then C is partition regular over N if and only if C satisfies the columns 
condition over Z. 

As an illustration consider Schur’s Theorem, van der Waerden’s Theo- 
rem and the finite version of the Finite Sum Theorem. (As we will see it 
is easily derivable from Rado’s Theorem. However, it was independently 
discovered by Folkman and by Sanders. See [6] or [11].) Schur’s Theorem 
can be phrased as saying that whenever N is finitely colored one can obtain 
a monochrome solution to the equation x, + x2 = x3. The coefficient ma- 
trix is (1,1,-1); rearranging its columns we get (1,-1,1). Then with k, = 2, 
ke = 3, d2 = 1, a1, = 1, and ag2 = 0 we see that the columns condition is 
satisfied. (In fact, with only one equation, the columns condition is equiva- 
lent to the assertion that some nonempty subset of the coefficients sums to 
0.) 

Now consider a strengthened version of van der Waerden’s Theorem. 
Given a finite coloring of N we want to find, say, a length 5 arithmetic 
progression a, a+ d, a+ 2d, a+ 3d, a+ 4d which, along with its increment 
d, is monochrome. Let 1; = d, x2 = a, 73 = a+d, 2, =a+2d, zs = a+3d, 
and zg = a+ 4d. Then the coefficient matrix is 

11-1 0 0 0 

21 0-1 0 0 

31 0 0-1 0 
41 0 0 0-1
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‘Reversing the cétumns we have 

0 0 0-111 
0 0-1 O12 
0-1 0 013 

-1 0 0°01 4 

With ki = 5, ko = 6, dg = 1, aig = —4, a22-= —3, O32 = —2, 

O42 = —1, and 5,2 = 0, we see that the columns condition is satisfied. 

Consider finally the length three version of the Finite Sums Theorem. 

This says that whenever N is finitely partitioned, one class contains some 

Yi Yor Ya + Y2, Ys. Ys + Yrs Ys + Ye, and ys + 1 + Yo- 
As a system: of linear equations this:may be formulated as 

111-1 0 O 0\ fa 
110 0-1 0 0 =, 
101 0 0-1 0 
011 #0 0 0 —-1/ ha 

Observe that the sum of columns 1,4,5,6-is zero. Moreover the sum of 

columns 2,7 is a linear combination of columns 4,5 and finally column 3 is 

a combination of columns 4,6,7. 

In 1939, Rado proved a significant strengthening of his original result. 

Theorem 1.4. (Rado [14,Theorem VII]). Let R be any subring of the 
complex numbers, let u,v € N, and let.C be au x v matrix over R. Then 

C is partition regular over RV (OP if and only if C satisfies the columns 

condition over R. . 

In this paper, we establish that a finitistic version of Rado’s Theorem 

is valid for vector spaces over any finite field. We derive this result in two 

entirely different ways which we present nearly independently. Specifically 

we obtain as Corollary 2.5 and Theorem 3.4 the following 

Theorem. Let F be a finite field, let u,v € N, and let C beau xv matrix 

over F. The following statements are equivalent. 

(a) For each r € N there is some m € N.so that: whenever n > m and 

V is an n-dimensional vector space over F, and VA (0) is r-colored, there 

exist monochrome T1, T2,..., tv EV V(0) with Cz =0. 

(b) C satisfies the columns condition over F.
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We present in Section 2 a proof using standard (though in places high 

powered) combinatorial methods. In Section 3, we utilize the notion of 

central sets, whose definition depends on the algebraic structure of the 

Stone-Cech compactification of a discrete semigroup. In Section 4 we present 

several consequences of the main results. 

2. A classical derivation 

We shall make use of the Ramsey Theorem of Graham, Leeb and Rothschild 

for spaces over a finite field. 

Theorem 2.1. (Graham, Leeb, and Rothschild [10]). Let F be a finite field 

and let m,r € N be given. If n is large enough then for every r-coloring 

of the projective points in F" (one-dimensional subspaces), there exists an 

m-dimensional space which is monochromatic. 

As a second preliminary we need the following fact whose proof is based 

on the corresponding proof for F = Z, in [5]. 

Lemma 2.2. Let F be a finite field and let V be a vector space over F. 

Let u,v € N and let C be a u x v matrix over F. There is a partition of 

V \ {0} into |F'|—1 cells so that if there exist 1, %2,...,2, in the same cell 

of the partition with CZ = 0, then C satisfies the columns condition over 

F. 

Proof. We may presume that V = @F. We color the nonzero elements 

of V according to the value of their first nonzero coordinate. That is, 

for c € V \ {0} let 5(z) = min{y : z(y) # 0} and for a € F \ {0}, let 
Aq = {x € V \ {0} : 2(6(z)) =a}. Then {Aq : a € F \ {0}} is a partition 
of V\ {0} into |F'|—1 classes. Now let C be a uxv matrix over F and assume 
we have p € F\ {0} and 21, 2%2,...,2, in Ay with CZ = 0. By rearranging 

the zs and the columns of C we may presume 6(11) < 6(@2) < ... < 6(ay). 

Choose m € N and ki, kz..., 4m in N with 1 < ki < kp <...< hm =U 
and 6(2,) = 6(a2) =... = (zy, ) and for t € {1,2,...,m—1}, 6(ze,41) = 
6(te,42) =... = O(xx,,, ) and 6(x,,) < 5(z-,,,). For t € {2,3,...,m}, let 

d, = —p and for i € {1,2,..., ke-1} let aig = 25(6(r:, )). 

By assumption class A, contains a solution of CZ = 0 with 2; € 

V = @F. Therefore CZ = 0 as matrix equation.. Now focus attention
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to the column 2(6(2,)) with index 6(z,) and obtain CZ(6(z,)) = 0. As 

2;(6(z,)) = 0 for i > ky, obtain oe é;2,;(6(a1)) = 0, where 2; is the j’th 

row of C. Finally pop, ¢; = Ő and as u # 0 we have oe Éj — 0. 

Now let ¢ € {2,3,...,m} and focus attention to the column £(6(2;)) 
of X with index 6(x,) and obtain CZ(6(z;)) = 0. Again x,(5(z;)) = 0 for 

i> k, yielding wi é;z;(6(22)) = 0. By splitting the summation and using 

the definition of the partition 

ke-1 c t => ny 

Dyer 62; (4(ae,)) + wEhy, 41g = 0 

as required. ; 

As a final preliminary wé have: 

Lemma 2.3. Let F be a finite field, let u,v € N, and let C beauxv 

matrix over F which satisfies the columns condition over F with m classes. 

Let V be an No-dimensional vector space over F and let £,,Z2,...,%m €V 

be linearly independent. Let F(Z, Z2,...,2%m) = {%i + Diiy1 ij Tj 20 € 
{1,2,...,m} and each a; ; € F}. Then there exist vectors 71, 92,..-;Ym in 

F(Z,, 22, one 2m) with Chi, Ie, ote Ym)” = 0. 

Proof. The proof in [5] for F = Z, carries over. @ 

The infinitary version of our result can now be presented. 

Theorem 2.4. Let F be a finite field and let V be an No-dimensional vector 

space over F. Let u,v € N and let C be auxv matrix over F. The following 

statements are equivalent. 

(a) C is partition regular over V \ {0}. 

(b) C satisfies the columns condition over F. 

Proof. That (a) = (b) follows immediately from Lemma, 2.2. 

In order to prove that (b) = (a), let C satisfy the columns condition 

over F and let A: V — {1,2,...,r} be a coloring. In order to define a color- 

ing of the 1-dimensional subspaces in V, choose in each such subspace S an 

element s with leading coefficient 1 in the coordinate representation and let 

A'(S) = A(s). By Theorem 2.1 find a monochromatic v-dimensional sub- 
space. Then the representatives chosen above form a set F(Z,,#2,...,Zy), 

which is monochromatic. Thus by Lemma 2.3 C7 = 0 has a monochromatic 

solution for A. @
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Corollary 2.5. Let F be a finite field, let u,v € N, and let C beaux v 

matrix over F. ‘The following statements are equivalent. 

(a) For each r € N there is some m € N so that whenever n > m, 

‘V is an n-dimensional vector space over F,, and V \ {0} is r-colored, there 

exist monochrome 21, %2,...,Z2, with CZ = 0. 

(b)  C satisfies the columns condition over F. 

Proof. That (b) > (a) is established from Theorem 2.4 using a standard 

compactness argument. (See for example the proof of Theorem 3.4.) 

To see that (a) > (b) let V,, be an n-dimensional vector space over F’ 

(with V, © Vasi) and let V = Ur_,V,. Then C is partition regular over 

V \ {0} so Theorem 2.4 applies. Mm 

Corollary 2.6. Let F be a finite field, let u,v € N, and let C beauxv 

matrix over F. Let V be an No-dimensional vector space over F. Then 

C is partition regular over V if and only if there exist linearly indepen- 

dent vectors %,,#2,...,Z, such that F(Z,, Z2,...,Z,) contains a solution of 

Cy = 0 (and then for any set #1, Z2,...,Z, of linearly independent vectors, 

F(2Z,,#2,...,#y) will contain a solution of Cy = 0). 

Proof. We have seen that if C satisfies the columns condition, then every 

set F(Z, %2,...,#,) contains a solution of Cz = 0. On the other hand, if 

F(Z, Z2,...,%,) contains a solution of CZ = 0, it is a standard calculation 

to establish that C satisfies the columns condition over F. (See [11] for 

example.) 

3. A derivation via central sets 

Our starting point is the following generalization of [8, Proposition 8.21] 

which was proved in [3, Corollary 2.10]. A subset A of a semigroup (5, +) 

is central if and only if A is a member of some idempotent in the smallest 

ideal of (G.S,+), where 95 is the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete 

space S and + is the associative left continuous extension of the operation 

on S$ which has S contained in the topological center. As far as this paper 

is concerned, we only need to know that if (G,+) is an infinite group and 

G \ {0} is partitioned into finitely many classes, then one of these classes
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is central in G. (See [2] and [12] for more information about (8S,+) and 
central sets.) 

Theorem 3.1. Let (S,+) be a countable commutative semigroup, let A 

be central in S, let € € N, and for eachi € {1,2,...,0} det (yim)mai1 bea 

sequence in S. There exist a sequence (a,)¢°., in S, a sequence (H++)72, of 

pairwise disjoint finite nonempty subsets of N, and for each i € {0,1,..., £}, 

a sequence (z(t,i));, in S such that 

(1) fort EN, z(t,0) — a, 

(2) fort € N andi {1,2,...,€}, z(t,¢) = ae + Omen, Yim, and 

(3) whenever F is a finite nonempty subset of N and f : F — {0,1,2,...,£} 

one has Die p z(t, f(t)) € A. . 

The next result utilizes the idea of (m, p, c)-sets from [4] and [5]. It will 

be convenient in this lemma to distinguish between an infinite dimensional 

vector space over F' (whose representation we do not care about) and the 
set 021 F of all sequences in F with only finitely many non-zero terms. 

Lemma 3.2. Let F be a finite or countably infinite field and let V be an 

No-dimensional vector space over F. Let L be a finite nonempty subset 

of 0-1 F such that for each \ € L some 4; # 0 and if j = min{i: A; 4 0}, 

then A; = 1. Let m = max{i : there exist A € L with A; A 0} and let 
G be a finite partition of V \ {0}. Then there exist A € G and for each 

i € {1,2,...,m}, a sequence (z;,,)7_, in V such that {U%, (Ai-Unen Zin): 
A € L and H is a finite nonempty subset of N} C A. 

Proof. Pick A € G which is central in (V,+). For j € {1,2,...,m}, let 
L, = {A ¢L: 5 = min{i: A; 4 0}}. We show by downward induction 
on r € {1,2,...,m} that there exist sequences (z;,,)7_, in V for each 

i€ {r,r+1,...,m} such that {07 (Ai: Une Zin): A € UM, LD; and H is 
a finite nonempty subset of N} ¢ A. 

First assume r = m and pick a sequence (2m); 1 With Une Iman € A 

whenever H is a finite nonempty subset of N. (For example take tn.n = Qn 

in Theorem 3.1 and in conclusion (3) let f be constantly 0.) Now Ln, if 

nonempty, consists of one A with 4,, = 1 and A; = 0 otherwise. Thus 

(Am : EneH Tmn : A E Lm and H is a finite nonempty subset of N} C A. 

Now assumer < m and pick for each i € {r +1, r+2,...,m} a 
sequence (zr; _)7_, as guaranteed by the induction hypothesis. For each 
d € L, and each n EN, let yn = eet MiZin- (We may presume
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L, # @, since we may add A with A, = 1 and A; = O fori # r.) We 

apply Theorem 3.1 with @ = |L,|. Pick sequences (a:)7,, (Ht)72,, and for 
each 4 € L,., a sequence (z(t, A));=, as guaranteed by Theorem 3.1. Then 

taking the functions f in conclusion (3) to be constant we have for each finite 

nonempty subset K of N and each \ € L, that Diex (a: + Dnew, Yan) E A. 

For t € N, let z,, = a and fori € {r+ i,r+2,...,m}, let oi = 

LneHx, Ti,- Now let 1 € UR, ZL; and let K be a finite nonempty subset 

ore N. Assume first A 5 Dér bi and let G — nen Be Then A, = 0 so 

Uy (Ai: Leek Lit) = ier+i Oi Dee Kk UneH, L i, Lin) = Biri (A; Zneg Zi, n) € 

s by the induction hypotheses. Now assume A € L,, so A, = 1. Then 

Ue OAs: Leex Tit) = Leen Ge + Uy, (Ai tek Enem Tin) = Deex ae + 
Dre K Une H, edi Zin = Diex (a + Dnen, VAn) €A mm 

We can now prove the sufficiency of Rado’s Theorem for any No- 

dimensional vector space over a countable field. 

Theorem 3.3. Let F be a finite or countably infinite field and let Vv be an 

No-dimensional vector space over f, let u,v € N and let C be au x v matrix 

over F which satisfies the columns condition over F. Then C is partition 

regular over V \ {0}. 

Proof. Let G be a finite partition of V \ {0}. Pick ki,ko,...,km and 
for t € {2,3,...,m} pick a2, a2,2,.--,%,_,,¢ and d: as guaranteed by the 

columns condition for C (whose columns we presume have been reordered, 

if necessary). Since each dy € F \ {0}, we may presume each d, = 1 

(and hence > a Ha = pe a;22; for each t € {2,...,m}). We define 

L = {Ai,A2,-.., Av} as follows (using functional notation for the coordinates 
of A;). Given i € {1,2,...,v} and j EN, let I 

1 if j=l and is ki 

1 if 1cj£Xm and kj-1 <ick; 

Ai(j) = Aj if i< j <m and a < kj-1 

0 if gsm and isk; 

0 if j>m 

Observe that for each j < m we have XY_,A:(j)-& = 0. 

Now L satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 so pick A € G and for 

each j € {1,2,...,m} pick a sequence (yj,n)7_; in V such that {D7, (A:(7)- 

DnewAjn) : Ai € L and H is a finite nonempty subset of N} C A. In 

particular, letting H = {1} we have for each i € {1,2,...,v} that D7, A,(j)-
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¥j1 € A. Let for each i € {1,2,...,v}, 2 = DL A(J)-y;1- Then each 

ag; € Aand = UP, Ga, = Up Ge (LPL A) ya) = LPs (Wy) Dh (J) 
¢= 251 Vjai -0=0. gf 

Theorem 3.4. Let F be a finite field, let u,v € N, and let C beaux v 

matrix over F. The following statemenis are equivalent. 

(a) For each r € N there is some m € N so that whenever n > m, V is 

an n-dimensional vector space over F’, and V \ {0} is r-colored, there exist 
monochrome 21,22,...,2, with Cz = 

(b) C satisfies the columns condition over F. 

Proof. (a)=(b). let r = |F| — 1, pick m.as guaranteed for r, and apply 
Lemma 2.2. 

(b)=>(a). For each n let V, be the n-dimensional vector space over F 

and assume V,, C V,,41. We proceed by a standard compactness argument. 

Let r € N and suppose the conclusion fails. For cofinally many n's, and 

hence for all n, we may pick a function y, : V, \ {0} — {0,1,...,v—1} so 

that for each i < r, op." [it] does not contain 21, 72,...,2, with Cz = 
0. Choose an infinite subset A, of N so that for n,m € A; one has 

Pn(Vi\{O}) = Ym(Vi {0}). Inductively, given A;-,, choose an infinite subset 
A; of A;-; so that min A, > ¢ and for n,m € A, one has y,(V;\{0}) = 

Pm(Vi\{0}). For each ¢ pick n(t) € Ay. Let V = UZ_, Va. Then V is an 
No-dimensional vector space over F. For x € V \ {0} pick the first t such 
that z € V;, and define y(z) = Yyq)(z). By Theorem 3.3 pick i < r and 

Z1,%2,...,2y in p '(t) with CZ = 0. Pick t with {@1,Z2,...,¢y)} CV. 

Then for each j € {1,2,...,v} one has y,)(x;) = 7%. (For j pick the least s 

such that 2; € V,. Then n(s), n(t) € A, 80 Yay (xj) = = Yrs) (2) = (z;) = 

i.) Since {21,22,...,¢0} CV: C Vig, this is a contradiction. Mi 

4. Some consequences of the main result 

When Schur proved his famous combinatorial result [15], he was interested in 

solving the equation 2”+y" = z" in Z,. He proved that for each n there is an 

m so that, if p is a prime bigger than m, the equation <"+y" = z" is solvable
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in Z,. Equivalently, the equation z+y = z is solvable in {a" : a € Z,\{0}}. 
Compare the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.1. Let F be a finite field, let u,v € N, and let C beaux v 
matrix which satisfies the columns condition over F. Then for each n and 
r in N there exists m € N so that whenever K is a field extension of F and 
[K : F] > m and {a" : a € F} is r-colored, then there exist monochrome 
T1,T2,..., Ty with Cz =6. 

Proof. Let r' = n-r and pick m € N as guaranteed by the main 
result for-r'. Let K be a field extension of F with [K : F] > m, let 
T — {a" : a2 € K \ {0}} and let T = UL, B;. Now I is a multiplicative 
subgroup of K \ {0} with index at most n. Pick t < n and 2, 20,...,% 
in K so that V,,,F,,,...,F,, are the cosets of . For i € {1,2,...,r} and 
j € {1,2,...,t}, let D,; = {u-z; : 2 € Bj}. Then K \ {0} is partitioned into 
r-t <r’ cells so pick i € {1,2,...,r} and j € {1,2,...,t} and y1, y0,..., yy 
in D,; with C7 = 0. Let 2, = Viz; T2 = Yo2 ys... By = Yo; >. Then 

{21,22,...,2y} C B; and CZ = Ciz;+ = Oz; =0. = 

The following result tells us that a solution can always be obtained in 
one “good” color. 

Corollary 4.2. Let F be a finite field and let V be an No-dimensional 
vector space over F and let A : V\{0} — {1,2,...,r}. Then one of the 
colors i satisfies: for every partition regular matrix C there exists a solution 
of CZ = 0 within A“! (i). That is, one color class is universal. 

Proof. In terms of Section 2 one may take larger and larger sets of the 
form F(21,%2,...,2y), U < No, and choose a color occurring cofinally. 

In terms of Section 3, one simply chooses i so that A"! (2) is central. = 

The above corollary is interesting for some different reasons. In the first 
place it shows that Rado’s universal sets (see [4]) play the same role for 
arbitrary vector spaces as for integers. One also sees that the diagonal 
sum of all partition regular matrices is partition regular again. From these 
observations we have: - 

Corollary 4.3. Let F be a finite field and let V be an No-dimensional 
vector space over F. Let V \, {0} be partitioned into finitely many classes. 
Then one of these classes contains solutions to all partition regular matrices.
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Further if (C;)7., is an enumeration of these matzices there exist solutions 

#(i) to C,Z(4) = 0 so that whenever H is a finite non-empty subset of N and 

f(t) chooses a coordinate of Z(i) for each i € H, one has Die y X(t) ¢(;) is in 

this same cell. 

Proof. Again choose a central class. See [7]. 
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On Superspherical Graphs 

S. L. BEZRUKOV and A. SALI" 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we consider two conjectures of H. M. Mulder [2] and give 

partial solutions for them. First we prove that a triangle free superspherical 

graph is interval regular provided it satisfies an additional (not too strong) 

condition. Furthermore, we show that a spherical interval regular graph is 

interval monotone. 

1.Introduction 

Graphs that are well-structured or highly symmetrical are studied exten- 

sively. In particular hypercubes and graphs that are close to hypercubes 

draw much attention. In his book [2] H.M. Mulder put forward the follow- 

ing conjecture (see the definitions below). 

Conjecture 1.1. An interval regular graph is interval monotone. 

Furthermore, he proposed the following. 
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Conjecture 1.2. A triangle free superspherical graph is interval regular. 

In the present paper we prove two related theorems. In order to formu- 

late the results we need some definitions. 

Definition 1.3. Let G = (V, E) be a finite graph and let u,v € V. The 
interval I(u, v) is the subgraph of G induced by the set of all vertices lying on 

a shortest path between u and v. The length of the interval is the distance 

d(u,v) of u and v. 

Let us denote the d-dimensional hypercube by B,. So B, is the graph 

whose vertex set is {0,1}? and two vertices are connected by an edge iff 

they differ in exactly one position. 

Definition 1.4. Let G = (V, E) be a finite connected graph. G is called 

interval regular if for any u,v € V the subgraph induced by the set of edges 

between levels in the interval I(u,v) is a hypercube By with d = d(u,v). 

Note that this definition is different from that of [2], but the two are 

equivalent. Furthermore, I(u,v) need not be isomorphic to By even in 

the case of an interval regular G. Let us denote the property that the 

subgraph induced by the set of edges between levels in the interval I(u,v) is 

a hypercube Ba with d = d(u,v) by I(u,v) > Bg. The next definition deals 

with convexity properties of intervals. 

Definition 1.5. Let G = (V,E) be a finite graph and let AC V. We say 

that A is convex if for every x,y € A the vertices of I(xz,y) are contained 

in A. G is interval monotone if each interval of G is convex. G is said 

to have the quadrangle property, if for every interval I(u,v) of G and 

every z,y € I(u,v) such that d(z,u) = 1 and d(y,u) = 1, there exists a 

u#z€I(u,v) such that d(z,r) = d(z,y) =1. 

One more definition is needed. 

Definition 1.6. Let G = (V,E) be a finite graph and let u,v € V such 

that d(u,v) = d: Let x,y € I(u,v). We say that x and y are diametrical 

if d(x,y) = d(u,v) = d. G is called spherical if for every point in each of 

its intervals there exists at least one diametrical point in that particular 

interval. G is superspherical if spherical and for every point the diametrical 

pair is unique in every interval. 

If x and y are diametrical in some interval, then y is often called the 

opposite or complement of x in that interval. It is easy to see that By is
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an example of superspherical graphs. However, a superspherical graph need 

not be a hypercube as the following example shows. Let Bz(1,d) denote 

the graph whose vertex set is {0,1}¢ and two vertices are connected by 

an edge iff they differ in exactly one or d positions. Then B,(1, 2t) is a 

superspherical graph. Figure 1 depicts B,(1, 4). 

  

  

Fig. 1. B4(1, 4) 

Now we can formulate the main results. 

Theorem 1.7. If a triangle free superspherical graph G satisfies the quad- 

rangle property, then it is interval regular. 

Theorem 1.8. If an interval regular graph G is spherical, then it is interval 

monotone. 

As an immediate corollary we obtain the following. 

Corollary 1.9. For triangle free superspherical graphs the following three 

conditions are equivalent: 

(i) G satisfies the quadrangle property 

(ii) G is interval monotone 

(iii) G is interval regular. a
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We mention that Havel and Liebl proved that a bipartite superspherical 

graph is in fact isomorphic to a hypercube [1]. 

2. Proofs 

The proof of Theorem 1.7 consists of several small steps. We use induction 

on d. Let a be a neighbour of v in I(u,v). Let & be its unique diametrical 

pair. Let level i consist of vertices in I(u,v) of distance i from u. For 

z € I(u,v) let l(z) denote the level of z. The first step is the case d = 2. 

Step 1. If xz and y are such that d(z,y) = 2, then I(z,y) & Bo. 

Proof. I(x,y) consists of common neighbours of x and y besides x and 

y because d(z,y) = 2. By the triangle free property there does not exist 
edge between two different neighbours of x. There is at least one vertex 

z € I(x, y), so there must exist its diametrical pair, say w. Now, if there were 

any other vertex in I(z,y), then z would have more than one diametrical 
pair, a contradiction. Mi 

Step 2. I(u,a)N1I(a,v) = 9. 

Proof. Suppose in contrary that there exists G of level ¢ in I(u,v) such 

that 8 € I(u,a)NI(G,v). Then we have d(@, 3) =i—1 and d(B,a) =d-i 
so 

d(a, &) < d(@, 8) +d(B,a)=i-1l+d—i<d 

would hold, a contradiction. Mi 

Step 3. There does not exist an x € (I(u, v) \ (I(u, a) UI(&, v))) of level i 

such that it has a neighbour of level i — 1 in I(u, a), and one of leveli+1 

in I(G, v). 

Proof. Suppose that there exists such an z and let its neighbours be z and 

w (i(z) =i—1 and l(w) =i+1). Then d(z, w) = 2, so I(z,w) & By. Hence, 

there exists a vertex ¢ such that t € I(z,w)\{x}. It is easy to see that t is of 

level i in I(u, v). Suppose first, that w 4 v and z # u. Ift ¢ (a, v), then w 
would have at least i+ 2 neighbours of level 7 in I(u, v) that contradicts to 

the induction hypothesis I(u, w) > B;,, . On the other hand, if t € I(&,v), 

then z has at least d — i+ 2 neighbours on level 7. If z 4 u, then this
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contradicts to the induction hypothesis. Now let w = v. Pick a neighbour 

q of v in I(G@,v). Let a be a common neighbour of x and q on level d ~ 2, 

and let 6 be that of a and q provided by the quadrangle property. Then 

q ¢ I(u,a)UI(G, v) and b € I[(u, a). So q has at least d neighbours on level 

d—2 in I(u,v) that contradicts to the induction hypothesis I(u, q) > Ba-1. 

For z = u we obtain contradiction in similar way as in the case w = v. @ 

Step 4. If l(y) = 7 # d and all neighbours of y of level 7 — 1 are in 

I(u,v) \ I(u,a), then I(u,a)NI(u, y) = {u}. 

Proof. Suppose that z # u, such that z € I(u,a) MN I(u,y) and z is 

of the highest level subject to this condition. Let I(z) = k. Then z has 

d~—1-—k neighbours of level k + 1 in I(u,a@). Furthermore, z has 7 — k 
neighbours of level k +1 in I(u,y). All these are different, so z has at least 

d+j—-2k—1>d-—k neighbours of level K+ 1 in I(u,v) that contradicts | 

to the induction hypothesis I(z,v) ba Bg-k. @ 

Note 1. Similar proposition holds if we consider level 7 +1 neighbours with 

the conclusion that I(a@,v) QO I(y, v) = {v}. 

Step 5. Ifz € I(u,a), z A u, i(z) =i, w € I(u, v)\I(u, a), w) = i+1 and 
{z,w} is an edge, then w € I(&,v). The same holds for changing I(u, a) to 
I(@,v) andi+1 toi—1. 

Proof. Suppose that w ¢ I(@,v). Then no neighbour of w of level +2 can 

be in I(&, v) by Step 3. Thus, by Step 4 we have that I(a@, v)NI(w,v) = {v}. 

Let w = to, ti,...,¢, = v be a shortest (d — 7 — 1-long) path from w to v. 

Because I(u,t,-1) NV I(u,a) 3 z # u, t,-1; must have a neighbour of level 

d—2 in I(u, a). This contradicts to Step 3. = 

Note 2. If z € I(u,a) (z € I(&,v)) such that l(z) = 1, then all neighbours 

of z of level i—1 (i +1) are in I(u, a) (I(&,v)). 

Step 6. For every z € I({u,a), such that z # u and I(z) = i, there exists 

exactly one w I(w) =i+1 such that {z,w} is an edge and w ¢ I(u,a). The 
same holds for exchanging I(u, a) to I(@,v) andi+1 toi—1. 

Proof. I(z,v) > Bg; by the induction hypothesis (z # u), so z has d —i 

neighbours of level i+ 1 in I(u,v). Out of those d— i — 1 lie in I(u, a). m 

Let us denote the above w by 2" and let u — a by definition. Then by 

Step 3-5, z’ € I(@,v) if z € I(u,a) and vica versa. Furthermore, (2) — z.
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Hence, z+ 2’ is a bijection between I(u, a) and I(a, v). 

Step 7. z+> 2’ is an isomorphism between the graphs induced by edges 

between different levels of I(u,a) and I(&,v), respectively. 

Proof. It is enough to show that {x,y} is an edge in I(u, a) implies {2’, y’} 

is an edge in I(@,v). The reverse comes from (z’)’ = z. Let {z,y} be an 

edge, such that I(x) = i and I(y) =i+1. Then d(z,y’) = d(z’,y) = 2, so 

x and y’ must have a unique common neighbour other than y. If it is in 

I(a, v), then by Step 6, it must be 2’. If it is in J(u, a), then it must be on 

level i+ 1. Then again by Step 6, it must be y, a contradiction. If it is in 

I(u, v) \ (I(u, a) UI(&, v)), then it contradicts to Step 3. = 

Step 8. Ifi(z) = 1, z € I(u,a), I(w) < i and w € I(@,v), then {z,w} is 
not an edge. 

Proof. By the triangle inequality we have that 

(a, a) < d(a, z) + d(z,w) + d(w, a) 

<d-1-i+1+i-l=d-1 

a contradiction. @ 

Now, if we do not consider edges between vertices of the same level, 

then I(u,a) and I(@,v) are d — 1 dimensional hypercubes, respectively. 

Furthermore, the latter one is positioned one level higher, and there is 

an edge between corresponding vertices of I(u,a) and I(a,v). No other 

edge is going between vertices of different levels so we can conclude that 

I(u, a) U I(a, v) ta Ba. 

Step 9. I(u,v) = I(u,a) UI(G,v). 

Proof. Suppose in contrary that there exists a neighbour x of v that is in 

I(u,v) \ (I(u, a) U I(&,v)). Then by the quadrangle property there exists 

z € I(u,v) of level d — 2 such that z is connected to both x and a. This 

implies that z € I(u,a). However, this contradicts to Step 3. m 

Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let u,v € V(G) and z,y € I(u,v). Let us denote 
the distance of x and y in the graph I(u,v) by d,,(z, y) to distinguish from 

their distance in G, d(z,y). If duy(x,y) = d(z,y) = b, then I(z,y) > By. 

However, I(u,v) contains a b-cube between x and y because I(u, v) > Bg.
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This means that I(x, y) C I(u,v). On the other hand, if du» (x,y) > d(z,y), 

then x does not have a diametrical pair in J(u, v), which contradicts‘to the 

assumption that G is spherical. # 
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Some Developments of the Erdés-Ginzburg-Ziv 

Theorem I. . 

A. BIALOSTOCKI and M. LOTSPEICH 

1. Notation, introduction and summary of results 

a. Notation 

We use capital letters to denote sequences of integers and lower case let- 

ters for their elements. We denote by Zm the cyclic group of residue 

classes modulo m and its elements by bold lower case letters. If A = 

@1,2,...,a, and B = b,,bo,...,b, are sequences, we define AB to be 

the new sequence formed by the concatenation of A and B, ie. AB = 

a , 02, . . . , 4,01, b2,..., dg. 

Let A — a1, a2, . . . , az be asequence. We adopt the cardinality notation 

|S|, for a set S, to be used for sequences as well, thus |A| = ¢. If b is an 

element of A, which belongs to a residue class x, then |x|, denotes the 

cardinality of the set {i|a; € x, where a; is in the sequence A}. By a k-sum 

we mean a sum of the form a;, +@;, +-+-+0;, where i, %2,..., 7 are distinct 

elements of {1,2,...,¢}. We say that the sequence A is arranged normally 

or rearranged normally (with respect to Z,,) with parameters 1, U2,...,Us, 

if there are s distinct residue classes modulo m, say X,,X2,...X,, where 

Ixila > [Xela 2--: > [Xela and |x;|4 = v; for i= 1,2,...,8, such that the 

first v, of the elements of A belong to xi, the next va of the elements of A
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‘belong to x2, and so on up to the last v, of the elements of A which belong 

tO X,. 

b. Introduction 

‘The following theorem of P. Erdés, A. Ginzburg and A. Ziv is the corner- 

stone of a new developing direction in combinatorial number theory. Its 

original proof, [10], is elementary; other proofs and generalizations appear 

in [1], [16], and [14]. 

Theorem 1.1. (E.G.Z.) If A= a@1,42,...;@am-1 is a sequence of integers, 
‘then there are m indices 11, 12,...;4m € {1,2,...,2m— 1} such that 

az, tai +-+++a;,, =0 (mod m). 

Observing the sequence of m — 1 zeros followed by m— 1 ones we see 

. that a sequence of length 2m — 2 does not necessarily satisfy the conclusion 

of Theorem 1.1. Thus, the length 2m — 1 in Theorem 1.1 is best possible. 

‘Moreover, in [3] the following theorem was proved. 

Theorem 1.2. If A = a,@2,...,@am-2 is a sequence of 2m — 2 integers 

and there are no m indices i1,i2,...,im € {1,2,...,2m— 2} such that 

az +a;, +---+a;,, =0 (mod m), 

then there are 2 residue classes such that m — 1 of the a; s belong to one of 

the classes and the remaining m — 1 of the a; s belong to the other class. 

Several papers were written recently relating Theorem 1.1 to Ramsey 

and Turdn type problems in graphs; see [3], [4], [6], [7], and [8] and their 
references. In particular, it is worthwhile to mention the recent confirmation 

and generalization of the zero sum spanning tree conjecture by Z. Fiiredi and 

D. Kleitman, [12]. Further generalizations were obtained by A. Schrijver and 

P. Seymour, [18], [19], and A. Bialostocki and P. Dierker, [4]. 

The: philosophy that emerges from Theorem 1.2 as well as from the 

above’ papers is that in order to avoid the existence of m integers whose 

sum is 0 modulo m, it is often best to use integers belonging to only two 

‘residue classes. Moreover, it is often the case that the more residue classes 

we use; the “more likely” it is to find m integers whose sum is 0 modulo m. 

-In: the present paper we consider sequences of integers and formalize this 

: philosophy in terms of appropriate functions. Then, we address some very 

.fundamental problems and provide partial solutions.
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Definition 1.3. Let k and m be positive integers such that k < m. Denote 

by g = g(m,k) (g° = 9° (m,k)) the minimum integer g (g") for which the 

following holds: 

If A = @4,02,...,@g (A = @1,42,..., a.) is a sequence of integers of 

“length g (g°) such that the number of a; s that are distinct modulo m is at 

least k (exactly k), then there are m indices 

41, 12,---ytm E {1,2,...,g} (41, 42,.++5tm E (1,2,...,9 ) 

such that 
ai tai tt tan E 0 (mod m). 

It follows from Definition 1.3 and Theorem 1.1 that g"(m, k) £ g(m, k) 

< 2m —1, for 1 < k < m and hence, we have 

9 (m,1) = m and g(m, 1) = 2m — 1 for every positive integer m 

and 

g° (m, 2) = g(m, 2) = 2m — 1 for m > 2. 

Moreover, combining Theorem 1.2 with Theorem 2.5 of the present 

paper we have 

g” (m, 3) = g(m,3) = 2m — 2 for m > 3. 

N. Alon noted that if k > 5, then it is not difficult to prove that 

g(m,k) < m +2. (This follows from the observation that if G is a cyclic 

group of order m and A is a subset of G of cardinality k, where k> F, 

then A+ A = {a; + ;|a;,a; € A} = G.) Hence the more interesting 

problem is to fix k and investigate g(m, k) for large enough m. We propose 

the following conjecture: 

Conjecture 1.4. For every integer k, k > 3, there exists an integer mo = 

mo(k) such that ifm > mo, then 

(a) g(m,k) = 2m —c, where c = c(k) is independent of m, and 

(b) g"(m,k) = g(m,k). 

In the present paper we investigate g(m,k). In our investigation we 

make use of two other functions A and h* which are refinements of g(m, k) 

and g"(m,k), respectively. These functions deserve attention in their own 

right and will be investigated more thoroughly in [5]. 

Definition 1.5. Let m, k, and t;,...,t, be positive integers such that 

k <m. Denote by h = h(m,k;t,,...,th) (A = h'(m,k;ti,...,te)) the
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minimal integer h (h*) for which the following holds: 

Let A = a1, d2,...,@, (A = @1,@2,...,@n+) be a sequence of integers of 

length h (h"), such that the number of a;’s that are distinct modulo m is 

at least k (exactly k). If there are k distinct residue classes modulo m, say 

Xi,X2,--.,Xx, such that x, is represented in A by at least t; of the a;’s for 

j =1,2,...,k, then there are m indices _ 

(1.2... im € {1,2,...,h} (via)... s im E (1,2,...,w)) 

such that 

a;, +a; +-+++4;,, =0 (mod m). 

From Definition 1.5 it follows that h(m, k; ti, to,...,t.) = h(m, kj tea), 

to(2) ges) to(k) ) and h (m, k; ti, te, s. tk) —h (m, k; to(1) » boa) gees » back) ) 

where o is an arbitrary permutation of {1,2,...,h}. Moreover, clearly we 
have g(m,k) = h(m,k;1,1,...,1) and g*(m,k) = h” (m,k;1,1,...,1). 

We will make extensive use of the following theorem of Cauchy and 

Davenport [9]. 

Theorem 1.6. (C.D.) Ifm is a prime and A and B are subsets of Zn, 

then 

|A + B| = |{a+ bjae€ A and b € B}| > min{m, |A] + |[B| — 1}. 

Closely related to the C.D. Theorem is the following conjecture of Erdős 

and Heilbronn, [11]. 

Conjecture 1.7. (E.H.) Ifm is prime and A is a subset of Z,, of cardi- 
nality k, then 

|{a; + a; |a;,a; € A and a; # a;, for i # j}| > min{m, 2k — 3}. 

We have recently learned that L. Pyber confirmed the E.H. Conjecture 

for large enough primes, [17] and that in a different direction G. Freiman, 

L. Low, and J. Pitman confirmed the conjecture if m is relatively large to 

the cardinality of A, [13]. To the best of our knowledge the fwo above 

results were obtained independently at about the same time; however, no 

manuscripts are available at the moment. 

c. Summary of Results 

In Section 2 we establish upper and lower bounds on g(m,k). First we use 

the confirmation of the E.H. Conjecture to prove Theorem 2.4.
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Theorem 2.4. If m and k are positive integers such that m = pn, where 

n > 3,p is a prime (large enough) for which the E.H. Conjecture is known 

to be true for Z, and k and p > 2k — 2, then g(m,k) < 2m—k+1. 

Independently, N. Alon proved Theorem 2.4 in the case where m is a 

large enough prime, without using the E.H. Conjecture. 

Next by means of an explicit construction we prove Theorem 2.5. 

Theorem 2.5. Ifm and k are integers such that k > 3 and m > (Eh) then 

2 

g(m, k) 2 g (m, k) > 2m — S) . 

In Section 3 we restrict our investigation to seguences with elements 

belonging to 3 distinct residue classes. The following two theorems are the 

main results of this section. 

Theorem 3.8. 

6 if m=3,4,5 
Hm, 35222) — ( 

2m—3 ifm>6. 

Theorem 3.9. Let m be an integer, m > 3 and let A = a;,02,...,Qem-3 

be a sequence of integers. Suppose that A is arranged normally with 

parameters v1,v2 and v3 (v1 and v2, ifm = 3.) If there are no m indices 

41, 12,...,4m € {1,2,...,2m — 3} such that 

a, +a;, +--:+a;,, = 0 (mod m) 

then vy, = m—1,v2 =m—3 and v3 = 1 (v, = 2 and v2 = 1, if m = 3). 

Theorem 3.9 answers partially a question of G. Freiman that con- 

cerns the structure of sequences whose elements belong to 3, 4,5,... distinct 

residue classes modulo m and have no m-sums that equal 0 modulo m. 

The following two theorems are the main results of section 4. 

Theorem 4.6. g°(m, 4) = g(m,4) = 2m — 3 for every integer m,m > 4. 

Theorem 4.7. h*(m, 3; 2,2,2) = h(m, 3; 2,2, 2) for every integer m,m > 3. 

Section 5 concludes our paper with some comments and more conjec- 

tures.
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2. Upper and lower bounds on g(m, k) 

We start with two lemmas which lead to an upper bound for g(m, k). 

Lemma 2.1. Let m and n be two integers, m,n > 2. Let T;, To,...,Ton-2 
be 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint sequences of integers each of length m with 
sums kim, kam, . . . , kon-2 m, respectively, and let S, be the concatenation 
of these sequences, i.e. S1 — TT? . . . Tan-2 . 

Moreover, assume that there exist integers bi and be such that b, ap- 
pears in one of the T,’s say T;, and b; = bz (mod m) but b; # by (mod mn). 
Let T? be a new sequence obtained from T;, by replacing bi with ba and 

denote by Sz the sequence obtained from S, by replacing T;, with TT. 
Then, at least one of the following holds. 

(a) There are n of the T;’s in S, such that the sum of their mn ele- 
ments equals 0 modulo mn. 

(b) There are n of the T,’s in S2 such that the sum of their mn 
elements equals 0 modulo mn. 

Proof. Since b; = b, (mod m), the sum of the elements in T is di- 

visible by m and hence of the form km. If (a) does not hold, ((b) 
does not hold) then Theorem 1.2 implies that ki, ko,..., Kir... , Ken-2 

(ki, ke,.. ., kő ,»+++)Kan-2) belong to two distinct residue classes modulo 
n; moreover, there are m — 1 in each class. Since b; # bz (mod mn), ki, 
and Ke?) belong to two distinct residue classes (mod n), which leads to a 
contradiction. MI 

Lemma 2.2. Let k and c = c(k) be fixed integers such that k > 3 and 
c 2 1. Suppose p is a prime satisfying p > k +c —1 and n is an integer, 
n > 3. If g(p,k) < 2p —c then g(pn,k) < 2pn—c. 

Proof. Let A = a;,42,...,@2pn-- be a sequence of integers and let s be 
the number of the a,’s that are distinct modulo p. We consider two cases: 

Case 1: szk 

Considering the a,’s as residues modulo p and applying the E.G.Z. The- 
orem to the first 2p — 1 of the a;’s, there are p of the a,’s whose sum equals 
kip. Denote this subsequence of these p of the a;’s by T,. Delete the sub- 
sequence 7, from the sequence A and apply the E.G.Z. Theorem to the 
next 2p — 1 of the remaining a;’s. Continuing in this fashion, using the
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E.G.Z. Theorem 2n — 2 times, we obtain 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint subse- 

quences of A, say Ti, To2,...,T2n-2, each of length p having respective sums 

kip, kop,...,kan-2p, and a remaining sequence )y, b2,..., bep--.. Moreover, 

before applying the above procedure, we can rearrange A such that some 

arbitrarily chosen p ~ c + 1 of the a,’s are at the tail end of A and hence, 

are not used in the above procedure and belong to 61, be,...,bep--. Since 

p>k+c-—1, we can assume that k of the a;’s which are distinct residues 

modulo p belong to by, bz,..., bep--- By our assumption that 9(p, k) < 2p—c 

we have p elements in bi , ba, . . . , bop-e whose sum is of the form k2,-;p. Ap- 

plying the E.G.Z. Theorem to k;,k2,...,kon-1 there are n of the kis, say 

ki, , Kig, . . . , Ki, , Whose sum equals 0 modulo n. Thus, there are pn elements 

in the sequence T;, T;, . . . T;, whose sum equals 0 modulo pn and the proof 

in Case 1 is complete. 

Case 2: s<k-1 

For i = 1,2,...,s let x1,X2,...,x, be the distinct residue classes mod- 

ulo p to which the a;’s belong and let 21,22,...,2, be their respective 

representatives in A. Since s < k — 1 and since there are at least k of the 

a,’s that are distinct modulo pn, it follows that there is.at: least one x; in 

A, say xi, and two a,’s in A, say a, and ae, satisfying 

Q; = a2 = 2, (mod p) but a; # a2 (mod pn). 

It is possible that +, = a, or 2, = Qo. 

We shall say the residue class x; is of the first kind if all the elements of 

A which belong to x; are congruent modulo pn; otherwise we say x; is of the 

second kind. Thus, from the above, x, is of the second kind. It is clear that 

if x, is of the first kind, then we can assume that |x;|4 < pn. Next, we shall 

show we can assume that |x,|4 < p and similarly it follows we can assume 

that if x; is of the second kind, then |x,;|4 < p. Indeed, if |xi|4 > p+ 1, 

then we can apply the E.G.Z. Theorem as in Case 1 to construct the T;’s for 

4=1,2,...,2n—2 and in addition we can choose T; such that it consists of 

p elements from x, including a,, but a2 belongs to 61, be,...,bep--. Thus, 

by Lemma 2:1 we have pn elements of A whose sum is 0 modulo pn and 

Lemma 2.2 holds. Consequently, if x; is of the second kind, then |x;|4 < p 

and hence, |x;|4 <p < pn. Therefore, for every i € {1,2,...,s} we have 

\x;] A <pn. 

To complete the proof of Case 2 we will construct as in Case 1 subse- 

quences T; for 1 = 1,2,...,2n ~ 2 in such a way that a, belongs to T; but
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az belongs to bi, ba, . . . , bp-e . To construct T,, define By = {a,} and for 

#=1,2,...,p—1, let B; = {cl,c?} where c} and c? are elements of A that 
belong to distinct residue classes modulo p, are distinct from a2, and do not 

belong to previously defined B;’s. The set B; is well defined if there are left 

in A\(Bo U Bi U---U B;-1 U {a2}) two elements belonging to two nonempty 

distinct residue classes. Assume that after completing the pth step, ie. B; 

is defined, the only elements left in A\(Bo U Bi U Bo U---U By U {a2}) be- 

long to a single residue class modulo p and t < p— 1. This implies that 

2pn —c—2(t+1) < pn or equivalently pn—c < 2(t+1). The substitution of 

t+1<pyieldsn< 2+ §; but since p > k+c—1 and k > 3 we have = <1. 

Consequently, n < 2+ . < 3, a contradiction. Thus, B; is well defined for 

4=0,1,2,...,p—1. Applying the C.D. Theorem to Bp + By +-+++ By-1 

we obtain a subsequence of p elements of A whose sum equals 0 modulo p 

and contains a,. Letting this subsequence be T; and continuing as in Case 1 

we obtain 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint subsequences of A, say T;,T2,...,Ton-2; 

each of length p having respective sums kp, kop,..., kon-2 p and a remaining 

sequence b,,52,...,bap-- that contains az. Applying Lemma 2.1 completes 

the proof in Case 2 and the proof of Lemma, 2.2 is complete. m 

Lemma 2.3. Let m be a prime and let k be an integer such that 2 < k < _m. 

If the Erddés-Heilbronn conjecture holds for k and Z,, then g(m,k) < 

2m—k+1. 

Proof. Sums of elements from a sequence and the terms “distinct” and 

“0” are always assumed to be modulo m. Let A = aj, d2,...,@am-z41 bea 

sequence of integers and assume that there are at least k of the a,;’s which 

are distinct. We shall show that there exist m of the a;’s whose sum is 0. 

Let x € Z,, be such that |x|, is maximum. Delete from A one a; such that 

a; € x and one a; from each of the k — 1 other distinct residue classes. Let 

S be the sequence of these & deleted a,’s and let B = b,, bo,..., bam-2n41 

be the sequence of the remaining a; s rearranged normally, with parameters 

U1 4 Ua, +664 Ug. 

We shall consider two cases: 

Case 1: vy} >m—1 

If v; > m, there is nothing to prove. Thus, assume that v, = m — 1. 

Since B is rearranged normally there exists a z € Z,, such that b; € z for 

i= 1,2,...,u,. We have |x|4 > |z|4 > |z|p =v, = m—1. If z =x, then 

\x|4 = m and we are done. Suppose that z # x. Therefore, |x|,4 + |z|4 > 

2m — 2 and it follows that |A| > 2m— 2. Thus, |A| = 2m -k+1>2m—-2
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and we have k < 3. If k = 1 or k = 2 then the proof follows by the E.G.Z. 

Theorem. If k = 3, then there exist at least 3 distinct residue classes and 

|A| > |x|4 + |zla +1 > 2m-1. Thus, the E.G.Z. Theorem completes the 

proof in Case 1. 

Case 2: vu < m—2 

For i = 1,2,...,m — 2k +3 define B; = {b;,bitm-2} and let T = 

bin-2k4+4 »0m-2k+5 +++) 0m-2 be the sequence of the remaining elements of 

B. Thus, |T| = 2k — 5. Since v; < m— 2 it follows that }; is distinct 

from bj4m-2 for i = 1,2,...,m —2k+3 and hence, each of the B,’s is a 

set containing two elements. Let W = ST be the concatenation of S and 

T. We claim that W has at least 2k — 3 distinct (2k — 3)-sums. By our 

assumption that the E.H. Conjecture holds for k and Zn, there are at least 

min{m, 2k — 3} distinct 2-sums in S. We can assume that 2k — 3 < m. 

Adding 2k — 5 of the b,’s from T to each of these distinct 2-sums gives us 

at least 2k — 3 distinct (2k — 3)-sums in W and our claim holds. 

Let V be the set of the distinct (2k — 3)-sums in W. Thus, |V| > 2k —3 

and since |B,| = 2 for i = 1,2,...,m — 2k +3, by the C.D. Theorem there 

are m distinct elements of Z,,, in the sum B, + Bp +---+ Bm-or+3 + V. 

Thus, 0 is expressed as a sum of m of the a,’s and the proof in Case 2 is 

complete. Ni 

Combining Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3 and a recent result of L. Pyber 

which confirms the E.H. Conjecture for large primes, we obtain the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 2.4. If m and k are positive integers such that m = pn, where 

n > 3,p is a prime (large enough) for which the E.H. Conjecture is known 

to be true for Z, and k and p > 2k — 2, then g(m,k) <2m—k +1. 

Next, we derive a lower bound for g(m, k). 

Theorem 2.5. If m and k are integers such that k > 3 and m > (*,'), 

then 
. 2 12 

g(m,k) > g (m,k) > 2m —- (HS) . 

2_5k+12 
Proof. Let s = Keak +12 We shall exhibit a sequence A = @1,4@2,..., 

a2m-s such that there are k of the a;’s which belong to distinct residue 

classes modulo m and no m-sum of the a,’s equals 0 modulo m.
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Define: 

a, =Ofori=1 

a; = 1 for i = 2,3,...,m—2 

a; = 2 fori=m-—ti1,m,...,2m— ("5") — 2 

and if k 5 3, then 
—-—1 

a; — t for i — 2m — (* 2 ) —4+t, where t =3,4,...,k-—1. 

Let S = S(t, %2,...,im) = > a;,. It is easy to check that for every choice of 
j=1 

i, 12,..-,4m € {1,2,...,2m—s} we have m+1 < S(i1,i2,..-,im) < 2m—1. 

Indeed, the minimum of S is obtained by taking the first m elements of A 

whose sum is at least m+ 1 and the maximum of S is obtained by taking 

the last m elements of A whose sum is at most 2m—1. Wu 

3. On sequences with elements belonging to three distinct 

residue classes 

We start with a simple lemma, whose proof is an easy verification. 

Lemma 3.1. Let m be a prime, m > 5, and let A = 41, 22,23, %4,Y1, 21 be 

a sequence where £1, 2%2,23,T4 €X € Zm, y1 EY € Zm, and 2, €ZE€ Zn. 

If x, y, and z are three distinct residue classes then either 

(i) the number of distinct 4-sums modulo m in A is at least four or 

(ii) 2x =ytz. 

Lemma 3.2. If m is a prime, m > 5, then h* (m, 3; 2,2,2) < 2m — 3. 

Proof. Sums of elements from a sequence and the terms “distinct” and 

“Q” are always assumed to be modulo m. Let A = aj,@2,...,@2m-3 be 

a sequence of integers and suppose that the a;’s belong of three distinct 

residue classes, say x, y, and z, satisfying |x|4 > ly|4 > |z|a > 2. We shall 

prove that there are m indices 1, i2, . . . im € {1,2,...,2m — 3} such that 

ai. tai Tt... di, — 0.
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It can be easily verified that h* (5,3; 2, 2,2) =6 < 2-5-3. Thus, assume 

that m > 5. Let $; and S2 be two disjoint subsequences of A, each consisting 

of 3 elements from the 3 distinct residue classes and let S = 5152. Since 

|S| = 6, after deleting S from A we are left with 2m — 9 elements which 

can be rearranged normally into a sequence B = 6,,b2,...,b2m-9, with 

parameters |x|s > ly|a > |z|/p > 0. If |x|s > m — 2 then we are done and 

hence, we can assume that |x|p <_m— 3. 

We consider two cases. 

Case 1: |x|p =m-—3 

For i = 1,2,...,m —6 define B; = {b;,bm4i-3 } and let T = by-s, 

bm-4,0m-3- Clearly, each of the B,’s is a set of cardinality two and 

bin-5;0m-4;0m-3 € x. Let V be the set of all distinct 2-sums from Si 

and let W be the set of all distinct 4-sums from TS2. Clearly |V| = 3. We 

apply Lemma 3.1 to T'S2. If conclusion (ii) holds, then we are done since 

\t|4 =m-—1>m-—2. Therefore, assume conclusion (i) of Lemma 3.1 holds, 

namely |W| > 4, and consider the sum 

By + Bo+---+Bm-6 +V+W. 

By the C.D. Theorem there are m distinct m-sums in the above sum and 

the proof in Case 1 is complete. 

Case 2: |x|p <m-4 

For i = 1,2,...,m —5 define B; = {bj,bn4i-4 } and let T = by-«. 

Clearly, each of the B;’s is a set of cardinality two and b,,-4 € X. Let V 

be the set of all distinct 2-sums from 5; and let W be the set of all distinct 

2-sums from 52. Clearly |V| = |W| = 3. Consider the sum 

By + Bo +++ Bn-5 +V+WHT. 

By the C.D. Theorem there are m distinct m-sums in the above sum and 

the proof in Case 2 is complete. m 

The following lemma will be used later to simplify some tedious com- 

putations. 

Lemma 3.3. Let m € {5,6, 7} and let A = a;,42,...,@3m-3 be a sequence 

of integers. Suppose that the a;’s belong to three distinct residue classes 

modulo m, say x, y, and z, satisfying |x|4 > |y|a 2 Izla 2 2. Then there 

are 2m indices is, i2,..., im, ja; Ja, : s Ím © {1,2,...,2m—3} such that the 

following hold:
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(i) {t1,42,-.-,im} A (ji, J2,---,Jm} = 9, 

' (ii) aj, +@;, +---+4,,, = 0 (mod m) and 

(ii) az, Faj, +--+ +a, =0 (mod m) 

Proof. 

(a) Let m = 5. Let S; and S) be two disjoint subsequences of A, each 

consisting of 3 elements from the 3 distinct residues modulo 5. By the 

C.D. Theorem the cardinality of the set, say S, of all the distinct 2- 

sums modulo 5 in S, + S2 is at least 5. Since |A| = 12 we obtain five 

distinct 10-sums modulo 5 in A\S. Therefore, let a;, +a;, +---+4i,, = 

0 (mod 5). By the E.G.Z. Theorem applied to aj, ,a@i,,...,@:,, Lemma 
3.3 follows for m = 5. 

(b) For m = 6,7, the proof is similar to the above but somewhat more 

tedious. A detailed proof appears in [15]. ™ 

Lemma 3.4. Let m and n be integers, m > 5 and n > 2. If h* (m, 3; 2, 2,2) 

< 2m — 3, then h* (mn, 3; 2, 2,2) < 2mn — 3. 

Proof. Let A = a1,@2,...,Q@mn-3 be a sequence of integers and assume 

that the a;’s belong to 3 residue classes modulo mn, say x, y, and z, where 

Ix|4 > |yla > |z|, > 2. Let s be the number of the a,’s that are distinct 

modulo m. We consider three cases. 

Case 1: s=1 

Since (2n — 1)m < 2mn — 3 for m > 5, there exist 2n — 1 pairwise 

disjoint subsequences of A, say T,,T2,...,T2n-1, each of length m with 

sums kim, kom,...,ken-1m, respectively. Applying the E.G.Z. Theorem to 

ki, ke,...,Ken-1 we have n of the kis, say k;, , ki, , . . . , ki, , whose sum is 0 

modulo n. Thus, the sum of the mn elements of the sequence T;, T;, ...T;, 

equals 0 modulo mn and the proof in Case 1 is complete. 

Case 2: s = 2 

Since the a;’s belong to three distinct residue classes modulo mn, there 

are two of the a,’s, say c and d, such that c = d (mod m) but c # 

d (mod mn). 

Considering the a,’s as residues modulo m and applying the E.G.Z. The- 

orem to the first 2m —1 of the a,;’s we have m of the a,;’s whose sum is equal 

to kjm. Denote the subsequence of these m of the a;’s by T,. As in Lemma 

2.2, continuing the use of the E.G.Z. Theorem in this fashion 2n — 2 times 

we obtain 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint subsequences of A, say T;,T2,...,T2n-2,
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each of length m having respective sums k1m,ko2m,...,kan-2m™ and a re- 

maining sequence b,,b2,...,b2m-3. Moreover, before applying the above 

procedure, we can rearrange A such that some arbitrary chosen m — 2 of 

the a,’s are at the tail end of A and hence, are not used in the above proce- 

dure and belong to b,, b2,...,bam-3. Since m — 2 > 2, we can assume that 

c and d belong to by, be,..., bem-3. If in one of the T;’s there is an element 

a” such that a” = c = d (mod m) then Lemma 2.1 settles Case 2. If such 

an element a” does not exist, then since the elements of A belong to two 

residue classes modulo m it follows that all the elements of T,T> ...Ton-2 

belong to the same residue class modulo mn. Thus, since m(2n — 2) > mn 

for n > 2, we obtain mn elements in T,T2...Ton-2 belonging to the same 

residue class modulo mn and the proof in Case 2 is complete. 

Case 3: s=3 

Subcase 3(a): If m > 8, then we can apply the same procedure as in Case 

2 to get 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint subsequences of A, say 7),7T>,...,T2n-2, 

each of length m having respective sums k,m,kom,...,kon-2m and a re- 

maining sequence b,,b,...,b2m-3. Moreover, since m — 2 > 6 we can 

assure that two elements from each of the residue classes x, y and z be- 

long to b;, b2,...,beam-3. Since h” (m, 3; 2, 2,2) < 2m —3, there are m of the 

b,;’s whose sum is equal to 0 modulo m and hence, is of the form ko,-1m. 

Applying the E.G.Z. Theorem to k,,ko,...,ken-1, considered as residues 

modulo n, the proof in Subcase 3(a) is complete. 

Subcase 3(b): If m € {5,6,7} then we use a similar procedure as in Sub- 

case 3(a). However, this time we apply the E.G.Z. Theorem to the se- 

quence A 2n — 3 times. Thus, we obtain 2n — 3 pairwise disjoint subse- 

quences of A, say T;,T2,..., Tan-3 , each of length m having respective sums 

kim, kom,...,kom-3 and a remaining sequence b, b2,...,63m-3. Moreover, 

since 2m — 2 > 6, we can assure that two elements from each of the residue 

classes x, y, and z belong to 6), bz,...,b3m-3. Lemma 3.3 implies that we 

obtain two disjoint subsequences of bj, be,...,b3m-3, SAY Ton-2 and Ton-1, 

each of length m having sums kop,-2m and ko,-1m, respectively. Applying 

the E.G.Z. Theorem to k,,k2,...kan-1, considered as residues modulo n, 

the proof in Subcase 3(b) follows and the proof in Case 3 of Lemma 3.4 is 
complete. Wu 

The following three lemmas appear in [15]. We omit the proof in the 

case where it is a tedious verification. 

Lemma 3.5. If m € {6,8,9} then, h"(m, 3;2,2,2) < 2m — 3.
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Lemma 3.6. If m > 7, then h* (m, 3; 2, 2,2) > 2m — 3. 

Proof. Let A be a sequence of length 2m —4 starting with 2 zeros followed 

by m —5 ones and then followed by m — 1 twos. Since m > 7 each of the 

3 elements 0, 1, and 2 appears at least twice in the sequence. Clearly, the 

minimum and the maximum m-sums are m+ 1 and 2m — 1 and hence, no 

m-sum from the sequence A is equal to 0 modulo m. W 

Lemma 3.7. 

. 6 if m=3,4,5 
h" (m, 3; 2,2,2) = a 

9 if m=6. 

Combining Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 we have the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 3.8. 

6 if m=3,4,5 
h* (m, 3; 2, 2, 2} = { 

oe In-3 if m>6. 

Theorem 3.9. Let m be an integer, m > 3 and let A = a;,09,...,@om-3 

be a sequence of integers. Suppose that A is arranged normally with 

parameters V1,V2 and v3 (v1 and ve, if m = 3.) If there are no m indices 

41, 12,--.,4m € {1,2,...,2m — 3} such that 

a, +a; +-::+4;,, =0 (mod m) 

then v, = m—1,vg =m—3 and v3 = 1 (vy, = 2 and vz, = 1, ifm = 3.) 

Proof. The cases m = 3,4,9 can be easily verified. Assume that m > 5. 

Clearly, uv, < m-—1 and by Theorem 3.8 we have v3 = 1. Hence, it is enough 

to show that if vy = m — 2,v2 = m— 2 and v3 = 1, then there are indices 

11, 12,...,4m € {1,2,...,2m—3} such that a;,+a;,+...+a;,, =0 (mod m). 

First we prove the case where m is prime and m > 5. 

Let x, y, and z be the 3 distinct residue classes modulo m to which the 

elements of A belong. Thus, |x|4 = |yl4 = m — 2 and |z|,4 = 1. We shall 

show that there are m elements of A whose sum is 0 modulo m. The only 
possible m-sums are of the following forms. 

(a) kx+é,y +z where 1<k,,é,; <m—2andk, +¢,;=m-1 

and
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(b) kax + oy where 2 < ko, fl2 <m—2 and kx +f, =m 

Since m is prime, all the m — 2 possible m-sums in (a) are distinct. 

Denote this set of sums by P. Similarly, all the m — 3 possible m-sums 

in (b) are distinct. Denote this set of sums by Q. If PNQ = 0, then 

|PUQ| =m—2+m-—3=2m—5 >m for m > 5, and we are done. 

Hence, assume that PnO A 0 and let kix+ 4:y +z = kox + fay. If 

ki = ke (€, = £2), then y = z (x = 2), a contradiction. Therefore, assume 

ka > ky, (€2 > &.) It is easy to show that if ko — k, = 1 (€ — @; = 1), then 

£, = l2 (ky = ke), a contradiction. 

Hence, either kz — k; > 2 or &, ~ €; > 2. W.L.O.G. assume that 

ko -ky > 2. From kix+ fliy +z = kex + fy we have sx = ty +z, 

wherem—-3>8=k,-—ki > 2andm-4>t= ¢, —& > 1. Hence, 

(m — s)x + ty +z = mx = 0 and the proof of Theorem 3.9 is complete in 

the case where m is a prime. 

Next, we claim that if Theorem 3.9 holds for m where m > 4, then it 

holds for mn where n > 2. Let A = a); €2,...,@2mn-3 be a sequence of 

integers. Assume that there are no indices íj , 22, . . . , imn € (1, 2, . . . , 2mn — 

3} such that a;, +a;, +...+4;,,, =0 (mod mn). We shall prove that if A is 
arranged normally with parameters v;, v2, and v3, then v; = mn —1,v2 = 

mn — 3 and v3 = 1. From the observation at the beginning of the proof we 

can assume that vy = mn — 2,v2 = mn — 2 and v3 = 1. Consider the a,’s 

as residues modulo m. If they belong to a single residue class modulo m 

or if they belong to only two distinct residue classes modulo m, then as in 

Case 1 and Case 2 of Lemma 3.4, respectively, we have mn of the a;’s whose 
sum is 0 modulo mn, a contradiction. Thus, assume that the a,’s belong to 

three distinct residue classes modulo m. It follows that the cardinalities of 

these residue classes are mn — 2,mn — 2 and 1. Hence, we obtain 2n — 2 

pairwise disjoint subsequences of A, say T,,T2,...,Ton-2, each of length 

m with respective sums kjm,kom,...,ken-2m and a remaining sequence 

b,, b2,...,bam-3. Moreover, the sequence 6, b2,...,b2m-3 has parameters 

m — 2, m — 2, and 1. Applying our hypothesis for m to 6), be,...,bam-3 

there are m of the b;’s whose sum is 0 modulo m and hence, of the form 

kon-; m. Applying the E.G.Z. Theorem to k;, k2,...,ken-1, considered as 

residues modulo n, it follows that there are n of the k,’s whose sum is 0 

modulo n and hence, there are mn of the a;’s whose sum is 0 modulo mn, 

a contradiction. Thus, our claim follows and the proof of Theorem 3.9 is 

complete. B
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4. The determination of g(m, 4) and h(m, 3; 2, 2, 2) 

We start with four simple lemmas, which appear in {15] and whose proof 

is a tedious verification. 

Lemma 4.1. The Erddés-Heilbronn Conjecture holds for k = 4 and Z,, for 

every prime m,m > 5. 

Lemma 4.2. If m is a prime, m > 5, then g(m, 4) < 2m — 3. 

Lemma 4.3. Let A = a), 02,...,@12 be a sequence of integers. If there are 

4 of the a;’s that belong to distinct residue classes modulo 5, then there 

exist 2 disjoint 5-sums in A such that each 5-sum is equal to 0 modulo 5. 

Lemma 4.4. If m € {4,6, 8,9}, then g(m, 4) < 2m — 3. 

Lemma 4.5. Ifm and n are integers, m > 5 andn > 2 and g(m, 4) < 2m—3, 

then g(mn, 4) < 2mn — 3. 

Proof. The proof is along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.4. Let 

A = @j,0,...,@2mn-3 be a sequence of integers. Let s be the number 

of a,’s that are distinct modulo m. 

We shall consider four cases. 

Case 1: s=1 

The proof is the same as in Case 1 of Lemma 3.4. 

Case 2: s =2 

Let b,c,d,e be distinct representatives from A of the 4 residue classes 

modulo mn. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4 there are 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint 

subsequences of A, say 73, 75, . . . , Ton-2 , each of length m having respec- 

tive sums kym, kom, ..., kon-2 m and a remaining sequence b,, ba , . . . , bom- 3 - 

Moreover, since m — 2 > 3 we can assure that b,c and d belong to 

bi, ba, . ..,bam-3 . If in T,T>...Ton-2 there is an element which is congruent 

to b, c, or d modulo m then we are done by Lemma 2.1. Otherwise all the 

m(2n — 2) elements of T,T;...Ton-2 are congruent to e modulo mn and 

since m(2n — 2) > mn for n > 2 the proof in Case 2 is complete. 

Case 3: s=3 

Let x, y and z denote the three distinct residue classes modulo m. Since 

there are four distinct residue classes modulo mn, let z be the residue class
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modulo m such that there exist two of the a;’s, say c and d, such that 

c =d (mod m) but c # d (mod mn). 

If ly|4 = 1, then |x|, + |zl4 = 2mn — 4. Hence, either |x|4 2 

mn or |z|4 > mn — 4. If |x|4 > mn, then we are done. Thus, as- 

sume that |z|,4 > mn — 4. Moreover,-for m > 5 and n > 2 we have 

lz|4 > mn—4 > m+1. Again, there are 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint sub- 

sequences of A, say T),T>2,..-,Tan-2, each of length m having respective 

sums kym1, ko™M2,...,ken-2m and a remaining sequence by, b2,..-,bam-3- 

In addition, since |z|4 > m+ 1 we can assure that c belongs to T, while d 

belongs to by, b2,...,bam-3- Lemma 2.1 implies that there are mn elements 

of A whose sum is 0 modulo mn and Case 3 is settled if |y|4 = 1. Thus, 

assume |y|4 > 2 and similarly, we can assume that |x|4 > 2; moreover, we 

know that Izla > 2. Consequently, there are at least 2 elements in A from 

each of the 3 distinct residue classes modulo mn. Since by Theorem 3.8 we 

have h(m, 3; 2, 2,2) = 2m — 3 for m > 6 the proof in Case 3 is complete. 

Case 4: s>4 

Subcase 4(a): m > 6 

Again, there are 2n — 2 pairwise disjoint subsequences of A, say T;, 

Ty,...,Ton-2, each of length m having respective sums kjm,k2m,..., 

kon-2m and a remaining sequence bj, b2,..., bam-3 - Moreover, since m—2 > 

4 we can assure that the four distinct elements modulo m belong to 

bi, ba, . . ., bom-3 . Since g(m, 4) £ 2m — 3 there are m of the b;’s whose sum 

eguals 0 modulo m and hence, is of the form kon-1 m. Applying the E.G.Z. 

Theorem to ki, ka, . . . , kon-1 , considered as residues modulo n, completes 

the proof in this subcase. 

Subcase 4(b): m — 5 
Like in the proof of Subcase 3(b) of Lemma 3.4 there are 2n — 3 

pairwise disjoint subsequences of A, say T;,T2,...,Ton-3, each of length 

m having respective sums 5ki,5k2,...,5kan-3 and a remaining sequence 

b,, bz,...,b12. Moreover, since 2m — 2 = 8 > 4 we can assure that the four 

distinct elements modulo 5 belong to 6,,b2,...,012. By Lemma 4.3 there 

are 2 disjoint subsequences of b;,b2,-..,612, Say Tan-2 and Tyn-1, each of 

length 5 having respective sums 5ko,-2 and 5kon-1. Applying the E.G.Z. 

Theorem to ki,k2,...,kan-1, considered as residues modulo n, completes 

the proof in this subcase. Thus, Case 4 is settled. ™ 

Combining Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, 4.5 and Theorem 2.5 we have the following 

theorem.
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Theorem 4.6. 9° (m, 4) = g(m, 4) = 2m — 3 for every integer m,m > 4. 

Combining Theorem 4.6 with Theorem 3.8 and verifying the cases for 

small m’s, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.7. h* (m, 3; 2,2, 2) = h(m, 3; 2, 2,2) for every integer m, m > 3. 

5. Some comments and conjectures 

In his dissertation, [15], the second author proved that g(m,5) ='2m — 5 
for m prime, m > 5, and hence, in this case g(m,5) equals its lower 

bound as given in Theorem 2.5. However, it is worthwhile to mention 

that g(6,5) = 8, where g(6,5) > 7 follows from observing the sequence 

0,0,1,1,2,3,4. Thus, for small m’s the construction of Theorem 2.5 cannot 

be used. The determination of g(m,5) for all m is much less trivial and it 

is presently in progress, [5]. From our work so far it seems to us that the 

lower bound in Theorem 2.5 is the right value of g(m,k) for a fixed k and 

a large enough m, as stated in the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 5.1. If k is a fixed integer, k > 3 and m > mo, then 

2 12 
g(m,k) = 2m — = —SE*T 

In Theorem 5.3 we shall provide some support to the fact that in 

Conjecture 5.1, the term subtracted from 2m is of the order of O(k?). First 

we state the generalized Erdés-Heilbronn Conjecture. 

Conjecture 5.2. Let m be a prime and t an integer, t > 2. If A is a subset 

of Zn of cardinality k where 2 <t < k, then the cardinality of the set 

{a;, +a; +--+ aj, |ér,%2,-..,% € {1,2,...,k},a,, € A forj =1,2,...,¢ 

and a;, #a,, if 7 A k} 

is at least min{m,t(k —t) +1}. 

We shall prove the following, Theorem 5.3, which supports more of the 

lower bound on g(m, k) as given in Theorem 2.5 rather than its upper bound 

as given in Theorem 2.4. However, it seems that to obtain the exact value of 

g(m, k) as appears in Conjecture 5.1, we need more powerful tools than the 

verification of Conjecture 5.2. The techniques used in [5] shed some more 

light. For simplicity assume that k is even.
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Theorem 5.3. Let m be a prime and k be an integer such that 4 < k < m. 

If the generalized Erdés-Heilbronn Conjecture holds for k, Zm and t, where 

t = £, then g(m,k) < 2m —c, where c= (Ey? —k+2. 

Proof. Sums of elements from a sequence and the terms “distinct” and “O” 

are always assumed to be modulo m. The proof is along the same lines as 

the proof of Lemma 2.3. Let A = a;,d2,...,@2m-- be a sequence of integers. 

In addition, let x and S be the same as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 and let 

B — bi, ba, ...,bom-c-k be the sequence of the remaining a;’s rearranged 

normally with parameters 1), U2,...,U.. Case 1, where v,; > m—1 is dealt 

with exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. We shall prove Case 2, i.e. 

v, < m—2. For i = 1,2,...,m—c—k+2 define B; = {b;, Ditm-2 } and 

let T = bm-c-k43 )0m-c—k+4 »+-+;0m-2 be the sequence of the remaining 

elements of B. Clearly |T| =c+k-—4. Since v; < m— 2 it follows that b; is 

distinct from b;,m-2 for i= 1,2,...,m%—c—k+2 and hence, each of the 

B,’s is a set containing two elements. Let W = ST. We claim that W has at 

least c+ k—2 distinct (c+ k—2)-sums. By our assumption that Conjecture 

5.2 holds for k, Zm, and t where t = &, there are at least min{m, (£)? + 1} 

distinct £-sums in S. We can assume that (4)? +1 <m. Since k > 4, it 

follows that |T| > c+ & — 2. Therefore, we can add to each of the distinct 

£-sums from S a fixed (c+ £ — 2)-sum from T, obtaining at least c+ k — 2 

distinct (c+ —2)-sums in W and our claim holds. Let V be the set of these 

sums from W. Applying the C.D. Theorem to By + Bz+-+-+Bm-e-r+2 FV 

completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. NM 

We conclude with a conjecture from [2] which gives another interpre- 

tation to the sentence from the introduction: It is often the case that the 

more residue classes we use, the “more likely” it is to find m integers whose 

sum is 0 modulo m. 

Conjecture 5.4. Let A = a1, a2,...,@, be a sequence of integers. Then A 

contains at least ("?') + (‘2’) subsequences of A of length m whose sum 

equals 0 modulo m. 

Considering a sequence of [$] zeros and |}]| ones we obtain exactly 

(2) + (2) subseguences of A of length m whose sum eguals 0 modulo m. 

The conjecture above was confirmed for m — 3 by P. Dierker and for larger 

m’s it seems to be not an easy problem. 

Addendum. We have recently learned that M. Kisin proved Conjecture 

5.4 if m is a power of a prime or m = p%q, where p and q are distinct primes
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and a > 1, and that Z. Firedi and D. Kleitman proved Conjecture 5.4 for 

a fixed m and asymptotically for n. 
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On the Maximum Densities of j-th Smallest 

Distances 

P. BRASS 

ABSTRACT 

Let s;(n) denote the maximum number of occurrences of the j-th smallest’ 

distance in a set of n points in the plane, and let c; : = sup, sil) denote its - 

maximum density. It is already known that cj = 3 and cp = 24/7. We prove~ 

asymptotic upper bounds for the c;, show that c; = Oj?) and give bounds for 
cz and cq. 

1. Introduction 

In 1946 Erdés. posed the problem of determining the maximum number of 

unit distances in sets of n points in the plane [5]. This still unsolved problem 

([1},[4],[7],[8]) led to the study of maximum multiplicities of special distances 

in special configurations. Harborth proved in 1974 that the smallest distance 

in a set of n points in the plane occurs at most [3n — /12n — 3| times [6]. 
Let s;(n) denote the maximum number of occurrences of the j-th smallest 

distance among n points in the plane, and c, : = sup, sit) . Vesztergombi 

showed c; < 3j and # < c < 5 [9], which I improved to cp = # [2]. The 
best known general lower bound for c; is of order j 121527 (the corresponding 

pointsets are subsets of the triangular lattice), and it seems improbable
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that any significant improvement can be made on this. The aim of this 

paper is therefore to improve the upper bounds on c;, which is done using 

a geometrical lemma and linear optimization theory. 

2. The results 

Let h(n) denote the maximum number of unit distances among n points in 
the plane. Then we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 1. If h(n) = O(n't*) holds for some « €]0,1[, then c; = 

o (: 1-0) ) holds. 

Corollary. 

follows, since h(n) = O(n’) was proved in [4] and [8]. 

Theorem 2. 
32 27 37 
9 38387 ; $SasST 

The proof of the theorems is based on the following lemma: 

Lemma 1. Let f(c,n) denote the minimum number of distances smaller 

than c among n points on a unit circle. If 22 < 2 arcsin 5 < an then 
k+1 

k-1 nti 

x (ES) ife#2andnZ#k+1 

f(e,n) = = or ifc # 2,n=k+1 and 2arcsin § Z Ér 

0 ifc #2,n=k+1 and 2arcsin £ = 2 

G)-[g] ife=2 

Constructions for the extremal pointsets are given in the proof of the 

lemma. 

We use only the special case c = 1 of this lemma, which states: 

Among n points on a unit circle at least 

f(n) : = f(1,n) = {Te 
10 

ifn <6 
2. 1 in — E] otherwise n-? 

distances smaller than 1.
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3. Proof of the theorems 

Fix j and n and consider a set S of n points in the plane with maximum 

number of j-th smallest distances. Let d; < dz < --- denote the distances 

among points of S (without loss of genérality we assume d; = 1) with d; 

occurring s; times. Denote further with a; the number of points in S with 

exactly i points of S at distance d; (at most 6j points are possible [9]). By 

use of the special case of Lemma 1, we get, since each pair of points lies on 

at most 2 circles with radius d, , the following inequality 

63 

2(s. +--+ +53-1)> >> fai. (1) 
i=0 

Denote with g(j) the maximum number of points in any set S with distance 

at most d; to a fixed point of S. By counting endpoints of distances at most 

d;-1 we get 

g(j —1)n > 2(81 +--+ + 85-1). (2) 
63 

Subtracting (2) from (1) and using n = }> a,, we get 
i=0 

63 

S-(F() — 9G — Iai < 0, (3) 
i=0 

a linear inequality for the (as o ; which describes, together with a; 2 0 for 
6j . 6j 

all i and >a; = n, a polyhedron for the (a;)??,,. Since > ia; = 28;(n) 
i=0 i=0 

holds for the (a;)*2, corresponding to our set S with maximum number of 

j-th smallest distances, we have the upper bound 
1 6j 63 

n(n) < pmax Sia | Soa =m 
170 i=0 : 

SF) — g(j —1))a; < 0, a; > 0 for all ij] . 

Since all restrictions are linear in n, we get 

1 6j 6j 

s 5 a max [ora Soa: =1, 

i=0 i=0 

SF) — 9(j —1))a; < 0, a; > 0 for all i) . (4) 
i=0 
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Proof of Theorem 2. For fixed j we can solve the linear optimization 

Problem (4) exactly (e.g. by the simplex method [3]). For 7 = 3 we use 

that Vesztergombi [9] proved g(2) = 12, so we have 

cz c a = max | i 

18 

S-(f (i) - 12)a; < 0, 
i=0 

18 

Sai = 1,a; > 0 for all i. 

1=0 

  

By this follows 2(s; + 2 +83) < (g(2)+2c3)n < 3n, so we have also proved 

24 

Ca < a = jinx | in So f(t) - ÉL Ja; <0, 

i=0 

24 

Soa; = 1,a,; > 0 for aust. 

170 

  

The lower bounds of Theorem 2 follow from subsets of the point-sets in 

Figure 2. m 

Proof of Theorem 1. Take a set S consisting of a point P and g(j) 

points with distance at most d; to P. Take a disk with radius greater than 

d; and center P, this disk contains S. Then there is a }-sector of this 
disk which contains at least 1+ %g(j) points (including P), among which 

only distances d,,...,d; occur. By the pigeonhole principle, we have one 

distance occurring at least a (1+ 29(3)) (290 )) times, which gives a lower 

bound for h: 

(1+ gal) > i (1+ 5509) (50) : 

The theorem assumed an upper bound of h(n + 1) < en'**, together this 

implies 
. wo 

g(j) < 6 (2cj) ie . (5) 

To solve the family of linear optimization problems which arise from (4) and 

(5) we use that 

  (f(b) — g(d — 1) > GR - Z| — 6Re( —)™ 
where the right side is convex in k, and wy the following lemma:
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Lemma 2. Let w: {0,1,...,n} — R be convex, w(0) < 0, w(n) > 0, and 
intpol,,, intpol,, be the broken line and an arbitrary convex function, both 

of which interpolate w on {0,1,...,n}. Then 

tins | ky 5 wl (k)a, <0 Ta =], Qk > 0 for as} 

k=0 k=0 
= intpol,,' (0) < intpol,,' (0) 

  

holds. 

By this lemma, the positive zero of 27 — 32 — 2 — 6(2cj)= is an 
d 

upper bound for 2c;, which is O(j2179) ). m 

4. Proof of the lemmas 

Proof of Lemma 1. The case c = 2 is trivial, since two points on the unit 

circle have a distance smaller than 2 iff they are not diametrically opposite; 

so we always assume c < 2. 

In the following we will use angular distances between the points on 

the unit circle: two points have a distance smaller than c iff their angular 

distance is smaller than a : = 2arcsin $ (27 ar Sa< 2 by assumption). 

To show that the given function is an upper bound for f, consider 

n points arranged in k groups of |*#*| points (i = 0,...,k — 1) around 

the vertices of an inscribed regular k-gon of the unit circle, such that the 
distances between different ‘groups are all at least c; this can be improved in 

the caaen =k+1,a= 2 ai by taking the vertices of an inscribed regular 
k + 1-gon. 

Next we prove that the function gives the right values fork +2<n< 

2k+1. Denote the angular distances between consecutive points on the unit 

circle with ¢1,...,¢n. Since >> ¢; = 2m and all ¢; are positive, at most 
i=1 

k of the ¢, are greater than a, the remaining n — k therefore correspond 

to n — k distances smaller than c. In the case of n = 2k +1, two of 

the remaining ¢; must be consecutive, and since their sum is smaller than 

Qn — ka < ey < a, their sum corresponds to a further distance smaller
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than c. So we have f(c,n) > n—k for k+2 <n < 2k and f(c,2k+1) > k+2, 

which equals the given upper bound. 

Finally we prove the recursive inequality f(c,n +k) > f(c,n) +n for 

n > k+2. Assume we are given n+k points on the unit circle with minimum 

number of distances smaller than c. Select k of these points by the following 

procedure: Fix P, arbitrarily. Denote with P; (2 <i <k) the first point of 

the given set which follows P;-; in positive orientation and has an angular 

distance of at least a to P,-,. Either each of the remaining n points has a 

distance smaller than c to one of the k points (so removing them gives a set 

of n points with at most f(c,n+k)—n distances smaller than c), or a = ém 
and there is a point P,,; such that P,,...,P,41; form a regular k + 1-gon. 

In this case each of the remaining n — 1 points has a distance smaller than 

c to two of the P;, so removing only k of them we get a set of n points with 

at most f(c,n+k) — [(2 — Zz) (n — 1)] < f(e,n+k)—n (forn >k+2, 

k > 2, since k = 1 in this case implies c = 2) distances smaller than c. 

Since this recursion holds with equality for the upper bound, Lemma 1 is 

proved. 

Proof of Lemma 2. Since the polyhedron 
n 

So w(v)ay < 0,5 > a, = 1,a, > 0 for all v] 

v=0 v=0   
P:= {21-19} 

is n-dimensional with n + 2 restricting hyperplanes (n + 1 nonnegativity 

constraints and >> w(v)a, < 0), in any vertex all but at most two of the 
v=0 

n 

a, are zero. Without the constraint 5> w(v)a, < 0, the optimal solution 
v=0 

would be a, = 1, a, = 0 else, which is not a point of P (w(n) > 0), so 

we can assume 3 w(v)a, = 0. So the optimal vertex contains exactly two 

non-zero variables a, and a, (u < Vv). 

If vy 4 4 +1, then there is some integer index k — Au + (1 — A)v with 

i <«& <v and we can define a new point 4 € R"*? by €: = min({ *, * }, 

Gy := a, — Ab, 4, : = €, 4, := a, — (1—A)€ and @, : = 0 else. We have 

a €P, since G,,4,,4, >0,4,+4,+4, =a, +a, =1 and 

w(u)a, + w(K)a, + wl) a, 

= w(u)a, + wera, — €(Aw(u) + (1 = Aw(v) = ww + (L— d)v)) 
< w(p)a, + w(vja, <0,
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a is 
a 

, and finally 

La, +va,. So there is an optimal vertex 

In this case w(K)a, + w(K + 1)dx41 

Gy, + 4.41 = 1 holds, so the optimal value Ka, + (4K + Dai 7 KT 

du, Cv 18 ZeTO 
a 

furthermore & is vertex of P, since one of 

a, tva, + Ka, = 

with nonzero variables a,., 

, Since La, optimal 
0, Qn+1- 

equals the zero of the linear function which interpolates w on 

which is the only zero of the broken line which interpolates w on 

w(K) 

—w(K+1) 

K+1}, 
w(x) 
{k, 

nt. 

Since the interpolating broken line is the maximum of all interpolating 

convex functions, and w is increasing on «,« + 1, the zero of the interpo- 

lating broken line is a lower bound for the zero of any interpolating convex 

function. This proves Lemma 2. 

{0,1,..
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On the Number of Solutions of Thué’s Equation’ 

B. BRINDZA 

Let F(X,Y) be a binary form with rational integer coefficients of degree 

n > 3 which has at least three pairwise non-proportional linear factors (in 

C[X,Y] ). Moreover, let m be a positive integer and I = {p,,...,p4} be 

a finite set of primes. Two binary forms, say F and G are said to be Z- 

equivalent if G(X,Y) = $-F(aX + bY,cX + dY) with certain integers 
a, b,c,d,e, f for which |ab — bel, lel and If] are composed of p,,...,p,;. For 

an algebraic number field L we denote the set of binary forms F in Z[X, Y] 

of degree n > 3 for which the polynomial F(X, 1) has at least three distinct 
zeros in by F(n, L). The following result is due to Evertse and Gyéry [3]. 

The set of binary forms in F(n,L) for which the equation 

[F(z,y)| = mpy'-...- py inz,y,21,...,%EZ 

with x > 0 or xz = 0, y > O and (2, y,91,...,p:) = 1 has more than two 

solutions is contained in the union of a finite collection of IT-equivalence 

classes. Moreover, the forms in F(n,L) for which the above equation has 
more than 

1+ (¢+1)-min{n(n — 1)(n — 2), [L: Q}} 

solutions belong to finitely many T-equivalence classes for which a full set 

of representatives can be effectively determined. 
  

This work was supported by the Grant 1641 of the Hungarian National Foundation 

for Research
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The surprising first part is the best possible, however ineffective and 

there seems to be no way to make it effective. The purpose of the present 

paper is to improve the second part of this general theorem in the important 

special case when the righthand side is 1. 

For an algebraic number field K let ®(n, K) denote the set of irreducible 

binary forms in Z[X,Y] of degree n > 3 having at least one zero in IK. Let 

Dx be the absolute value of the discriminant of K. Two binary forms in 

®(n,K) are said to be equivalent if there is a unimodular matrix a 

with rational integer entries for which G(X,Y) = F(aX + bY,cX + dY). 

One can see that ®(n, K) contains infinitely many inequivalent forms. The 
Mahler-height of F € ®(n,K) is defined by 

M(F)=|F(1,0)|- [[ max{1, lal}. 

F(a,1)=0 

Then we have the following 

Theorem. If F € ®(n,K) and the equation 

|F(x,y)|=1 in (#,y) €Z? (1) 
  has more than 2n +1+ Bata) solutions ((x,y) and (—x, —y) are regarded 

as the same) then there is an F” € &(n,K) with log M(F") < c,D& where 

ci is an effectively computable constant depending only on [K: Q]. 

As a matter of fact we shall prove more what is reformulated after the 

proof. 

Bombieri and Schmidt [1] established the bound en, in general, (with- 
out the restriction on the splitting field of F) where c is an absolute constant 

which can be 215 if n is large enough. Our proof is based on Baker’s method 

and some arguments of Bombieri and Schmidt. 

1. Auxiliary results 

For an algebraic number a let H(a) denote the usual height of it, that 
is H(a) is the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the 

minimal polynomial of a (over Z). Let a;,...,@, be non-zero algebraic 

numbers and 0,,...,6, be rational integers.
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Put 
A, = max{H(a;),e}, t=1,...,n 

Q = (log A1) : . . . " (log An) 

and 

B = max{|b;|, e}. 

The following deep result is due to Philippon and Waldschmidt [5]. 

Lemma 1. If a%! -...-a>= #1 then 

jae -...- a — 1] 5 Bo 

with an effectively computable constant c, depending only on n and 

[Q(a1,...,n) : Q]. 

The next lemma is a special case of a theorem of Gyéry and Papp [4] 

which is also based on Baker’s method. 

Lemma 2. All solutions of (1) with zy # 0 satisfy 

max{log Iz], log |y|} < cs DY? - (log Dx)?” - td tlog M(F)) 

where cs is an effectively computable constant depending only on n. 

Following the terminology of [1] a binary from is called normalized if its 

leading coefficient F'(1,0) is 1 and reduced if it has smallest Mahler height 

among all normalized forms equivalent to F'. This next lemma is proved, 

implicitly, in [1] (in Lemmas 3,6). For compactness we give an outline of 

the proof. 

Lemma 3. Let F be a reduced form of degree n > 1 and (x,y) be a solution 

to (1) with y 4 0. If M(F) > (3/2)” then 

1 
min |z —ay| < ——_———_,,_—___ 

F(a,1)=0 ((M(F))/" ~ i) [yi -1 

Proof. Following the notation of [1] we write x = (a, y) and let a1,...Q, 

be the zeros of the polynomial F(X,1). Put 

L(x) =F — UY, 

and pick an x’ = (z',y') € Z? with a'y — y'x = 1. Set B; = —L,(x’)/Li(x), 
i=1,...,n and G(v,w) = +F(vz + we’, vy + wy’) with the sign chosen 

such that G is normalized. We choose j = j(x) with |L;(x)| > 1 and a
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rational integer m = m(x) with |m — ReG;| < $. Then a simple calculation 
‘gives 

G(v, w) = IIe — Bw) 

and 1 1 

>(|m-B/-—=)ly]—-1, í-1,...,n. Tay 2 (m-BI-Z)bI- 1 t= a.m (2)   

The form G = []"_, (v—(@; — m)w) is normalized and equivalent to F, 
hence 

[[ max, 18:(%) ~ m(x)|} = MCP). 
Thus 

max |8;(x) — m(x)| > M(F))/” 
1Sign 

and (2) implies Lemma 3. 

For 1 <i < nand Yo > 1 let 4; be the set of solutions (x, y) of (1) with 

l1<y<Y and 1 

(x)| < —. IEG9I < 5 
‘Further, let x(i) be the element of ¥; with the largest second component, 

in. so far it exists. Let X be the set of these exceptional solutions and 

& = (UL, X)\¥. Then from the proof of Lemma 6 in [1] we obtain 

(2/7)" (M(F))"' < ¥p. (3) 

:2.: Proof of the Theorem 

We may assume that F is reduced, for otherwise we apply an appropriate 

unimodular transformation. Let ez be a positive number that will be chosen 

later and puti Yo = 4+ M(+?)/(@n(n-2))+e (for simplicity, we write M for 

M(F)). By taking c small, and M large enough we have 

n+2 
X] c ———— 
II s 2(n — 2) 

(i.e. if n > 6.then the solutions with 1 < y < Yo can be 2(1),...,2(n), 
only).
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  If (1) has more than (2n+1+ (ED ) solutions (including the trivial 

one (1,0)) then there are at least (n + 1) solutions with second component 

greater than Yo. Then there is a zero, say ai for which 

min |x —axy|=|e—ory| and | min |x’ — ay] — Iz — a1y] 
1SkSn “1SkSn 

with Yo < y < y’, other words, one of the zeros has at least two “good” 

approximations. We may also assume that |a2 — ai|<...< |@n — al. 

From Siegel’s identity we get 

1 (tn = a) = nei )| [tn — anal — anyi 4) 
(a1 — an-1)(7 — any) lay — an-1| |Z — any 

and the same relation holds with (x,y) instead of (x,y). The discriminant 

of F is a non-zero rational integer, hence lan — ai] 2 1/2 and 

1< I] m-a (Joval. II lag— aj] ] S 

1Si<jSn i=1 1Si<jSn-1 

  

< (2M)"? + (Qlan-1 — a4 |) VM? , 

therefore, 

lan-1 ~Qi| ' < (23 M)rz. 

If M is sufficiently large then 

lan — On-1| > |Qn — 1] + |@n-1 — a 2|an — a | 

jz —Ony| 7 1z— ay (a— anyi © len — aily—1 
  

4 
<- 

y 

and (MV" — 1)y—1> iyM’/, say, and Lemma 3 yields 
4 

  

  

2-1 6344 
jp — eee | — n .2 n-2 e 1 

(a1 — Qn-1)(@ — any) y? Me 

For 0 < 6 < } the inequalities [1 — Al c ő, I1— BI c ő imply 

|1—.A/B| < 46 and by using the other relation with (z', y’) we can eliminate 

the factor (an — @1)/(@1 — Qpn-1) in (4): 

    
L- Any L-An-1¥ 4 

1 -— ————— . —— ] c —. 
3 —an-iy  T—Oany Me 

Let €1,...,€, be a fundamental system of units for K with 

log H(e,)-...- log H{e,) < ce4Dy” - (log Dy) Ql? (cf. [4])
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where cq is an effectively computable constant depending only on [K : Q]. 

The factors  — ayy and x’ — ayy’, i =1,...,n are units in K, therefore, 

an (Pree Te ~an-1y 
T — any T— any 

can be written as pe*™! -...-e* where p is a root of unity and the exponents 

k,,...,k, are rational integers. By applying the “regulator argument” (see 

e.g. [4]) and Lemma 2 one can see that 

  

Je 3/2 
ieee [cs] ~ csDx 

The vanishing of (1 — A) implies z/y = 2’ /y’, however z,y and z’,y' are 

relatively prime, respectively, that is y’ = y and TT = x. Comparing the 

lower bound for |1 — pe* -...- * | given by Lemma 1 with the upper bound 

4/M® we obtain 

log M < csD& 

and the Theorem is proved. 

Remark. Actually, we have proved the existence of an effective constant 

c(K, €) depending only on Dx, [K : Q] and « for which all the solutions of 

(1) except at most n ones satisfy 

n+2 + E 

max{|z|, |y|} < max{c(K,¢), M?n(n-?) © “} 

provided that F is reduced. A similar theorem has been proved by Brindza, 

Evertse and Gyéry [2], namely if F' is an irreducible monic then all the 

solutions of (1) satisfy 

max¢{|z|, |y|} < max{er, M/"} 
where c; is an effective constant depending only on the discriminant of F. 

However, from the viewpoint of the number of solutions this result cannot 

turn out to be useful since the discriminant of F' can be arbitrarily large 

comparing with Dx.
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The Maximum Size of 4- and 6-cycle Free 

Bipartite Graphs on m, n Vertices 

D. DE CAEN’ and L. A. SZÉKELY : 

1. Introduction 

Let f(n,m) denote the maximum size of a bipartite graph, whose vertex sets 

are of sizes n,m, not containing any 4- or 6-cycle. It is well-known [3] that 
f(n,n) = O(n4/3), and it is folklore that f(n,m) = O(n) for m = O(,/n). 
In 1979, Erdés [5] conjectured that f(n,m) = O(n) for m = O(n?/9), since 
in this range the probabilistic method fails to give a superlinear lower bound. 

Actually, the conjecture is even older, since Erdős referred to it as an "old 

and nearly forgotten conjecture of mine" . 

In this paper we prove f(n,m) = 0(n3m?3). Faudree and Simonovits 
[7] have also obtained this result. Our proof is motivated by Mantel’s argu- 

ment [9], [8, 10.30]; we also sketch a second proof that uses an interesting 

matrix inequality of Atkinson & al. [1]. The remarks above show that this 
upper bound on f(n,m) is asymptotically tight when n = m, m = O(/n). 

Using generalized quadrangles, we show that f(n,m) = Q(n?/m?/) also 

when m~ n4/5 and mw n7/8, 
  

* The first author’s research is supported financially by NSERC grant OGP0093041.
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We disprove Erdés’ conjecture by constructing a bipartite graph without 

4- and 6-cycles, on n, m = /ne* (Vo vertices with g(n)n edges, where 

f(n) — oo arbitrarily slowly and g(n) — oo. For n, m~ n¥/?+5 (0<6 < 

1/4) our construction gives a 4- and 6-cycle-free bipartite graph with n!+* 

(e = e(6) > 0) edges. In particular, for n, m ~ n?/%, it gives n58/57+0(1) 

edges; this disproves Erdés’ conjecture, but falls short of our upper bound, 
O(n'9/9 ). 

The second author is indebted to Professors Erdés, Faudree and Si- 

monovits for conversations on the topic of the present paper. 

2. Upper bounds 

Theorem 1. Suppose G is a bipartite graph with vertex sets of size n, 

m (/n < m < n) without 4- and 6-cycles. Then the number of edges is 
O(n?2/3 m?/3), 

Proof. First, we prove the theorem for m = O(./n). This is the only 
case that we settle in terms of the original graph, all the other cases will be 

settled in terms of a set system. Let the degrees of the bipartite graph on 

the n—side be d,,...,d,. Since every pair of vertices on the m—side belongs 

to at most one neighbourhood, we have 

n n d; m 

,-1)< < = 2 (a I)< 2. (4) < (") O(n), 

and >> d; = O(n), which is equivalent to the theorem for /n < m = O(/n). 

Let X denote the n—element vertex set. Identify the graph G with a 

collection F of m subsets of X, whose members are the neighbourhoods of 

G contained in X. 

For E,F € Ff, |ENF| <1, (1) 

since G has no 4-cycle, and 

for D,E,F EF, |DNE|=|DNF|=|ENF|=1 implies |DNENF|=1, (2) 

since G has no 6-cycle. Hence, it is ‘sufficient to prove, that for a collection 

of sets F satisfying (1) and (2), 

do IF] = O(n?5 m?/*). (3) 
FCF
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We may assume without loss of generality that F contains no singletons. 

Now split F into F, and Fz by F,; = {F € F: |F| < 2/n}, Fo = F\Fi. 
We have to prove the theorem for both families. Set mz = |F2|. The reader 
may easily prove, or may find it in Székely [12], that m2. = O(./n), and 

hence the theorem is proved for #,. From now on we simply assume that 

the size of the largest set in F has size at most 2,/n, and |F| = m. 

The “main case” of the proof will be to show that (3) holds for F if 

So IFIP < (= Fr /2n. (4) 
FCF FEF 

We postpone the proof of the main case. 

Either we have 

max [E] S 
ECF 

z IF rez IP 6) 

or the opposite inequality. If (5) holds, then we are in the main case: 

SIF < DFP maxlZl < (= we) /2n. 
FCF FEF FeF 

Hence we may assume that the opposite of (5) holds: 

2 2. |FP/2n < max|F| < 2vn, 
PEF 

hence by the inequality of arithmetic and quadratic means, 2) per IFI S 

2m1/2 73/4 — O(n?/>m?/3) in the range that we consider. 

Finally, we prove the theorem in the main case. Let d(p) denote the 

degree of the vertex p for the collection F. Fix any E € F and note that 

S> Fi <nt Sold) -21, (6) 
FeF J EOF|=1 pce 

since the sets F \ E : F € F are pairwise disjoint. Apply the operator 

Yieer |E|- to (6). Using the convention of underlining the summation 

variable in dubious cases, we have
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VI) IE] -E DS leh sn 14+ SV Ell Dew) - 
peX \pe EEF p peEeF EF ECF pEE 

<(n+m) >> |E|<2n 5° |El. 
EeF E€F 

On the other hand, (4) and two applications of the inequality of arithmetic 

and quadratic means yields 

peX \pe Ber p ptEeF Ber 

= (= a) > prs 2 Ene er 

  > (Eee IEP \, |E|> > (Sizes Fr )’ > s (rez |E|)* 

2nm? 
? 

ECF 

and from here we immediately get (3). MI 

An alternative proof of Theorem 1 can be given using an inequality of 

Atkinson & al. [1]: 

A) tA) > o o(A)* o( AA‘ A) mn (7) 

for any m Xn non-negative matrix A, where o(M) denotes the sum of entries 

of M. 

To see the connection with f(n,m), let A be the bipartite adjacency 

matrix of a graph G satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. It is straight- 

forward to see that 

3 
—< t — 2 ag S 0(AAA) S nm—2ex Ss” di, (8) 

. i€V(G) 

where e = o(A) is the number of edges of G. One can show that 

Mieviaey di 2 = O(mn) for the family F, defined after (3). Then (8) im- 

plies e = O(n?/3 m?/3) for F, again.
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3. Lower bounds 

Lemma. Let r(k,n) denote the maximum number of natural numbers 

1<a, <...<a, <1, such that the simultaneous equations a,x + a;y = 

ajz, +y =z have only trivial solution (a; = a; = a) forl<a,y,z<k= 

O(n/**) (€ > 0). Then 

1— 3(19E2k)1/2 4 29E2k 4O (ge ) 
log n log n r(k,n)>n 

Proof. Use the base-t representation of integers in [1,n]. Let (g); denote 

the i‘” digit of g in base-t representation. Let A denote the set of those 

numbers in [1,n], whose base-t digits are less than t/(2k). Assume t be a 

multiple of 2k. Let N denote the most frequent sum of squares of the digits 

of the members of A; and let B denote the subset of A whose members have 

sum of squares of digits equal to N. We claim that no a,b,c € B solves 

the forbidden simultaneous equations. Indeed, assume on the contrary that 

there is a solution: 

_ 2 (b)iat(ciy\? 2 +y? ay Ce), 
v= Dor=¥( z+y TT t weap Ys 

and hence the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality holds with equality, and the 

digits of b are proportional to that of c. Since the digits have the same square 

sum, b = c, the solution is trivial. Clearly N < 2(4)? 28% er |Al 2 (= £) ert é 

and |B| > (4) bet eet? ee In order to optimize our lower bound for [B], 

select t to be the first multiple of 2k exceeding eV'°% 2klogn It yields the 

required lower bound. (We need the upper bound for k to make sure that 

the lower bound for |B| is nontrivial.) Mm : 

Note that the construction above is just a slight generalization of 

Behrend’s construction [2] for a large set without 3-term arithmetic pro- 

gressions. We get back the special case by setting k = 2. As it turned 

out, Erdés & al. [6], proved a slightly weaker version of the Lemma in the 

following form: there are n' °!°¢ */ vies™ integers in [1,n] with no triplet 

contained in a (k+1)—term arithmetic progression. We repeated the proof, 

since Erdés&al. did not optimize the lower bound as we did, and they did 

not have a logarithmic asymptotic expansion at all. The next construction 

is motivated by the papers of Ruzsa and Szemerédi [11] and Clark & al. [4]:
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Theorem 2. There exist a bipartite graph without 4- and 6-cycles, on 

n,m = Jnef™VI" vertices with g(n)n edges, where f(n) — co 
arbitrarily slowly and g(n) — oo; 

nité | n2té- 3 6(1- 6) +o(1) vertices with n2425-34V8(1- 5) +o(1) edges (0 < 

6 < 1/4); 

n,m =n?/3 vertices with n°8/57+°) edges. 

Proof. Set r’ = (sore *), take 1 <a, <...< ay, < leak according 

to the Lemma. Define a hypergraph in the following way: the vertex set is 

{(i,j): 1<i<k, 1 <j <n}, which is to be considered as a grid in the 

plane. The edges of the k—uniform hypergraph are the points of the linear 

functions y = a,x + b which have k points in the grid, i.e. 0< b<n—ajk. 

Let one vertex set of the bipartite graph be the grid (i.e. the vertex set 

of the hypergraph), the other vertex set of the bipartite graph be the edge 

set of the hypergraph, and define the edges of the bipartite graph by the 

incidences of edges and vertices in the hypergraph. Clearly (1) is satisfied, 

since the edges are geometrically represented by straight lines, and (2) is 

just the non-solvability of the simultaneous equations in the lemma. So the 

graph has no 4- and 6-cycles. Finally, the sizes of vertex sets are n' = nk, 

m' = r'Q(n), and we have m’k edges. We have 

      

  

1/2 log log (=;2->) _ log 2k log 2k O08 108 \ Fiog & 

, n 1 3 (getats) TET) +0( log (fice Fe) ) 
m=n 

klogk 

Hence straightforward computation yields our first two claims. The third 

one comes from the second by setting ó — 1/37. m 

The set system that Erdős & al. [6] constructed using the Lemma, 

is actually the hypergraph construction of Theorem 2. Erdés & al. [6] 

constructed it for a different purpose, considered only a fixed k and therefore 

missed the asymptotic analysis and overlooked the application for bipartite 

graph construction. 

One can show that f(n,m) = Q(n?/4m?/%) in certain instances, using 
generalized quadrangles. 

Theorem 3. 

(i) There exists an infinite sequence (n,m) with m a n45, such that 

f(n,m) = O(n? m?/3),
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(ii) Similarly there is such a sequence with m ~ n7/8, 

Proof. Consider generalized quadrangles GQ(s, t), cf. Payne and Thas [10]. 

These may be defined as bipartite graphs G(m, n), with m = (1+ s)(1+st), 

n = (1+ #)(1 + st), every vertex on the left of degree (1 +t), every vertex 

on the right of degree (1+ 5), and with girth 8, i.e. no 4- or 6-cycles. The 

number of edges of G is e = (1+ 8)(1+#)(1+ st). 

Now there exists a GQ(q, q”) for every prime-power:q. In this case we 
have n ~ g®, m~ gi ~ n4/> and e ~ 68 a (nm)*/3, as desired. Similarly 
there is a GQ(q’,q°) yielding m~n7/?. 

4. Open problems 

1) If G is a bipartite graph without 4- and 6-cycles, on n, m vertices 

(Jn <m< VneV"""), does it imply that the edge number is O(n)? 

2) We remark that in a GQ(s,t) one has s < ¢? (and dually t < s”). This 

suggests that our upper bound f(n,m) = O(n?/3 m?/3) may not be tight 
when m = o(n*/5), 

3) For a fixed d and n,k — oo find a version of the Lemma for the 
following problem: Give a large set F of integers in [1,n], such that 
the simultaneous diophantine equations 

S> fiti = > IT; 

i=1 t=m+41 

m t 

5 t= 5 Ti 
i=1 i=m41 

has only trivial solutions for ¢ < d, 1 < 2; < k, f; € F. (A solution 

is trivial if it repeats an f;.) The above generalization of the Lemma 

would lead the way to similar constructions for n, m bipartite graphs 

with many edges and girth exceeding 2d. When d = 4 the set F is a 

Sidon set, a well-studied structure.
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Latency Hiding for Fault-Tolerant PRAM 

Computations 

A. CHIN” 

‘ABSTRACT 

We introduce the Faulty Block PRAM, a model of parallel complexity 

describing large-scale implementations of shared memory. Like the traditional 

PRAM model, our model is network-independent and synchronous. Algorithms 
can be written for the Faulty Block PRAM without regard to a specific network 
topology or synchronization requirements. 

Unlike the traditional PRAM, however, our model accounts for memory 

granularity and network unreliability. We show that up to a constant factor, 

these considerations need not reduce computational efficiency. We give a prob- 

abilistic simulation of the PRAM model on the Faulty Block PRAM which 
preserves efficiency at the cost of a modest loss of parallelism. This result sug- 
gests that there is no theoretical impediment to highly efficient fault-tolerant 
computation using portable and scalable parallel software. 

  

* Research supported by a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship and 

a Rhodes Scholarship.
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1. Introduction 

By now it is generally recognized that traditional theoretical models of par- 

allel computation fail to take into account a number of practical constraints. 

The parallel random access machine (PRAM) models idealize at least three 

difficulties which face designers of massively parallel computers: data granu- 

larity, interprocessor synchronization, and network reliability. Consequently 

the PRAM models do not necessarily provide any useful asymptotic com- 

plexity measures. 

Numerous attempts to address this gap between theory and practice 

have appeared recently in the parallel complexity literature: 

1. The Block PRAM model of Aggarwal, Chandra and Snir [2] focuses 

on the issue of memory granularity in interprocessor communication. 
Algorithms and lower bounds for this model are given in [2,12,13]. 

Memory granularity and the Block PRAM model are formally defined 

in the next section. 

2. A variety of models by Cole and Zajicek [14,15,47], Gibbons [17,18], 

Martel, Park and Subramonian [27,28], Nishimura [29] and Valiant [44] 

assume an asynchronous system of processors. These papers describe 

mechanisms for achieving synchronization among processors and algo- 

rithmic techniques for coping with the overheads incurred. 

3. The information dispersal algorithm of Rabin [26,36] unites the theory 

of error-correcting codes [6] with the technique of randomized routing 

[34,43] to provide an efficient fault-tolerant communication protocol for 

hypercube networks. 

These developments may be viewed as taking orthogonal approaches 

to the general problem of defining an “accurate” PRAM model. Gibbons 

[18] calls his Asynchronous PRAM model “more practical” than the PRAM 

model. Valiant [44] makes a more ambitious claim for his bulk-synchronous 
parallel model, suggesting that it may “act as a standard on which people 

can agree.” 

But this work is far from complete, as there remain at least two reasons 

to continue the pursuit of more realistic PRAM models. First, all three of 

the practical issues above — granularity, synchronization and reliability — 

should be incorporated into any unifying theory. Focusing on one of these 

issues could very well blur the other two. For example, consider perhaps the 

most fundamental of all PRAM algorithms, list ranking and prefix sums.
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On the Block PRAM model list ranking is provably harder than prefix sums 

[12], but on Cole and Zajicek’s APRAM model list ranking is used as a time- 

saving primitive in their prefix sums algorithm [15]. 

Second, the complexity theory should map readily onto the eventual 

parallel programming model. Given the difficulties in defining parallel 

programming models [22], it is best for the complexity community to do 

all it can. Snir [41] suggests that it is unreasonable to expect programming 

models to meet the complexity theory halfway, writing: “Ultimately, the 

main function of a parallel programming model is to provide a common 

language for research, teaching, and practice of parallel algorithms. Social 

factors have more to do with the selection of such a model than ‘physical’ 

reality.” 

An obvious way forward is to consider combinations of two or all three 

of the above practical issues in the same model. This paper represents the 

first construction of such a hybrid. 

. 

We introduce the Faulty Block PRAM as a synchronous model account- 

ing for both memory granularity and communications reliability, and we 

present an efficient PRAM simulation for this model. Up to a constant, 

there are no new overheads in parallelism, fault tolerance or efficiency. Our 

probabilistic simulation matches the parallelism of the best Block PRAM 

simulation result and the fault tolerance of Rabin’s protocol, and is efficient 

for all polynomial-time computations. 

The result is an efficient fault-tolerant routing scheme suitable for a 

wide variety of network architectures. The generality of this theory is 

made possible by new, powerful techniques including Siegel’s construction 

of high-performance universal hash functions from expander graphs. These 

techniques hide large constant factors. More practical specific approaches 

for multibutterflies and hypercubes are presented in [24], [26] respectively. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the Block PRAM 

model and introduces the Faulty Block PRAM model. Section 3 presents 

techniques which are preliminary to the simulation. Section 4 gives our 

main simulation result. Section 5 concludes.
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2. The model 

The issue of communication latency in parallel computation has been stud- 

ied‘for more than a decade: 

1. Two-processor communication complexity, as formalized by Yao [46], 

has been used as a tool for proving complexity bounds for VLSI [42], 

Boolean circuits {11,21] and test trees [19]. It has also been studied 

as a structural measure in its own right [30]. As a result, specific 

computational problems have been analyzed for their communication 

complexity properties. For a survey, see [10,25]. 

2. Communication delays in multiprocessor computations have been stud- 

ied in [3,31,32]. This work concerns the problem of scheduling a data- 

dependency graph to minimize overall computation and communication 

time. 

3. Communication latency is necessarily taken into account in all of the 

recent asynchronous PRAM models. 

However, none of the above research has addressed the issue of memory 

granularity, an important property of communication latency which has 

emerged from the design of virtual shared memory systems [5,7,9,16,33,38]. 

Typically, accesses to a contiguous block of words in shared memory can be 

pipelined, incurring the cost of communication latency only once. Memory 

granularity encourages the development of algorithms that make use of 

spatial locality of reference to shared memory. To provide a theory for 

this work, Aggarwal, Chandra and Snir introduce the Block PRAM model: 

Block PRAM description. [2] A Block PRAM with p processors and 

latency | is taken to be an exclusive-read, exclusive-write (EREW) PRAM. 

The latency is expressed as a multiple of basic instruction cycles and may 

be taken to a be a function of the number of processors. For example, 

1 = O(log, p) for a hypercube architecture, and | = ©(p'/?) for a two- 
dimensional wraparound mesh. Each processor is provided with a local 

memory of unlimited size. There is also a global memory of unlimited size. 

A processor may access a location of the local memory in unit time. It may 

also access a block of b consecutive locations in the global memory in time 

1+. Since no read or write conflicts are allowed, concurrent requests for 

overlapping blocks are serviced in some arbitrary order. The input initially 

resides in global memory, and the output must also be stored there. @
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Now assume that each access to a location in global memory by a 

processor is subject to a uniform probability of failure y, 0 < yg < 1. That 

is, a processor attempting to read a location may instead receive an error 

symbol; and a processor attempting to write into a location may instead 

write an error symbol into the location. Such errors may result, for example, 

from intermittent failures in the interconnection network. In practice, the 

error symbol may be implemented e.g. by using error-checking codes [35]. 

We give the name Faulty Block PRAM (with parameters p, | and y) to the 

resulting model. 

While the Faulty Block PRAM generalizes the Block PRAM model 

(which in turn generalizes the EREW PRAM model), it remains a simplified 

model of parallel computation. First, the Faulty Block PRAM permits only 

data transmission errors, not routing and computational errors; we do not 

hope to treat every conceivable kind of error in our theory. Second, the 

Faulty Block PRAM is a synchronous model; we do hope for the appearance 

of an Asynchronous Faulty Block PRAM model in the near future. Third, 

the Faulty Block PRAM masks the network topology, not caring where in 

the network the errors arise; this focuses our attention on PRAM algorithms 

and the prospects for efficient PRAM simulations. 

3. Preliminary techniques 

Our simulation uses the following strategy. The PRAM shared memory 

is represented virtually in the local memories of the Faulty Block PRAM 

processors, using a random universal hashing function. Each processor’s 

memory requests and replies are broken into fragments and rebundled. The 

fragments are routed through the global memory, using a fast Block PRAM 

permutation algorithm. With high probability, enough correct fragments 

arrive at each destination to reconstruct all of the communications. 

Block PRAM Permutation 

In general, a permutation to be performed on the Block PRAM is best 

expressed as a composition of easy, or rational permutations.
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Definition. [1] A permutation II on a set X of cardinality 2* is rational 

if it is defined by a permutation 7 on the “bit positions” as follows. Let 

X = {(@g-1,.-.,@)|a; = 0,1}, and let 7 be a permutation on {k—1,..., 0}; 

then II(ax- 1 pee. , 00) = (Ga(K- 1) 9+ ++) Ox(0) ). 

These rational permutations can be performed quickly by accessing the 

shared memory in blocks of size either n/p or I, so that we have: 

Theorem 3.1. [2] Any rational permutation on n items can be computed 

on a Block PRAM in time 

O((nlog min(n/I,n/p))/(plog(n/Ip))) for Ip <n, 

and in time 

O(l + (llog min(I, p))/log(lp/n)) for lp > n. 

Theorem 3.2. [2] Any permutation on n items can be computed on a 
Block PRAM in time 

O(min(nl/p, (nlog p)/(plog(n/Ip)))) for Ip <n, 

and in time 

O(min(nl/p, (1 log(n/1) log min(!, p))/(log tlog(tp/n)))) 

for lp > n. 

Information dispersal 

Let a, ő be positive integers with a > 8. The (a, 3) information dispersal 

problem is to divide a given data item D into a pieces such that D can 

be reconstructed from any ő of the pieces. We formalize in the following 

definition. , 

Definition. Let W = [0..N — 1] for some N € N. Let < W® > (resp. 

< W® >) represent the set of unordered a-tuples (-tuples) of elements 

from W. A (a,7) dispersal function is a mapping d: W? ~< W® > with
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an associated (G,-y) reconstruction function r :< W*® >— W7” such that for 

any array A € W and any S C d(A) with |S| = 8, r(S) = A. (In computing 

d and r, the sets d(A) and S may be specified as arrays in local memory 

with their elements given in any order.) 

For integers a > 8 > y > 0, an (a, 8,7) information dispersal protocol 

consists of algorithms for computing a (a,7) dispersal function and an 

associated (8, y) reconstruction function on words in local memory. 

Note that an (a, §,7) information dispersal protocol can be used on 

files of any size by segmenting the data into arrays of length +. 

Shamir’s “secret sharing” scheme [39], which uses the idea of polynomial 

interpolation over a finite field, is a (a, G,1) protocol. Recently Rabin [36] 

reported an improved (a, (, 3) protocol based on sets of linearly independent 

vectors over a. finite field. 

Theorem 3.3. [36] For all primes N and all integers a > G > 0, there is a 
(a, 8, 8) information dispersal protocol using words from [0..N — 1]. = 

When a is not much greater than Ő, Rabin’s protocol is “space- 

efficient”: the dispersed fragments taken together are only a/f times as 

long as the original data. This observation has led Rabin and Lyuu to de- 
sign PRAM simulations on the hypercube based on Rabin’s protocol [26,36]. 

In order to use information dispersal in efficient PRAM simulations, 

the dispersal and reconstruction functions must also be time-efficient. We 

can define information dispersal capability in complexity-theoretic terms as 

follows. 

Definition. A RAM-based complexity model (e.g. RAM, PRAM, Block 

PRAM) has (a, 8,y) information dispersal capability if the dispersal func- 
tion can be computed in time O(a +7) and the reconstruction function can 

be computed in time O(6 + 4). 

In Rabin’s (a, G, 8) information dispersal protocol, the dispersal algo- 
rithm takes time O(a) and the reconstruction algorithm takes time 0(8?). 

This complexity may be reduced somewhat by special-purpose hardware or 

multigauging techniques, or by future algorithmic improvements. Rabin 

remarks encouragingly on the feasibility of information dispersal in real ar- 

chitectures in [36]. 

(It should be noted in this context that PRAM simulations using hash- 

ing (e.g. [44,45]) have proceeded without justifying the assumption that the
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hash functions used can be evaluated in constant time. Our simulation 
result in Section 4 proceeds under an analogous assumption.) 

Universal Hashing 

Consider an implementation of shared memory in which the memory is 
divided evenly among a number of physical modules. 

The assignment of logical addresses to the physical addresses in these 
modules is known as hashing. By hashing at random, we can guarantee 
with high probability that accesses to the shared memory will be distributed 
evenly (within a constant factor) among the modules. Carter and Wegman 
[8] were the first to suggest that choosing the hash functions at random 
from small universal classes of easily computable functions could give the 
same performance guarantees while reducing the computational overheads. 
Recently Siegel [40] presented the most appropriate universal classes of hash 
functions for our purposes. 

A family F of hash functions with domain D and range R is said to be 
h-wise independent if for all y,,...,y, € R and all distinct 1,...,2, € D, 

{fe F: f(a) =y,t=1,...,h}| < |FI/|RI. 

Theorem 3.4. [40] Let 0 < 6 < 1 be fixed. Then there is an M® /? -wise 
independent class H of hash functions from [0..M — 1] to [0..M — 1] which 
can be defined in O(M°) space and evaluated in O(1) time. m 

4. The simulation 

In order to fully simulate an PRAM computation while making use of in- 
formation dispersal in shared memory, some pre- and post-computation is 
necessary so that the input and output data are specified in undispersed 
form. Our simulation result refers to intermediate steps of PRAM compu- 
tations. 

We will use the following tail estimation. 

Lemma 4.1. [37] If Y,,...,¥y are independent Bernoulli trials such that 
the expected value E for their sum is E(>, Yi) = n, and if 6 > 0, then 
Probf2, Yi > (1+ 6)n} < (e°/(1 + 6)'+5)".
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- Theorem 4.2. Let ¢ and k be positive constants. Then one intermediate 

step of an EREW PRAM computation with q processors and q* memory can 

be simulated in O(q/p) steps with probability 1—exp(—0Q{min(q/p, —llogyp— 
log(q/l))}) by a Faulty Block PRAM with p processors, latency |, failure 

parameter y and (2I,1,1) information dispersal capability, provided that 
Iptt¢ < g. 

Proof. Overview. The virtual EREW PRAM shared memory is distributed 

among the local memories of the Block PRAM processors, using a random 

hash function f € H (see Theorem 3.4). Without loss of generality, we 

assume k > 27/4 (the Block PRAM memories are unbounded). Also, we 

assume that |, p and g are powers of two and that the word size of both 

machines is at least log g (affecting our bounds by at most a constant factor). 

We take 6 = 2/3; it may be verified that this gives a g-wise independent 

class of hash functions from [0..¢* — 1] to [0..¢* — 1] which can be defined in 
o(q*"?) space. 

Assume the Block. PRAM processors are numbered [0..p ~ 1] and the 

EREW PRAM processors are numbered [0..¢ — 1]. Then virtual address 2, 

0 <x < g* —1, is hashed to the local memory of Block PRAM processor 

f(z) mod p, and EREW PRAM processor y, 0 < y < q —1, is simulated by 
Block PRAM processor y mod p. 

We will use a segment of shared memory corresponding to an array 

A[0..8g — 1] to route messages among the processors. The shared memory 

segment A[8igq/p..8(i + 1)q/p — 1] is called the home block for processor i. 

A local computation instruction on the EREW PRAM is simulated by 

having each Block PRAM processor perform (at most) ¢/p local computa- 

tions in time O(q/p). 

We describe how each EREW PRAM global read and write instruction 

is simulated in time O(q/p). 

e Coding: Each processor encodes its (at most) q/p global read requests 

or write instructions as messages (some possibly null) in a string of 2q/p 

words. A read message is two words giving the requesting processor’s 

ID and the virtual address. A write message is two words giving the 

virtual address and the data to be written. 

e Information dispersal: Apply a (2l,1,1) information dispersal protocol 

(see Theorem 3.3) to each string. 

e Message passing: Each processor copies the fragments for its message 

string into its home block. Each message has a virtual address to be
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accessed, which has been hashed to the local memory of a destination 
processor. To route each message, it suffices to copy it into the home 
block of its destination processor. With high probability, no processor 
is the destination processor for more than 2q/p messages, and the 
messages can be routed as a permutation on array A in time O(q/p) 
by Theorem 3.2. Moreover, the permutation algorithm of Theorem 3.2 
consists of rational permutation operations of the following two forms: 

1. Each processor reads 4q/pl blocks of size I ( pieces) and writes them into 
their new locations. 

2. Each processor reads and permutes a block of size 4q/p (i.e. 4q/pl 
consecutive whole pieces) and writes it back. 

We can therefore replace each access to shared memory as follows: 

e For each read from a piece of A, instead read from a piece of A’ and 
reconstruct the piece of A. 

e For each write into a piece of A, instead disperse the data and write 
the 2] fragments into a piece of A’. 

e Finishing up: Each processor copies its home block into shared memory. 
For write instructions, each processor updates the accessed memory 
locations. For read instructions, each processor encodes the contents of 
the accessed memory locations as messages and these replies are sent 
back to the requesting processors as above. 

e Information dispersal: We will call a processor overloaded if it is the 
destination processor for more than 2q/p messages during a simulation 
step. We show that in each simulation step, the probability that some 
processor is overloaded is exp(—Q(q/p)). Fix a congruence class II = 
a mod p and a set of memory addresses $ C [0..q*—1], |S| < g. From the 
q-independence of F and Lemma 4.1 we have Prob{|f(S)NI| > 2¢/p} < 
(e/4)%/?. Thus the probability that some processor receives more than 
2q/p messages is bounded above by p- exp(—Q(q/p)) = exp(—Q(q/p)). 
We must also estimate the probability that at some read step, some 

processor does not have enough (i.e. at least 1) fragments to reconstruct 
a piece of A. Each fragment is lost with independent probability o, so 
we can use Lemma 4.1 directly to estimate the probability of failure in 
reconstructing a given piece. If ¥; = {Fragment i lost}, this is Prob{}>, Y; > 
I} < (e126) /(2p)- 20) ja = exp(Q(Ilogy)). 

During the simulation, there are at most q/I piece-reconstructions. The 
overall result follows. =
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The following corollary shows that our simulation (asymptotically) 

matches the fault-tolerance properties of Rabin’s PRAM simulation for the 

hypercube; see [36]. In particular, the simulation has failure probability 

o(1) for all polynomial-time computations (T — 990 ). 

Corollary 4.3. A Faulty Block PRAM with p processors, latency | = log p, 

failure parameter y = 1/ log p and (2 log p, log p, log p) information dispersal 

capability can simulate one step of an EREW PRAM with p'** processors 

and p* memory in time O(p*) with probability of failure 

exp(—Q)(log ploglogp)). = 

5. Conclusion 

The Faulty Block PRAM is a complexity model for synchronous parallel 

computation which takes into account memory granularity and communi- 

cations unreliability. Being network-independent, it suggests that there is 

no theoretical impediment to highly efficient fault-tolerant computation us- 

ing portable and scalable parallel software. Further, a high degree of fault 

tolerance can be implemented essentially for free. 

The typical cost of PRAM simulation on “more realistic” models has 

been a modest loss of parallelism. The factor lost correlates with the 

network latency for the Block PRAM; the cost of a synchronization barrier 

for asynchronous models; and the number of fragments used for Rabin’s 
fault tolerance scheme. By scheduling this number of processes on each 

processor — that is, by providing for parallel slackness — we are able to 

obtain optimal speedup from optimal PRAM algorithms. This argument 

has become known in the literature as latency hiding. 

Our simulation result for the Faulty Block PRAM shows that the paral- 

lel slackness costs are not additive. Latency hiding for memory granularity 

provides the overhead for fault tolerance. 

For certain PRAM algorithms in which each access by every processor 

to the shared memory is to a block of size Q(g¢/p), information dispersal can 

be used without going through the general simulation. Specific PRAM and 

Block PRAM algorithms can be developed and analyzed in this context. 

We remain interested in the prospect of other combinations. Consider- 

ing granularity and synchronization together would provide further insight
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into the relative difficulty of list ranking and prefix sums, and implemen- 

tation techniques applicable to a wide range of graph, tree, list and string 

algorithms. An efficient asynchronous protocol for fault-tolerant routing 

would be of obvious interest. 

We would also like to extend our treatment of fault tolerance to pro- 

cessor as well as link failures, generalizing the work in [4,20]. 
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Extreme Hypermetrics and L-polytopes 

M. DEZA, V. P. GRISHUKHIN and M. LAURENT 

ABSTRACT 

Hypermetric spaces are in correspondence with L-polytopes in lattices 

{[2],[10]). Using this connection, we define the rank of an L-polytope as the 
rank of the corresponding hypermetric space, i.e. the dimension of the smallest 

face of the hypermetric cone that contains it. We study some properties for this 
notion of rank, in particular, its invariance, some bounds for it, also an additive 

formula for the rank of reducible L-polytopes. We consider especially the case 
of L-polytopes of rank 1: extreme L-polytopes that correspond to extreme rays 

of the hypermetric cone. In particular, the two Gosset polytopes in the root 

lattices Eg, E7 are given as examples of extreme L-polytopes, yielding a class 

of extreme rays of the hypermetric cones on 7, 8 points. We also construct 

several examples of extreme L-polytopes of dimension 15, 16 coming from the 

Barnes-Wall lattice Ag and of dimension 22, 23 coming from the Leech lattice 
Aga . 

1. Introduction 

. The hypermetric cone H,,; is the set of all vectors d = (dij)osicj<cn € 

RU") that satisfy the following inequalities (1.1), called hypermetric in- 
equalities. 

> 24:2;d;; <0 forzezrt, So =1 (1.1) 
OSi<jsn i=0
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For z € Z"*! whose components are: z; = 2; = 1,z, = —1,z, = 0 for 

O<h<n,h¥Fi,j,k, the inequality (1.1) is, in fact, the triangle inequality: 

d;; — di, — dj, < 0. Hence, the hypermetric cone H,, is a subcone of the 

metric cone M, 41 , 

Man {a ERC?) dis — dix —djx <0 for i,j,k € {0,1, ny} 

On the other hand, a proper subcone of H,+1 is the cut cone C,4; defined 

as the cone generated by all cut metrics ds for S C {0,1,...,n}, where 

(ds)i; = 1 if |{t,7} MN S| = 1 and (ds);; = 0 otherwise, forO <i<j<n. 

Note that the cut metrics dg and digi,...ni—s coincide. 

The cones M,,,,; and C,,4: are clearly polyhedral. It was proved in [10] 

that H,41 too is a polyhedral cone. In this paper, we develop some tools 

for studying the extreme rays of H,,,,. It is well known that all the 2” — 1 

nonzero cut metrics ds which generate C,41 define extreme rays of Myii 

and thus of H,41. 

Let g denote the linear bijective transformation of RŰ") defined by 

g(d) =a for d = (dij )osicjsn »@ = (Giz )isisj<n Satisfying: 

doi = Qi; forl<i<n 

diz = Qi, + a5; — 2a;; forl<i<j<n 

The image of the hypermetric cone H,,; under g is the cone: 

Anat) = (ae RC?) : > ZZ; Qizy — Yo zai > 0 for z € Z” 

1Sijsn i=1 

In his very interesting paper, Erdahl ([12]) considers the cone: 

P, = § (a,b,c) € R(a)te+1 . s- 2,2; iz + 2 bizi +c>0 for zEZ” | 

iSi,jen i=1 

Hence, g(Hnyi1) = P, N{(a,b,c) : c = Oand b; = —a;; for 1 < i < n}. 

Therefore, the hypermetric cone is (via the map g) a polyhedral section of 

the cone P,,. Erdahl shows that P,,.has three types of extreme rays; actually, 

one of them (which he calls perfect) corresponds to the extreme rays of the 
hypermetric cone. 

We exploit in this paper, as well as in the previous paper ({10]), the 

following correspondence between hypermetric spaces and L-polytopes.
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Let L be a lattice in R* and let S be an empty sphere (or hole) in L, 

ie. the ball with boundary sphere S contains no lattice point in its interior, 

but the lattice points lying on S have full rank k. Then, the convex hull 

of the lattice points lying on S is called an L-polytope in L (or Delaunay 

polytope, or constellation). 

It was proved ((2], [10]) that, for any hypermetric d € Hn41, there 

exist a lattice Lg in R*,k < n, an L-polytope Pz in Lg and a generating 

map ¢q from X = {0,1,...,n} to the set of vertices of Py (i.e. ba(X) 

generates Lz) such that dj; = ||¢a() — da(j) IP for 0 < i < j <n, these 

objects being defined uniquely up to orthogonal transformation. Hence, the 

points of Hasi correspond to L-polytopes; if two points lie on the interior 

of a common face of Hasi, then their associated L-polytopes are affinely 

equivalent. 

Conversely, if P is an L-polytope with set of vertices V(P) and if we 

set do(u, v) = ||u — v||? for u,v € V(P), then do is a hypermetric on V(P). 

Given a hypermetric d € H,41, its rank r(d) is the dimension of the 

smallest face of H,+1 that contains d. Hence, hypermetrics of rank 1 define 

extreme rays of H,,,,. If P is an L-polytope, the rank of the hypermetric 

space (V(P),dy) is also called the rank of P and denoted by r(P). So, 

extreme L-polytopes, i.e. L-polytopes of rank 1, correspond to extreme 

rays of the hypermetric cone. 

This notion of rank and, in particular, extreme L-polytopes are central 

concepts that we study in this paper. Let us now describe the contents of 

the paper. 

In section 2.1, we recall all necessary definitions for L-polytopes and 

lattices and, in section 2.2, the connection between hypermetric spaces and 

L-polytopes. We give in section 2.3 some first basic results. 

In section 3, we introduce the rank of a hypermetric space and observe 

that it is, in fact, an invariant of the associated L-polytope. , 

In section 4, we define the rank r(P) of an L-polytope P and prove 

that r(P) is, in fact, equal to the rank of the hypermetric space (V, do) for 

any generating subset V C V(P) of Lag. We give an explicit description of 

the system S(V, dy) consisting of all the hypermetric inequalities on V that 

are satisfied at equality by the hypermetric space (V, dy); it is useful for the 

practical computation of the rank of P, since r(P) is equal to the dimension 

of the solution set to the system S(V, do).
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We show in section 5 an additivity property for the rank of an L-po- 

lytope, namely, r(P) = r(P,) + r(P2) if P = P, x P, is the L-polytope 

obtained by direct product of two L-polytopes P,, P2. 

In section 6, we consider basic L-polytopes, i.e. L-polytopes for which 

one can find a subset of their vertices that is an affine basis of the lattice; 

we give some upper and lower bounds for the rank of a basic L-polytope in 

terms of its number of vertices and its rank. 

In section 7, we consider extreme L-polytopes, i.e. L-polytopes of rank 

1, which correspond to extreme rays of the hypermetric cone. The bounds 

from section 6 yield lower bounds for the number of vertices of an extreme 

basic L-polytope. There is a striking analogy between these bounds and 

some known upper bounds for the number of points in a spherical two- 

distance set and for the number of lines in an equiangular set of lines. 

Through this observation, we have several candidates for extremality: the 

Gosset polytopes 22: and 32; of dimension 6 and 7, respectively, coming 

from the root lattice Eg and some polytopes of dimension 22 and 23 coming 

from the Leech lattice Ag4. 

We show in section 8 that the two Gosset polytopes are indeed extreme 

and we give, in section 9, some more detailed information on the extreme 

rays of H7 that are derived from the Gosset polytope 22,. Actually, the two 

Gosset polytopes 29; and 32; are the only extreme L-polytopes arising from 

root lattices (besides the 1-dimensional segment [0,1] that corresponds to 
the extreme rays defined by the cut metrics). 

In section 10, we give two examples of extreme L-polytopes of dimension 

22 and 23 coming from the Leech lattice A24; they are related, respectively, 

to some spherical two-distance set and to some equiangular set of lines and 

they are both tight for the lower bounds on the number of vertices. 

In section 11, we give several examples of extreme L-polytopes of di- 
mension 15, 16, coming from the Barnes-Wall lattice Aig; some of them are 

also tight for our lower bounds, but they are not related to some spherical 

2-distance set or some equiangular set of lines.
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2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Lattices and L-polytopes 

k . 

Given z,y € R*, z-y — So aii denotes the scalar product of z, y, ||z|| = 
i=1 

/z-« denotes the Euclidean norm of x and we set: 

k 

do(z, 9) = lle ~ vl? = Yo(e - w)? (2.1) 

A subset L of R* is called a lattice if L is a discrete subgroup of R*. A 
subset {v1,...,Um} of L is said to be generating for L if, for every v € L, 

there exist some integers 21,..., Zm such that: 

m 

v= nm ZGVi (2.2) 
i=1 

If, furthermore, there is unicity of the integers z1,...,2m in (2.2), ie. the 

set B = {v,,...,Um} is linearly independent, then B is called a (linear) 

basis of L and m = |B| is the dimension of the lattice L. 

A subset L’ of R* is called an affine lattice if L is the image of a lattice 

by some translation, ie. L’ = L+a={v+a: v € L} for some lattice L 

and some a € R*. In other words, if L is a lattice in R* (so, 0 € L) and if 

one changes the origin, say —a € R* is the new origin, then L becomes the 

affine lattice L + a in the new system of coordinates with origin —a. 

A subset A = {vo,v1,...,Um} of an affine lattice L’ is called an affine 

generating set for L’ (resp. an affine basis of L’) if, for every v € L’, there 

exist some integers (resp. a unique system of integers) 2, 21,...,;%m such 

that 
m m 

v= So avi and Ya -1 (2.3) 
i=0 i=0 

If A is an affine basis of L’, then m = |A| — 1 is the dimension of L’. For 

example, if {v1,...,Um} is a (linear) basis of the lattice L, then the set 

{a,v1 +@,...,Um +a} is an affine basis of the affine lattice L + a. 

In what follows, we shall use, for simplicity, the same word “lattice” for 

denoting both a usual lattice (ie. containing 0) and an affine lattice (i.e.
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translate of a lattice). Also, it will be more convenient for our treatment to 

work with affine bases of lattices rather than linear bases. When we say that 

a set is generating for a lattice L, we mean that it is an affine generating 

set for L. 

If B = (vo, vi, . . . Um) is a set of vectors of R*, the matrix Gram(B) = 

BB? is called the Gram matriz of B; it is a (m+1) x (m+1) matrix whose 

(i, 7)-th element is v;-v;. Let B = {v0,01,...,Um} be an affine basis of 

the lattice L in R* and set B’ = {v1 — v9, v2 — Up,---,Um — vo). Then, the 

quantity det(Gram(B’)) is an invariant of L, called determinant of L and 

denoted by det(L). In particular, if L is a lattice of dimension k in R* (i.e. 

n =k), then det L = | det(B’)|? holds. 

Let L be a k-dimensional lattice in R* and let S be a sphere in R* of 

"center c and radius r, S — íz e R" : ||x —cl| = r}. Then, S is called an 

empty sphere (or hole) in L if ||v — c|| > r holds for all v € L and the set 

SOL has rank k (i.e. affine rank k+1), i.e. no lattice points are lying in the 

interior of the ball with boundary sphere S but S is completely determined 

by the lattice points lying on it. The empty sphere S is called generating if 

SOL generates the lattice L. If S is an empty sphere in L, then the set SNL 

is finite; the convex hull of SNL: P = conv(S ML) is called an L-polytope 

(or Delaunay polytope, or constellation) in the lattice L. The center of the 

sphere S is also called the center of the polytope P. 

If P is an L-polytope in a lattice L, a subset V of its set of vertices 

V(P) is called generating if V generates L and V is called basic if V is an 

affine basis of L. One says that P is a generating L-polytope in L if its set 

of vertices V(P) generates L, i.e. if one can find a subset of V(P) which is 

generating. The L-polytope P is called basic if there exists an affine basis 

B of L such that B C V(P). For instance, the root lattice Eg contains no 

generating‘ L-polytope. Actually, we are interested here only in generating 

L-polytopes. Indeed, as we recall in section 2.2, hypermetric spaces are 

associated with generating L-polytopes. So, we shall always suppose in the 

paper that the considered L-polytopes are generating. All the examples of 

L-polytopes we shall deal with in the paper are, in fact, basic; we conjecture 

that, indeed, every generating L-pplytope is basic. This property of being 

basic plays a crucial role, in particular, for establishing good lower bounds 

on the rank of an Z-polytope, as we shall see in section 6. 

Equivalently, one can define L-polytopes in a more intrinsic way as 

follows. Let P be a full dimensional polytope in R* and let V(P) be its set
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of vertices. Up to translation, we can suppose that the origin is a vertex of 

P. Then, P is an L-polytope if and only if the following conditions hold: 

P is inscribed on some sphere S, i.e. there exists a vector (2.4) 

c € R* such that ||z — || = |lcl| for all z e V(P) 

The Z-module L(P)={ S> zu: 2% €Z> isa lattice (2.5) 
veV(P) 

For all v € L(P), |\v — cl] > |lel| holds. (2.6) 

Note that, in general, the lattice L(P), defined by (2.5), is a sublattice 

of the lattice L in which P is an L-polytope and both lattices coincide 

precisely when P is a generating L-polytope in L. 

Note also that, if P is an L-polytope in a lattice L and if we choose as 

origin the center of the sphere circumscribed to P, denoting its radius by r, 

then the lattice L(P) generated by the vertices of P is given by: 

L(P)= my ZyV: nm z, =1, 2EZ") 

v€V(P) ve V(P) 

Also, every point v of L satisfies: v-v > r? with equality if and only if v is 

a vertex of P. 

Let us recall the connection between L-polytopes and Vorenoi polytopes 

({18]). If L is a lattice in R* and uo € L, the Voronoi polytope at uo is the 

set P,(uo) consisting of all points z € R* that are at least as close to uo 

than to any other lattice point. Then, the vertices of the Voronoi polytope 

P,(ug) are precisely the centers of the L-polytopes in L that contain ug. 

Let P, P’ be two L-polytopes. One says that they have the same type if 

they are affinely equivalent, i.e. there exists an affine bijective transforma- 

tion T such that P’ = T(P). One says that P, P’ are congruent if they coin- 

cide up to orthogonal transformation and translation. Each k-dimensional 

lattice provides a partition of R* into L-polytopes; according to Voronoi, 

two k-dimensional lattices are of the same type if the corresponding parti- 

tions are affinely equivalent. Voronoi ([18]) proved that the number of types 

of lattices in a given space R* is finite, implying that the number of types of 

L-polytopes in R* is finite. The latter fact is a crucial property used in [10] 

for proving that the hypermetric cone is polyhedral; we gave, in fact, in [10]
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a direct explicit proof of the finiteness of the number of types of L-polytopes 

in given dimension. 

2.2. Hypermetric spaces and L-polytopes 

Let X be a finite set, |X| =n+1,eg. X = {0,1,2,...,n} and let d bea 

real valued function defined on all pairs of points of X such that diz = dj; 

for all i, 7 € X and d,;; = 0 for all i € X. We consider d as a vector of RŰ), 

d = (dij )osicjsn - Then, d is a semi-metric on X if d satisfies the triangle 

inequality: 

di; < dik + dik for all 4,9, kEX (2.7) 

and then the pair (X,d) is called a semi-metric space. The family of all 

semi-metrics on X forms a cone M(X) = My11, called metric cone. A 

semi-metric d is a metric if d;; 4 0 for alli # 7 € X. It follows easily from 

the triangle inequality (2.7) that every semi-metric (X,d) can be obtained 

as extension of some metric subspace (Y, d) of (X,d) (by extension, we mean 

that each point of Y is replaced by some class of points, distances between 

points of the same class are set to zero, distances between any two points 

of two distinct classes take a common value defined by (Y, d)). 

The semi-metric space (X, d) is called a hypermetric space if d satisfies 

all hypermetric inequalities: 

ny 225 di; <0 for z€ gt) 5 Ya =1 (2.8) 

OSi<jsn i=0 

Sometimes, we shall write the hypermetric inequality (2.8) as: > 225 di; S 

ijex 

0; there is no ambiguity since my zszjdiz —2 > 22;d,;; ) holds. 
ijeXx OSi<jsn 

The hypermetric inequality (2.8) is said to be trivial if all z; are equal 
to 0 except one z; equal to 1. The family of all hypermetrics on X forms a 

cone H(X) = Hy4, called the hypermetric cone. 

Given a subset S of X, the cut metric ds is defined by (ds),; = 1 if 

[SN {i, j}| = 1 and (dg);; = 0 otherwise. The cut cone C(X) = Cy41 is the 

cone generated by all cut metrics. We have the inclusions: Cn4: GC Hn4i C
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Mansi GC RC2’). the cones Cri1,My4i are clearly polyhedral and it was 

proved in [10] that H,,41 too is polyhedral. 

The following connection between hypermetric spaces and L-polytopes 

was established in [2], [10]. Let P be an L-polytope with set of vertices 

V(P), then the space (V(P), dy) is a hypermetric space, where dp is defined 

by (2.1). Conversely, let (X,d) be a hypermetric space. Then, there exists 

a lattice Lg of dimension k, k < n = |X|— 1, an L-polytope P, in Lg and 

a map ¢g : X — V(P,) which is generating, ie. $a(X) generates Lg, such 

that: 

di; = do(a(t), da(7)) = Ilda(i) — baG)IP? for i, j € X (2.9) 

the triple (La, Pa, ¢a) being uniquely determined by (X, d) up to congruence. 

Note that hypermetric spaces correspond indeed to generating L-poly- 

topes. For example, a hypermetric d belongs to the interior of the hyper- 

metric cone H(X) if and only if Py is a simplex ((10], see also section 6). 
A hypermetric d belongs to the cut cone C(X) if and only if the associated 

lattice Lg can be embedded into a grid, or, equivalently, the set of vertices 

of P; is contained in the set of vertices of some parallelepiped ((2]). Also, 
if d = dg is a cut metric, then the associated L-polytope P, is simply the 

segment I = (0, 1] in R (setting ga(i) = 1 ifi € S and da(i) = Oifi € X—S). 

Let P be an L-polytope in a lattice L and denote by r the radius of 

the sphere circumscribing P. Let us choose as origin the center of P. Then, 

every point v € L satisfies: |u|? = v-v > r? with equality if and only if v 

is a vertex of P. Also, for u,v € V(P), 

do(u, v) = 2(r? —u-v) (2.10) 

or, equivalently, u- vu =r? ~— }do(u,v). 

Remark 2.1. Note that the relation (2.10) explains a result of Seidel 

({16]) stating that every hypermetric d = (dj;);;ex is a Gram matrix in 

some space R!* (ie. R**+ equipped with the inner product: (z,y) = 
k 

Zoyo- >, xiy;). Indeed, if (X, d) is a hypermetric space, set v; = ¢a(t) € R*, 

i=1 

c; = V2(r, v;) € R**+ for i € X. Then, from (2.9), (2.10), we have that: 

dij = do(vi,vj;) = 2(r? — v; +05) = (ci, cp) in Rt.
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2.3. Some basic results for hypermetric spaces and L-polytopes 

We state here some first basic results on hypermetric spaces and L-polytopes 
that follow easily from their natural links. 

Let us first make the easy observation that every L-polytope falls into 
one of two distinct classes. For this, we recall the notion of antipodal points 
on a sphere. Let S be a sphere of center c; for any point z € S, the antipode 
of x on S is the point: 2 = 2c — z, ie. the unique other point of S such 
that c is the midpoint of the segment [z, x” ]. 

Definition 2.2. Let P be an L-polytope . One says that: 

~ P is asymmetric if, for every v € V(P), v’ ¢ V(P) 

- P is centrally symmetric if, for every v € V(P), v" € V(P). 

Lemma 2.3. Every L-polytope is asymmetric or centrally symmetric. 

Proof. Assume that P has a vertex v for which the antipodal point v" is 
also a vertex of P. Then, v + vu" = 2c is a lattice point. Let u be another 
vertex of P, we check that u” = 2c — u is also a vertex of P, i.e. that 
u” € SOL. Indeed, ||u* — cll = |lu — cll and u” = 2c— u € L because 
u,2ceL. na 

  

Some trivial examples of centrally symmetric L-polytopes are the hy- 
percube Yn = [0,1]" (or any parallelepiped) and the cross-polytope B, = 
conv(te;: 1<i<n) where e; denotes the i-th unit vector in R". 

Next, we note the relation between the rank of the Cayley-Menger 
matrix of a hypermetric space (X,d) and the dimension of its associated 
L-polytope P,. 

Let M(X,d) denote the Cayley-Menger matrix of the space (X,d), ie. if 
|X| = n+ 1, then M(X,d) is the (n + 2) x (n+ 2) matrix of the form 

1 D 
the (n +1) x (n+ 1) matrix whose (i, j)-th element is dij . 

( 0 1 ) where 1 denotes the all one vector of size n + 1 and D denotes 

Proposition 2.4, dim(P,) = rank(M(X, d)) — 2. 

Proof. Set ¢4(¢) = v; for all i € X. Using relations (2.9), (2.10), we have 
that dj; = do(v;,v;) = 2r?—20,-v; for all i, 7 € X. Using standard operations 
on determinants, one sees easily that the matrix M(X, d) has the same rank
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0 1 

1 V 
whose (i, j)-th element is v;-v,;, i.e. V = Gram(v,; : 1 € X). Set k = dim Py; 

then the set Vx = {v; : 1 € X} has affine rank & +1, so we can assume that 

the subset {vp,v1,-.-, Ux} of Vx is affinely independent. One checks easily 

that the submatrix (3 1 y ) of A(X, d), where Vo = Gram(vo,01,..-, Vk), 
0 

is non-singular and that every other row of A(X, d) is combination of those 

rows of A(X,d) corresponding to the vectors v;, 0 £ i £ k. Hence, the 

matrix A(X, d) and, thus, the matrix M(X, d) has rank k 4-2. u 

as the matrix A(X, d) — ( where V is the (n+ 1) x (n +1) matrix 

Finally, we observe that the L-polytope associated with a subspace of 

the hypermetric space (X, d) is contained in the L-polytope Pj. 

Proposition 2.5. Let P be an L-polytope with set of vertices V(P) and 

let X be a subset of V(P). Let Px denote the L-polytope associated with 

the hypermetric space (X,dy). Then, V(Px) © V(P) with equality if and 

only if X is a generating subset of V(P). 

Proof. Let P be an L-polytope in the lattice L, then L is generated by 

V(P). Let Lx denote the sublattice of L generated by X and let Ax denote 

the affine space generated by X. Let S be the circumscribed sphere to P, so S 

is an empty sphere in L and set Sx = SN Ax. Then, Sx is an empty sphere 

in Ly such that X C Sx N Lx, while X generates Lx. Therefore, using 

the conditions (2.4) - (2.6) for the definition of [-~polytopes, we deduce that 

Px = conv(Sx M Lx) is an L-polytope and it is the L-polytope associated 

with the hypermetric space (X, dp). Therefore, V(Px) = Sx NLx is indeed 

contained in V(P) = SNL. It is easy to see that V(Px) = V(P) if and only 

if X generates the lattice DL. mi 

In particular, by the above argument, one sees easily that every face of 

an L-polytope is an L-polytope. For instance, every 2-dimensional face of 

an L-polytope is a rectangle or a triangle with no obtuse angles. Obviously, 

there exists only one type of 1-dimensional L-polytope (the segment). One 

also has the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.6. Let (X,d) be a hypermetric space and (Y,d) be a subspace 

of (X,d), ie. Y C X. Let Pya, Py.q denote the L-polytopes associated, 

respectively, with (X,d), (Y,d). Then, V(Py.a) © V(Px,a) holds.
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3. Rank of a hypermetric space 

Let (X,d) be a hypermetric space, i.e. d € H(X), where X = {0,1,...,n}. 
We define the annulator Ann(X, d) of d by: 

Ann(X, d) — [eze : ZA eg, €1,..., En; zi = land 
i=0 

) zzz dij = 0] 

0sicjsn 

where eg, e1, . . . , en denote the unit vectors in Rrt! , 

Let S(X,d) denote the system of equations (in the variable d’): 

> 2%2z;d;,=0 for z € Ann(X,d) (3.1) 
OSi<jen 

Hence, S(X,d) is the system of the hypermetric inequalities that are sat- 

isfied at equality by d. For z e Zrt! , let H(z) denote the hyperplane of 
RC?) defined by : my 225d, = 0. Then, the smallest face F(d) of 

OSi<jsn 

H(X) that contains d is given by: F(d) = H(X)N () H(z). Note 
z€ Ann (X,d) 

that the solution set of the system S(X, d) is precisely n H(z) and 

z€ Ann (X,d) ‘ 

thus the dimension of the face F(d) of H(X) is equal to the rank of the 
solution set of S(X, d). 

Definition 3.1. Let (X,d) be a hypermetric space. Its rank r(X,d) is the 

dimension of the smallest face F(d) of H(X) containing d, i.e. r(X,d) is 
the rank of the solution set of the system S(X, d). 

Let Z(X,d) denote the matrix for the system S(X, d), i.e. Z(X,d) is the 

|Ann(X, d)| x ("}') matrix whose rows are the vectors (Zi2jocscjen for 

z € Ann(d). Then, one obtains that: 

r(X,d) = ("3 ‘) — rank(Z(X, d)) (3.2) 

In other words, all coordinates of a solution of S(X,d) can be expressed 

in terms of r(X,d) ones; so r(X,d) can be seen as the degree of freedom
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enjoyed by the solutions of S(X, d). For instance, if d is an interior point of 

A(X), then F(d) = H(X) and r(X,d) = ("tf"). If d lies on an extreme ray 
of H(X), then F(d) = {Ad: \ > 0} and r(X,d) = 1. 

We shall now see that the rank of a hypermetric space (X,d) is, in 

fact, an invariant of its associated L-polytope; we show that r(X,d) = 

r(@a(X), dg) holds. Following the notation of section 2.2, let Py denote the 

L-polytope and let ¢q : X — V(P,) denote the generating map associated 

with (X,d). Set Vx = ¢q(X). For u € Vx, set X, = {4 EX: dali) = u}; 

then, X = U X,, is a partition of X. Choose a point 7, in each class X,. 

ue Vx 

From relation (2.9) and the triangle inequalities (2.7), we deduce that: 

d,; = 0 for 1,7 € X, and d,; = d;,;, fori € Xu,j € Xy (3.3) tu ty 

This observation implies that ¢g maps the system S(X,d) onto the system 

S(Vx , dy). Indeed, let my 2,2;d,; = 0 be a hypermetric equality satisfied 
OSi<jsn 

by d, with z € Zn) S23 = 1. Set y, = > z, for u € Vx; then 

i=0 ie Xy 

> Yu = > z; = 1. Using relation (2.9), we deduce that: 
UE Vx 1 €X 

0= > 242; dij = > YuYvdo (u,v) (3.4) 
ijeXx uve Vx 

and, thus, S Yuyvd(u,v) = 0 is an equation of the system S(Vx, dp). 

UjvEX 

In fact, as we prove below, the solution sets of both systems S(X,d) and 

S(Vx , do) have the same rank. 

Proposition 3.2. With the above notation, r(X,d) = r(Vx, do). 

Proof. We show that the solution sets of both systems S(X,d) and 

S(Vx,do) have the same rank. Note that, if dg is a one-to-one map, then 

all classes X,, are, in fact, singletons and so the two systems S(X,d) and 

S(Vx , do) clearly coincide. Else, since d satisfies (3.3), we deduce that the 
equations (in the variable d): 

dix, + diz — dei, = 0 and di, + dei, — dix =0
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fori € X,,k € X—X,, and u € Vx, belong to the system S(X, d). Therefore, 

any solution d’ of S(X,d) satisfies (3.3) too. So, if we substitute in the 

equations of S(X,d) using relations (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain the system 

S(Vx,dy). Therefore, both systems S(X,d) and S(Vx,do) have the same 

rank. B 

Proposition 3.2 allows us to consider only the case when the map ¢zq is 

one-to-one, i.e. to work with subspaces of the hypermetric space (V(P), do), 

where P is some L-polytope or, in other words, to work with metrics rather 

than semi-metrics. 

4. Rank of an L-polytope 

Let P be a (generating) L-polytope in R* and let V(P) denote its set of 

vertices. Then, the space (V(P), do) is a hypermetric space and, then, we 

can define the rank r(P) of P as follows: — 

Definition 4.1. The rank of an L-polytope P is defined by: r(P) = 

r(V(P), do). 

Recall that a subset V of V(P) is generating if V generates V(P) and V is 

basic if V is generating and affinely independent. The main result of this 

section is that, for any generating subset V of V(P), r(P) =r(V, do) holds 

and thus, in particular, r(P) = r(B,do) for any basic subset of V(P). In 

order to prove this result, we need to give a more detailed description of the 

system of hypermetric equations S(V, do). 

In this section, we choose as origin the center of our L-polytope P. Let 

r denote the radius of the circumscribed sphere to P. We recall (see section 

2.1 and (2.10)) that D = > zyv: 2€Z") and nm Zy = if 

vEV(P) ve V(P) 

v:v Pr? for all v € L with equality if and only if v € V(P) and 

uwver-— dolu,v) for u,v € V(P). (4.1) 

Let V be a generating subset of V(P). Recall that the system S(V, dy) con- 

sists of all the hypermetric inequalities of the cone H(V) that are satisfied
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at equality by do. In fact, the equations of the system S(V, dy) are in one-to- 

one correspondence with the affine representations of the points of V(P) in 

terms of the generating set V. Indeed, let y € Ann(V, do), so > Y = 1 and 

: vev 

Nm YuYvdo(u,v) = 0. Set w — mm you, then w € V(P), because w € L 
uveV vev 

and, using (4.1) and the following relation (4.2), w : w — r?. 

1 
W: wz my YuYoU v= r? _ 3 my YuYvdo (u,v) (4.2) 

u VEV u vEV 

Conversely, take w € V(P) and let w = nm yy,v be an affine represen- 

tation of w with Nm y — 1, y e ZV. Then, relation (4.2) implies that 

> YuYr do (u, v) "0. i.e. we obtain an equation of S(V, dy). Note that, in 

general, any w € V(P) may have infinitely many affine representations in 

V. We have shown the following Lemma 4.2. 

Lemma 4.2. Let P be an L-polytope with set of vertices V(P). Let V 

be a generating subset of V(P). Then, there is one-to-one correspondence 

between: 

(i) the affine representations: w = nm yyv with y e ZF , > Yy = 1 of the 
vEeV vEeV 

points w € V(P) and 

(ii) the equations: > YuYvdo(u,v) = 0 with y e ZV, Ss” Y = 1, of the 

uveV veV 

system S(V, do). 

Lemma 4.3. Let P be an L-polytope with set of vertices V(P) and let 

V be a generating subset of V(P). Let z € Z” such that Ss” Zy = 0 and 
vEV 

S Zyv = 0. Then, the equations: 

veV 

my z,d(v,w)—O0forweV (4.3) 
veV 

Mm zazyd(u,v) —0 (4.4) 
uveV
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are implied by the equations of the system S(V, do). 

Proof. Take w € V. Set yy = 20 +1,yo = % for v € V, v 4 w. Thus, 

nm Y = land w= nm yov. By Lemma 4.2(i), the hypermetric equation: 

vev vEV 

nm YuYvd(u,v) = 0 belongs to the system S(V, dy). If we substitute y by 

u vEV 

z, we obtain that: 

0 — my Zu ( > Zyd(u,v) + (Zw + nae) 

we Viutw ve Vivtw 

+ (Zw +1) Ss; Zyd(v, w) 
VEV véw 

and thus: 

> Zy2yd(u,v) +2 my z,d(u, w) = 0. (*) 

u,veV ut Vjutw 

If we multiply relation (+) by z» and sum over w € V, we obtain that: 

2 > Zu2wd(u,w) = 0 and, therefore, the equation (4.4) indeed follows 

uweV 

. from S(V, do). Now, relation (x) implies that the equation (4.3) too follows 

. from S(V, do). & 

For any w € V(P)—V, let w = Ss; y’v denote an affine representation 

vEV 

of w in V, where y” € Z’, Ss; y” = 1. Let S*(V,do) denote the system 

vEeV 

consisting of the equations (4.3),(4.4), together with the equations: 

S> ueyed(u,v) =0 (4.5) 
uve V 

In other words, S*(V,do) consists of the hypermetric equations defined by 

some fixed affine representations of the points of V(P) — V together with 

the equations (4.3),(4.4) associated with the affine dependencies on V. 

Lemma 4.4. The systems S(V,dy) and S’(V,do) have both the same 

solutions.
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Proof. From Lemma 4.3, we know that the system S” (V, dg) is implied by 

the system S(V, do). Conversely, we check that every equation of S(V, do) 

is implied by S*(V,do). For w € V(P) — V, let w = = Yvu be another 
vev 

affine decomposition of w in V; set z, — 49 — Yv, thus my Zy = my 2770 

vEV veV 

Using (4.4), we deduce that nm ZyZy,d(u, v) = 0, ie. 
u,veV 

S> yt yvd(u,v)—2 > wyed(u,v)+ D7 yutod(uv) =0 (6) 
u vEV u,veV u,veV 

The first term in the left hand side of (*) is equal to 0 (using (4.5)). On the 

other hand, from (4.3), we deduce that: > yy d(u,v) = > yy d(u,v) and, 
vEV veV 

thus, the second term in (*) is equal to: —2 nm Yuyrd(u,v). We hence 

u,veV 

deduce from (*) that Ss Yuy,d(u,v)=0. ma 

u vEV 

Remark 4.5. In particular, if P is a basic L-polytope, i.e. if there exists 

an affine basis B of L such that B C V(P), then (in view of next Theorem 

4.6) r(P) — r(B, do) is the rank of the solution set to the system S” (B, do) 

which consists of |V(P)| — k — 1 equations in (*t*) variables. Indeed, 

there are no affine dependencies on B, i.e. no equations (4.3), (4.4). For 

w E V(P) — B, let w — > y“v denote the affine decomposition of w in B, 

veB 

with y” € Z*, Ss; y” =1. Then, let h(w => yw y’ d(u,v) = 0 denote 

veB u,veB 

the corresponding hypermetric eauition of S*(B,do). Hence, the system 

S’(B,do) consists of the |V(P)| — k — 1 equations h(w) = 0 in the (tt) 

variables d(u,v) for u,v € B. 

Theorem 4.6. Let P be an L-polytope with set of vertices V(P) and let 

V be a generating subset of V(P). Then, r(V,do) = r(P) holds. 

Proof. In order to prove that r(V, do) = r(V(P), do), we show that the sets 

of solutions of both systems S(V, do) and S(V(P), do) have the same rank. 

The system S(V, dy) is contained in the system S(V(P), do); in fact, S(V, do) 

consists of all the equations of S(V(P),do) which have zero coefficient in 

the variables d(u,v) for u,v € V(P) — V or ué€ V,v € V(P) — V. We show
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in the following Lemma 4.7 that the ‘latter variables can be expressed in 
terms of the variables d(u,v) for u,v € V. Therefore, the solution sets to 
both systems S(V, do), S(V(P), dy) have indeed the same rank. 

Given v, w € V(P) — V, let v = ny vu , with y" e Z", > yy = land 
ueV ucV 

w= Nm y"u , with y" e ZV, S yy = 1 denote the affine decompositions 
ueV ueV 

of v,w in the generating set V considered in relation (4.5). 

Lemma 4.7. Let d be an arbitrary solution to the system S(V(P), do). 
Then, d satisfies the following equations: 

d(v,u') = > yid(u,u') for u EV,vEV(P)-V (4.6) 
ueV 

d(v,w) = Nm vivyzdíu,z) for v,wEV(P)-V (4.7) 
u,ceV 

Proof. One can check easily that (4.6), (4.7) hold for the solution d = dy. 
We take now an arbitrary solution d of S(V(P),dy) and we show that d 
satisfies (4.6), (4.7). Let us define z,2' € ZY?) by z, = -1,z, = y® for 
u € V and 2, = 0 for z € V(P) —VU {v}, 2, = -1,z, = y” forue V 
and z, = 0 for € V(P) —V U {w}. Then, ny Zy = > z, = 0 and 

ve V(P) veV(P) 
my Zyv = > zu = 0. We can apply Lemma 4.3. First, we deduce 

v€ V(P) veV(P) Í 

that d satisfies the eguation (4.3) , i.e. > Z d(v,u’) = 0 for any u’ € V. 
ve V(P) 

Substituting z by its value, we obtain that: > yid(u,u) — d(v,u') = 0 
ueV 

and, therefore, relation (4.6) holds. 

Now, d satisfies the equation (4.4) for the choices of z, 2’, z+z' € ZV(P). 
Thus, we have the equalities: S| zazzd(u, 7) = 40, 

u rEV(P) 

> 2,2,d(u,z) = 0 and > (Zu + 2,)(22 + 2,)d(u,z) = 0. If we 
u,zeV(P) u,zEV(P) 

develop the third equation and use the first two equations above, we deduce 
that: > 2,2,d(u,z) = 0. We first substitute z’ by its value in the 

u,zEV(P)
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latter equation; thus, we have that: > Zu (= yy d(u, x) — ae) = 
u€V(P) TEV 

0, which, together with: > Z,d(u,w) = 0 from (4.3), implies that: 
u€V(P) . 

> Zuy, d(u, 2) = 0. We now substitute the value of z and obtain 
u€V(P),2eV 

that: 

> Yay, Au, xv) — > y, d(v,r) =0. 
u zEV zEV 

The second term is egual to: xy yz d(v,z) = > z,d(v,z) + d(v,w) = 
TeV TEV 

d(v, w), using again (4.3). Hence, d satisfies relation (4.7). m 

As an application of the above results, we show that the points of the 

hypermetric cone that lie on the interior of the same face correspond to 

affinely eguivalent L-polytopes. This fact was already mentioned implicitely 

in [10]. Let P be an L-polytope in R" and.7 be an affine bijective map of 
R*. If T(P) is again an L-polytope, then the metric dr defined on V(P) 
by: 

dr(u,v) = ||T(u) — T(v)||? for u,v € V(P) (4.8) 

is again a hypermetric on V(P). 

Proposition 4.8. Let P be an L-polytope with set of vertices V(P) 

and let F(do) denote the smallest face of the hypermetric cone H(V(P)) 

defined on V(P) that contains the hypermetric dy, where do(u,v) = |\u — 
v||? for u,v € V(P). 

(i) if T is an affine bijective map such that T(P) is an L-polytope, t then dr 

lies in the interior of the face F(do). 

(ii) ifd € H(V(P)) lies in the interior of the face F(do), then the L-polytope 
associated with d is affinely equivalent to P. 

Proof. We first prove (i). It suffices to check that dr € F(do) (the same rea- 

soning would give that do belongs to the smallest face of H(V(P)) contain- 
ing dy and hence dr lies in the interior of F(dy)). We deduce from Lemma 

4.4 that F(do) consists of the points d € H(V(P)) that are solutions to 
the system S*(V(P), do), ie. satisfy the equations (4.3),(4.4) (no equations 

(4.5) if V =V(P)). Take z € ZY?) such that my Zy = > Zyv = 0. 
ve V(P) ve V(P)
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Therefore, nm z,T(v) — 0 holds. But, dr clearly satisfies the equations 
veEV(P) 

> Zydr(v,w) = 0 for w € V(P) and Zu%ydr(u,v) = 0 of the 

ve V(P) u,veV(P) 

system S°(V(P),d)). Thus, dy belongs to the face F(dp). 

We now prove (ii). Take d € H(V(P)) such that d lies on the interior 

of the face F(d)). Therefore, d(u,v) # 0 for all u,v € V(P). Let P’ denote 

the L-polytope associated with d; then, there exists a bijective map T from 

V(P) to V(P’) such that d(u,v) = ||T(u) — T(v)||*? for u,v € V(P). In 

order to show that T can be extended to an affine map of the whole space, 

we need only check that T preserves the affine dependencies on V(P), i.e. 

if, for z € ZY (P) , > Zy = 2 Zyv = 0 holds, then nm ZyT(v) = 
vEV(P) ve V(P) vEV(P) 

0 holds too (then, by continuity, the same property will hold for affine 

dependencies with real coefficients). But, then, since d € F(dg), d satisfies: 

> Zu2yd(u,v) = 0 and thus, 0 = S 2uzy||T(u) — T(v)||? which, 
uve V(P) u,v€V(P) 
using the fact that the vertices of P’ lie on a sphere, implies that 0 = 

Il So zuT(u)|?, ie O= S> zuT(u). 
u€V(P) ueV(P) 

Corollary 4.9. Let P be an L-polytope in R* and let F(dy) denote the 

smallest face of the cone H(V(P)) that contains dy. Then, F(do) is an 

extreme ray of H(V(P)) if and only if the only (up to congruence) affine 

bijective transformations T of R* for which T(P) is an L-polytope are the 

homotheties. 

Proof. Assume first that F(do) is an extreme ray of H(V(P)). Let T be 

an affine transformation such that T(P) is an L-polytope. By Proposition 

4.8(i), the point dr defined by (4.8) lies on F(do) and, thus, dr = A?do for 

some A > 0. Therefore, dr(u,v) = |/T(u) — T(v)||? = ||Au — Av|l? for all 
u,v € V(P). It is not difficult to see that \~'T is a congruence (i.e. an 

orthogonal transformation composed with some translation). 

Conversely, assume that the only affine bijective transformations T for 

which T(P) is an L-polytope are the homotheties. Let d be a point lying 

in the interior of the face F(dy). By Proposition 4.8(ii), the L-polytope 

associated with d is affinely equivalent to P and thus AP is the L-polytope 

associated with d for some \ > 0. Therefore, d(u,v) = ||Au — Av||? =
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d?do(u,v) for u,v € V(P), implying that d= A?do and, thus, F(dg) is an 

extreme ray of H(V(P)). nu 

5. Reducible L-polytopes 

In this section, we give a formula for the rank of an L-polytope P which is the 

direct product of two other L-polytopes; we show that r(P) = r(P1) +r(P2) 

if P = P, x Pp. 

Let L; be a lattice in R* , P, be an L-polytope in L; whose circumscribed 

sphere has radius r; and is centered in the origin, for i = 1,2. One checks 

easily that the set L = L, x Lz = {(#1, 22): 41 € Li, 22 € L,} is a lattice in 

Re = R® xR, k =k, +k. Note that (21, 22)-(y1,y2) = %1°Y1 +22 -Ye for 

all (%1,Z2), (41,42) € R*. Also, P= P, x P, — {(x1, £2) : 2, EP, 22 € P,} 

is is an L-polytope in the lattice L whose circumscribed sphere has radius 

r = \/r? +72 and is centered in the origin. So, the direct product of L- 

polytopes is again an L-polytope. Call an Z-polytope reducible if it is the 

direct product of two other L-polytopes and irreducible otherwise. Observe 

that reducible L-polytopes arise in reducible lattices. A lattice L in R" is 

reducible if R" is the orthogonal sum of two subspaces Ri , R2 such that the 

projection L; = p;(L) on R; is a non trivial (distinct from {0}) sublattice of 

L, for i = 1,2. It was observed in [10] that, if P is an L-polytope in L, then 

P,; = p;(P) is an L-polytope in L; and so, P is reducible, since P = P, x Py. 

Theorem 5.1. Let P,; bean L-polytope in R* , fori = 1,2. Then, P; x P2 is 

an L-polytope in R"'+*2 whose rank is given by: r(P, x Pz) = r(P,)+r(P2). 

Proof. Let V; denote the set of vertices of P; , for 1 = 1,2 and let 

V = V, x Vo denote the set of vertices of P = P, x P,. From Lemma 

4.4, r(P;) = r(V;, do) is the rank of the solution set to the system S*(V;, do), 

for 1 = 1,2, and r(P) = r(V,do) is the rank of the solution set to the sys- 

tem S”(V, do). The systems S(V;, do), S(V, do) consist only of the equations 

(4.3),(4.4) associated with the affine dependencies on V;,V, respectively. 

Let b; be a given point of V;, for i = 1,2. Clearly, if > Zy, V1 = 0 with z € 

meV 

Zz", > Zy, = 0, is an affine dependency on V,, then Mm Zy, (U1, 62) = Ois 

vi E VI vi ÉVI
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an affine dependency on V. Let S, denote the subsystem of S* (V, dy) formed 
by the equations involving only the variables d((u1, b2), (vi,62)) for u1, v1 € 
VI, i.e. Si consists only of the equations: Nm Zvy d((vi1, ba), (xi, ba)) — 

meV 

0 for 7; € V, and > Zu, Zv, E((t1, bz), (v1, b2)) = 0, where > Zy, = 

u1 71 E Vy vi € VI 

Ss 2y, V1 = 0. Therefore, the systems S, and S*(V,, dy) are in one-to-one 

meV 

correspondence and their solution sets have the same rank, equal to r(P,). 

Similarly, the subsystem Sz of S*(V, dy) consisting of the equations involv- 

ing only the variables d((bi, u2), (b1, v2)) for u2,v2 € V2 has the same rank, 
namely, equal to r(P2), as the system S* (V2, dy). 

We now show that the remaining variables d((ui,u2),(v1,V2)), for 

(ui, U2),(v1, v2) € V—(V; x {bo }U {bi } x V2), can be expressed in terms of the 
variables d((ui, 62), (v1, 62)), d((b1, ue), (b1, V2)) for uz, v1 € Vi, U2, 02 € Vo. 

Namely, we show that the following relation (5.1) follows from the system 

S*(V, do). 

A((u1, U2), (v1, V2)) = d((b1, Ue), (b1, v2)) + d((u1, bz), (v1, be) 
5.1 

for ui, U1 € Vi, U2, Ve € Ve 61) 

Then, it will follow that r(P) is equal to the rank of the solution set to 

the subsystem S, US, ie. to r(P,) + r(P2), since the systems S,,S_ have 

disjoint sets of variables. 

Relation (5.1) clearly holds for the point dy. We now check that it holds 
for any solution d to the system S*(V, dy) (or S(V, do)). For this, we can use 
the hypermetric equations of S(V, do) or the equations (4.3),(4.4) associated 
with the affine dependencies on V. Consider the identity: 

(tr, U2) = (v1, V2) + (b1, U2) + (ur, be) — (vi, ba) — (bi, ve) (5.2) 

From (5.2), we deduce the following hypermetric equation of S(V, do) : 

d((b1, v2), (vi, b2)) + d((v1, v2), (bi, u2)) + d((vi, V2); (uz, bo)) 

+ d((b, U2), (ur, b2)) ~ nm d((T1, 72), (yi, y2)) =0 

(#1 .@2)=(v1 ,vQ),(by ,ugQ),(4y bg) 
(v1 -y2)=(61 ,v2),(01 ,b2) 

(5.3)
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The identity (5.2) also yields an affine dependency on V from which we 

deduce the following equation of S” (V, do): 

d((v1, v2), (b1;U2)) + d((v1, V2), (tH, b2))+ 

+ d( (by, U2), (ur; b2)) + d((b1, v2), (v1, b2))+ 

+ d((u1, U2), (br, ¥2)) + d((ur, Ue), (v1, b2)) (5.4) 

- 2. d( (21, #2), (yr, ye) = 0 
(21, %g)=(v1 0g), (0, 42), (41 bg) 
(¥1 42g )=(uy ug), (by ,vQ),(¥1 dQ) 

By subtracting (5.3) from (5.4), we deduce that: 

O = d((u1, U2), (b1, v2)) + d( (utr, 12), (vi, b2)) — d((u, u2), (bi, u2)) 

— d((ui, U2), (ur, b2)) — d((ur, U2), (v1, ¥2)) 
The next two hypermetric equations follow, respectively, from the identities: 

(vy, Ug) = (U1, U2) + (v1, b2) — (ui, b2) and (m1, v2) — (ui, u2) + (di, v2) — 

(b1, U2). 

d((u1, U2), (ui, b2)) + A(t, bz), (vi, b2)) — d((u1, U2), (v1, b2)) =O (5.6) 

d((u1, u2), (bi, u2)) + d((b1, v2), (61, u2)) — d((u, U2), (br, 02)) =O (5.7) 
Adding (5.6),(5.7) to (5.5), we deduce the relation from (5.1). IR 

(5.5) 

For instance, let J = [0,1] be a segment in R; then, J is an L-polytope 

in R of rank r(I) = 1. The k-dimensional hypercube 7 = I* is the direct 

product of k segments; therefore, r(y,x) = kr(I) = k. 

6. Bounds for the rank of basic L-polytopes 

In this section, we give some bounds for the rank of a basic L-polytope. 

Let P be a basic L-polytope in a lattice L , ie. there exists an affine 

basis B of L such that B is contained in the set of vertices V(P) of P. 

Then, the system S(B, d)) has a compact formulation, permitting to derive 

easily good lower and upper bounds for the rank of basic L-polytopes. Let 

us recall some notation. As in Remark 4.5, for every w € V(P) — B, let 

w= > yu denote the (unique) affine decomposition of w in B, where 

ut B 

y" e ZP, Sow = 1. The system S(B,dy)) consists of the equations 
ue B 

h(w) := my yey’ d(u, v) = 0 for w € V(P) — B. 
u,veB
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Proposition 6.1. Let P be a basic L-polytope in R* with set of vertices 

V(P). Then, 

ip)> (* 3?) - Ivey (6.1) 

ee) (6.2) 

Proof. From Theorem 4.6, r(P) = r(B, do) is the rank of the solution set 

to the system S(B, d)). Since the system S(B, dy) consists of |V(P)|—k-1 

equations in (*t*) variables, we deduce easily the inequalities (6.1),(6.2) 2 
(for (6.1), use relation (3.2)). m™ 

We saw in section 2.3 that every L-polytope is either centrally sym- 

metric (ie. for every vertex v of P, its antipode v" is a vertex of P), or 

asymmetric (i.e. for every vertex u of P, its antipode v" is not a vertex of 

P). For centrally symmetric basic L-polytopes, we are able to refine the 

lower bound for the rank. 

Theorem 6.2. Let P be a basic centrally symmetric L-polytope in R* 

with set of vertices V(P). Then, 

r(P) > (* ; ‘) - MD 41. (6.3) 

We first state two Lemmas. 

Lemma 6.3. Let w € V(P)— B and w" € V(P) be its antipode. Then, 

h(w") = h(w) + Do yw h(u’). 
u€B 

Proof. Let w* = > uw = > zu denote the affine decompositions 
ue B ut B . 

of w ,v" in B with Ss” a= nm 2” = 1, where v € B. Note that: 

u€EB ue B 

w =vtv—-w=vt) au- yeu. 
u€B ue B
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Therefore, 2” = z? ~y” foru€ Bu 4 v and 2? = z} — yy +1. Therefore, 

we deduce that: 

h(w") = h(v") + h(w) + 2 > zed(u,v) — 2 > yy d(u,v) 
ue B u€B 

—2 > zuys du, zx). ~ 
u,czeB 

Since 3 y’ = 1, we can rewrite h(w" ) as follows: 
u€B 

h(w") = h(w) + > Vn [e — 2d(u,v) +2 > 22 (d(z,v) — ta ) . 
ue B zEB 

(6.4) 

If w € B, then y” = 0 for u € B except y# = 1 and h(w) is identically zero. 

Hence, we deduce from (6.4) that: 

h(w") = h(v") — 2d(w,v) +2 55 22 (d(z,v) —d(z,w)), we B (6.5) 
z€B 

If we substitute the equality (6.5) in relation (6.4), we deduce that: h(w”) = 

h(w)+ So yWh(u"). m 
uEB 

Lemma 6.4. Forv € B, h(v") + > zyh(u") = 0, where v" — S| zeu is 
u€B , ueB 

the affine decomposition of v" in B. 

Proof. We apply Lemma 6.3 to w = v". Then, we obtain that: h(v) = 

h(v*) + Ss; z’h(u’). But h(v) is identically zero because v € B. @ 
u€B 

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let B’ denote the set of the antipodes of the 

points of B that do not belong to B. Then, V(P)- BUB' = AUA’, 
where A’ is formed by the antipodes of the points of A and so AN A’ = 9, 

|A| = |A’|. Note that B contains at most one antipodal pair of vertices; 

indeed, if z,z",y,y" belong to B, then z+ 2° — y — y” = 0 would be an 

affine dependency in B. 

The system S(B,do) consists of the equations: h(w) = 0 for w E 

V(P)- B= B'UAUA.’. From Lemma 6.3, every equation h(w) = 0 for
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w € A’ follows from the equations: h(w) = 0 for w € B’ UA. Hence, r(P) is 
equal to the rank of the subsystem formed by the equations: h(w) = 0 for 
we Bua. 

Let us first suppose that B contains exactly one antipodal pair. Then, 
IB] — k— 1, [AI — wt — k and so, by the above observation, S(B, dy) 
reduces to a system of ‘A +|B| = “ — 1 equations. Therefore, r(P) > 
k+1 lvl 

Cy) - +1. 
Suppose now that B contains no pair of antipodal points. Then, |B’| = 

12 k+1,|A| = —k—1. From Lemma 6.4 we have that one of the equations: 
h(w) = 0 for w € B' follows from the others. Therefore, the system S(B, dy) 
reduces, in fact, to a system of |A| + |B’| —1 = “ — 1 equations. Again, 
this implies that r(P) > (*$1) C4 m= 

We give some easy examples of L-polytopes attaining the bounds for the 
rank. We will see in sections 8,10,11 several other examples of L-polytopes 
which attain these bounds. 

The k-dimensional simplex a, has k + 1 vertices; hence, both the lower 
bound and the upper bound of Proposition 6.1 are equal to (*t*), implying 
that r(a,) = (*t?). Thus, (V(a,), do) is an interior point of the hypermetric 
cone H;,,, and, from Proposition 4.8, the E-polytope associated with any 
interior point of H,,, is a simplex. 

The k-dimensional cross-polytope 6, is a centrally symmetric 
L-polytope ; recall that, if e;,...,e, denote the unit vectors in R" then 84 
has 2k vertices: +e,,..., +e,. So, from: Theorem 6.2, r(@;,) > (Ha) k+1. 
But, in fact, 6; realizes equality in this bound. It is indeed an easy exercise 
to compute r(6,). For this, note that B — (es, ef , . . . , ex) is an affine basis 
(setting e; — —e;) and the decomposition of each non basic vertex in B is: 
e; — ei tej — e; for i — 2, . . , ,k. Thus, the system 5S(B, do) consists of the 
k — 1 eguations: d(e1, ej) — d(e1, eg) — d(e; , ez) — 0 for 2 Ci c k, in (3) 
variables. Hence, the rank of its solution set is equal to r(3,) = (e) —k+1. 

Finally, we conclude with a lemma which will be useful for proving the 
extremality of several L-polytopes in sections 8,10 and 11. 

Lemma 6.5. Let P be a k-dimensional centrally symmetric L-polytope 
which is basic, i.e. there exists an affine basis B of the lattice such that 
BCV(P), say B = {vo,1,..., Un}. Let F denote the hyperplane spanned 
by the vectors of B, = {v1,...,v,} and set Pp, = FMP. Assume that
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(i) P, is an asymmetric L-polytope (of dimension k — 1) with V(P,) = 

V(P)NF containing B, as an affine basis 

(ii) there exists a vector v € V(P) — V(P;) such that v ¢ {vj,...,v,} and 

v—u ¢F. 

Then, r(P) = r(P,) holds; in particular, if r(P,) = 1, then r(P) = 1. 

Proof of Lemma 6.5. From Remark 4.5, r(P) (resp. r(P;)) is the rank 

of the solution set to the system S*(B,do) (resp. S°(Bi,do)). In order 

to show that r(P) = r(P,) holds, it suffices to check that the variables 

d(vp,v;) for 1 <i <k in the system S*(B, dy) can be expressed in terms of 

the variables d(v;,v;) for 1 <i < j < k.. We will check this by using the 

equations h(v;) = 0 for 1 <i < k and h(v) = 0 of the system S” (B, do). 

Set v = Vocicg Yi and V6 = Vo<i<, 2i¥i where yi, 2; are integers 
with Wocicg Yi = Doosise % = 1. Since v ¢ V(P;) and v — vo g EF, we 
have that yo # 0,1; also, 2 # —1, else the center vo + vg of the sphere 

circumscribing P would belong to F’, in contradiction with the fact that P, 

is asymmetric. Using the relation (6.5) applied to the vectors v;, vo of B, 

we deduce that: 

h(u;) = h(vg) — 2d(vi,v0) +2 DY) 25 (d(v;, v0) — d(vj, v4))- 
OS j<k 

Set hy = —2 Vicjcy 2 A(vj, 01). Then, 

0 = h(v;) — h(a) = hi ~ 2(z0 + 1)d(vo,%4) +2 Y) 24d(v;,00). 
1S jSk 

Subtracting the above relations for the indices i and 1, we deduce that: 

0 = hj — hy — 2(2 +1)(d(vo, v;) — d(vo, v1)) 

_ and, therefore, since z #4 —1, we obtain that: 

(6.6) d(vo, ui) = d(vg, v1) + van for2<i<k. 

We now use the equation h(v) = 0, i.e. 

0 — > yiyjd(v;,U;) +2 Ss; yoy; d(vo, v;). 

1Si,jSk 1Sj<k 

  

Using relation (6.6), the above relation can be rewritten as: 

. hj — hi) 
O= So yysd(vi,vs) + d(vo,r1)yo(1 — yo) + D3 Vos Oz #1)’ 

1Si<jSk 2555k
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Therefore, since yo # 0,1, the variable d(vp,v,) and thus all variables 

d(vp,v;) for 1 < 4 < k can be expressed in terms of the variables d(v,, v;) 

forl<i<j<k. m 

7. Extreme L-polytopes 

An, L-polytope P is called extreme if r(P) = 1. This definition is motivated 
by the fact that extreme L-polytopes correspond to extreme rays of the 

hypermetric cone. i 

More precisely, if P is an extreme L-polytope, then, for every generating 

subset V of its set of vertices, by Theorem 4.6, r(V, do) — r(P) — 1 holds. 
Therefore, by definition of the rank of a hypermetric space, the hypermetric 

space (V, do ) lies on an extreme ray of the hypermetric cone H(V). Moreover, 

if (X, d) is a hypermetric space with associated generating map from X to 

the set of vertices of P, then, from Proposition 3.2, r(X,d) = r(P) = 1 

and, therefore, the hypermetric space (X,d) lies on an extreme ray of the 

cone H(X). If P is an L-polytope in. R*, then, for any set X, |X| >k +1, 
one can always find a generating map ® from X to V(P). Hence each k 

dimensional extreme L-polytope generates extreme rays of the hypermetric 

cone H(X) for all X such that |X| > k+ 1. Therefore, finding all extreme 

rays of the hypermetric cone H, amounts to finding all extreme L-polytopes 

of dimension k < n — 1. 

As a consequence of Corollary 4.9, extreme L-polytopes have the follow- 

ing nice geometric characterization. An L-polytope P is extreme if and only 

if the only L-polytopes that are affinely equivalent to P are its homothetic 

images (up to congruence). 

The simplest extreme L-polytope is the segment IJ = [0,1] in R; it 

generates all extreme rays of H,, arising from the cut metrics. It is known 

that, for n < 6, all extreme rays of H, are cut metrics; this was proved in [9] 
for n < 5 and in [3] for n = 6. Therefore, there are no extreme L-polytopes 

of dimension k, 2 < k < 5. For n > 7, the hypermetric cone H,, has some 

extreme rays that are not cut metrics. In the next section, we shall show 

that the two famous Gosset polytopes 22; and 32, that are L-polytopes in 

the root lattices Eg, £7, respectively, are extreme L-polytopes. Hence, they
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yield extreme rays of the cones H7 and Hg, respectively. We give a more 

precise description of 321, 221 in the next section. 

In fact, the segment J C R and the Gosset polytopes 221,32: are the 

only extreme L-polytopes arising from root lattices, i.e. integral lattices 

generated by vectors x with z-x = 2. Indeed, let P be an extreme L- 

polytope in a root lattice L. Then, from Theorem 5.1, L must be irreducible. 

A well-known theorem by Witt asserts that the only irreducible root lattices 

are A,(n > 0), Da(n > 4) and E,(n = 6,7,8), where A, = {x € Z™*" : 
n n+1 

So i = 0},D, = {x eZ" : YT = 0(2)}, Es is the lattice in R® 
i=1 i=l 

spanned by Dg and 3(e, +... + és) = (3,.--,$) ie. Bg = {2 € B®: 
8 

alla; € Zora; € Z+ 2 and EZ = 0(2)}, E, is formed by all vectors 

in Eg orthogonal to a given minimal (of minimal norm) vector v of Eg, i.e. 

E, = {x € Eg: z-v = 0} and, Eg is formed by all vectors in Eg orthogonal 

to a given A-sublattice of Eg, i.e. Es — íz € E; : x-w = 0}, where Z(v, w) 

is an Ao-sublattice of Es. 

The list of all types of L-polytopes in the lattices A,, D,, Eg, E7, Eg, is 

given, in graph terms, in [17]; see also [12] for a more detailed description. 

In particular, 

— for D,, they are the half-cube hy, (whose vertices are all x € {0,1}” 

with SE? = 0(2)) and the cross-polytope 6,; hyn corresponds to a 

deep hole (i.e. the radius of its circumscribed sphere is the maximum 

possible) while @,, corresponds to a shallow (i.e. not deep) hole in D,. 

— for Eg, they are the cross polytope (g and the simplex ag (correspond- 

ing, respectively, to deep and shallow holes). 

— for Ez, they are the Gosset polytope 32: and the simplex a7 (respec- 

tively, deep and shallow holes). 

— for E,, there is only the Gosset polytope 221. 

The half-cube hy, is clearly not extreme, since the corresponding hyperme- 

tric belongs, in fact, to the cut cone; we saw above that the simplex a, and 

the cross-polytope G, are not extreme either. 

We refer, for instance, to [4,5] for more detailed information on the above 

lattices. 

The Gosset polytope 22; is an asymmetric L-polytope having 27 ver- 

tices, while 32; is a centrally symmetric L-polytope having 56 vertices.
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Therefore, for the polytopes 22, 32:, the lower bounds (6.1), (6.3), respec- 

tively, are satisfied at equality. If we set r(P) = 1 in (6.1), (6.3), we ob- 
tain the following lower bounds on the number of vertices of an extreme 

L-polytope. 

Theorem 7.1. Let P be a k-dimensional basic extreme L-polytope with 

set of vertices V(P). Then, 

k(k +3) ; (7.1) IV(P)l2 

|\V(P)| > k(k +1) if P is centrally symmetric (7.2) 

There is a striking analogy between the lower bounds (7.1), (7.2) and 
the following known upper bounds (7.3), (7.4) for the number N, of points 

in a spherical two-distance set of dimension k and the number N; of lines 

in an equiangular set of lines of dimension k. We refer to [8] for the bound 

(7.3) and to [13] for (7.4). 

k(k +3) 
Np S a (7.3) 

nN, < M+) (7.4) 
Note that the distances between distinct vertices of the Gosset polytope 29: 

take only two values; hence, the set of vertices of 22; is indeed a spherical 

two-distance set in R®, realizing equality in (7.3). 

Since the Gosset polytope 32; is centrally symmetric, we can arrange 

its vertices in 28 pairs of antipodal points. Each such pair determines a line 

going through the center of the circumscribed sphere to 32. So, we have a 

set of 28 lines in R’ which are, in fact, equiangular and they realize equality 

in (7.4). 

Recall that.equiangular sets of lines and spherical two-distance sets are 

in correspondence. Namely, let £ be a set of equiangular lines of dimension 

k+1 and let & € £. Choose a unit vector eg along £a and, for each é € CL, 

£ A £a, choose a unit vector e, along @ which forms an acute angle with 

eg. Then, the set P — (e, : 4 € L-— {£o}}'is-a spherical two-distance 

set in dimension k; indeed, if $ denotes the common acute angle between 

the lines of £, then P lies on the sphere of center cos $eg, radius sin 6, in
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the hyperplane: x -e) = cos¢. The construction can be reversed. Also, 

|P| = |£| — 1 and thus the two bounds (7.3), (7.4) can be deduced from one 

another. 

The bound (7.4) was given by Gerzon who also proved that, if equality 

holds in (7.4), then k +2 = 4,5 or k.+2 = gq? for some odd integer 

q,q => 3 (see [13]). The first case of equality in Gerzon’s bound is for 

gq = 3,k = 7, Ne = 28. So, in this case, it corresponds to the equiangular 

set of 28 lines related to the Gosset polytope 32,. The next case of equality 

is q = 5,k = 23, Ny = 276. Neumaier ({15]) has shown how to construct a 

set of 276 equiangular lines using the Leech lattice Aj,. In section 10, we 

shall see that some extreme centrally symmetric L-polytope of dimension 23 

and with 552 vertices can be constructed from this set of lines, also that a 

suitable section of it is an extreme asymmetric L-polytope of dimension 22 

and with 275 vertices. In other words, the situation of the Gosset polytopes 

201,321, coming from the root lattice Eg can be mimicked for the case of 

the Leech lattice. The next cases of equality in Gerzon’s bound are for 

q = 7,k = 47, Ne = 1128 and for gq = 9,k = 79, Ne = 3160; but it is not 

known whether such sets of equiangular lines exist in these two cases. 

On the other hand, we shall see in section 11 some examples of extreme 

L-polytopes realizing equality in the bound (7.1) or (7.2), but not arising 

from some spherical 2-distance set or from some equiangular set of lines. 

Also, we shall have examples of extreme L-polytopes that do not realize 

equality in the bound (7.1) or (7.2). 

Finally, let us mention a method of construction of L-polytopes in any 

lattice. 

Let L be a lattice in IR" and let V be the set of minimal vectors (ie. of 

minimum norm) of L. Given non collinear vectors a,b € R* and some non 

zero scalars a, ő, we set 

V.={zeEV: c-a=a}andVy,={reV: z-b= BZ}. 

Lemma 7.2. If the sets V, and V, NV; are not empty, then the polytopes 

P=conv(V,) and P’ = conv(V, NV;) are L-polytopes. 

Proof. Set y? = z- =z for all x € V, so V lies on the sphere S of center 0 

and radius y. Let F,, F, denote the hyperplanes defined by the equations: 

x:a=aand z-b = Ő, respectively. Then, S, = SMF, is the (k — 1)- 

dimensional sphere with center c, = a and radius 7? — ||ca||* lying
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in the hyperplane F,. Similarly, S, = SM F, is the (k — 1)-dimensional 

sphere with center c, = Ab and radius 7? — ||c,||? lying in the hyperplane 
F,. Take a point c € VN Fy, then (x — c.)-¢, = 0 and thus ||z||? = 

y = |lz — call? + |lcall?, implying that x belongs to the sphere S,. Thus, 

the polytope P is inscribed on the sphere Sq. Note that the set L(P) = 

> ZyV: 2 EZ, my zy = 7 is a sublattice of I and thus is a lattice. 

vE Va vE Va 

Finally, for all x € I(P) C LA Fa, ||z — call? = |lz\|? — lleall? > 7? — |leall?, 
implying that S, is an empty sphere in L(P). Therefore, since the conditions 

(2.4) - (2.6) are satisfied, P = conv(V,) is indeed an L-polytope. In a 

similar way, we obtain that the polytope P’ is inscribed on the (k — 2)- 

dimensional sphere S,, = S, % S; which is an empty sphere in the lattice 

L(P’) = > ZV: % EZ, > Zy = 1) and, therefore, P" too is 

veVi NV vEVATV, 

an L-polytope. B 

Note that this is precisely how the two Gosset polytopes 22),321 are 

constructed from the root lattice Eg, and how we construct two L-polytopes 

from the Leech lattice, as we shall see in sections 8 and 10. 

8. The Gosset polytopes 2.,, 32: are extreme 

In application of our treatment of extreme L-polytopes, developed in sec- 

tions 3,4,7, we show that the Gosset polytopes 221,32, are extreme. The 

proof will consist of: 

— finding an affine basis B, so [B] — 7 for 221 and IB] — 8 for 321 (thus, 

both 221, 321 are basic L-polytopes). 

— using the affine decomposition of each non basic vertex in B, find 

the explicit description of the system S(B, do) (it consists of 27-7=20 

equations for 22; and 56 —1=27 for 32; ). 

— showing that the solution set to the system S(B, do) has rank 1. 

So we need an explicit description of the polytope 22; ,32,. We refer e.g. 

to [4,5] for a detailed account of the facts mentioned below. The lattice Eg
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is: 

1 8 

Fg={reER®: allz; eZorallz €2- and S| 2; = 0(2)} 
i=1 

Let Vg denote the set of minimal vectors of Es; Vs consists of 

- the 112 vectors (+17, 0°) 

- the 128 vectors (+3°) that have an even number of minus signs. 

So, |Vg| = 240 and v-v = 2 for v € Vg. The set Vg lies on the sphere Sg 
of center 0, radius /2. 

Let v = (1,1,0°) be a given minimal vector. One can check that 

Vv: Uo =0,+1 for all v € Vz,v A tvo. Note that ír e Es: x- vp = 1} is the 

lattice E; (up to translation). Let F; denote the hyperplane of equation: 

Z-Uo = 1; then, S7 = S31 F; is the 7-dimensional sphere with center 2 2 

and radius vs . Set 

V.-íreVs: T-vo — 1). 

Then, V; consists of 

- the 12 vectors (1, 0, 1, 0" ) 

- the 12 vectors (0, 1, 1, 07) 

- the 32 vectors (4 2 449) with an even number of minus signs. 

So, |V7| = 56 and V; lies on the sphere S;. The polytope conv(V7) is an 
L-polytope (recall Lemma 7.2) and it is precisely the Gosset polytope 321. 

Observe that the 56 points of V; are partitioned in 28 pairs of antipodal 

points (with respect to the sphere 57, i.e. the antipode of v is v" — vg — v). 

So, the polytope 321 is a centrally ssmmetric L-polytope . 

Let wo = (2)° be a given minimal vector of V7. One can check that 

V+ Wo = 0,1 for all v € Vz,u # wo and v Á w (=(3,3,-3°)). Then, 

the set {x € Ey : £-wo = 1} is the lattice Es. Note also that, if v” is 
the antipode of v € V7, then v- wo + uv" - wo = Vo: Wo = 1 and, thus, 

U-wWo = 1 if and only if uv" - wo = 0. Let Fy denote the hyperplane with 

equation: Z- wy = 1; then, Sg = S7N Fg = Sg NF, Fg is the 6-dimensional 

sphere with center Fat 120. and radius 3. Set Vp = {tc € V7: 2+ wo = 1}, 

Vz = {vu : uv € Ve}. Hence, V; = Ve UV, U {wo, wi}. The set Vg consists 
of:
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- the 6 vectors: (1,0, 1,0°) 

- the 6 vectors: (0, 1,1, 0°) 

- the 15 vectors: (3, 42? 3*) 

Hence, |Ve| = 27 and Ve lies on the sphere Sg. The polytope conv(V6) 

is the Gosset polytope 221; from Lemma 7.2, it is indeed an L-polytope and 

it is clearly asymmetric. 

Remark 8.1. 

(i) For u,v € V7,u # u,u’, we have that u-v = 0,1 and, thus, (u — 40.) : 

(v— 9) — 2, —2. Therefore, the 28 distinct lines going through v, v" , 2 

for v € V; form a 7-dimensional set of equiangular lines (with common 

angle arccos(+)). 

(ii) For u,v € V6,v # u,u-v = 0,1 and thus do(u,v) = |lu — o||? = 4 (if 

u-v=0) or 2 (ifu-v =1). Therefore, the 27 vertices of 221 form a 

6-dimensional spherical two-distance set of points. 

Theorem 8.2. The Gosset polytopes 29), 32, are extreme. 

Remark 8.3. The extremality of the polytopes 22;,32; was proved by 

Erdahl ([12]) (in different terms). 

Proof. We denote the vectors of Vg by: u; = (1, 0,1,, 07) , uz (0, 1, 1,, 0°) ; 

where the first two coordinates are fixed and the second “1” stays in the 
. ws . 4 

(2 +%)-th position, for 1 <i <6, and u,; = (3, $13, 3592 ) where the 

two “—4” stay in the (2 + %)-th and (2 + j)-th positions for 1 <i <j <6. 

One can verify that the distances between the points of Vg are as follows, 

where we set ¢ = 2. 

d(u;,u;) = d(v;, v;) = t for? éj 

_ ft ifi—j 

Hu) =o ite ej 
t ift ¢ {k,l} (8.1) 
2t ifie {kJ} 

ft. fiis}n{k,Bl=1 
d(u;,um) = d(vj,Uga) = 

Consider the following set of 7 points of Vg : 

Be = (1412, 424 , U34 , U35 , U15 , U6, Ve )-
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Uy 1 

Ugo 6. 

U35 U34 5 2 
Vg o Pp 

U24 Us 4 3 

Figure 1. Figure 2. 

The graph on Bg whose edges are the pairs at distance 2¢' is shown in Figure 

1 and, for simplicity, its nodes are renumbered as shown in Figure 2. 

One can check that Bg is an affine basis of Eg, i.e. that Bs generates 

the set Vs. The affine decompositions of the non basic points of Ve — Bg in 

Bg give the following system of 20 hypermetric equations in the 21 variables 

d(i,j) for 1 <i <j <7 (the indices are modulo 5). 

d(i,6) + d(i+ 1,6) — d(i,i +1) =0 1<i<5 
d(i,7) + d(é+1,7) —d(é,i+1) =0 1<i<5 
d(i,i +2) +d(i,i+3)—d(i+2,i+3) =0 1<i<5 

d(6,7)+ >, dli,j)- (8.2) 
ide (RRL R+2} 

>> (dG, 6) + dG, 7)) =0 1<k<5 
i€{ k,k+1,k+2} 

In fact, the equations of the first, second and fourth lines corrspond to the 

representations of v;,u; and tx6, respectively. The equations of the third 

line correspond to the representations Of us , U25 , U23, 413 and 414. 

For example, the equation: d(1,6) + d(2,6) — d(1,2) = 0 comes from 

the affine decomposition of vs in Bg : vs = Ura + U3, — Us- 

One can verify that the solution set to the system S(Bg, do), i-e. the 

system (8.2), is precisely given by (8.1) and, thus, has rank 1. Therefore, 

r(221) = r(Be, do) = 1, showing that 2; is extreme. 

We now turn to the case of 32. Consider the set By = Bg U {wo}, recall 

that wo = (A). It is clear that B; is an affine basis of E7, i.e. that Bz 

generates the set V;. Indeed, recall that V; = Ve UV; U {wo, wo}. We saw 

above that Vg is generated by Bg. Note that vp = Ui2 + Us4 + Use — Wo} then, 

for v € Vg, we have that vu" = vp — UV = Ure + Usa + Use — Wo — V and thus 

v’ is affinely decomposable in B7. Since wo -v = 1 for all v € Bg, we have
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Figure 3. 

that d(wo,v) = 2 for v € Bg and thus the graph on B, whose edges are the 

pairs at distance 2¢ (¢ = 2) has the configuration shown in Figure 3, after 

denoting by 8 the point wo. 

The system S(B,,d)) consists of the system S(Bg,d.) together with the 7 

equations corresponding to the decomposition of v" in B; for v € Bg; they | 

are shown below. 

d(i,8) + d(i + 1,8) — d(i,i+1) =0 1<i<5 
d(1,2) + d(1,3) + d(2,3) + d(k,8)— (8.3) 
S~ (d(i, k) + d(i,8)) 50 k-6 7 j 

We already know from (8.2) that d(i,i 3 1) = d(1,2) — d(2,3) — 2t and 

d(i, k) = d(1,3) = t. From (8.3), we deduce that d(i, 8) = d(k,8) = t. Hence, 

r(B,,dy) = 1 and thus 32; is extreme. 

In fact, in a more easy way, we can derive the extremality of the polytope 

32: from that of 221, by using Lemma 6.5 (with P — 321, Pi — 221 and 

choosing e.g. the vector uj, as v). B 

9. Extreme rays of H; from the Gosset polytope 22; 

We saw in section 8 that the polytope 22; is a 6-dimensional extreme L- 

polytope. Therefore, 22; generates extreme rays of the hypermetric cone 

‘H7; namely, for every basic subset B of vertices of 22:, |B| = 7 and the 

hypermetric space (B, dp) is an extreme ray of H7. In this section, we wish 

to investigate how many distinct extreme rays of H7 arise in this way; by 

“distinct”, we mean “distinct up to permutation” since any permutation of 

[1, 7] clearly preserves extreme rays. Actually, we believe that all extreme 

rays of H; come from the polytope 221.
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We keep the notation from section 8. The set of vertices of 221 is a two- 

distance set, the two possible distances being ¢ and 2t (setting t = 2). One 

can represent it by a graph G's whose nodes are the 27 vertices of 221 and 

there are edges between pairs of vertices at the smallest distance t. This 

graph is the classical Schlafli graph. For any basic subset B of vertices, 

let G(B) denote the induced subgraph on B of the Schlafli graph; G(B) is 

called a basic graph. Clearly, if two basic sets have isomorphic basic graphs, 

then they induce the same (up to permutation) extreme rays. Hence, we 

are interested in finding all non isomorphic basic subgraphs of the Schlafli 

graph. 

In section 8, we have exhibited a basic subset of 22:; the complement 

of its basic graph is a cycle of length 5 together with two isolated nodes, 

shown in Figure 2. 

We found seven more basic graphs in connection with the following 

result by Assouad and Delorme. Assouad and Delorme ((1]) proved that, 

given a graph G, its suspension VG (obtained by adding a new node adjacent 

to all nodes of G) is hypermetric, but not £,-embeddable (i.e. the graphic 

distance induced by VG satisfies all hypermetric inequalities but does not 

belong to the cut cone) if and only if G is an induced subgraph of the 

Schlafli graph and G contains as an induced subgraph one of the eight 

graphs G,,1 < i < 8, whose complements G; are shown in Figure 4. The 

graphs G; are on seven nodes and their graphic distances coincide (up to 

multiple) with the hypermetric spaces (V(G;),do) (where V(G;) denotes a 

subset of vertices of 22; corresponding to the node set of G;). We saw in 

section 8 that the graph G, has for node set the basic set Bg and thus gives 

an extreme ray for H7. In fact, all graphs G;,1 <i < 8, have basic sets as 

node sets and thus give extreme rays. 

By direct inspection of the 7-vertices subgraphs of the Schlafli graph, 

we found 18 additional affine bases of Es and that there is no other noni- 

somorphic basis. Note that the corresponding hypermetrics are not neces- 

sarily graphic. We show in Figure 5 the complements of the basic graphs 

G;,1 <i < 26, of these 26 basic sets (so, in Figure 5, an edge means distance 

2t). Actually, the 26 basic graphs are partitioned in five classes indexed by 

some integer g,q = 8, 11, 12,14, 15. In fact, all basic graphs of the same class 

are switching equivalent and the invariant q of each switching class is the 

number of odd tuples, i.e. triples of nodes carrying an odd number of edges. 

Let us explain why the switching operation occurs here. The notion of 

switching considered here is the well-known notion of graph switching due
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to Seidel (see e.g. [16]). If G = (X, E) is a graph and U C X is a subset of 

nodes of X, the graph obtained by switching G by the set U is the graph 

G' = (X, E’) with E" = EA6(U) (the symmetric difference of E and 6(U)), 

where 6(U).is the set of edges of G that have exactly one endnode in U. It is 

well known (see e.g. [16]} that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the switching classes of graphs on n nodes and the sets of n equiangular lines 

such that cos ¢ = }, where ¢ is the common acute angle between the lines 

and —A is the smallest eigenvalue of the +1-adjacency matrix of the graphs. 

The 56 vertices of the polytope 32: are arranged in 28 pairs of antipodal 

points (u, uv”). Recall that, for u,v € V7, the vertex set of 32,, with u £ v, v" , 

then, 
do(u,v) =t (ie. u-u=1) if and only if 

do(u, vu") = 2t (ie. u-v = 0). 

The 28 pairs of antipodal points compose an equiangular set of 28 lines and, 

thus, they correspond to the switching class of some graph on 28 nodes. One 

can construct this graph in the following way. Take a subset V of the set 

V7 of vertices of 321 such that V contains no pair of antipodal points and 

|V| = 28 and let G(V) denote the graph on V with edges between points at 

distance t. From (9.1), it is clear that, if we switch G(V) by the set U C V, 

we obtain a graph isomorphic to G(V -U UU"), where U* = {u” : ue U}, 

i.e. switching by U amounts to replace the points of U by their antipodes. 

(9.1) 

Since the vertex set Ve of 22; is contained in the vertex set V, of 

321, among the graphs G(V) of the switching class, some of them are the 

suspension of the Schlafli graph; call such graphs G(V) feasible. So, a graph 

is feasible if it contains the Schlafli graph Gs as an induced subgraph and 

the remaining vertex, say w, is adjacent to all vertices of Gs; such a graph 

is denoted by Gs(w). For example, with the notation of section 8, the graph 

G(V6) is of the form Gg (wo). 

Switching does not always preserve feasible graphs; if it does, call it 

a feasible switching. The next Lemma identifies the feasible switchings. 

Given a vertex v of Gs(w), denote by N(v) the set of vertices that are not 

adjacent to v in Gg(w). 

Lemma 9.1. Consider a feasible graph Gs(w). Then, its feasible switch- 

ings are the switchings by the sets of the form N(v) for some vertex v of 

Gs(w). 

Proof. It is easy to see that any feasible switching is necessarily a switching 

by a set N(v) for some vertex v of Gs(w). Let K denote the graph obtained
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by switching Gs(w) by N(v). Clearly, the vertex v is adjacent to all other 

vertices in K. In fact, switching Gsg(w) by N(v) amounts to replace all 

vertices z € N(v) by their antipodes x. Thus, the graph K is, in fact, 

isomorphic to the graph Gs(w), namely, through the mapping of the vertices 

v,z" for z € N(v),x ¢ N(v) of K to the vertices w,z € N(v),z ¢ N(v) of 

G(w), respectively. Hence, K is a feasible graph. m™ . 

Let us introduce the following notion of pseudoswitching. Let G = 

(X,E) be a graph and N(v) denote the set of nodes of X that are not 

adjacent to v, for v € X. The pseudoswitching of G by N (v) is the graph 

pv(G) obtained by switching G by N(v) and then deleting all the new edges 

created between N(v) and v. Therefore, we deduce from the proof of Lemma 

9.1 that any pseudoswitching preserves the Schlafli graph. 

Consider a basic subgraph G(B) of the feasible graph Gg(wo), ie. 

B is a basic set of the polytope 2.,. Given a vertex v of Gs(wo), apply 

pseudoswitching to Gs(wo) by N(v); then, the graph G(B) is transformed 

in some graph isomorphic to the graph G(B,) where: 

-~ifv¢gB, B, =(B-N(v))U(BNN(v)) 

-ifve B, B, =(B—N(v))U(BNN(v)) U {wo} 

In fact, when v ¢ B, pseudoswitching simply acts as usual switching on 

G(B). In both cases, B, has clearly affine rank 7. The next proposition 

shows that, in the first case (v ¢ B), By, is also an affine basis of Eg, i.e. 

feasible switching preserves basic sets. However, pseudoswitching does not 

preserve, in general, basic sets. On the other hand, it can be observed that 

all 26 basic graphs (from Figure 5) are pseudoswitching equivalent. 

In summary, the 26 distinct extreme rays of H7 coming from 22) arise 

by (some suitable) pseudoswitchings of a given one and they are further 

partitioned in five classes of switching equivalent ones. 

Proposition 9.2. Feasible switchings preserve basic sets, i.e. if Bisa 

basic set and v ¢ B, then B, = (B — N(v)) U(BN N(v))" is also a basic 

set. 

Proof. Suppose that G(B) is a subgraph of the graph Gs(wo). In order to 

show that B, is an affine basis of Eg, it suffices to verify that the simplices 

A(B) and A(B,) generated, respectively, by B and B,, have the same 

volume (equal to det (Es) ), Let A7(B) and Ag(B) denote the simplices 

generated, respectively, by BU {2} (# is the center of the circumscribed
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sphere to 39) and BU {%,0}; they are, respectively, of dimension 7 and 
8. Then, vol(Ag(B)) = %|det(B U {2})|. Also, 

vol(A,(B)) = oz 22 2] 

because ||| is the distance of 2 to the hyperplane F; containing A-(B). 
Similarly, 

          Uo + Wo 
vol(A7(B)) = ——— 5 3 

      
Therefore, 

_ Yor Wo ~ 

=| det(B u{2y1=|2 vol(A(B)). 
      

. Define, similarly, the simplices A7(B, U {2}) and Ag(B, U {%, 0}). Since 

G(B,) is now contained in the graph Gs5(v), one can compute in the same 
way the volumes of the simplices and obtain that 

  

        
ar det(B, u (21 - |] ||] 2 - 2" I voacB,. 

But, || 42 — 24"2 || = || 42 — 2+*||, because vp -v — vo "wo — 1. One can check 
that |det(B U {2})| = | det(B, U {%2})| by performing some determinant 

manipulation, using the fact that B, — B consists of the vectors v* = vg —v 

for v € B — B,. Therefore, vol(A(B,)) = vol(A(B)). 

Finally, note that one obtains at least 26 distinct extreme rays for Hg 

from 32; . Indeed, if B is a basic set of 22; and, say, B is contained in Gs(wo), 

then BU {wo} is a basic set of 32. We do not know about the classification 

of all other basic sets. 

10. Extreme L-polytopes in the Leech lattice A,., 

In this section, we describe two extreme L-polytopes coming from the Leech 

lattice Ag,. They have dimension 22, 23 and they are constructed by taking 

two consecutive suitable sections of the sphere of minimal vectors of A24, 

precisely in the same way as the Gosset polytopes 32; , 22: were constructed 

from the lattice Eg in section 8.
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We refer to {5] for a precise description of the Leech lattice Az4; we only 

recall now some facts that we need for our treatment. 

The Leech lattice Az is a 24-dimensional lattice in R**. For conve- 

nience, the coordinates of the vectors z € R** are indexed by the elements 

of I = {00,0,1,...,22}. For i € I, let.e; denote the i-th unit vector whose 

coordinates are all equal to zero except the i-th one equal to 1. Fora subset 

S of I, set eg = Vie g Ci: 

Let B24, denote the family of blocks of the Steiner system S({5, 8, 24) 

defined on the set I; hence, |Bo4{| = 759. Set Boag = {B-—{o}: Be 

Bo, with co € B}; so Bo3 is the family of blocks of the Steiner system 

S(4, 7,23) defined on the set {0,1,...,22} and |Bo3| = 253. In By3, there 
are exactly 176 blocks that do not contain a given point and there are 

exactly 77 blocks that do contain a given point. 

The Leech lattice Az, is generated by the vectors e; —4é¢. and 2e, 

for all blocks B € B.,. Let V denote the set of minimal vectors of A24; 

so, ©- x = 32 for z € V. (Note that, in the usual definition, all vectors 

are scaled by a factor of wy and the minimal norm is 4; we choose to omit 

this factor in order to make the notation easier.) The set V consists of the 

following vectors: 

(I) (+47, 0?) (1104 = 2 - 24 - 23 such vectors) 

(II) (+2°,0'*), where the positions of the nonzero components form.a 

block of Bj, and there is an even number of minus signs (2’ -759 such 

vectors) 

(III) (+3, +174), where the 3 may be in any position, but the lower signs 
are taken on a codeword of the Golay code C24. 

Recall that the codewords of Co, which have exactly 8 nonzero coordinates 

are precisely the blocks of Boz . 

Set c = (5, 174) and ap = (4, 4,07”); so c, ap € Ang, c-c = 48 and ay EV. 
Set Vo3 = {u EV: v-c = 24} and Veo = {uv EV: v-c = 24 and v-ag — 16]. 
Then, by Lemma 7.2, the polytopes P23 = Conv(V23), P22 = Conv(V22) are 

L-polytopes; they have dimension 23, 22, respectively. 

The center of the sphere circumscribing P23 is the vector $. Clearly, 

Qo € Voz and its antipode aj = c — ao = (1,—3,1°) also belongs to V23; 

therefore, P23 is centrally symmetric. The set V23 consists of the vectors 

ag, ag together with the following vectors: 

(al) a; := (4,0,0,---,4;,0,---,0), where the second “4” is in the i-th 

position, for 1 < i < 22, and their antipodes aj = c-~— a; =
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(1,1,1,---,-3;,1,---,1) where -3 is in the i-th position, for 1 < 
4 < 22. 

(alI) b(S) := (2,27,0'8), where the first “2” is in the first position (co) 

and the positions of the seven other 2’s form the block S' of By. 

(alII) c(T) := (3,-—17,1'%), where “3” is in the first position and the 
positions of the seven —1’s form the block T of Ba3. 

Therefore, |Vo3| = 2+2-22+ 2-253 = 552; hence, the polytope Po3 is 

centrally symmetric and realizes equality in the bound (7.2). 

The set V2 consists of the following vectors: 

(bl) a; for 1 <i< 22 
(bII) 6(S) for all blocks S of B23 containing 0 

(bIII) c(T) for all blocks T of B23 not containing 0. 

Therefore, |Vo2| = 22+77+176 = 275; hence, the polytope P22 is asymmetric 

and realizes equality in the bound (7.1). Note that Voz = Voz UVon U{ao, a5}, 
where V,, = {v" : v € Vag}. 

In fact, both polytopes P22, P23 are basic and extreme. We indicate now 

how to construct an affine basis. We first recall a property of the Steiner 

system Baz. 

The set {0,1,...,22} can be partitioned into two sets A,B such that 
0 € A, |A| = 11, |B] = 12 and: 

(10.1) For any 7 € A, there exist two blocks T;,T; of By; such that T; NT; = 
{i} and T; UT; = BU {i}. 

Namely, we can take: A = {0,1,3,4,5,8,10,11,12,17,21} and B = 
{2,6, 7,9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20,22} and then: 

Ty = {0, 7, 15, 16, 19, 20,22} , T; = {1,6,7, 9, 13, 15, 22}, 

Ts = {2,3,9,14, 15, 16,22} , Ty = {2,4,6,9, 19, 20, 22}, 

Ts = {5,9, 13, 16, 18, 19,22} , Ts = {6, 8, 13, 14, 16, 20, 22}, 

Ty = {7,9, 10, 14, 18, 20,22} , Ty, = {2,6,7, 11, 16, 18, 22}, 

Tia = {2, 12,13, 15, 18, 20,22} , Tir = {2,7, 13, 14, 17, 19, 22}, 

To, = {6,14, 15,18, 19, 21,22} and T;, = {2,7,9, 13, 16, 20, 21}. 

We consider the following set of 23 vectors of Voo: 

B= {c(T,):1€ A— {0}} U {a; :i € B— {22}} U {a21, c(T;; )}.
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We checked that B is an affine basis for the polytope Pe, i.e. generates 

affinely all 275 vertices of P22. In order to show that the polytope P22 is 

extreme, we have to compute the rank of the system S*(B, dy) (as defined 
in section 4), which is a system of 252 = 275 — 23 equations in (*?) = 253 
variables. We computed (using computer) that the rank of the associated 

matrix is equal to 252. Actually, because of the large size of the problem, 

a direct computation was impossible; so, we computed the rank modulo p 

(p prime power) and, in fact, already for p=5, we obtained that the rank is 

252. (The rank modulo 2,3 was equal to 230,127, respectively.) Therefore, 

the polytope P22 is extreme. 

One can extend B to an affine basis for P23. Namely, the set BU{b(To)* } 

is an affine basis for P23, i.e. generates affinely all 552 vectors of V23. Indeed, 

one can chek that: 

ag — (Ty) + e(T) + e(Ty) + a1 — b(To) — 26(To)” 

and thus dp is spanned by B U {b(Tp)"}. Then, ag = 6(To) + 6(To)* — ao 

is also spanned by BU {b(Tp)"}, as well as any v" for v € Voz. Now the 

extremality of P)3 follows from that of P22, using Lemma 6.5 (taking Po; 

for P, Po2 for P; and ao for v). In conclusion, we have shown: 

Theorem 10.1. 

(i) The polytope P23 is a centrally symmetric extreme L-polytope of di- 

mension 23 with 552 vertices, hence realizing equality in the bound 

(7.2) 

(ii) The polytope P22 is an asymmetric extreme L-polytope of dimension 

22 with 275 vertices, hence realizing equality in the bound (7.1). 

Observe that the set V2. is indeed a spherical two-distance set; namely, 

the distances between the points of V2. take the two values 32 or 48. Also, 

the 276 lines defined by the 276 pairs of antipodal vertices of the polytope 

Ppz are equiangular (with common angle arccos(;)). 

11. Extreme L-polytopes in the Barnes- Wall lattice Aj, 

In this section, we describe some more examples of extreme L-polytopes 

coming from the Barnes- Wall lattice.
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We refer to [5] for a precise description of the Barnes-Wall lattice Ai¢; 

we only recall here the necessary facts for our treatment. 

The Barnes-Wall lattice Aig is a 16-dimensional lattice in R!®. Let V 

denote the set of minimal vectors of Aig. Then, V consists of the following 

vectors: 

(I) 480 vectors of the form: (+2?,0'*), where there are two non zero 

components equal to 2 or —2 

(II) 3840 vectors of the form: (+1°, 0°), where the positions of the +1’s 
form one of the 30 codewords of weight 8 of the first order Reed-Muller 

code and there are an even number of minus signs. 

We show in Figure 6 a list of 15 codewords of weight 8 of the first 

order Reed-Muller code; the other 15 codewords of weight 8 are obtained 

by complementation of the codewords shown in Figure 6. 

  

  

  

              
  

C12 001111 1111 0000 00 
C13 010111 0010 1010 01 
C14 011011 0100 0011 10 
C15 011101 0001 0100 11 
C16 011110 1000 1101 00 
C23 100111 0010 0101 10 
C24 101011 0100 1100 01 
C25 101101 0001 1011 00 
C26 101110 1000 0010 11 
C34 110011 1001 0110 00 
C35 110101 1100 0001 01 
C36 110110 0101 1000 10 
C45 111001 1010 1000 10 
C46 111010 0011 0001 01 
C56 111100 0110 0110 00 

Figure 6. 

Hence, there are 4320 minimal vectors in Aig and v-v = 8 for every 

minimal vector. (Note that in the usual definition, the minimal norm is 

4 and all vectors should be scaled by a factor 753 we choose to omit this 

factor in order to make the notation easier.) 

Set a = (2°,0'°) (the six “2” are in the first six positions which are 

precisely the first six positions distinguished in Figure 6). Let S denote
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a 
the sphere of center $ and radius V6; then, S is an empty sphere in Aig 

corresponding to a deep hole (ie. with maximum radius). The associated 

L-polytope P, defined by P = {v € Aug : ||v — a||? = 6}, has exactly 512 

vertices that we now describe. Note first that the vectors 0 — (079) and 

a = (2°,0?°) are both vertices of P, since a € Aig and ||$||? = 6; they are, 

in fact, antipodal on the sphere S. Therefore, P is a centrally symmetric 

L-polytope. Let v € Aig; v is a vertex of P if and only if v-a = ||v||? holds. 

The remaining vertices of P, apart from 0 and a, can be partitioned into 

the following three classes: 

(a) First, those lying in the hyperplane ZH 8 defined by the equation: 

xz-a = 8, i.e. those that are minimal vectors; denote their set by vs, 

There are 135 such vertices and they are of the form: 

(al) (22, 01, 019), where the two 2-s stay in the first six positions 

(alI) (14,07, +1*,0°), where the first four 1’s stay in the first six positions, 

i.e. the positions of the +1’s form one of the 15 codewords shown in 

Figure 6, and there is an even number of minus signs. 

(b) The antipodes of the vectors of V®; denote their set by V'*, so 

vie = {a—v: vu € V*} and they all lie in the hyperplane H;° 

of equation: x-a = 16. There are also 135 such vertices and they are 

of the form: 

(bI) (24,07, 0!°), where the two 2’s stay in the first six positions 

(bII) (14, 2?, +14, 0°), the 1,11’s form one of the 15 codewords shown in 

Figure 6 and there is an even number of minus signs. 

(c) The remaining vertices lie in the hyperplane H;? of equation: z-a = 

12 and they are of the form v, + v2 where v; is of type I and v2 is 

of type II; denote their set by V’?. More precisely, take v2 of the 

form (14,07, +1*, 0°) (there are 15 x 8 = 120 such vectors) and 1; of 

the form (2, 0°, +2, 0°), where the first “2” stays in the two positions 

of the first two zeros of va and +2 stays in one of the positions 

of the +1’s of v2 and has the opposite sign (there are 8 choices 

for vi). For example, for v2 = (0,0,1,1,1;1,1,1,1,1,0, 0,0, 0, 0,0), 

vi = (2,0, 0,0, 0, 0, —2, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0),we obtain the vector v = 

v1 +2 = (2,0,1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0). Note, however, that 

v can be obtained as the sum of three other pairs of vectors v2, U1. 

Namely, 

v = (0,0, 1,1,1,1,—1, —1, 1,1, 0°) + (2,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 2,0,0,0°), 

v = (0,0, 1,1,1,1,—1, 1,-1, 1, 0°) + (2,0, 0,0,0,0, 0,0, 2,0,0°) and
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v = (0,0,1,1,1,1,-1, 1,1, —1,0°) + (2,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0°). 

Therefore, in total, there are 578 = 240 vectors in V!? and they 
are of the form: (2,0,1*,+1*, 0°), where the positions of the 1,+1’s 

form one of the 15 codewords of Figure 6, the “2” stays on one of 

the two remaining places in the first six positions and there is an odd 

number of minus signs. These 240 vectors are clearly divided in 120 

pairs of antipodal vectors lying respectively in the hyperplanes H? 

(of equation: z-b = 2) and H,? (of equation: z-b = —2), where 

b = (0°, 1'°) (H? contains the vertices with exactly one minus sign 
‘and H, * contains the vertices with three minus signs). 

In summary, the set of vertices of P is: V = V8 UV? UV'S U {0, a} 
and so |V| = 512. Therefore, P is a centrally symmetric L-polytope of 

dimension 16 corresponding to a deep hole of A,g and having 512 vertices; 

we will see below that P is basic, hence, P has more vertices than the 

minimum required for extremality by the bound (7.2). We will see that P 
is indeed an extreme L-polytope. 

In fact, by taking some sections of the empty sphere S by some suitable 

hyperplanes H?, we can construct some more 15-dimensional L-polytopes, 

including several examples of extreme ones. 

Clearly, the sets Af, = Aig N HE = {x € Aig : &-a = a}, fora = 
8, 12, 16, are 15-dimensional lattices and they all identical up to translation; 

note that they are different from the laminated lattice Aj; (see [5]). The 

sphere S* = SM H? is an empty sphere in the lattice A{,; therefore, the 

polytope P* = Conv(V°%) = Conv(S MN H®) is a 15-dimensional L-polytope 

in Ag, for any a = 8,12, 16. 

Both P?, P" are asymmetric L-polytopes with 135 vertices; hence, they 
realize equality in the bound (7.1) (as we see below, they are basic). In fact, 

P® is an affine image of P!®. The polytope P” is centrally symmetric with 

240 vertices; thus, it realizes equality in the bound (7.2). Note however 

that the set of vertices of P’® is not a spherical two-distance set (indeed, 

there are three possible distances between the vertices of P'®: 8,12,16); also, 

the 120 lines defined by the 120 pairs of antipodal vertices of P!* are not 
equiangular (there are two possible angles: arccos(0),arccos(+)). 

Theorem 11.1. 

(i) The polytope P (associated with a typical deep hole of the Barnes- 

Wall lattice Aig) is a centrally symmetric extreme L-polytope of 

dimension 16 with 512 vertices.
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(ii) The polytopes P®, P'® are asymmetric extreme L- polytopes of di- 

mension 15, each having 135 vertices. 

(iii) The polytope P' is not extreme. 

Proof. We first show (ii), i.e. that P’® is extreme. For this, we note first 
that P!® is basic. Indeed, we can find 16 vertices of P'® forming an affine 
basis B of the lattice Al§, ie. such that B generates the set of vertices of 

P18, We choose as basis the set: 

B= {v2 » U13,V14,U15, Vie» vas) 

U{e12 (13), e13 (24), C14 (24), C15 (B), €23 (24), C25 (12)} 

U(c26 (14), csa (34), C35 (24), Cas (23)} 

where v,; denotes the vector (2*,0?,0'°) of type (bI) with i,j denoting 
the positions of the first two 0’s, and c;;(zy) denotes the vector obtained 

from the codeword c;; (see Figure 6) by assigning a minus sign to the 

Us in the x-th and y-th positions among the last four 1’s of c,;. For 

example, c,2(13) = (0,0, 1,1, 1, 1;—-1,1, -1, 1; 0,0, 0, 0; 0, 0) and c5 (9) = cis 

(no minus sign at all). 

One can check that all other vertices of P1® are integer affine combina- 

tions of the vectors of B. From these combinations, we deduce (as indicated 
in Remark 4.5), the explicit description of the system of hypermetric equa- 

tions S(B, do) (consisting of 135-16=119 equations in (‘)) = 120 variables). 
We checked (using computer) that the set of solutions to this system has 

rank one, implying that P!® is extreme. 

We now show (i). Consider the vector 

vp = (2,0,1,1,1, 1;—1, 1,1, 1;0, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0); 

Uo is a vertex of P lying in H}? (having the shape of the codeword c,2). One 

can check that the set BU {vp} forms an affine basis of Aig, ie. generates 

the vertices of P. Using Lemma 6.5 (taking P for P, P'® for P, and the 

vector v5 = a—Up for v), we deduce that P is extreme, since P’* is extreme. 

We prove (iii). Consider the subset X of the vertices of P’? that lie 
in the hyperplane H?; there are exactly 120 such vertices. The polytope 

Conv(X) is a 14-dimensional asymmetric L-polytope in the lattice Aig N 

H}? ™ H?; but, we checked that it is not extreme, in fact, its rank is equal
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to 35. Therefore, the L-polytope P}” is not extreme (this can be easily seen, 

using the argument of the proof of Theorem 6.2). m 

Note that the hole of the lattice Aj$ corresponding to the extreme L- 
polytope P!® is not a deep hole; indeed, its radius is equal to 73. while the 

radius of the hole of AJ8 corresponding to the L-polytope P?? is egual to 
/6 and 6 > 16. 

We can construct another extreme L-polytope in R*® as follows. Con- 

sider the polytope @ whose vertices are the vertices of P that satisfy 

xz:a = 0,8,16 or 24, ie. they are the vertices of P®, or of P1®, or they 
are 0 or a. Hence, Q has 2 x 135 + 2 = 272 vertices, Q is a 16-dimensional 

polytope and the set BU {a} generates all vertices of Q (B is the set defined 

in the proof of Theorem 10.1). In fact, Q is an L-polytope in the lattice 

Aig = Aig N {a : - a = O(mod8)}; so, Aj, is the sublattice of Aig hav- 

ing points only in the layers z- a = 0,8,16,24, etc. Hence, Q is centrally 

symmetric and realizes equality in the bound (7.2). 

Theorem 11.2. The polytope Q is a centrally symmetric extreme L- 

polytope of dimension 16 with 272 vertices. 

Proof. We use again Lemma 6.5, taking the polytope Q for P, the polytope 

P?6 for P, and the vector 0 = a” for v; since P’® is extreme, then Q too is 
extreme. HI 

Finally, let us look at some L-polytope obtained by taking a section 

of the minimal vectors by some hyperplane (as indicated in Lemma -7.2 

and similarly to the construction of the Gosset polytopes in section 8 or of 

the polytopes in the Leech lattice in section 10). Namely, we consider the 

section by the hyperplane H? of equation x - a = 4. In this way, we obtain 

the L-polytope Q’ = Conv(z € Aig : - 2 = 8 andz-a=4). Q’ isa 15- 

. dimensional L-polytope and it has many vertices; it has 1080 vertices that 

are of the form: 

(i) (2,0°,+2,01°), where the first “2” stays in the first six positions (120 
such vectors) 

(ii) (+1*, 0?, +14, 0°), where the positions of the +1’s form one of the 15 
codewords of Figure 6, there is exactly one minus sign in the first 

four +1 and there is an odd number of minus signs in the last four 

+1 (480 such vectors)
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(iii) (17, 0*,+1°, 0*), where the positions of the 0’s form one of the 15 

codewords of Figure 6 and there is an even number of minus signs 

(480 such vectors). 

Consider a special vertex c = (2,0,..,0,2) of Q’. One checks easily 

that the distances ||v — c||? from the other vertices'to c take the values 
8, 12, 16, 20, 24; in fact, value 8 (respectively, 12,16,20,24) is taken for 119 

(respectively, 336, 427,176,21) vertices of(Q’. Therefore, the set of the 119 

vertices that are at distance 8 from c forms a 14-dimensional asymmetric 

L-polytope which realizes equality in the bound (7.1).:However, we checked 
that this polytope is not extreme. On the other hand,we checked that the 

polytope Q’ is extreme. 

We summarize in Figure 7 the results from section 11 about the L- 

polytopes constructed from: the Barnes-Wall lattice Ayg. Recall that a = 

(28, 0!°), c = (2,0'*,2), S denotes the deep hole of Aig with center $ and 

H¢ denotes the hyperplane: z.a = a. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

, asymmetric |. equality in 

num. of (A) or bound extreme 

L-polytope dimen. | vertices | centrally | (7.1) or (7.2) ? 

symmetric ? 

(CS) 

P = conv(S M Ae) 16 512 Cs No Yes 

P® = -conv(SM Aig N H8) | 15 135 A Yes Yes 

P!§ = conv(SN Aig N H2®) | 15 135 A Yes Yes 

PB = conv(SN Aig NH?) | 15 240 cs Yes No 

Q = conv(S N Aign 16 272 cs Yes Yes 

{x : 2.a = 0,8,16,24}) 

conv(z € Aig : vr = 8, 14 119 A Yes No 

az — 4 re = 8) 

Q = conv(z € Aig 15 1080 A No Yes 

ze = 8ar = 4) 
  

Figure 7.
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Partition Theorems for the Power Set 

G. ELEKES, A. HAJNAL and P. KOMJATH 

ABSTRACT 

The power set of any set can be colored by countably many colors such that there 

do not exist infinitely many disjoint subsets with all finite subunions getting 
the same color. Two colors suffice for the case of infinite subunions or when 

uncountably many subsets are required. If GCH holds, cf(A) > «, and the power 
set of a set of size 4 is x-colored, then there exist disjoint monochromatic sets 

such that their union also gets the same color. 

0. Introduction 

The long-standing conjecture of R. Graham and B. Rothschild was finally 

resolved by N. Hindman who in [10] proved that if the collection of all finite 

subsets of the set of natural numbers is partitioned into finitely many pieces 

then some piece contains infinitely many disjoint sets with all their finite 

subunions. The rather involved original proof was later simplified by J. E. 

Baumgartner [1] and by Glazer (see e. g. in [8], which gives an excellent 

overview of the whole theory). In [6] P. Erdés asked if higher cardinal 

versions of Hindman’s theorem are true. Specifically, he asked if a large 

enough set has the property that whenever its subsets are colored by w 

colors, then there are disjoint subsets A,;, i < w, such that all finite unions 

get the same color. Or, with only two colors, can we find sets as above
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with all infinite subunions getting the same color? Already in [6], Erdés 

expressed the opinion that the answer is probably negative. Some results 

(see [7,11,14]) partially confirmed this hope, at least, if the ground set is 

not too large. As for the second statement, the consistency of a negative 

answer was given by W. Weiss [12,13] (under the axiom of constructibility, 

see also [9]) and by Bregman, Shapirovski, and Shostak (if 2°° = Ny but 
otherwise GCH is true), see [2]. Here, with a different method, we show 

that the answer is, in fact, negative, for both questions. 

In the second part of the paper we investigate the question when only 

the union of all sets is required to have the same color with all the sets. 

Without the disjointness proviso, several results were proved in [3,4,5]. 

Recently, H. Lefmann asked if P(w,) is colored with finitely many colors, 

are there necessarily countably many disjoint monochromatic sets such that 

their union also shares the same color. This was answered in the affirmative 

by P. Erdős. Here we generalize this result, i. e. we show that if A, « 

are cardinals, cf(A) > «, and P(A) is colored by « colors, then there exist 

disjoint nonempty subsets {A, : a < A} such that all the A,-s as well as 
U{A, : a < A} get the same color (but some form of GCH is assumed). 

1. The negative relations 

Theorem 1. If S is a set, then P(S) can be decomposed into w classes 

such that no class contains all finite unions of infinitely many disjoint sets. 

Proof. We identify every X C S with its well-known characteristic function 

xx : S — 2. These functions form a vector space over the two-element 

field. Let B = {b; : i € I} be a basis of this space. Put X C S into class 

n iff yx is the sum of n elements of B. We show that this decomposition 

works. Assume that Ag, A:,... are disjoint subsets of S. Observe that in our 

vector space, addition means taking symmetric difference, which is the same 

as taking unions, when the sets are disjoint. So assume, that all finite sums 

of the vectors v4, are in class n, for r = 0,1,.... Put ya, = 0{b; : ie E.) 

with E, C B. Clearly, |E,| =n. By the A-system lemma, we can assume 

that E, NE, = E forr #8. As ya, + Xa, i8 in class n, |E] = n/2. But 

then, for r,s,t¢ different, the sum 

Xa, +X4a, +Xa, = > {bi : 1€ E,UE,UEy}
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is in class 2n, a contradiction. HI 

Theorem 2. If S is a set, then P(S) can be decomposed into two classes 

such that no class contains all finite unions of some uncountably many 

pairwise disjoint subsets. 

Proof. We use the same idea as in the proof in Theorem 1. If X is a subset 

of S, and the vector assigned to X is the union of n elements in the basis, 

then put X into classes according to the parity of «, where n = 27(2y + 1). 

Assume that {A, : @ < w1} are disjoint subsets of S, and all finite unions 

are in the same class. As above, let x4, = >.{b; : i € E.} for some finite 

sets E,. We can assume that these sets form a A-system, with kernel E, 

where |E| = r. Then, the union of two E,-s is represented by the sum 

of 2(n — r) basis elements, while the union of four sets is represented by 

4(n —r) basis elements, so they are in different classes, as claimed. MW 

Theorem 3. If S is a set, then P(S) is the union of two classes, none 

containing all infinite unions of some infinitely many subsets of S. 

Proof. The decomposition is the same as in Theorem 2. Assume that 

{A; : i < w} are subsets, such that for every infinite X C w, the set 

A(X) = U{A; : i © X} is in the same class. For every such X, the subset 

A(X) is represented by the basis elements in, say, E(X), as in the above 

proof. There is an uncountable family of infinite subsets of w, such 

that if A,B € H, then either A C B, or B C A. We can assume that the 

corresponding E(X)-s form a A-system of n-element sets, with an r-element 

kernel. Take four of them, Xp C X; C X_ C X3. Then, A(X1 — Xo) and 

A(X; — X2) are in the class corresponding to the exponent of 2 in 2(n —r), 

while the union of them is in the class corresponding to the exponent of 2 

in 4(n — r), so these sets are in different classes. Mi 

2. The positive relations 

Theorem 4. If « > w is a cardinal, 2 < k < w, and P(2") is decom- 

posed into « classes, then some class contains the nonempty disjoint sets 

A,,...,A, as well as their union U{A; : 1 <i < k}. 

Proof. We start with a well-known statement.
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Lemma. There is an ordered set (X,<) of size > 2" with a dense subset 
Y of size 2". 

Proof. Let \ be the least cardinal with 2* > 2". Clearly, \ < 2". Let X 
be the lexicographically ordered set of all \ — 2 functions, let-Y C X be 
the set of eventually zero functions. # 

Returning to-the proof of the Theorem, if x < y are in X, put A(z, y) = 
{2 € Y : z c z < y}. The coloring of P(Y) colors all sets of type 
A(z,y), i. e. alli pairs of X, so by the Erdés-Rado theorem, there is a 
homogeneous set of size k +1. If ro <... < 2 are the points of this set, 
then A(xo,21),...,A(tx-1,2%) are k disjoint sets in the same class, and 
their union, A(z, xx) is in the same class, too. MI 

In this result 2" can not be replaced by kt. 

Theorem 5. If2" — 2" , then P(k) can be partitioned into w classes such 

that no class contains two disjoint sets together with their union. 

Proof. It suffices to show that if V is a vector space over GF(2) of size 

< 2” then there is a coloring V — w with no monochromatic solution of 

zr+y =z. Let BC V bea basis, and assume that B = {b; : i € I}, 
where, without loss of generality, J CR. IfueV, v=), +...+;,, with 

4; <...<%,, then color v with the ordered sequence (q;,...,@n-1), where 
91,-++;Qn-1 are rational numbers with i; <q, <...< Qn-1 < in. Assume 
that x,y,z get the same color, and x+y = z. Then, for some n, the vectors 
Z, y, and z are all the sum of n elements of the basis, and the same sequence 

of rational numbers separates the indices of those basis elements. Some }; 

must occur both in z and y, but then, by the separability condition, they 

get the same index, say 7. This implies that b; does not appear in z = 7+. 

However, the i-th component of x + y must occur either in z or y and must 

be different from the above b;, a contradiction. @ 

Theorem 6. (GCH) Assume that cf(A) > & > w. Then, if P(X) is colored 
with « colors, then there exist disjoint, monocolored sets X., (a < X), such 

that their union gets the same color, as well. 

Proof. If X is regular, put A = X, and let I be the ideal of the non- 

stationary sets on A. If is singular, let {A, : a < cf(A)} be a strictly 
increasing sequence of cardinals converging to A with Ay > &. Put Ka = At, 
let (Aa : a < cf(A)} be disjoint sets with |A,| = «a, and put A= U{A, :
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a < cf(\)} as the ground set, rather than A. For BG A, put Be I 

if IBN A] < Aq holds for all a < cf(A\). Clearly, in both cases, I is a 

«*-complete ideal, on A. We need two more properties of I. 

Claim 1. Less than A members of I can not cover A. 

Proof. Straightforward, if is regular. If \ is singular, then A,, members 

of I can not cover Aa, let alone A. @ 

Claim 2. Assume that X, € I are disjoint sets (£ c A). Then there is 

a decomposition \ = U{Y, :.a < A} into disjoint A-sized sets, such that 
U{X, : €€ Y,} € I for every a < d. 

Proof. It suffices to find disjoint A-sized sets {Y, : a < A} C P(A) with 

U{X; : € € Y,} € I, as the remaining elements of \ — U{Y, : a <A} can 

be added to distinct groups, so the unions will still be in ; As \? = , this 

latter statement can further be reduced to showing that the union of some 

A members of the family is in I. 

Assume first, that \ is regular, so the sets are non-stationary. We may 

assume, that they are ordered by their first elements, i. e. if y(€) = min(X¢), 

then & < &, implies 7(&)) < y(&,), and so we have 7(€) 2 € for € c A. Put 

Y=fat+l:a<A}Ify eZ = UX : € € ¥}, put f(y) = € for 
y © X~. Assume that Z is stationary (as otherwise we are done). f(y) < y, 

as y(€) > €. The range of f consists of successor ordinals, a non-stationary 
set. On Z — Y, a stationary set, f(y) < y holds, so by Fodor’s theorem, 

f(y) = € on a stationary set, for some €, a contradiction, as the X¢’s are 
non-stationary. 

Assume now that ) is singular. As our sets X¢ are disjoint, the set 

Ba = {E<A: XeNU{Ag : B< a} FO} 

is of size < A, for a < cf(X\). By transfinite recursion, select Y,.¢ A— B. of 

size Ka. Clearly, Y = U{Ya : a < cf(A)}'is of size A. Also, if'Z = U{X, : 

€€Y}, then 

AgNZ=A,NU{X, : EE U{Z, : B< a}} 

is of size <2 =A,,soZE]. w 

To prove the Theorem, assume that a coloring P(A) — « is given, 

with no monochromatic configuration, as in the statement of the Theorem.
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We are going to build a tree, or rather, a ramification system, T. Every 
element of T will be of the form (B,W), where B is a subset of A, and W 
is an equivalence relation on B, such that every equivalence class is in I. 
If (B,W) < (B’,W’) holds in the tree, then B’ will be the union of some 
classes of W while every class of W’ will be the union of some classes of W. 

To start, let (A,id,4) be the only element of Ty, the lowest level of T'.. If 
an element (B,W) € T, is given, we extend it only if B is not the union of 
< A members of I. In this case, let {X; : 7 € J} be a maximal system of 
disjoint, non-empty, a-colored sets, such that each X j is the union of some 
classes of W. The two immediate extensions of (B, W) will be of the form 
(BY,W’), (B’,W"), where B’ = U{X; : j € J}, B’ =B-B’. If [JI — A, 
decompose, by Claim 2, J into A sets of size A, J — U{J; : 7 < A}, such 
that J, = U{X; : j€J,} eI forr <r. Let {J, 7 < A} be the classes 
of W’. Put W” = W|B”. Notice, that, if X is either the union of some 
classes of W’ or is the union of some classes of W”, then the color of X is 
not a. If a < « is a limit ordinal and (Bg,W,) form an a-branch in the 
tree, then we extend this branch as follows. Put B = N{Bg : B c a}, it 
will be the intersection of some sets, each being the union of some classes 
of Wa, so B itself is the union of some classes by Wg, for any 8 < a. For 
z,y € B, put zWy, if rWgy holds for large enough 8 < a. Clearly, W is an 
equivalence relation, and an easy argument shows that (Bz, Ws) < (B,W) 
holds for every 8 c a. 

Eventually we get a tree with at most 2<" = « nodes (this is the point 
where GCH is used). By Claim 1, there is a point x € A which is uncovered 
by those nodes (B,W) € T where B is the union of less than A sets in 
I. Consequently, for every a < «, there is a unique (Ba,Wa) € Ty with 
z € By. The sequence of sets {B. : a < «} is descending and none 
of them is the union of less than A elements in I. The non-empty set 
B=N{B, : a<«} is the union of some classes by W,,, and by our above 
considerations, B cannot get color a, for any a < «, a contradiction. m 
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Size Ramsey Functions 

P. ERDOS and R. J. FAUDREE” 

ABSTRACT 

For any given pair of graphs G and H there is the Ramsey number r = 
r(G,H). Any two-coloring of the edges of a Ky will give either a G in the first 
color or an H in the second color, and this is denoted by Kr — (G,H). We 
will investigate subgraphs L of Ky such that L — (G,H). In particular, we 
will consider two extremal functions: the upper size Ramsey number u(G, H), 
which is the minimum number such that if a subgraph L of K, has at least 

u(G, H) edges, then L — (G, H), and the lower size Ramsey number £(G, H), 
which is the minimum number of edges in any subgraph L of K, such that 
L — (G, H). For some pairs of graphs (G, H) the functions u(G, H) and £(G, H) 
will be determined precisely, and bounds will be given in other cases. Also, the 
relationship between the size Ramsey number 7(G, H), which is the minimum 
number of edges in a graph F such that F' — (G,H) and the restricted size 
Ramsey number ¢(G, H) will be considered. 

1. Introduction 

Only simple graphs G will be considered. The number of vertices of G will 

be denoted by p(G), which will be called the order of G, and the number 

of edges, which is the size of G, will be denoted by g(G). Such a graph will 
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sometimes be referred to as a (p,q)-graph. Notation will generally follow 
that in [7], and special notation will be introduced as needed. 

For a pair of graphs G and H, (and we will consider only graphs without 
isolated vertices to remove some of the technical and uninteresting details) 
the Ramsey number r(G, H) is the smallest positive integer r such that if the 
edges of a complete graph K,, are two-colored, say with Red and Blue, there 
is either a Red copy of G or a blue copy of H. We will adopt the convention 
of Red for the first graph G and Blue for the second graph H, and use the 
notation that K, — (G,H). It is possible that proper subgraphs L of K, 
also have the property that they “arrow” the pair (G, H), ie. L > (G, H). 

To investigate the Ramsey properties of subgraphs of the graph K, 
when r = r(G, H), we make the following two definitions. Let u(G,H) be 
the minimum number such that if a subgraph L of K, has at least u(G, H) 
edges, then L — (G, H), and we will call this the upper size Ramsey number. 
Let £(G, H), which we will call the lower size Ramsey number, denote the 
minimum number of edges in any subgraph L of K, such that L — (G, H). 

Therefore, if L is a subgraph of K, with q edges, then 

L—(G,H) ifq>u(G,H), and 

LA(G,H) if g c £(G, H). 

Also, for each g with £(G, H) £ a c u(G, H), there is an (r, g)-graph that 
“arrows” (G,H) and an (r,q)-graph that does not “arrow” (G,H). The 
lower size Ramsey number is related to the size Ramsey number defined 
in [12] and denoted by #(G, H), but it is not the same; however, it is the 
same as the restricted size Ramsey number considered in [17] and denoted 
by r*(G, H) in that paper. 

For pairs of graphs (G, H) from some special classes of graphs we will 
determine the functions u(G, H) and £(G, H) precisely, and for some pairs of 
graphs we will give reasonable upper and lower bounds for these functions. 
Some general properties of these two functions will be determined, and their 
relationship to the size Ramsey number 7(G, H) will be considered.
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2. General bounds 

We start with some general straightforward bounds for u(G, H) and €(G, H) 
in terms of the order and size of the graphs G and H and the minimum 

degree 6 of a graph. Some examples will be described that will show that 

these bounds cannot be improved. 

Theorem 1. For any pair of graphs G and H without isolated vertices, 

u(G.H) > ("5") +6(@) 46H) -1, (1) 

and 

£(G, H) 2 9(G) 4 a(H) - 1, (2) 

where r — r(G, H). 

Proof. The graph F obtained from a K,-; by adding a vertex z that is 

adjacent to precisely 6(G) + 6(H) — 2 vertices of the K,-, does not arrow 

the pair (G, H). To see this, observe that the K,-; can be Red-Blue colored 

such that there is no Red G or Blue H. Color 6(G) —1 of the edges incident 

to x Red and the remaining 6(H) — 1 edges Blue. There is no Red G since 
the vertex x cannot be used in such a subgraph, and the same reasoning 

holds for the graph H. This verifies (1). 

For any graph F with just q(G) +q(H) —2 edges, you can color g(G)—-1 
edges Red and the remaining q(H)—1 edges blue, and thus F' does not arrow. 

This verifies (2) and Theorem 1. m 

Because of the trivial example of the graph K2, the bounds in Theorem 

1 cannot be in general improved. Since G — (G, K2), inequality (2) is sharp. 

Also, the graph F obtained from a K,g)-1 by adding a vertex of degree 

6(G) arrows (G,K2). This implies that (1) cannot be improved. It is not 

clear if there exists other examples that imply that inequality (1) cannot be 

improved. However, there are more non-trivial examples that imply that 

(2) cannot be improved. These examples will be discussed later. 

Example 1: Stars 

The Ramsey number, size Ramsey number, and restricted size Ramsey 

number for a pair of stars have been calculated. It is well known that if n
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and m are positive integers that are not both even, then T(Kin, Kim) = 
n+m, and if n and m are both even then T(Kin, Kim) = n+m-—1. 
The size Ramsey number #( Ki, Kim) =n +m —1, (see [12]), and this 
follows from the fact that Kinim-1 — (Kin, Kim). Since Kintm-1 C 
Kym, we have for n and m not both even that the restricted size Ramsey 
number r°(Kin, Kim) = #(Kin, Kim) = (Kin, Kim). However, when 
n and m are even, the graph Kyim-1 —e (Kin, Kim), and therefore 
Tr" (Kin, Kim) = u(Kin, Kim) = £(Kin, Kim) = (etm? ). 

The sharpness of inequality (2) in Theorem 1 also follows from Example 
1 in the case when n and m are not both even. There are only a few pairs of 
graphs G and H such that there exists a graph F with p(G)+p(H)—1 edges 
and with F — (G, H) (i.e. #(G, H) = p(G)+p(H)—1). It is straightforward 
to verify that the only such pairs are when G and H are both stars, both 
matchings, or one of the graphs is a single edge. As a consequence of this, 
the only pairs (G, H) for which £(G, H) = p(G) + p(H) — 1 are the pairs 
(G, Ko) (or (K2,G)) and (Kin, Kim) when n and m are not both even, 
because the other possible pairs require more that r(G, H) vertices in the 
graph F with p(G) + p(H) — 1 edges that arrows. 

It would be interesting, but probably difficult, to determine all pairs of 
graphs (G,H) for which there is equality in (1) of Theorem 1. However, 
there is the possibility that only pairs of graphs in which one of the graphs 
is just an edge are the only ones that give equality in (1). 

Ifr = r(G, H), then (5) — u(G, H) <r —1, so sometimes it is useful to 
consider the complementary function i(G, H) = (5) — u(G, H), rather that 
the function u(G,H). Therefore, u(G,H) is the maximum number such 
that if at most this number of edges are deleted from K,., then the resulting 
graph will arrow (G,H). It is possible for u(G,H) = 0, as the following 
examples will indicate. 

Example 2: Complete Graphs 

It was first observed by Chvatal that if one edge is removed from the Ramsey 
graph for a pair of complete graphs, then the graph will no longer arrow. A 
proof of this can be found in [12]: 

F(R Kn) = ("HE o)),
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and so t(K,,Km) = 0. Also, K, is the only graph with (5) edges that 
arrows (K,,, Km). 

Example 3: Complete Graphs and Matchings 

It is straightforward to show that r(tK2,K,) = n+ 2t—2. Similar to 

Example 2 it was shown in [11] that 

#(tKy, Ky) = e 7) _ (“Rs *), 

and so i(tK2, K,) = 0. 

The families of pairs of complete graphs in Example 2 and the matching 

and complete graph pairs in Example 3 have & = 0. Also, from Example 

1 we have @(Kin, Kim) = 0 for n and m even. Since r(C1,C,) = 6, and 

Kg —e # (Cy,C,), we have u(C,,C,) = 0 as well, but this is an isolated 
example. It would be interesting to determine all pairs of graphs for which 

a& = 0, or at least the infinite families that satisfy a = 0. However, this is 

probably very difficult. 

If u(G,H) = 0, then clearly &(G,H) = u(G,H) = (§), where r = 
r(G, H). However, it is possible that u(G, H) — €(G, H) is very large. For 

example we have already observed that if n and m are not both even, ‘then 

r(Kin, Kim) = n+m, and in addition £(K1,,, Kim) = n+m—1. However, 

u(Kin, Kim) = ("4") —[(n+m)/2]+1. To see this observe that any graph 
of order nm and size at least ("4") — [(n+m)/2]+1 will have a vertex of 

degree n+ m— 1, and if [(n-+m)/2] edges are removed from a K,,4m in the 

form of a matching (with possibly one path of length 2), then the resulting 

graph has maximum degree n + m — 2, and the edges can be colored such 

that there is no vertex of degree n — 1 in Red or m— 1 in Blue. Therefore, 
in this example u(Kin, Kim) — €(Kins Kim) = ("5") — [3(n + m)/2]. 

3. Size and restricted size Ramsey number 

It is clear from the definitions that 7(G, H) < £(G, H) (i.e. the size Ramsey 

number is at most the restricted size Ramsey number). The two numbers 
can be the same, as was illustrated in pairs of stars of Example 1 (for n 

and m not both even), the complete graphs of Example 2, and the complete
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graphs and matchings of Example 3. However, the two can differ, and in fact 
they can differ significantly. In Example 1 in the previous section we noted 
that for n and m positive even integers, that *(Kin, Kim) =n+m-1, 
but (Kin, Kim) = ("*9 1). There are other cases when this occurs, and 
the following examples verify this. 

Example 4: Linear Forests 

One of the early results in generalized Ramsey theory was the result of 
Gerencsér and Gyérféds [18] that r(P,, Pm) = 2+ [m/2] —1 for n > m. 
The Ramsey numbers for all pairs of matchings was determined in [9]; 
r(nK2,mK2) = 2n+m-1 forn 2m. These results were generalized to 
linear forests in [15]. An (n, k)-linear forest is a disjoint union of nontrivial 
paths (each path must have at least two vertices) with a total of n vertices 
such that k of the paths have an odd number of vertices. Then if Ly, and 
La are (ni, kia) and (ng, kp) linear forests respectively, then 

r(L1,L2) = max {m, + (nz — ke)/2 —1,n2 + (m — k,)/2~-1}. (3) 

Beck showed in [1] that the size Ramsey number 7(P,, P,) is linear in 
n, (i.e. there is a constant C such that #(P,, P,) < Cn for all n). It follows 
immediately from this that the size Ramsey number 7 (Ly, £2) is linear in 
nm + nz. However, this is not true for the restricted or lower size Ramsey 
number ¢(L, L2) as the following result indicates. 

Theorem 2. Let L, and Lz be (n,k,) and (no, kz) linear forests respec- 
tively, and assume that ny +k, > no+ko. Then, there is a constant C such 
that 

7 (Ly, Le) < C(ni +72). (4) 

On the other hand, 

&(L1, Le) > (ne > k2)(2n, + ne — ko _ 2) /8. (5) 

Proof.. Since a path P,,4n, contains each of the linear forests Li and L2, 
inequality (4) follows immediately from the result of Beck [1]. 

Let r = r(L1, L2) = my + (nz — ky)/2 —1, and let F be a graph with 
r vertices and less than g = (nz — k2)(2n; + ng — ko — 2)/8 edges. We will 
show that F A (L,, L2). Since 2¢/r < (nz — ky)/2, there is a vertex x of F
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of degree at most (nz — kz)/2 —1, and therefore there is a set X of ny — 1 

vertices of F that are not adjacent to x. Partition the vertices of F into 

the set X U {x} of order n and its complement Y which has (nz — k2)/2—1 

vertices. Color Red all of the edges in X U{z} and color the edges in Y, and 

between X U {x} and Y Blue. Since the subgraph spanned by the vertices 
in X U{z} has an isolated vertex, namely x, there is no Red L,. Also, there 

is no Red Lz, since any copy of this linear forest would have to have at least 

(na — kz)/2 vertices in Y. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. B 

Using the proof technique of Theorem 2, more can be said concerning 

the number of edges in any graph F' with approximately r(L1, Lz) vertices 

that arrows (L;,L2). Let r = r(£,, L2) and let F be a graph with r+s 

vertices. Instead of just finding a subgraph of F with n, vertices that 

contains an isolated vertex, as was done in the proof of Theorem 2, one can 

find a set with n, + s — 1 vertices that has s isolated vertices, and this can 

be used to show that F 4 (Li, L2). This gives the following. 

Corollary 3. Let L, and Lz be (m,k,) and (n2,k2) linear forests re- 

spectively, and assume that n, + ki > n2 + ke, so that r = r(Ly,L2) = 

ny + (nz — ky)/2 — 1. If for some positive integer s < (nz — kz, —2)/2, F 

is a graph with r +s vertices and less than ni (Bea - 1) edges, then 

FA (Ih, Le). 

For paths and matchings there are several immediate corollaries of 

Theorem 2 and Corollary 3. To avoid technical details we will describe 

the diagonal cases, but there are the analogous results for the off diagonal 

cases. 

Corollary 4. For any integer n > 2, let r = 1r(Pn, Pa) = [38n/2]—1. Then, 

there is a constant C such that: 

#(Pr, Pn) < Cn, 

and N(3n — 3 

0(P,, Pa) > az uön zi 

Also for any integer t there is a constant C,, such that if F has r +t vertices 

and F — (P,,P,), then F has at least Cyn? edges. Also, if F has r + o(n) 

vertices and F — (P,, P,), then F has at least n? /o(n) edges. 

Corollary 4 implies that although the size Ramsey number 7(P,, P,) is 

linear in n, the restricted size Ramsey number is not linear in n, but it is in
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fact quadratic in n. In addition, if F - (P,, P,) and has within a constant 

of r(P,., P,,) vertices, then the number of edges in F' is quadratic in n. Also, 

if F — (P,, P,,) and has a linear in n number of edges, then F must have 

more that r + o(n) vertices. This, of course, brings up the question of how 

many vertices a.graph F must have if it arrows (P,,, P,) and has a linear in 

n number of edges. : 

It is well known that (2n —1)K2 — (nK2,nK2), and so #(nK2,nK2) = 

2n —1. Thus, weihave the following result for matchings which corresponds 
to Corollary 4°for paths. 

Corollary 5. For any positive integerin, let r = r(nK2,nK2) = 3n—-1. 
Then 

#(nK2,nK2) =2n-—1, and 

n(3n — 2) 
= 

Also for any integer t there is a constant C;, , such that if F has r+t vertices 

and F > (nK2,nKo), then F has at least C,n? edges. Also, if F has r+o(n) 

vertices and F > (nK2,nK2), then F has at least n?/o(n) edges. 

£(nK2,nK2) > 

Corollary 5 implies the same information about the size Ramsey number 

and the restricted size Ramsey number for matchings as was true for paths 

(i.e. the size Ramsey number 7(nK2,nK2) is linear in n, the restricted 

size Ramsey number is quadratic in n, if F + (nK2,nK2) and has 3n+c 

vertices (c is a constant), then the number of edges in F' is quadratic in n, 

and if F — (nK,nK_2) and has a linear in n number of edges, then F must 

have more that 3n + o(n) vertices). Therefore, just as in the path case, 

there is the question of how many vertices a graph F' must have that arrows 

(nk2,nK2) and has a linear in n number of edges. 

We have shown that if F has a minimum number of vertices p with the 

property that F — (nK2,nKe2), and has Cn edges for some constant C, then 

3n+o(n) < p< 4n—2. Actually more can be said, in fact, p c 4n—o(n!?). 

This follows from the fact that if s = o(n?/*), then the graph C??_, , which is 
the (25)? power of the cycle Cy,-, arrows (nK2,nK2). Note that there are 

many vertex disjoint K2,4; in Cy,-,. The two observations that are useful 

.to show’ the arrowing are: if the edges of a Kom4; are colored either Red 
or' Blue, with some edges of each color, then there is a Red aK, and a Blue 

bk, with a+b > m-+1, and if in a Red-Blue colored Kon4;, the maximum 

Blue matching is a bK2 with 2b < m, then there is a Red matching with at 

least |(2m +1 — b)/2| edges.
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Example 5: Trees 

Any tree T,, with n vertices is a bipartite graph with b = 0(T,,) < n/2 
vertices in one part and n — b in the other part. Using canonical colorings 

(the edges in one color form disjoint complete graphs), it is easy to verify 

that 

r(T,,T,) > max {n+ b-—1,2(n — 6b) —1}. (6) 

Also, there is equality in (6) for many trees in addition to stars and 

paths. This occurs for some brooms (see [13]), some double stars, and 
trees containing a vertex of huge degree. Consider any tree T,, such that 

r=r(T,,T,) =n+b6-1. The proof technique of Theorem 2 applies in this 

case. If F — (T,,,T,,) and has r vertices, then F must have at least rb/2 

edges, for otherwise there is a vertex in F of degree at most b—1. This 

implies F contains a set of n vertices that induces a disconnected graph. If 

the edges in this set and its complementary set are colored Red and the re- 

maining edges are colored Blue, then there will be no monochromatic copy 

of T,. Thus, if 6 = cn for some constant c, then ¢(T,,T,) is quadratic 

in n. However, if T, has bounded degree, then Beck [1] showed that for 

such a tree T,, there is a constant C such that #(T,,T,) < Cn(log n 8, 

and conjectured that the size Ramsey number is linear in n. Thus, this 

gives additional examples of graphs where the size Ramsey number and the 

restricted size Ramsey number differ significantly. 

Example 6: Cycles 

In [5] it is proved that for n odd and n > 3, the Ramsey number r(Cn, Cn) = 

2n —1. The size Ramsey number 7(C,,C,,) was shown to be linear in n 
by Beck in [2]. However, the proof technique of Theorem 2 implies that 

£(C,,Cn) > n(2n — 1), so again we have an example of the size Ramsey 

number being linear but the restricted size Ramsey number being quadratic. 

In [14] and [19,20] the Ramsey number r(C,, Cm) for all pairs of cycles are 

determined. Analogous results concerning the size Ramsey number and the 

restricted size Ramsey number for the off diagonal cases can be determined 

using the same techniques. 

Many of the classical families of trees, such as paths and stars, have size 

Ramsey numbers that are linear. However, not all families of trees have this 

property. It was observed in [1] that if A(G) denotes the maximum degree
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of a vertex in G and 7(G) denotes the minimum number of vertices that 
cover all edges, then 

7(G,G) > A(G) - r(G)/2. (7) 

To see inequality (7) assume that F — (G,G), and consider the following 
coloring of F: color an edge Red if both of its endvertices have degree less 
than A, and color the edge Blue otherwise. There must be a Blue copy of G 
since F — (G,G) and there is clearly no Red copy of G. Thus, there must 
be at least 7(G) vertices of degree at least A(G), which gives inequality (7). 
Therefore, there are families of trees T,, with size Ramsey number that is 
quadratic in n. For example, the trees obtained by subdividing each of the 
edges of a star or the brooms in which both the length of the path and the 
star are positive fractions of n have this property. However, there are other 
conditions besides having large degree and a large minimum covering set of 
vertices that imply that the size Ramsey number is quadratic in the order 
of the tree. The following is such an example. 

Example 7: Double Stars 

For an integer k > 0 let D,,(&) denote the tree with n vertices that has two 
stars, each with (n — k — 2)/2 edges and a path of length k + 1 between 
the centers of the stars. Thus, D,,(0) is two stars of order n/2 with an edge 
between their centers. The size Ramsey number for D,,(0) is quadratic in n. 
To observe this suppose F — (D,(0),D,(0)), and color the edges of F as 
follows: an edge between a, vertex of degree at least (n —2)/2 and a vertex of 
degree less than (n—2)/2 is colored Red, and the remaining edges are colored 
Blue. There is no Red D,,(0), so there must be a Blue D,,(0). All of the 
vertices in the Blue copy of D,,(0) have degree at least (n—2)/4, so F has at 
least n(n—2)/8 edges. In fact, the same coloring shows that the size Ramsey 
number of D,,(k) for any even & is quadratic in n. On the other hand, 
consider the tree D,,(1), which consists of two stars of order (n+1)/2 sharing 
one common endvertex. The graph F = Ks n-1) — (Dn(1),D,(1)) and 
has only 10(n — 1) edges. The arrowing is easily seen, since at least three 
vertices of F must have degree at least n — 1 in say the Red color, and two 
of these will have a common neighbor. Thus, the size Ramsey number of 
D,,(1) is linear in n. This argument can easily be extended to show that the 
size Ramsey number of D,,(k) is linear for any odd k. A natural problem is 
to characterize those families of trees whose size Ramsey number is linear in
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the order of the trees, but the examples that have been exhibited indicate 

that this problem is probably not approachable at this time. 

4. Chvatal type pairs 

Chvatal proved in [8] that r(Km41,Tn41) = mn-+ 1 for any tree Tnyi and 

any complete graph Kn41. In particular, this implies r(K3,Tn4i) = 2n+1. 

The result of Chvdtal has been generalized in many ways. One of these 

generalizations is in [6], where it is proved that if G is any graph of chromatic 

number m + 1, then for n sufficiently large 

r(G,Tr41) = mn-+1 for all trees Ti 

if and only if G has chromatic surplus 1 (there is an (m--1)-coloring of G with 

one color class containing a single vertex) and there is an (m -t 1)-coloring 

such that the bipartite graph determined by some pair of color classes has 

maximum degree 1. In the case m — 2, this implies, for example, that 

r(G,Tn41) = 2n+1 if G is a K3, a book B, (k independent vertices adjacent 

to both vertices of an edge), or an odd cycle C;,. Because much is know 

about the Ramsey number for these kinds of pairs of graphs (G,T), this is 

a reasonable place to investigate the Ramsey functions u(G,T) and £(G,T). 

We will deal mainly with the case when G is 3-chromatic, but many of the 

results have the obvious generalization to the general k-chromatic case. 

The size Ramsey number and the restricted size Ramsey number in- 

volving stars and either complete graphs or generalized books were studied 

in [16], and the following was proved. For n > m 2 2, Tr (Kmx1 Kin) — 

(ezt) — (79). This gives, in particular, that r"(Ks, Kin) — (rt?) — (8). 

We generalize this with the following result. 

Theorem 6. For n > 3, and G = K3, Bo, or Cs, 

u(G, Kin) = ar ‘) - ae , and 

ccisn-(°2)-G)
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If k is odd and n is sufficiently large, then 

u(Ck, Kin) = "3 ‘) _ a] , and 

ra 7) 
The proof will be broken into a series of lemmas which will immediately 

give Theorem 6. We start with a lemma that can be found in [16] in a slightly 

more general form, but for completeness and since the proof is different and 

shorter, we include it here. 

  

Lemma 7. If F is an (2n + 1, éz) — (3) — 1)-graph, then F = HUB, 

where A(H) < n—1, and B is a bipartite graph. Thus F % (G, Kin) for 
any 3-chromatic graph G. 

Proof. Consider the graph F’, the complement of F. Thus F has (3) +1 

edges, and so the nontrivial components of F must span at least n+1 vertices 

and at least one of the components has at least 3 vertices. Therefore, by 

selecting the appropriate components of F and possibly finding a nontrivial 

connected subgraph of one of the components, one can find a subgraph L of 

F with n+1 vertices and minimum degree at least 1. Let H be the subgraph 

of F spanned by the vertices in Z union with the subgraph spanned by the 

vertices not in L. If B is the graph spanned by the remaining edges, then H 

and B are the desired subgraphs. The subgraphs H and B gives a coloring 

that implies that F 4 (G, Ki,,). This completes the proof of Lemma 7. m 

The lower bound for €(G, Ki) and €(C,, Kin) is a consequence of 

Lemma 7. The lower bound for u(G, K;,,) and u(C,, K1,,) is a consequence 

of the following Lemma 8. 

Lemma 8. There is an (2n +1, ("3") — [2#+])-graph F such that F A 
(G, Kin) for any 3-chromatic graph G. 

Proof. Let F = Kony; — L, where. L is the unique (n+1,[#4+]) graph 

in which each vertex has degree 1. Then, just as in Lemma 7, F can be 

decomposed into a bipartite graph B and a graph H with A(H) <n-1, 

and so F #4 (G,K1,,) for any 3-chromatic graph G. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 8. W
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Lemma 9. If n > 3 and F is an (2n+1, ("}*),— [251)-graph, then 
Fo (G, Kin) for G = Ks, Bo, or Cs. 

Proof. Assume that the edges of F' are colored Red or Blue such that there 

is no Blue Kin. We will first snow that there must be a Red K3. Since F 

has only [25+] edges, there is a vertex & of Red degree at least n + 1 that 

is not incident to any edge of F’, and in the Red neighborhood of the vertex 

x there is a vertex y of Red degree at least n+ 1 that is not incident to any 

edge of F. The vertices x and y have a common Red adjacency z, which 

gives a Red Kz. 

Using the Red K3 described in the previous paragraph, we can generate 

a Red By. If the x and y have 2 common Red adjacencies, then we are done. 

If not, then the Red neighborhoods of x and y must be disjoint except for 

the vertex z, and thus their Red neighborhoods span F’. The vertex z has 

at least 2n — (n — 1) — [5+] = 24+ [35+] Red adjacencies. Thus, z has a 

common Red adjacency with either z or y that is not y or x, which gives 

the Red Bo. 

A Red Cs can be obtained using the existence of a Red Bj. Assume 

that u and v are adjacent in Red and have two common Red adjacencies 

w, and we that form a book B,. First consider the case when w, and w2 

are not adjacent in Red. If there is a vertex not in Bz that is adjacent to 

two vertices from {u, w;, wo}, then there is a Red Cs. Thus, we can assume 

that the Red neighborhoods of u, w,, and we off of the By are disjoint. 

Counting the Red, Blue and F edges incident to {u,w,,w2} we get the 
following inequality: 

on — serssennef n+] Bon (8) 

Inequality (8) is equivalent to [25+] > n—1, a contradiction. If w, and 

We are adjacent in Red, then there i is a Red Ky, and you can count edges 

incident to these 4 vertices and reach a contradiction in the same way. This 

completes the proof of the case and of Lemma 9. m@ 

Lemma 10. If n > 3 and F = Kons: — Kn, then F ~ (G, Kin) for 
G — Ks, Ba, or Cs. 

Proof. Assume that the edges of F are colored Red or Blue such that there 
is no Blue Kin. We will first show that there must be a Red K3. We will 

denote the K,4: that contains the vertices of maximal degree in F by H.
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In fact, we will make this assumption concerning H for the remainder of the 
lemmas. There must be a Red edge in H, and the endvertices of this edge 
have Red degree at least n + 1; thus, they have a common Red adjacency 
which gives the Red K3. 

Two observations are useful in showing that there is a Red Cs. If u and 
v are two vertices in H and uv is Blue, then u and v have at least 3 common 
Red adjacencies. If uv is Red, then u and v have at least one common Red 
adjacency. If all of the edges in H were the same color, we would be done, 
so we can select vertices x, y, and z in H such that zy is Red and zz is 
Blue. Then y and z have a common Red adjacency w;, and since x and z 
have three common Red adjacencies there have a common Red adjacency 
we that is distinct from {z,y,z,w,}. Thus, (z, y, wi, Z,W2,2) is a Red Cs. 

To show that there is a Red By we will need to consider two cases. 
First consider the case when there is a Red K; in H. If there is no Red Bo, 
then there are at most 2n — 2 Red edges emanating from K3, since the Red 
neighborhoods of the vertices in the K3 are vertex disjoint except for the 
vertices in the K3, and of course there are at most 3(n—1) Blue adjacencies 
coming from the K3. This gives the inequality 

2n — 2+ 3(n — 1) > 3(2n — 2). (9) 

However, inequality (9) implies n < 1, a contradiction. 

We next consider the case when there is a Red K3 with vertices x and 
y in H, and vertex z not in H, and we will assume that there is no Red 
B2. We can assume that there is no Red K; in H. Each of x and y have 
Red degree at least n + 1, so if there is no Red Bo, each of x and y have 
degree precisely n + 1 and z is their only common Red adjacency. Let X, 
be the vertices of H not in the K3 that are adjacent to z, and let XX; be 
the remaining Red adjacencies of x not in the K;. Let Y, and Y> denote 
the same sets relative to y. Thus the sets X,,X2,Y;, Yo, {x,y,z} form a 
partition of the vertices of F, and |X, U X2| = |¥; UY2| =n—-1. 

To avoid a Red B, and a Red K3 in H a vertex in X, has no red 
adjacencies in X,, and it can have at most one Red adjacency in Xj. Thus, 
each vertex of X; is adjacent to each vertex of Y; U Y2, and has precisely 
one Red adjacency in X2. There is the corresponding result for the vertices 
of Y,. Also, no vertex in X2 can be adjacent to two vertices of X 1, for there 
would be a Red By. Therefore we must have |X,| = |X2| = (n — 1)/2, and 
the same is true for Y; and Yj. This implies that if x’ € X, and y e Y,
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then x’y’ is Red and z’ and y’ have a common Red adjacency in X2 and a 

common Red adjacency in Y,. This gives a contradiction, which completes 

the proof of this case and of Lemma 10. @ 

Lemma 11. Let k > 5 be a fixed odd integer. If n is sufficiently large, 

then any (2n +1, (?"$*) — [%+])-graph F arrows (Cy, Kin). Also, for n 

sufficiently large, Kona1 — Kn > (Ce, Kin). 

Proof. Assume the edges of F are colored Red or Blue and there is no Blue 

K,,,. Then, the number of Red edges is at least 

tén _ [ere _ [> =n tn+1.   

Thus, by Turdn extremal theory (see [21]), the Red subgraph of F must 

contain a Cx. 

Let F = Koni, — Kn, and assume that the edges of F are colored Red 

or Blue such that there is no Red C, or Blue Ki,,. We will show that this 

leads to a contradiction. Two cases will be considered. 

We will first consider the case when H contains a Red C,-1, which 

we will denote by (21,22,-++,2x-1,21). No two consecutive vertices on 

the cycle C,-; have common Red adjacencies, so the Red neighborhoods 

outside of the cycle of two consecutive vertices on C,-1 are disjoint and 

each contains at least n — k + 3 vertices. Therefore, each pair of odd 

indexed vertices (or even indexed vertices) on Cy-1 have many common 

Red adjacencies off of the cycle. Hence, if there is a Red chord x;z;, where 

i and j are both even (or both odd), then there is a Red C;,, namely 

(a4, 2050+ +) Bima) Zy Lj—1 Lj—-9 5° y Lig Lj Lj415°* +> Lk-1, 21), 

where z is a common Red adjacency of x; and z;. Since there are no such 

chords x;z; when i and j have the same parity, each pair of consecutive 

vertices on C,-; have no common Red adjacencies. This contradicts the 

fact that they have Red degree at least n + 1. 

We can assume that H does not contains a Red C,-,, and therefore 

the number of Red edges in H is at most Cn'+?/(*-)) for some constant C 

(see [21]). Let H’ be the vertices of H that have at most (n — k)/2 Red 

adjacencies in H (and so at least (n + k)/2 Red adjacencies outside of H). 

If a vertex is not in H’, then it has Red degree relative to H of at least
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(n — k)/2, and there can be at most C’n?/(*-) such vertices. Note that 
each pair of vertices of H’ have at least k common Red adjacencies outside 

of H. Select a vertex x € H’. Since each vertex of H is adjacent in Red to 

at least one vertex of H, we can select y € H such that ry is Red. Select 

a vertex z in H’ such that xz is Blue. Then y and z have a common Red 

adjacency other than z, so there is a Red path of length 3 between z and 

y. This odd path can be extended to a cycle of length k, since each pair 

of vertices of H’ have at least k common adjacencies outside of H. This 

completes the proof of this case and of Lemma 11. B 

The proof of Theorem 6 is completed by Lemmas 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. 

There are many interesting questions dealing with the properties of 
Kon41 and the graph F = Kony; — K,. As was stated earlier [6], if n is 

sufficiently large, then any Red - Blue coloring of the edges of Kon4; that 

does not contain a Blue Ki,, must contain in the Red subgraph any 3- 

chromatic graph L that has chromatic surplus 1 and has a 3-coloring with 

the bipartite graph determined by some pair of the color classes having 

maximum degree one. Thus, the possibilities for L include a K3, a book 

B,, an odd cycle C,, an odd cycle with one chord, and a wheel W;, with an 

even number of spokes. The graph F = Kon4i — Ky has some of these same 

properties, in particular Theorem 6 implies it has the property for a K3, for 

an odd cycle C,, and for a book Bj. With some case analysis one can show 

that F also has the property for any Cs; with one chord. However, F’ does 

not have the property for B, for k > 3 or for the wheel W,. To see that F 

does not have the coloring property for a wheel W,,, consider the coloring in 
which there is a Red perfect matching in H (n is odd), all of the edges out 

of H are colored Red, and the remaining edges are colored Blue. A coloring 

of F that does not have a Red B3 has the Red subgraph of H a complete 

bipartite graph K(n41)/2,(n41)/2 (nis odd), and each vertex of H is adjacent 

in Red to precisely (n + 1)/2 vertices not in H in such a way that pairs of 

vertices in different parts of the bipartite graph have at most two common 

adjacencies. It is not clear whether F' has the coloring properties for odd 

cycles with a chord. It would be interesting, but probably very difficult, to 

characterize those graphs G for which F' — (G,K,,,) as was done for the 

graph Kon+1 . 

In any Red - Blue coloring of the edges of K2,,; that does not contain a 

Blue K;,, the Red subgraph is, in fact, pancyclic. This follows from results 

of Dirac [10] and Bondy [4], since each vertex will have Red degree at least
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n+1. This is not true for F. Consider the coloring of F in which all 

of the edges in H are colored Red, there is a Red n-matching between H 

and the vertices not in H, and the one vertex of H not in this matching is 

adjacent in Red to all of the vertices not in H. In this coloring there is no 

Red cycle with more than n + 3 vertices. It would be interesting to know 

how large a cycle the Red subgraph of F' must contain if there is no Blue 

Kn; in particular, does it always contain a cycle with n+ 3 vertices. Using 

the techniques of Lemma 10, one can show that there must be a Red cycle 

containing a positive fraction of n vertices (and all smaller order cycles). 

We have already noted that F does not necessarily contain large Red books 

if there is no Blue Kin. However, in Kon41, it is straightforward to verify 

that if each vertex has Red degree at least n +1, then there is a Red B, for 

k = [(n+2)/3]. It is not clear exactly how large a Red book there must be 

in this case, but it has been shown by E. Győri that for some E > 0, that 

there must be a Red book B,, for some k > (n+ €)/3. 

It is natural to ask what happens in the previous discussions if the 

star K,4, is replaced by an arbitrary tree T,4:. The graph Koni — 

K, & (K3,Taz1) if Tayi is not a star. In addition, if a = a(T,41) is the 

independence number of the tree, then F = Kon41 — Kati A (G,Tn41) for 

any 3-chromatic graph G. To see this, partition the vertices of F into three 

sets A, B, and C with n, n—a, and a+1 vertices respectively such that the 

last set is an independent set. Color the edges between A and BUC Red, and 

color the remaining edges Blue. There is clearly no 3-chromatic Red graph, 

and the only possibility for a Blue T,,4: is in the graph spanned by the set 

BUC. This is not possible, since the independence number of this graph is 

a+1, which is greater than the independence number of T,,,,. It is possible 

that Kony —Ka — (K3,Tn41), and that £(K3,Tn+1) = ("3") — (3), which 
would correspond to the case when 7,41 = Kin. 

Something can be said about the upper size Ramsey number 

u(K3,Tn41) when T,4; is not a star. The graph F = Konyi — Kin & 

(K3,Tn41), since F can be decomposed into a bipartite graphs and a graph 

in which each component has at most n vertices. Thus, u(K3,T,ii) > 

(ert *) —n- 1. Let F be a graph obtained from Koni: by deleting 

n — 1 edges. We can show that if the Erdés—-Sés Conjecture is true (ES- 

Conjecture: Any graph with m vertices and more than (k — 2)m/2 edges 

contains all trees of order k.), then F - (K3,T,41) if Tr41 is not a star. 

We know that the ES-Conjecture is true for paths, so this would imply that 

u(Ks, Pati) = Pf?) —n4+1.
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Proposition 12. Ifthe ES-Conjecture is true, then u(K3,Tn41) = ég *)— 

n+ 1; in particular, u(K3, Pa4i) = e) —n+1 

Proof. We have already verified that u(K3,Tnii) > (?"{") —n +1, so all 

we need show is that F — (K3,T,41) if F is a graph obtained from Kon41 

by deleting n — 1 edges. Assume the edges of F are colored such that there 

is no Red K; or Blue T, 1. If a vertex x of F has a Red neighborhood N 

with at least n+ 1 vertices, then, since there are no Red edges in N, there 

must be a Blue tree T,,4; by the packing result in [3]. Hence, we can assume 
that each vertex of F has Red degree at most n. This implies that F has at 

least ("3") —(n— 1) —n(2n+1)/2 > (2n+1)(n— 1) Blue edges. Thus, by 
the ES-Conjecture, there must be a Blue T;,;;. This completes the proof of 

Proposition 12. BE 

It still remains to see which of the results for stars have analogues which 

can be proved for trees that are not stars. Obtaining general results of this 

type for arbitrary trees will be difficult, since little is known about the Ram- 

sey numbers for such pairs of trees, and all of the previous results use in- 

formation about the Ramsey numbers. In this section only the 3-chromatic 

case was considered. In many of the situations the same techniques give 

corresponding results for the more general k-chromatic case. 

5. Questions 

From the second section it would be interesting to know which pairs of 

graphs satisfy the equality associated with inequality (2). In particular, is 

there a non-trivial family of pairs of graphs for which this is true? 

In section three the relation between the size Ramsey number and the 

restricted size Ramsey number was considered. There were several families 

of graphs (paths, cycles, and matchings) for which the size Ramsey number 

was linear but the restricted size Ramsey number was quadratic. It would 

be interesting to know the smallest number of vertices an arrowing graph 

can have and still have only a linear number (in the order of the graph) of 

edges. The case of a matching nk is one of particular interest. 

There are many interesting questions that are left unanswered. From 

the fourth section on Chvatal type pairs, it would be nice to be able to char- 

acterize those graphs G for which Kon41 — Kn — (Kijn,G). In particular,
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how large a cycle can G be. Also, if the star K,,, is replaced by an arbitrary 

tree T,,;, then what are the functions u(T,,41,G) and £(T,,41,G) when G 

is a cycle, book, wheel, etc.? A very specific question that came up in this 

section is for which k does Kon41 — (Kin, By). 
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How Many ‘Edges should be Deleted to Make a 
Triangle-Free Graph Bipartite? 

P. ERDOS, E. GYORI and M. SIMONOVITS! 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper we shall prove that if L is an arbitrary 3-chromatic graph 

and Gy is a simple graph on n vertices not containing L, and having at least 

2 

> - o(n?) 

edges, then it can be made bipartite by throwing away at most 

2 
n 2 
25 lm) 

edges. This was known for L = K3. 

Let us call a graph pentagonlike if we can colour its 5 classes so that the 
vertices coloured by i are joined only to vertices coloured by i +1 (mod 5). 

In addition to the above assertions, we shall prove that under the above 

conditions, there is a “pentagonlike graph” Hn with e(Hn) = e(Gp) for which 
we have to delete more edges than in case of Gn to make it bipartite. We shall 
also prove a related stability theorem, according to which, if D(Gn) denotes 
the minimum number of edges to be deleted to make Gy, bipartite, then either 

D(Gn) < D(Hn) — cn? (i.e. Gn is significantly better than H, — though they 
both may be far from any bipartite graph, — or the structure of Gn is very 
near to that of a pentagonlike graph. 

  

1 This research was supported by Hungarian National Research Grant N1909.
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Notation. Below, we shall regard simple graphs, i.e. graphs without loops 

and multiple edges. Given a graph G, e(G), v(G) and x(G) will denote 
the number of edges, the number of vertices and the chromatic number of 

G respectively. Besides, in case if a graph is denoted by a capital letter 

with a subscript, (like G,, H,, S;, ...) the subscript will always denote the 

number of vertices. K, will denote the complete p-graph, C, the p-cycle. 

For a graph G, N(x) and d(x) will denote the neighbourhood of a 

vertex x and its degree. Sometimes we shall have two graphs at the same 

time: G and a Z C G. In such cases we will occasionally use subscripts to 

indicate, which graph are we speaking about: Nz(z) and dz(zx) will denote 
the neighbourhood of z and its degree in Z. 

Given a graph L, with v = v(L) vertices, a1,...,a,, and the integers 

N1,...,Ny > 0, then the graph L[n,...,n,] is defined as follows: the ith 

vertex of L, a; is replaced by n; new, independent vertices, forming a set 

A; , (@=1,...,v) and we join in L[{n,,...,n,] a vertex x € A; to a vertex 

y € A; iff aja; is an edge in L. 

As a special case of this, take H = Cs, i.e., denote by H[nj,...,75] 
the pentagonlike graph with n; vertices in its ith class. We shall write 

H{m,...,ns] ~ H[nj,...,n3] if m+... +n3 =n, +...+n5 = n and 
n; — ni = o(n). ? 

We shall use a “distance” to describe the structure of a graph G: D(G) 

is the minimum number of edges representing all the odd cycles of G, or, 

in other words, the minimum number of edges to be deleted to turn G into 

a bipartite graph. Similarly D,(G) is the minimum number of edges to be 
deleted to turn G into a p-colorable graph. 

K(ni,.-.,Np) will denote the complete p-partite graph with n; vertices 

in its ith class. 

Given a graph L, ext(n, L) denotes the maximum number of edges a. 

graph G,, of order n can have without containing L as a (not necessarily 

induced) subgraph. 

  

2 To be precise, this makes sense only if n — oo, and mostly we shall regard large 

but fixed ns, where we should rather speak of c and 6...
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1. Introduction 

To start with, below we occasionally disregard the “integer parts”, or other 

similar “divisibility nuisances” in our formulas. 

The results of this paper can basically be motivated in three different 

ways: by three different (though not too distant) problems. 

(A) It is well known [1] that for every graph G 

D(G) < 5€(@). j (1) 

In general this is sharp (apart from some error terms). Thus e.g. (1) is 

sharp for the complete graph, or (more generally), for random graphs with 

some fixed edge-probability p > 0. We are interested in the question, under 

which natural extra conditions can (1) essentially be improved. 

(B) If a graph is bipartite, it cannot contain triangles. It is known, (see 

e.g. [3], [4], [10], [6]) that graphs having almost ext(n, K3) edges and not 

containing K3’s can be changed into a bipartite graph by deleting relatively 

few edges. The question to be considered here is: 

Given a graph G,, of n vertices and E = e(G,,) edges, at least how many 

edges are needed to be deleted to make Gy, bipartite? 

There are many conjectures (mostly due to Erdés) asserting that in 

some similar cases the following graph is the “extremal” one: we put n/5 

vertices into 5 classes U,,...,Us and join each vertex of U; to each vertex of 

Uizi (6 =1,...,5, Us = U1.) One of the most intriguing open conjectures 

in this field is 

Conjecture 1. (Erdés) Prove that if K; Z G, then D(G,) < a” ie. 

1 
one can delete < a edges of G,, to end up with a bipartite graph. 

This problem is motivated by the fact that H, := Cs[n/5,...,n/5] 

contains no K3 and 

1 n°. 

25" 

Being interesting on its own, this problem would also have some applications 

related to the remainder terms in the Erdős-Simonovits Theorem [8], as well. 

(See also [10,2].) 

D(An) = 55
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This conjecture is proven for 

n? 

Gn) 2 — elG)2 E 
(see below) and the following (other) weakening is also known, [7]. 

Theorem. If K; Z G, then 

n? 

184ő 
  D(Gn) $ 

for some (calculable constant) 6 > 0. 

In fact, Erdés, Faudree, Pach, and Spencer [7| proved that 

Theorem. For every triangle-free graph G with n vertices and m edges 

1 2m(2m? — n?) 4m? 
n)< i — eS am 2 D(G ) < mas {5m n2(n® — 2m) m- (2) 

. . 1.1, : . 
Since the second term of (2) decreases in grat | and its value is 

exactly a5 for m = an, therefore (2) implies that if 

2 

e(Gn) > (3) 

and K3 Z G,, then D(G,) < an Again, by (1), it.is trivial, that if 

2n? 

1 
then D(G,) < =n’. However, the general conjecture is still open: the 

middle interval on? 2 
n n 

25 < e(Gn) c 5 

is unsettled. 

(C) Our third starting point was the following problem. In Conjecture 

1 we try to estimate D(G,) in terms of n, the number of vertices. It is 

much more natural to try to find estimates which use functions of e(G) or 

functions of e(G) and v(G), to bound D(G). (Actually, one of the main 

goals of [7] is to give estimates on D(G) in terms of e(G) or in terms of both 

v(G) and e(G).) Erdés first thought that
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1 
Conjecture 2. If K; Z G,, then D(Gn) < 5e(Gn). 

This would be sharp e.g. for the pentagonlike graph ... However, later 

Erdés has disproved this, by proving in [2] that there exists an infinite 

sequence of graphs H, such that K; Z H;, and 

D(Hi.) > G — o(t)) e(H;) as ko. 

One natural way to try to save Conjecture 2 would be to add the extra 

condition that G,, has many edges: e(G,,) > cn? for some constant c > 0 

while n — ov. 

This natural conjecture is unfortunately also false. We shall disprove 

this weaker conjecture using the “random construction” of Erdés, mentioned 

above. We shall prove 

Theorem 1. For every ¢ > 0 there exists a constant c = c, > 0 such that 

for infinitely many n, there exists a G,, with e = e(G,) and K3 Z Gn, with 

e(G,,) > cen”, for which 

D(G,) > (5 — e) e. 

This is sharp in the obvious sense (guaranteed by (1)). 

Our main tool to prove Theorem 1 will be to regard graphs of form 

L,[n, .-.,%] and show that to make such a graph bipartite by deleting the 

minimum number of edges we may always find an edge-deletion where the 

fact if we delete an edge or not depends only on the classes of its endpoints. 

Definition 1. Canonical edge deletion. Given a graph H, and the inte- 

gers n1,..., nk, put G, = Hy[nm,...,%]. We shall call an edge-deletion 

canonical if for each pair of vertex-groups of G, either we delete all the 

connecting edges or none of them. (In other words, the resulting G’ has 

the form G’ = H’{ni,...,n«], for some subgraph H’ C H. This implies, 

among others, that — to determine D,(G,,) we have to check only a bounded 

number of cases, independently of n.) 

The main goal of this paper is to show that for any fixed 3-chromatic L, 

for every graph G,, not containing this L and having sufficiently many edges,
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it is easier to make G, bipartite than to make bipartite a corresponding 

pentagonlike graph with at least the same number of edges? . 

  

Figure 1. 

For given B we may regard the pentagonlike graph H[n,,...,n5] with 

ng = 4 = ns = VB. If all the other classes are bigger, then (by Theorem 

7) we need to delete at least B edges from this graph to make it bipartite. 

Theorem 2. If K; Z G, and 

n 

> e(G,) > 5? 

then there is a pentagonlike graph H; with at least the same number of 

edges: e(G,) < e(H;.), for which 

D(G,) S D(H,). (5) 

Greedy Algorithm. (a) Pick an edge (x,y) with maximum d(z) + d(y). 

Let A, = N(x), Ag = N(y), C = V — A; — Ag. Put the vertices v,... of 

C successively into C, and C2, so that the number of monochromatic edges 

(i.e. edges incident to v; from C; to A; UC;) ) be the minimum possible. 

The number of monochromatic edges — obtained in this procedure — will 

be denoted by D'(G,,). (This may depend on the choices of xy and the 
order of the elements ef C.) 

By definition, D’(G) > D(G). Instead of proving (5) we shall prove the 

stronger 

D'(Gn) < D(H). (6) 
  

3 Below Theorem 2 is an “exact statement”, i.e. holds without error-terms, but the 

other results are “asymptotic structure”-type results.
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Theorem 3. If K3 ZG, and 

2 

e(G,) > = 

and applying the above Greedy Algorithm to G we get a class C = C,; UC, 

with c = |C| vertices, representing cd monochromatic edges of G,: 

D'(G,) := cd, 

then there exists an H,, ~ H[{Vcd, Vcd, Vcd, u, u] s.t. 

e(Gn) S e(Hn). 

Theorem 3 implies Theorem 2. Indeed, a standard but somewhat 

tedious argument shows that for given n, as e — e(H,,) increases, 

min D(H,,) decreases. 
e(Hn)2e 

The next theorem is a stability theorem connected to Theorems 2-3. It 

asserts that either H,, is significantly more difficult to make bipartite than 

G,, or they are similar to each other in the sense that even G, can be turned 

into a pentagonlike graph quite easily. 

Theorem 4. For every « > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if — in 

Theorem 3 — 

e(H,) — őn? £ e(G,), 

then G, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

Theorem 5. For every € > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if G, contains 

at most én} K3’s and 
2 

e(Gn) > = ~ 6n?, 

then for some H, s Hlm,m, u, u, ul, (u £m) 

e(Gn) S e( Han). 

If further, 

e(H,,) — őn? £ e(G,), 

then G, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

One could ask: how do our theorems change if we replace K3 by 

an arbitrary 3-chromatic excluded subgraph LZ? The answer is, that the 

theorems remain valid.
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Theorem 6. Let L be an arbitrary fixed 3-chromatic graph. For every 

€ > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if L Z G, and 

2 

e(Gn) > = — őn? , 

and if applying the above greedy algorithm to G we get a class C with c 
vertices, representing cd monochromatic edges of G,,: 

D'(G,) = ed, 

then for some H, ~ H|Vcd, Vcd, Vcd, u, ul, 

e(Gn) < e(A,). 

If, additionally, 

e(Gn) < e(Hn), 

and 

e(H,,) — 6n? < e(G,,), 

then G,, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

One could ask if one can — under the conditions of Theorem 6 — 

guarantee that G,, is contained by a pentagonlike graph, i.e. we do not have 

to delete edges to get a subgraph of some H,,(mi,...,75). However this is 

not the case: if Q is the Petersen graph, then an appropriate Q[nm1,..., 10] 

will provide a counterexample to this “conjecture”, (see Figure 2). 

  
Figure 2.
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Theorem 6*. Let L be an arbitrary fixed 3-chromatic graph, v := v(L). 

For every € > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if G, contains at most ón" 

copies of L and 
2 

e(Gn) > = — 6n?, 

and if applying the above Greedy Algorithm to G we get a class C with c 

vertices, representing cd edges of G,: 

D' (Gn) := cd, 

then for some appropriate H, ~ H[m,™m, p, p, 4) 

e(G,) S el Ha). 

If, additionally, 

e(Hn) — őn? £ e(G,), 

then G,, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

2. Lemmas on Pentagonlike graphs 

Here our first aim is to prove that if for a given p we wish to make a graph 

G, = L,[n,..-,n,] into a p-chromatic graph by deleting the minimum 

number of edges needed, then we can always delete these edges canonically. 

The meaning of this is the following. 

Assume that k | n. It is trivial that if G, = L,[n/k,...,n/k] then 

D,(Ga) —- Dp(Lx) 
HE S k2 = (7)   

Indeed, we can delete D,(L,) edges from L, to get a p-chromatic graph, 

and therefore we can delete (canonically) 

peo (2) 
edges to get a p-chromatic graph from G,. This proves (7). The meaning 
of the next theorem is that this is roughly the best one can do for these 

graphs.
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Theorem 7. Let 

Gr = Ay[n1, ane , ne]. 

Then there is a canonical “edge-deletion” achieving the minimum D,(G,,). 

Corollary 1. Assume that for some p, Hj, is a graph for which D,(H;,) > 

ak?. Let (G,) be a graph sequence defined by G,, = H;[n1,..., 4] for some 

nzgzt o(n). Then D,(G,,) 2 an? — o(n?) as n — o0. Moreover for the 

case when k | n, we have 

Py(Gn) , PB oF) (8)     

ne 

Proof of Theorem 7. Assume we have an H;, and construct a 

Gr = Hy [m,..., nx] 

from it. Then someone deletes m = D,(G,,) edges from G,, producing a 

p-chromatic graph Z,. Transforming Z, step by step we will show that 

there is an equally optimal Z; which is already canonical. This will imply 

Theorem 7. 

Let U,,...,U;, be the classes of G,,. We shall call two vertices symmetric 

if they have the same neighbourhood. 

Let x,y € U;. We apply symmetrization to this graph Z iteratively: if 

dz(x) > dz(y), then we delete all the edges of Z, adjacent to y and join 

y to all the Z-neighbours of z. During this the number of edges does not 

decrease. Further, the chromatic number cannot increase either. Observe 

that if x and y are symmetric and we symmetrize u to v then this uv- 

symmetrization does not ruin the symmetry of x and y. So let us iterate this 

step. We can do this so that the symmetrization will increase the number 

of pairs of symmetric vertices in each step. This ensures that the procedure 

will sooner or later terminate. Finally we end up with a graph in which all 

the pairs z,y belonging to the same U; have the same neighbourhood. m 

Corollary 2. If H[{n,,...,ns] is a pentagonlike graph, then 

D(H(Ini, . . . ,ns]) = minnynj;41- 

In other words, the most efficient way to turn a pentagonlike graph into 

a bipartite one is to choose two connected classes and delete all the edges 

between them.
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Remarks. 1. It can easily happen that we may turn a graph G, = 

L,[n1,---,%] into a bipartite graph so that we have deleted between any 

pairs of groups only half of the edges. E.g. in a pentagonlike graph we can 

split each group U; into two almost equal groups U} and U? and delete half 

of the edges to get the 10-cycle-like graph with classes 

1 1 1 2 2 2 1 Ui, UL, ... ,U3, U?, U2, ... ,U3, Ul. 

This is not an optimal edge-deletion. 

2. One could ask if the maximum can be attained only by canonical 

subgraphs. The answer is that there are many non-canonical maximum- 

size bipartite graphs of a graph, e. g. for H = Cs; H[a,b,c,d,b] can be 

turned into a bipartite graph by splitting U, into two classes U’ and U” and 

deleting all the edges between U’ and U2 and all the edges between U” and 

Us. If a,b < c,d then all these splittings are optimal. 

3. The method of symmetrization was first used by Zykov [14] to prove 
Turdn’s theorem. Since that the method was successfully used in various 

cases, e. g. Simonovits used it in a very similar setting. 

4, One final remark should be made. Given a C5[ni,...,75] with a 

given number of vertices, n; + ...+m5 =n, one is curious, how to choose 

the n,;’s to get the maximum number of edges under the condition that 

niniz1 > B. The extremal distribution in such problems is sometimes 

asymptotically unique, sometimes not. Here e. g. one optimal graph is 

often obtained by taking C;[a, a,c, c,a] with 3a + 2c = n, a < c. However, 

in this case we have infinitely many equally good graphs. Generally, moving 

from Cs[n1, M2, 73, 24,5] to Cs[N1, M2 +1, 23,4 —1, Ns] the number of edges 

changes only by (m1 — ns). Therefore it remains constant for ny = ns. 

Theorem 7 implies Theorem 1 but what is the dependence of the con- 

stants in Theorem 1? 

Claim 1. For every (small) c > 0, there exists ac’ > 0 such that if K; Z G, 

and e(G,) > cn? then 

D(G,) c (5 _ e) e(Gn). 

Proof. We may assume that e(G,) — cn?. Then we may also assume that 

each vertex has degree 2 cn. Pick a vertex z and consider its neighbourhood 

A= N(z). It is a set of independent vertices and so e(N(z),V — N(x)) >
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c?n?. On the average a set B C V — N(z) of size: cn contains zén? + 

O(c*n?) edges and on the average it is joined to N(x) by > c*n?/2 edges. 

Hence, by averaging, there is a set B C V — N(x) of $cn vertices such that 

the magnitude of 

e(B, N(x)) — e(G[B]) 

is > c’n?/5. So we have found two sets A, B so that the number of edges 

joining different classes is greater by at least c’n?/5 than the number of 

edges joining vertices of the same class. Let us call this quantity the 

“surplus”. Now, putting the vertices outside of AU B one by one either 

into A or into B, we can always put a new vertex z into the class to which 

it is joined by the fewer (or equal) number of edges. Hence the surplus will 

not decrease and we shall get a partition AUB = V(G,.) of the whole vertex 

set. The above argument shows that c’ > c?/5. m 

3. Proof of Theorem 3 

To make the proof easier to follow we fix some notations in advance. 

We have a graph G,, and pick an edge x*y" for which 

d(x") + d(y") (MAX) 

is the maximum possible. By Lemma 2, 

d(a") + d(y") > sn. (9) 

Assume that d(x*) = a2, d(y") = a1, Ag = N(2”), Ai = N(y"). (Thus 

a; = |A;|.) Define C = V — A; — Az. Apply the greedy algorithm to C: put 

each vertex u € C either into C, or into C, depending on if 

|N(u) M Ag| > |N(u) All| 

or not. Then V(G,,) = A; U Ap UC) UC?.. 

Put Gg = \C;| and n= |A;| + IC; | and put 

D; = max IN(uyn Az] 

and D = max{D,, D3}.
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Figure 3. 

Definition of d. We shall call the edges joining two vertices of A; UC, or 

two vertices of Az UC monochromatic edges. (Sometimes, referring to most 

of the figures here, these edges will be called horizontal, the edges joining 

A; UC, to Ag UC, will be called vertical. 

Now, d is defined by that cd is the number of monochromatic edges 

in G, These edges will determine ¢ > d independent horizontal edges by 

Lemma. 1 below, some of which will join C, to Ai. Their number will be 

denoted by 7, their endvertices in A, form a subset F,. 2 and Fy) are 

similarly defined, further, y; is the number of horizontal edges in C;. 

One crucial point in the proof is that for any edge e = ry — since 

K3 Z G,, — each vertex can be joined to at most one of z and y. Therefore, 

if we have a big set of vertices not joined to this edge, then we have a good 

upper bound on d(x) + d(y). We shall try to cover the “critical” part of 

the graph by independent edges so that we could apply this bound to them. 

Then we shall be able to get an upper bound on the degree-sum of G,. 

The next lemma seems to be so harmless, still, this is one important 

point where we use that K3 Z Gy. 

Lemma 1. Let G be a graph not containing any K3. Let Z C V(G) and 

z:=|Z|. Assume that d < z and d(x) < D for x € V(G): If 

d(Z) = e(G) — e(G — Z) > max{D, z} - (d-1), 

then there exist d independent edges in G incident to Z. 

(They may join C to C — Z but also they may join pairs of vertices in 

Z.)
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Proof. Induction on d. 

If d(x) < d—1 for x € Z then (d — 1) max{D, z} < d(Z) S z(d— 1), 
a contradiction. So, we may assume that there is a vertex z € Z with 

d(x) > d. Then 

dg-~,(Z— x) > max{D, z — 1}(d— 2) 

since d(x) < max{D,z— 1}, and G — x contains a matching M of d-1 

edges incident to Z by the induction hypothesis. At most d— 1 edges lead 

from x to M by triangle-freeness and so M can be extended with some edge 

zy to a matching of d edges incident to Z. M 

Later we shall also need a slightly modified, asymptotic version of this 

lemma. 

Lemma 1*. Let (G,,) be a graph sequence in which each edge is contained 

in at most o(n) triangles. Let Z C V(G,) and z := |Z|. Assume that d < z 

and d(z) < D for z € V(G). If 

d(Z) = e(G,,) — e(G, — Z) > dmax{D, z} 

and d — oo, then there exist d— o(d) independent edges in G,, adjacent to 

Zz. 

The proof is almost the same as that of the “exact” version. It is left 

to the reader. 

Lemma 1**. If in Lemma 1* we have almost equality: if G, contains at 

most d+o(d) independent edges adjacent to Z, then changing o(zd) edges of 

G, we can achieve that if z > D then for an appropriately chosen B of size 

d+o(d), all the edges incident to Z join Z to B (and consequently), all these 

edges belong to the (modified) G, and if D > z then for an appropriately 

chosen B of size D+ 0(D) and Zp C Z of size d+ o(d), all edges incident to 

Z join Zp to B and consequently all these edges belong to the modified G,,. 

This lemma is somewhat more complicated to prove, still it is a standard 

argument left to the reader. 

2e(G) . 
Lemma 2. (Folklore). Given a graph G with average degree 6 = 0G)’ it 

contains an edge xy for which d(x) + d(y) > 26.
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Proof. For any graph 

DX (de)+ay))= YY a@yPr>=( E aw) - n (20) | 
zy€ E(G) z€V(G) . rEV(G) 

So the average of d(x) +d(y) for the edges xy of G is at least 4e(G)/n = 26. 
7 

Proof of Theorem 3. 

(A) Given the graph G,, we shall distinguish two cases: 

— the maximum horizontal degree D < c 

—D>c. 

In some sense the first case is the more involved. So let us assume first 

that D < c. In this case we shall build a pentagonlike graph as follows: 

Later we shall find some set of independent edges in G, and some of 

them will be represented in A,, their number will be ¢;, some others in A: 

their number will be tz. With these parameters we build a pentagonlike H,, 

by taking a complete bipartite graph with a;+ }(c;—t,) vertices in its classes 

(¢ = 1,2), which will be split later into U, and U3, (Uz and Us). Next put 

= (ci +2 +t; +t) vertices into the residual class. This will be U,. Fix 

u from the a, + (cy — t,) vertices and further p from the az + 3 (C9 — te) 

vertices. These will be U; and U;. Delete the edges between U3 and U; and 

join Us to both U3 and U; completely. The resulting H, has 

1 1 1 
a + 5( th) +02 + seat) + za te th +t2)=a,+ta,.t+c=n 

vertices. 

We shall estimate the degree-sums both in G, and H,. Let us start 

with H,,. 

Clearly, 

1 1 
2e(H,,) =2(a1 + (e _ t1))(@e + 3 lez — t2)) + Qu? ( ) 

10 
1 

2 20102 + (c2 _ tz )ay + (ey _- t1)a2 + ate + ty. 

where c=, + Co, $=) +e. 

(B) To estimate the degree-sum in G,, we shall cover as many vertices of 

C as possible by a set of independent monochromatic edges. By Lemma 1,
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we shall have at least t > d such edges and we shall estimate for these edges 

the degree-sum d(x) + d(y) by a; +t +c, (if z or both « and y are in C;). 

For the remaining vertices we shall use the estimate a; or a2, depending on 

the position of the vertex. 

We choose maximum number t 2 d of independent edges from the cd 

monochromatic ones so that the number of chosen edges from C to A; U Az 

be the maximum one. (In other words, the number of chosen edges inside 

C be the minimum possible.) Then we have some edges joining vertices of 

the same C;. These form a matching M. 

(B,) For technical reasons (to be able to estimate the degrees of C' not 
covered by M) we add some further edges to M joining C;.either to C3-; if 

possible, or to A3-,; if we have already run out of the previous possibility. 

The extended matching will be denoted by M*. It can happen that some 

vertices of C are not covered by this (extended) M”. 

These conditions on the choice of M” together will be called the #- 

condition. 

Now we have to check, how can we estimate d(x) + d(y) for the various 
types of edges in M*. We have 7 types. 

(*)1 C1 Ci 91 (*)o Cz e Cy ~2 

(#%)1 Ci e Ai Ty (rk )2 Cz — Az ‘Ya 

(xx Cy +> Ap Sy (***)2 Cy +> Ay So 

(#eek) CE Cl R 

The set of endvertices of the edges of type (+*)1 and (#*)2 in Ai, C1, Ae, 

C2 will be denoted by Fi, Fy , Fo, F; , respectively. 

Let us start with type (*): type Ci <—> C1. 

Clearly, d(z) + d(y) < a2 +c+™ for this type, since no edge goes to 

such an edge from A; — F, (otherwise we could “improve” the selected 

edge-system with respect to #). Thus from A, U Ag we have at most 

(a, + a2) — (a, —- 1) = a2 + edges. Further, at most c edges can join 

vertices of C' to such an edge (because of the K3-freeness). Thus, if we have 

1 such edges, we get altogether degree-sum 

(a2 to+)¥r (11) 

for these edges in M and similarly (a; +¢+2)2 for the edges of type (*)o.
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For edges xy of type (**), (c € Ff © Ci, y € Fi C Az), we prove 

that d(z) + d(y) < a2 +ce+71 +2. Notice that either N(x)N A; C Fi 

or N(y) NC, C Fy. Suppose not and, say, 2, € N(y)N(C, — Fy) and 

yi € N(x)N(A, —F,). Then taking x,y and ry, instead of ry we get 7, +1 

independent edges of type (**); and we have to delete at most one edge of 

type («), (if 2; was covered by some edge of this type), a contradiction to 

the choice of M. 

If N(x) NA, C F, then N(a)U N(y) C A, UC UF; and since no vertex 

is joined to both z and y, so 

d(x) +d(y)<ag+ect+n . 

If N(y) NC, C Fy then |N(a#)M (A; UC\)| < D < c (by definition of 

D), N(y)M(A1 UC) © FY and since no vertex in Ag U C2 is joined to both 

xz and y, we have 

d(z)+d(iy)<c+y+a2+e. 

Similarly, for the edges xy of type (**)2, we have 

d(z)+d(y) <a, +c+7%2+ , (12) 

and it yields the upper estimate 

V1 (a2 tet +¢2)+%2(a1 +++) 

for the degree sum in F, U F] UF, UF). 

The next types are (+*«), type Ci — Az, (***)2 type Cp —— Aj or 

(+*xx) type C —— C2. Now we can use the estimate 

d(x) + d(y) < a1 + a2 

by (MAX). 

Finally, we have to estimate the degrees for the vertices of C' not covered 

by M”°. For these “free” vertices z we know — by the greediness — that no 

y outside of M~ can be joined to z, otherwise we could extend M”. Further, 

only one endvertex of each of the edges of M" can be joined to such an z: 

dz) <|M"| <e. (13)
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We will prove that c < ai, c < a, implying d(x) < a; and d(x) < ap. 

Suppose that, say, ag < c < n/5. Notice that d(v) < ag for v E Ai, by 

(MAX) and |E(G[A, U C])| < (a2 + c)?/4 by Turdén’s theorem. Thus 

(az +c)? n 48 no n 
< ees - co oy Le |E(G)| < ayag + 2 < (n — a2)a2 + 35 S 25 + 25 5 

a contradiction. 

(C) Now, the degree-sum >.<, d(x) can be estimated as follows. Let 
us count the contribution of the vertices of various kind to 5° d(x;). The 

vertices in A, — F, contribute a2, the vertices of Az — F) contribute a,, by 

(MAX). If there are R, edges in the matching M joining C, to C2, their 

contribution can be estimated by a; + a2, by (MAX). 

Let Si, S2, R be the number of matching edges of type C; <-> Ag, 

Cy — Ai, Cy —> Cy. Applying (11), (12) and d(x) < a, for z € 
C, —V(M"), d(x) < a2 for x € C, — V(M"), we get 

S d(z) S(a1— 9 — 52 )a2 4 (az — 72 — S1)a1 
TEV . 

t- S1(a1 + a2) + S2(a; + a2) + R(a; + a2) 

+ 91 (a2 +41 +.) + Yo(a1 + 72 +) (14) 

+y1(a2 tot" +¢2)4+72(a1 +¢0+ 724+ ai) 

+(e, — 291 —-"1. — R— Si)az 

+ (cz — 292 — 72 — R— S2)ay. 

We assumed that D<c. Put t) = y+ y; and te = yo + go, t = ty + fe. 

Thus 

S d(x) $2a,az + gilt +c) + Gove te) +n(et+ot+n) 
reV 

+2(e + e1 + Y2) 

+ (¢1 — Yi — V1) G2 + (€2 — Yo — Y2)a1 

= 2ajag + pict poe + N(ti +2 +6) + Po(te +a - e) 

+ (c1 — ti )@2 + (C2 — t2)ai 

= 2aid2 + te+ 1 (ti + co) + Ye(te +01) + (C1 — £1 ae 

+ (cz — tz)ar. 

(15) 

Here t; + ¢2 < ce, +g =c, and tg +1 <c, ¥1 +72 <t. Thus 

yi (ti + co) + Yo(te +¢1) < (1 + 2)e < et.
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By (15), 

> d(x) < 2aya2 + 2tc + (ce, — t1 a2 + (C2 — te). 
TEV 

We have to prove that this is smaller than 2e(H,,), i.e. that 

2a1a2 + 2te+ (ci - t1)a2 + (co _ te ay 

< 241 a2 + (C2 - te )a1 + (ci — t1)a2 +   
(c+t)? (16) 
> 

(Cz) The second case is when the maximum horizontal degree D > c. 

Assume that zp) has horizontal degree D. Having used the Greedy algorithm 

in defining the above vertex partitioning, we know that zo has to be joined 

to at least D vertices of the “other class”. Hence we may fix on both sides a 

set B; of size D joined to ro. Let the number of horizontal edges in A; UC; 

be k, D, while in Az UC, let it be k,D. (These are the definitions of k,, ka.) 

Let us consider the following graph: H,, has 5 classes U;, where U4 is 

partitioned into U’ and U”. The sizes are as follows: |U’| = ki, |U”| = ke, 
U, = (a, +1) - D— ky, U2 = (a2 + cg) — D — kp, and U3; = D, Us = D. 

All the vertices of the classes U, are joined completely to all the vertices of 

U_ and U;; all the vertices of the classes Up are joined completely to all the 

vertices of U, and U3; U, is completely joined to U3 and Us. 

We assert that H, is “better” than G, in the following sense: 

e(G,) < e(H,). 

Further, 

D'(H,,) = D(H) 2 D'(Ga), 

where D'(H,,) is now defined as the number of edges incident to C to be 

deleted to make the graph bipartite. 

Since the last graph is of form H(n,,...,n5), we know that the best 

way to make it bipartite is to delete all the edges between two groups. So 

(k, + k2)D is really the minimum number of edges to be deleted to make 

this graph into bipartite, assumed that this product is the smallest. If 

this product is not the smallest then |U;| < k, + ke, |U2| < ki + ke or 

|U;|, |U2| < D. In these cases we will see that n?/5 > e(H,) > e(G,). We 
have e(H,) = nine +neng +ngng+ngns +n5n1 with ny = a1 +c, -D—k,
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No = @2 + ce —-D — ka, n3 = 25 = Di m4 = k=k +ke < D,n/5. The 

complete 5-partite graph K[n,n2,n3, 74,75] has at most 2n?/5 edges by 

Turdn’s theorem, thus it is sufficient to prove that 

NyNe + NoN3s + NgN4 + NgNs tnsni Cninz tnznz + NgNo + NeMg + Ngny 

i.e. 

nina -t nyD + N2D +2Dk < n,D + D? + ND + nok + nik 

which is equivalent to 

(D — k)? — (n1 — k)(n2 — k) > 0. (17) 

(i) If ny,m2 > k& then we have to prove (17) only if mi,nz < D and in 

this case (17) holds by D—k >n, —k > 0. 

(ii) if, say, ny > k, nz < k then (17) holds since the left hand side of it 

has a positive and a non-negative term. 

(iii) if n1,n2 < k then suppose that 

2 

(D - b? < (m —K)(m— Bs (k- BF") 

1.e. 
p-k<p-Ut™., 

It yields 

4k>nm+n+2D=n-k 

which contradicts k < n/5. 

Now, let us estimate and calculate the number of edges in G, and H,,, 

respectively . There is no reason to calculate:the horizontal edges, we just 

have taken care of them. 

What about the vertical edges, vertical degrees? 

In case of H,, we use the following calculation: Above, for n; = a; +c, 

nm, — D —k, vertices are joined to n2 — kz vertices; D vertices are joined to 

N2 — D vertices from the other class, and k; vertices are joined to D vertices 

from the other class. So 

e(H,,) =(m -D- ki)(ne - ke) + D(ne _ D) + k,D 

=(n, — D — ky)(n2 — ke) + (D — kx )(m2 — D) + kine.
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In G, we can estimate the number of edges as follows: 

The number of horizontal edges is estimated by the same amount: 

(k, + k2)D. The number of vertical edges incident to the k, independent 

horizontal edges is estimated by k,n2, since each vertex in A; UC; is joined 

to at most one end of such an edge. -For the remaining at least D — ki 

vertices in B, we can use the stronger estimate n2 — D and for all the other 

vertices above we can use the weaker bound n, — kz, since these vertices are 

joined to at most one end of each edge of the kp horizontal selected edges. 

We obtained the desired estimate and this completes the proof. m 

4. Proof of Theorem 4 

It is enough to prove that if (G,,) is a sequence of graphs not containing K3 

and having at least 
n2 

25 

edges and — for the corresponding pentagonlike graphs H, — G,, satisfies 

+ o(n?) 

e(Gn) > e(H,) — 0(n”) 

then G, can be made pentagonlike by deleting o(n”) edges. We have to 

deal with the two cases D < c and D > ¢ separately, like in the proof of 

Theorem 3. In general, we follow the estimations in the proof of Theorem 

3 and use its notation. 

(A) Assume that D £ c. 

Unless t = c—0(n), we gain some an? edges for infinitely many of our 

graphs in (16), which implies that 

e(Gn) < e(Hn) — an’, 

contradicting our assumptions. Therefore we may assume that t = c— o(n). 

Further, since c > ¥ +72 +291 +22 = t+91+ 2, therefore 91 +92 = o(n). 

A similar argument shows that |N(z) A;| = c—o(n) for almost all the 

vertices z € C;. Indeed, if for agn of them we had |N (x) N Aj] < c— agn, 

then we could gain a3n in (12) and it would improve our final inequality (14)
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by a2a3n”, contradicting our assumption. It is also clear that for almost 
each z € C the pair 

(N(z)N Ai; N(x) Ag) 

is almost the same, say (U3;U;) with |U3],|Us| > c — o(n) where |U3| = 
c — o(n) if cz 4 o(n) and |Us| = c — o(n) if c. # o(n). Finally, it is not 
too difficult to show that a, — a2 = o(n), in this case, otherwise we could 
move some vertices from the larger A; to the smaller one, increasing the 

total number of edges by some an?. 

(B) We have applied Lemma 1 to get k,, ky independent edges. If 

we can get more than k, + k, + a4n independent edges, then we gain at 

least a;n? edges in the estimates on e(G,,). This being excluded, we may 
apply Lemma 1**: There are k; vertices (forming a class W,) in C, almost 

completely joined to D vertices (forming a class Q,) of A; and kp vertices 
(forming a class W2) in C2 almost completely joined some other D vertices 
of Az, (forming a class Q2). Further, the number of other edges in A; UC; 

(and Az U C) respectively) is only o(n?): these edges can be disregarded. 
If kz # o(n) then almost all of the vertices of C, — W, are joined to each 

edge of the k2-matching by exactly one edge, and either they are joined to 

the vertices in Q2 or to ones in W2, and since |Q2| > |W2| + o(n) and we 
cannot gain agn? in the estimate so almost all of the vertices of C, — W, are 

joined to almost all vertices of Q2. Thus C, — W, can be added to A; — Qu, 

and similarly C, — W2 to Az — Qe. It is also clear that N(x) s 01 U 02 

for almost all z € W, U W2 and we get a pentagonlike graph with classes 

A, UC, — Wi, A, UC, —W2,Q1,Wi UW2,Q2. Nm 

5. Proof of Theorem 5. 

It is enough to prove Theorem 5 when we have a sequence of graphs (G,,) 
with 

n? 

e(G,) > 37 o(n?) 

and when (G,,) contains o(n?) K3’s. We may delete o(n?) edges of G,, so that 
in the remaining graph G;, each edge is contained in at most o(n) triangles. 
Now all the estimates (9)-(16) on the degrees and sums of degrees remain
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valid if we add an extra term +0(n) to the right hand side (or +0(n?), when 

we estimate numbers of edges between groups of vertices). B 

6. Proof of Theorems 6,6* 

Here and below the theory of supersaturated graphs will be used. Given 

a family L of forbidden graph, a graph G,, with e(G,,) > ext(n,L) will be 

called supersaturated. There are many results stating that supersaturated 

graphs contain many forbidden subgraphs. Below we shall use the following 

results. 

Theorem. [7] If G, is a p-uniform hypergraph with cn? p-edges, then it 

contains p classes X,,...,Xp of size t each so that all the t? p-tuples 

(t1,..-, 2p): uj € Xi for i=1,...,p 

are hyperedges of G,,. 

Corollary 3. If G,, is an ordinary graph containing at least cn? copies of 

K, for some fixed c > 0 and if n is sufficiently large, (n > no(c, p,t)) then 

G,, contains a K,(t,t,...,t). 

This result is extended by the following theorem of Erdés and Si- 

monovits: 

Theorem. [9] Assume that L is a forbidden graph and c > 0. There exists 

acy > 0 such that if e(G,) > ext(n, L) + cn® then G, contains at least 

[epn”) ] copies of L. 

Both Theorem 6 and Theorem 6% easily follow from Theorem 5. Indeed, 

let v = v(L). Now LC K(v,v,v). 

Let us consider a sequence of graphs, (G,) satisfying the conditions of 

Theorems 6 or 6*, with o(n?) instead of 6n?. 

If for some constant 7 > 0, G,, contains at least 7n? triangles, then — 

by the Erdős Theorem [7] applied to the triples of V(G,,) formed by the 

triangles of G,, G, D K(v,v,v), proving that L C G,. This is excluded 

by the condition of Theorem 6. By a generalization of the above theorem 

of Erdős, [see 9], if G, contains 7n* triangles, then it contains at least
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yn*” copies of K(v,v,v), and therefore at least yn” copies of L. (Each 

L can be extended in less than n?” ways into a K(v,v,v) C Gn.) This 
case is excluded by the conditions of Theorem 6*. Thus in both cases we 

may assume that G,, contains o(n*) copies of K3. Hence the assertion of 

Theorems 6,6* immediately follow from Theorem 5. # 
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On the Intersection of Independence Systems 

A. FARAGO 

ABSTRACT 

A family of independence systems on the same finite underlying set is said to 

have the minimax property if the maximum weight of a common independent set 
is characterized by a minimax formula which is a direct generalization of the for- 
mula of the Matroid Intersection Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition 

is given for any family of independence systems to have the minimax property. 

It is also shown: the minimax property implies that the maximum weight of a 

common independent set can be found by a polinomial-time algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

It is an important problem in combinatorial optimization to characterize 

the maximum size (or weight) of a common independent set of two or more 

independence system defined on the same finite underlying set. A celebrated 

example when it is well solved is the (Two-) Matroid Intersection Theorem 

of Edmonds [1]. On the other hand, the problem is NP-hard in the general 
case even for three matroids (see e.g. [3]). 

It is an exciting question, what makes the problem easy or hard, re- 

spectively, depending on the structure and/or the number of independence 

systems. Although we do not know any complete answer, it is possible to 

give a nontrivial necessary and sufficient condition characterizing those fam- 

ilies of independence systems in which the maximum weight of a common
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independent set satisfies an Edmonds-type minimax formula. As we shall 

see below, this fact has consequences for the algorithmic complexity, as well. 

2. Definitions, problem statement 

Let S be a finite nonempty set of cardinality n. A family F of subsets of S is 

called an independence system if @ € F and for any A,BC S, AC BEF 

implies A € F. The elements of ¥ are called independent sets. The rank 

function r : 25 > Z, = {0,1,2,...} is defined by 

r(A) = max{|X|:X CA, X EF} (ACS), 

that is, r(A) is the size of a maximum independent set contained in A. 

An independence system is a matroid if its rank function is submodular, 

that is, ; 

7(A) +7(B) >r(AU B)+ r(A nB) 

holds for any A,B C S. There are many other equivalent definitions for 

matroids (for a general reference see e.g. [7]) 

If F;, Fy are two matroids on S$ with rank function r:,72, respectively, 

then the Matroid' Intersection Theorem [1] says that 

max{|A|: A € Fy UF2} = min{r,(X) + r2(S — X): X C S} 

holds. 

In what follows we consider the more general weighted case with non- 

negative integer weights on the elements of S. For that purpose the weighted 

rank function r : ZZ — Z, is defined by 

r(x) = max{z(A): AEF} (xe Zt), 

where (A) denotes the weight of the set A, which is the sum of the weights 

of its elements with respect to the weighting vector x € Z".. Clearly, if x is 

restricted to 0-1 vectors, then we get back the unweighted rank function. 

As no ambiguity arises, the same letter is used for both (even if the weights 

are allowed to be arbitrary reals).
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The weighted case of the Matroid Intersection Theorem says that for 

any weighting vector w € Z% 

max{w(A):Aé€F,UF2} =min{ri(z)+re(y):2,yEZt, rt+y= w} 

(1) 
holds. 

Let F,,...,%m be general independence systems on S. It is not difficult 

to see that a direct but weak generalization of (1) can always be stated for 

any weighting w € Zt: 

max{w(A):AEFN...N Fm} < (2) 

< min{ry(11) +... +Tm(2m):%1,..-358m EZ, Wt+...+2m = wv}. 

We are interested in the question: what conditions can guarantee equality 

in (2)? To give a name to this property let us introduce a definition: 

Definition. The family (F1,..., Fm) of independence systems has the min- 

imax property if equality holds in (2) for any weighting w € 25 . 

Let us call a weighting vector w € Z%. even if each component of w is an 

even number. Now it is clear that the left-hand side of (2) is an even number 

for any even weighting w € Z (as then every set has an even weight). So 

in order to have equality in (2), the right-hand side must be also an even 

number in this case. Thus, an obvious necessary condition for having the 

minimax property is that the minimum on the right-hand side of (2) should 

be an even number for any even weighting w € Z%. The main result is 

that it is also sufficient, which gives a characterization of the families of 

independence systems having the minimax property. 

3. Results 

Theorem 1. The family (F,,...,Fm) of independence systems has the 

minimax property if and only if the (integer) value
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f(w) = min{ri(a1) +...+1m(@m) :21,...,2m € Zh, 

Lit...+¢2m =w} (3) 

is an even number for any even weighting w € ZT. 

Proof. Let P; be the polytope defined as the convex hull of independent 

sets of F; (i = 1,2,...,m) (the sets are identified with their characteristic 

vectors). Then clearly 

ri(y) = max{yz : 2 € P,} 

holds for any y € R” (extending the rank function to arbitrary real weights 

in the obvious way) 

Define the function g : 27 — R by 

g(w) = inf {r, (71) +... +1Tm(2m) :21,---,2m ERT, 

21, +...+2n = wh, (4) 

that is, the condition Ti, ...Tm € Z% in (3) is relaxed to R”. First we show 
that g(w) = f(w). 

If some x; in (4) has a negative component, then changing this compo- 

nent to zero will not increase r;(z;) and decreasing some components in the 

other z,’s (to restore 7; +...+2m = w) also will not increase the value of 

11(t1)+...+1Tm(%m). So it is enough to restrict ourselves to nonnegative ° 

z;’s, that is, one can replace R” in (4) by R%.. Moreover, using the fact that 

the rationals of the form p/2? (p,q € Z,) are dense everywhere in R,, one 
can write 

g(w) = inf min{r,(2°-%21)+...+1m(2 %%m): Ti,.... tm € Zh, (5) 
qe hy 

2% a,+...42 42, =w}= inf (2 min{r;(%1) +...+1m(2m): 
qe Zy 

Z1,+++)lm EZ, oy too ttm = Btu} b= inf 2 "9 f(29w,) . 
qe Ly
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Now let us say that f(2w) has an even realization if there exist even 

vectors @1,..-,@m € Zt such that a) +... +a, = 2w and f(2w) = 

r1(a1)+...+1m(Gm). Let w € Zt be a vector for which f(2wo) does not 

have an even realization and the sum of the components of wo is as small 

as possible. As f(0) has an even realization (namely a; = ... = Gm = 0), 
Wo must have a strictly positive component, say the i** one. Then, by the 

definition of wo, f(2wo — 2e;) has an even realization, say a;,...,@m € Zt 

(e; is the i*® unit vector). As f(2wo — 2e;) is even by assumption and 
the definition of f implies f(2wo — 2e;) > f(2wo) — 2, therefore, either 

f(2wo — 2e;) = f(2wo) — 2 or f(2wo — 2e;) = f(2wo). If the first one is 

the case then by adding 2e; to s; we obtain an even realization of f(2w), 

contradicting to the definition of wo. So f(2wo — 2e;) = f(2wo) must hold. 

On the other hand, the existence of an even realization of f(2wo — 2e;) 

implies f(2wo —2e;) = 2f(wo —e;), which provides again an even realization 

for f(2wo), simply by doubling the (arbitrary) realization of f(wo—e;). That 

is, in any case we arrive at a contradiction to the definition of wo, which 

shows that f(2w) always has an even realization, implying f(2w) = 2f(w). 

Continuing this by induction, we have 

f(2%w) = 2%f(w) (qeZ,, we Zt). (6) 

The combination of (5) and (6) yields g(w) = f(w). 

Now we can continue by using a result of convex analysis. Let 

Ci,...,Cm € Rf be convex sets with support functions 

h(a|C;) = sup{az: cEC;} (ae R”), 

respectively. Assume that C,}N...NC,, #@. Then 

h(alCiN...NCn) = (7) 

= inf{h(a,|C,)+...+A(@m|Cm): @1,-.-,@m € R", a) +...+4m =a}, 

where h(alCi MN... Cm) is the support function of C1 M...NCm (see 

Rockafellar [6], Corollary 16.4.1). Using r;(y) = h(a|P;) and the definition 

(4) of g, (7) yields 

h(w|P)= gw) (weZt), (8)
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where P = P, MN... Pm. As we have proved that g(w) = f(w) (w € Z%), 

(8) implies 

h(w|P)=f(w) (we Z4). (9) 

On the other hand, it follows from the definition of P that if w has 

negative components, then 

h(w|P)=h(wt|P) (w € Z), (10) 

where wt is obtained from w by changing the negative components to 0. 

So (9) and (10) together guarantee that the maximum value of any linear 

objective function with integral coefficients over P is an integer, which 

implies by the Edmonds-Giles Theorem [2] (see also Hoffman [4]) that P has 
integral vertices. Thus, P is the convex hull of the common independent 

sets of F,,...,F and 

h(w|P) = max{w(A): AE FLN...N Fm} = fw) (w € 23), 

which completes the proof. & 

Now let us turn to the algorithmic consequences: 

Theorem 2. Assume that the family (F,,...Fm) of independence systems 

has the minimax property and an oracle is given, which computes the sum 

s(w) = ri(wi) +... +1%m(wm) of the weighted rank functions on input 

w = (W1,...,Wm) € RP". Then, using this oracle, the value of 

max{w(A): AE FLN...N Fm} (w € Zt) 

can be computed in polynomial time. 

Proof. As r; is a convex function (¢ = 1,...,m), therefore, s(x) = 

11(t1)+...+Tm(2m) (& = (21,...,£m)) is also a convex function on RP”. 

Then the evaluation of g(w) as defined in (4) requires the minimization of 

a convex function on an affine subspace of Rp". This problem is known to 

be solvable in polynomial time (sée Yudin-Nemirovskii [5]). On the other 

hand, g(w) = f(w) (w € Z%) as it has been shown in the previous proof, 

so Theorem 1 implies 

g(w) = max{w(A): @a€F,N...NF,}. ©
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Corollary. If the family (F,,...,Fm) of independence systems has the 

minimax property and the weighted rank function of each F; (i = 1,...,m) 

can be computed in'polinomial time, then 

max{w(A): AE FAN... Fm} (we Zf) 

can be computed in polynomial time. 

4. Concluding remarks 

Although Theorem 1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for any family 

of independence systems to haveithe:minimax property, it may not be easier 

to check this condition than the definition itself. On the other hand, as 

the equivalence is nontrivial, it may give some insight to the structure of 

independence systems. For example, it can be shown that the condition of 

Theorem 1 is satisfied in the case of two matroids, providing a new proof of 

the Matroid Intersection Theorem. Unfortunately, an important question 

remains open, however: are there further “good” examples beyond the case 

of two matroids? 
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Projective Spaces and Colorings of Km x Kn 

R. J. FAUDREE*, A. GYARFAS and T. SZONYI 

ABSTRACT 

Associated with Shelah’s proof of van der Waerden’s theorem are edge 
colorings of Km x Ky, where no K2 x Kg is colored with two alternating colors. 

Using projective spaces, such colorings are obtained from m = n = r; m= 

re) a= 2r; m=r't, n =r? where r is the number of colors. It is shown 

that such an r-coloring exists for m =n = r't1 if the t-dimensional projective 
space of order r has the following property: there is a permutation of the points 

which maps each hyperplane into the complement of some hyperplane. 

1. Introduction 

Associated with Shelah’s nice new proof of the van der Waerden’s theorem, 

the following question is raised ((2], [3]). A “square” is a 4-cycle, that is 

a Ky x Ky C K,, x K,. A good r-coloring of Km x K, is an r-coloring of 

the edges of K,, x K, such that there are no squares with opposite edges 

having the same color. How large can n be, as a function of r, if K, x Ky, 

has a good r-coloring? Let f(r) denote the largest such n. In particular, is 

f(r) < r° for some fixed constant c? It was shown in [3] that f(r) > r? 
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(with a simple proof); moreover, f(r) > kr? for some positive k (with a 

complicated proof). It was also mentioned that n > r*® when r is a prime. 

Here a simpler. construction is given to show f(r) > r° for r a prime 

power. The method uses a property of projective planes, and will give 

f(r) > r** if the t-dimensional projective space of order r has this (com- 
‘plementary) property. 

Let PG(t,r) denote the ¢-dimensional projective space of order r over 

the finite field GF(r) (r is a prime power). Call H = PG(t,r) complemen- 

tary if 

(i) there exists a permutation 7 on the points of H such that the image of 

any hyperplane under 7 is disjoint from some hyperplane of H. 

We shall use an equivalent definition of the complementary property. 

Since PG(t,r) is self-dual, (i) is equivalent to 

(ii) there exists a one-to-one map between fhe points and hyperplanes of H 

such that the image of any set of hyperplanes containing a given point 

is disjoint from some hyperplane of H. 

Using Singer’s theorem, PG(t,r) can be generated by a difference set. 
The following property is stronger than (i): 

(iii) there exist two disjoint difference sets generating H (like {1,2,4} and 

{3,5,6} for PG(2, 2)). 

Our interest in this complementary property comes from the following 

result. 

Theorem 1. If PG(t,r) is complementary, then f(r) > r**?. 

For the case t = 2, the following can be proved. 

Theorem 2. The projective plane PG(2,r) is complementary. 

Actually the proof of Theorem 2 works for arbitrary projective planes 

of order r. 

From Theorems 1 and 2 we immediately get the following result. 

Theorem 3. If r is a power of a prime, then f(r) >r°. 

Theorem 1 would imply that f(r) > r* for some t (at least for r a prime 

power) if the answer is affirmative to the following problem. (We believe 

that a negative answer would also be interesting. )
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Problem. Is there any t > 3 for which PG(t,r) is complementary? 

As Aart Blokhuis [1] remarked, ¢ < r is necessary for the complementary 

property. Suppose to the contrary that t > r and consider the inverse 

mapping x’. For a line L of PG(t,r) the inverse image 1~1(Z) is a set 

of r+1 points. As t > r this pointset is contained in a hyperplane H and 

since 7(H) contains the line L which intersects every hyperplane, PG(t, r) 
cannot be complementary. 

It is easy to show that f(r) < r(73") (see [3]). Thus, by Theorem 3, 

f(2) = 8. For the off-diagonal version of Shelah’s problem, it is obvious 

that K (rst) X K,+41 has a good coloring. This is a consequence of coloring 

each of the r( 5) copies of K,4, differently, and then coloring the r + 1 

edges between two copies of a K,4, such that the one pair of edges with 

the same color are in a square that is already well colored. From this, it is 

also obvious that f(r) > r+ 1. We have the following two results. 

Theorem 4. K,2--1 x Ko, has a good r-coloring. 

Theorem 5. K,r+1 x K,2 has a good r-coloring if a projective plane of 

order r exists. 

Theorem 5 generalizes the result of [3] that K,2 x K,2 has a good r- 

coloring. The proofs are based on an equivalent formulation of a good 

r-coloring of Ky, x Ky. 

An (m,r)-coloring is a coloring of the edges of a complete graph K 

with vectors of length m whose coordinates are from the set {1,2,---,r}. 

Let G;; be the subgraph of K determined by those edges whose coloring 

vectors agree on the i’* and j** coordinates. An (m,r) coloring of Kn is 
good if x(Gi;) <r for each i and j with 1 <i < j < m, where yx denotes 
the chromatic number of a graph. 

Proposition 6. An (m,r)-coloring of K,, is good if and only if Ky, x Kn 
has a good r-coloring. 

Proof. Denote by Ki = {xi,25,---, 21} the i** copy of K, in Kn X K, for 

t = 1,2,---m. Then, r-colorings of U™, Ki C Km x K,, are in one-to-one 

correspondence with (m,r)-colorings of K, = {y1, y2,-+-,Yn}: the color of 

an edge e of K:, is identified with the i** coordinate of the color vector of 
e. This correspondence is called the canonical mapping.
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Assume a good (m,r)-coloring of K, is given. Since x(Gi;) < 7, the 
vertices of G,; have a proper r-coloring Xij : Color Ki C Km x Ka according 

to the canonical mapping. The edges (z+, 22) of Kn, x Ky, between Ki and 

Ki is colored with x;;(yp) for p = 1,2,---,m. Let S = {x}, 23, 23,25} bea 
square in K,, x K,. If (xi, 2') = e1 and (xi, zi) z ez have different, colors, 

then S is well colored. If ez and ez are colored with the same color, then 

the it and jt coordinates of the coloring vector of y,ya are the same (i.e. 
Yp¥q € E(Gi;)). Therefore, x;; colors yp and y, with different colors, and 

the colors of (z+, x3) and (xi, 2?) are different. Thus K,, x K,, has a good 

r-coloring. 
qq 

If Kj, x K, has a good r-coloring, then it implies an (m,r)-coloring on 

K,, by the canonical mapping. Then define x;; by coloring the vertex yp 

of Gj; with the color of (z},73) in K, x K, for p = 1,2,---,n. Assume 

that ypyq is an edge of G,;. Then (zi, 2) and (az j .23) have the same color 

in Km X K,. Therefore, the sguare S — (xi, zi, xi, ai} has different colors 

on the edges (zi, 23) and (2,23). Thus xi; assigns different colors to yp 

and y,, proving that y(Gi;) <r, (ie. K, has a good (m,r)-coloring). This 

completes the proof of Proposition 6. Mi 

2. Proofs 

In the spirit of Proposition 6, good (m,r)-colorings will be constructed in 

the following proofs. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the projective space H,,, = PG(t+1,r) 

and a hyperplane H, = PG(t,r) in Hi41. Then Agyi = Ai41 — Hy is the 

(t + 1)-dimensional affine space of order r. Let a;,@2,--+,@,+1 denote the 

points of A,,,. Identify the points of A,,, with the vertices of a complete 

graph K= Kyat . 

A good (r*+! ,r)-coloring of K is defined as follows. The coloring vectors 

are associated with the hyperplanes of H;. If h is a hyperplane of H,, then h 

defines a partition P(h).of A; into r parallel hyperplanes, B,, B2,---, B,. 

Let v(h) = [Yi, Yo,---, Y,++1] be the coloring vector defined by 

Y, =j if and only if a; € B;. 

Since H; is complementary, there exists a one-to-one map a between points 

and hyperplanes of H, with property (ii). Let (a;,a;) be an edge of K.
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Consider the line L(a;,a;) through a; and a; in Hi4,. Let z = L(aj,a;)N At, 
and let h be the hyperplane of H; with a(h) = z. Now (a,,a;) is colored 

with the vector v(h). 

To see that the given (r*t!,r)-coloring is good, consider the set of 

coloring vectors V,; which agree in the i** and j** coordinates. We have to 

show that the set of edges of K colored by vectors of Viz; determines an r- 

colorable graph G,;. Let H;; denote the set of hyperplanes of H; satisfying 

u(h) € V;;. If an edge (a,,a,) of K is colored by u(h) € V;;, then a, and a, 

are in the same partition class of P(h). Therefore, L(a,,a,)N H; =z Eh 

for each h € H;;. Thus, the hyperplanes of H;; all contain z and then, by 

property (ii), a(Hi;) Oh: = @ for some hyperplane hij of Hy. If (ap, aq) 

is an edge of K colored with v(h) € V;;, then the definition of the color 
assignment implies L(a,,a,)M H; € a(H;;). Since hi; N a(Hi;) = 9, the 

partition P(h;;) on Az4i defines a partition of K such that the set of edges 

colored by v(h) € Hj; are all between different classes of P(h,;). Thus 

x(Gi;) <r and Theorem 1 is proved. Mi 

Proof of Theorem 2. It is well known (and easy to prove by counting) 

that if H is a set of r+1 points in PG(2,r), (or in any finite plane of order 

r) and H is not a line, then there exists a line H’ such that HN H' = 9. 

Therefore, to prove that PG(2,r) is complementary, it is enough to find a 

permutation 7 that maps lines into non-lines. The number of permutations 

mapping a fixed line onto another fixed line is (r + 1)!(r?!). Thus, the total 

number of wrong permutations is at most (r? + r+1)?(r + 1)!r?!, and it is 

easy to see that for r > 3 this number is smaller than (r?+7r+1)!, the total 
number of permutations on PG(2,r). For the case r = 2, one can use (iii) 

noting that {1,2,4} and {3,5,6} are two disjoint difference sets generating 

the Fano plane. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. B 

The above proof works for arbitrary projective planes. For PG(2,r) 

one can also use that it is possible to find two disjoint difference sets by 

taking a multiple of a difference set by a non-multiplier and using the same 

remark as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2. For example —1 is 

never a multiplier. 

Proof of Theorem 4. It is easy to see that the edge set of K,2r-1 

can be partitioned into 2r — 1 graphs H,, H2,---,H2,--; so that each G; 

is r-chromatic. The coloring vectors are defined as follows. The com- 

plete graph Ko, on vertices {z1,22,---,Z2,} is factorized into 1-factors 

F,, Fo,-+-, For-1. Then, each F; defines a coloring vector of length 2r by
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setting the pairs to. 1,2,---,r on the coordinate pairs corresponding to F;. 
The (2r,r)-coloring of K,2--1 is good since Gi; is just one of the graphs H;. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. m 

Proof of Theorem 5. This proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 
4. A good (r?,r)-coloring is defined on K,r+1 by partitioning the edges into 
r+ 1 graphs H,, H2,---H,,, that are each r-chromatic. Then, each H; is 
colored with a different vector defined by the r +1 partitions of the affine 
plane of order r. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. u 
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Sumsets and Powers of 2 

G. A. FREIMAN 

1. Introduction 

For a finite set of positive integers A let |A| denote the cardinality of A, and 
let 1(A) denote the maximal element of A. In the proof of a conjecture of 

Erdés and Freud it was shown by Erdés and Freiman [4} that there exists a 

constant la such that for any A with I(A) > Ip and |A| > HA | some power 
of 2 can be represented as a sum of distinct elements of A. 

Nathanson and Sdérkézy [7] obtained an upper bound for the number 

of summands which is sufficient for such a representation. Namely, for a 

positive integer h let hA denote the set of all sums-of h elements of A 

and let h* A denote the set of all sums of h distinct elements of A. The 

result states that there exists an Jp such that for any A with [(A) > Ip and 

|A| > Ka there exists h < 3504 (resp. A < 30361) such that the set hA 
(resp. h* A) contains a power of 2. 

In this paper. we improve these results and prove the following two 

theorems. 

Theorem 1. For.any finite set of positive integers A with |A| > HA): the 
set hA contains a power of 2 for some h < 6. 

We note that in this result there is no any restriction to the number 

I(A).
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Theorem 2. For any finite set of positive integers A such that 

(A) > 42000 (1) 

and |A| > 4a the set h” A contains a power of 2 for some h < 16. 

2. Long arithmetic progressions in the sets AK 

Nathanson and Sérkézy’s proof of their result is based on Dyson’s theorem 
({3]). The main ingredient in the proof of our result is the following theorem 
from [6, page 11]. 

Theorem 3. Let K be a finite set of k integers. If |2K| = 2k—1+b, where 
0<b<k-—3, then K is contained in an arithmetic progression of length 
k--b. m 

From now on till the end of the paper we work with a finite set of 
positive integers A and the set K = AU {0}. One has / = IK) =l(A),k= 
|K| = |A| +1 and hK = U*_,sA,where 0A = {0}. Let d(K) denote the 
greatest common divisor of elements of K. 

Corollary 1. If] > 2k — 3 and d(K) = 1, then |2K|>3k—3. = 

Corollary 2. If! <2k—3, then |2K|>k+l. m 

Denote [m,n] = {x € Zlm < x <n}. 

Theorem 4. Let | < 2k —3. Then 

[2 — 2k + 2,2k - 2] c 2K. 

Proof. For any z € [I, 2k — 2] the sets K and z— K are parts of (0, 2k — 2]. 
Thus, since both are of cardinalitity k, their intersection is not empty and 

(1, 2k — 2] c 2K. 

For any z € [21 — 2k + 2,1 — 1] the segment (0, z] contains at least 
k — (1 — z) elements of each of the sets K and z — K. These sets have a 
nonempty intersection if 2(k -1+z) >z+1orz> 2l—2k+1. This proves 
that (21-2k+2,1-1]C2K. m
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Theorem 5.. Let d(K) =1 andk >£+1. Then 

[21 + 2,61 — 2] c 8K. 

Proof. If k < 43, then / > 2k — 3. Using the conditions d(K) = 1 and 

k>4+1 and Corollary l we obtain — 

|2K| >3k-3>141. , (2) 

If k > 43, then |2K| > 2k-1>1+4+1. Thus, the inequality (2) is 
always fulfilled. 

Now we apply either Corollary 1 or Corollary 2 to the set 2K. In the 

case of Corollary 1 one has 

|4K| > 3|2K| —3 > 31. (3) 

In the case of Corollary 2 one has |4K| >1+1+4 2! = 31+1. Thus, the 

inequality (3) is always fulfilled. 

We use Theorem 4 for the set 4K, for which we already know that (3) 
holds and 1(4K) = 4l. @ 

The fact that the sets AK and h* K contain a long arithmetic progres- 

sion is very important for various applications (see, for example, [5] and 

12]. 

Corollary. Theorem 1 is true for some h < 8. 

Proof. Suppose first that d(A) = 1; then d(K) = 1 andk > $ +1. By 

Theorem 5 there exists an r such that 2" € 8K = Us_. s A. 

Suppose now that d(A) = 2. For the set = (xlz — $,a € K} we 
have d(=) = 1. Denoting 1, = $ and applying Theorem 5 to £ we obtain 
[21, + 2,61, — 2] c 8(4). Thus, there exists s such that 2°"! € 8(4) and 

therefore 2° € 8K. Since |A| > HA) the case d(A) > 3 is impossible. mM 

Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that / is not a power of 2. Then 

there exists s € N such that 21 < 2° < 41. We may also assume that 2"! ¢4K 

and 2°"! ¢2*—2K = {2*—b|be 2K}. Now consider the sets 4K and 2° —2K 
which both lie in the set [0,4I]\{2* 1} of cardinality 41. Using (2) and (3), 
we get |2°-—2K|>1+1 and |4K|>3l. Thus our two sets 2°-2K and 4K 
have a nonempty intersection which means that 2°€6K.
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We note that a generalization of Theorem 2 for a more general condition 
on the quotient & may be obtained. We plan“to do it in another paper. 

2. The case of distinct summands 

Proof of Theorem 2. Let A = {a;,a2...a;4,}, where 1 < a, < a2 < 

.< aa =l. Let M = {(a;, a; ) € Ax Ali < a} and M(c) = ((a;, a; ) € 

Ax Al0<j—-—i<c},ceEN. Let o denote the sum mapping M — 2A and 

let o, denote the restriction of o to M(c). Our first aim is to obtain a lower 
bound for the cardinality of the set 

= {b € 2A] |o !(b)| > 15}. 

For this we use the evident inequality 

oz (A), IM(9I— IT RA VAD] 
max] —— maxlos? 
  |A;| > 

We now estimate the numbers in the right-hand side of this inequality. 

The number of pairs (a;,a;) with j -i = d > 0 is equal to |A| — d and 

therefore 
c(c = 1 IM(ol = Dr(Al- 4) = ela - 1+). 

d=1 

Since |2A| < 21 we have 

lo“ (2A \ Ai) < 14-21 = 281. 

Let b € 2A and o,'(b) = {(ai,,@;,)-.-.(@:i,,@;,)}, where i: < ig <... << 
is <js<...< ji. Since c > jy — 4, > 28 — 1, then |oz*(b)| = s c 8. 
Now using |A| > 4 we obtain 

c|A| — <2 — 281 

  

|Ai| > ar 2 al- c, (4) 
2 

2 562 
where cz — 37 et: 

We choose c = 1500. Then 

c 
l PETE (5)
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because the right-hand side is less than 20000, which is less than / by (1). 

We claim that d(Ai) < 3. Indeed, if d(A;) > 4, then |A,| < #44 s 
2! = 0.51 and (4) implies I < asz Which contradicts (5). 

Consider the case d(A,) = 3. We want to apply Theorem 4 to the 
set 41, where K; = A, U {0}. For this we have to verify the inequality 

(4) < 2|K,| — 3 (note that |42| = |.K,|). We have [(42) < # and from 
(4) we have |K,| > c:l--c+1=m-+1, where we denote m = c,l—c. Using 

(1) we obtain (52) s § < 2m-1 < 2|Kj| -3. 

Using Theorem 4 we obtain [21(41) — 2|K,| + 2,2|Ki| — 2] c 2(42). 

Add to both sides of this relation the set 2{0,/(41)}. We get 

= (au ~ 2\Ky| +2, au) + 2K | — 2 c 4( 5. (6) 

Since |A| > Ha) there exists a;, € A such that a;, = 1(mod 3) or a;, = 
2(mod3). Let w € N be the maximal number satisfying 2” = a;,(mod 3) 
and 

Qu-2 — a; K 

7 c A(Z) — 2111 2. (7) 

We claim that 

2” — ai, 

3 
  < a) + 2|K,| — 2. 

Suppose that this is not true. Then from (7) we get 2”? > 4|K,| — 4. 

On the other hand, (7) gives 277? ca a,, + 61(41) — 6|K,|+6, and we have 
4|K,|—4 < 1+61(4) —6|K,|+6, that is, 10|K,| < 61(42)+1+10. Using the 
inequalities 1(42) < 2 and |K,| > m-+1, we obtain 10m+10 < 6-%+1+10, 
that is, |< 45 which contradicts (5). 

2” — a; 
Since w is the maximal number satisfying (7), we see that oti en 

and then (6) gives 2” € a;,+4K,. This means that we can find such numbers 
b, € A,1<i<t<4, that 

2” = ai, +b) + bo +... +54. (8) 

Each (a;,a;) € 0° '(b), 6 € Aj, gives a representation a; + a; — b. 

Suppose that (a;,,a;,) € 0 1(b1),..., (@in,_, ,4i,,) EO 1(b,), 1< 8 <t, are 
such that all 2s + 1 integers a;,,ai,,...,@i,, are different. Since 2s +1 < 7,
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lo +(be41)| 3 15, there exists (as... , ai2.42) € ő" (bsy1i) such that all the 
integers @;,,@;,,---@ir,,, are different. Thus, we obtain a representation of 

2” as a sum of at most 9 different elements of K, i.e., 2” € 9° K. 

Consider now the case d(A,) = 1. For the set K; we have I(K1) S 21 

and |Ki| >m-+1. 

Lemma. 

(i) If l(.K,) < 2m — 2, then 

[21(K,) — 2m, 6l(K,) + 2m] C 8K. (9) 

(ii) If (Ky) > 2m —2 and (2K) < 2|2K,| — 3, then 

[4l(Ky) — 6m + 2, 41(Ky) + 6m — 2] C 8Ki. (10) 

(iii) If (Ky) > 2m —2 and (2K) > 2|2K,|— 3, then 

[161 — 18m + 8, 18m — 8] C 8K. (11) 

Proof. (i) Applying Corollary 2 to the set K, we find |2K,| > 1(K,)+m-+1. 
Applying Corollary 2 to the set 2K, we get |4K,| > 1(2K,) + |2Ki| > 

31(K,) +m-+1. We now apply Theorem 4 to the set 4K. Since /(4K,) = 

4l(K1), we get (9). 

Finally we remark that if [(K,) > 2m — 2 then, by Corollaries 1 and 2, 

one has 

|2K,| > 3m. (12) 

(ii) We apply Corollary 2 to the set 2K, and from (12) we get |4K,| > 

1(2K,) + |2K,| > 21(K,) + 3m. From Theorem 4 we obtain (10). 

(iii) We apply Corollary 1 to the set 2K, and from (14) we obtain |4K,| > 

3|2K,|— 3 > 9m—3. To apply Theorem 4 to the set 4K, we have to verify 

the condition of the theorem. In view of 1(4K,) < 81 and |4K,| > 9m — 3 
this condition will be true assuming 81 < 18m — 9, which follows from (1). 

Thus we obtained (11). Mm 

If for the two positive integers x and y the condition 22 < y holds, then 

there exists w € N such that 2” € [z,y]. We claim that all the intervals 
constructed in the Lemma are of the form [z, y] with 2x < y. This is evident 

for the interval in (9). For the interval in (10), the condition is equivalent 

to the inequality 41(K,) < 18m —6. Since I(Ki) < 21 and m = ql —c,
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the later inequality follows from (1). For the interval in (11) the condition 

2(161 — 18m +8) < 18m — 8 is true by (1). Thus 2” € 8K, for some w € N. 

We now use the same reasoning as in the case d(A,) = 3. Let 2” = 

b tbo t+... +h,1<t < 8, bo; € Ki,w € N. Suppose that (a;,,a:,) € 

o71(b),..-5(@iz,_, in, ) € O *(b,), 1 < 8 < t, are such that that all 2s 

integers @;,,@;,...d;,, are different. 

Since 2s < 14, |Jo~!(bs41)| > 15, there exists (a;,,,, 5 @in,4.) € 7 * (be11) 

such that all the integers a;,,a;,...@:,,,, are different. Thus, we obtain a 

representation of 2” as a sum of at most 16 different elements of K, i.e. 

2” € 16K. 

The case d(A2) = 2 is treated in the same way as in the end of the proof 

of Corollary of Theorem 5. 

I thank Prof. Noga Alon for very valuable discussions which allowed 

me to improve the exposition and result of Theorem 2. Combining the 

technique used here with the application of Roth’s Theorem, as used in 

[1], Prof. Alon has proved recently that the number 16 in Theorem 2 can 

be reduced to 8. He also gave a simple example showing that Theorem 1 

becomes false if the number 6 is replaced by 3 and Theorem 2 becomes false 

if the number 16 (which can be replaced by 8) is replaced by 4. 
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Noise Perturbations of Random Mappings 

Tend to Produce Rapid Mixing 

J. FRIEDMAN, C. GOTSMAN* and E. SHAMIR' 

ABSTRACT 

We show that noise operators composed with Markov chains induced by 

random mappings tend to cause rapid mixing of the chain. 

1. Introduction 

Denote [N] = {1,...,N}. Consider a mapping F : [N] — [N] and the 

N x N transition matrix Po, corresponding to F. The matrix Po has zero 

entries, except for a single 1 on each row. Let {Is : 6 > 0} be a family of 

stochastic matrices representing noise. By this we mean that Ip = I (identity 

matrix), and the diagonal elements of Is are 1 — O(6). Now Consider 

P = Pols 

  

* Partially supported by an Eshkol fellowship, administered by The National 

Council for Research and Development - Israel Ministry of Science and Development. 

' Partially supported by grant #438/89 of the Israel Academy of Sciences.
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This is a (usually ergodic) Markov chain on [N] for 6 > 0. One expects 

that it mixes rapidly. This means that the discrepancy between the rows 

of P* and the stationary distribution of P decreases like g* for some q < 1 

(more rapidly if q is far from 1). The practical significance of this property 

is that stationarity is achieved after only a small fraction of the state space 

has been traversed (say, some power of log N states). If {Xo, A1,---, An-1 } 

are the eigenvalues of P in decreasing order of their modulii, then A) = 1 

and Ji] is an estimate for q [5]. Thus the goal is to show that Az is well 
inside the unit disc as ó grows. 

Example: Pa is a permutation matrix (Pf — Pa ") and I; is symmetric 

such that JA: (I5)I S 1—bő. It follows from the inequality concerning singular 
values of product matrices ([3] p. 246) that 

|Ar(P)| < |A1(Po)||A1 Is)| < 1 — 06 (1) 

a 

We shall concentrate on a specific form of symmetric noise matrix 

n (1-6 6 \ 
b= Xi (75 196) 

where x denotes tensor product. Thus the size of I; is N = 27. An 

illuminating interpretation of the Markov chain P = Pol; in this case is 

obtained as follows: Consider a network of n binary (0 — 1) processors. A 

state x = (1,...,2%,) of the chain is a boolean vector, where z; is the value 

of processor 7. The 2” states of the chain are ordered and Po represents n 

boolean functions F = (f1,...,f,), where f; : {0,1}* —> {0,1} describes 
how 2; evolves with time , i.e. 

x(t +1) = (f1(x(2)), - . . , fa(x(t))). (2) 

However, in the chain P, the transitions in time are stochastic, and the tran- 

sition of each coordinate x; as in (2) therefore occurs only with probability 

1—6é. A transition to the opposite boolean value occurs with probability 6. 

The complete state transition (2)-occurs with probability (1 — 6)”. Thus I, 

introduces independent 6 noise in each coordinate, and therefore its name 

“the hypercube noise”. 

One would hope to have an estimate like (1) for general (non-invertible) 

Po, with a fixed positive b. This is not true in general. Our thesis is
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that a bound similar to (1) should remain true for a random mapping 

F : {0,1}" —> {0,1}", ie. for almost all Po. We are unable to compute 

|A,| exactly for arbitrary P. However, we are able to compute aa at 6 =0 
and show that it is approximately —n with high probability. This gives 

an estimate of 1 — né for |\1| in the cases where 6 is extremely small (e.g. 

exponentially small). For larger values of 6, an accurate estimate for |A;| 

requires higher order derivatives. We have had no success in calculating 

these higher order derivatives. However, numerical results seem to indicate 

that the estimate 1 — nő for [Ai] is valid for 6 = o(+) (polynomially small 

noise), which would mean that rapid mixing is obtained. 

  

The practical significance of this result is that deterministic graphs 

may be turned into stationary distributed (or nearly stationary distributed) 

graphs very quickly by small perturbations, yielding uninformative, unpre- 

dictable graphs. This could have applications in cryptography. 

2. The Rapid Mixing Theorem 

  In this section, we estimate mt at 6 = 0 for a random F: {0,1}" —> 

{0,1}”. Recall that the transition graph corresponding to Po is determin- 

istic, characterized by a finite number of connected components. The suc- 

cessor of a state x will be denoted by succ(x). Each component C; (of size 
|C;|) has transient states tr(C;) and a unique cycle cyc(C;) of length 1;. To 

each cycle corresponds a primitive root of unity w; of order 1;. This cycle 

contributes all J; distinct powers of w; to the spectrum of Pp (the transient 

states contribute zeros to the spectrum). The left eigenvector of Po corre- 

sponding to w” supported only on C;, is x = (w, ",w, am .. , ml 1) 

(coordinates not supported have been omitted). 

For each specific eigenvalue w # 0 of Pp with multiplicity k, we define 
a set of vectors z;, 1 = 1,...,k. Their definition and connection to Po is 

outlined in the following two lemmas: 

Lemma 1. Let w # 0 be an eigenvalue of Po, and let C;,i = 1,...,k be 

all the connected components of Po’s transition graph which contribute w 
to the spectrum (all the components with cycle length | such that w' = 1). 

Construct the vectors z;, each supported on C;, as follows:
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Choose an arbitrary state x in the cycle cyc(C;). Label x with 1. 

Label succ(x) with w, succ(succ(x)) with w? and so on until the cycle 

is completed. 

Label each transient node in C; at distance r from the closest cyclic 

node x (r transitions lead it into the cycle at x) with w" - label(x). 

Nodes not in C; are labelled with 0. 

e Define z; = (label(x,),..., label(xz» )). 

Then for any vector u and any 1 <i < k, uPoz! = wuzi (zi denotes the 

transpose of-z; ). 

Note that the labelling of the cycles is done in the opposite direction 

around the cycle, compared to the labelling of Po’s eigenvectors supported 

on these cycles. This fact will play an important role in the sequel. 

Proof. Observe that multiplication by Po “pushes” u down the transients 

and around the cycle. Scalar product with z; sums up the labels. This is 

equivalent to multiplying by w and summing up. @& 

Notation. Let v be a n-vector and A an xX n matrix over a field F. Say 

that v € Im(A) iff there exists a u € F” such that v = uA. 

Lemma 2. If v € Im(Po — wI) then vzi = 0 fori =1,...,k. 

Proof. Since v € Im(Pp» — wI), there exists a u such that v = u(Pp — wIJ). 

Scalar product of the equation with z’ yields vz! = uPoz! — wuz!, which 

vanishes by Lemma 1. BH 

We are now ready to state the main result of this paper: 

Theorem 1. Let Po be the transition matrix of a random mapping on 

N = 2” elements (i.e., each mapping is chosen with equal probability). Let 

P = Pols, and A; be the complex random variable corresponding to the 

second eigenvalue of P. Then 

lA, 
06 
  Prob [ilh.g > -n +0") < exp(-Ofn-e2rmv- )) 

for any 0 c B < 1/4. 

Proof. For small 6, we can regard I; as a perturbation operating on Po, 

which perturbs the complex (roots of unity) spectrum of Po. Denote by w
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a typical eigenvalue of Py with eigenvector x and multiplicity k. The same 

notations, with the subscript 6, are the perturbed values. Expanding as a 

power series (see [2], Chap. 2.2), we have: 

I; =1+6A4+ 6... 

W5 =w + dw’ +... 

Xs =x +6x' +... 

Here A = A — nl, where A is the adjacency matrix of the hypercube. 

We would like to estimate the possible values of |w’|. Since xsPols — wsxs, 

we derive the two first-order equations: 

xPy = wx (3) 

xPpA+x’Po = w’x+ux’ (4) 

Substituting (3) in (4), we have: 

x' (Pp — wl) — wx — wxA 

or that w’x — wxA € Im(Ppo — wI), which has co-dimension k. Applying 

Lemma 2., we obtain 

(w'x — wxA)zi =0 i=1,...,k (5) 

for all the z; corresponding to w, as defined in Lemma 1. Since x is 

an eigenvector of Pp corresponding to w, it can be expressed as a linear 

combination of eigenvectors supported on the k distinct cycles whose lengths 

I, satisfy wt = 1: 
k 

x= SS ajX;. (6) 
j=l 

Noting that x,;z' = 1;6,;, substituting (6) in (5), we obtain the k coupled 
equations: 

k 
, t - 

[ia — w > a,;x;Az; =0 i=1,...,k. 

j=l 

Recalling that A = A — nl, this reduces to the following matrix equation 

for the k-vector a: 
aM = (w’ + ww)a (7)
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where M is a k x k matrix. This implies that w’ + nw are eigenvalues of 

M, defined by Ma, = ¢x.Az,. Denoting by neigh(x) the neighborhood of 

the vertex x on the hypercube (all vertices at unit distance from x), this is 

equivalent to: 

1 0 ifyéCl Mw = — i . 
° oe ) Lor if y € C,, for some integer r (8) 

yé€neigh (x) 

The value w” is obtained as label,(y)label,(z). Thus, there is a k; x k; 

matrix for each distinct eigenvalue w; of Po with multiplicity k;. The first 

(and largest) matrix is M! of dimension k: , the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 

w, = 1, ie. the number of components in the transition graph. In effect, 

this describes the transitions between components, they being metastates. 

From (8), the rows of M? all sum to exactly n, and consequently this is also 

the largest eigenvalue of M!. Substituting in (7), this corresponds to the 

case w’ = 0, which is to be expected, as P also has a unique unit eigenvalue 

Ao. We will now proceed to show that the remaining eigenvalues of M! have 

very small modulii. This is because M! is very close to a rank 1 matrix, i.e. 

its rows are almost identical, similar to the first eigenvector a. For this we 

need the following facts about almost all random mappings on sets of size 

N (see [1] Chap. 14 or [4] for a complete exposition). 

1. For any 0 < c < 1, the expected no. of trees (set of transients connected 

to a single cyclic state) of size > cN is asymptotically (as N —+ 00) 

mc ?—-l. 

2. The total number of cyelic states is agymptotically O(N?). 

3. The total number of cycles (components) is asymptotically distributed 

like Poisson(4 log N). 

These facts indicate that random mappings are rather peculiar: with 

high probability there are exceptionally large components. On the other 

hand, the number of cyclic states is only of order N?. 

Applying Fact 3 to our case (N = 2”), we have that k; = O(n). By 

definition, and because of the random nature of the hypercube structure 

relative to the random mapping, ~ 

Mi, © iL DX; (9)
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  where x; are iid. Bernoulli variables such that Pr{x; = 1} = Co 

Calculating the first two moments of the entries of M?’: 

nd 1 1Col en 
E(MG) i,” lan 7 an Col (10) 

Ci C n [Ci ar(Mi,) = grt Cla — Il) w RH (11) 

Divide the components of the random mapping into two disjoint sets: C, = 

{C; : |Ci| > 27}, Co = {Ci : |Ci| < 275}. Because of Fact 1 about 
random mappings, C, is not empty with extremely high probability, and 

because of Facts 2 and 3, the cycle lengths of components in C; are O(2?). 

After renaming the states, write the matrix M? in block form: 

Mi} M?2 

M* = (Me Me) 

where Mi describes the transitions from C; to C;. Applying (10) and 
remembering that the rows sum to n, the expected values of the Mj, are 

(in block form): 

MI) = O(n) O(n2- 3) 
EM) — es On2-#)) 

and from (11), the variances are: 

1 o(n2-%) o(n2-3) 

Var(M’) = (oir) am2-3) ) 

We now show that the matricess M? and M? almost vanish by bounding 

their Euclidean norm IIMII — (0.5 M2?,)?. This also bounds the spectral 

radius of M*: 

IM || < So [May] = O(n?2-F) 4 = 1,2. (12) 
a,b 

This shows that M? is effectively lower block-triangular. It’s spectrum is 

the union of the spectra of M"! and M”*. We have shown that the spectrum 

of M”? is exponentially small, so we turn our attention to that of M’’.
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Denote o? = n2”?. The modulus of the second eigenvalue of M"™ can 
be bounded by the following (weak but useful) inequality ((5] p. 63): } 

, 1 
Aa] = [n+ w'| < 5 max 3 ÍM a — Mao (13) 

b 
a1502 2 

It is easily verified that: 

E(IMŰ a — Mű] — 0(o) 

Var(IMC s — Má l) = 0(0”). ai b a2, 

Since max,,; |aj;| < }7,, |aij|, the first two moments of the right side of (13) 
are of order: 

fy =0(n?ca) 3 a? = 0(n3a7) 

which obviously can be bounded by 

fy =O, = o(nt27 1). 

Chernoff’s bound on the deviation of a sum of i.i.d. random variables 

implies: 

i é 1 

Prob [n + |w| 2 |n+w'| > p1 +a01] < exp(— 57) 

for any a > 0. Taking a = O(2"1/4- 4)" ) where 0 < 6 < 1/4 yields 

Prob [|w’| > —n + O(27°")] < exp(—O(n=82241/4-#) J) 

as required. 

This shows that w’ is exponentially close to —n in all except an increas- 

ingly small percentage of the cases. 

We now show that the complex matrices M’ have almost vanishing 

norms for 7 > 1. This means that their spectrum also almost vanishes, 

yielding perturbations of almost —né on w,, the j’th eigenvalue of Po. If w; 

is a s’th root of unity, we first note that the dimension k; of M? is the num- 

ber of components C; such that 1; (mod s) = 0. This is approximately EL, 

  

1 The expression on the right side of the inequality is the coefficient of ergodicity. 

In some cases, this inequality is strong enough to be of use in bounding the convergence 
rate of ergodic stochastic matrices. An example may be found in [6].
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The matrix M/ describes the transitions between these cycles. Similarly to 

(9), 
ni ; 1 2 

Mi — Tt >» Xm 
2 m-1 

where Ym are i.d. random variables such that PrfXm — w") — LSE, 

r=0,...,8—1. Calculating the first two moments: 

uw = E(M’,) = 0 

1 Cr -n ; 
0? = Var(M?,) = ant, et = 0(2 7) (14) 

we can see that the norm (and therefore also spectral radius) of M? is 

exponentially small, similarly to (12): 

||M2 || < k?o = 0(n?2°*). 7 

We have shown that I; almost always perturbs the second unit eigenvalue of 

P, with a derivative of —n. This gives an estimate of 1 — né for |A;| in the 

cases where 6 is extremely small (eg. exponentially small). For larger values 

of 6, an accurate estimate for |\,| may involve higher order derivatives. We 

have had no success in calculating these higher order derivatives. However, 

numerical results seem to indicate that the estimate 1—n6 for |,;| is valid for 

6 = o(+) (polynomially small noise), which would mean that rapid mixing 

is obtained. 

3. Conclusion 

Two properties of random mappings on N = 2” elements are essentially re- 

sponsible for the apparent rapid mixing property: the small (logarithmic) 

number of connected components in the transition graph and the lack of 

correlation between these transitions and the topology of the n-dimensional 

hypercube. Many forms of noise operators are possible, the one used here 

(Is) naturally derived from an underlying boolean processor network model, 

where each processor may err independently. It seems that any other noise 

operator uncorrelated with the transition graph should result in similar 

rapid mixing behavior. This phenomenon may find applications in cryptog- 

raphy.
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Interval Orders and Shift Graphs 

Z. FUREDI, P. HAJNAL, V. RODL and W. T. TROTTER’ 

ABSTRACT 

A finite partially ordered set (poset) P = (X, P) is called an interval or- 
der if there is a 1 — 1 function which assigns to each element x € X a closed 
interval [az,6z] of the real line R so that x < y in P if and only if bz < ay 

in R. For a poset (X, P), height(X,P) is the maximum number of points in 
a chain, while dim(X, P) is the dimension of (X, P), the minimum number of 
linear orders on X whose intersection is the partial order P. In 1972, I. Ra- 

binovitch proved that the function f(n) = max{dim(X,P): height(X,P) c 
n, P is an interval order} is defined and satisfies f(n) < [n+1]. In this paper, 
we show that f(n) = lglgn+(1/2+ o(1))(ig lg ign). The proof techniques in- 
clude establishing links between the dimension of interval orders, the chromatic 
number of shift graphs, and the classical problem of counting the number of 
antichains in the subset lattice. 

1. Introduction 

We consider a partially ordered set P (also called a poset or ordered set) 

as a pair (X, P) where X is a set (always finite in this paper) and P is a 
  

” Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation under DMS- 

8902481.
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reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation on X. The dimension 

of a poset P = (X, P), denoted by dim(P) or dim(X, P), is the least t so 
that the partial order P is the intersection of ¢ linear orders on X. We refer 

the reader to the monograph [14] and the survey articles [6], [11], [12] for 
additional material on dimension theory for posets. 

The height of a poset P = (X,P), denoted by height(X,P), is the 

largest n so that (X,P) contains a chain of n points. A poset of height 1 

is an antichain and has dimension at most 2. A poset of height 2 can have 

arbitrarily large dimension. Examples are given in [7]. 

There is an important class of posets for which the dimension is bounded 
in terms of height. A poset P = (X,P) is an interval order if there is a 

1 — 1 function assigning to each element x € X a closed’ interval [a,, ,| 

of the real line R so that x < y in P if and only if b, < a, in R. The 

following well-known theorem of P. Fishburn [4] gives a forbidden subposet 

characterization of interval orders. 

Theorem 1.1. (P. Fishburn). A poset P = (X,P) is an interval order 

if and only if X does not contain four points 21,2, 41, y2 with Ti CZ Ze, 

yi < Y2, Ti F Yo, and y, f rz in P. w 

In 1972, I. Rabinovitch [9] proved that the function f(n) = 

max{dim(X,P) : (X,P) is an interval order and height (X,P) < n} is 

well defined and satisfies f(n) < [n+ 1]. A logarithmic upper bound on 

f(n) was proved by Bogart, Rabinovitch and Trotter in [1]. The primary 

goal of this paper will be to prove a surprisingly tight asymptotic formula 

for f(n). Hereafter, all logarithms are base 2. 

Theorem 1.2. The maximum dimension f (n) of an interval order of height 

n satisfies: 

f(n) =Iglgn+ (5 + o(1)) Iglgign. m 

In the next section of the paper, we establish combinatorial connections 

between the dimension of an interval order, the chromatic number of shift 

graphs, and the number of antichains in the lattice of subsets of a finite 

set. In order to exploit these connections, we will also extend the concept 

of shift graphs to hypergraphs. 
  

! The essential property is that each z € X be represented by a connected subset 

of R. In this paper, we follow the most widely used convention and reguire that the 

connected set be a nondegenerate closed interval.
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2. Shift graphs and antichains in subset lattices 

In this paper, we use [n] to denote the finite set {1,2,...,n}. For a set X 

and a nonnegative integer m, (~ ) denotes the set of all m-element subsets 

of X. Whenever S = {21,22,...,2,} is a set of integers, we assume that 

the elements of S have been labelled so that 2; < x; whenever 7 < j. 

For integers n,k with n > k +1, Erdés and Hajnal [2] (see also [5]) 

defined the shift graph G(n, k) as a graph whose vertex set is a) and whose 
edge set consists of all pairs of the form {{21, 22,..., 2%}, {%2,%3,.--,2e41 }} 

where S = {21,%2,...,Zn41} € (fn). The shift graph G(n, 1) is a complete 

graph on n vertices, and of course its chromatic number is n. It is an easy 

exercise to show that y(G(n,2)) = [Ign]. For larger k, Erdős and Hajnal 

[2] gave the following asymptotic formula. 

Theorem 2.1. (Erdés and Hajnal) For fixed k > 3, x(G(n,k)) = (1+ 
o(1)) lg lg...lgn, where the logarithm function is iterated k — 1 times. WB 

In this paper, we are concerned primarily with the family {G(n,3) : 

n > 4}. These graphs are also called double shift graphs. For double shift 

graphs, we can provide a more accurate estimate on the chromatic number 

than is provided by (2.1). For an integer t > 1, let 2* denote the poset 

consisting of all subsets of [¢] partially ordered by inclusion. The poset 2° 

is a distributive lattice having dimension t, height ¢ + 1 and width (i: 1): 

The following result is part of the folklore of this subject, but to the 

best of our knowledge, no one has published a proof. We do so now because 

it directly motivates arguments which follow. 

Theorem 2.2. For each integer n > 4, the chromatic number of the double 

shift graph G(n, 3) is the least t for which there are at least n antichains in 

2', the lattice of all subsets of [t]. 

Proof. Suppose first that x(G(n,3)) = t. We show that 2’ has at least 

n antichains. Let ~ : (2) — [t] be a good coloring of G(n,3). For 

each A = {ij,i2} E (fl), let Sa = {a € [t] : there exists is € [n] 

with is > i. and W({i;,%2,i3}) = a}. For each i, € [n], let C,, = {Sa : 

there exists i, € [n] with ig > i; and A = {t;,i2}}. Partial order each C,, 
by inclusion, and let M,;, be the set of maximal elements. Note that M,, 

is an antichain in the lattice 2°.
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Next, we show that the n antichains in {M;, : i, € [n]} are distinct. 
Suppose to the contrary that A = {i,,i2} € (fl) and M;, = M;,. Then 

Sa € C;,, so there is some Sg € M;, with S4 C Sg. Since M;, = M,,, 

we know Sg € M;, € C;,, so there is an integer i3 € [n] with i, < iz and 

SB = Sc, where C = {i2, 13}. 

Now suppose 7#({i1,72,%3}) = a. Then a € S4 € Sg = Sg. So there 

exists i, € [n] with i, > is such that ~({ie,i3,i4}) = a. This contradicts 
the assumption that w is a good coloring of G(n,3). We conclude that 2¢ 

has at least n antichains. 

Now suppose that 2’ contains at least n antichains. We show that 

x(G(n, 3)) < t. Let Mi, Mo,..., M, be antichains in 2* labelled so that 
if 1 <7, <% <n, then there exists a set S € M;, so that S g T, for every 

T € M,, (such a labelling is easily seen to exist). 

For each A = {i1,i2} € (fl), choose a set S4 € M,, so that S,4 Z T for 

every T € M;,. Then let {i1, 42,43} c (9), A — (is, iz) and B — (iz, iz). 
Observe that Sg ¢ S4 so we may define a function y : ('!) — [t] by taking 
w({t1, 72, i3}) as an element from Sp — Si. 

We claim that w~ is a good coloring of G(n,3). To see this, let 

{i1,i2,%3,t4} € ("), A = {t1,2}, B = {i2, ig}, and C = {ig,i,}. Then 
piti, t2,43}) € Sp — S4 and p({t2, i3,i4}) € So — Sp, 80 v((i1, i2, is) A 
W({t2, tg, t4}). a 

The problem of counting the number of antichains in 2° is a classical 

one and is often called Dedekind’s problem. Asymptotic solutions are given 

in [7] and [8]. For our purposes, we need only the fact that these estimates 

assert that the total number of antichains in 2‘ is approximately the number 

of subsets of the largest antichain. 

Corollary 2.3. The chromatic number of the shift graph G(n, 3) satisfies: 

1 
x (G(n, 3)) = Ig ign + (5 ron) lg lg Ig n. = 

Further applications of shift graphs in the theory of chromatic numbers 

can be found in [3].
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3. Interval orders and shift graphs 

For an integer n > 4, let I, = (In, P,) denote the poset whose elements 

are the nondegenerate closed intervals with integer endpoints from [n] with 

[é1, 42] < [f1,j2] in P, if and only if i2 < j,. Clearly, each I, is an interval 

order, and we call the posets in the family {I, : n > 4} canonical interval 

orders. 

Theorem 3.1. Let n > 4, let I, = (In, P,) be the canonical interval order 

and let G(n,3) be the double shift graph. Then dim(I,) > x(G(n,3)). 

Proof. Suppose that dim(I,,) = ¢. Choose linear extensions L,, L2,..., D1 

of P, whose intersection is P,. Now define a coloring 4 : (Ím) — [ft] as 

follows. For each {i;,%2,i3} € (I), choose a € [t] so that [i1, 42] > [t2, 73] 

in La, and set W({i1,42,43}) = a. If {i1,i2,i3,44} € (%!), there is no 

a € [t] for which P({i1,%2,i3}) = a = W({ie,t3,t4}), since this would 

require [i;,i2] > [i2,i3] > [iz,i4] in L.. However [é1,%2] < [iz3, 44] in P, 

requires [i;,%2] < [i3,i4] in L.. We conclude that ~ is a good coloring of 

the shift graph G(n, 3), so dim(I,,) > x(G(n,3)). 

4. Some dimension theoretic preliminaries 

For a poset P = (X,P), we write z||y in P and say x is incomparable to 

y in P when « Z y and y < z in P. Then let inc(X,P) = {(z,y) € 

X x X :a2\ly in P}. A subset {(zi,y:) : 1 < i < k} C inc(X, P) is called 

an alternating cycle (of length k) if viz. < y; fori = 1,2,...,4 —1 and 

z1 < y,. An alternating cycle {(a;,y;):1<i< k} is strict if x; < y, if and 

only if j =i+1 for alli =1,2,...,h—1, and 2; < y if and only if j = 1. 

In Figures 1a and 1b below, {(zi, yi) : 1 < i < 4} is an alternating cycle of 

length 4. The cycle is strict in 1b but not in la. 

The following elementary lemma is due to Trotter and Moore [16]. 

Lemma 4.1. Let (X,P) be a poset and let S C inc(X,P). Then the 

following statements are equivalent: 

(1) There is a linear extension L of P with x > y in L for every (z,y) € S. 

(2) S does not contain any alternating cycles. 

(3) S does not contain any strict alternating cycles. mM
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Figure la. Figure 1b. 

Let P = (X,P) be a poset. An incomparable pair (z,y) is called a 
critical pair if (1) z < x in P implies z < y in P for all z € X and 

(2) y < w in P implies x < w in P for all w € X. It is easy to see 

that if R = {L,,L2,..., 4} is a family of linear extensions of P, then 

P=1,01,... LZ, if and only if for every critical pair (x,y), there is 

some a € [t] such that + > y in L,. Let crit(X, P) = crit(P) denote the set 
of all critical pairs in the poset P = (X, P). 

For a poset P = (X,P), define a hypergraph Hp as follows. The 

vertex set of 7, is crit(P), the set of all critical pairs. The edge set of 

Hp consists of those subsets of crit(P) which form strict alternating cycles. 
For emphasis, we state the following result as a lemma, although it follows 

immediately from the definition of the hypergraph Hp. 

Lemma 4.2. Let Hp be the hypergraph of critical pairs associated with a 

poset P = (X,P). Then x(Hp) = dim(P). a 

The following lemma gives us a key property of edges in Hp when P is 

an interval order. . 

Lemma 4.3. Let P = (X,P) be an interval order and let S = {(2;,y;) : 

1 <i < k} be a strict alternating cycle of incomparable pairs. If x; < yx, 
then 2:41 = y; fori=1,2,...,4—1.
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Proof. Suppose 24; < y; for some i with 1 <i < k—1. Then the four 

points 21, Y%,2i41,¥; Violate Fishburn’s characterization (1.1) of interval 

orders. B 

Now let P — (X, P) be an interval order as evidenced by the map which 

assigns to each z € X a nondegenerate closed interval [a,,6,] of R so that 

xz < y in P if and only if b, < a, in R. Set crit’ (P) = {(z,y) € crit(P) : 

a, < ay <b, < by in R} and dim’ (P) = least positive integer ¢ for which 

there exist ¢ linear extensions L,, L2,...,L, of P so that: 

(x) for every (x,y) € crit’ (P), there is some j € [t] such that z > y in L;. 

Lemma 4.4. If P = (X, P) is an interval order, then dim’ (P) < dim(P) < 

2+dim’(P). 

Proof. The inequality dim’(P) < dim(P) is trivial. We now show 

dim(P) < 2+dim"(P). Let dim’(P) = ¢ and let L,,L2,...,L, be lin- 

ear extensions of P satisfying property (*). Then define linear extensions 

Lei and Ly42 by: 

. wp J Gz C dy, OT 
(1) zcyinLui 1 ee eas yin 

: wp | Or < by, or 
(2) o<yin Liss Tees yin 

It follows easily that P = Ly NL2N---NLt42, so that dim(P) <¢+2. = 

In view of the preceding lemma, we will be concerned only with estimat- 

ing dim” (P) in the remainder of this paper. For example, Theorem (3.1) 

actually asserts that dim’ (I,,) > x(G(n, 3)). 

When P = (X, P) is an interval order, we let Ap denote the subhy- 

pergraph of Hp induced by crit” (P). Observe that dim’ (P) = x(Hp). For 

the canonical interval order I,, we abbreviate 7; to H, and H;, to 7H). 

Lemma 4.5. Let n > 4. Then a subset E C crit’ (I,) is an edge in Hy, 

if and only if there is some integer k > 2 and subsets {a),@2,...,@x+1 kh 

(b1, ba, ... bes) € (5) such that: 
1. a; <b; fori =1,2,...,k4+1, 

2. ak < bi < Gear < ba and 

3. E — (([a, b:], [ai41, bi+1]) 21 < 4 < k}.
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Proof. Suppose first that {a:,a2,...,@%41 } and {b,, b2,..., bx41 } are sub- 

sets from (A) and EF = {([a:,};], [ai41,0:41]) : 1 < i < k} C cerit(I,). 
For i = 1,2,..., k, set x; = [a;,6;] and y; = [a:41, 0:41]. Then 241 = y; 

in P, fori = 1,2,...,k. Also, 21 = [a1,0:) < [@e41,be41] = yx, So E is 

alternating cycle. Clearly, FE is a strict alternating cycle. 

Conversely, let E — {(2;, yi): 1<i< k} bea strict alternating cycle of 
critical pairs each belonging to crit’ (I,,). By Lemma (4.3), we may assume 

Liz. = y fori =1,2,...,k. Fort =1,2,..., k, set x; = [a;, bi]; also, set 

Y= [Qn41, de+1 ]- Since (xi, Yi) € crit” (In); we know a; < Giga < b; c big 

for i = 1,2,..., k, so {@1,d2,...,@n41 }, {B1, b2,..., Dear} € (7). Since 

2i,yi € In, we know a; < b; fori = 1,2,...,& +1. Therefore, 7, = y, is 

impossible. It follows that 7; < y, and thus b; < ax4,. Since E is strict, 

we conclude that ax £ bi C axryi < bo. B 

5. The augmented hypergraph 

Let n > 4. We define the augmented hypergraph H;" as follows. The vertex 

set of #77 is the same as the vertex set of #(;,. Also, every edge of H7, is 

an edge in #,,. However 7; contains some additional edges not present 

in MH, . 

Let k 2 2 and let (a1, a2, . . . , aki b; (bi, ba, ...,bkri1 b E (e). We call 
this pair of sets admissible if: 

(1) a; < 6; fori =1,2,...,k+1 and 

(2) ag <b: < Anyi S ba. 
We then take as edges in HAH; all sets of critical pairs E = 

{({a;, b:], [ain1, b:41]) : 1 < ¢ < k) arising Írom an admissible pairs of sets. 

Note that the essential change in the definition of the edges in #7” from 

the characterization in (4.5) is in the weakening of the condition b; < ap41 

to bi £ ax41. Clearly, x(H},) < x(H;" ), so in what follows, we will derive 
an upper bound on y(H;" ). 

At this point, the reader may question why we have introduced the 

augmented hypergraph. The answer will come in Section 6 when we extend 

the estimate on the dimension of a canonical order to an estimate on the 

dimension of a general interval order. 

The next result is the principal theorem of this paper.
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Theorem 5.1. Let n > 4 and let H;> be the augmented hypergraph. Ift 

is an integer with t > 2,8 = (\¢,) and n < 2°, then x(H,) <t+1. 

Proof. Let A,,A:,..., A, be the subsets of [¢] with |A;| = |t/2] for 

j =1,2,..., 8. Set q = 2° and let fi, fo,..., fy be the set of all functions 

from {s] to {0,1}. Without loss of generality, we assume that these functions 

have been labelled in lexicographic order, i.e., for each {ii,i2} € ('@), if j 

is the least integer in [s] for which fi,(j) A fi,(j), then fi,(7) = 0 and 

As a consequence of this labelling, note that the following property is 

satisfied. 

Lexicographic Property. If S C [gq] with |S| > 2 and j is the least integer 

in [s] for which the elements of {f;(j) : 1 € S} are not all identical, then 

there is a unique element ig € S such that for all i e S, fi(j) = 0 if and 

only if 4 < %. 

We will now define a good coloring 7 of the augmented hypergraph 

HI using the colors in [t + 1]. Let v be a vertex in 1,” . Choose integers 

a1, bi, az, ba from Ín] so that a; < az < bj < be and v = ((a1, 64], [@2, be). 

Let S, = {a;,6:} U {a2, bo} denote the set of endpoints of the two intervals 

in v. Then S, is either a 3-element or 4-element subset of [n]. Let j be 

the least integer in [s] for which the elements of {f,(j) : 4 € S,} are not all 

identical. We call j the distinguishing column of v and write j = dc(v). This 

terminology arises from considering the entries of {f;(j) : 7 € [q], 7 € [s]} as 

aq X s matrix of zeros and ones. 

It is an immediate consequence of the lexicographic property that we 

may classify the vertex v as balanced, zero-dominant or one-dominant by 

the following scheme: 

1. v is balanced if j = de(v), 

fas (9) = fa,(J) =0 and 
fo. (9) = foo (9) = 1; 

2. v is zero-dominant if j = de(v), 

far G) = fas (J) = fo, (J) = 0 and 
fu. (9) =1 and 

3. v is one-dominant if j = de(v), 

fa, (J) =0 and 

fas G) = fo. G) = foo (9) = 1.
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If v is zero-dominant and 7 = dc(v) define T, = {i € S, : f;(j) = O}. 

Then let 7’ denote the least integer in [s] for which the elements in {f;(j’) : 

i € T,} are not all identical. We call j’ the tie-breaking column of v and 

write j — tb(v). Of course, de(v) < tb(v). 

Dually, if v is one-dominant and 7 = dc(v), define T, = {i € S, : 

fi(j) = 1}. Then let 7’ denote the least integer in [s] for which the elements 

-in {f,(j') : i € T,} are not all identical. As before, 7’ is the tie-breaking 

column of v and we write j’ = tb(v). Again, observe that dce(v) < tb(v). 

If v is balanced, set. y(v) = t+ 1. If vu is zero-dominant, 7 = dc(v) and 

j — tb(v), choose w(y) as an element from A; — Aj. If v is one-dominant, 
j = de(v) and j’ = tb(v), choose y(v) as an element from A, — A;. 

It remains only to show that ~ is a good coloring of H;". To the 

contrary, suppose there exists an element a € [t+ 1] and an edge E in H;" 
such that (v) = a for all v € E. Choose an integer k > 2 and.an admissible 
pair of sets {@;,@2,...,@n+1}, {b1, bo,..., deri} € (A) such that: 

(1) a; cb; fori —1,2,..., k 1, 

(2) ax S bi S ar4i < be, 

(3) E — (fv. :1ci Sk) where v; = ((a;,5;], [ai41,0:41]) fori =1,2,...,k 

and 

(4) o(v;) = a for i =1,2,..., k. 

For 7 = 1,2,..., kylet j; = de(u,). If ¢ € [k] and v; is not balanced, let 
Jj, = tb(v,). 

Case 1.a=1t+1. 

In this case, each v,; is balanced. Now suppose i € [k — 1]. Then 

fois, (Gi) = 0 and f,,,, (j:) = 1, which implies that ji. < ji. 

If jiz1 < Ji, then fa... Gita) = fogs Gti). Since jiz1 = de(visi), we 
also have fa,,, (Ji+1) = 0. Thus fa... Jit) = Foss Git1) = Soar Git) = 
0. This implies that v;,1 is zero dominant and that ~(ui+1) #4 a. The 

contradiction shows ji,1 = j;. By induction, 7; = j; fori =1,2,..., k. 

Set S = S,, US,, U...US,,. Then j; is the least integer in [s] for which 

the elements of {f:(j1) : 1 € S} are not all identical. However, ax £ bi £ 

Bk+1 < be, Jax (51) = 0, So, (91) = 1, Tanya (51) = 0 and Sos (51) = 1. This is 

a violation of the lexicographic property. 

Case 2. a € [t] and v, is zero-dominant. 

In this case, fo, (31) = 0 and fs, (j1) = 1, 80 jo S i. If jo < ji, then 
fos (J2) = fo. (Je) = far (Je) = foo (j2) = 0, so v2 is also zero-dominant.
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Furthermore, it is easy to see that 7, = j, = tb(ve). Thus a = V(vi) E 
A;, — Aj and a = (v2) € Aj, —Ay, = Aj, —Aj,. Clearly, this is impossible. 

Thus je = jie 

Since f,, (ji) = Oand fy, (71) = 1, we know that v2 is not zero-dominant. 

Since a = y(v2) € [¢], ve is not balanced. Now suppose v2 is one-dominant. 

Then (v2) € Aj, — Aj, = Ay — Aj, and W(vi) E Aj, — Ay. Again, this is 

impossible. 

Case 3. a € [t] and vi is one-dominant. 

If jo < ji, then fa,(j2) = fe.(J2) = 0, SO v2 is zero-dominant and 

(v2) € Aj. — A; . Since az S az S ba, (a2, az, bat C T,, and fa, (J) = foo (9) 

for every j < Ji, it follows that j, > j,. However, f.,(j) = fo, (j) for every 

j < jy now implies that j, = j,. Thus 4(u1) € Ay — Aj, = Ay, — A;, , which 
is impossible. We conclude that 32 > 71. 

Now je = ji is impossible since f.,(j1) = 1, so it remains only to 

consider the case where jz > j,. Observe that jo < j,. If jo < j,, then ve is 

zero-dominant and j, = j,. This implies that y(v1) € Ay: — Aj, = Ay, — Aj, 
while (v2) € Aj, — Aj, which is impossible. Thus jz = J}. 

Since f,,(j2) = 1 and ve is not balanced, we know that v2 is also one- 

dominant. Then (v1) € Aj — Aj, = Aj, — Aj, and Y(v2) € Ay — A 
The contradiction completes the proof of the claim and the theorem. B 

j2° 

Corollary 5.2. The dimension of the canonical interval order I,, satisfies 

dim(I,,) = Ig lgn + (3 + o(1)) Iglgign. m 

Although it does not take too much additional work to obtain our 

principal result, the reader should note that Theorem (1.2) does not follow 

immediately from (5.2). The reason is that there are interval orders of 

bounded height which are not contained in small canonical interval orders. 

6. General interval orders 

In this section, we give the proof of Theorem (1.2): The maximum dimen- 

sion f(n) of an interval order of height n satisfies f(n) = Iglgn + (3 + 

o(1)) Ig lg Ign.
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Proof. It suffices to show that if n > 2, then y(G(2n + 1,3)) < f(n) < 

2+ x(H7,,). The inequality f(n) > x(G(2n + 1,3)) follows from the 

fact that the height of the canonical interval order Iz,,, is n and that 

dim(Ieny1) > x(G(2n + 1,3)). It remains only to show that f(n) < 

2+ x(a): 
Without loss of generality, we may assume the points of X are nonde- 

generate closed intervals of the real line and that no point on the line is the 

endpoint of more than one interval from X. Since height(X,P) = n, we 

may choose a decomposition X = A; U Ap U...UA, where each A; is a 

maximal antichain. It follows that for each i € [n], the intersection of the 
intervals belonging to A; is a nondegenerate closed interval of the real line, 

so we may choose a nondegenerate closed interval J; from the interior of this 

interval. Observe that the intervals J,, Jo,..., J, are disjoint. Without loss 

of generality, we may assume that the antichains in the partition have been 

labelled so that J, < J, <-:-< J,. Also observe that since the antichains 

in the decomposition are maximal, if an interval from X intersects some J;, 

then it contains J; and it belongs to Aj. 

For each x € X, set 

Oe V 541 if J; <x but Jin, £2 

and 
b. — n+1 ifaZ<J, 
7 5 if z a J; but c ¢ Jj-1. 

Then set F(x) = [a,,b,]. The integers a, and b, indicate which gaps 

between the intervals J;,J2,...,J, contain (respectively) the left and right 

endpoints of x. The function F is a mapping of (X,P) to the canonical 

interval order I,,,. Although F is not in general an embedding, it does 

satisfy some key properties. 

Claim 1. For each 7 € X,1<a, <b, <n+1. 

Proof. It is immediate from the definitions that 1 < a, <b, <n+1. The 

inequality a, < b, follows from the observation that each x € X belongs to 

some antichain A; and thus J; is contained in the interior of x. This implies 

a, <iandb, >i+1. @ I 

Claim 2. If r c yin P, then b, £ ay. 

Proof. This claim follows immediately from the observation that the left 

end point of y is greater than the right end point of z. &
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Claim 3. If F(z) < F(y) in Pay, then x < y in P. 

Proof. If F(z) < F(y) in Pry, then 6b, c ay. If b, = a, — 1, then 

z< J, =Jo,-1 <y. Ifb, <a, —1, then 2 < J, < Ja,-1 < y. In either 

casezr <yin P. B 

Set N = {(x,y) € crit(P) : a, < a, and b, < 6,}. Observe that 

if (x,y) € N, then ((a,,6,}, [ay,b,]) € crit’ (In41) and therefore a vertex 

in Misa: Now let x(7A7,,) = t and let ~ be a good coloring of the 
vertices of #(;",, using the integers from [t] as colors. For each a € [ft], 

let Sa = {(z,y) EN: ¥(([az, be], [ay, by])) = a. 

Claim 4. There is no a € {¢] for which S, contains a strict alternating 

cycle. 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a € [t] and that {(a;,y,):1<i< k} 

is a strict alternating cycle contained in S,. If vi41 = y; fort = 1,2,...,k—-1 

and x; = y, then az, < ay, — az, GC ay = Az, < ++: < Gy, =z, < 

dy, = az, which is false. We may therefore assume z, < y, and 2:41 — 4; 

fori — 1,2,...,k— 1. 

In this case, we know az, < Gy, = Gz, < Gy; — üz; < +++ < Gy, = 

Gz, <@y, and bz, < by, = bz, < by = be, <-> < by, , = bz, C by, . 

If b,, < ay, ., — az; then F(x1) < F(y,-1) in Pryi. Thus 21 < yp-1 

in P which is false. We conclude ay, , — az, < 52,. A similar argument 

shows ay, < b,, = b,,. Finally, observe that x; < y, requires b,, < dy,. 

However, this implies that 7 is monochromatic on an edge in the augmented 

hypergraph H;7,,. The contradiction completes the proof of the claim. m 

Now for each a € [i], let ZL. be a linear extension of P with z > y in 

L, for every (z,y) € S,. Then define two linear orders L,,,; and D442 on 

X as follows. 

: : az < Gy, OF (1) 2<yin Leg {ese andz>y in LT; 

‘ ip | bz < by, or
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It follows easily that P = L,NL2N---MLs42 so that dim(X, P) < +2. 
We conclude that dim(X, P) < x(Hy,,)+2. = 

7. Edge patterns and matrix representations 

The arguments presented in this paper suggest a broad class of combina- 
torial problems for graphs and hypergraphs with edges defined by a pre- 
scribed set of patterns. In the preceding two sections, we considered a 
vertex vu of the augmented hypergraph MH as a critical pair of the form 
(laz, bz], [ay, by]) with a, < ay <b, < by. As noted in the proof of (5.1), the 
set S, = {a,b} U {ay, by} is either a 3-element or 4-element subset of [n]. 
Furthermore, the map v — S, is easily seen to be a bijection between the 
vertex set of H;7 and (7!) U (!). For this reason, we could just as easily 
consider the vertices in #1;" to be subsets of [n]. 

Here is a general setting for coloring problems of a similar nature. Let 
P — (41, Az, ..., Ar) be a family of sets. We call P an edge pattern of 
size m if UP is an m-element set. When P is an edge pattern of size 
m, UP = (r1,T2,....Tm) and n 2 m, we define a hypergraph H,(P) 
as follows. The vertices of ,(P) are the sets in { (2) : [A] € P). For 

each subset B = {by,bo,...,bm} € ('"!), we have an edge Ez(P) in the 
hypergraph #4,(P) defined by Ba, = {b; : x; € A;} for each j € Ír], and 

Ep(P) = {Ba, :5 € [r]}. 
If F ={P. : a € A} is a family of patterns, then we define H,,(F) as 

the hypergraph whose vertex set (respectively, edge set) is the union of the 
vertex sets (respectively, edge sets) of the hypergraphs in {H,(P.) : a € 
A}. 

Example 7.1. Let P = {{1,2,...,k}, {2,3,...,4+1}}. Then the hyper- 
graph Ht, (P) is the Erdés-Hajnal shift graph G(n, k) defined in Section 2. 

Reflecting on the proof presented in section 5, the essential difficulty 
is determining the chromatic number of the hypergraph H(P) where P 
is the edge pattern {{1,2,3,5}, {2,4,5,6}}. In developing a feel for the 
chromatic number of hypergraphs specified in edge patterns, we have also 
found it convenient to represent the pattern in matrix form.
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Formally, with an edge pattern P — (Ai, A2,..., A.) of size m, we 

associate anr x m matrix M whose íj entry is 1 if and only if j E A;. For 

example, the following 0-1 matrix represents the edge pattern of the double 

shift graph G(n, 3). 

1 1 10 

0 1 11 

The matrix representation of the edge pattern P = {{1,2,3,5}, 

{2,4,5,6}} is 

111010 

010111 

We have found these matrix representations useful for the research asso-. 

ciated with the manuscript. Moreover, we believe that it should be possible 

to formulate a general theory of the chromatic number of hypergraphs de- 

fined in this manner. 

8. Concluding remarks 

There are several interesting open problems involving the dimension of 

interval orders. Here are three of them. 

Question 8.1. Is it true that for every n > 4, there:exists some integer 

t = t, so that if (X,P) is any interval order with dim(X,P) > t, then 

(X, P) contains a subposet (Y, Q) isomorphic to the canonical interval order 

I, = (hn, Pa)? 

A poset P = (X,P) is t-irreducible if dim(P) = t, but every proper 

subposet of P has dimension less than t. 

Question 8.2. For.each t > 3, how many non-isomorphic t-irreducible 

interval orders are there? 

Question 8.3. Given an interval order P = (X, P), is it NP-complete to 

determine the dimension of P? 

Other problems and conjectures for posets are given in [13], [14] and [15]. .
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60. SETS, GRAPHS AND NUMBERS, BUDAPEST (HUNGARY), 1991 

The Birth of a Mathematical Theory in British 

India 

H. GROPP 

1. Introduction 

[3,p.353] The interest of mathematicians in combinatorial problems, involving 
the arrangement of a finite number of things in sets or patterns, satisfying given 
conditions, can be traced back to at least as far as Euler (1782), who interested 
himself in the construction of Latin and Graeco-Latin squares. ...... It was, 
however, only about the beginning of the second quarter of the present century 
that the importance of combinatorial problems, for the proper designing of 

biological experiments, began to be understood, mainly through the work of 
Prof. R. A. Fisher and his associates. ...... The object of this paper is to study 

the combinatorial problem involved in the construction of a certain type of 
design, first introduced in experimental studies by F. Yates (1936), and called 
Balanced Incomplete Block Design. 

This is an extract of the introduction of a paper of R. C. Bose [3], an Indian 

mathematician, who in 1939 wrote a paper on combinatorial structures 

which are called balanced incomplete block designs. The publication of 

this paper can be regarded as the beginning of a new theory called design 

theory. 

I want to give a short description of how this new theory was created. 

Although no previously unknown facts will be mentioned in the following 

I think that it is necessary to collect these facts in one paper. It is writ- 

ten in such a way that only basic mathematical knowledge is required to
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understand it. Thus it should be interesting for many readers, not only for 

specialists in design theory. The paper is related to a talk given by the au- 

thor in a conference about “Science and Empires” in the UNESCO Building 

in Paris in April 1990. That is the reason why especially the “Indian begin- 

ning” of design theory is emphasized. The reader who is more interested in 

the development of design theory throughout the last 50 years is referred to 

books (e.g. [1]) and especially to a recent paper of H. Lenz [16]. 

1.1. A bit of mathematics 

It is not the aim of my paper to give an introduction in design theory. Only 

a few basic facts will be mentioned briefly in order to enable the reader to 

understand what the objects of design theory are. For more details I refer 

the reader to special books on design theory (e.g. [1]). 

Definition: A design (or more exactly) a t — (v,k,2) design is a set of 

v elements together with a family of subsets of k elements each such that 

every t elements occur together in the same subset exactly A times. The 

number of subsets is denoted by 0b. 

The main question of design theory is.whether for a given set of param- 

eters t,v,k, there is a t — (v,k, A) design or not, and if there is one, how 

many different designs can be constructed. 

Some subclasses of designs have special names. If v = b the design is 

called symmetric. Designs with \ = 1 are called Steiner systems. If t = 2 

the design is shortly denoted by (v, k, A) design. 

Example: A small but very important design is the following: 

(v=b=7,k =3, \=1) 
124 , 235 , 346 , 457 , 156 , 267 , 137 

Take any 2 elements of the set {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}. Then you will find them 

together in exactly one of the 7 subsets of 3 elements above. 

1.2. The sections of this paper 

In Section 2 some early roots of design theory are described, especially the 

work of T. P. Kirkman of 1847 which could also had founded this theory 90 

years earlier. Unfortunately, his papers were unknown for a long time and 

nobody followed his ideas.
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Section 3 gives a short description of the method of the design of 

experiments, a statistical theory, which stimulated design theory very much. 

Section 4 is the main section of my paper. At first short biographies of 

those mathematicians are given who were mostly involved in the develop- 

ment of the new theory. These people of different: origins met each other in 

British India. Out of this cooperation a new theory was “born”. The first 

important paper [3] of design theory which combines different mathemat- 

ical branches is discussed. Some further important papers written during 

the following years are mentioned. They show how the new theory was 

developed during its first years. 

In Section 5 I try to give a short survey of the evolution of the theory 

during the last 50 years. My paper cannot give an exhaustive enumeration 

of everything which happened but will mention some highlights only. 

2. Some early roots of design theory 

2.1. The reverend T. P. Kirkman 

In 1844 the Lady’s and Gentleman’s Diary, edited by W. S. B. Woolhouse, 

contained the following Prize Question. 

Determine the number of combinations that can be made of n symbols, p 

symbols in each; with this limitation, that no combination of q symbols which 

may appear in any one of them shall be repeated in any other. 

This question contains the question of the existence of Steiner triple systems 

S(2,3,n) (Take p = 3 and q = 2). In modern design-theoretic language a 

Steiner system S(t,k,v) is a t — (v,k,1) design. The answer was given by 

Rev. T. P. Kirkman, the rector of a small parish in Lancashire in England 

to the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester on 15 December 

1846 and published in [15]. 

The solution was: There exist Steiner triple systems S(2,3,n) if and 

only if n is of the form n = 6s + 1 orn = 68 + 3. 

This was the first time that a general theorem on such combinatorial 

structures was proved which are called designs today. It was, however, not 

the beginning of design theory for several reasons. The work of Kirkman 

remained unknown for a long time. More details about Kirkman’s life, his
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work and some of his successors will be published in a paper on the history 

of Steiner systems $(2, 3, 13) [11]. 

All these papers were purely combinatorial. They did not belong to 

one of the established mathematical theories of those days like algebra, 

analysis, etc. and interest in those questions was very strongly dependant 

on a few people who obtained these first results. No possible applications 

were known, neither within nor outside of mathematics. 

2.2. Projective and affine geometry 

Some very prominent designs have been known for a long time although even 

the terminology of designs was not known. The finite analogs of projective 

and affine planes were constructed in geometry and algebra. These are 

examples of designs for special sets of parameters. If there is a finite field 

of order n there can be constructed a 2—(n?+n+1,n+ 1,1) design and a 

2—(n?,n,1) design. Hence such designs exist for all n where n is the power 

of a prime number. It was already known that there is no such design for 
n=6. 

2.3. Some singular results 

There are some other combinatorial results which, however, were not fol- 

lowed by the creation of a theory. Some biplanes, ie. 2 — (v,k,2) de 

signs, were constructed as spatial configurations by E. Kummer (1864) and 

V. Martinetti (1896) for v = 16,k = 6 and v = 11,k = 5 resp. In 1893 
J. Hadamard [12] constructed Hadamard matrices of orders 12 and 20 which 

can be regarded as 2 — (11,5, 2) and 2 — (19,9, 4) designs. 

There were two papers written independently from the development 

described in the following sections but at the same time (1938) which also 

had a big influence on the new theory. Both papers discuss the action of 

automorphism groups on designs and use this action to construct a lot of 

designs. The authors were J. Singer [21] in the United States and E. Witt 
[22] in Germany.
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3. The design of experiments 

3.1. A short description of the method 

The method of experimental design was developed after the First World War 

at Rothamsted Experimental Station in Southern England. This method 

tries to find out how much an experiment depends on certain parameters. 

It looks for a possibility to get the correct result with a high statistical 

certainty without too many expensive and long trials. In a paper of F. Yates 

[23] of 1936 the following description is given. 

{23,p.121] INTRODUCTION. Most biological workers are probably by now fa- 

miliar with the methods of experimental design known as randomized blocks 
and the Latin square. These were originally developed by Prof. R. A. Fisher, 
when Chief Statistician at Rothamsted Experimental Station, for use in agri- 

cultural field trials. 

[23,p.122] The present paper describes another possible modification of the ran- 

domized block type of arrangement. ...... In this modified type of arrangement 

the number of experimental units per block is fixed, being less than the number 

of treatments, and the treatments are so allotted to the blocks that every two 

treatments occur together in a block equally frequently. With six treatments 

a,b,c, d,e, f, and blocks of three experimental units, for example, the following 

grouping of treatments into ten blocks satisfies the above conditions: 

labc 6 bef 

2abd T7Tbde 

3ace 8 bef 

4adf 9 cde 

5aef l0cdf 

In this set of groupings every two treatments occur together ina block twice, 
there being five replications of each treatment. 

It is proposed to call this type of arrangement a symmetrical incomplete random- 
ized block arrangement, or more briefly, when the symmetry and randomization 

are understood, an incomplete block arrangement. 

The above example is a 2 — (6,3, 2) design with b = 10. The paper by Yates 

is the first one on balanced incomplete block designs. 

On page 127 Yates defines the symbols he uses: ¢ for the number of 

treatments (today we use v which stands for variety), k for.the number 

of experimental units per block, r for the number of replications of each 

treatment, b for the number of blocks and A for the number of times any 

two treatments occur together in a block. Yates also gives the two main 

conditions which must hold if such a designs exists (Attention: ? is called v 

now.) 
tr = bk
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and 

A(t — 1) = r(k — 1). 

Table VIII in the paper of Yates [23] gives examples of designs explicitly, 

e.g. the designs (7,3,1), (11,5,2), (13,4,1), (16,6,2), (21,5,1). He mentions 

the connection of projective and affine planes with Latin squares. Yates also. 

discusses designs which are known as biplanes today. 

There is a collection of tables, edited by R. A. Fisher and F. Yates [9] 

which shows a lot of explicit solutions. It has been translated into many 

languages of the world and is actualized very frequently. The tables are 

written in such a way that they can be used directly for applications in 

biology, agriculture and medicine. A comparison of the different editions 

can give a good description of the progress in the design of experiments. 

4. The meeting in India 

4.1. Ronald Aylmer Fisher (1890-1962) 
‘ 

R. A. Fisher was born on February 17, 1890 in East Finchley (London). 

Fisher studied in Cambridge mathematics, physics and statistics. After the 

end of the First World War he became statistician at the Rothampsted 

Agricultural Station and built up a statistical laboratory there. In 1933 he 

became Galton Professor in the University of London and editor of the An- 

nals of Eugenics. His interests were spread widely in mathematics, statistics 

and genetics. Fisher’s voyage to India will be described below. This short 

biography cannot contain all important aspects of Fisher’s scientific work. 

I refer the reader to numerous books about this work, e.g. [10]. Fisher’s 

biography was written by his daughter Joan Fisher Box [5]. Fisher trav- 

elled a lot into many parts of the world. He spent his last years in Adelaide 

(Australia) and died there on July 29, 1962. 

4.2. Friedrich Wilhelm Levi (1888-1966) 

A further important contributor was the German F. W. Levi, born February 

6, 1888 in Miilhausen (Elsass). Levi studied in Würzburg and Strassburg
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and continued his research in Göttingen and Leipzig. His dissertation 

Körper und Integritatsbereiche 3. Grades (1911) and his Habilitationsschrift 

Abelsche Gruppen mit abzéhlbaren Elementen (1919) show his interest in 

algebra. Between 1919 and 1935 he was Privatdozent and later professor of 

geometry in Leipzig. . 

In 1935 he was forced to leave Nazi Germany and emigrated to India. 

In Calcutta he became Head of the Department of Pure Mathematics. From 

1948 till 1952 he was in Bombay in the Tata Institute of Fundamental 

Research. In 1952 he returned to Germany where he became professor 

in West Berlin and Freiburg. He died on January 1, 1966 in Freiburg. A 

short biography in German is contained in [18]. 

4.3. Raj Chandra Bose (1901-1987) 

R. C. Bose was born in Hoshangabad (Madhya Pradesh, India) on June 19, 

1901. Bose studied in Delhi and Calcutta. In 1933 he joined the Indian 

Statistical Institute in Calcutta, founded by P. C. Mahalanobis. 

Bose’s early interests in mathematics had been mainly geometrical. For 

his future work he had to learn statistics. In his short autobiography Bose 

reports what Mahalanobis told him. 

[4,p.87] You were saying that you do not know much statistics. You master the 
50 papers, the list of which you have received, and Fisher’s book. This will 

suffice for your statistical education for the present. 

Bose should become the one who successfully combined the different math- 

ematical disciplines and gave birth to the new theory [3]. 

Bose left India in 1947 and became professor at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill until 1971 and at Colorado State University in Fort 

Collins until 1980. In all these years he did a lot both for the progress of 

design theory as well as for the scientific contact between the United States 

and the independent Indian state. Bose died on October 31, 1987. 

4.4. The first Indian Statistical Congress 

After F. W. Levi had arrived in India he held seminars on algebra and 

geometry in the University of Calcutta which were attended by R. C. Bose. 

After 1938 Bose also taught modern algebra.
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An important step towards the birth of design theory was the organi- 

zation of a first conference of statistics in India. A quicker development of 

statistics in India was urgently needed for the evolution of agriculture and 

medicine in India. The founder of the Indian Statistical Institute, P. C. Ma- 

halanobis:who had studied in England invited his former teacher and one 

of the leading statisticians of. the world, R. A. Fisher, to be the president 

of a special Statistical Conference which should be held together with the 

annual Indian Science Congress in 1938 in Bombay. 

Fisher really came to India as president: of the conference and gave 

6 lectures at the University of Calcutta, too. He brought with him some 

problems in the design of statistical experiments. In his autobiography Bose 

describedtthe situation as following. 

[4,p.89] He posed to us some problems arising out of his study. It occurred to 

me that I could successfully use the theory of finite fields and finite geometries, 

which I was then teaching, as tools for the construction of designs. I solved 

during his stay one of the problems he had posed. He asked me to develop my 

methods systematically and send him a paper which he promised to publish 

in the Annals of Eugenics of which he was editor. Thus my paper on “The 

Construction of Balanced Incomplete Designs” came to be written in 1939; it 

has now become a classic and is quoted in every book on the subject. 

Indeed it happened that this important design-theoretical paper was pub- 

lished in a biological journal which in many cases is not available in math- 

ematical libraries of today. It contains a lot of solutions of designs the 

existence of which was unknown at that time. 

I refer the reader to the few words of Bose’s introduction which I cited 

in the beginning of my paper. Now I want to give a short report on the 

contents of Bose’s paper. After a reference to books and papers which had 

been written about geometry and combinatorics before Bose writes about 

the object of his paper: 

(3,p:356] In this paper I have attempted to make a systematic study of the 

problem of construction of balanced incomplete block designs. It has been 

“possible to obtain a number of new solutions, thus filling in some gaps in 

the tables of Fisher & Yates (1938). ...... The method of constructing such 

solutions is based on the concept of Symmetrically repeated differences. By the 

use of this concept it is possible to construct the whole solution with the help 

of afew initial blocks. The discovery of the initial blocks is much facilitated by 

the use of properties of primitive roots of binomial equations in Galois fields, 

but the use of these properties is not essential. 

In fact, Bose uses algebraic concepts to construct a lot of unknown designs. 

iIn:his: first 3 paragraphs (p.357—p.372) he gives basic facts on algebraic 

structures like moduls, rings, and fields, he discusses designs which can be
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obtained from finite geometry and proves his 2 fundamental theorems on 

differences which are essential for the rest of the paper. 

In the following (p.372—p.389) he gives general solutions for the cases 

(k, A)=(3,1), (3,2), (4,1), and (5,1). In all cases he gives examples for certain 

values of v explicitly. The last paragraph (p.390—p.396) gives constructions 

of symmetric designs (i.e. v = b). 

In a footnote to his summary Bose discusses the problem of finding all 

different designs with the same parameters. 

[3,p.396] Two combinatorial solutions for the same design may be said to be 
isomorphic, when they are identical except for a change of notation (i.e. renam- 
ing of varieties and blocks). The question whether solutions obtained in this 
paper are isomorphic to the corresponding solutions in Fisher & Yates’ (1938) 
tables, has not been investigated. The problem of obtaining the totality of inde- 
pendent (non-isomorphic) combinatorial solutions for a given design, is of great 
theoretical as well as practical interest, and awaits study. 

4.5. The first years of design theory 

In the following I want to discuss some papers which were published during 

the following years. Many of them were written in India. 

The same volume in which the paper by Bose was published contains a 

paper by S. R. Savur [19] with a note of the editor R. A. Fisher. He says: 

(19,p.45] EDITOR’S NOTE. The problem of finding solutions of problems in 
incomplete blocks has in recent times attracted the attention of mathematicians 
interested in the design of experiments. ...... The following note discusses this 

problem subject to the restrictions k = 3,A = 1. ...... It is, however, not 

apparent that his method will always solve the problem when v = 4m + 1. 

R.A.F. 

This remark shows that the results of Kirkman of 1847 were not known 

to Fisher and his colleagues. The above mentioned paper by Kirkman [15] 

solved the existence problem already totally fer k = 3 and A = 1. For more 

details see [11]. In 2 examples Savur deals with the cases v = 15 and v = 13 

although in 1939 not only the existence was certain but also all these designs 

had been classified in 1919 by F. N. Cole, L. D. Cummings and H. 8. White 

[6] and in 1899 by V. de Pasquale [17] resp. This shows that the “parents” 

were not aware of the early roots of their “newborn child”. 

The following volume of Annals of Eugenics contains a paper by 

R. A. Fisher himself [7]. He describes the “child” in his introduction.
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[7,p.52] Recent papers in the Annals of Eugenics by Yates (1936) and Bose 

(1939) have drawn attention to the importance of the combinatorial problem 

which arises when it is desired to compare a number of “varieties”, or exper- 

imental treatments, on “blocks” of experimental material, which, for the sake 

of greater homogeneity contain fewer units than the number of varieties to be 

used. ...... Bose, while adding further solutions to those so far discovered, 

has discussed the intimate connexion of this problem with other branches of 

mathematics, notably with finite geometries. 

He continues as follows: 

[7,p.52] Although the greatest practical importance attaches to the first solution 

of such a problem, it is also of some theoretical interest to discover what other 

types of solution may exist. ...... As a preliminary let us set out the primary 

arithmetical requirements, and demonstrate an important inequality. 

This is the question for non-isomorphic solutions, many years after de 

Pasquale and Cole, Cummings, White had solved it. The mentioned in- 

equality says v < b and is now called the Fisher inequality. 

In this paper Fisher determines the number of (15,3,1) designs as 79. 

The correct number, however, is 80 (compare [6] in 1919). In his summary 

Fisher says: 

[7,p.66] The paper reports the results of an exploration, and is of interest 

principally as a study in method. ...... Methods of specifying the invariant 

characteristics of a solution will vary much with the size of the blocks, and even 

for blocks of 3 with the frequency (A) with which each pair of varieties is tested 

together. ...... Seventy-nine sets of solutions have been found for the particular 

problem of selecting 35 blocks of 3 out of 15 varieties, in such a way that each 

variety appears seven times and each pair of varieties once in the same block. It 

is difficult to assess the probability that any further set has escaped detection. 

Although Fisher did not find the correct number of designs this paper was 

the first in a series of papers of similar contents. 

In a further paper [8] of 1941/42 Fisher discussed the existence of 

special symmetric designs, namely (22,7,2), (29,8,2), (25,9,3), (31,10,3), and 

(46,10,2). 

[8,p.291] It seems extremely probable that no solution exists, at least for the 

first two of these cases. 

In fact, the above designs no. 1, 2, and 5 do not exist while no. 3 and 4 

exist. The nonexistence of designs no. 1 and 2 was proved by Q. M. Hussain 

in [14](1946) and [13](1945) resp. In 1949 M. P. Schiitzenberger [20] proved 

a general theorem which implies the non-existence of design no. 5. In 1944 

K. N. Bhattacharya [2] constructed design no. 3.
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These examples, I think, show the quick progress of the new theory as 

well as the big influence of Indian mathematicians like Bose, Hussain, and 

Bhattacharya. 

5. The 50 years after the birth 

Of course, it is not possible to give a detailed report on the development 

of design theory between 1940 and 1990 in the last section of this paper. I 

just want to give a few facts concerning the history and refer the reader to 

other papers on this subject. In order to keep the list of references relatively 

short the reader is kindly requested to look for the exact references of the 

following papers in books on design theory. 

A first important result was an extension of the result of Schiitzenberger 

[20] by R. H. Bruck, H. J. Ryser, 8. Chowla (1949/50) which implied a 

lot of non-existence results. Up to now this has been the only general 

result concerning non-existences of designs. After 1955 more and more 

non-statisticians joined the people who already worked in design theory. 

Especially relations to group theory, number theory and geometry were 

discussed. A lot of existence results for certain designs were obtained during 

these 50 years. Only in few cases all non-isomorphic designs with a certain 

parameter set have been determined. 

The most discussed problem through all these years has been the ques- 

tion of the existence of a projective plane of order 10, ie. a 2-(111,11,1) 

design. Such a structure cannot be constructed by algebraic means (10 is 

not the power of a prime) and its existence is not excluded by the result 

of Bruck, Ryser and Chowla. Very recently it was proved by C. Lam et al. 

(1988) that such a design cannot exist. He used a big amount of computing 

time and the truth of the result depends very much on this new method of 

proving mathematical results. 

This is, however, only one new instrument which is used to obtain new 

results in design theory. Both the number of methods and the number of 

people involved in design theory is still increasing. Design theory is im- 

portant today especially in North America, Israel, Australia, New Zealand, 

Japan, a lot of European countries and last but not least India which is still 

contributing an important part to the progress of design theory.
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Since mathematics is a very international science it is not as important 

as in other sciences where new ideas are produced and new theories are 

“born”. I think, however, it is very interesting to watch the development of 

design theory in the political and historical context of its time. 

Probably design theory or something very similar would have been 

created somewhere else if some of the historical events mentioned above 

had not happened. On the other hand, there should be no doubt that it 

is not possible to really understand a theory without knowing something 

about its history and development. 
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On Runge’s Theorem about Diophantine 

Equations 

A. GRYTCZUK and A. SCHINZEL 

In 1887, C. Runge [14] proved the following theorem. Let f € Z[X,Y] 

be an irreducible polynomial. If the equation f(x,y) = 0 has infinitely many 

integer solutions then the following conditions hold: 

(C,) the highest powers of X and Y in f occur as isolated terms aX™ and 

bY”; 

(C,) for every term cX°Y°? of f we have no + mo < mn; 

(Cs) the sum of all terms of f for which ng+mo = mn is up to a constant 

factor a power of an irreducible polynomial 

(the last condition is stated by Runge in a little weaker form, but his 

proof gives what is asserted here). 

In the course of the proof Runge established also under the same as- 

sumption the following condition which together with (C,) is stronger than 

(C2) - (Cs): 

(Ca) there is only one system of conjugate Puiseux expansions at x = oo 

for the algebraic function y = y(z) defined by f(x,y) = 0. 

  

” Capital letters X,Y,...,£,H,... denote indeterminates, small letters z,y,..., 

é,,... denote elements of the relevant fields.
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An essential feature of Runge’s theorem is that if his conditions are 

not fulfilled, all integral solutions of the equation f(z, y) = 0 can be found 

effectively. The special case, where all real roots of the leading form of 

f(X,Y) are simple and rational # 0 was rediscovered by E. Maillet [11] 

and an algorithm to find bounds for the size of solutions has been given by 

him in [12] under the additional assumption that all roots of the leading 

form of f are distinct. In the general case, bounds have been given by 

D. L. Hilliker and E. G. Straus [4]. If do = min{deg, f,degy f} = 1 and 

d = max{deg, f,degy f} > 2 their bound given in Theorem 3.3 is false (see 

below). But for d = 1 or do > 1 they have proved that if Runge’s conditions 

(C,)- (C3), which they formulate differently, are violated then all integral 

solutions of the equation f(z, y) = 0 satisfy 

A(fll+1)? if d=], 
max{|z|, lyl} < (ee if dos 1, 

where ||f|| is the height of f.’ (see [4], Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.9). 

Although they do not say so the same inequality follows from their argument 

if (Ca) is violated (Then in their notation deg, Q” < se < deg, f, hence 

(Q", f) =1). 
Many special equations to which Runge’s theorem applies have been 

considered. Thus for f of degree 2 the second author gave the essentially 

best possible bound 

max{\z\, lyl} < IIfIl’ 

(see [16]) and for equations y* = f(z), f — a monic quartic polynomial, 

D. W. Masser [13] gave the essentially best possible bound 

Iz] < {FIP 

(essentially means here up to a multiplicative constant). D. W. Masser has 

also called our attention to the fact that the bound of Hilliker and Straus 

can be improved by means of a recent result of W. Schmidt [18]. Indeed, 

when one combines the argument of Hilliker and Straus with Theorem 3 of 

[18] one obtains the following assertion. 

Let f € Z[X,Y] be irreducible of height ||f||. Let deg, f =m, degy f = 

n, do = min{m,n}, d = max{m,n} and let integers x,y satisfy f(x,y) = 0.
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If (C,) is not satisfied by the variable X or (C4) does not hold, then 

Iz] < (27 min" nap orn Ont) 

ly| < (217 mérné fp) 
ort?) ; 

If (C,) holds, but (C2) or (C3) does not, then 

5 
Iz] < (27 a3 a8 f|]) Coenen tt) 

5 
' [ul < (2°7 da fil) oon . 

Hilliker and Straus have used the original Runge’s approach based 

on the Puiseux expansions of the algebraic function defined by f(z,y) = 

0. In 1922 Skolem [20] gave another proof of Runge’s theorem based on 

elimination theory. In the present paper we use Skolem’s approach to prove 

a bound for max{|z]|, |y|} which is better for d > 1 than the bound of Hilliker 

and Straus, and often better than the assertion above, but which does not 

apply if only (C4) is violated. In the course of the proof we fill in a gap that 

occurs in Skolem’s paper. We prove the following 

Theorem. Let f € Z[X,Y] be irreducible of height ||f\|, m = deg, f, 

n = degy f, do = min{m,n}, d = max{m,n} and let integers x,y satisfy 

f(x,y) = 0. 

(i) If (C1) is not satisfied by the variable X ,,then 

) 2n(mn+1)* 

3 lal < ((m + 1)(n-+:1)(mn +1)" IF I 

lyl < ((m +1)(n+1)(m
n+ 1277 wie 

(ii) If (C,) holds, but (C2) does not, then 

-4 96m n*(m,n)~*d’§+m—" do 

Iz c ((4mndo)emnm")™ III) ’ 

) 96m‘*n*(m,n)~* ds tn! do 

lvl < ((4mndp)ornomr* IF 

(iti) If (C1) and (C2) hold, but (Cs) does not, then
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m3 n*(m,n)4+m7! (m,n)? ele (engemet ag) 
4,3 4 -1 

ul c ((mnysrntm® gy) Ee oe 

No attention should be attached to the coefficients of || f||, which in the cases 

(ii) - (iii) probably can be much improved. On the other hand, an effort has 

been made to obtain the exponents as small as the method allows. 

Corollary. In the notation of the theorem either (C,)—(C3) hold or 

(45I1 FI)" if d=2, 
11 max{|z|, |y|} < (as fll) if d>2. 

The example of the equation zy — ty — tz? = 0 with a solution xz = 

tí +4, y = (t4 +1)? shows that the exponents 250 and 96d! in the 
corollary cannot be lowered below 4 or d? respectively. The same example 

shows that the bound d(||f|| + 1)?¢ given by Hilliker and Straus in their 

Theorem 3.3 for the case dp = 1 is false for d > 2. On the other hand, the 

assertion on p.2 implies that 96d!! can be replaced by 16d’ (d + 2)?. 

The proof of the theorem falls into three main steps. (A) (Lemmas 

1 to 4). We consider the special case, where the leading form of f is a 

monomial divisible by XY. For equations of this special type if f(z, y) = 0 

and say |x| > max{Zo, |y|} we have such good control of y as a function of z 

that we can construct a polynomial F € Z[X,Y] prime to f, which vanishes 
for all pairs (x,y) in question; this bounds the solutions. (B) (Lemmas 5 

to 9). Under the general assumptions of the theorem we find polynomials 
G, H € Z[X, Y] such that the minimal equation connecting G(z, y), H(z, y) 

subject to f(a, y) = 0 is of the special type considered in (A). (C) (Lemmas 

10, 11 and the proof of the theorem in the strict sense). We deduce the 

estimates in the general case from those obtained in (A) by deducing bounds 
for x,y from those for G(x, y), H(z, y). 

It should be mentioned that the condition (C3) has been sharpened by 

the second author [15] and the condition (C,) by M. Ayad [1]. However 

their proofs do not lead to bounds for the size of possible solutions of the 

equation f(x,y) = 0, since they use an ineffective theorem of Siegel [19].
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N and No denote the set of positive integers and of nonnegative integers, 

respectively. For a real number 2, [x] is the least integer greater than or 

equal to z. 

For a polynomial F’ with coefficients a; € C we shall put 

1/v 

IFI =max|a|, IFI = (= oa (vy = 1,2). 

We conclude the introduction by expressing our thanks to Professor 

J. W. S. Cassels for the remarks incorporated in the present version of the 

paper and to Mr. K. Stefaziski for the remarks on an early draft. 

Lemma 1. Let P,Q € Z[X,Y], (P,Q) = 1, degx P = pi, degy P = po, 

and similarly for Q. If 

P(z,y) = Q(z,y) = 0 (1) 

then 

Iz] S (IIPIKp: + DP FT)" (llaii(a: 4 1) Ve +1)” 

Proof. Since (P,Q) = 1 the resultant R(X) of P and Q with respect to Y is 

not zero and clearly (1) implies that R(x) = 0. Since the leading coefficient 

of R is in absolute value > 1 we have by the inequality of Landau [6] 

Iz] < |Rlle. (2) 

Now 

|Rll2 < max |R(g)| (3) 

and using the Hadamard inequality for the determinant of the Sylvester 

matrix we obtain 

  

Rll S VÍ [[ (Pll? + 1)?@ + 1)) Ter, + 1)?(g2 + 1)). 

_ The inequalities (2) and (3) imply the lemma. &
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Lemma 2. For all integersn >v >0, r>1,t>0, p>0, A\>1,k 40 

for every polynomial f € Z[X,Y] with the leading form equal to kX”Y™ ” 
there exist polynomials B,4,,,C,2,, € Z[X] with the following properties 

deg Bri <M, (4) 

Bren ll <n? [FI (5) 
deg Cri. <vr+A+t—-1, (6) 

IICr.t,a ll < 20?" IF"; (7) 

if f(x,y) = 0, £0 then 

r(v-1)+t 

n-v-bt Tt (x) n-14(r-1)(v-1)+t-p y 2. They 2 

Ca, (2) y™ v-X 

ose (Kory YO 

Proof. We define the polynomials B,,:,,, C,,, by induction on r as follows 

tttv-1 —v 

my B. tp (x)y" 1+t-p + § Ci, tr (x)y"" V-A 

u=0 A=1 

= —X'(f(X, Y) — kXVY" Tr): — Ny AJ(XYYTE ját 

and 

Betty = Nm B. en A; (u < (r + 1)(v - 1) + t), (8) 

rw tyhetn>o 

n>j20 

Crtttr = kX’ Cyt. — nm - Bistn4Aj (1S A<n—v). (9) 
Atja(r4+1)(v—-1)+t+r 

r(v—1)+t2>h>0 
n>j>0 

All assertions of the lemma follow by induction on r. 

Indeed, we have 

—-A, if O<w<min{n—-1,t+v—1}, 
Batu = . 

0 otherwise,
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hence 

deg Busy < deg A, < by 

WBrtu ll < Aull < UF Tl 

and by (8) 

deg By+ity < max {deg B,, + deg A;}} < max {h+j}=un, 
h+j=h h4-j-p 

IB II S max IIBran AjII S réllfilmaz IB en I 
1j-n ASp 

< n2 . n2tr- 1) WA =n Wert? . 

Similarly 

—Ayprazt-1 of 1<ASn-v-—t, 
Cyt. = : 

0 otherwise, 

hence (6) and (7) follow from (9) by induction on r. Indeed, these formulae 
are true for r = 1 and assuming that (6), (7) hold for a fixed r we find from 

(4), (5) and (9) 

deg Crrit,, < max{v + degC,2,., (r+1)(v—-1) +t +A} 
< max{v(r +1) +A4+t-1, (r+ 1)v—-1)4+t+A} 

=v(r+1)+A4+t-1, 

C, < kI|C,. n max Burt A; Ia S osan Ta [Bane Ail 
S k 2275 INT A REI max !| Bart {I 

AS (r4+1)(v- 1) +t+r 

SnD [Fret + nfl? HFIP 
< (nr + Jn ») Wirt 

< an?" Fir? . 

The remaining assertion of the lemma is true by definition of Bit u; Ci,t,x 

for r — 1 and assuming its truth for a fixed r we infer by (8) and (9) from
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f(z,y) =0 

r(v-1)+t 
yr ett = 3 B.u (7) ye 1-H(r—1)(v—1)-Ht- pe 

0 (ka”)" 

r(v-1)4+t 

C4, (2) A (x) y™ v-rX _ Br ty (x) (v-1)r+t- pw 
+ Ye (kav) " ~ 5 (kar)r y 

n-1 

A;(z) n-1-j St) y7 V-A 

j=0 

(r+1)(v7 1) +t yr Her(u~ tt ha 

= ep Brn As 
u=0 h+j=p 

O<j<n 
O<ShSr(v—1)+t 

n-vV n- v-xr n-v 

y Cy, (z) u 
> > Btn (kav)rti + > (kav)rt+i ka 

A=1 A+ j=(r+1)(v- 1)4+t+r A=1 

(r+1)(v-1)+t 

B.u (2) n7-1-tr(v—1)tt- u 
mar. (kav)rt1 

Crit, (Z) yn a 
+ ae “(kav)rtt r+1 

The inductive proof is complete. = 

Lemma 3. For all integers n > v > 0, k 4 0 and every polynomial f € 

Z[X,Y] with the leading form equal tokX”Y"” there exists a polynomial — 
F € Z[X,Y] with the following properties 

the leading form of F is a monomial in Y, (10) 

degy f<degy f<n?, — (11) 

Fil < (nlf)? . (12) 
Ifz,y € Z, |x| > |y| and (13) 

f(z,y) =0 (131) 
then either F(x, y) — 0 or 

iz c (ről)
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Proof. By Lemma 2 with r = n —v +t (13) implies for z # 0 

(n- v+t)(v-1)+¢ 

y™ vit _ > qa y™ 14(n-v+t-1)(v~1)+t~ yp (14) 

u=0 

eee 
Now let us write 

Co-v4een = De Xt) 4 By Xverveomotl 4 Fy, (15) 

where 

Dir, Esa, Fix € ZX], (16) 

deg Ei. <n-—v—-A-lifrA<n-v—-1, Exp-y-1 = Ein-, = 9, 

deg Fi, < v(n-v+t)—n+min{frA+v+1,n}. 

It follows by (6) that 
deg Di, <A+t-1. (17) 

We have from (14) 

(n-v+t)(v-1)+¢ B 

(agent = Beesig eres a 
HO 

v- te  E.x(m 
+ b Di a(z)y * + 2 Peale Dye > 

+ 55 ale F(z) yr 
pu(n—v+t) vitt) 

For n — v > 3 let us denote all the quotients 4+, where0 <i<s< 

n —v—1 in whatever order by 0;,...,0y, where N= 7 2. 1) and let 

nov E N . 

A nu 7 : 

eer = 058; (19) 
j=l A=1 

By (16) we have a:,; € Z, by (15) and Lemma 2
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agg] a Ze EAT. (20) 
By virtue of the Bombieri—Vaaler theorem [2] there exists an integer solution 

[Co,Ci,...,Con-1] of the system of equations 

2N-1 

S> Cia, =0 (1S 5<N) (21) 

satisfying the condition 

0< max |C,|< *Vdet AAt, 
o<t<2N 

where A is a submatrix of the maximal rank of (a,,; ) ostcan . Using (20) a and 
SGSN 

the generalized Hadamard inequality (cf. [2], p. 16) we find 
  

2N-1 

< 4(n-v+t-1) 2(n-v+1) sayy INS] Do am Il (22) 
< 22 han van) II v+2N-1 

< (n?iifil)”” 
For n—v < 2 we take N = $, Co = 1, so that (22) still holds. 

From (18), (19) and (21) we obtain 

2N-1 2N-1 (n-v+t)(v-1)+t 
n-v B,- vrt,t, zt v(n-v - 

S Ct (ky) + = 5 Ct 5 Prom su y ( +e 

t=0 t=0 u=0 

2N-1 n-v 

+ > CD) Peale) V-A 

1-0 

+S ae yrs, 
If y 4 0 and 

2N-1 

zl >Iyl So Cel: 
1-0 

(n-v+t)(v-1)+t 

my (Wt DIIBr-v4een I+ Do v(n-v t+ HllFal 
4-0 A=1
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then the sum of the first and of the third term on the right hand side above 

is in absolute value less than 1, and since the second term is an integer and 

so is the left hand side, we obtain 

2N-1 2N-1 n-v 

> Cilky) YO Dex (ay TT. (23) 
t=0 t=0 A=1 

Therefore we take 

2N-1 n-v {2N-1 

F=Y S> c(ky)yr’* -Y SO ( S> CiDia 9) yur, (24) 
1-0 A=1 t=0 

By (16) F € Z[X,Y]. Let T be the greatest t < 2N such that C, # 0. Then 
by (17) 

2N-1 n-v {2N-1 

deg 5° C,(kY)”’* =n-v+T > deg >> ( S> C.Diy 00) you" 
1-0 A=1 170 

hence (10) holds. Besides 

deg, F < degy F< n—v+2N <n’, 

while by (7), (15) and (22) 

2N-1 

||F || = max laz 104]. keert2n-i , 2. cag. ah 
2 2N-1 

< (n? FI)” ma [etames , 2 S nin v+t-1) iri} 

t=0 

< (rlz) 4nXn-v42N-2) (lpr ete 

2n? 

s ll: 
which gives (11) and (12). 

If (13,) holds then by (23) and (24) either F(r,y) — 0 or 

2N-1 

zl <lul SO IC 
1-0 

0 A=1 

(n- v4+t)(v—-1)+t n-v 

SS HAD Br-vteeu + DO (nv + HllFeall p-
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The latter relation implies by (5), (7), (15) and (22) 

2 2N-1 (n-v4+t)(v-1)+¢ 

lel <ul - (nPAlfll > { S2 (ut Antenne 
t=0 p=0 

+(n—v)u(n—v +t) - InP ete D | Flr vst b 

Now we use the principle that the sum of a series growing guicker than 

a geometric progression with ratio 2 does not exceed the last term taken 

twice, and obtain 

n? n—v+2N —1)\(v—1)+2N+4+1 n-v42N- 

el svi (n*IsI)™ 24 (' w= 3) ) torn 

[Fl °PN"? + (n—v)u(n — v + 2N - 1) 
. Qn2(n- v+2N- 2) fret ey he 

2 no 2-10 nt 2.10 <ul (nti) 2f Same ge? + Sn ge } 
2n? 

Slyl (mn? IFll)" += Blyl. 

If |x| > |y| we infer from the equation (13,) that 

lelt < BY” [kl fol’ [yl = BY” [f(@,y) — ke’y” | 
av (ntl ~ <B ("3 a mt, 

hence 

n+) ony ls ("3")arr ill < 
s (nel 1)” 

o
N
 meV isn con 

Remark 1. Although the general idea is the same, Skolem [20] constructs 

the polynomial F differently. In his argument the proof is lacking, that the 

number Cy) +... + Cy occurring in his formula (9) is different from zero.
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Lemma 4. For every irreducible polynomial f € Z[X,Y] with the leading 

form equal tokX”Y"” (n > v >) all integral solutions of the equation 

f(x,y) = 0 satisfy 

max{|z|, ul) c (mt). 

Proof. In view of symmetry it is permissible to assume that |x| > |y]. 

Let F be a polynomial with properties specified in Lemma 3. Since f is 

irreducible we have either f|F or (f,F) = 1. The former is impossible by 
(10), since the leading form of f does not divide the leading form of F. 

Therefore (f, F) = 1 and by Lemma 1 and (11) the conditions f(z, y) = 0, 

F(z, y) = 0 imply 

lal < (iiflln?)” (Flin) . 

However by (12) 
2n? 

F< (7 Ilfil) 
Hence 

Iz] < nin'- gn? +3n-3 Fil" 

< (nPILF) - 
By (13) if f(z,y) = 0, F(z, y) #0 and ly] £ Iz] then 

2 2n3 

Iz S (rilAAD 

Hence in both cases 

zi c (nül)? . 2 

Remark 2. The example of the equation zy""1 — t(zg + y)*"! =0 witha 

solution x = t(t+1)""!, y = (t+1)""! shows that the exponent 2n? in the 
lemma cannot be lowered below n. 

Lemma 5. For the resultant R(ai,a2,a3) of homogeneous polynomials 

F;(#1, 22,23) (t = 1,2,3) of degrees ly > 1, lz > 1, 13 > 1 and with inde- 

terminate coefficient vectors a, ,a2,a3, respectively the following inequality 

holds 
WRili < (a th + |g) (18h la +713 +715 +36l2ls) (25)
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Proof. The resultant R is a polynomial with integral coefficients dividing 
the determinant D described on p.7 of [8], the elements of which are either 
zeros or components of the vectors a;, a2, a3. D is of order (!*!2+!s ), hence 
the number of terms in its expansion is ("*2*' )! and we have 

ht+b+l Dl < ( Tt 3 r ‘)) S (hth +h)O tht” (26) 

It follows from the construction of the determinant D that it is homoge- 
neous of degree (24%) in the components of a, and homogeneous of degree 
(423-1); 
(től 1) in the components of az. 

Now D = AR, where A € Z[b;, by] and b; is the coefficient vector of 
F,(x1, 2,0) (¢ = 1,2) see [8], p.11.. Clearly, b; has J; + 1 components and 
thus 

2 

lo +k. h(i; + 2l3; -—1 - E DaewD<h+y(*F*) + G+ phate) ey 5 2 
ím1 b 

1 
< 5 (lil +h +h8 + 4hbls + +124 2 - ly + hls + els), 

where 6 in the inner sum runs throught all the components of b,. It follows 
from a theorem of Mahler [9] that 

Alls til: < Dil. -2° < [Dill (a+b +b)? 
and since |All, > 1, f, > 1 we obtain (25) from (26) and (27). = 

Remark 3. A better estimate for ||R||; would follow from the expression 
for the resultant described in §7 of [7]. However this expression is given 
without a complete proof, therefore we do not use it. 

Lemma 6. Let c € C\{0}, g,h € CLX,Y]\C, (g,h) = 1, a, B,7,6 EN, 99 = 
9(X*,Y*), ho = h(X*,Y*) be homogeneous of degrees po, Qo respectively, 
p= _—Po g= —_.. 

(P0,90) ’ (Po .90) 

Then the resultant Ro of the forms eg{ hi, gf —EZ°4, h? —HZ*? equals 
CZ 7PodP FT>P0%4 where cz € CV (0). 

Proof. From 5.11.2, 5.7 and 5.9 of [5] we obtain successively 

Ro =e? Res (go, gg-— EZ", hk — HZ?) 

- Res (ho, gf — EZ?°?, AP — HZwP)® 
=P 9P0490 Res (9p, —EZPod | hh - HZ9P)T 

- Res (ho, gf —EZ"4, —HZw?)? |
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Since poqg = gop we can apply 5.9 of [5] again and obtain using 5.7, 5.8, 

5.11.2 of [5] 

Ry = c?9% Res (go, —=Z?°%, hP)” Res (ho, gf, —HZ®?)° 

= teP4P0% Res (EZ?4, go, ho)” Res (HZ®? go, ho)”. 

Taking now in the Laplace formula ([5], 5.10) 

fi =EZ"°9, fo =go, fs =ho, X1 = 2, Xo =X, X3 = VY 

we find 

Res (EZ°4 go, ho) = Res (EZPod \Po to Res (go, ho)??! =. = Pod Reg (90; ho)??? : 

Similarly 

Res (HZ®?, go, ho) = H?°® Res (go, ho)” . 

Hence 
Ro = cy, EPP0% F759" 0490 , 

where 
ci — +cP%P0% Res (go, hig) P40 + Spade . 

Since (g,h) = 1 we have, e.g. by Lemma 1 on p.110 of [17], (go, ho) — 1, 

hence Res(go, ho) # 0 and cs #0. @ 

Lemma 7. Let X have weight a, Y the weight B, f € Z[X,Y] and let 
the part of f of the greatest weight be equal to cg’h®, where a, 3,,6 € N, 

c 4 0, 9,h € Z[X,Y) \ Z have the weight po,qo andi(g,h) = 1. Put 
P= Gry. d= Gy: Then the resultant R of the polynomials f(X*,Y*), 

g(X*%,Y*)* — 5, h(X°*,Y*)? — H has the following properties 

the leading form of R equals c,=??s% H*%P0% , where cz A 0, (28) 

(yP9 +490 Poe 

Rll: <(yPo +690 + Pog taop)* PP +84a+25p9) (29) 
. PaPodgo II 59 H(YPotógo )pgo P|\(vP0+5q0) Pog all Ilo" ll IA? II : 

Proof. R equals the resultant of the forms 

Zorba F ((X/Z)*,(Y/Z)°) , g (X%,Y%)* — S29, h(X2,¥*)? — HZ?.
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We have 

I J K 

R= Da e, cm I] cs! Il dő Bot II ep H™+ , (30) 
i=l j=l k=l 

’ where c1,...,¢r, di,...,dy, €1,...,€x are the coefficients of f,g%,h?, re- 

spectively (in whatever order), ¢ = [e1,...,€7], ¢ = [G1,...,@y41], 9 = 
[m,---,MK41] run through NJ, Nj*?, NE*! and a(e,¢,7) 4 0 implies 

I J+1 . K+1 

> & = Papode, >. 6 = (1P0 + 640)P90, >> 05 = (1P0 + őgoJapo (31) 
i=1 - i=1 k=1 

(see [5], 2.3, (ii) with dy = YPo + 690, dy = qPo, dg = PQ), 

I . 

So ei ci) + Cr41 Po + 141 PG0 = (YPo + 690) Pgpo go (32) 
t=1 

(see [5], 5.13.2), where w(c;) is the exponent of the power of Z by which c; 
stands multiplied in 279+ f ((X/Z)*,(Y/Z)®). By convention, we take 
0° = 1. We have 

R=)) +d 

where 21, 22 are taken over all vectors ©,¢,” satisfying the condition 

> €;w(c;) = 0 and > e,w(ci) > 0, respectively. 

However, by Lemma 6 

5 i = Ro = cy =P F7O9P090 | 

On the other hand, by (30) and (32) the degree of }>, with respect to = 

and H is less than (yp + 6¢)poqo. ( Note that gpo = pgo). Hence (28) holds. 
As to (29), it follows from Lemma 5, (30), (31) and the inequalities 

lel <Ilfll GsisJ, 

Iai<ilg*] GsisJ), 

lex] < |r? || (1S k< K). 2 

Lemma 8. Let f be irreducible. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7 there 
exists an irreducible polynomial P € Z[=, H] with the following properties 

P(g", h?) = 0 (mod f); (33)
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Po + 640 | | Pog < — a 4 degP | ew Pf] as = 0 (34) 

the leading form of P is of the type k=" H”, wherek £0, u 5 0, v 5 0; 

(35) 
[PII S (yp0 + 540 + 2poq)# Ore +94%0+26P09) || F\laeFET Hg ™||e||hPI|?. (36) 

Remark 4. Skolem only outlines for y = 6 = 1 a proof of the existence of 
an irreducible polynomial P with the properties (33) and (35). No estimates 
for its degree or height are given. 

Proof. Using Proposition 7.2.1 (i) of [5] with n = 2, 

™ = Po + 690, M2=™M3 =pog= gp, Pi=f, Po=g", Ps =h?, 

d, = owe aB, dg=d3= 2 ap 

we infer the existence of a non-zero polynomial ® € Z[T,,T2,T3] of the type 

az a Ce: 

= 5 Carazes 17 13° TZ”, 

d, a1 +dza2+dgagS 18282. 

such that 

®(f,97,h®) =0. (37) 

Let a be the least nonnegative integer such that for some 02, az we 

have Cy,a,0; # 0. Put 

Q(Th, T3) = > Capaza3 Ty? Ts? . 

dia1-td2aztdzaz5S Sao 85 

It follows from (37) and the choice of ag that 

Q (g", h?) = 0 (mod f). 

Moreover, since d, = d3 we have 

did; 
< = degQ < op 8  
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Since f is irreducible there exists an irreducible factor P € Z[=, H] of Q such 

that (33) and (34) hold. Moreover, we may assume that P is primitive. 

In order to prove (35) and (36) suppose that for some €,7 € C we 

have R(£,n) = 0, where R is-the resultant described in Lemma 7. By the 

fundamental property of the resultant (see [8], p.13) there exist z,y,z € C 

not all zero such that 

zyPot a0 f ((2)° (4)’) =0, 

9 (x7, y°)" ~ EzPoa = 0, 

h (a*,y*) —nzeP = 0. 

However z = 0 is impossible, since it would give g (ze, y") =hA (x*, y®) =0 

and since g(X®,Y°),. h{X°,Y) are homogeneous, (9 (X°, Y8), 
h(X*,Y*)) # 1, hence (g,h) # 1, contrary to the assumption. Hence 

z #0 and taking 2, = (x/z)*, y: = (y/z)* we obtain 

f (21,91) = 9(41,y1)? — € = h(a, 41)? —7 = 0. 

From (33) it follows that P(€,7) = 0. Therefore, by the Hilbert-Netto 
theorem ([8], p.48) we have for a positive integer m and a polynomial 

S € QE, H] 
P™ = RS. 

It follows from the irreducibility of P that for a positive integer 4 and a 

2 €Q 
R=cP*, (38) 

which together with (28) implies (35). 

However, since R € Z[=, H] and P is primitive, we have c. € Z. Comparing 

the degrees on both sides of (38) we obtain from (28) and (34) 

1. 0 =< ——____.. 39 
B ~ (yp + 64)p090 (39) 

On the other hand; 

[PII* < max |P(E,n)|* = max 
léls1 

In1-1 In|=1 
  

1 =R(En)| < Hh, 
2 

hence by (39) 
Li 

. 

IPil < IIRIIT S Ror 

Together with (29) this gives (36).
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Lemma 9. In the special case of Lemma 8, where g = X, h = Y there is 

an irreducible polynomial P € Z[X,Y] satisfying (33), (35) and such that 

deg P < ay + Bő, 

IPI < (m+ D(M+ DIF) ,.m = degy f, n= degy f. 

Proof. Consider the polynomial 

a71 8-1 

F(XY)-III[(GX.GY) ezlta 69. X.Y, 
1-0 j—0 

where ¢., Cs are primitive roots of unity of order a, Ő, respectively. Since 

F is invariant with respect to the substitutions X — ¢gX, Y — ¢.Y we 

have F € Q(X*,Y“%) and 

F=Q (x, Y*) , where Q € Z[E, H]. 

Let Qo be the leading form of Q. If Fo is the part of F of the greatest 

weight, we have 

Fo(X,Y) = Qo (Xé,Y") , hence 

B-la-l 

Fo(X,Y) = |] TP kx) Y)° =k? x87 286, 
#=0 j=0 

On the other hand 

Ql = ||Flls $< (m4 Dn 4 DIF). 

Now, let P € Z[X, Y] be an irreducible factor of Q such that f|P (X°,Y°), 

ie. (33) holds. We may assume without loss of generality that P is 

primitive. Since f|P (X°,Y°) we have 

F(X,Y)|P (X®,Y°)"", thus Q|P%. 

Since P is irreducible we have Q = cP* (yw € N) and since P is primitive 

c € Z. Hence Qo = cP}, where Py is the leading form of P and (35) follows. 

Moreover 

deg P < deg Qo = ay + (6, 

IPII S eek, IP(E,n)| < mak, lQ(E,m)I < lQlh 

and the lemma follows.
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Lemma 10. If F € Z[X,Y] is isobaric with respect to weights a, B, (a, 8) = 

1 and (F, XY) = 1, then there exists a form F € Z[X,Y] such that 

F(X,Y) = F (X*,Y°). 

Proof. If F € Z we take F = F. If F ¢ Z, since (F, XY) = 1 we have 

F= x c;X% Ys, where the vectors [a;,b;] € Ng are distinct, c; € Z \ {0} 

and, say dy £0, bo = 0; a, — 0, bk #0. 

Since F is isobaric with respect to weights a, @ we have 

a,;a+b;8 = aga (0<j <k) 

and in particular 6. = aoa. Since (a, 8) = 1 we obtain a9 = 0mod f and 

from the equation above 

a; =Omodf, 6; =Omoda (0<j<hk). 

The lemma follows with 

k ek 

F(X,Y) => oXFY=. 
j=0 

Lemma 11. If G,,G2 € Z[X,Y]\ Z, Gi,G2 are homogeneous of degree r 

and (G,,G2) = 1 we have for all complex z,y 

max{|Gi(x,y)|, |Go(z,y)|}2 (8r7 Gill Gall) “ max{|z|", lyl"}. (40) 

Proof. We have (G:(X, 1), Ge(z,1)) = 1 hence by the result of Mahler [10] 

for all complex z 

max{|Gi(z,1)|, |Ga(2,2)|} > CllGilk Gelle)" 
> (2(r +1)*1Grll [IGall)” 
> (8r7|Gal| Gall)” 

Thus for all complex z and y 

max{|G:(z,y)|, |Ga(x, y)}> (8r71Gr{1 Gell) * ly!”
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and by symmetry 

max{|Gi(z,y)|, |Ga(w,y)}= (8r7[1Gil| Gall)” Iz, 

which gives (40). 

Proof of the theorem. If (C;,) is not satisfied by the variable X, let the 

term of f containing the highest power of X occurring in f and the highest 

power of Y besides be cX7Y°, where 7 > 0, 6 > 0. Let us give X the weight 

a=n-—6+1,Y the weight 6 = 1. Since X7Y° has the weight greater 
than X71Y", cX7Y° is the part of f of the greatest weight and Lemma 9 

is applicable. We have 

P=P =a, q=O=1. 

For the polynomial P the existence of which is ensured by Lemma 9 we 
obtain from f(z, y) = 0 and (33) 

P(z,y*) = 0. (41) 

Moreover, by Lemma 9 

deg P Say+6<m(n-64+1)+6<mn41, 

IPI < (m+ 1)(n + IDIFIN)*. 

Since by (35) P satisfies the assumption of Lemma 4 we have from that 
lemma and (41) 

a a a a\2(mn- m64+m+5)? 

max{(z|, |y*|}< ((mn + 1)?(m +1) (n+ 1)* [fil y* +m+6) 

which implies the inequality for |z| in (i). In order to prove the inequality 
for |y| let us observe that for m = 1 a stronger inequality, namely 

lyl < n({lfll + 1)" 

follows on reversing the role of x and y by the argument used by Hilliker . 

and Straus in the proof of their false Theorem 3.3 (the argument is sound 

only it does not prove what is asserted in the theorem). For m > 1 we have 

:— y(6). 
_ 2(mn- mb+m+6) 3 

ul S (mn + HOH) (m+ 1)(n-+ DIF)
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Now, an easy calculation shows that in the interval (1,n) 

29 (6) 
(6) > mn—mé6+m+6 

hence p(ó) has no local maximum in this interval and 

ly] < max (6) = max{y(1), o(n)}= ¢(1), 
1S$6Sn 

which completes the proof of (i). 

If (C;) holds, bu but (C2) does not, we give X the weight a = Gny? Y the 
weight @ = . The part of f of the greatest weight is of the form 

KEY" f(X, Y), 

where e > 0, ¢ > 0, (fi(X,Y), XY) = 1 and f; is isobaric. By Lemma 10 

fi=fi(X*,Y*), (42) 

where f; € Z[X,Y] is a form of degree k,, say. By (C1) n> C+ degy fi > 
k,, hence 

ki < (m,n). (43) 

Lemma 8 is applicable with 

g=X, h=Y‘Sf,(X,Y), y=e<m, 6=1. 

We have 

Po =a, go = B(C +. aki) < Bn, P= 0-0 

ala) 2 B. (44) 

For the polynomial P the existence of which is ensured by Lemma 8 we 

obtain from f(z, y) = 0 and (33) 

P (x1, y°? fi(z,y)?) = 0. " (45) 

Moreover, by (34) and (36) 

degP £ o — E Fa abc mm min {4 +1 nh, (46)  
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Or mn2 

IPI £ (car + qo + Largo) 8 Oratoe0t25a) | Filtmmitenrar |nPll?. (47) 

  

  

However 2 omn? bmn? 
mn mn mn 

< < ea + qo + 20g < Gn,n) + (m,n)? = (m,n) (48) 

2mn 1.1 
o(9ea: + 9go + 25aqo) < (mn) n) (4 +1) (9ea + 9go + 25aq0) (49) 

9ea 
< mae (5 +90 + 25an + 2 +90 +2504 ) 

172mn3 

= (m,n 
Since (C2) does not hold 

2agmn? 2n? 
< . (m,n)(ea + qo) > mn, Gm n)(cat qe) 5 Um, my! (50) 

By (42) and (43) the number of non-zero coefficients of f, does not exceed 

(m,n), thus by (44) 

I = PPI S (ory) Ful S (Com myLFIDOO 650 
< ((m,n)|| FPF? . 

Now, by (46) 

min{a aah a < 2mn 209 An? 
"B ~(mn) B (m,n)”’ 

hence by (47) - (51) 

4 n3 

Amn? \ (an® 4 a? 

Pll < (55) (m,n) or] fT < (dmn?) oe SE pl ear, 

Since by (34) P satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4 we obtain from that 

lemma and (45) 

max({|z%|, ly’? fi(e,y)?l} < (PIP Il)” (52) 
) 16m? n° (m,n)—* 

  

IA
 

4 2n4 43mn3 2 

(ae enn’) (nin MI fons 
?
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On the other hand, 

<n G, =X and G,=YeOf,(X,Y)@O 

are homogeneous polynomials of the same degree 3 S n and by (42) 

= Gi(x"), y°? fi(z,y)? = Go(2*,y*). 

Moreover, we have ||G;|| = 1 and by (51) 

Gall = APL < (Cm n) FR . 
Hence, by Lemma 11 

max{lo"| ly? fi(0, y)P}2 (8n? ((m,n)| FI) =) * max{|e*|F, vető). 
On comparing this with (52) we obtain 

-1 96m‘*n®(m,n)~> +n(m,n)7) 

max{|e*|,|y*|}< ((4mn2)smrim™ 171) 
By symmetry 

“1 96m®n*(m,n)~* +m(m,n)~* 

max{|x"|, |y*|}((4m?njsmnom™) 17) 
Hence 

) 96m* ndó (m,n)~5 +do(m,n)~} 

, max{|2*|,Iy*I}< ((Amndy)emrom™ If 
which implies (ii). 

Assume now that f satisfies (C,) and (C2), but does not satisfy (C3). 
Let X have the weight a = Gany? Y the weight 8 = Cen and let the part of 
f of the greatest weight be g, 92 "where 9: e ZIX,Y] \Z, (91,92) = 1. Since 
9192 is isobaric so are gi, 92, moreover by (Ci) - (C2) we have (g;, XY) = 1. 
Hence by Lemma 10 for suitable polynomials 9; € Z[X,Y] we have 

  

Gi = Gi (x4, Y") (i = 1,2), (53) 

. where g; is homogeneous of degree, say, k; > 0. Clearly 

| ky + kp =(m, n), whence - (54) 

kike < (m, ny 
  (55)
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Lemma 8 is applicable with g = g,, h = g2, y= 6=1. We have 

k ko mn p= ky q= ko 

Po = ‘tr, Gane = > (m,n)??? (ka, ka)? (ay ha) 
  

Put . 
_ ki ko 

c (fa, kz) 

For the polynomial P the existence of which is ensured by Lemma 8 we 

obtain from f(x,y) = 0 and (33) 

P (gi (x,y)*, go(x,y)?) = 0. (56) 

Moreover, by (34) and (36) 

  

  

T, 

degP < o= [hol Í ky kp mn mn 

(ki, ka) (m,n)? 7 (m, n) 

IPIl < (Bo + G0 + 2pog)*SPo+990+25P09) | F|\ THT Ig? ||| 9812. 

However, by (54) and (55) 

mn 

Po + 40 + 2p0g S (m (m,n)? 2 2% 

9m 25mn 43 
9p + 940 + 25p0g < (m = + < zm 

hence 
  

IPI] < (matt fH” IgGl] oHAT™ gh] HAT”. 
Since P by (35) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4 we have by that lemma 

and (56) 

max{|gi(z,y)*|, \go(x, y)?|} 
(57) 

33,3 

min 
BB pr an (m,n) 

< (so np r?(m, nye 16 za mins "fll eo (m, nn) aa (m,n) 98 I (mn) ") 

, 

On the other hand, 97 and 9) are homogeneous polynomials of the same 

degree r. Hence by (53) and Lemma 11 with G, = 9{, G2 = 93 

max{|gi(z,y)"|, [go(x, y)?I}= max{|g: (2°, y*)*], [Go(o", y*)P I} 

> (8r?|I9f II gel)” max{lx*|", vel.
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which together with (57) gives 

max{|2*|, ele 8r2 [93 Ige: (58) 
. 2am? n3 3 

mn? r (mnye 
(= 3°! ln ESŐ ETT IGE fo 5) 

By (53) we have for every positive integer | 

llgill = Nall = l9e(X, 1)'Il S (he + 1) [lg(X, BDI 
< (m,n) |I9:(X, DIV. 

Moreover, since ||§:(X, 1)92(X, 1)l] = [IG 92ll = lggall <'llfll we have by a 
lemma of Gelfond ((3], p.135) 

Iloell = ll9s(X, 1)|] < e* ** [fll =e” [IF IL. 

Hence q 

lof = lla2ll < ((m, me) If11) 
Pp 

oS ll = Hall < ((m,n)e™? IF) 
and (54), (55), (58) give 

(m, n)* (m,n) (mn) ee i nem III) max{|x"|, |y*|}< 8 
m3 n3 (m,n) : 

mn ((m, n)e™ ny ") 32 

Éz m n*(m,n)3+(m, n) 

  
            
mn? 43 

. (ő ny 32/3 (mn) is ( 

< ((mnyomnionn™ age 
This implies (iii). = 

Proof of the corollary. For d = 2 the assumptions of (ii) are never 
satisfied and 

max(lz], iv) c (41171) c (451I7ID?" im the case (ii). 
It remains to consider the case (i). If the leading form of f is a monomial 
we have by Lemma 4 

max{|c|, lyl}< (47 fll 9 a (45171? .
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If the leading form of f is not a monomial, it is equal either to aX?Y+bXY? 
or to aXY+6Y? or toaX?+bXY (abF 9. In the first case (C;) is satisfied 

neither by X nor by Y, hence 

max{|z|,|y|}< (45]/||)” - 

In the second case m = 1, n = 2, hence 

max{|z|, |yl}< (18|[fll)* < (4511f1)" - 

The third case is symmetric to the second. 

For d > 2 of the three estimates 

rnaxc{|| byl} < (d+ 1)2(a? + 1)°/4|1f1)) "im the ease (i), 
3\8d? 96d*(d-1)7+1 . 

maztlat ul) c (a Is) in the case (ii), 
ed! +a max{|z|, |y|} < (as 1 fil) ved in the case (iii) 

the second is the worst. MI 

Note added in proof. By using recent results of B. Dwork and A. J. van 

der Poorten, which improve upon the work of W. Schmidt, P. G. Walsh has 

substantially sharpened the estimates given on pages 330-331. In most but 

not in all cases his results are better than our Theorem. We also owe to 

him two corrections incorporated in the present paper. Walsh’s paper is to 

appear in Acta Mathematica. 
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Edge Disjoint Cliques in Graphs 

E. GYŐRI" 

ABSTRACT 

Two related concepts are studied: the decomposition of grapbs into edge 

disjoint cligues of either given or arbitrary order and the number of edge disjoint 
cligues of given order. We survey the main results and open problems in the 
subjects. 

1. Decompositions 

The classical theorem of extremal graph theory about cliques is Turdn’s 

famous theorem. 

Theorem 1. ((9] r = 3, [10] r > 4). If G is a graph of n vertices not 
containing any clique (or complete subgraph) K, of r vertices then 

|E(G)| < t,-1(n), 

where t,-1 (n) is the edge number of the (r —1)-partite Turdén graph T,-, (n) 
(= Ky, + Kn, +---+ Ka.) Mm <m <...<n,-1 <m +1) and equality 

holds if and only if G ~ T,-1(n). 
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If we should like to decompose T2(n) into cliques then the only pos- 
sibility is to decompose it into t2(n) K2’s. The first theorem on clique 
decompositions (proved by P. Erdés, A. W. Goodman and L. Pésa) states 
that this is the worst case. 

Theorem 2. ((4]). The edge set of any graph G of n vertices can be de- 
composed into at most t2(n) edge disjoint cliques and if G is not isomorphic 
to T,(n) then strictly fewer cliques suffice. 

A generalization of Theorem 2 was conjectured by G.O.H. Katona 
and T. Tarjan and was proved independently by F.R.K. Chung [2], A.V. 
Kostochka and the present author [7]. 

Theorem 3. For an arbitrary graph G, let p(G) denote the minimum of 
> |V(G;)| over all decompositions of G into edge disjoint cliques G1,G2,... 
(i.e. the subgraphs G; are pairwise edge disjoint cliques such that E(G) = 
UE(G;)). Then 

P(G) < 2t2(n) 
and equality holds if and only if G ~ T2(n). 

Notice that in Theorems 2 and 3, the decompositions can have cliques of 
any order. However, similar theorems can be proved for the decompositions 
of graphs into edge disjoint cliques K, and K,. Naturally, if we want to 
decompose the Turan graph T,-;(n) into edge disjoint K,’s and K2’s then 
the only way to do it is to decompose the graph into t,-1(n) K’s. The 
following theorem states the Turdn graph T;-, (7) yields the worst case for 
any r > 3. The case r = 3 was already settled in the paper of P. Erdés, A.W 
Goodman and L. Pésa [4], the cases r > 4 were proved by B. Bollobas [1]. 

Theorem 4. The edge set of any graph of n vertices can be decomposed 
into at most t,-1(n) edge disjoint cliques of r or 2 vertices and t,-(n) 
cliques are necessary if and only if G ~ T,-,(n) (r > 4), G ~ Th(n), Kg or 
Ks (r => 3). 

The following theorem is a sharpening of Theorem 4 (like Theorem 3 is 
a sharpening of Theorem 2) for the case r > 4 and was proved by Z. Tuza 
and the present author [8]. 

Theorem 5. For an arbitrary graph G, let p-(G), r > 4 denote the 
minimum of >’ |V(G;)| over all decompositions of G into pairwise edge 
disjoint cliques G,,G2,... of r or 2 vertices. Then 

Pp, (G) < 2t,-1 (n)
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and equality holds if and only if G ~ T,-; (n). 

It is a bit surprising that the desired inequality 

p3(G) < 2te(n) 

does not hold for all graphs G. It is easy to see that 

p3(Ks) = 14 = 2t2(5) + 2 

and 

p3(Ker+4) = 2te(6k +4) +1. 

In the case r = 3, the following estimate was proved only. 

Theorem 6. ((8]). For every graph G of n vertices, 

G)< — p3(G) < =" 

However, we conjecture that much stronger estimate holds, as well. 

Conjecture 1. For every graph G of n vertices, 

p3(G) < 2te(n) + o(n”) = sn + 0(n?). 

Another form of this conjecture is 

Conjecture 1’. Every graph of n vertices and t2(n) + m edges contains 

2m, — o(n?) edge disjoint triangles. 

A possible (maybe too optimistic) generalization of it is 

Conjecture 2. Every graph of n vertices and t,-,(n) +m edges contains 

2m, — o(n”) edge disjoint cliques of r vertices. 

P. Erdés suggested to study a similar weighting function of the decom- 

positions of graphs into edge disjoint cliques. For any graph G, let p"(G) 

denote the minimum of > |V(G;)—1| over all decompositions of G into pair- 

wise edge disjoint cliques G,,G2,.... A maybe too optimistic conjecture is 

as follows:
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Conjecture 3. For every graph G of n vertices, 

p’(G) < te(n). 

This conjecture seems to be just a bit stronger than Theorem 3, but it 
is not the case. To show the deepness of Conjecture 3, let me mention my 
favorite special case, which is still open, as well. 

Conjecture 4. Every K,-free graph of n vertices and to (n) + m edges 
contains m edge disjoint triangles. 

Only the following even weaker special case is settled. 

Theorem 7. Every 3-colorable graph of n vertices and t,(n) + m edges 
contains m edge disjoint triangles. 

2. On the number of edge disjoint cliques 

With Theorem 5, 6, 7 and Conjectures 1’, 2, 4, we arrived at problems 
related to the number of edge disjoint cliques of given order. The basic 
question is as follows: 

How many pairwise edge disjoint cliques of r vertices can be found in a 
graph of n vertices and t,-1(n) +m edges? 

Naturally, if we add m edges to the Turdn graph T,-, (n) arbitrarily then 
the resulting graph contains at most m edge disjoint cliques of r vertices, and 
if m is large enough and the edges are added to the Turdn graph T.-, (n) 
in a special way then it may occur that we cannot find m edge disjoint 
cliques of r vertices. Thus, it was natural that the first two problems on 
the number of edge disjoint cliques ask for what values of m can we find m 
or asymptotically m edge disjoint cliques of r vertices. Of course, Erdés [3] 
only proposed these problems for triangles first. 

Problem. Determine the maximum m such that every graph of n vertices 
and t,(n) + m edges has m edge disjoint triangles. 

_ Conjecture. There is a function f(c) such that every graph of n vertices 
and t,(n) + en edges contains cn — f(c) edge disjoint triangles.
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It turned out that these problems are very closely related to each other. 

Actually, the following generalization of Erdés’ conjecture was fundamental 

in the solution of the problem. 

Theorem 8. ((5] r = 3, [6] r > 4). Let G be a graph of n vertices and 

t,-1(n) +m edges where m = o(n”). Then G contains 

m —O(m?/n?) = (1 —0(1))m 

edge disjoint cliques of r vertices. 

Using the case r = 3, we proved the following theorem answering the 

problem of Erdés. 

Theorem 9. ({5]). Let G be a graph of n vertices and t,(n) + m edges 

where 
m<2n-10 if n is odd 

and m<1.5n—5 if n_ is even. 

Then the graph G contains m edge disjoint triangles if n is sufficiently large. 

Examples 1 and 2 show these upper bounds are sharp. 

Example 1. n= 2k. G = T2(n — 3) + Ks, or in other form, this graph 

G is obtained from the Turan graph T2(n) by taking one vertex of the first 

color class and two vertices of the second color class and joining these 3 
vertices to all vertices. Then it is easy to see that the resulting graph G of 

n vertices and t2(n) + 1.5n — 4 edges does not contain 1.5n — 4 edge disjoint 
triangles. 

Example 2. n = 2k+1. Take the Turdn graph T2(n) with color classes 
V, and V2 of k and k +1 vertices, respectively. Take one vertex in V; and 

join it to all vertices in V,. Then, take three vertices, say 21, 22,23, in V2, 

and join them to each other and to k — 3 (all except one) other vertices in 

V2. (The sets of k — 3 vertices do not have to be the same for the vertices 
X1,Z2,23.) It is easy to see that the resulting graph G of n vertices and 

t2(n) + 2n — 9 edges does not contain 2n — 9 edge disjoint triangles. 

Remark 1. Theorem 9 is sharp only for the graphs in Examples 1 and 2 

if n is sufficiently large. Notice that the extremal graph is unique when n 

is even and we have three similar extremal graphs when n is odd. 

Remark 2. In [5], in the not detailed case of odd n, we stated incorrectly 
that m < 2n—9 is sufficient and the appropriate example given in [5] is not 

the best either.
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The case r = 3 of Theorem 8 was the most important tool in the proof 

of Theorem 9. Thus, it is not a surprise that when we managed to prove 

Theorem 8 for any r > 4 then we managed to generalize Theorem 9 for 

r > A, as well. 

Theorem 10. ((6]). Let r > 4 and G be a graph of n vertices and 

t,-1(n) + m edges where 

  

msa|2*t|-s 

r—1 

Then G contains m edge disjoint cliques of r vertices if n is sufficiently 

large. Example 3 shows that this upper bound is sharp and this is the only 

extremal graph. 

Example 3. Take two color classes V; and V; of [24] vertices in T,- 1 (n). 

(I.e. take two color classes of er] vertices if there are at least two of this 
rol 

size, and take two color classes of [—2;] vertices otherwise.) Add 3 [2+ —4 

edges to T,-1(n) so that two elements of V; and one element of V; should be 

joined to all vertices. It is easy to see that the resulting graph of n vertices 

and t,-1(n) 43 [2+] — 4 edges does not contain 3 E — 4 edge disjoint 

cliques of r vertices since the subgraph induced by V; UV; does not contain 

3 [2st] — 4 edge disjoint triangles (see Example 1). 
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On Arithmetic Graphs Associated with Integral 
Domains, IIT 
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1. Introduction 

In {6], [7] and [8], some quantitative finiteness results have been established 
for arithmetic graphs associated with integral domains. These led to impor- 
tant applications concerning diophantine equations, algebraic number the- 
ory, irreducible polynomials and pairs of polynomials with given resultant, 

respectively (see [6], [7], [8] and the references given there). The purpose 
of this paper is to give a new and improved version of Theorem 1 of Part I 

[8]. This enables us to get much better bounds (in terms of certain impor- 
tant parameters) in applications to irreducible polynomials (cf. [10]) and to 
pairs of polynomials with given resultant or given semi-resultant (cf. [9]). 
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2. Results 

We keep the notation of Part I. Let K be a finitely generated extension 

field of Q, R a subring of K containing 1, U a finitely generated subgroup 

of the unit group of R with —1 € U, and N a finite non-empty subset of 

R\ {0}. For each pair of distinct positive integers i, 7 we select an element 

of N, denoted by 6;,;, such that 6;; = 6;;. For any finite ordered subset 

A = {a1,...,Qm} of R, we denote by G(A) the simple graph with vertex 

set A whose edges are the (unordered) pairs [a;,a,;] for which 

A; — a; ¢ bi; -U. 

The ordered subsets A = {a1,...,@m} and A’ = {a},...,a,,} of R are 

called U-equivalent if a, = ea; +8 for some e € U and @ € R,i=1,---,m. 

It is obvious that in this case the graphs G(A) and G(A’) are isomorphic. 

Denote by G(A) the complement of G(A), and by G(A) the polygon 

hypergraph of G(A), i.e. that hypergraph whose vertices are the edges of 

G(A) and whose edges are the cycles! aj;,,...,a;, (k > 3) in G(A) such 
that 

D (as — ai. ) A 0 for each non-empty subset J of (1,...,k— 1). (1) 

jeJ 

If, in particular, we consider only cycles of length 3 (i.e. triangles) of G(A) 

the hypergraph so obtained is called the triangle hypergraph of G(A) (cf. 

[1], p. 440) and is denoted by GTA (cf. [6], [7]). Similarly, if we take 

only cycles of length 3 and 4 of G(A) then the corresponding hypergraph, 

denoted by GA), is called the quadrangle hypergraph of G(A). 

Let 69,61,...,6, be non-zero elements of K, and consider the unit 

equation 

6929 + 6:2, +... +6,2, =0 in 2,2),...,2, € U. (2) 

If x = (Z0,...,@n) is a solution of (2) then so is ex = (exo,...,€%n) for 

every ¢ € U. Such solutions are proportional to each other. A solution x 
  

1 In other words, Qji,,---,0;, (k > 3) are distinct elements of A such that 

leg, , oo] - - . [0 , : Ci [té 4, ] are all edges in G(A) (cf. [2]).
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of (2) is called non-degenerate if d9%9 + 6121 +... + 6,2, has no proper 

vanishing subsum (i.e. if }>,., 6:2; # 0 for each proper non-empty subset 

I of {0,1,...,n}), and degenerate otherwise. Bvertse:and I proved [4] that 

the maximal number of pairwise non-proportional non-degenerate solutions 

of (2) is at most C = C(n,U), where C is a number depending only on 

n and U. In our Theorem 1 below, this number C(n,U) will be used for 

n= 3. 

Theorem 1. Let m > 3 be an integer. Then for all but at most 

m . 1 

II(7) een (3) 
173 

U-equivalence classes of ordered subsets A = {04,...,Qm} of R, one of the 

following cases holds: 

a) G(A) is connected and at least one of G(A) and G(A) " js not connected; 

b) G(A) has two connected components, G, and Gz say, such that G, is not 

connected and? |G2| = 1. 

Furthermore, if m = 4, 

c) G(A) has two connected components of order 2 and G (A) is not con- 

nected. 

This is another version of Theorem 1 of Part I [8] where the same 

assertion was proved with G (A) instead of G(A) " and with the bound 

{(m + 1)!C(m — 1, U)}@) 

in place of (3). As was mentioned above, this improvement in terms of m 

yields much better quantitative results in some applications (cf. [9], [10]). 

The proof in [4] does not make it possible to compute C explicitly. 

We may, however, assume that C(n,U) is a monotonic function of the 

parameter n. We remark that if we consider in Theorem 1 everywhere 

GA) instead of GA), we can replace in (3) C(3,U) by C(2,U). For 

C(2,U), an explicit expression was given in [3] (see also Theorem 6 in [8]. 

We specialize now our result to the number field case. Next let in 

particular K be an algebraic number field of degree d over Q, S a finite set 

  

2 \G| denotes the order (number of vertices) of a graph G. Moreover, |A| will denote 

the cardinality of a finite set A.
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of places of K containing all infinite places, s the cardinality of S, R = Os, 

the ring of S-integers of K, and U = O¢, the group of S-units in K. It has 
been recently proved by Schlickewei [11] that in this case 

C(n, 0%) = (4sdl)?"" 

is an upper bound for the maximal number of pairwise non-proportional, 

non-degenerate solutions of (2). Very recently, this has been improved in 

terms of d (see [5]) to 

C(n, O5) = (88d!) 9° 

The factor d! can be replaced by d in both bounds if K/Q is normal. The 

proofs of these bounds involve a recent quantitative Subspace Theorem over _ 

number fields; see [12]. Defining N, A and G(A) as in the general case and 
using the latter value of C(n, 05) with n = 3, we get immediately from 
Theorem 1 the following 

Theorem 2. Let K, S, d and s be as above, and let m > 3 be an integer. 

Then for all but at most 

NC) teams 
05-eguivalence classes of ordered subsets A — (ax, . . . , tm) of Os, one of 

the cases (a), (b) or (c) (listed in Theorem 1) holds. Further, if K/Q is 
normal, d! can be replaced by d in (4). 

This theorem will also be used to irreducible polynomials [10] and to 

pairs of polynomials with given resultant or given semi-resultant [9]. 

3. Proofs 

We keep the notation of Section 2 introduced in the general (finitely gener- 

ated) case. 

Lemma 1. The maximal number of pairwise non-proportional, non-de- 

generate solutions of (2) is at most C = C(n,U), where C is a number 
depending only on n and U. 

Proof. This is Theorem 1 of [4].
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Lemma 2. Let m > 3 be an integer. There are at most 

m . 1 _ 

II('4') @ cam (5) 
1=3 

U-equivalence classes of ordered subsets A = {Q,...,Qm} of R for which 

both G(A) and GTA)" are connected. 

This is another version of Theorem 5 of [8] which was established with 

G(A) instead of G(A) 7 and with the bound 

{(m + 1)'C(m — 1,U)}") 

in place of the bound occurring in (5). Following the proof below, one can 

show that in the above bound of Theorem 5 of [8] the exponent (77) can be 
replaced by m — 2. 

Proof of Lemma 2. We shall proceed by induction on m. First we prove 

the assertion for m = 3 and m = 4 in the case when G(A) has a cycle of 

length m with property (1). Then G(A) and G(A) 7 are obviously connected. 

Let m = 3 or 4, and let A = {a1,...,Qm} be a subset of R for which 

G(A) has a cycle of length m, say [a;, , a:,],.--; [Qin—1 > Qim |, (Qi, » Oi, ], With 
property (1), where {2:,...,2.} is a permutation of {1,...,m}. 

Then we have 

(aj, — Qi) +--+ (Gin) — Cin) + (Cig ~ 0%, ) = 0. (6) 

Further, for each edge [ap,a,] in the cycle under consideration, we have 

ap — ag = Spq * Lpq With some z,, € U. Now (6) and (1) imply that 
(i, igs +++ Lim—1 im > Lim iy ) IS a NOn-degenerate solution of the unit equation 

Sin ig Vigig + +++ + Sint ím Lim—a im + Sig iy Lig iy — 0. 

In view of Lemma 1 we get that 

Op — Aq =EYpq_ for each ay, a, with [a,,a,] belonging 
to the cycle considered above, (7) 

where Ez € U, and where the m tuple (7,,) belongs to a set of m tuples of 

cardinality at most C(m —1,U) (which set is independent of A). It follows 

from the connectedness of G(A) that, for every ap,a, with 1 <p,q<m
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(p # q), there is a path of length at most m from a, to a,. Thus (7) implies 

that 

Qp — Gq = EPpq for each p,q with1 <p, q<m (p#q) 

where the (7) tuple (p,3)' belongs to a set of (7) tuples of cardinality at 
most C(m — 1,U) (which set is independent of A). Putting now A” = 

{0, p‘21,---,Pmi}, we get that A = ¢A* + a1, where A” belongs to a finite 

subset of R™ of cardinality at most C(m—1,U). The number of distinct 

cycles under consideration is at most (m — 1)!. Thus, for m = 3 and 4, the 

number of U- equivalence classes of ordered subsets A of R for which G(A) is 

connected and G sa" has a cycle of length m with property (1) is at most 

(m —1)!C(m—-1,U), (8) 

which implies the assertion of the lemma. 

Suppose now that .m.> 3, and that the assertion has been proved for 

oc integer m’ with’3 < m’ < m. Consider an arbitrary ordered subset 

= {a1,...,Qm} of R for which both G(A) and GA) are connected. If 

m = 4, it is enough to consider the case when G(A) has not a cycle of 

length 4 with property (1). From the connectedness of G(A) and GA)” 

it follows that there is a subset A’ of A with the following properties: A’ 

has cardinality m’ = m —2 or m’ = m—1, G(A) has a subgraph H(A’) 

with vertex set A’ such that H(A’) and H(A’) are connected, and for each 

cycle Ho(Ap) in G(A) with length 3 or 4 and with property (1) for which the 

vertex set Ao of Ho(Ag) is not contained in A’ and Ho(Ap) and H(A’) have 

a common edge, we have A’ U Ap = A. Then, by our induction hypothesis, 

A =cA" +6 (9) 

with some ¢ € U, 8 € Rand some A’ belonging to a finite subset of R™ 

of cardinality at most , 

il o + "16. C(3,U)}"-?. (10) 

G(A) and Gaj" being connected, there is a cycle Ho(4o) in G(A) with 

vertex set Ag, with length m” = 3 or 4 and with property (1) such that
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A U Ap) = A and that H(A’) and Ho( Ag) have a common edge. Then, as 

we showed above, . 

Ao = pA; +o (11) 

with some p € U, o € Rand with an Aj belonging to a finite subset of R™ 

of cardinality at most 

(m” —1)!C(m" —1,U) < 6-C(3,U). 

Suppose that Ap = {ai,,...,ai,,,, } and that [a;,,a;,] is a common edge of 

H(A’) and Ho(Ag). Then it follows from (9) and (11) that 

a, =ea,,+8=pK;,+o for j=1,2 (12) 

and 

a, = pK, +o for j=3,...,.m" (13) 

where a;, and «;, are the corresponding coordinates of A” and Aj, respec- 

tively. Now (12) and (13) imply that for fixed A’, 

“a 

Qu, = €Q;, +B for j =3,...,m’, 
9 

where the tuple (q;,) belongs to a finite subset of R™'-2 of cardinality at 
most 6-C(3,U). Consequently, 

a =ceo8+6 for i=1,...,m, 

where (a?,...,a°,) belongs to a finite subset of R™ of cardinality at most 

7 (itl 2(m-3)+1 , 2. m-2 6 I ( 4 ) fo C(3,U)}™?. (14) 

But the number of choices for A’ is at most ("). If m’ = m— 2 then 
for fixed A’, the number of choices for Ag does not exceed the number of 

edges of A’, that is (5 ). In this case, the number of choices for A’ and Apo 

altogether is at most (7 ,)- G ) < 6(7). For m — m - 1, the number of 

choices for Ag is at most (8 ‘) if m’ > 5, and then the number of choices for 

A’ and Ap altogether is at most (".) - (™) < 4(7). It is easy to see that 
this bound is also valid for m'’ = 3 and 4. Consequently, for every ordered 

subset A of R under consideration which has cardinality m can be written
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in the from A — 04" -t w, where © € U, w € R and where A” belongs to a 

finite subset of R™ of cardinality at most 

I1(‘4) cay" 
i=3 

which completes the proof of the lemma. & 

Proof of Theorem 1. We shall use some arguments from the proof of 

Theorem 1 of [8]. In fact, it would be enough to point out the differences 

in that proof and the present one. However, for convenience of the reader, 

we give here a complete proof for our theorem. 

Let A = (a1,..., cm) be an arbitrary but fixed ordered subset of R 

such that at least one of G(A) and G(A) 7 is not connected. By Lemma 2, 

it suffices to prove that for G(A), (a), (b) or (c) holds. We denote by ! 

the number of connected components of G(A). It is easy to see that, for 
— A 

| > 3, both G(A) and G(A) (and hence also GA) ) would be connected. 

Therefore we have | < 2. 

For | = 1, case (a) holds. In what follows, we consider the case 

| = 2. Then G(A) is connected and hence, by assumption, GA) cannot 

be connected. Let G, and G2 be the connected components of G(A) with 

\G.| > |G2|. In the case |G2| = 1, Gi cannot be connected since otherwise 

G(A)* (and hence also G(A)) would be connected. Thus, in this case we 

get case (b). It remained to consider the case when |G2| > 2. 

We repeat now the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 1 of 

[8]. First suppose that |G(A)| > 5. Let A, and A, be arbitrary subsets 

of the vertex sets of G, and Go, respectively, such that 2 < |A2| < |Ai| 

and |A,| > 3. Then G(A1 U Ag) is obviously connected. Further, putting 
t = |A, U A,|, we have t > 5. We show now by induction on ¢ that 

G(A, U Az)" is also connected. We prove first this assertion for ¢ = 5. 

Let A, = {a;,,0;,,0:,} and Ap = {a;,,a;,}. The sum 

(a4, ~~ Qi, ) + (ai, — Vig )+ (ai, ~ Qi, ) + (ai, ~ Qi, ) (15) 

can have a proper vanishing subsum (with summands (a;, — ai, ), (@:, — is ), 

(a;, — a, ) and (a;,, — a;,)) only if 

0 — (a, ~ Qi, ) + (0%, ~ tig ) = (Qi, ~ Qis ) + (Qi, ~ Qi, )- (16)
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Similarly, the only possible proper vanishing subsum of 

(ai, — ai,) + (ai, — ai, ) + (Qi, — Ai) + (Qi, — A, ) (17) 

(with summands (a;, — ai, ), (ai — O15), (Gis — Aig) and (ai, — a, )) are 

0 = (ai, — a:,) + (Gis — Oi) = (Oi, — Aig) + (Gi, — Oi.) (18) 

But a;, # a;,. Hence (16) and (18) cannot hold simultaneously. Hence, at 

least one of the quadruplets a;,, :,, O1,, O:,, and a;,, Oi; Otis, A, is a 

cycle in G(A, U Aa) with property (1). We may assume that a;,, @;,, Otis , 

az, is a cycle with property (1). One can prove in a similar way that at 

least one of the quadruplets a;,, a:i,, @i;, i, and A;,, iz, Otis, ai; ÍS also 

a cycle in G(A; U Az) with property (1). Thus it follows that G(Ai U Az) 7 

is connected. Assume now that t 5 5 and that the assertion has been 

proved for each integer ¢’ with 5 > ¢' cat. Let again a;, , a;, , ass E Az and 

Qi,, Qi, € Ag. For |Ai| 5 [Az], let AZ — A: Vfa:,) and AZ — Az and, 

for |Ai| = [42], let A) — Az and A, = A, \ {a:, }. Then, by the inductive 

hypothesis, both G(.A; U A)) 7 and Gai, 5 Bin» hig Migs Big p" are connected. 

It is easy to show that then G(A, U 42) 0 is also connected. Finally, it follows 

that sa" is connected which contradicts our assumption. 

It remained the case when / — 2, IG1] — IGel = 2 and GTA)" is not 

connected. This is, however, just case (c). 
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Decision Tree Complexity of Boolean Functions 

P. HAJNAL 

ABSTRACT 

Suppose we would like to determine the value of a function at an unknown 

input and we can obtain information only by asking guestions of a special form. 
Depending on the type of functions and guestions we consider we obtain several 

models of computation. These are called decision tree models. The complexity. 
of a computation is the number of questions asked. We investigate some natural . 

problems raised by complexity theory. For example: Exhibit hard functions. 

How much speed up we can obtain by randomization? We give a survey of the 

results and open questions about these and similar questions. 

0. Introduction 

In the decision tree model we would like to compute the value of a given 

function at an unknown input. To do so we collect information on:the input 

by asking questions. 

The decision*tree model is very suitable for several type of functions. 

E.g. when the inputs are coming from an ordered set and the output can 

be the minimal or maximal input element, the median or the sorted order 

of the input. An other type of suitable functions is where the input is n 

real values and we want to compute an algebraic function of these inputs 

([40}, [13], [1]). We will consider Boolean functions. A Boolean function is
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a function f : {0,1}" — {0,1}. Several basic computational tasks lead to 
computing a Boolean function. 

Another “ingredient” of the decision tree model is the type of queries 
we are allowed to ask. We will investigate several possibilities and so several 
versions of the decision tree model. All the types we consider will be binary 
queries, i.e. the possible answers to the query will be 0 and 1. 

Finally we must define the way we generate our questions. In the stan- 
dard interpretation each question asked depends only on the information 
gained so far. This model is called the deterministic model. We obtain a 
strengthen model if we allow randomized or nondeterministic generation of 
the questions. We will define and discuss the corresponding models in the 
later chapters. ' 

Definition 0.1. A (deterministic) decision tree is a rooted binary tree with 
labels on each node and edge. Each inner node is labeled by a query. One of 
the two edges leaving the node is labeled 0, the other is labeled 1. The two 
labels represent the two possible answers to the query. The two subtrees at a 
node describe how the algorithm proceeds after receiving the corresponding 
answer. Each leaf is labeled 0 or 1. These labels give the output, i.e. the 
value of the function. 

Clearly, each truth-assignment to the variables determines a unique 
path, the computation path, from the root to a leaf of the tree. The Boolean 
function computed by the given decision tree takes the label at this leaf as 
the value on the given input. 

Definition 0.2. Let cost(A,z) be the number of queries asked when the 
decision tree A is executed on input x. This is the length of the computation 
path forced by z. 

max, cost(.A, x) is the worst case complexity of A, i.e. the depth of the 
tree. 

The decision tree complexity of a Boolean function f is C(f) = 
mina max, cost(A,z), where the first minimum is taken over all decision 
trees A computing the function f. 

So the cost of a computation is just the number of queries asked. We 
ignore the time needed for the generation of queries and the computation of 
the output. The main topic of this paper how the complexity of a function 
changes if we vary the model.
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1. Deterministic decision trees 

1.1. Boolean decision trees. 

In the Boolean decision tree model wé allow questions of the form “What 

is the value of input z;?” (shortly “r,;?”). The corresponding complexity 

measure is C,(f), where the 6 subscript stands for Boolean. 

It is obvious, that any function f : {0,1}" — {0,1} can be computed 

by asking n questions. (The underlying tree will be a full binary tree of 

depth n. The nodes of the i-th level of the tree are labeled by x;?. It is 

easy to check that the parity function requires a full binary tree to compute 

it and only the parity and its negation are the functions with that high 

complexity.) 

In the next paragraphs we discuss the known results on the deterministic 

Boolean decision tree complexity. 

Specific functions. 

At the beginning of this line of research there were many results stating 

that a given function has complexity n ([21], [27], [28], [4]). Some of 

these functions are now standard examples and homework assignments in 

introductory complexity courses. These examples suggest the following 

notation. A Boolean function f on n variables is called evasive if its decision 

tree complexity is n. A few example for evasive Boolean functions: parity, 

majority, graph connectivity, having isolated node in a graph. A good survey 

on this topic is [7] and chapter VIII. of [5]. 

Random functions. 

Let f be a random Boolean function on n variables, all Boolean func- 

tions on n variables being equally likely. Let P be a certain property of 

Boolean functions. If the probability that f has property P is p, and 

lim, Dn = 1, then we say a random Boolean function has property P. 

Theorem 1.1.1. (R. Rivest and J. Vuillemin [30]) A random Boolean 

function is evasive. 

The theorem suggests that there are so many evasive functions that we 

should look for a class of functions and prove uniformly that its members 

are all evasive.
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Transitive functions. 

The automorphism group of a Boolean function f is the group Aut(f) of 

those permutations of its variables, that preserve the function. We say that a 

function is transitive if its automorphism group is transitive i.e. for any two 

variables z and y there is an element 7 € Aut(f) such that mz = y. Roughly 

speaking a function is transitive if we cannot distinguish its variables. This 
class is quite wide: it includes the symmetric functions and graph properties. 

The importance of this class is shown by the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.1.2. (R. Rivest and J. Vuillemin [30]) Let n be a prime power, 

and f be a transitive function on n variables. If f(0,...,0) # f(1,...,1), 

then f is evasive. 

It is known [18] that the theorem becomes false if we do not assume n 

to be a prime power. A Boolean function is monotone if changing the value 

of a variable from 0 to 1 cannot change the value of the function from 1 

to 0. A Boolean function is non-trivial if it is not constant. It is still an 

open problem, whether monotone, non-trivial, transitive Boolean functions 

are evasive (without any assumption on the number of variables). 

Monotone graph properties. 

One important subclass of transitive functions is the class of graph 

properties. We can identify graphs with 0 — 1-strings of length (3), where 

v is the number of vertices. The graph properties are Boolean functions 

f:{0,1 }@) — {0,1} taking equal values on isomorphic graphs. Theorem 

1.1.2. does not apply here, since (3) is never a prime power if v > 3. J. 

Kahn, M. Saks and D. Sturtevant [19] succeeded in proving the analogous 
theorem. Their proof is based on a topological idea. An input assignment 

can be considered as the subset of the variables which have value 1. The 

inputs where the function is 0 give us a set system. If the graph property 

P is monotone then this set system Ap is a (abstract) simplicial complez, 

ie. BC AE Ap implies B € Ap. Evasiveness of P can be approximated 

by several topological properties of Ap..Hence our computational question 

can be “translated” to a topological problem. Along this line they proved 

the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.1.3. (J. Kahn, M. Saks, D. Sturtevant [19]) If v is a prime 

power then every non-trivial monotone graph property on v vertices is 

evasive.
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It is a central open question whether the theorem remains true when 

we drop the assumption that the number of vertices is a prime power. 

Functions with high symmetry. 

There are several other classes of Boolean functions of high symmetry. 

We mention only the class of bipartite graph properties. The monotone, 

non-trivial bipartite graph properties are proven to be evasive. A. Yao 

was who realized that the topological method can be applied without any 

assumption on the number of vertices in the bipartite graph. 

Theorem 1.1.4. (A. Yao [43]) Every monotone, non-trivial, bipartite 

graph property is evasive. 

For discussion on digraphs see [19], on directed bipartite graphs see [20], 

on partially ordered set properties see [9] and [10]. 

1.2. Linear decision trees. 

In the linear decision tree model we allow queries of the form “a,2, + 

ara t... Han > B?” The queries of a Boolean decision tree can be 

expressed in this model, hence any Boolean function can be computed with 

n queries in the linear decision tree model. The following improvement is 

due to Gy. Turán [37]. 

Proposition 1.2.1. If f is a Boolean function on n 2 3 variables, then 

C; (f) <n- 1. 

The idea of the proof is that any function on 3 variables can be computed 

by asking only 2 questions. 

Simple counting argument gives a lower bound on the complexity of 

random functions. 

Proposition 1.2.2. For a random Boolean function f on n variables, 

Ci(f) > n — alog, n. 

It is still an open problem whether C;(f,) < — a’ log, n is true for all 

fn Boolean functions on n variables and some a’ constant. 

We note that the linear decision tree complexity of connectivity is still 

unknown (see [12]).
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1.3. Miscellaneous models. 

Further we mention a model which is stronger than Boolean decision 

trees, but it is not as strong as linear decision trees. It was introduced by 

A. Hajnal, W. Maass and Gy. Turán in [14]. They allow guestions like 

tm. VT V...V.TD?", where íg, , Tiz , . . . , Tix ) an arbitrary subset of vari- 
ables. They called this generalized decision tree model. The corresponding 

complexity measure will be denoted by C,(f). 

In [14] they proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.3.1. (A. Hajnal, W. Maass, and Gy. Turán [14]) 

(i) C,(Connectivity) = O(v log v), 

(ii) C,(s — t — Connectivity) = O(v log v), 

(iii) C,(Bipartiteness) = O(v log v). 

2. Randomized decision trees 

In the manner common in complexity theory one can introduce decision 

trees using extra power like nondeterminism, randomization or alternation 

(see [24], [26], [35], [38]). Now we consider the power of randomization. 

2.1. Randomization. 

A randomized decision tree is a rooted, not necessarily binary, tree. 

Each of its inner nodes is labeled a variable, i.e. by a query. The edges 

leaving a node are labeled 0 or 1. The subtrees which can be reached 

from a given node by an edge labeled 0 are the possible continuations of 

the algorithm after receiving answer 0. The role of the edges labeled 1 is 

symmetric. During the execution of the algorithm the next step will be 

chosen randomly. 

An alternative definition might be the following. Let us say that the 

random choice is based on coin tossing. If one fixes the outcome of the 

coin tosses than we have a deterministic computation. In this way we can 

describe the probabilistic decision tree as a probability distribution on the 

set of deterministic trees. 

We face the question: how to define that a randomized decision tree 

computes a function?
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There are many different ways to answer this questions. We use the sim- 

plest convention when we require that the algorithm always give the correct 

answer. Using the second formalization of the randomized decision tree, it 

computes a function f iff the distribution is non-zero only on deterministic 

trees computing f. 

Definition 2.1.1. Let {A;,...,Aw } be the set of all the deterministic 

decision trees computing the function f. Let R = {pi,.--,pn} be a 

randomized decision tree computing f, where p; is the probability of A;. 

The cost of R on input 2 is cost(R, z) = >>, picost(A,, z). 

The randomized decision tree complexity of a function f is 

cR(f) = min max cost(R, x), 
x 

where the minimum is taken over all randomized decision trees computing 

the function f. 

There are alternative definitions in which we allow errors. We obtain 

different models, depending on what kind of errors we allow (1-way or 2- 

way). 

Let {Ai,...,Aw } be the set of all the deterministic decision trees 

(not necessarily computing a given function f). Let R = {pi,..-,pn } 

be a probability distribution on deterministic decision trees, where p; is the 

probability of A;. 

R is A-tolerant for f if DA; doesn’t output f(x) on «Pi < 4, for all 

possible inputs z. 

The cost of R on input z is cost(R, x) = >>, picost(A;, x). 

The 2-way error randomized decision tree complexity of a function f 

with error A is 

Cx? (f) = min max cost(R, 2), 

where the minimum is taken over all A-tolerant randomized decision trees 

computing the function f. 

Let C#(f) = Ci(f). 

The constant ; doesn’t have an important role. If we neglect constants 

in the complexity than we can substitute it with anything less than 2 = 

The possible algorithms can output anything. The mistake can be ‘either 

way. This fact is indicated by the superscript 2. If our randomized algorithm
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is restricted to produce deterministic trees where the mistake occurs in only 
one direction (it might output 0 instead of the real value 1 but not the other 
way around) then it is called 1-way error computation (the corresponding 
complexity measure is denoted by C*'). For further information we refer 
the reader to [38], [29] and [34]. 

The main question is this: how much can we save by adding the extra 
power of randomization? 

2.2. Boolean decision trees. 

First we mention some basic inequalities on the relation between deter- 
ministic and randomized complexity. 

Theorem 2.2.1. (M. Blum [3]) For any Boolean function f 

VO(f) S CF(f) S C(f). 

Using the C”(f), resp. C*?(f) notation for the randomized complexity 
of f allowing 1-way and 2-way errors, resp. Noam Nisan obtained the 
following results. 

Theorem 2.2.2. (Noam Nisan [29]) For any Boolean function f 

(i) faCo(f) < CH (f), 

(ii) 5 VCo(f) < Cf (f). 

These theorems give a lower bound for the power of randomization. We 
refer to them as the basic bounds. 

Transitive functions. 

There are several known examples of transitive functions where ran- 
domization does help. 

Example 2.2.3. (Snir [35]) Let f be the following Boolean function on 
n = 24 variables. First let us build a binary tree based on these variables 
as leaves. Plug a NAND gate into each inner node. The circuit that we get 
in this way will compute f. 7 

It is not hard to see that the deterministic complexity of this function 
is n (see Theorem 1.1.2.). However, there is a randomized algorithm which 
computes f faster on average. Choose a child of the root at random and
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evaluate its subtree recursively. If it evaluates to 0, then the value of f is 

1. Otherwise recursively evaluate the other child of the root. 

The complexity of this algorithm is O(n~), where a = log, (4°38) = 

0.753.... As it turns out this is exactly the randomized complexity of f. 

For more details see [33]. 

R. Boppana exhibited another example of a function where randomized 

and deterministic complexities differ in the exponent (this construction is 

described also in [33]). 

It is conjectured that: the 2.2.3. example above are the best possible up 

to a constant factor. 

Conjecture 2.2.4. (M. Saks and A. Wigderson [33]) For any Boolean 

function f 

CPF) = WC, f)° ). 

Graph properties. 

Example 2.2.5. (M. Saks and A. Wigderson [33]) Consider the digraph 

property “every vertex has an incoming arc”. 

Deterministically, this is an evasive property, so its deterministic com- 

plexity is u(v — 1). 

Let us examine the following randomized algorithm. It considers each 

vertex one at a time in random order and it scans the possible incoming 

edges into that vertex until it finds one or realizes that there aren’t any. It 

is easy to see that the complexity of this algorithm is at most ver) So 

randomization can save a constant factor. 

The analog graph property example is “having isolated node”. The 

undirected version of the algorithm above gives a constant saving although 

the analysis of the algorithm is more complex. Up to now these are the 

most effective savings known in the case of graph properties. 

Conjecture 2.2.6. (attributed to R.M. Karp by [33]) For any non-trivial, 

monotone graph property P 

CF (P) = UCs(P)) = Av’).
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Only in the case of graph properties are there results better than the 

basic inegualities known (Theorem 2.2.1.). (In this case we know that the 
deterministic complexity is of the order of v2. Blum’s bound shows that 

the randomized complexity of any graph property is at least linear in v.) 

The first step to prove a non-trivial lower bound was done by A. Yao [42] 

who proved an (v log? v) lower bound on the randomized decision tree 

complexity of any non-trivial, monotone graph property. Later this lower 

bound was improved to Q(v?) by V. King [20]. So far the best improvement 
is the following. 

Theorem 2.2.7. (P. Hajnal [15]) For any non-trivial, monotone graph 
property P, 

CF(P) = Av?) = A(C,(P)). 

There is a little progress when we assume that the graph property is 

“G has a certain subgraph”. In this case H.D. Groger proved [11] an 2(v?) 
lower bound. 

Functions with other symmetries. 

One can consider several other symmetries like 3-uniform set system 

properties or partially ordered set properties. Very little is known about 

these questions. 

2.3. Linear decision trees. ' 

We mention only one result. It gives an Q(n) lower bound on the 
randomized complexity of the inner product mod 2 of two n-bit vectors. 

Theorem 2.3.1. (H. D. Gréger and Gy. Turdn [12]) © 

Cj* (Inner product mod 2,) = Q(n). 

Unfortunately, very little is known about the randomized linear decision 

tree complexity of other functions, for example of graph properties.
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3. Nondeterministic decision trees 

3.1. Nondeterminism. 

Definition 3.1.1. A nondeterministic decision tree is a rooted tree. Each 

of its inner nodes is labeled by a variable. This label represents a query. 

Each edge leaving the node is labeled 0 or 1. The subtrees which can be 
reached from a given node by an edge labeled 0 are the possible continuations 

of the algorithm after getting answer 0. The role of the edges labeled by 1 

is symmetric. During the execution of the algorithm the next step will be 

chosen nondeterministically. 

The definition above describes the notion of a nondeterministic decision 

tree and its execution on an input. But this execution is nondeterministic. 

So what function is computed by this tree? We say that an input is accepted 

if there exists a computation path leading to a leaf labeled 1. The function 

f is computed by a nondeterministic decision tree when f(x) = 1 if and 

only if x is accepted. 

Definition 3.1.2. The nondeterministic decision tree complexity of a Boo- 

lean function f is the minimum depth of the nondeterministic decision trees 

computing f. This complexity is denoted by C%? (f). 

3.2. Boolean decision trees. 

Let eg be the ‘equality’ function on the variables 2,72,..., 

Ens Ys Yo) +++ Yn Le. eg = (21 = 41) A (22 = yo) A..-A (Sn = Yn). Then the 

nondeterministic complexity of eq is 2n while the eg has complexity 2. We 

can make the nondeterministic decision tree complexity notion to be sym- 

metric by considering the CN (f) = max{CN”(f),CW? (=f)} complexity 
measure. 

The nondeterministic complexity of a function f can be expressed the 

following way. 

Definition 3.2.1. 1-certificate of a Boolean function is a partial assignment 

to its variables that forces the value of the function to be 1. 0-certificate is 

a partial assignment that forces the value to be 0. The size of a certificate is 

the size of the domain of the partial assignment. The certificate complexity 

of f on an input w, cert. (f) is the size of the smallest certificate that agrees
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"with w. The certificate complezity of f, cert( f) is the maximum of cert.,(f) 

over all w' inputs. 

‘It-is easy to check that this is a simple reformulation of nondetermin- 

istic Boolean decision tree complexity ie. CN?(f) = cert(f). The basic 

relation between deterministic and nondeterministic Boolean decision tree 

complexity was discovered independently by several people. 

Theorem 3.2.2. ({3], [36]) 

CN? (f) SCF) < (CH? (F))?. 

Next we discuss the basic lower bound technique for the nondetermin- 

istic complexity. First we introduce a useful notion and its generalization 

by N. Nisan. 

Definition 3.2.3. Let f be a Boolean function and w is an input string. 

We say that f is sensitive to the i-th:variable on w if f(w) # f(w), where 

w is the input that we obtain from w by changing the i-th input bit. The 

sensitivity of f on w is $»(f), the number of variables f is sensitive to on 

the input w. The sensitivity of f, s(f) is the maximum of the s,,(f)’s over 

all w inputs. 

‘Definition 3.2.4. Let f be a Boolean function and w is an input string 

and S is a subset of the variables. We say that f is sensitive to S on w if | 

f(w) 4 f(w'), where w® is the input that we obtain from w by changing 

‘the value of the variables in S. The block sensitivity of f on w, b3y(f) is 

the maximum number 6 such that there exists disjoint subsets of variables 

Si,...,5» such that f is sensitive to S; (¢ = 1,2,...,6) on the input w. 

The block sensitivity of f, bs(f) is the maximum of the bs,,(f)’s over all w 

inputs. 

The following proposition says that these notions give a lower bound 

on the nondeterministic Boolean complexity. 

Proposition 3.2.5. (N. Nisan [29]) 

s(f) < bs(f) < CY? (f). 

An important question is how good these lower bounds are. The block 

sensitivity is proven to be “close” to the nondeterministic Boolean decision 

tree complexity.
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Theorem 3.2.6. (N. Nisam [29]) 

VCP? (f) < ba(f) < GY? (f). 

The same question corresponding to the sensitivity is still open. The 

biggest gap between the sensitivity and block sensitivity of a function is 

quadratic [32]. 

4. Conclusion 

We summarized the basic notions, results and open problems related to the 

decision tree complexity of Boolean functions. The decision tree model is 

a very simple model of computation. But even the most basic questions 

are far from being solved. We hope that the simplicity of the model gives 

us a chance to develop a “theory” and answer the natural questions sug- 

gested by complexity theory. A similar program for more general models of 

computation seems extremely hard and hence unrealistic in the near future. 
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Ramsey Numbers for Graph Sets with Fixed’ 

Numbers of Edges 

H. HARBORTH and I. MENGERSEN 

The classical Ramsey number r = r(G, H) is the smallest r, such that 

every 2-coloring of the edges of the complete graph K, contains a graph G 

with all edges of color 1, or a graph H with all edges of color 2. If G = H 
then r(G, H) = r(G) is used. 

It is frustrating that r(K3) = 6 can be proved even by non-mathema- 

ticians, that r(K,) = 18 is not too hard to prove, and that already r(Ks) 

is still unknown. For complete graphs, the only further known values are 

r(K3,K,) = 9,14, 18, 23, 28, 36 for n = 4,5,...,9. Recently some progress 
was made on the estimations of r(K,, Ks) and r(K5) (see [14]): 

25 < r(K4, Ks) < 27 and 43 < r( Ks) < 52. 

For small graphs with |G| < 4 and |H| < 4 all Ramsey numbers are 

given in [3]. In [4] all but five values for |G| = 4 and |H| = 5 are listed, 
and in (1, 6, 12] the missing values up to r(K4, Ks) are determined. In [7] 

all numbers r(K3, H) are given for |H| = 6. All diagonal Ramsey numbers 
r(G) are listed in [2] if G has at most 6 edges, and in [11] if G has 7 edges. 

A table with all but seven values r(G, H) with |G| = |H| = 5 is presented 
in [13]. There are 23 such graphs without isolated vertices. The largest 

Ramsey number in this table is r( Ks, ~ e) = 22 (see [5]). The only known
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number with |G| = 6 and more than 7 edges seems to be r(K3,3) = 18 (see 

[10]). 

If one hopes to get some insight in r(K,,) by considering r(G, H) for 

all smaller graphs G and H then very soon there are too many graphs 

on the way to r(K,,). Therefore it was proposed already in [1] to discuss 

r =Tmn(s,t), that means, to determine the smallest r such that every 2- 

coloring of the edges of K, contains any graph with m vertices and s edges of 

color 1, or any graph with n vertices and t edges of color 2; 1 < s < (7) and 
1<t< (%). Thus it is asked for an (7) by (7) rectangular array of Ramsey 
numbers for graph sets with fixed numbers of edges. Note that the last two 

rows and columns contain r(K,, — e, K, —e),r(Km —e, Kn), r( Km, Kn —e) 

and r(K,,,K,). As examples see Table 1 for r3,7(s, t) ([8]), and Table 2 for 

ras(s,t) ((1)). 

  

  

  

                                    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

s\t}...]8]9]|10] 11] 12] 13} 14] 15 | 16] 17] 18] 19] 20} 21 

1 7|7| 7) 7 7 7| 7| 7) 7| 7] 7 

717 7 7| 7) 7} 9/11]13 

3 7|7| 9 11] 11) 11)11]13) 13} 14] 17/21] 23 

Table 1. r3,7(s, t). 

s\t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 7 

4 5 5 5 5 5 6 7 8 11 13 

5 5 5 5 5 I 7 10 11 13 16 

6 5 5 7 7 10 10 13 14 19                           

Table 2. r4 5 (s,t).
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Here first general results for rj, (s,t) are given in the casé m = n, that 

is, for rzn(s,t) = rn(s,t). Since r,(s,t) = ry(t,s), the values below the 

diagonal are known by symmetry. It is easy to see that 

(1) Tn(s,t) =n for -s+t<1+ (3): 

so that only values below the secondary diagonal and not below the diagonal 

remain to be determined. 

Theorem 1. Forn > 3 and2<s<1+4(%) holds 

n n+2 if (n—1)|2(s—1), 
rn(s, 0-2] , 

n+1 otherwise. 

This means, on the first parallel line to the secondary diagonal every (n—1)- 

st Ramsey number, and for odd n the central number of every interval of two 

numbers n + 2 also, has the value n + 2. The following theorem determines 

the values on the second parallel line to the secondary diagonal. 

Theorem 2. For n > 3 and 3 < s < 3(3+ (§)) holds 

n+4 ifs="4, n=1 (mod 2), 

n 
Tals, (5) —s+3)=4n+3_ if (n—2)|2(s — 2), 

n+2 otherwise. 

As a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 the first nontrivial Ramsey number 

on the main diagonal is as follows: 

Corollary. For n > 3 holds 

1 /n 1 /n n+2 ifn=0 (mod 2), 
(14 [3@)] 4+ 2Q)]) - n+1 ifn=1 (mod 4), 

n+3 ifn=3 (mod 4). 

For the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 the following lemma is useful.
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Lemma. For fixed d, 1 < d < p—3, no p-graph does exist such that every 
(p — 1)-subgraph is regular of degree d. 

Proof. Let G be a p-graph. No vertex v of G has degree 0 or p — 1 since 
the deletion of any other vertex would leave a (p — 1)-subgraph of G where 
v has degree 0 or p— 2, respectively. Thus in G at least.one vertex wy, exists 
which is, and one vertex w2 # w, which is not connected to any vertex v 
in G. The deletion of w; or w2, however, implies different degrees of v in 
(p — 1)-subgraphs of G. = 

Proof of Theorem 1. Every n-subgraph of K,-, withr =r, (s, (§)-—s+2) 
has exactly s — 1 edges of color 1 if K,-1 is 2-colored such that it does not 
contain an n-subgraph with s edges of color 1 or (7) —s+2 edges of color 2. 
Then every (n + 1)-subgraph of K,-; contains (n + 1)(s — 1)/(n — 1) edges 
of color 1, and all vertices are of degree 

_ (n+1)(s-1) _ 2%(s-1) on 
deat 8“) Tsz 

Thus d < (n+2)—3, and the Lemma implies r—1 < n+2, that is, r<n+2 
if d is an integer, and r < n + 1 otherwise. 

The lower bound, r > n + 1, follows immediately since r, (s,t) =n if 
and only ifs +t<1+ (3). For r > n+ 2 the edges of color 1 determine a 
regular (n + 1)-graph of degree d = 2(s —1)/(n— 1) as follows: The vertices 
of a convex (n + 1)-gon are connected |d/2|-times by all n+1 diagonals of 
the same distance (< 3), and for d odd, which only occurs for n + 1 even, 
in addition the main diagonals are used. m 

Proof of Theorem 2. (<) Every n-subgraph of K,-1 with r = r,(s, (5) - 
s +3) has s — 2 or s— 1 edges of color 1 if K,-, is 2-colored such that it 
does not contain an n-subgraph with s edges of color 1 or (3) —s+3 edges 
of color 2. For any (n + 1)-subgraph G,,4: of K,-; let a be the number of 
n-subgraphs with s — 2 edges of color 1,0 <a<n+1. Then the number 
C; of edges of color 1 in G,41 is 

CO = aeW A+ (nt talon) 3-14 as“ Una 
  

? 

and there are a vertices in G,4, of color-1-degree dg = C; — (s — 2), and 
n+ 1—a vertices of color-1-degree dg — 1. Since C, is an integer, every 
Gn+i has the same value for C, if a = 3,4,..., orn — 2, and forn > 4
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there are two values for C, possible ifa = 0 ora=n-1,ifa=lora=n, 

and if a = 2 or a= n+1, whereas for n = 3 there are the three possibilities 

a=0,a=n—1=2,anda=n+1=2(n-1) =4. 

If every Gn; has the same value for Ci, that is, the same number 

a of n-subgraphs with s — 2 edges of color 1 for 2 < a < n, then the 

number C2 of edges of color 1 in any (n + 2)-subgraph Gn+2 of K,-1 is 

Cz = (n+ 2)C,/n, and all the vertices of G,i2 have the same color-1- 
degree D = C, — C, = 2C/n. Then, however, D also is equal to the larger 

color-1-degree in G,41, that is D = C, — (s — 2), and altogether follows 

D = 2s — 2)/(n — 2) < (n+ 1)/2. Then 1 < D < (n +3) — 3, and the 

Lemma implies r — 1 < n+ 3, that is, r < n+3 if D is an integer, and 

r<n+2 otherwise. 

It remain the three cases where at least one (n+1)-subgraph H of K,-1 

exists for which the number a of n-subgraphs with s — 2 edges of color 1 is 

a=0,a=1,ora=n+1. 

a = 0: Every n-subgraph of H has s —1 edges of color 1, and the color- 

1-degree for all n + 1 vertices of H is dy —1=d-—1 = 2(s—1)/(n-1) 

with 1 <d—1<n. All other subgraphs G,,,, of K,-; have color-1-degree 

d—1, ord-2. 

Every vertex x of H is connected by an edge of color 2 to any vertex 

. w outside H, since otherwise the deletion of a vertex y of H, with (z,y) of 

color 2, would yield a G,, with color-1-degree d for z. Thus the color-1- 

degree of w for that G,41, consisting of w together with n vertices of H, 

equal 0, and 0 > d — 2 yields d = 2 which corresponds to s = (n+ 1)/2, 

n=1 (mod 2). 

Now H contains (n + 1)/2 disjoint edges of color 1. Since s > 3, the 

deletion of one vertex of each of three disjoint edges together with any three 

vertices outside H would determine a subgraph G,41 with three vertices 

of color-1-degree 0 = d — 2 instead of two. This contradiction proves 

r-1l<nt+3. 

a=1: There is one vertex in H with color-1-degree dy = d = 1+ 

(2(s — 1) — 1)/(n—-1), d > 2, and n vertices have color-1-degree d— 1. The 

color-1-degrees of all other G,,, are either n-times d — 1 and once d, or 

n-times d — 1 and once d — 2. 

Assume, a vertex w of K,-1 exists outside H. Let x, y, z be vertices of 

H with x of color-1-degree d, (x,y) of color 2, and (y, z) of color 1. Then 

(w, x) is of color 2 (delete y), (w,y) is of color 2 (delete x, and w so as y
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would be of color-1-degree d), and (w, z) is of color 1 (delete y). Now the 

deletion of z leaves a G,,,1 with vertices w and z both of color-1-degree 

d — 2. This is impossible, and r —1 < n+ 1 is proved. 

a = n-+1: Every vertex of H has color-1-degree dy = d = 2(s—2)/(n— 
1) with 1 < d<n-—1. Every other G,4; of K,-, has color-1-degrees d or 

d+1. 

Assume, a vertex w of K,-, exists outside H. For any vertex xz of H 

the edge (w,z) is of color 1 (delete a vertex y of H with (y,z) of color 1, 

existence follows from d > 1). Then w has color-1-degree n in every Gr41 

with vertices w and n vertices of H, however, n < d+1 contradicts d < n—1. 

Thus w does not exist, andr-1l<n+1. 

(>) A Kn+3 with (n + 3)/2 disjoint edges of color 1 and all other edges 
of color 2 proves r > n+ 4 in case n odd and s = (n+ 1)/2. 

For r > n+ 3 a coloring of Kn+2 is used where, as in the proof of 

Theorem 1, the edges of color 1 determine a regular (n + 2)-graph of degree 
2(s — 2)/(n — 2). 

For r > n+2 consider x = [2(s—2)/(n—1)] and y = (n—1)x—2(s—2). 

If n = 0 (mod 2), consider a partition of K,41 into Hamiltonian cycles. 

If  =1 (mod 2), that is, y=1 (mod 2) andn+1—y=0 (mod 2), then 

for (x — 1)/2 Hamiltonian cycles, so as for (n+ 1 — y)/2 disjoint edges of 

another Hamiltonian cycle, color 1 is used. If r= 0 (mod 2), that is, y =0 

(mod 2), then (1 — 2)/2 Hamiltonian cycles so as from another Hamiltonian 

cycle for all edges excluded y/2 disjoint of them, color 1 is used. 

If n = 1 (mod 2), that is y= 0 (mod 2) andn+1-—-—y=0 (mod 2), 
then K,4, is partitioned into matchings, and r—1 of them, so as (n+1—y)/2 

edges of another matching, are of color 1. 

Every coloring of K,4; has s—2+<z edges of color 1, the color-1-degrees 

of the vertices are x or z — 1, and thus every n-subgraph has s — 2 or s—1 

edges of color 1. M 

The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. — Perhaps the third parallel line 

of the secondary diagonal can be determined in a similar way.
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On Extremal Problems Concerning Weights . 

of Edges.of Graphs 

J. IVANGO and S. JENDROL 

1. Introduction 

We consider only finite undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges. 

Our terminology and notation will be standard as indicated. A good refer- 

ence for undefined terms is Harary [4]. For two disjoint graphs G: and G2 

G, ® Gz and G, UG, will denote their join (Zykov sum) and their union, 

respectively. 

The weight w(e) of an edge e = uv of a graph G is defined to be the sum 

of degrees of the vertices u, v. This concept of the weight of an edge was 

introduced by Kotzig [7] who proved the following beautiful result: Every 

planar 3-connected graph contains an edge of the weight not exceeding 13. 

This result was further developed in various directions. Griinbaum [2], 

Jucovié [6] and recently Borodin [1] have studied the inequalities for the 

numbers of edges having weights not exceeded 13 in planar 3-connected 

graphs. Ivanéo [5] has found an analogue of Kotzig’s result for graphs with 

the minimum degree at least 3 and embedded on orientable 2-manifolds. 

The analogue of Kotzig’s result for triangulations of orientable 2-manifolds 

can be found in Zaks [8] and for periodical edge to edge tiling of the plane 

in Griinbaum and Shephard [3].
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At the Fourth Czechoslovak Symposium on Combinatorics held in 

Prachatice 1990 professor Erdés asked the question: What is the minimum 

weight of an edge e of a graph G having n vertices and m edges? 

Throughout the paper let n,m be integers such that n >2,0<m< (5) 

and let G(n,m) be the family of all graphs having n vertices and m edges. 

Motivated by the papers mentioned and Erdés’s question we consider 

the problem: What is the necessary weight of an edge of a graph G = (V, E) 
from G(n,m)? 

If we denote by 

w(nvm) = min {max {w(e)}} (1) 
and , 

W(n,m) = cen { asin, wor} (2) 

then easy observations provide 

Lemma 1.1. Every graph G € G(n,m) contains edges hi and ha such that 

w(n,m)<w(hi) and  w(h2) S W(n,m). m 

The answer to the problem of Erdős is now in finding out the value 

W(n,m). The paper is devoted to study both above defined numbers and 

two other numbers derived. 

Note that in the sequel [x] and |2| will denote the upper and the lower 
integer part of x. 

2. Sum of the weights of edges 

For G € G(n,m) let V = {v1,...,un,} and E = {e),...,@m} be the vertex 

set and the edge set of the graph G, respectively. 

Let 

FG) = Youle). (3) 
t=1 

In this section we determine the following two values 

f(n,m) = min {F(G)| G € G(n,m)} (4)
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and 
F(n,m) = max {F(G)| Ge G(n,m)}. (5) 

First some properties of F'(G) are considered. 

Let us denote deg(v;) = d; for every i = 1,2,...,n. Clearly d; + dz + 

... +d, = 2m. Since a vertex v; contributes to the weight of d; edges we 

have 

F(G) = w(ei) +... + wlem) = B+...+ a. (6) 

Lemma 2.1. Let G = (V,E) € G(n,m) and let for v;,v;,v"e € V there 

is viv; € E and vjv, ¢ E. Therefore the graph G" = (V,E") such 

that E" — (E — (viv; )) U (vyux) it holds G" € G(n,m) and F(G") = 

F(G) + 2(d — dj) +2. 

Proof. Let d},...,d;, be a degree sequence of the graph G”. Clearly d; = d, 

for every s #i,k,d; =d; —1 and d, = d, +1. By (6) then we have 

F(G*) = sa) = y d,+(di—1)? +(de +1)’ = F(@)+2(de—di) +2. 
s=1,s4i,k 

The rest property of G" is obvious. 

Lemma 2.1 immediately provides 

Lemma 2.2. Let forG € G(n,m) d, > dz, >... > d, and F(G) = F(n,m). 

Then there is 
d, = max {i|d; > 0} — 1. 

Lemma 2.3. (i) Let G1, G; € G(n,m). If F(Gi) < F(G2), then F(Ki ® 

G,) < F(K,0G)). (ii) If F(K,®G) = F(n,m) then G € G(n—1,m—n+1)‘ 

and F(G) = F(n-1,m—-—n+1). 

Lemma 2.4. Let G € G(n,m) and F(G) = F(n,m) then 

F(G)=F (x, (5) - m) . 

Proof. Clearly G € G(n,(%) -m). F(G) = Dhi(n-1-da) = 

n(n ~ 1)? — 2(n — 1)2m + F(G). 

Suppose G, € G(n, (3) — m) and F(G,) > F(G). Since G, € G(n,m 

and F(G) = F(n,m) we have F(G,) < F(G). This means F(G) < F(Gi) =
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n(n — 1)? — 4(n —1)m + F(G,) < n(n — 1)? — 4(n — 1)m + F(G) = F(G), 
a contradiction. Ni 

For n > 2 let M,, = {(21,%2,-.-,2n-1) | 2; € {0,1}}. Forx =(xj,..., 
Tn-1) E Mn we define the graph G, = (V,E) as follows: V={v1, v2,-.-,Un} 
and u,v; € E with i < j if and only if; = 1. Let M, = {G, |x € Mp}. 

Lemma 2.5. If G € G(n,m) and F(G) = F(n,m) then Ge M,. 

Proof is by induction on n. For n = 2 the graphs Gig) and G1) satisfy the 

Lemma. Assume that Lemma is true for an integer n — 1, let G € G(n,m) 
and F(G) = F(n,m). 

if G is connected then, by Lemma 2.2, G = K, @G, and, by Lemma 2.3 

(ii), F(G:) = F(n —1,m—n+1). By the induction hypothesis G, = Gy 

for some x’ = (@,..-,2,-2) € My-1. Let x = (1,2), 29,...,2;,-.) then 
x €M, and G, =G. 

If G is disconnected, then G is connected and by Lemma 2.4 F(G) = 

Fin, 6) — m). By Lemma 2.2 there is G = K, © G, for a graph G, 

such that F(G,) = F(n —1, 6) —m-—n+1). Then G = K, UG, with 

G, € Gin —1,m) and F(G,) = F(n—1,m). By the induction hypothesis 
G, = Gy for some x’ = (4),..-,2,-1) € Mn-1. Let x = (0,2), 2%4,..., 

Z,,-2), clearly x € M,, and G=G,. @ 

Before starting the next Lemma it is convenient to introduce some 

notations. The (n — 1)-tuple X = (1 — xi,...,1— xn-1) for a (n — 1)- 

tuple x = (21,...,%n-1) will be called to be complement to x in the sequel. 

The record of the (n — 1)-tuple x € M,, we will abbreviate by writing i(k) 

and o(k) instead of k consecutive units and k consecutive zeros, respectively. 

Let V,, be the subfamily of the family M, such that an (n — 1)-tuple t 

belongs to V, if t has one of next 12 forms. 

I t=(i(n-1)) I t = (o(n — 1)) 

II t= (i(k), o(s)) II” t= (o0(k), i(s)) 

III t = (é(k), o(s),#(1)) Tl” t = (o(k), i(s), o(1)) 
IV_ t= (i(k), 0(s),2(1),0(7)) IV" t = (0(k), 4(s), o(1), (9) 
Vt = (o(s), i(1)) vt = (i(s), o(1)) 
VI t = (0(s), #(1), o(9)) VI t = (i(s),o(1),i(j)) 
(j,k, 8 are positive integers). 

Lemma 2.6. For every n > 2 andO<m< (3) there exists x € V,, such 

that F (Gx) = F(n,m).
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Proof is by induction on n. For n = 2 and 3 it is clear. Suppose Lemma is 

true for a positive integer n. Consider a graph G € G(n + 1,m) such that 

F(G) = F(n+1,m). Because the claim F(G) = F(n + 1,m) is equivalent 
to the claim F(G) = F(n+1,("%’) — m) and G, = Gg we can assume 
that G is connected. By Lemma 2.3- we have G = K, @(G — v) and 

F(G—v) = F(n,m—n). By the induction hypothesis there exists z € Vy 

such that G, € G(n,m —n) and F(G,) = F(n,m—n). By Lemma 2.3 

F(K, ®G,) = F(G) = F(n+1,m). 

Let us consider the n-tuple x = (1,z). Clearly x € Mnii, Gy = 

Ki @G, € G(n+1,m) and F(G,) = F(n+1,m). It is easy to see that 

for z being of the form I, II, II, IV, V, VI, I", V° or VI" (respectively) 

x € Vn4,. For the rest cases see Table below where for x considered 

the n-tuple y € M,,,; is determined in such a way that y has either the 

properties Gy € G(n+1,m), F(G,) = F(G,) and y € Vn41 or the property 

F (Gy) > F(G,.). In the latter case a contradiction with the choice of G, is 

obtained. NI 

Lemma 2.7. Let d, m, n, 7 be integers 0 cm < (3), l<j<n, 

1<d<n-1,n>1. A sequence of nonnegative integers (d,,d2,...,dn) 
such thatd; =...=d;=d; dj41 =...=d, =d—landd,+...+d, = 2m 

is graphical. 

Proof is by induction on n. An idea of Havel and Hakimi (in [4]) can be 
used. Details are left to the reader. m 

2m Theorem 1. Let p= [2] and q = np — 2m then 

f(n,m) = np? — 2qp + a. (7) 

Proof. If G € G(n,m) with F(G) = f(n,m) then A(G) — 6(G) < 1 
where A = A(G) and 6 = 6(G) is the maximum and minimum degree of G 

respectively. For the contrary suppose that G has vertices v; and vy, such 

that d; > d, +1. Then there exists a vertex v; such that vjv; € E and 

vjvux ¢ E. Then by Lemma 2.1 there exists a graph G” with F(G") = 

F(G)+2(d, —d;) +2 < F(G), a contradiction. This means that G contains 

x vertices of degree A and n — z vertices of degree A — 1 and therefore 

tQa+(n—2)(A-1)=2m ei. A= 41-2. 
n
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Table 

The form] The form | Conditions The form F(Gy) 

of z of x on k,s,j of y —F(Gx) 

It”  \(#(1),0(k), |k=1Vs=1 |x€ Vay 0 

a(s)) 1l<k<s+1 |(o(k—-1), i(k), (1), 

i(s —k+1)) € Vandi 0 

1<k=s+1 |(o(k—1),i(k),0(1)) € Vngi 0 

1<k=s+2 |(o(k—1),i(k)) € Vang 0 

k>s+2As8=|(i(1), o(k — 1), 7(1), 

=2 0(2)) E Vai 0 

k5s42AsI(i(1),o(k— 3), (1), 

=3 0(5)) € Va4i 6 

k>s+2As >|(i(1), o(k — 3), (1), 

>3 o(s + 1),i(s — 3), 0(1)) ¢ Vandi 6 

II” |(4(1), o(k),|s =1 x € Vasi 0 

i(s)o(1)) |k=1 (0(1), #(s + 2)) € Vnai 2550 

2<k<s41 I(o(k—1),i(k—1) 2(1+s—k)> 

o(1),i(s —k + 3)) € Vagi 50 

k>s+1As=|(i(1), o(k — 2) 

=2 (1), 0(4)) € Vasa 4 

k>s+1As>|(i(1), o(k — 8), 1(1), 

23 o(s + 1), i(s — 2), 0(1)) ¢ Vn+41 4 
IV" |(4(1).0(k), |k <j (o(k), 4(s +k +1), 0(1), 

i(s), o(1), ij — k)) € Vn4i 2ks > 0 

i(j)) k=j (o(k),2(s +k +1), 0(1)) € Vass 2ks > 0 

k=jt+l (o(k),i(s +7 +2)) € Vn41 2ks > 0 

jti<k<  |(o(k—1),i(k-j -1),0(1), 2(j +1): 
<jtst+l i(3-s-42j— k)) E Vn-1 (l+s+j- 

-k) 50 

k>stj+1A |(i(1), o(k — 1), 4(1), 
As=j=1 0(3)) € Vn4i 2 

k>stjtiA |(i(1), o(k — 9), a(1), 
Aj>s=1 o(j + 2),4(9 —1)) € Vn41 23 > 0 
k>s+ +14 |(i{1), o(k — 8), 2(1), 

As>j=l o(s + 1),i(s — 1), 0(1)) ¢ Vn41 2 

k>s+f+1A |(i(1), 011 +k—-Jj-—8),i(1), 
As>1Aj>1 joj +s),1(s— 1), (1), 

iG - 1) ¢ Vana 25 >0 
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Since x > 1 we have 

a= |") =» and r=n-q (8) 

Since f(n,m) = F(G) = cA? + (n — x)(A — 1)? we have immediately (7). 

a 

Remark 1. An extremal graph for f(n,m) exists and has x vertices of 

degree p and n — = vertices of degree p — 1 with px + (n— z)(p— 1) = 2m. 

Its existence is guaranteed by Lemma 2.7. 

Theorem 2. Let k = [Hon —1— V(2n—- 1) — 8m)J, 

r= 1(2m—k(2n—k-1)),a = [4(1+ V1 + 8m)] and b= $(a? —a-2m). 

Then F(n,m)=max{k(n —1)? + (k+1r)? +r(k +1)? +(n—k—r—1)k% 
(a-~b-—1)(a—1)? + b(a — 2)? + (a-b—1)*}. 

Proof. By Lemma 2.6 there is x € V, such that G, € G(n,m) and 

F(G,) = F(n,m). Two cases are to be considered. Case 1. Let x be one 

of the form I-VI. For all these forms there is x = (i(k), o(s), (1), o(j)) with 

nonnegative integers k, s, 7, 1,1 =0or1, such thatk+s+l+j=n-1. 

The corresponding graph G,, has k vertices of degree n — 1, s vertices of 

degree k, | vertices of degree k +7 +1 and j + 1 vertices of degree k + I. 

This means that 2m = k(n —- 1) + sk +1(kK+j7+1)+(9+1)(K4+)) and so 
k(n -—1)+ (n—k)k < 2m. 

It is left to the reader to show that k is the largest integer fulfilling 

the last inequality. That is why k = [$(2n — 1 — /(2n — 1)? — 8m)|] and 

2i(j +1) = 2m — k(n — 1) —-(n-—k)k = 2m — k(2n — k — 1) = 2r. Because 

of s=n—k—I-—j-—1 and by (6) we have F(G,) = k(n — 1)? + (n—-—k- 
j-l-1)k?+lk+j74+1)?+G4+1)(k +1)’. Since 1 = 0 implies r = 0 and 
i = 1 means r =/+1 we can easily obtain the first part of required formula 

for F(n,m). 

Case 2. Let x be one of the form I-VI’. For all these cases x = 

(o(d), i(s), o(t), i(j)) with nonnegative integers d, s, 1, 7, | = 0 or 1 and 

d+s+l+j=n-—1. The corresponding graph G, has d isolated vertices, s 

vertices of degree n —-d—1, | vertices of degree s and 7 +1 vertices of degree 

n—d—1-l. This means that G,, can be expressed by KgUG, where G, is a 

graph K, with a = n—d or a graph obtained from K, by deleting 7 +1 edges 

incident with a vertex of K,. Therefore a(a—1) > 2m and a is the smallest
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integer satisfying the last inequality. That is a = [ (1+ V1+ 8m)] and 
2(j + 1) = a? — a— 2m = 2b. Since for | = 0 there is b — 0 we have second 
part of F(n,m). Let | = 1, then 2m = s(n—d—1)+8+(j+1)(n—d-2) = 
s(a—1)+8+(j+1)(a—2), 2m = s(a—1)+8+(a—s—1)(a— 2) that is 
s=a—b-1. 

By (6) we have 

F(G,) = s(n — d— 1)? +87 + (7 +1)((n-—d-2)? = 

(a—b—1)(a-1)? + (a—b-1)? + (a —2)?. 

Remark 2. From the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that an extremal 
graph for F'(n,m) exists and has k vertices of degree (n — 1), one vertex of 
degree k +r, r vertices of degree k +1 and (n ~ k~—r —1) vertices of degree 
k or it has d isolated vertices, d = n — a, a — 6 — 1 vertices of degree a — 1, 
one vertex of degree a — 6 — 1 and b vertices of degree a — 2. 

3. The original problem 

In this section we discuss the numbers w(n,m) and W(n, m). For the first 
one we have 

Theorem 3. Let p = [2] and g — np —2m. Then 

2p-1 if(n—q)p<mand p< gq, 
2p if(n—q)p>morp> gq. 

w(n,m) = { 

Proof. By Theorem 1 we have 

w(nm) > [EE 3]- 29-24 E] (9) 
Let (n — q)p < m then 0 < *2p < 1 and therefore by (9) 

w(n,m) > 2p—1. 

If p < q then there exists a graph G with the maximum edge weight 
2p— 1. We construct the graph G = (V, E) with the vertex set V = Vi UVa,
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Vi NV. — Ű, such that IV] — n— a, |V2| = g and such that every vertex of V; 

is p valent and every vertex of V2 is p—1 valent. Let Vi = {v1, v2,...,Un—-q} 

and V2 = {2,...,Zq}. 

Let Tr = ge By Lemma 2.7 there exists a graph G2 = (V2, E2) 

having c vertices z,,..., 2, of degree |x| and the rest q—c vertices of degree 

[x] such that 

elz| +(q—0)[e] =2m—(n—a)p. 
To obtain the graph G required every vertex v; of Vi, 7 = 1,2,...,n—q, is 

joined by an edge with the vertices 2(;-1)p41 » 2(j-1)p+2 >+++12jp Of the graph 

G2. (Indices are taken modulo a.) 

Let p > ag. Let there exists a graph G” € G(n,m) with deg u+deg v < 

2p — 1 for every edge uv of the graph G". Put A(G") = p+t, then 

0<t<n-—1-p. If G has r vertices of degrees at most p — 1 —t, 

then other vertices of G’ have degrees at most p+ t and we have 

(n-r)(p+t)+r(p—t—1) > 2m. 

Since np = 2m + q we get after routine manipulations 

qtnt 8(2t+1)-—8+4¢ 

= %t4+1 %+1 
1-2 
241 

    

n =5+ (10) 
n 

Ifq—$ > 0 then at < q— § and therefore by (10) r <q <p. Ifq—3 <0 

then r < 5. As q = np — 2m we have 2(n — q)p < np—q. This implies 

q(2p — 1) > pn > ng that is p > $ > r. In both cases we have obtained 

p > r which means that G" contains an edge e joining a vertex of degree 

A(G") with a vertex of degree at least p — +. This provides a contradiction 
with the choice of the graph G" because w(e) > 2p. 

Let (n — q)p > m then 1 < ege. < 2 = 2 and by (10) we have 
w(n,m) > 2p. To verify the equality, it is sufficient to find a graph having 

the maximum weight of edges 2p. Such graph G exists and it is mentioned 

in the proof of Theorem 1 with F(G) = f(n,m). (Or Lemma 2.7 can be 
used with d = [2] and dj + (d—1)(n—j) =2m.) mw 

It seems to be difficult to determine the value W(n,m). By the list of six 
vertex graphs in [4] it can be find out that W(6,6) = W(6,7) = W(6,8) = 6, 
W (6,9) = W(6,11) = 7, W(6, 10) = W(6, 12) = 8.
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It is easy to see that the weight of any edge of a graph G € G(n,m) 
cannot be larger than m+1. Because of the graph Kim UKy-m-1 we have 
W(n,m) =m +1 for every 1 <m <n. Other known results are stated in 

Theorem 4. Let m= (5) —r and let 0<r<n-—1. Then 

(i) W(n,m) = 2n — 2 for r = 0 and W(n,m) = 2n -— 3 forr — I; 

(ii) W(n,m) = 2n—4 for2<r< [8] orr =3; 

(iii) W(n,m) = 2n —5 for |8| <r < [242] orr =6; 

(iv) W(n,m) = 2n —6 in all other cases. 

Proof. (i) is trivial. In the case (ii) it is sufficient to realize that if a graph 
G € G(n,m) contains a vertex of degree not exceeding n—3 then it contains 
an edge of the weight less or equal 2n — 4. If r independent edges or edges 
of a triangle (if r = 3) are removed from the graph K,, we obtain suitable 
graph. Similar arguments have to be used in the cases (iii) and (iv). A 
suitable graph in the case (iii) is obtained by removing r — 3 independent 
edges and edges of an independent triangle from K,,. In the case (iv) edges 
of a cycle of the length r are deleted from K,,. m 

A difficulty in determining W(n,m) can also be in non unambiguous 
existence of the graphs realizing W(n,m). For example there are two graphs 
realizing the weight W (n, (3) — 2), a graph K,, with two independent edges 
removed and a graph K, with two neighbouring edges deleted. 

We are able to prove the next result. 

Theorem 5. Let a,b be integers defined in Theorem 2, let 

h= [3(2n -1- /(2n —-1)? - 8m) | and let s,t be integers such that ht + 

s=m,h+t<n and h(h—3) < 2s < h(h—1). Let g(n,m) be as follows 

2a—2 ifb=0; 

2a—3 ifb=1; 

g(n,m) = 4 2a—4 if2<b<|$| ord =3; 
2a—5 if |¢|<b< [%] ora=8 and b=6; 
2a—6 in all other cases. 

Then 

max {ates Fa , a(n.m)} < W(n,m) < [| . (11)
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Proof. Let G, be a graph with h vertices, s edges where the vertices have 

only degrees [ 22] or | 22]. By Lemma 2.7 such graph there exists. Now it 

is easy to see that the graph G" = (Ki ®@G),,) UK,-2n-+ belongs to G(n, m) 
and minimum weight of its edges is h + t+ | 22]. 

It is easy to see that O<b<a—1. A graphGe G(n,m) having the 

minimum weight of edges equal to g(n,m) can be obtained from the graph 

K, by deleting 6 edges in a suitable way. 

The graphs G” and G provide a lower bound for W(n,m). The upper 

bound in (11) easily follows from Theorem 2. @ 

Conjecture. We believe that 

W(n,m) = max {hte lz , a(n} 

The proof of the next theorem is easy. 

Theorem 6. Let 

2 form c 1-4 (75?) 

14 m — (7) form>1+ ("5") 
z(n,m) = { 

and let 
1l+m form < 2n-—3 

2(n,m) = Ún 1) form 32 2n—3. 

For every edge e of a graph G € G(n,m) there is 

Z(n,m) £ w(e) S Z(n,m). 

Acknowledgement. The authors are indebted to their undergraduate 

student I. Fabrici for his checking a plenty of examples. 
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The Long Club (@) 

I. JUHASZ, ZS. NAGY, L. SOUKUP and Z. SZENTMIKLOSSY* 

ABSTRACT 

For any ordinal a let &&(a@) denote the statement "with each v € a with 
cf(v) = w we can associate a countable set S, such that US, = v and for every 
X € [a]! there is a v with S, C X”. Thus & = &(w,). We show that (i) 
& — &(a) for all a € wy; (ii) &+ 0 — &(wa); (iii) &(w2 - w) is false; (iv) 
& + -&(w2) is consistent (modulo some large cardinals). 

In [4] (cf. also [1]) the combinatorial principle & (club) was introduced 
in the form ” with each limit ordinal vy € w; we can associate a cofinal subset 

S, such that for every X € [w,]*! there is a v with S, C X.” The sequence 

(S,: v € L;) (here, of course, L, denotes the set of all limit ordinals in w, 

and in what follows we denote by L,(q) the set of all v € a with cf(v) = w) is 
then called a &-sequence. In this paper we investigate the following natural 
*lengthening” of &: 

Definition 1. For any ordinal a we let &(a) denote the statement that 
with every limit ordinal v € a with cf (v) = w we can associate a cofinal 
subset S, in such a way that for every uncountable set X C a there is a v 

with S, C X. The sequence (S$, : v € L;(a)) is then called a d(a)-sequence. 
  

*Research supported by OTKA grant no. 1908.
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The first natural question concerning this notion is, of course, for what 

ordinals a > w; does &, the shortest possible club, imply #(a)? It is obvious 

that & — (a) for a a wi : wi, but the same implication for w, - Ww, is 

already not trivial. This, and much more, will follow from the next lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let a € wz with cf(a) = w, and C C a be a closed unbounded 

subset of a of order type tp C = wu. If (S,: v € Ly) is a d-sequence and 

h: wi — @ is a bijection then for every cofinal subset X C a there is a 

v € L such that Uh[S,] = y and h[S,] C X, where 7, is the yth element 

of C. 

  

Proof. Let us start by recalling that if (S,: A € L,) is a dsequence then 

for every Y € [w;]”! we actually have that the set 

{fr € D1: S, CY} 

is stationary in w,. Indeed, this follows immediately from the easy obser- 

vation that for every closed and unbounded set B C w, there is a subset 

ZCY with Z’ =Y'NB (for A a set of ordinals we let A’ denote the set of 

limit points of A). 

Without loss of generality we may assume that the set X C a has order 

type wi, i.e. for every 2 € a we have |XN Al < ur. 

Let us now put 

B — (B € wi : Vv E B(h(v) € ve) } 

(recalling that C — (75: 8 E wi) is the increasing enumeration of C). 

Clearly, B is a closed unbounded set in w,. Thus, in view of our introductory 

remark, the set 
D={BEBNI,: Sg ch *[X]} 

is stationary in w,. By the definition of B we have h[Sg] C yg for every 

B € B, consequently it suffices to prove that there is some v € D with 

UA[SL] — 9. 

Assume, on the contrary, that for every 6 € D we have UA[Ss] < 16. 

Since 6 is limit and C is closed, we can then also choose an f(6) < 6 such 

that Uh[Ss] < 74:6) holds as well: 

By the pressing down lemma there is an uncountable set E € (D]"! and 

an ordinal 9 € w; such that f(6) = 9 for every 6 € E. But then we have 

Uf{h[Ss]: 6€ E} CXNY, ,
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consequently |X M y,| = w1, because h is one-to-one, contradicting our 

assumption. This concludes the proof. m 

The next result now follows easily. 

Theorem 1. & implies (a) for every a E wa. 

Proof. We use induction on a € wa. So assume #3) holds for each 8 < a 

and, of course, a > wy. 

Ifa =u, -7+ 8 with 0 < B < w, then a &(w - y)-sequence can be 

trivially extended to a de(a)-sequence, for X € [a]: implies |X Nu; -y| = 1 

as well. 

Thus we may assume that a is of the form w,-y. If y = G+1 then 

we get a de(a)-sequence from the #(w: - 7)-sequence and the &sequence 

“translated” to the final segment [w, -,a). Similarly, if cf(y) = w then 

we pick a cofinal w-sequence {7,: 7 € w} in y and for each n € w we fix a 

“translated” de(tp (w1 : (Yn+1 —Yn)))-sequence S,, in the interval [w; -Yn,w1- 

“‘n41). Clearly, then U{S, : 2 € w} yields a de(a)-sequence. 

Finally, if a — wy : with cf(y) = w, then fix an w,-type closed 

unbounded set B in y with B = {6,: v € w,} and set C = {w, -G,: v € wy}, 

moreover let h: w, —> a be a bijection between w, and a. Now, for each 

v € w; fix a translated d(tp (7,41 \Yn))-sequence S, inside the interval 

Iw, Ww+1), where y, = wi - ,. Then, for every limit ordinal v € Li, y the 

vth element of C is of cofinality w and we are free to associate with 9, the 

set h[S,] if Uh[S,] = 7, happens to be true. (If Uh[S,] # y. then we can 

choose the countable cofinal set in y, arbitrarily.) Since for every X € [a]” 

either there is a pw € w, with |XO [yy Yu+1)| = wi or UX = a, the sequence 

manufactured above is a #(a)-sequence, applying Lemma 1 to h, C and 

(S,:v € L,). The theorem is now proven. @ 

The following problem to ask now is whether &(w2), this is what we call 

the long club, is consistent or even implied by de? (Note that if a < § then 

(3) clearly implies &(a).) We have two results that yield positive answers 

to the above questions, however before turning to them we first formulate 

an easy but perhaps surprising non-existence result. 

Theorem 2. d(we -w) is false. 

Proof. For each a € we let us put 

Xo = {wa-vta:vEeu}.
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Then X, € [we - wi] and Xi, = {w2-v:v € Li}, moreover X.N Xs, = 0 

if a 4 B. Now if A E wa :- uw is a limit ordinal and a cofinal subset S C A 
is contained in X, then A € X,, hence \ = w2-v for some v € Ly. Thus if 

d(w2 : w1 ) were true then, since there are w2-many X,’-s and only w,-many 

v € L,’s, we had two distinct a, 3 € w2 and a v € L, such that the set S 

associated with w2-v by d(w2-w1) would be contained in both X, and Xz, 

contradicting X,NX, =0. = 

Let us note, on the other hand, that &(w.) clearly implies &(a) for 
every a < W2 ‘Wi. 

Now we turn to the consistency results concerning #o(w2), the long club. 

Theorem 3. If & and D are both true then so is &(w.). In particular, 

do(wW2) holds in L. 

Proof. Let us recall (see [1]) that [I says: there exists a sequence (C;: € € 
Lz) (here Lz denotes the set of all limit ordinals in w2) such that (i) for 

every € € Lz the set C¢ is closed and unbounded in € with tp (Ce) < wi, 

and (ii) if € C, then C, = 1M Ce. 

Claim. For all € € Lz we can fix a bijection he: w, —> uw, - € between 

w, and w, - € in such a way that if a € C; a C, then 

he" fw, -a=h,* Pwr a. 

Proof of claim. Let C, = {7% : v € 7¢} be the increasing enumeration 
of Ce and w, = U{A,: v € wi} be a partition of w, into w,;-many disjoint 

sets of size w. 
(6) For every v € Te we may then fix a bijection rn: A, — [wi - Ww’, 

wy 9) and then set i 

he = U{h® : v € te} 

Now it is clear from (ii) that if a c C. NC, then 

he" Í wi -a=h,' zh [wa , 

hence the claim is proven. & 

Next, given a &-sequence (5S): 4 € Li) we first put for any limit ordinal 

of the form w,-a+ 8 with 0 < B <u, (ie. 6 € Ly) 

Tis, -0+8 = Wy -a+ Se ,
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and if a € C, with cf (€) = w, and cf (a) — w, i.e. a — a for some v € Ly, 

then we set 

To -a = he[S_] 

provided that 

Uh,[S,] =r a =a 7 . 

The above claim insures that this definition of T.,,... does not depend 

on &. 

Finally, if w, -a with a € L,(w2) is not like above we may choose Tf, a 

arbitrarily. 

Now it remains to check that (7) : 4 € Li(w2)) is a de(we)-sequence. So 
let X C we. be uncountable, without loss of generality we may assume that 

tp X =w). If there is some a with 

IX N [wi " a, w,-(a@4+1))| = 4, 

then clearly there is a ő € Li with 

Ty, ate C XN [41 - a, wz "(a-t 1)), 

hence we may assume that UX = w, - € with cf (€) = w;. But then Lemma 

1 applied to hg, the closed unbounded set De = {uw - 4 :vEwyYCwi:€, 

and the @-sequence (S,: v € L;) yields an a € C; such that 

Tuy: = he[S.] Cc xX a. 

This completes the proof. @ 

The following result yields the consistency of the long club, &(w2), via 

“simple” forcing. 

Theorem 4. If V — CH then there is an w,-closed notion of forcing P 

with the wa — CC such that Vf F b(w2). 

Proof. The natural partial order P consisting of countable fragments of a 

d$(w2)-seguence will work. In other words, the elements p € P are functions 

whose domain D(p) is a countable subset of L,(w2) and for each a € D(p) 

the value p(a) is a countable cofinal subset of a. Moreover, for p,q € P we 

have p< q iff p D q.
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The w -closedness of P is obvious and the w2—CC follows from CH by a 

standard A-system and counting argument. Thus, cardinals and cofinalities 

in VP are preserved. It is also obvious that for any a € L;(w2) the set 

D, ={pé P: a€ D(p)} 

of conditions is dense in P, hence if G is P-generic over V and we put 

Sq = UG(a) , 

then the sequence (Sq: a € Li(w2)) is defined everywhere. 

Next, we show that this sequence is a de(w2)-sequence in Vf. To see 

this, let X be a P-name such that 

Ip IK"X Cw. and tp(X)=u.”. 

Clearly, we shall be done if we can show that every condition p € P has an 

extension q that forces S, C X for some 7 € Li (wz). 

To see this, we first define a decreasing sequence of conditions below p 

as follows. Let pp be an extension of p such that for some € € w 

po Ik UX =€. 

Clearly, then cf (€) = w,. Now, if for some n € w we have already defined p, 

then, since |D(p,.)| < w, we can find an ordinal y, and a condition Dnyi S Dn 

such that UD(pn)NE < Mn < € and pnyi IF Mm E X. Clearly, we can do this 

in such a way that n, <%n41 for alln Ew. Then p, = U{p,: n € wheP 

satisfies 

py ky cx 

for the set y = {m:n € wh}, and if we put 7 = U{n,:n € w} then 

n ¢ D(p.). Consequently gq = p. U {(n,y)} € P is an extension of p 

such that q lt S, C X. This completes the proof. B 

Before we turn to the question of the joint consistency of & + ~é(w.) 

it will be useful to explicitly formulate a consequence of #(a) that is most 

conveniently done in partition theoretic terms. Let us recall that the symbol 

a — (top 8), 

means the following: for every partition k: a —> 7 there is a topological, 

i.e. homeomorphic copy of @ in a that is k-homogeneous. 

More precisely, this means that there is a set Y C a such that telyii =1 

and Y as a subspace of a in the order topology is homeomorphic to w; with 

its natural (order) topology.
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Theorem 5. If &(a) holds then 

a -s (top w1 )2 . 

Proof. We define the partition k: a — 2 by induction on v € a. Let 

(S, : v E L1(a)) be a d$(a)-seguence. Ifv € L,(a) and k() has been defined 

for all » € v then look at whether S, is k-homogeneous (i.e. |k[S,]| = 1), 

and if it is, then define &(v) in such a way that k(v) # k(y) for w € S,. In 

all other cases k(v) may be defined freely. 

Now, assume that X is an uncountable subset of a that is k-homoge- 

neous. By é(a) there isav € L,(a) with S, C X, hence by our construction 

we have k(v) # k(y) for u € S,, consequently v ¢ X. This, however, shows 
that X cannot be a topological copy of w,. @ 

In view of this result the consistency of & + —é(w2) will follow if we can 

construct a model in which @ holds and wz —> (top w )s is satisfied. By 

theorem 3 in such a model the principle 0 must fail and, as is well-known, 

large (at least Mahlo) cardinals are needed for that. Our construction below 

requires much larger cardinals, because we need the consistency of 

+ 

ct —> (top v1). , 

which we claim is valid in models of Martin’s Maximum (see [2]). Of course, 

here c = 2”, and under MM we have c = wp. Also, in [2] it was shown 

that if MM holds then every stationary set of w-limits in w3 contains a 

topological copy of w,. Clearly, this implies w3 — (top w;)we. 

Theorem 6. Assume that 

Vv FE ct — (top Wi Je 

and P = Fn(c, 2;w) is the standard partial order that adds a Cohen subset 

of c with countable conditions. Then 

V? & & + 7h(w2) . 

Proof. It is well-known, cf. e.g. [3], that adding a Cohen subset of wz with 

countable conditions will make $ hold in the extension, hence V? F & is
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immediate. It is also known that the 2” of V is collapsed to have size w, in 

VP and, since |Fn(c, 2;u1)| =, (ct)” = we in VV”. 

Finally, we show that 

VP Eu, — (top wi)us ; 

conseguently 

VP (wr) 
as well. Indeed, let k be a P-name with 

1p Ik k:ct ő wi . 

Then for every p € P and a € ct there is a condition p, < p and an ordinal 

Va E wz such that : 

Pa Ít k(a) — va . 

Since |P| = |P x w,| = c, applying the relation ct —> (top w,), to the 

assignment a FR (Pa, Va) in V, we obtain a topological copy Y C ct of wy, 

and a pair (q,7) € P x w,; such that (pa, Ya) = (¢,n) for every ae Y. But 

then q forces that Y is a k-homogeneous topological copy of w,, showing 

that w2 —> (top wi), is indeed valid in V?. = 

To conclude, let us emphasize that the exact consistency strength of 

& + =&(w2) remains unknown. 

Added in proof: The referee and S. Shelah have both pointed it out to us 

that by a result in [5] & + -é(w2) is actually equiconsistent with a Mahlo 

cardinal. Indeed, by Theorem 7.1 on p. 388 in [5] from a Mahlo cardinal 
one gets the consistency of GCH + every stationary set of w-limits in w2 

contains a topological copy of w;, hence also of w. —> (top w1),,- Applying 
Theorem 6 to this the result follows immediately. We thank the referee and 

S. Shelah for drawing our attention to this. 
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Long Stars Specify y-Bounded Classes 

H. A. KIERSTEAD® 

ABSTRACT 

We investigate a conjecture due independently to Gyárfás and Sumner con- 

cerning the chromatic number of graphs which do not contain certain trees as 

induced subgraphs. In Particular, we show that the tree S formed by iden- 

tifying the end points of k paths on four vertices specifies a weakly x-bounded 
class. 

1. Introduction 

A class of graphs TF is said to be x-bounded if there exists a function f such 

that for every G ET, x(G) < f(w(G)), where x(G) is the chromatic number 
of G and w(G) is the maximum clique size of G; T is weakly y-bounded if 

there exists a constant c such that x(G) £ c for every triangle-free graph in 

I. For a set of graphs ©, let Forb(=) denote the class of graphs, which do 
not contain any graph in © as an induced subgraph. We say that 2 specifies 

Forb(X). If & = {H} we may abuse notation and write Forb(H). 

In this paper we investigate the following beautiful conjecture due in- 

dependently to Gydrfas [2] and Sumner [8]. 
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Conjecture 1. For any tree T, Forb(T) is y-bounded. 

By the well known theorem of Erdős and Hajnal [1] that there exist 

graphs with arbitrarily large girth and chromatic number, if Forb(H) is y- 

bounded, then H is a forest. It is also easy to show that for any forest F, 

Forb(F’) is x-bounded iff Forb(T) is x-bounded for each connected compo- 

nent T of F. Thus the conjecture implies that Forb(H) is x-bounded iff H 

is a forest. Gyárfás, Szemerédi, and Tuza [4] proved that radius two trees 

and paths specify weakly x-bounded classes. Later Gyárfás [3] proved that 

all paths, and even brooms, specify x-bounded classes, and the author and 

Penrice [6] proved that radius two trees specify x-bounded classes. Many 

researchers believe that if one can show a class is weakly x-bounded then it 

will be possible to show that it is x-bounded. The smallest tree D, which 

is not a broom and does not have radius two, is the path on six vertices 

with an additional edge joined to one of the two center vertices. Gyárfás 

[3] asked whether Forb(D) was weakly y-bounded and the author and Pen- 

rice [5] showed that this was the case. In this article we improve this result 

by showing (Corollary 3) that the tree SZ, formed by identifying the end 

points of k paths on four vertices, specifies a weakly y-bounded class. One 

purpose for presenting this result is to demonstrate the use of special sub- 

graphs, which we call templates, for coloring graphs which do not induce 

certain trees. In the remainder of this section we review our notation. 

Figure 1. 83 

Let P,, denote the path on n vertices. Let Sf be the tree formed from 

k disjoint copies of P, by joining one end point of each copy with an edge 

to a new vertex v. See Figure 1. Alternatively, Sf is formed by subdividing 

each of the k edges of the star S; a total of r— 1 times. Note that S7 is a
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radius r tree. We call S{ a long star if r > 2. Let C,, denote the:eycle on n 

vertices. If C is a cycle we write C = (c,,...,C,) to indicate that the vertex. 

set of C is {c,,...,¢,} and c; is adjacent to c;,,, where addition is modulo 
s. If x =e, and y = c;, we write [z, y] for the path {c;,...,c;} and [x,y) for 

the path {c;,...,cj-1}. Let Ky, denote the complete bipartite graph with t 

vertices in each part. Let I’, be the class Forb(S7,C3,Cs,...,C2i+1), where: 

$ = 2i1+1. When s is clear from the context, we just write I. For a graph 

G = (V,E), the open neighborhood of a set of vertices X C V is defined to 

be Nc(X) = {ye V: ay € E, for some x € X the closed neighborhood of 

X is Ng[X] = Ng(X)UX. When G is clear from the context, we just write 

N(X) and N[X]. With a slight abuse of notation, if a graph plays the role 

of the set X, then the vertex set of the graph is understood. Also, if Ng(X) 

(or N{G]) is used in the role of a graph, it means the graph induced by the 
vertex set. 

2. Templates 

In this section we formulate a general framework for the arguments used 

in [4], [5], [6], and the next section for coloring graphs based on the notion 

of template. These techniques were also used by the author, Penrice, and 

Trotter [7] to find online algorithms for graph coloring. While our formu- 

lation accurately reflects the spirit of those arguments, the terminology is 

new. Let I be a class of graphs, which is closed under induced subgraphs, 

and let T be a tree with a root v. We say that a function 7: T > T isa T- 

template function for I if there exists a function g such that the following 

three conditions hold, were 7(G) = D. 

(1) D is an induced subgraph of G 

(2) x(Ne[D]) < g(w(G)); and 
(3) if z € N(D), then z is the root of an induced copy of T in D+ 2. 

We call the graph +(G) a T-template. If |r(G)| is bounded by 6 and G 
is triangle-free, for all G € T, then we can satisfy (2) by setting g(2) = b 

(See Lemma 5). A similar idea works when we argue by induction on w(G). 

An interesting innovation of [5], which is also used in the next section, is 

the use of templates with unbounded size. 

Now suppose that 7 is a T-template function for F and G e T. We 

attempt to color G according to the following strategy. Partition the vertices
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of G into subsets V,,...,V;, inductively as follows. Let Gp = G. Suppose 

we have defined G; and V; for all j < i, so that G; ET. Let D; = 7(G;), 

V, = N[D,], N; = N(D;), and Gi4, = G, — V;. Note that for i # 7, no 

vertex of D; is adjacent to any vertex of D;. 

Each vertex z will receive a two coordinate color ¢(x) = (¢¢(z), ¢,(x)). 

The first coordinate is chosen from g(w(G)) local colors; it assures that if 

two vertices in the same part V; receive the same color, then they are non- 

adjacent. The second coordinate is chosen from a set of global colors; it 

assures that if two vertices from distinct parts V; and V; receive the same 

local color and same global color, then they are non-adjacent. The intention 

is to use condition (3) to bound the number of global colors used. 

The strategy outlined above is the exact strategy which will be employed 

in the proof of the main theorem. It is a slight modification of the strategy 

used by Gyárfás, Szemerédi, and Tuza [4] and the author and Penrice [6] 

to color graphs which do not induce certain radius two trees. In those 

arguments N; was the set of vertices which were adjacent to a large number 

of vertices in D;. In both papers T was the star S; with one of its leaves 

as the root. In [4] it is shown that if a graph, which does not induce a 

radius two trees, has large chromatic number is terms of its clique size 

and any integer ¢t, then it induces K,:. This allows the use of a template 

function 7 defined by 7(G) is an induced K,,; if (G) is sufficiently large and 

7(G) = G otherwise. Clearly, in the triangle-free case, if  € N(r(G)), then 
T(G) +2 induces S;. This is no longer true when G is not triangle-free. The 

main innovation of [6] was to show that complete bipartite graphs could be 

replaced by certain almost complete multipartite graphs in the definition 

of 7. 

3. The Main Theorem 

In this section we prove the following general theorem using the tech- 

niques discussed in the previous section. 

Theorem 2. The class of graphs T =Forb(S7,C3,C3,...,C,), where r < 

8 = 21+ 1, is x-bounded. 

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, we obtain:
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Corollary 3. The class of graphs Forb(S?) is weakly y-bounded. 

Let 7: I’ —T be defined by 7(G) = C, were C is a minimum odd cycle 
in G, if x(G) > 3 and 7(G) = G, if x(G) < 2. The next three lemmas 

will show that 7 is a P,,,-template function. Clearly 7 is well defined and 

satisfies (1). The first lemma is an easy technical result which will be used 

several times. 

Lemma 4. Suppose C is a minimum odd cycle in a graph G. Then the 

distance d from c; to c; in C is at most the distance d from c; to c; in 

G =G-C+e6,4+¢;. 

Proof. Note that both [c;,c;] and [c;,c;] have at least d edges. Let P be 

the shortest path from c; to c; in G’. Then both P + [c;,c,;] and P + [e;, c] 
are cycles of length at most |C|—d-+d' and one of them is odd. Since C is 

a minimal odd cycle, |C'| < |C|_-d+d’, and thusd<d'. mw 

The next lemmas shows that 7 satisfies condition (2). 

Lemma 5. Suppose C = (c1,...,Cs) is a minimum cycle in a triangle-free 

graph G. If f is a proper k-coloring of C such that the distance in C between 

any two vertices of C with the same color is at least four. Then f can be 

extended to a proper k-coloring f' of N[C}. 

Proof. For each vertex z € N(C), choose a vertex cz) such that z is 

adjacent to cy). Let f'(z) = f(ciz)41), where addition is modulo s. 

To see that f' is a proper coloring, first consider two adjacent vertices x 

and y in N(C). Since G is triangle-free, cz) # cy). The distance d 

between c,,) and cy) in G’ = G—C + cya) + Cy) is at most three. If 

f'(x) = f'(y), then f(ciay41) = f(Ciy)41 ) and the distance d between c;z) 

and cy) in C is at least four. But this contradicts Lemma 4. Next consider 

xz € N(C) and c; € C such that z is adjacent to cj. If j = i(x) then 

f'(x) = flcweyti) A f(cj) - f (cz). Otherwise, the distance between Cs) 

and c; in G" is at most two. If f(r) — f (cj), then f(ciayai) — f(c;) and 
the distance between cg) and c; is at least three. Again this contradicts 

Lemma 4 and so Lemma 5 is proved @ 

Finally we show that 7 satisfies condition (3). 

Lemma 6. Let G e I. If a vertex x is adjacent to an odd cycle C in G, 

then x is the end point of an induced P,4; inC +c.
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Proof. Let c,...,¢p be the neighbors of x in C. Partition C into paths 

P, = (ci, ci41), ¢ = 1,...,p, where addition is modulo p. Since |C| is odd 

|P,| is odd for some i. Then P; + ciy1 + 2 is an odd cycle, and thus has 

length at least r+ 2. It follows that P; +z is an induced path on at least 

r-+1 vertices. @ 

We say that two disjoint subgraphs H, and H of a graph G are adjacent 

if some vertex v, of H, is adjacent to some vertex v2 of H,. Otherwise we 

say that H, and H2 are non-adjacent. Similarly, we say that H, and H, 

are connected by a path of length d if there exist a Py,1 with one end point 

in H, and the other end point in H2 

The next lemma will be used to show that we need only use a bounded 

number of global colors. 

Lemma 7. Let G e T. There exist a function f(d) such that each vertex x 

of G is connected by a path of length d to at most f(d) pairwise non-adjacent 

odd cycles in G. 

Proof. We argue by induction on d. For the base step, suppose d = 1 and 

set f(d) = k—1. If a vertex a is adjacent to k pairwise non-adjacent odd 

cycles, then by Lemma 6, G induces Sf which is a contradiction. 

Now assume the result holds for d < ¢ and consider d = t+ 1. Set 

f(t+1) = (k—-1)f?(t). Suppose a vertex « is connected to f(d)+1 pairwise 

non-adjacent odd cycles by paths of length at most d. Choose a minimal 

set of vertices F C N(x) such that f(d) + 1 odd cycles are connected to x 

by paths of length at most d which pass through F’. Then by the induction 

hypothesis, |F| > [(f(@) +1)/f(t)] = (k-1)F(Q)+1. Say F = {u1,-.., rp}. 
For each vertex v; in F’, there exists an odd cycle D; such that 

(*) D, is connected to x by a path of length at most d which passes 

through v; but D; is not connected to x by a path of length at 

most d, which passes through any other vertex of F’. 

For i = 1,...,q, let Q; be the shortest part from D; to x which passes 

through v;. Note that each Q; is an induced path and, by Lemma 3, can 

be extended using additional vertices from D; to an induced path Q; on 

r +1 vertices. We intend to obtain a contradiction by finding an induced 

St in Q, +...+Q,. By (*) the paths Rj = Qi; — x are pairwise disjoint. 

Say R; = (uj = vi1,---,Vi,a-1). Also by (*) and the fact that the D; are 

pairwise non-adjacent, v;. is not adjacent to v;, if i # b and a 7 b. Since 

G is triangle-free, v;,, is not adjacent to vj. Choose F” C {v1,2,---,Up2}
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minimal with respect to the condition that each D;, i = 1,,...,p, can be 

reached by a path of length at most ¢ from some vertex in F”. Applying the 

induction hypothesis again, we see that |F’| > [((k —-1) f(t) +1)/f(t)] =k. 
Without loss of generality, F’ = {v1,2,...,Us,2}. Then v;,. is not adjacent to 

via ifi 7 j. But then Q|+...+Q), is induced Sf, which is a contradiction. Mi 

When d = 2 the induction step can be simplified to provide the bound 

f(d) = (k —4)?. This then gives f(3) = (k — 1)°, which we will use later. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph in I’. Partition the 

vertices of G into subsets V,,...,V, inductively as follows. Let Gy = G. 

Suppose we have defined G; and V; for all 7 < 7. If x(G) < 2, setn =7 
and let D; = V(G;); otherwise let D; be a minimum odd cycle in G,. Let 

V; = N[D,], N; = N(D;), and G4, = G; — V;. Note that for i 4 j, D,; is 

not adjacent to Dj. 

We now define a 13|(& — 1)® + 1] coloring ¢ of G. Each vertex x will 

receive a two coordinate color ¢(x) = (¢;(x), ¢,(x)). The first coordinate 
is chosen from eleven local colors; it assures that if two vertices in the same 

part V; receive the same color, then they are non-adjacent. The second 

coordinate is chosen from (k — 1)° + 1 global colors; it assures that if two 

vertices from distinct parts V; and V; receive the same color, then they are 

non-adjacent. In each case we first color the D; and then extend the coloring 

to the N;. We begin by coloring G — V,,. 

For i = 1,...,2—1, let ¢, restricted to D; be such that the distance 

between any two vertices which receive the same color is at least. seven. This 

is easily accomplished using 13 colors. Next extend ¢, restricted to D; to 

V; as in the proof of Lemma 5. In particular, for each vertex x € N;, choose 

a vertex c, € D; such that x is adjacent to c,. This clearly accomplishes 

our objective for the local coordinate. 

For i = 1,...,n —1, we define ¢, restricted to D; by recursion on 1. 

For each vertex x € Dj, let ¢,(x) be the least color such that (*) if y € D,, 

where j < i, (x) = ¢,(y), and x is connected to y by a path of length at 

most three, then ¢,(x) # ¢,(y). Note that if z is connected to two vertices 

y and z in D; by paths of length at most three, then the distance d’ between 

y and z in G; —D;+y+z is at most six. Thus by Lemma 4 and the choice of 

ge at most one vertex y from any D,; can witness the hypothesis of (*). By 

Lemma 7 at most (k — 1)° of the j’s can witness the the hypothesis of (*). 
Thus ¢, restricted to D; is a (k —1)° +1 coloring. Extend ¢, to N; setting 

$q(x) = $4(cz). To see that this accomplishes our objective for the global
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coordinate, consider x € V; and y € V;, with j <7. Set c, = 2, ifz € Di, 

and c, = y, if y € D;. If de(x) = de(y) and z is adjacent to y, then c, is 
connected to c, by a path of length at most three. Thus ¢,(x) 4 ¢,(y). 

For 7 = n, we can treat V, in exactly the same way we treated D; in 

the previous cases 

So far complete bipartite graphs, almost complete multipartite graphs, 

and odd cycles have played the role of templates in successful arguments. 

The author believes that the template formulation presented here provides 

a useful framework for attacking Conjecture 1 and that further advances 

will be made by developing more elaborate templates. 
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A Semi-Integral Total Colouring 

K. KILAKOS and B. REED 

ABSTRACT 

Behzad and Vizing have conjectured that given any simple graph G = 
(V, E) of maximum degree A, one can colour V U E with A + 2 colours so that 
no two adjacent or incident elements are assigned the same colour. We show 
that there is a A+ 2 vertex-integral fractional total colouring of V U E. 

1. Preliminaries 

A total colouring of a graph G = (V, E) is a colouring of V U E so that no 

two adjacent vertices, or two incident edges, or an edge and either of its 

ends receive the same colour. A long standing conjecture of Behzad [1] and 

Vizing [8] asserts that any simple graph G of maximum degree A admits 

a A +2 total colouring. Said another way, V U E can be partitioned into 

A+2 total stable sets. The conjecture has been verified for only very special 

classes of graphs (see [2] and [7]). In general, the best total colouring known, 

due to Hind [5], requires at most A + 2[/A] +1 colours. In this paper we 

formulate the general fractional total colouring problem for simple graphs 

and present a solution to it which takes a A + 2 vertex colouring of G and 

extends it to a A+ 2 fractional total colouring. In other words, it is shown 

that when fractions of total stable sets are allowed, there is a solution to the
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Behzad-Vizing conjecture whose restriction on V is a A+2 vertex colouring 

of G. 

Let T denote the family of all total stable sets of G and let 1 = (1,---,1). 
A fractional total colouring of a graph G is a point w in 

P={wiw20 Dwrziuezuvrer}, 
T3u 

If in addition there exists a family B of disjoint stable sets of G such that, 

|B| < Iw and for every T € T with wr > 0, VNT € B then w is a verter- 

integral fractional total colouring of G. In a recent paper [6] the authors 

have shown that min{1lw : w € P} < A+2 for any simple graph G. It is our 

intention here to strengthen this result. By combining similar techniques 

and exploring different properties of the fractional edge colouring problem 

(to be defined below), we show that the above inequality holds true even 

when we require that w is a vertex-integral fractional total colouring of 

G. Regarding the range of values of min{iw : w € P} we note that it is 

bounded below by A + 1 and that it is easy to construct simple graphs for 

which it is exactly A +2. We prove the main theorem in section 2. In the 

remainder of this section we review some results, which we will need in our 

proof, concerning fractional edge colourings of graphs. 

For any graph G, consider the polyhedron 

P= fu9 20650 ww cee nme ml 
Me 

and the linear program 

min{ly: y € P’}, (1) 

where c, € Q* and M is the family of all matchings of G. A point y € P’ 

is called a weighted fractional edge colouring of G. If c = 1, then y is a 
fractional edge colouring of G. The dual of (1) is 

max {cx :£EQnu}, 

where 

Qu =42:c2ER 2; 2(M)<1,MemM). +
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The theory of antiblocking polyhedra developed by Fulkerson [4], tells us 

that the antiblocker A(Q 1, ) of Qa is the convex hull of the incidence vectors 

of matchings of G. Edmonds [3] has shown that 

A(Qu) ={2:2 ERP; 2(5(v)) < 1,0 EV; 

t(E(U)) < ||U|/2],U CV}, 

where E(U) = {uv € E: {u,v} CU}. Hence, 

max{exr:2€Qu}= max {= Ce, ( > con. (2) 
vEV(G) 
ucvia) e€d(v) e€7(U) 

The last equality suggests the following definition. An induced subgraph 

H of G is called overfull if |E(H)| > A({V(H)| —1)/2. Note that if H is 

overfull, then |6(H)| < A —1 and when G is simple |V(H)| > A+1. Also, 
it is easy to check that for c = 17, the maximum in (2) is A, unless G 
contains an overfull subgraph with an odd.number of vertices in which case 

it is more than A. As a consequence, if G has no such subgraphs, then it 

has a fractional edge colouring y with ly = A. An overfull subgraph of G 

is minimal if no proper subset of its vertices induces an overfull subgraph 

of G. Overfull subgraphs, particularly minimal ones, turn out to be pivotal 

in our treatment of the fractional total colouring problem. 

2. The colouring 

Theorem. Any simple graph G has a A+ 2 vertex-integral fractional total 

colouring. 

Proof. The main idea of the proof is easy to explain. A A + 2 vertex 

colouring of G is first selected. Then, for each colour class S;, 1 <i < A+2, 

a weighted fractional edge colouring of G — S; is obtained by solving (1). 

Finally, these two colourings of vertices and edges of G are suitably combined 

to obtain the desired fractional total colouring. 

It is shown in [2] and [7] respectively that the theorem holds for complete 

graphs and simple graphs of maximum degree three. So we assume, without 

loss of generality, that no component of G is a complete subgraph on A+1
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vertices and that A > 4. Furthermore, in order to simplify the argument 

used, and the presentation of the proof, we will take G to be A-regular. 

Observe that if it is not, then one can create a sequence of simple graphs 

G°,---,G!', where G° = G, G! is A-regular and G’ is obtained by duplicating 

G*-! and joining each vertex of degree less than A to its image. Of course, 

if there is a colouring of G' which satisfies the statement of the theorem, 

then so does its restriction to G. 

Clearly, if G is A-regular then it has a A + 2 vertex colouring (just 

colour V(G) greedily). In fact, if we can choose a A + 2 vertex colouring of 
G such that for each colour class S;, G — S; contains no overfull subgraph, 

then it is easy to give a vertex-integral fractional total colouring of G. For 

each i, we will obtain a A fractional edge colouring of G — S; and then 

combine the matchings in this colouring with S; to obtain the total stable 

sets containing S;. The details are explained below. 

Consider a A + 2 vertex colouring of G and suppose further that for 

each colour class S;, 1 <i < A+2, G— S; contains no overfull subgraph 

of G and thus has a fractional edge colouring y' satisfying ly’ = A. Let 

M, denote the family of all matchings of G — S;. We can now obtain a 

fractional total colouring that meets the statement. of the theorem. For 

each i, 1 <i < A+2, let Tj; = 5; U My and wr, = Yi; /A for all 

Mi; € M;. For all other total stable sets T of G, let wr = 0. Clearly, each 

T,; is a total stable set of G. Also, for each node v € S; we have that 

Tvr > Wi,/4) =A/A=1, 
Tv Mig EM 5 

and for each edge e € E(G), with one end in S; and one end in S,,, 

A+2 At+2 

Your > DK (AZ DS W/A)=A/Aa1 
Te i=1 0 MyjpeMy: i=1 

i¢{im} My; 3¢ i¢{im} 

Moreover, 
A+2 At+2 

w= 3° YD (hy/A)= r= A+? 
i=1 MiyjeM, ~ i=1 

as required. 

Motivated by the discussion above, we will now consider for which 

graphs we can obtain a A+2 vertex colouring such that G—S;,1 <7 < A+2,
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contains no overfull subgraphs of G. Or equivalently, we will consider graphs 

whose vertex set can be partitioned into colour classes 5),--+,S,a42 such 

that, S; V(H) # 9 for each colour class S$; and each overfull subgraph H 

of G. It turns out that these are exactly the graphs that contain no overfull 

subgraph of size A +1. We prove this in a moment. We will deal with 

graphs which contain overfull subgraphs on A + 1 vertices later. The proof 

in both cases relies on the fact that the minimal overfull subgraphs of G are 

disjoint, a fact we prove now. 

We will need the following notation. For any two disjoint subgraphs 

F,, F, of G, E(F,, F2) denotes the set of edges of G with one end in F, and 

the other in Fy. 

Lemma 1. Let F,, F2 be overfull subgraphs of a graph G. 

If |E(F, aA Fo, Fi\F)| < |E(F, N Fo, Fo\Fi)I, then F,\Fo is overfull. 

Proof. We have that |E(F, A F,)| + |E(F, A Fy, F,\F)| 

< (\V(Fin F2)|A — |E(F, 9 Fe, G\(Fi 9 F2))|)/2 + |B 9 Fo, Fi\F2)| 

< |V(Fi n F,)|A/2. 
Thus, |E(Fi\F2)| = |E(F;)| _ |E(F, a F.,FNF2)I _ |E(F, nF)I 

> (VFi)| — D)A/2 - |V(Fi 0 F2)|A/2 = (|V(Fi\Fa)| - 14/2. 
Therefore, F,\F> is overfull. a 

Corollary 2. Any two minimal overfull subgraphs of a graph G are disjoint. 

Corollary 2 can be used to show that if all overfull subgraphs of G 

contain at least A + 2 vertices, then there exists a A + 2 vertex colouring 

of G such that each overfull subgraph of G contains a vertex of each colour. 

To this end, consider a graph G with no overfull subgraph of size A+1 and 

let H be a minimal overfull subgraph of G (if G has no such subgraph, any 

A+ 2 colouring of V suffices). If H is the only minimal overfull subgraph of 

G, then we can choose a set D of A+ 2 vertices in H, give them all distinct 

colours and then extend this greedily to a colouring of V. If there is another 

minimal overfull subgraph in G, then, by induction, we can colour V(G\H) 

such that every overfull subgraph of G\H contains a vertex of each colour. 

By corollary 2, to obtain our desired colouring, we need only extend this 

to a colouring of G in which every colour appears in H. Again, we will 

choose a subset D = {v,---,Uas2} of V(H), give these vertices distinct 

colours, and then extend greedily on V(H) — D for a complete colouring of 

V. Let 6(#) denote the set of edges with exactly one end in V(H). We 

choose D so that it contains all the vertices of H which are ends of edges
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of 6(H) and such that, if v; is the end of some edge of 6(H) andi > j 

then v; is the end of some edge of 6(H). Having coloured {v,---,vi-1}, 

we choose a colour for v; different from those given to {v,---,vi-1} as 

follows. If there is an edge v;w with w € V(G\H), then by our choice of 

D, |\{w: w € V(G\H), viw € E}| < |6(H)| — (@— 1) < A—7 and hence, 

there are at least three choices for the colour of v,;. If there is no such an 

edge, then we simply colour v; with any colour not used by {v1,---, 04-1 }- 

It follows that we can obtain our desired colouring of G. 

From the above remarks, we can restrict our attention to graphs which 

have at least one overfull subgraph of size A +1. Hence, G = G’ Uj_, Ak, 

where the H,’s are disjoint overfull subgraphs of G each of order A + 

1 and G’ contains no such subgraph. Furthermore, the method of the 

previous paragraph, with the obvious modifications, can be used to obtain a 

partitioning of the vertices of G into colour classes S,,---,Sa+2 such that, 

for every overfull subgraph H of G, S;N V(H) #0,1<71< A+1, and 

Saso AV(H) #0 when |V(H)| > A+ 2. 

We proceed with describing a weighted fractional edge colouring in 

G-S,,1<i<A+2. First, for each k, 1 < k < s, we select a set Aj of 

[(A + 2)/2] vertices such that A, C {v:v € Hy, |N(v) NV(A;)| = A — 1} 

and |N(v) N V(Hx)| > |N(u) A V(A;)| for any u € V(H;) — Ak; V E Ak. 

Observe that if ¢ is the cardinality of {v: v € Hy, |N(v)NV(A;)| => A-1}, 

then (tA + (A +1—%t)(A — 2))/2 2 |E(H;)| > A?/2. This implies 

that t > (A + 2)/2 and therefore such an A, exists for each k. Let 

K,; = {k : 5; Ay # 0,1 < k < 8} and for each k € K; let vj, be 

the vertex in S; A,. Next, for each colour class S; we define a vector 

c' on the edges of G — S; as follows. For each i, 1 < i < A+1, we 

let ch = 1+ a/|E(G[N(vix) A V(Hy)))| if e € E(GIN(vix) OV (Ae)]) for 

some k € Kj, and ci = 1 otherwise, where a = A/2[(A + 2)/2]. (An 

expression for |E(G[N (viz) 1 V(Hx)])| will be given below. We note for 

now that it is not equal to zero). Similarly, we obtain c4+? by setting 

cht? = A- eet ci, e € E(G — Saiz), where I,m index the 

colour classes in which e has an end. Note that cét? = 1— 8., where 

0. — (eee im) Ce) —(A—1). Finally, with each vector c' and subgraph 

G-S;,,1<i<A+4+2, we obtain a fractional weighted edge colouring yi by 

solving (1). 

We first show that if for each i, 1 <i < A+2, ly’ is at most A, then 

we can obtain a A + 2 vertex-integral fractional total coulouring of G. By
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increasing some components of each y‘, if necessary, we shall assume that 

ly’ = A. We can also ensure that in G — S42, whenever c4+? < 1 we 

have that )>4,5. Yn) = cht? by dropping e from some total stable sets. 
For each i, 1 < 1 < A + 2, let T,; = S;U Mj, and wr,, = Yue; /A for all 

M,; € M;. For any other total stable set T of G, let wr = 0. Clearly each 

T;; is a total stable set of G. Moreover, w is a fractional total colouring of 

G. Indeed, for any v € S;,1<i<A+4+2, 

Hur > (Wis,/A)=A/A=1, 
T3v Mi; eM , 

and for any e € E(G), with one end in S; and the other in S, 

A+2 

Dur= Do x (vi, /A) > (A +6. -6)/A =1. 
Tie =1 M; sg emi 

igítm) je 

Finally, 

A+2 A+2 

w=) DR (yu, /A) = > 1=A+4+2 
i=1 M,;EM, i=l 

and as the solution presented requires at most A + 2 stable sets, the proof 

of our claim is complete. 

It remains to show that for each y', 1 <i < A+2, ly’ is at most A 

and that ci € Qt for each e € E(G—S;). We will make use of the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3. Let F be an overfull subgraph of a A-regular simple graph G 

with |V(F)| = A+1 and let F" be an induced subgraph of F with 2 < 
|V(F’)| < A-1. Then |6(F’)| > 2(A —1) and |E(F’, F\F’)| > 3(A -1)/2. 

Proof. Observe that |6(F’)| = A|V(F’)| — 2|E(F’)| > A|V(F")| - 

[VF IV (F)| - 1) = (A+1-|V(F*))|V(F‘)|. Hence for |V(F")| = 2 
(or |V(F’)| = A — 1), |6(F’)| is minimized and the first statement of the 

lemma follows. The second claim can be as easily derived from the fact that 

F is overfull: |E(F’, F)| > |E(F)| — |E(F’)| - |ECF\F’)| > (A? +.1)/2- 

(EF) + [E(F\F)) 2 (1 - 4)/2 + |V(F)(A +1 -|V(F)| = (8A - 1)/2 
when 2 < |V(B")| < A-1.
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We show that ly’ < A, 1 <i < A+2, by establishing that the maximum 

in (2) is at most A for each ci and G — S;. To begin, we prove that ci > 0, 

e € E(G—S,). This is certainly true when i € {1,---,A +1}. So let 

i = A+2 and let H be an overfull subgraph of G of size A+ 1. Note that if 

v € V(H) and |N(v)NV(H)| > A-1, then |E([N(v)NV(A)])| > (A—2)?/2. 
Thus, c4+? =1-—6, >1— [(A+ 2)/2]2a/(A — 2)? =1- A/(4 — 2)? > 0 
when A > 4, as required. Next, observe that in G—S;,1<i< A+2, 

corollary 2 and the choice of c’ indicate that >°.. 5(v) cs A,ve V. 

Hence, according to (2), we need only be concerned with the edge weight of 

certain induced subgraphs of G — S;. In other words, we have to show that 

Decent) Ce < Al|V()|/2], for each induced subgraph H of G—S;. The 

fact that 2) ves) ci < A (v EV), easily implies that the inequality is true 

when H has an even number of vertices. Thus we need only concern with 

those H that have an odd number of vertices. 

Suppose that i € {1,---,A +1}. Let H be an induced subgraph of 

G — S; with an odd number of vertices. There are two possibilities: 

1) for all e € E(H) we have that ci = 1. This is the easy case. 

By construction G — S; does not contain an overfull subgraph, thus 

Deen(ny C = |E(H)| < AQV(A)| - 1)/2. 
2) there is an e € E(H) such that ci > 1. Let t be the number of indices 

k € K; such that there is an e € E(H)N E(G[N(vix.) Nh V(Hk)]). We 
know that )7.<n(H) Ce < |E(H)| + ta. Hence, it suffices to show that 
|E(H)| < A||V(H)|/2] — ta. It is therefore enough to prove that in G, 

|6(H)| > A + 2ta. (3) 

Consider the subcases: 

i.) t > 2. Define V(F,) := V(H)OV(A,). If 2 < |V(RA| < A-1 

then we can apply lemma 3 to conclude that |E(F,, Hk\F,)| > 

3(A — 1)/2. If |V(F,)| = A then |E(Fy, Hk\F,)| = 4-1 and 
|E(F,, H.\F,)| > A when A = 4. This is because vy, € A, and 

because of the definition of A,. It follows that |6(H)| > t(A — 1) 

and |(H)| > tA when A = 4. Hence with t > 2, (3) is satisfied. 

ii.) t = 1. We shall show that-|6(H)| > A+2 > A+2qa. Since |V(H)| is 

odd and G is A-regular, |6(H)| and A have the same parity. Thus, 
we need only show that |6(H)| > A+ 1. Let H, be the overfull 

subgraph of G of order A+1 for which E(H)NE(H;,) # 9. Let H’ = 

H\H;, and suppose for the moment that H' = 9. If H # Hk — vie,
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then lemma 3 immediately implies (3). Thus we can assume that 

H = H, — viz. Since G is A-regular with no component being a 

complete subgraph on A+ 1 vertices and |V(H;,)| = A+1, we have 

that |6(H;,)| > 2. Now if |6(H,)| = 2, then |N(vu%) A V(A;)| = A 

and hence |6(H)| = A+ 2. Otherwise, |6(H),)| > 4 and again, by 

the way A; was selected, |6(H)| >(A—1)+3=A+2. Therefore, 

H’ = @ implies that (3) holds. It remains to examine the case 

in which H’ # 9. First observe that, by hypothesis, |6(H’)| > A 

and 6(H,) < A-—1. Suppose further that H,\H = {v;,} and 

note that JE(H , Hx — vax)] £ A— 1 when N(vx) C V(Hk) and 

IE(H , Hg — vix)| < A -~ 2 otherwise. This easily implies that 

|6(H)| > A+1. Finally, when H,\H #4 {vy}, lemma 3 and the 

fact that |6(H’)| > A imply (3). We conclude that for any t, (3) 
holds and therefore ly' < A, 1 <i < A+1, as required. 

It remains to consider the weighted fractional edge colouring y4+?. 

Note that due to the edge weights used, if the minimum in (1) is greater 

than A, then the only candidate subgraphs of G — Sa+2 to maximize (2) 

will be overfull subgraphs of G. Moreover, the way G was vertex coloured 

ensures that any such subgraph has to contain an overfull subgraph H; 

of G on A+ 1 vertices. But then, Dem) Cot? S |E(A)| — |Anla < 

A|V(A)|/2 — [(A + 2)/2]a < Al|V(A)|/2]. Therefore, 1y4*+? < A. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 

A few concluding remarks are in order. In a straight forward manner, 

edge integrality can replace vertex integrality in the definition of a vertex- 

integral fractional total colouring. (Both these definitions and the associated 

problems have been suggested to us by U.S.R. Murty). In this context, a k 

total colouring of a graph G can be viewed as being a k vertex- and edge- 

integral fractional total colouring of G. And conversely, it can be shown that 

given a k vertex- and edge-integral fractional total colouring one can obtain 

a k total colouring of G. It would therefore be of interest to examine the 

Behzad-Vizing conjecture in light of edge-integral fractional total colourings. 
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The Chromatic Number of some Uncountable 

Graphs 

P. KOMJATH 

ABSTRACT 

Construct a graph on the set of all w2 — w functions by joining two of them 

if they are eventually different. P. Erdés and A. Hajnal posed the problem of 

determining the chromatic number of this graph. They proved, that, under CH, 

it is at least Nj, and it is consistent that it is at least No. We show that (under 

GCH) both values Nz and Ng can be attained. 

If « > w is a regular cardinal, let G(x) be the following graph. The vertex set 

is the collection of all « > w functions. Two such functions are joined iff they 

differ from some point onward. The graph G(w2) was introduced and studied 

by P. Erdés and A. Hajnal in [3]. They investigated the problem if there 

exist uncountably chromatic graphs of size N2 such that every subgraph 

of size 8, is countably chromatic. They gave an example of such a graph 

under the continuum hypothesis and showed that (even without CH) every 

such graph can be embedded into G(w2). This implies, under CH, that 

Chr(G(w2)) > Ni, (Chr means chromatic number). They also proved that 

Chr(G(w2)) > Ne if GCH holds and there exists an w2-Kurepa tree. 

In [3] it is also asked if there exists a graph of size.and chromatic 

number N, in which every subgraph of size 8; is w-chromatic. Baumgartner 

[2] proved that the existence of such a graph is consistent with GCH.
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Foreman and Laver [4] showed the independence of the statement, from 
the consistency of the existence of a huge cardinal. Recently, Shelah [6] 
produced graphs of this kind under the axiom of constructibility. 

We start with an easy observation. 

Theorem 1. If 2” = 2”: < 22 then Chr(G(we)) 2 wa. 

Proof. By the cardinal arithmetic hypothesis there exist functions f,:w2 > 
2” for a < 2”? such that if a # 8 then f.(£) # fe(€) for € large enough. 
Let {A(a) : a < 2”} be a family of independent infinite subsets of w. If 
a < B < 2, put Faa(€) = min(A(fa(E)) — A(fa(€))) for € < we. Clearly, 
Fg: we — w. If we color the functions {Fig : a < 8 < 22} by X; colors, 
then by the Erdés-Rado theorem, as 2"? > 2":, for some a < 8 c 9, Fig 
and Fg, get the same color. If € < we is large enough, fp (€), fa(€), fy (€) 
are different, and so Fug (&) # Fy,(€), so they are joined, a contradiction to 
the fact that they get the same color. MI 

In ZFC, we cannot even settle the following problems. 

Conjecture 1. It is consistent that Chr(G(w2)) = w. 

Conjecture 2. CH is consistent with Chr(G(w2)) = w. 

Conjecture 1 implies the following conjecture of A. Dow and the author. 

Conjecture 3. It is consistent that every graph G of size XN. with Chr(G) > 
w has a subgraph with size and chromatic number XN. 

If there is a model for this statement, then, by the above mentioned 
result of Erdős and Hajnal, 27 5 wa must hold in it. 

Theorem 2. If 2” < we and there is a nonreflecting stationary subset 
S C we then there is a graph G on we with Chr(G) = w,, Chr(G’) < w for 
every subgraph G of size < wy. 

Proof. Let {Aq : a < we} be disjoint sets of size 2°, A= U{A, :a< we }. 
We build G on A. Put B, = U{Ag : 8 < a}. A point z € A, is joined into 
points in Ba only if a € S. Notice that then cf(a) = w. Then, if y € Ay, 
y is joined into a sequence z, such that ra E Ag, Where a, 7 a. Also, 
we require, that for every such sequence x, a y be found. If f:A > w is 
a good coloring, as § is stationary, there is an a € S such that for every 
i a w either f "(i) € By or else there are arbitrarily high 8 < a with 
f°" (i) Ag # @. By the construction of our graph, there is a point y € A,
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joined into a point with color 7 for every i < w for which the second clause 

holds, so f(y) cannot be of either type, a contradiction. 

To prove that every subset of A of size < w, can be w-colored, it suffices 

to show that B, is w-chromatic for every a < w2. We show this by induction 

on a. The cases a is a successor, or cf(@) = w are trivial. If cf(a) = wy, as 

S is nonreflecting, there is a closed unbounded subset C C a, disjoint from 

S. Let C = {y¢ : € < uw} be the increasing enumeration of C with 99 = 0. 

By the inductive hypothesis, all the subsets De = U{Ag : yg < B < Yeu} 

are < w-chromatic, By = U{D, : € < w;}, and, as CN S = @, every point 

in Dg is joined into finitely many points in U{D, : 7 < €}, therefore giving 
the claim. @ 

We have not been able to show the consistency of Chr(G(w2)) = w. 

Notice that, by the above mentioned result of Erdés-Hajnal, it implies the 

quoted result of Foreman-Laver. We know the consistency of two other 

values of Chr(G(w2)) with GCH. 

Theorem 3. If the existence of a huge cardinal is consistent, then so are 

GCH and Chr(G(w2)) = we. 

Proof. Magidor [5] gave a model in which there is a uniform ultrafilter D 
on w2 such that |“?w/D| = wa. This obviously implies that the graph in 

question is < w2-chromatic. Magidor starts with a huge cardinal «, a huge 

embedding j:V — M, j(«) = \ measurable. He forces by a A-c.c. partial 

order, making k = w;, X = w3. This makes the original (<*2,* 2) tree an w3- 

Kurepa tree. Then he collapses w; onto w, which transforms the latter tree 

into an w2-Kurepa tree. By an argument of Erdés-Hajnal [3], this implies 

Chr(G(w2)) > wo. B 

Theorem 4. It is consistent that GCH and Chr(G(w2)) = w3 hold. 

Proof. Using a construction of S. Shelah [6], we show that, there consis- 

tently exists an w3-chromatic graph on w3, which can be embedded, by a 

forcing, into G(w2). We start with the assumption V=L. 

A quadruple p = (s, f,6,F) is called a pre-condition if s € [w3]*":, 

f is a function, Dom(f) C [s]?, Ran(f) C we, 0 < we, F:s x 0 > w, 

and if (z,y) € Dom(f), f(z,y) < a < 6 then F(z,a) # F(y,a). We 

use the notation @ = 6°, etc. p’ = (s',f',6,F’) < p = (s,f,0,F) iff 

s 25 f—-— f'|[s!?,@ > 6,F’ D F. Fix an enumeration {p(€): & < ws} of 

the pre-conditions. For e < w3 put ple = (s Ne, f|[s Ne]?, 6, F\(s Ne) x 8) 
and 7(p) = min{e: ple = p}.
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Whenever X is a graph on w3, a pre-condition p = (s,f,0,F) is a 

condition, if Dom(f) = [s]?. 1 X. Let P be the set of all conditions. We 

first notice that if p,q are conditions, 6? = 6%, then p,q are compatible if 

and only if f?, f% as well as F?,F*% are compatible as functions. In this 

case we are going to define the direct extension oftp,q as r = (s? U 8%, f? U 

fi Uf,O+1,F? UF’) where f(z,y) = 0 for c € s? — 87, y € 8% — 8?, 

{x,y} € X. It is easy to see that (P,<) is < we-closed. 

Lemma 1. (P,<) is w3-c.c. 

Proof. By A-system arguments and the above remarks on direct exten- 

sions. IB 

Lemma 2. If every subgraph of X of size Xi is countably chromatic, then 

for every n < we, the set D = {(s, f,0,F): 8 =} is dense. 

Proof. If p = (s, f,0,F) € P,@ < 7,g:8s — w is a good coloring of X on 

8, put q = (s, f,n, F’) where F’ D F has F'(z,a) = g(x) for6 << a< 7. 

Clearly, qg<p. u 

In the following construction of the graph X we follow some ideas of 

(6]. Fix a bijection G:w2 — w3, and a surjection €a,g:w2 — [a, 8) for every 

a c B a wz. As we assume V=L, the so-called diamond-in-the-square 

principle holds, see [1]. Therefore, for every limit 6, with w. < 6 < ws, there 

are a closed, unbounded Cs € 6, and a model Ms = (6; Ks, 5,46, t6, cs) 

such that Ks:we x 6? — 6, 5:6 3 6, ig:6 — we, t:5 — Ő, cs < 6. For 

a € Cy,Ca =aNCs and M, < Ms. Whenever M = (ws; K, v,i,t,c) isa 

model with K: we xX wz — w3, ViwW3 > Ws, 1:W3 — wa, t:wz > W3, C < W3, 

then for stationary many 6 € B = {a < w3:otp(C,) = w2},Ms < M. Put 

h(6) = min(C;). Clearly, cs < h(6). 

We are going to construct partial functions:gs5:C; > 6 for every limit 

We <6 < wy by transfinite recursion on 6. ga = gs|a will hold for a € CS. 

Assume that the order type of C, is +1, the €-th element of it is e, we 

find gs(€) as follows. Put G(€) = (i, u,v) for some i, u,v < wa. Let the 

p-th interval of C; be [a,8), and ¢ = éa,e{v). If there exists a y with 

e a h(y) < 6, oP) = 675), such that the conditions p(v(y)),p(¢) are 

compatible, is(7) = i, then we let: gs(e) be the least such y, otherwise, we 

leave gs(e) undefined. To construct X, we join 6 into Ran(gs) for every 

6eB. 

Lemma 3. In V?, Chr(X) = w3.
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Proof. Assume that 1 I+ H:w3 — we is a good coloring. For every 6 € B 

select a condition (6) lk H(6) = i(6). Put q(5) = p(v(6)). We include the 

functions 1(6),v(6),¢(6) = min{y > 6:€ < 6 implies r(p(£)) < 7} into M. 

If 6,7 < we are given, enumerate as {qo;; : j < w2} a maximal incompat- 

ible system of conditions g € P such that 6% = 6, there is a €(q) < w3 with 

the property that whenever 0%) = 9, i(5) = i, and q(6),q are compatible, 
then h(5) < &(q). Such systems exist by Lemma 1. Select c < w3 so large 

that 7(qei; ), €(qeij) < ¢ for 0,1, 7 <w. Include c into M. Add also the func- 
tion K(i,v,a) = min{y: i(y) = i,¢(y)|a = p(v), h(y) > a}. We now have 

the model M, and so can apply the claim that for some 6 € B, Ms <~ M. As- 

sume that i(6) = i, q(6)|5 = p(¢) then, as ¢ isin M, ¢ < 6. Assume that ¢ is 
in [a, 8), the y-th complementary interval of C,. Assume that e,,4(v) = ¢, 

and € < uw» satisfies G(é) = (i,4,v). Put 6 = 6°). Assume that the €-th 
element of C; is c. What happened at the construction of gs(e)? If there 

exists a such that ¢ < h(y), i(y) = 1,6?°¢) = 6 and p(v(y)), p(C) are 
compatible, then {7,5} € X for the least such 7, and a common extension 

of p(v(y)) and q(6) forces that H(6) = H(y) =i, a contradiction. We can, 

therefore, assume that for every ¥ if i(7) — i, 60 = 6, p(v(y)), p(C) are 
compatible, then h(y) < ¢. Then, there exists a j < w2, such that qoi;, p(C) 
are directly compatible, so h(6) < c= cg, a contradiction. = 

To conclude the proof of the Theorem, we are going to show that X 

on every bounded subset of w3 is countably chromatic. This suffices, by 

Lemma 2. If 8 < w3, a good coloring H: 3 — w is suitable, if for every limit 
6 < B, the set w — {H(gs5(€)):€ € C;} is infinite. 

Lemma 4. If 8 c a c wz, H:B — w is suitable, H’ is a coloring of some 

finite subset of [G,w3) such that H U H’ is a good coloring, then there is a 

suitable extension of H to a which is compatible with H’. 

Proof. By induction on a. To pass from a to a + 1, assign a color to a, 

compatible with H’, and use the Lemma for a. If a is limit, let {yg: € < 

otp(C’,)} be the increasing enumeration of C’,, with y) = 0. Suppose that 

Yo SB < Y¢41. As H is suitable, A = w— {H(ga(ye)): € < C} — Ran(H’) is 

infinite. Choose k € A. Using the Lemma repeatedly, we extend H from £ 

to ¥¢41, then from 741 to 742, and so on, but coloring the vertices g.(7-) 

for ¢ < € < otp(C’,), not in the domain of H’, only with k. For a limit 
ordinal € < otp(C),), {H(ga(7,)):7 < €} contains only one element of A. 

The induction step is possible as g,(yg) is connected by no edge into points 

in ye as Ye < A(ga(ye)). @
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We notice that under 272 — Nz, Conjecture 3 is eguivalent to the 

statement that G(w2) can be embedded into G(w3). Various questions can 

be asked about the embeddability of G(K) into G(A) for different «, A. As 

G(w) contains a complete graph with 2” vertices, it can not be embedded 

into G(x) for k > w2, and G(«) embeds into G(w) iff 2" = 2”. G(w) embeds 

into G(w1) iff there is a family of 2” almost disjoint w, — w functions. For 

« <, G(«) trivially embeds into G(A), if Chr(G(«)) = w, and this holds if 

« is measurable. If 2" = «+, and « is weakly compact, then G(«) embeds 

into G(«*), so it is reasonable to ask the following question. 

Conjecture 4. If x is weakly compact, then Chr(G(x)) = w. 
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Note on a Problem Concerning Nuclei 

G. KORCHMAROS and F. MAZZOCCA 

ABSTRACT 

In a previous paper [3], we gave a complete classification for pairs (W(B), B) 
where (8) is the nuclei set of a set B of g+ 1 non collinear points contained 
in the union of two lines in a Desarguesian plane of order g. Our method 

involved some properties of projectivity groups over a Galois field and hence 
does not work in an arbitrary plane. In this paper we shall adopt a different 

approach based on collineations instead of projectivities, and show how to 

apply the technique developed by Hering in [2]. We are able to extend some 
substantial results given in [3] to a non-desarguesian plane under the condition 
that every nucleus of B is the center of a central collineation interchanging the 
lines containing B, see Proposition 2. However the classification question seems 
well beyond present knowledge on non-desarguesian planes. 

1. Introduction 

Let B be any set of n+1 points in a projective plane II of order n. A nucleus 

of B is a point x such that each line of II through xz meets B exactly once. 

It follows that z is not on B. 

Fix two distinct lines ZL, and Lo in II, and take a set B of n +1 non- 

collinear points contained in L, U LZ, such that z = L, 1 L,. € Band B 

admits some nucleus. Let (8) denote the set of all nuclei of B.
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For i = 1,2, let B; denote the set of common points of B and L;, and 

put B; = (L; —-B;)U{z}. A simple but very useful observation is as follows: 

Propositon 1. Assume that the point B is the center of an involutorial 

elation u which interchanges L, with L2. Then B € N(B) if and only if u 

interchanges B, with B, (and Bz with B,). 

This observation has suggested us to use group theory to investigate 

N(B). There is a well developed theory of collineation groups containing 

involutorial elations, and our purpose is to use it in order to extend some 

previous results on pairs (B, V(8)) to non-desarguesian planes of even order. 

We shall see that this can be done under the hypothesis that 

(*) each nucleus is the center of an involutorial elation interchanging L, 

Nevertheless, there could exist some pairs (B, V(B)) which do not occur 

in the Desarguesian plane, as Proposition 2 suggests: In a Desarguesian 

plane N(B) does not coincide with a subplane, see Proposition 5 of [3], but 

this might not hold in some non-desarguesian planes. 

Of course hypothesis (*) is valid if every point not on either line is the 

center of an involutorial elation interchanging Li with Lo. If this is the 

case, II is a dual Bol plane with improper line z and improper points Li 

and Lz on the co-ordinate axes, see ([4], VI.41). Recall that, by a result 

of Kallaher (see, ibid. Theorem 41.10), the Bol planes of even order are 

near-field planes. 

Our terminology is standard, see [1] and [2]. Moreover, for a point-set 

X of II we shall use the term of an i-secant to denote a line of II which 

meets X in exactly i points. Also, X is said to be of type [21, Z2,..., £6] if 

0<2, <22<...< 2, are integers such that the only values of 7 for which 

X admits an i-secant are just £1, Ta, .. . , Cs. 

2. A theorem on the configuration of N(B) 

According to (*), let u denote the (unique) involutorial elation with center 

u € N(B) interchanging L, with L2. Clearly uz is the axes of u. By 

Proposition 1, the product of any two involutorial elations whose center are 

in N(B) preserves B. Therefore, the collineation group S generated by the
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products u, U2 where u; and uz range over N(B) is a subgroup of the group 

of all collineations preserving B. 

From now on we assume that 

(i) G contains an involutorial elation with center z. 

This condition is certainly satisfied if B has two nuclei u; and.u2 on a line L 

through z. Indeed, L is the common axis of us; and up, hence their product 

is an involutorial elation with center z. Furthermore, assume that 

(ii) G contains involutorial elations whose axes are different and do not 

pass through z. 

Observe that if N(B) is not on a line through z, then (ii) holds. 

We have shown that under our assumptions there are three non collinear 

points u,v, z such that each of them is the center of an involutorial elation 

of G and one of them, z, is left invariant by G. 

Now we may apply, up to duality, some results contained in [2]. To do 

this we need some notation from that paper. For any point x and any line 

X, G(x, X) denotes the subgroup of G consisting of all involutorial elations 

with center x and axis X; G(z,x) is the subgroup of G consisting of all 

involutorial elations with center z; G(X, X) is the subgroup of G consisting 

of all involutorial elations with axis X. Furthermore, 

U= {x | G(x, zx) # 1}, 3 ={X | G(X, X) #1}, T = G(z,2z), 

C=€sT = {g| gt =tg, for allt eT}, Q={X €3|G(X,X) ET}, 

R= {G(X,z)|X EQ}, q=[G(Z,Z): G(Z,z)| with Z € 82, 

K={g€G|9(X) =X, for all X € Q}, F={X | zE¢X,|XNU > 2}. 

Observe that 

(I) = N(B) U {2}. 
(II) Q is the set of all lines through z which meet N(B). 

(III) ¥ is the set of all secants of M(B) missing z. 

Under our assumptions q is equal to 2, since uv € G(Z, z) for any two 

u, v €G(Z, Z) with Z € 0. By the observation made after (3.12) of [2, p. 

39] T has order 27", and from (3.9) of [2], 4 {|$/T| follows. By (4.2) of [2] 

T is sharply transitive on §, hence § has size 22h. Also, from (4.4) of [2] we
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get IN(B)I — 2"t where t = |Q|. By (4.5) and (4.6) of [2], if a line Z through 

z meets N(B) and u is a point on V(B), then the number of all secants of 
N(B) at u and the size of LM N(B) are both equal to 2". By counting in 
two different ways all flags (u, F), with u € M(B) and F ¢€ §, we see that 

every secant belonging to § is a t-secant of N(B). 

Observe that | LMAN(B)| = 2" implies that |G(Z, Z) — G(Z, z)| = 2" 
for each Z € 2. As g = 2, it follows from this that |G(Z,z)| > 2" holds, 

and hence T contains at least t(2" - 1) +1 elements. On the other hand 

|T | = 27". It turns out that either ¢ < 2? — 1, or ¢ = 2" +1. In the latter 
case N’(B) U {z} is a subplane of order 2”. 

We summarize our results in 

Propositon 2. If B admits three non-collinear nuclei, two of them on a 

line through z, then either N(B) U {z} is a subplane of order 2", or N(B) is 
a set of size 2"t and of type [0,1,t,2"]. In the latter case the t-secants are 

concurrent at z. 

3. A condition for N(B) not to be a subplane 

For a secant F € §, let H denote the subgroup of S which leaves F invariant. 

Clearly H contains every involutorial elation with center on F. By (3.11) 

of [2], S splits over T. As T is sharply transitive on ¥, H turns out to be 

a complement of T in S. To obtain some further significant results, Hering 

limited himself to investigate the case of 

(iii) O(S/C) abelian. 

It should be noticed that it is not known whether this condition is satisfied 

in a nearfield plane or any other non-desarguesian plane. However, we are 

able to prove that if (iii) holds then N(B) is can not be a subplane of II. 

By (3.8) of [2], K = C =T, and 4H is a dihedral group of order twice 

an odd number. Thus the elements of order 2 of H are pairwise conjugate 

under H. We see that the elements of order 2 in H are exactly the non-trivial 

involutorial elations with center on F. Let D denote the cyclic subgroup of 

index 2 of H. Then each element of D is the product of two involutorial 

elations with center on F.
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Let F be the subgroup of index 2 of S consisting of all collineations of S 

which leave L, invariant, i.e. which preserve both B;’s. Consider the action 

of I on L;. Clearly, 6; = FNL; is the unique fixed point of D on L,. Let T; 

be the the group of all involutorial elations with axis L;. Note that T, = T, 

because T>2 = uJ,u for any u € N(B), Furthermore, T; is the subgroup 
of [ which fixes L; pointwise. Put | T; |= 2°. We have h > s, since the 

involutorial elations with a common axis L € 2 form a subgroup of order 2° 

having trivial intersection with T. Therefore, T/T; has order 2" with k >h. 

We see that I acts on L; as a permutation group I of order 2*t. Let Bé 

denote the orbit of b; under I. Since I is transitive on $, B! consists of all 

points FL, where F ranges over §. Any other orbit O* has length 2*¢ and 

T acts on Oi as a regular permutation group. There exist m = (q— 2*)/2*t 
orbits of the latter type, thus B‘ UO{ U...UO%, is the partition of L; — {z} 
by orbits under I’. Observe that any u € U interchanges B! with B? and 

O} with OF (1 < j < m). From this we get that M(B) is a set of size 2"t 
and of type (0, 1,¢, 2”}. 

As in Section 3 of [3], we point out some special cases corresponding to 

special structures of I: 

1. IfT is trivial, then N(B) consists of a single point. 

2. If f = T, then N(B) is a set of 2” points on a line through z. 

Assume that each one of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) holds. Then the first 

possibility in Proposition 2 does not occur. Furthermore, 

3. If T is trivial, then N(B) is a set of t poins on a line missing z. 

4, Ift = 2" —1, then N(B) together with B' U B? U {z} form a projective 

subplane. 
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Counting of Path-Like Objects in a 
Rectangular Array 

D. M. KULKARNI" 

ABSTRACT 

Let X = [X;,;]isicm be an m by n matrix of indeterminates over a field 
1<js < n 

K. Abhyankar defines the index of a monomial in Xj; to be the largest k 
such that the principal diagonal of some k by k minor of X divides the given 
monomial. Abhyankar has given a formula for counting the set of monomials 

in X;; of degree V satisfying a certain set of index conditions. This formula 

gives the Hilbert polynomial of a certain generalized determinantal ideal which 
can be viewed as a polynomial in V with rational coefficients. We develop a 
combinatorial map from this set of monomials to the set of special subsets of 

tuples of nonintersecting paths, called p-tuples of vertical pathoids here, in the 

m by n rectangular lattice of points. A path from (a, 7) to (m, b) ina rectangular 
m by n array is obtained by moving either left or down at each point. The point 
where the path turns from down to left is called its node. A special subset of a 
path containing its nodal set is called a vertical pathoid. Exploiting the linear 
independence of a family of binomial coefficients, we get formulae counting sets 

of p-tuples of vertical pathoids of a given size in a rectangular lattice. This helps 
us to interpret: “coefficients” of Hilbert polynomials of generalized determinantal 
ideals combinatorially. 
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1. Introduction 

Given an m by n rectangular array of points (where the vertices are labelled 

like a matrix), a path from A(a,n) to B(m,b) moves either left or down at 

each vertex. (See Figure 1). Given two sequences of integers 1 < a, < a2 < 

... Cap S< mand 1 < bi < bo <... < by < n; we denote the ordered pair 

of the sequences (a1a2 . . . ap, bib2...bp) by ű and refer to it as a bivector 

á of length p bounded by (m,n). We refer to any p-tuple of paths in the 

rectangular m by n array where the ith path goes from (a;,n) to (m, b;) 

for i = 1,2,...p as a p-tuple of paths based on a bivector a. The path-like 

objects we count here are called p-tuples of vertical pathoids of a fixed size 

which are certain subsets of the p-tuples of nonintersecting paths based on a 

bivector @ of length p. Our proof uses a combinatorial map from the special 

set of monomials in mn indeterminates X;; to the set of p-tuples of vertical 

pathoids, and an algebraic manipulation of Abhyankar’s formula from [1] 

(stated in (2.1) here) for counting the above special set of monomials. 

The principle of the counting goes as follows: Let a family of poly- 

nomials (when V is viewed as an indeterminate over the field of rationals 

Q{f(V)}¥eo give the cardinality of a family of finite sets {Xy}77_,. Let 

{Yr}F- be a family of pairwise disjoint finite sets. We set up a map V 

from Xy to the set U;_, Yr so that for each y in Us_, Ye, © '(y) con- 

tains A(V, E) elements where A(V, E) depends only upon V and E and not 

on y. Thus we get 

|[Xy| = > [Ye |A(V, E). 
E-0 

If we can write f(V) — [5-9 HeX(V, E) where {\(V, E)}$_) is a family 

of Q-linearly independent polynomials in Q[V] we get 

\Ye|= He for &=0,1,2,... . 

We have used the above principle of a combinatorial map and comparing 

coefficients, in [4] to count the number of p-tuples of nonintersecting paths 

based on a bivector ű having fixed number of nodes (definition in section 2 

here) in the m by n rectangular array. The interesting part of this technigue 

is how easily the original counting of monomials affords a decent expression 

for counting a complicated set of path-like objects, which otherwise would 

have been a tedious task.
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These results have arisen from Abhyankar’s questions about the coef- 

ficients of the Hilbert polynomials of the generalized determinantal ideals. 

The generalized determinantal ideals I(p, @) he considered in [1], are gener- 
ated by the 7 by i minors from the first a; rows or b; columns (i = 1,2,...,p) 

of an m by n matrix X of indeterminates as well as all the p+ 1 by p+1 

minors from X, in the polynomial ring K{X] where K is a field. In [1], 

he shows that the special set of monomials (defined in section 2 here) of 

degree V forms a K-free basis for the degree V component of the quotient 

ring et and establishes that these ideals are Hilbertian i.e. their Hilbert 

function and Hilbert polynomial coincide for all nonnegative integers. It is 

shown by explicitly writing this Hilbert function as a polynomial in V with 

rational coefficients. Instead of using usual basis {V"}%_, for that, he uses 
a basis of twisted binomial coefficients ("te )E-o to write these polyno- 

mials. This makes the “coefficients” of Hilbert polynomials a bit hard to be 

interpreted. Our results here and in [4] interpret some of these coefficients. 

If we look at the expression in (2.3) as it stands, it is not easy to see that 

the expression gives a nonnegative integer in general. It follows immediately 

from our results. It would have been nice, had this counting expression been 

a single determinant like those in [2], instead of the sum of several determi- 

nants. We observe in Example III (section 3) that in fact, each individual 

determinant in the sum in (2.3) may not be nonnegative, although the sum 

is. For other recent interesting lattice-path counting results, an interested 

reader may look at [3] or [5]. 

2. Preliminaries and Abhyankar’s Formula 

Given an m by n rectangular array of points (where the vertices are labelled 

like a matrix), a path from A(a,n) to B(m,b) moves either left or down at 

each vertex. The points where it goes from down to left are called its nodes. 

In Figure 1, for m = 7 and n = 6, we illustrate a path from (3,6) to (7, 2). 

The points (4,5) and (6,4) are the nodes of this path in Figure 1. Ifa 

path from (a,n) to (m,b) has nodes at (21,41), (£2, Y2),--->(Le, Ye) and 

Li <2 <... < Ze, its vertical part is defined to be 

(U {(2, yi): Bi-1 < 2S ai) U{(z,b):4.<2<m} 
i=1
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(1,1) (1,6) 

    

  

. u . (45) " 

. [69 . . 

(7,1) B(7,2) (7,6) 
Figure 1. 

where zp = a. The encircled points {(4,5) (5,4), (6,4) (7,2)} are said to 

form the vertical part of the path. Note that the vertical part of the path 

includes its nodes. A subset of the vertical part of the path containing its 

nodes is called a vertical pathoid. 

If we take A;(a,,7), Ao(a2,n),...,Ap(a@p,7) and By(m, b,), Ba(m, be), 

.., Bp(m, bp) where a1 < az < ... < dp and by < be < ... < bp; we look 

at the ordered p-tuple of nonintersecting paths o = (01, 02,..., cp) where 

o; is a path going from A; to B; for i = 1,2,...,p; and o; and o; do not 

share a vertex for i # j, 1 <i, 7 < p. This is a ptuple of nonintersecting 

paths based on a bivector ű — (a1a2 . . . ap, bib2 . ..bp). We fix this bivector 

a for the rest of the paper. The vertical part of p-tuple of paths is the union 

of the vertical parts of the component paths, and the nodes of the p-tuple 

consists of the union of the nodes of the component paths. A p-tuple of 

vertical pathoids is a subset of the vertical part of an ordered p-tuple of 

nonintersecting paths containing the nodes of the p-tuple. It is important 

to see that a p-tuple of vertical pathoids is in fact a set having a unigue 

representation as an ordered p-tuple of vertical pathoids based on a bivector 

a. The encircled points in Figure 2 illustrate a 3-tuple of vertical pathoids 

in the 6 by 8 rectangle and its size is 7. 

Let m and n be positive integers. Let rec(m,n) denote an m by n 

rectangular array i.e. the set of all ordered pairs of integer entries (i, 7) where
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" a . s reo (1,8) 

    

  

  

fi LL 
(6,2) (6,4) (6,6) 

Figure 2. 

1<i<mand1<j<vn. A subset S of rec(m,n) is said to be of index k 

if S contains a sequence of length k given by (21,41), (®2,Y2),---, (Lk, YR) 
where ©; < Zo <... < Up-1 < Ty and y < yo <... < Ye-1 < YR; but no 

such sequence of length k+1. Note that only an empty set has index zero. A 

monomial on the rec(m, n) can either be viewed as a map from rec(m,n) to 
the set of nonnegative integers or a multiset on the set of ordered pairs in the 

support i.e. the variables which actually appear. The index of a monomial 

on rec(m, 7) is the index of its support. The special set of monomials we are 

looking for is denoted by mon((m,n), p,a4,V). For positive integers m,n, p; 

a nonnegative integer V and a bivector ű of length p bounded by (m,n), 

we describe mon((m, 7), p,@, V) to be the set of all monomials on rec(m, n) 

of degree V with index at most p, and when restricted to either the first 

a; — 1 rows or the first b; — 1 columns of the rectangular array, index is at 

most i — 1 fori =1,2,...,p. The set of all such monomials in rec(m, 7) is 

denoted by mon((m, n), p, a). 

For convenience, for an integer A and an indeterminate V over Q, we 

define the usual binomial coefficient as 

-1)..(V-A (4) _ { V(V-1) v +1) A>0 

A 0 A<0 

and the twisted binomial coefficient as 

K ={ V+1)(V+2)...(V+A A>0 
A! 

A 0 A c 0.
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In [1, Theorem 9.8, p. 306], Abhyankar has shown that 

mon ((m,n),p,8,V) = So (1) (msn)vp.a) | oy pl 681) 
DeZ 

where C’ = }ii_, (m — a) + O%_, (n — b;) + p— 1, and for each D in Z, 

Fp ((m,n),p,a)= r(-®# (2 Ve (mn),p.@) (2.2) , 9B) ao D+E-R E , 1h) 

where R = 507_,(m —a;), and for each E in Z and e = (€1,€2,..-,€p) a 
p-tuple of integers, 

. a P n- b; m—ajtj—i Hmm - ATT |b ae, (Mott) 
2 28 J J 4 e€,+eet+...te,=E i=1 

(2.3) 
where det U;,; denotes the determinant of a p by p square matrix whose i jth 
entry is U;,;. If we write an expression in (2.1) as 

|mon((m,n),p,4,V) |= 

> | So (-1)2 FE lon | (n+ 2-p) haz ((m,n),p, a) 
EeZ | vdeZ 

we can use 

> (-1)P-RtE Vv E — V-E 

a C’—-D|\D+E-R S+p-1+E 

where S = )°?_, (n — 6;), and get from (2.1), 

|mon ((m,n),p,4,V)| = }> Hz ((m,n),p, a) 
EeZ 

V-E 

stpli tel: (2.4)
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3. Combinatorial Map and Applications 

In [4], we have shown that there is a map » from mon((m,n), p, 4, V) to the 

set of p-tuples of nonintersecting paths in rec(m,n) based on a bivector @ 

which produces a counting formula for the set of p-tuples of nonintersecting 

paths in rec(m,n) based on a bivector @ having fixed number of nodes. We 

illustrate this map here by an Example. 

Example I. 

  

  

          

    

“os 0 @—_® (3,9) Ae 

» @—® 2 9 (4,9) Az 

. @® 9 : "a | (5,9) Ag 

1—— (d) ® . " 

(6,1) (6,3) (6,6) (6,7) 
1 By 3 4 

Figure 3. 

Let m = 6, n = 9 and @ = (1345, 1367). Let us look at a monomial 

M = Xp X3,X34Xgq-Xa7 X gp X43 X gs X47 X52 X54. X56 X62 X63 XGg Xoo 

where its support i.e. the set of variables which appear, corresponds to 

T = {(1,8),(2, 4),(3, 4),(3, 6),(3, 7),(4, 2),(4, 3),(4, 5),(4, 7)(5, 2),(5, 4), 
(5, 6),(6, 2),(6, 3),(6, 8),(6, 9) }. 

Note that M lies is mon((6,9),4,@). The method of associating 4-tuple 

of paths to T based on 4 is described as follows: 

Start at A,(5,9) and move left along the fifth row until you come to 

a vertex of a column that has a vertex from T below it and then go down 

along that column until you exhaust all of the vertices from T, and at the
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downmost vertex of T there, start moving left until you hit either a column 

of B, or a column which has a vertex of T below it. If you get a column 

of B,, go down to By. If you hit a column which has a vertex of T below 

it, repeat the above process until you reach B,. In the example, (6,9) lies 

below (5,9) and a path from A, has to go to (6,9) and turn left and reach 

B,. Note that (6,9) is a node of the path. 

In the next step, remove those vertices from T which are on a path from 

A, to B, to get a set J, and find a path from A; to B; associated with Ti 

following the above procedure. Now our T; is 

T; = {(1,8),(2, 4),(3, 4),(3, 6),(3, 7),(4, 2),(4, 3),(4, 5),(4, 7),(5, 2),(5, 4), 
(5, 6),(6, 2),(6, 3)} 

and we start moving left from A3 (4,9) along the fourth row and after 

crossing (4,7) we hit the column of B; and just go down to Bz. Note that 

there is no node on this path. 

By removing vertices of T; lying on a path from A 3 to B3, we get 

Th = {(1, 8),(2, 4),(3, 4),(3, 6),(3, 7),(4, 2),(4, 3),(4, 5),(5, 2),(5, 4),(6, 2), 

(6, 3)}. 

Applying the above procedure, we get a path from A, to B, and then from 

A, to B,. The set of nodes for this 4-tuple of nonintersecting paths y(M) 

based on @ is {(3, 4),(4, 3),(6, 2),(4, 5),(5, 4),(6, 9)}. Note that (6,3) is not a 

node because a path does not “turn” there. 

We proved in [4] the following 

Theorem 1. Given positive integers m,n and p and a bivector G of length 

p bounded by (m,n), to each monomial M is mon((m,n),p,4@), we can 

associate the unique p-tuple of nonintersecting paths y(M) based on a. 

The set of nodes of the p-tuple decides the p-tuple of paths completely. 

We want to modify the above map a little bit to get a map from 

mon((m, 7), p,@) to the set of all p-tuples of vertical pathoids based on a. 

Let YW be a map which associates to each monomial M in mon((m,n),p, @), 

the part of M lying on the vertical part of p(M). It is clear that V(M) is a p- 

tuple of vertical pathoids based on 4, as y(M) is a p-tuple of nonintersecting 

paths based on ű. For M in the above example, 

U(M) = {(2,4), (3, 4), (4,3), (5, 2), (6, 2), (4, 5), (5, 4), (6, 3), (5, 6), (6, 9)} 
is a 4-tuple of vertical pathoids based on a. 

From Theorem 1, we can easily see
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Theorem 2. Given positive integers m,n and p; and a bivector a of length 

p bounded by (m,n), to each monomial M in mon((m,n),p,@), we can 

associate a unique p-tuple of vertical pathoids ¥(M) based on a. 

It is important to note that in a p-tuple of vertical pathoids, some 

“components” may be empty sets. We illustrate it by the following example. 

Example II. 

. . —©) A, (1,4) 

. A2(3,4) 

B, By 
(4,1) (4,2) 

  

Figure 4. 

To a monomial M’ = X?,X3,X3,X3,, the above map WV will associate a 
tuple of vertical pathoids given by {(2,3), (3,1)}. Note that {(2, 3), (3, 1)} 

is a vertical pathoid lying on a path from A; to B,, and the contribution 

from a path from A; to B; to it is an empty set. 

The p-tuple of nonintersecting paths in y(M) for each monomial M in 

mon((m,n), p, @) is completely determined by its set of nodes. Since ¥(M) 

contains the nodes of y(M), it is clear that y(M) is the unique p-tuple of 

nonintersecting paths associated with U(M) under y. Thus we have 

Lemma 3. For positive integers m,n and p; and a bivector a of length 

p bounded by (m,n), for each monomial M in mon((m,n),p,@), we have 

o(¥(M)) = 9(M). 

If we look at any p-tuple of vertical pathoids 7 based on a, we know 

that 7 can have at most 57?_,(m— ai) = R vertices in it; since the ith 

vertical pathoid lying on a path from (a;,n) to (m,b;) has at most m — a; 

elements for i = 1,2,...,p. For a given p-tuple of vertical pathoids 7 based 

on ű, a monomial M in mon((m,17),p,4@) will go to 7 under W if the part 

of the support of M lying on the vertical part of y(M) is precisely 7. If 

7 contains E vertices, the number of monomials M in mon((m, 7), p, 4, V)
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V-E 
S+p-1+E 

7 have to appear in a monomial of degree V, and the support of these 

monomials will contain possibly some variables from the }7?_, (n — 6; + 1) 

variables of the “horizontal” (i.e. not vertical) part of the associated p-tuple 

of nonintersecting paths under y. Thus we have 

which go to 7 under W is |: It is clear because E variables from 

Lemma 4. For positive integers m,n,p and a bivector @ of length p 

bounded by (m,n), for a p-tuple of vertical pathoids t based on @ con- 
V-E p-1tE monomials of mon((m, n), p, a, V) taining E vertices, there are | ¢, 

which go to T under W. 

Let pathoid ((m,n),p,a,) denote the set of ptuples of vertical 

pathoids based on @ containing E vertices for nonnegative integer E. From 

Theorem 2, it follows that for a nonnegative integer V, we have 

mon ((m,n),p, 4, V) = U U (¥2(7) J] mon ((m,n),p, a, v)). 
E¢Z r€pathoid ((m,n),p,4,E) 

From Lemma 4, it follows that 

[mon ((m,n),p,4,V)| = >> Ss” | VE |. (3.1) 
E¢Z r€pathoid ((m,n),p,@,E) St p-1+ E 

This gives 

|mon ((m,n),p,4,V)| = 9), Ipathoid((m, n), p,ű, E)| | V—E . 
Éz S+p-1+E£ 

(3.2) 
We have 

Theorem 5. For positive integers m,n,p; and a bivector @ of length p 

bounded by (m,n), for nonnegative integer V , 

V-E 
a = i á, E . non ((m.n)s9,@¥)1 = YO Ipatoid((mn) nN | yl 

When we view a twisted binomial coefficient as a usual binomial coef- 

ficient i.e. 
V-E _(V+S+p-1 

St+p-1+E] \S+p-1+E£/’ 

we see that { (sie E I is a family of Q-linearly independent poly- 

nomials in Q[V] where V is treated as an indeterminate over Q. From (2.4) 

and Theorem 5, we get
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Theorem 6. For positive integers m,n,p; and a bivector @ of length p 

bounded by (m,n), we have for a nonnegative integer E, 

|pathoid (m,n), p, @, E)| = Hz ((m,n),p, 4). 

Remark: We would like to point out that a p-tuple of vertical pathoids 7 

of size E based on G@ can be viewed as those elements of mon((m, 7), p, 4, E) 

where any two vertices of 7 from the same row lie on different components 

of y(r). The other way to view them is as subsets of rec(m,n) containing 

E vertices and index at most p and when restricted to the first a; rows, its 

index is at. most i — 1 and when restricted to the first b; — 1 columns, index 

is at most i— 1 fori =1,2,...,p. 

Example III. Let us consider rec(3, 4), p = 2 and @ = (12, 13). 

  

Figure 5. 

We observe that our Theorem 6 tells that, 

ron (Lea) ey, teg=E 2-2 

For E = 0, it is clear that there is only one tuple of vertical pathoids having 

0 elements and Hj = 1. For E = 1, we have Hj = 6 and the six tuples 
of vertical pathoids of size 1 are shown in Figure 6. The squared point 

indicates a member of the tuple of vertical pathoids based on a bivector a 

having one element.
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A; A 

0 Ao o Az 

oT. 71. 
B. B, B. B, 

A, 

9 o Az 

a 21 
B. B; 

° A; 

o 

o 
| > 

  

Figure 6. 

For E = 2, H; = 12, for E = 3, H, = 8 and we have Hp = 0 for E > 3. 
Figure 7 illustrates as 12 members of pathoid ((m, 7), p,@) having 2 points 

(they are “squared” in the Figure). 

From Theorem 6 and from the definition of p-tuple of vertical pathoids 

based on a bivector @, we have 

Lemma 7. For positive integers m,n,p; and a bivector ű of length p 

bounded by (m,n), we have for a nonnegative integer E, 

(i) Hz ((m,n),p,&) 2 0, 
(ii) {EF € Z: Hy ((m,n),p, a) 40} = {t€Z:0<i< R} where Z is 

the set of integers. 

It is clear that to each p-tuple of vertical pathoids of size R based on 4, 

there corresponds a unique p-tuple of nonintersecting paths based on ű. This 

tells us that the two sets pathoid ((m,n), p, @, R) and the set of all p-tuples 

of nonintersecting paths based on @ in rec(m,n) i.e. path” ((m, 7), p, @) are 
equicardinal. By using a Theorem of Gessel-Viennot in [2] counting the 

p-tuples of nonintersecting paths in the triangular array and Cauchy—Binet 
Theorem on minors of the product of matrices, we can easily see that
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path” ((m,n),p,a@) = det " Ni a" . 
isi, jsp Ln— b; 

This gives us an interesting determinantal identity 

Ha(limn)pájz Y (re) det ("nae ) 153, 7S 
e, +eot+...tep=R t=1 jap 

Mm— a; 
— det "[. 

1Si, jSp | N—b; 
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First Distributed Sets in the Association Scheme 

of Bilinear Forms 

N. MANICKAM 

ABSTRACT 

By using the Erdés-Ko-Rado theorem for the association scheme of bilinear 
forms, we completely classify the first distributed sets of H,(n, d). 

1. Introduction 

Let x = (X, {R;}4, ) be a symmetric association scheme and R* = VoLWiL 
... Vg be the orthogonal decomposition of R*, the vector space generated 

' by the elements of X over the field of real numbers R, with each V; being 

the maximal common eigenspace of the adjacency matrices of x. A vector 

w € R* is said to be a general vector if and only if < w,z ># 0 for all x 

in X. For i, 1 <i < d, we define the i-th distribution invariant Vt;(x) as 

Vti(x) = min, |{e € X |w E Vi, <w,x >> 0 and w general}|. Let w be 
a general vector for which |{z € X |< w,z >> 0}| = Vt,(x). Then the set 
{xz € X |< w, x > > 0} is called the ith distributed set. Several papers have 
appeared on distribution invariants since it was introduced in [2]. 

In this paper we classify all the first distributed sets in the association 

scheme of bilinear forms. We show that each first distributed set is an 

intersecting family in the sense of Erdés-Ko-Rado, and then we use Huang’s |
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work [5] to establish the classification. In the process we also show that the 

first distribution invariant of H,(n,d) is a) . 

2. Association scheme of bilinear forms 

Let X be the collection of all d x n matrices over the finite field GF(q), 

where d and n are positive integers with d < n. Define R; = {({y,z) € 

X x X | rank(y — z) = i}. Then x = (X,{Ri}“,) becomes a symmetric 
association scheme. Indeed, it is a distance regular graph. It is called the 

association scheme of bilinear forms or the generalized Hamming scheme 

and is denoted by H,(n,d). Let RX = Vol...1LV4 be its associated vector 

space, where Vy) =< (1,1,...,1) >. 

First we will provide a nice structure for V,. Let H be a vector space of 

dimension n+d over GF(q) and W be a fixed subspace of H of dimension n. 

Let X; = {A| AC H is an i-space and ANW = {0}}. Then (Xa, Xa-1, 2) 

becomes a semilinear incidence structure. Any incidence structure isomor- 

phic to 7 = (Xa, Xa-1,2) is called an (n,q,d)-attenuated space. Ray- 

Chaudhuri and Sprague have shown ((9], page 6) that H,(n,d) is isomor- 

phic to the adjacency graph of 7. From now onwards we will take H,(n, d) 

as the adjacency graph of (Xqg, Xa-1, 2). 

Now let M,q be the matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by 

the elements of Xz and X, respectively, and (x,y) entry of Mig is 1 if 

x > y and 0 otherwise. Let U, be the row space of M,q. Then by using long 

but routine calculations one can show that U,; ~ VoLV,, where V, is the 

first eigenspace of H,(n,d). Similar calculations are done for q-analogue of 

the Johnson scheme in [8]. Hence from the definition of Miz, we see that 

Vi = {(@u)vex, | Lex, dv = 0}. Therefore, a vector w = (ay )yex, in Vi is 

a general vector if and only if oyex,04 av # 0 for all A € Xq. Since the 

row space U, contains the vector indexed by a projective point v which has 

q™4-)) entries equal to zero, the orthogonal projection of such a vector into 

the space V; has g*(4-)) positive and g"4 — g™‘4")) negative entries, so that 
the first distribution invariant of H,,(n,d) is less than or egual to gt . 

Theorem. The first distribution invariant of H,(n,d) is 4) . Further 

Y C H,(n, 4d) is a first distributed set if and only if there exists a projective 

point v which is contained in all the elements of Y.
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Proof. Let w = (a,)yex, in Vi be a general vector. Let D= {A € X, | 

ee xiNA ay < 0} 

Claim. |D| < g™4 — qr). 

Suppose |D| > g"¢ — g”(4). Then count the number of pairs (A, A) 
where A is a W-complement d-spread of H and A is an element of D 

which is contained in A. The reader is referred to [7] for the definition 

and existence of W-complement d-spreads. We claim that D must contain 

a W-complement d-spread of H. Suppose not. Then for any d-dimensional 

subspace A contained in D, the number of such pairs (A, A) involving A is 

equal to the number of W-complement d-spreads of H containing A and this 

number is independent of A. Let ¢ denote the total number of pairs (A, A), 

and let r denote the number of W-complement d-spreads of H containing A. 

Then oe 

t= |D|r (1) 

On the otherhand, since we have assumed that there does not exist a 

W-complement d-spread of H consisting of d-subspaces only from D, we 

must have 

t < ( number of W complement d-spreads of H in total) (g7— 1). (2) 

Let s = number of W-complement d-spreads of H in total. From (1) & (2) 
we see that |D| < (s/r)(q” — 1). But notice that 

8 numb. of d-dim. subspaces in W qt 
  

r numb. of d-dim. subspaces in a W-complement d-spread ~ g" 

Therefore, ID] £. gi — gr , a contradiction. Therefore, D must 

contain a W-complement d-spread V. This implies 0 = 27 e x, dw = 

acy (ve XINA ay) < 0 a contradiction again. Therefore, our assump- 

tion that |D| > g™4 — q4-» is not true. ie. |D| < g77 — g(dD . When 
|D| = q"4 — q"(*-) , we must have equality in (2) which clearly implies that 

each W-complement d-spread must contain precisely one A € X,q not from 

D, i.e. Myex,0a Av > 0. This implies that for any two A,B € Xq\D, dim 

(AN B) > 1 since otherwise they would be contained in a W-complement 

d-spread. Thus the set of all A € Xg with 2)" exn4 Gy > 0 is an intersecting 
family in the sense of Erdés-Ko—Rado (see [5]). Now the last part of the 

theorem follows from the work of Huang [5] on the Erdés~Ko—Rado theorem 
for the association scheme of bilinear forms. m
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Remark. Since H,(n,d) carries the structure of an abelian group, from 

the definition and theorem 4 of [3] and theorem 6.3 of [4] the following can 

be deduced: For any t with 1 < ¢ < d, there exists a {1,2,...,t}-design X 

of size |X| = q™ and consequently for the distribution numbers in the sum 

of the eigenspaces V; 1 ....1V, we have a lower bound of 

LH nan 
Ix| : 

By using a construction similar to the one preceding the statement of the 

theorem, we can get Viti. (H,(n,d)) = qr. 
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Antichain Decompositions of a Partially Ordered 

Set 

E. C. MILNER’ and M. POUZET"' 

1. Introduction 

A basic question in the theory of ordered sets is how many chains are needed 

to cover a given partially ordered set. In this paper we study the correspond- 

ing question for antichains which also leads to interesting questions. The 

antichain covering number of a partially ordered set P = (P, <) is the small- 
est cardinal a(P) = « such that P is a union of « antichains. One natural 

way to partition a partially ordered set into antichains is the following. Let 

f:P—P' be a strictly increasing map from P into the partially ordered 

set P’ = (P’,<»-) (ie. t <p y > f(x) <e- f(y)), then the set of images 

{f-1(z) : x € P’}, which we call the kernel of f is an antichain covering 

of P. Define the rank of P, r(P), to be the smallest cardinal « such that 

there are a poset P’ of cardinality |P’] = «, and a strictly increasing map 

f:P—P’. Since a partially ordered set has a linear extension of the same 

cardinality, it follows that the rank, r(P), is also the least « such that there 

is a strictly increasing map from ? into a chain of size x. 
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Problem 1. Is a(P) = r(P)? 

In the special case of a well founded partially ordered set P, the ordinal 

height of an element z € P is inductively defined by setting 

h(x) = sup{h(y) +1: y < zc}. 

This is a strictly increasing map from P into an ordinal and the levels of 

P,L,= {xe P: h(x) =a} (a < A(P)), give an antichain decomposition. 
Thus for 4 well founded partially ordered set P we have that . 

a(P) <r(P) < |A(P), (1.1) 

where h(P) = min{a : L,(P) = 9} is the height of P. Equivalently, h(P) 
is the least ordinal a such that there is a strictly increasing map from P 

into a. If P is well founded and of finite height, then P contains a chain 

of size h(P) and so there is equality in (1.1). Kurepa [14] observed that 

a(P) < No holds if and only if there is a strictly increasing map from P 

into the rational chain 7, and so the equality a(P) = r(P) also holds in this 

case. In fact, Kurepa’s proof gives a little more. For an ordinal a, denote 

by T2(a) the linearly ordered set of all sequences of 0’s and 1’s of length a 

which have a last 1 (ie. f € Th(a) & f : a — {0,1} and there is € € a 
such that f(€) = 1 and f(y) = 0 for € < 7 < a) ordered lexicographically. 
In particular, T2(w) is order isomorphic to 7. 

Theorem 1.1. Let a(P) =. Then there is a strictly increasing map from 

the partially ordered set P into the chain T(x), and hence 

a(P) < r(P) < 2<* (= S {2 :p< r}) 4) 

Proof. By definition P is a union of & pairwise disjoint anchains Ayfv < 

k). For « € A, define f, € To(K) by setting f,(€) = 1 if and only-if 

€ < v and there is y € Ag such that y < z. The map zh Is is ‘strictly 

increasing. WB 

Corollary 1.2. GCH => (VP)a(P) =r(P). 

A universal chain of cardinal p is a chain C = (C,<) which embeds 

every chain having the same cardinality u. There is. a connection between 

Problem 1 and the existence of a universal chain of a certain cardinality. 

For, example, if ys is an infinite cardinal number and 2<" = y, then we get 

as an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1 the well-known fact that T2(j1) is 

a universal chain of cardinal u. We prove the following.
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Theorem 1.3. Let u be an infinite cardinal. If 

(VP) a(P) = w= r(P) =, 
then there is a universal chain of cardinal u. 

Proof. Let D = (D,<) be the direct sum of all chains of cardinality p, 

ie..D = p x R, where R C 24*# is the set of all linear orders on pz and 

(€, p) < (n,o) holds if and only if p = o and (€,7) € p. For each € € p, 
the set D, = {€} x R is an antichain in D, and so a(D) < y; on the other 

hand D contains chains of cardinality 4, and so a(D) = u. Therefore, by 

the hypothesis of the theorem r(D) = u, and so there is a strictly increasing 

map from PD into a chain C of cardinality yu; from the definition of D it 

follows that C is a universal chain of cardinal py. @ 

Although the existence of a universal chain of cardinality ~ does not 

ensure that 2<“ = ys (see Kojman & Shelah [13]), we can ask the following 

question. 

Problem 2. Is the converse of Theorem 1.3 true? (We are grateful to the 

referee for bringing to our attention a result of S. Shelah [24] (Theorem 

4.7) which shows that it is consistent that (~CH+3 a universal chain of 
cardinality X,.) 

We call an antichain decomposition of a partially ordered set P rankable 

if it is the kernel of some strictly increasing map f : P — P’, and we consider 

such decompositions in §2. Another natural way to partition a partially 

ordered set P = (P,<) into antichains is the following. Choose a maximal 

antichain A C P. Then P\A = Py UP,, where Py) = {2 € P: x c a for 

some a € A} and P, = {xr € P:a<_z for some a € A}. Now repeat this 
on Po and P,, choosing maximal antichains Ay C Py, A; C P, and defining 

sets Poo, Poi, Pio, Pii etc. The process is continued until P is exhausted. 

We call such a decomposition a tree antichain decomposition of P, and we 

discuss these decompositions in §3 in connection with the special partially 

ordered set S(X, «) defined below. 

As usual, «+ denotes the successor cardinal of x, and [A]" = {X C Az 

|X| = «}. We shall denote by S(A,«) the set [A]" ordered by inclusion. 
In §3 we will prove the following theorem; this result was also obtained 

independently by M. Scheepers [21].
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Theorem 1.4. For infinite cardinals A, k there is a strictly increasing map 
from S(A,) into S(«*, «). 

An immediate corollary is the following. 

Corollary 1.5. a(S(A, «)) < r(S(A,«)) < 2" ifw<K <2). 

The inequality a(S(\,«)) < 2" is attributed to Milner & Erdés in [6], 
but no proof was ever published. Independent proofs have been obtained 
by F. Galvin [10], M. Scheepers [21] and Z. Szentmikléssy (unpublished) 
[25]. The proof we give of Theorem 1.4 uses an idea of Galvin. Note that, 
for A 5 « the equality a(S(A,«)) = r(S(A,«)) — 2" follows if there is a 
C-increasing chain of cardinality 2” in [\]", or equivalently, in [k+]*. But 
this.assertion is known to be independent of the axioms of set theory (see 
W. Mitchell [17] ). 

Another easy corollary of Theorem 1.4 is the following. For an element 
x of the partially ordered set P = (P,<), denote by P(<z) the set {y € P: 
y <x} ( P(< 2), P(> =) etc. are similarly defined). 

Corollary 1.6. If P = (P,<) is a partially ordered set, « an infinite 
cardinal and |P(< 2)| < « for all x € P, then r(P) < 2<". 

Proof. By hypothesis P = U{P, : u < «}, where P, = {x € P: 
|P(< «)| = p}. Since the map x + |P(< z)| is (weakly) increasing, it 
follows that r(P) < So{r(P,.) : u < «}, where P, = P|P,. Also, the map 
«++ P(< =) is a strictly increasing map from P,, into ([P]*,C), and so, by 
Corollary 1.5, r(P,,) < |S(u*, w)| = 2". Thus r(P) c 25". m 

It is perhaps of some interest to note that Corollary 1.6 also follows 
directly from Theorem 1.1 and a set-mapping theorem of Fodor [8] which 
states that: if is an infinite cardinal and f : E + (E) is a map satisfying 
« ¢ f(x) and|f(z)| < x(x € E), then E is a union of x free sets H,(p < k) 
(the set H is free if f(x) H = for all z € H). Indeed, the free sets for the 
set-mapping defined by f(z) = P(< z) are antichains. Thus, if |P(<z)| <« 
for all x € P, then a(P) < « by Fodor’s theorem and so r(P) < 2<" by 
Theorem 1.1. i 

Problem 3. By the definition of rank, if f is a strictly increasing map from 
P into P’, then r(P(<2)) < |P’(< f(zx))| (Vz € P). Is there necessarily a 
partially ordered set P’ and a strictly increasing map f :P — P’ such that 
equality holds for each x € P?
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If the answer to Problem.3 is positive, then the hypothesis |P(< x)| < « 
in Corollary 1.6 can be replaced by the weaker assumption that, for all 
xz € P, r(P(< T)) < x. However, we do not know the answer to the 
following question. 

Problem 4. Is there a cardinal p(x)(< 2<"?) such that, if r(P(<z)) < 
holds for all x € P, then r(P) < v(x)? 

The chain-number of a poset P, c(P), is the smallest cardinal « such 
that |C| < « for every chain C in P; this number is attained if c(P) = |C| for 
some chain C' in P. Clearly c(P) < a(P). There is equality if c(P) is finite, 
but in general a(P) cannot be bounded by any function of c(P). Indeed, 
this can be seen by a slight modification of a well known example of Perles 
[18]. The direct product « @ x, of the infinite cardinal « with itself (i.e. the 
ordering of « x « in which (a, 8) < (a’, 8’) a <a’ and B < £’) is easily 
seen to have no infinite antichain and is not a union of fewer than « chains. 
This example shows that there is no immediate generalization of Dilworth’s 
theorem [4] to the case of a partially ordered set whose antichains are not 
finitely bounded in size. For our purposes we consider instead the strict 
product, P = «Ox, of the cardinal « and its dual x” (i.e. P = (x x K, <), 
where (a,b) < (a’,f’) + a < a’ and B > 8). Since two elements are 
comparable in P if and only if they are incomparable in k 9 x, it follows 
that P contains no infinite chain, c(P) = w, but P is not a union of fewer 
than « antichains and so a(P)(= r(P)) = x. 

In a similar way, the height of a well founded partially ordered set is not 
bounded by any function of its rank. Indeed, consider the partially ordered 
set Pa of height a in which every chain is finite constructed by transfinite 
induction in the following way (see {11]). Let P, be the one-element poset. 

. For limit a, Pa is the direct sum of the Pe for all B < a, and for a successor 
ordinal a = 6 + 1, P,, is obtained by adding one new element to Pg which 
is a maximum. By induction it follows that P, contains no infinite chain, 
A(P.) =a, and r(P,) < r(Pz) < A(P3) <w, where P” is the dual of P. 

If G = (V,£) is an undirected graph a subset A C V is a clique of 
G if [A]? C E, and A is an independent subset if [A270 E = 0. The 
chromatic number of G, x(G), is the least cardinal « such that V is a union 
of « independent sets. We also define the clique number of G, W(G), to be 
the smallest cardinal A such that |A| < A for every clique A in G. Clearly, 
¥(G) < x(G), but, in general, ~(G) is not necessarily attained and there may 
be strict inequality. A graph @ is good if it contains a clique of cardinality
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x(G) (in which case 7(G) is attained), and G is perfect if every induced 

subgraph is good. If G is the comparability graph of a partially ordered set 

P (ie. 2, y € P are joined by an edge in G if and only ifr < y ory < 7), 

then the independent sets are antichains and the cligues are chains of P; 

thus a(P) = x(G) and c(P) — ¥(G), and the chain number of P is attained 

if the comparability graph is good. Corollary 1.8 below gives a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the comparability graph of a partially ordered 

set having countable antichain number to be perfect. 

Denote by C, the chain of length n and let Q = @{C, : n < w} 

be the direct sum of all the finite chains C, (n < w); also denote by 

Kg the comparability graph of 2. We will prove (see §4) the following 

characterisation for a graph of countable chromatic number to be perfect. 

Theorem 1.7. IfG is a graph with chromatic number x(G) < w, then G 

is perfect if and only if every finite subgraph is perfect and G contains no. 

induced subgraph isomorphic to Kg. 

In particular, since the comparability graph of a finite partially ordered - 

set is perfect, we have the following corollary. We say that the partially 

ordered set P =< P,<> embeds the partially ordered set P’ =< P’,<'>, 

and write P’ < P, if and only if there is a strictly increasing map (an 

embedding) f : P’ > P such that x <' y @ f(x) < fly). 

Corollary 1.8. If P is a partially ordered set such that a(P) is countable, 

then the comparability graph of P is perfect if and only if P does not 

embed 22. 

The condition that x(G) be countable in Theorem 1.7 may not be 

essential, but some condition on G is needed. The interval order on a 

linearly ordered set S is the ordering on the set Z(S) of all non-trivial open 

intervals of S of the form (u,v) with u < v in S, ordered so that I < J holds 

if x < y holds in S for all z € I and y € J. Now suppose that S is a Suslin 

line, i.e. a chain of cardinality 8; which contains no countable dense subset 

and contains no uncountable family of pairwise disjoint open intervals. The 

interval order on S, Z(S), contains no uncountable chain and is not the 

union of countably many antichains. (For, if F = {(ta,ya) : a < A} is 

any family of pairwise intersecting members of Z(S), then the set of left 

endpoints {x, : a < A} contains a countable cofinal subset and hence there 

is a countable set which intersects all the members of . Consequently, 

T(S) is not a union of countably many antichains.) Thus, the comparability
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graph of Z(S) is not good. On the other hand, the interval order Z(S) of 

any linearly ordered set S does not embed QQ; in fact it does not even embed 

C2. ®C, the direct sum of two 2-element chains. 

By Theorem 1.1, if the partially ordered set P embeds 7, the rational 

chain, and if a(P) = w, then c(P) is an attained supremum. In §5 we con- 
sider this question, whether c(P) is an attained supremum, for an arbitrary 

scattered partially ordered set (P is scattered if it does not embed 7). We 
will prove the following result. 

Theorem 1.9. For a scattered partially ordered set P the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(i) P it does not embed Q; 

(ii) P’ contains a chain of cardinality r(P’) whenever P’ < P; 

(iii) The comparability graph of P is perfect. 

Moreover, if P is well founded then these conditions are also equivalent to 

(iv) P’ contains a chain of order type h(P’) whenever P’ < P. 

Let us say that the poset P has property AF if there is a strictly 

increasing, surjective map from P onto some chain such that the image of 

any antichain of P is finite. Write P € AF(C) if the chain C is a witness 

that P has the property AF. Note that if P has the property AF, then it 

does satisfy (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1.9. In fact, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.10. Let P € AF(C). 

(i) If C is infinite, then P contains a chain of cardinality |C|; 

(ii) the comparability graph of P is perfect and hence P does not embed Q; 

(iii) if P is scattered (well founded), then so also is C. 

Proof. Let f be a surjective map from P onto C such that the image of 

any antichain is finite. For each y € C let x, € P be such that f(z,) = y. 

Since f|P’ is a bijective map from P’ = {z, : y € C} onto C, it follows that 

P’ contains no infinite antichain. 

(i) By the Erdés-Dushnik-Miller theorem [5], P’ contains a chain D of 

cardinality |D| = |C|. It follows that |D| < a(P) < r(P) < |C| and so 

a(P) = r(P) =|DI. 
(ii) If C is finite we can assume that |C| is minimal, in which case P contains 

a chain of size |C|. Thus, in any case, P contains a chain of cardinality
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a(P) = r(P). Since the property AF is hereditary, it follows that the 
comparability graph of P is perfect and therefore does not embed 92. 

(iii) C is order isomorphic to a linear extension of P’, and it is known (see 

e.g. [2]) that any linear extension of a scattered (resp. well founded) 

poset with no infinite antichain is also scattered (resp. well founded). @ 

As a corollary of this and the last part of Theorem 1.9 we obtain the 

following result of Milner & Sauer [16]; the special case when f is the height 

function was obtained independently by Pouzet [19] and also, for countable 

P, by Schmidt [22]. 

Corollary 1.11. If there is a strictly increasing ordinal-valued function, f, 

on a poset P such that the image of every antichain is finite, then P contains 

a chain of order type h(P). 

Proof. Since P has property AF its comparability graph is perfect and so 

P does not embed 2. @ 

" Note that the last part of Theorem 1.9 is actually stronger than Corol- 

lary 1.11 since, as the following examples show, the fact that a poset does 

not embed 2 does not ensure that it has property AF. 

Examples: The interval order of any linearly ordered set does not embed 

. We will show that the interval orders Z(n) and Z(w,) do not have the 

property AF. 

Consider first Z(n). Suppose f : Z(n) — P’ is an order preserving map 

such that the image of any antichain is finite, and let A be the kernel of f. 
Since A is countable, there is some real x such that {x} # (\{I : I € A} for 
all A € A, where I denotes the ordinary closure of I in R. Now consider 
the antichain B = {I € Z(n) : x € I}. Since B is closed under finite 

intersections, and f[B] is finite, there is some B’ C B which jis coinitial in 

(B,C) and is such that f is constant on B’, say f(I) = y for all I € B. Let 

A=f7(y). Then B’ CA€ A. But then {x} = (\{7: I € A}, and this is 

a contradiction. 

Now suppose that f : Z(w,) — P’ is an order preserving map such 

that every antichain has a finite image. In particular then, the image 

of A(a) = {I € T(u,) : a € I}, f[A(a)], is finite. Hence there is an 
uncountable set W C w, such that the sets f[A(a)] (a € W) form a A- 

system, i.e. f[A(a)]M f[A(8)] = D whenever a, 6 are distinct members of 

W. Let |D| = k <w. There are ordinals ay < a1 <... < Qox41 in W and
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k+1 intervals belonging to Z(w,), Ip <... < Ip, such that {a2;, aai41 } C i 

(0 < 4 < k). Now f(I) € f{A(a@a;)] n fIA(a2ixi )] c D. But f is strictly 

increasing and so f(Ip) c f(I1) c... c f(Ik), and this contradicts the fact 

that |D| = 

The above examples leave open the following question. 

Problem 5. If P is a countable, scattered poset which does not embed 2, 

does P have property AF? 

Another question with a similar theme is the following. 

Problem 6. If P is scattered and does not embed 2, is there a finite 

number of chains C,,...,C, such that a chain C embeds into P if and only 

if it embeds into some C;? 

2. Rankable antichain decompositions. 

An antichain decomposition of a partially ordered set P =< P,<> is aset A 

of pairwise disjoint non-empty antichains whose union UA = P. We say that 

A is rankable if it is the kernel of some strictly increasing map f from P into 

some partially ordered set P’ = (P’,<), ie. A= {fi '(y): y € P’}\{O}. 
We denote by £(P) the lattice of all partitions of P ordered by refinement. 

The rankable antichain decomposition of P is mazimal (in £) if it is not 

a proper refinement of some other rankable antichain decomposition. For 

any antichain decomposition A of P we define a binary relation R(A) = 
{(A, A’) : da € Ada’ € A(z < z’)} on A; also we denote by R(A) the 

transitive closure of R(A). 

Theorem 2.1. Let P = (P,<) be.a partially ordered set. 

1. An antichain decomposition A of P is rankable if and only if R(A) is 

acyclic. 

2. (i) A rankable antichain decomposition of P is a refinement of some 

maximal rankable antichain decomposition. 

(ii) A rankable antichain decomposition A is maximal if and only if 

R(A) is a linear order. 

Proof. (1) If R(A) is acyclic, then its transitive closure R(A) is an ordering 

of A and the natural map f from P to (A, R(A)), defined by x € f(z), is 

strictly increasing. Since.A is the kernel of f, it follows that A is rankable-
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Conversely, if A is the kernel of some strictly increasing map f from P 
to some partially ordered set (Q, <q), then the relation 

R = {(A, A’): de € A€ Alt’ € A’ € A(f (2) <q f(2'))} 
is a partial ordering of A which includes R(.A). Hence R(A) is acyclic. 

(2) Let A be a directed family of rankable antichain decompositions 

of P, i.e. whenever A,,A2 € A, then there is A € A such that A; < A 
(i = 1,2) in £(P). Then B = sup(A) (in L(P)) is a rankable antichain 

decomposition of P. This follows from the fact that, for any finite set 

F C P, there is some A € A such that AN F = BN F, where AN F is 

the partition {AN F : A € A}\{0} of F. Since each A € A is rankable, 
it follows by (1) that R(A) is acyclic and hence that R(B) is also acyclic. 

Thus, again by (1), B is a rankable antichain decomposition of P. The first 
part of (2) now follows by Zorn’s lemma. 

Now suppose that R(A) is a linear order and that A is a refinement 

of the rankable antichain decomposition A’. The natural map f from 

(A, R(A)) to (A’, R(A’)) defined by A C f(A) (AE A) is strictly increasing. 

Since R(A) is a linear ordering it follows that f must be 1-1 and hence 
the identity map. Thus A is a maximal rankable antichain decomposition. 

Conversely, suppose R(A) is not a linear ordering of A. Then there are 

A;,Az € A which are incomparable in R(A). Consider the antichain 

decomposition A’ obtained from A by replacing A; and Az by A; U Ap. 

If R(A’) contains a cycle, then it must be of the form (A; U Ag, B1,. . . , 

B,). Then there are 2, yo in A; U Ag, and z;, y; in B; (1 < i < n) 

such that 2; < yj41 for i < n, where Yn41 = yo. Since R(A) is acyclic it 

follows that ro, yo do not both belong to A; or Az, and therefore (A, A2) 

or (Az, Ax) belongs to R(A), and this is a contradiction. Therefore, R(A’) 

is acyclic and A’ is rankable, and so A is not maximal. This proves the 

second part of (2). @ 

We digress somewhat here in order to discuss a related idea. (For 

example, the necessity of the condition in (2)({ii) of Theorem 2.1 follows 

immediately from Corollary 2.5 below.) I 

First we recall the so-called amalgamation lemma for partially ordered 

sets (see Fraissé [9], p.34). 

Lemma 2.2. If P, —c P,,£15 and P, — (P.,, £2) are partially ordered 

sets such that <; and <2 agree on P = P, M Py, and if < is the transitive
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closure of <; U <9, then the identity maps from P, and P, into (P, U Ps, <) 

are embeddings. 

In the category whose objects are partially ordered sets and morphisms 

are the strictly increasing maps, this simply says: if f; : P — P, and 

fo: P — Pz are embeddings, then theré are a partially ordered set P’ and 

embeddings g, : P1 — P’, g2 : P2 > P’ such that f, 091 = fo ° G2; in other 

words diagram 2.1 commutes. 

fi 
P => Pi 

fh 4 bon 
Pa SH P 

92 

Diagram 2.1 

We shall prove the following related result. 

Lemma 2.3. Transferability lemma: Let P,P,,P2 be partially ordered 

sets and suppose that f, : P — P; is a strictly increasing map, and 

fo: P — Py is an embedding. Then there are a partially ordered set 

P’, an embedding g, : P; — P’, and a strictly increasing map g2 : P2 — P’ 
such that f, 0g, = fe ° ge, i.e. diagram 2.2 commutes. 

fi 
P —_ Pi 

fo 4 to oH 

P, —> P 

92 
Diagram 2.2 

Proof. Let A; be the kernel of fi and consider the relation 

Rai = {(A, A’) : de E A € A. 37 E A E Ai(fi(x) 1 fi(a’))} 

on A;. This includes R(A:) since f, is strictly increasing. Clearly R, is 

acyclic and so R,, its transitive closure, is an ordering of A,, and the map 

fi, defined by f,(A) = f(a) for a € A, is an embedding of (A;, R1) into Py. 

Also the map h; : P > (A;,R1), defined by x € h;(z), is strictly increasing 

and f,; = h, 0 f;. Without loss of generality we can assume that P C PF, and 

that fo is the identity map ip. Let Ap = A, U{{x} : 2 € P2\P} be the finest
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antichain partition of P, containing A,. The relation Rz = R(A2) UR, 

is acyclic. (Note that if A, A’ € A, and x € P,\P and (A, {z}} € Ro, 
({z}, A’) € Re, then (A, A’) € Ri; since R, and P2 are both acyclic, it 
follows that a cycle in R2 contains exacly one member A € A; but this is 

impossible since A is an antichain in P2.) Thus Re, the transitive closure of 

Re, is an ordering and the identity map is an embedding of (41, R1) into 

the partially ordered set (Az, 2). By the amalgamation property it follows 

that there are P’ and embeddings g, : P, — P’ and ke : (Az, R2) > P’ 

such that f; 0g, = is, oka. The natural map hz : Pz — (Ao, Re) given by 

x € ho(z) is strictly increasing and hence so also is g. = hz 0 kz : Po — P’. 
Clearly hj cia, = fo oho(=ip o hz). Thus 

fi Ogi — hio fi 0 gi — hi Ota, oka = fooh2 ok, = f2 ogo. 

This argument is shown diagramatically in diagram 2.3. 

hy , fi 
P (Ai, Ri) = PP, 

h 4 Y ia, Lo 
P2 — (AR) S P 

he kg 

Diagram 2.3 

Remark 1. We used the amalgamation property to derive the transfer- 

ability lemma. The converse is also possible. Suppose f, : P — P, and 

fe : P — P; are embeddings. By the transferability lemma there are 

partially ordered sets T,, 72, embeddings k, : P; — Ti, ko : Pz + Tp and 
strictly increasing maps hi : Pp — 77, ha : Pa — T, such that f,ok, = frohe 

and f; 0h; = fe 0k. Consider the strict product P’ = 7, © To and the 

maps gi : Pi + P’, go : Pp — P’ given by gi(y) = (ki(y), i (y))(y € Fr), 
g2(z) = (he(z), ke(z))(z € Po). It is a simple matter to check that gi and 
g2 are embeddings, and fi o gy — f2 o ga. I 

An immediate consequence of the transferability lemma (in fact an 
equivalent form) is the following. 

Corollary 2.4. If P is a subposét of T, then any rankable antichain de- 
composition A of P can be extended to a rankable antichain decomposition . 

of T. 

Proof. Apply the lemma with P; = (A, R(A)) and P2 =T. =
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We deduce from this another corollary. 

Corollary 2.5. 1. Two distinct elements x,y of a partially ordered set 

P are incomparable if and only if they belong to the same class in some 

rankable antichain decomposition of P. 

2. If f is a strictly increasing map from P into P’, then the image 

f{P] of P is a linearly ordered subset of P’ if and only if, whenever g is 

a strictly increasing map from P’ into some poset Q, then the restriction 

g|f[P] is injective. 

Proof. (1) follows immediately from Corollary 2.4. For (2), if 2, y are 

incomparable elements of f[{P] (in P’), then by (1) there is a strictly in- 

creasing map g from P’ to some partially ordered set Q which identifies z 

and y. & 

Remark 2. The necessity of the condition in (2)(ii) of Theorem 2.1 follows 

from Corollary 2.5 (2). For, if A is rankable antichain decomposition of P, 
then the natural map f from P into P’ = (A, R(A)) for which x € f(x) for 

all x e P, is strictly increasing; also, by the maximality of A, any strictly 

increasing map from P’ to some poset Q must be injective. Hence (A, R(A)) 

is a linear ordering. 

The ideas behind the transferability lemma lead to a third proof of 

Corollary 1.7 and to the theorem of Fodor [8] referred to in §1. 

For an oriented graph G = (V,E) and an element z € V, we write 

E(— 2) = {y eV: (y,z) € E}. A subset A C V is closed if E(— x) C A 
for all 2 € A. Let G be a class of oriented graphs and let « be a cardinal 

number. We say that the graph Go = (Vo, Eo) has the (G, «)-eztension 
property if, whenever G = (V,E) € G, V’ € [V]<*, c € V\V’, and there is 

an edge-preserving map f from G|V’ to Go, then there is an edge-preserving 

map f;, from G|V’ U {x} to Go which extends f (thus f extends to an edge- 

preserving map of G|V, to Go for any V; D V’ of cardinality < «). 

Lemma 2.6. Suppose that Gy has the (G, «)-extension property and that 

G = (V, E) € G is such that |E(— z)| < « for allx € V. Then, whenever Q 
is a closed subset of V and f is an edge-preserving map from G|Q into Gp, 

then there is an edge-preserving map from G into Go which extends f. 

Proof. Consider the collection, F, of all edge-preserving maps g from some 

subgraph G|R to Go, where R is a closed subset of G and g extends f. The set 

F, ordered by inclusion, has a maximal member h. It suffices to show that
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the domain of h, say H, is equal to V. For a contradiction, suppose there 

is some x € V\H. The minimal closed set K = {k, : a < A} containing 

x has cardinality 1 < «. We inductively define an increasing sequence of 

edge-preserving maps h,(a@ < 4) from induced subgraphs of G into Go which 

extend h as follows. Put ho = h. For limit a, set ha = U{hg : 8 < a}. For 

a = 2+ 1a successor, since Xg = E(— xg) M domain(hg) has cardinality 

less than «, there is an edge-preserving extension of hg|Xg to Xg U {zg}, 
say h, and we put'h, = hgUh,. This defines the h, for a < 4, and A) is an 

edge-preserving extension of h to the closed set H U K, and this contradicts 

the maximality of h. m 

Remark 3. The set-mapping result of Fodor [8] mentioned in §1 is a special 

case of Lemma 2.6. Clearly the complete (loop-free) graph K,, = («, D), 

where D = {(a,8) €& xk: a A G}, has the (G,«)-extension property, 
where G is the class of all loop-free directed graphs. If f is a set-mapping 

on S such that |f(z)| < « for all x in S, apply the lemma with Q = @ and 

G = (S, E) where EF = {(y,z): y € f(x)}. There is an edge preserving map, 

g, from G to K, and S is the union of the f-free sets g'(a)(a < &). . 

Remark 4. Corollary 1.6 also follows from Lemma 2.6. Let P = (P,<) 

be a partially ordered set such that |P(< x)| < «, and let G = (P,F) be 

the comparability graph of P (ie. F = {(z,y): a2 < y}). If & = Nz is 

regular, then T>(«) defined in §1 is an m-set (see Hausdorff [11]), ie. has 

the property that whenever A, B are subsets of cardinality < x and every 

element of A precedes every element of B, then there is some element c such 

that a c c c b holds for all a € A, b € B. Therefore, the comparability 

graph of T2(«) has the (G,«)-extension property, where G is the class 

of all directed graphs # = (V,E) with the property that |E(< z)| < « 

for all-x € V. Since G € G it follows from Lemma 2.6 that there is a 

strictly increasing map from P into T2(«). Suppose « is singular and that 

ke(€ < cf(«)) is an increasing sequence of regular cardinals cofinal in «. Let 

P; be the sub-poset of P induced by the set P; = {x € P : |P(<2)| < Ke}. 

Then we can define strictly increasing maps fz : Pe > T2(ke) for € < cf(K) 

such that’ fe,1 extends fe and fg = U{f, : 7 < €} for limit €. Then f = Uf, 

is a strictly increasing map from P into T)(x). 

An immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1 is the following result of Bonnet 

& Pouzet [2]. 

Theorem 2.7. For a partially ordered set P, the inequality r(P) < « holds 

if and only if there is a strictly increasing map f from ’P onto a chain C of
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size < « such that the order onC is the transitive closure of the image under 

f of the ordering on P, i.e. whenever f(x) < f(y) then there aren < w and 

a sequence © = Xo, Yo,X1,Y1,-+-5Tn, Yn = y in P such that f(x;) = f(y) 
(<n) and y; < xii (i c n). 

We also have the following related result. 

Theorem 2.8. If « is an infinite cardinal number, then the inequality 

r(P) < « holds if and only if there is an embedding of the partially ordered 

set P into a strict product of chains each of cardinality at most k. 

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious, for, if P’ is the strict product of a family 

of partially ordered sets P;(i € I), then r(P’) < min{r(P;) : ¢ € I} (since 

each projection map is strictly increasing). 

For the necessity we first show that r(P) < « implies the following 

separation property (*): if z £ y in P, then there are a chain C = Czy 

and a strictly increasing map f = fry : P — C such that |C| < k and 

f(y) < f(z). 
Clearly (*) holds if y < z. Suppose that x and y are incomparable. 

Divide P into three parts, Py) = {z € P: z<a2orz < y}, PR, = {2,y} 

and P, = P\(Py) UP;). Since r(P) < «, there are chains Cp, C2 having 

cardinalities at most «, and strictly increasing maps fy, f. from P|P) and 

P|P2 into Cy, C2 respectively. Let C, be the two-element chain {z, y} with 

y < 2, and let fi; be the identity map on {z, y}. Since « is infinite, (*) 

holds with C the lexicographic sum C) + C, + C2 and f = foU fi U fo. 

If P is a chain the theorem is obvious. Assume that P is not a chain and 

consider the strict product P’ of all the chains C,, with x £ y in P. The 

function f : P — P’, where f(z) = (fr,y(z): 2 £ y) is an embedding. m 

Remark 5. Theorem 2.8 fails for finite «. For example, the. partially 

ordered set A (on three elements a, b,c in which the only order relations are 

a < band c < b) has rank 2 but A cannot be embedded into a strict product 

of two-element chains. , 

Remark 6. The rank of a strict product of partially ordered sets may 

be strictly less than the rank of each of its components. This follows from 

a result of Shelah [23] (see also Todoréevi¢ [26]) who proved that there 

is a Countryman-type, i.e. there is a chain C of cardinality w, such that 

the ordinary direct product C @C is a union of countably many chains. 

Since there is an exact correspondence between a chain in C @C and an
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antichain in the strict product P = C ©C", where C” is the reverse of C, 

it follows that a(P) = w. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, r(P) = =w also. But 

r(C) =r(C*) =u. 

Remark 7. We end this section with one additional remark about strict 

products of chains. The dimension of a partially ordered set P =< P, <>, 
as defined by Dushnik & Miller [5], is the least cardinal « such that < is 

equal to the intersection of « total orders on P. It is well-known that this 

is equal to the smallest cardinal x such that P can be embedded into the 

direct product of « chains (Hiraguchi [12]). Although not so well known, it 

can easily be shown (see [15]) that the dimension of P is also equal to the 

smallest cardinal & such that P can be embedded into the strict product of 

« chains. 

3. Tree-antichain decompositions. 

There is another very simple and natural way to partition a partially ordered 

set P = (P,<) into antichains. Choose a maximal antichain A C P. 

Then P\A = Py UP,, where Py = {2 € P : Ja € A(x < a)} and 

P, = {t € P: da € A(a < x)}. Now repeat this on Py and P,, choosing 

maximal antichains Ag C Py, A; C P, and defining sets Poo, Poi, Pio, Par 

etc. The process is continued until there are no elements left. 

We extend our earlier notation by writing P(< X) (P(> X) etc.), where 

X C P, to denote the set {y € P: dr € X(y < z)}; thus P(< z) = P(< 
(zh. Also, if f € 2° is a sequence of 0’s and 1’s of length a, then we 
denote by f *€ the sequence f U{(a, «)} of length a+ 1. The decomposition 

described above can be more precisely defined as follows. Put Py = P. If 

f € 2% is a sequence and P; C P has been defined, then let As be a maximal 
antichain in P|P; and define Ps.9 = P(< Ay) VPs, Ppe1 = P(> As) OP; 
For limit a and f € 2%, let Ps? = N{Pyig : 8 < a}. This defines Py and A; 
for all ordinal sequences of 0’s and 1’s. 

Lemma 3.1. There is an ordinal such that \w| < [P| and P = Uf{A; : 

fe 2st}. 

Proof. Observe that, by the construction, if f, g are two ordinal sequences 

of 0’s and 1’s, then (+) f C g (i.e. gis a strict extension of f) > P, C P;\Ays, 

and (ii) f, g incomparable = P; MP, = @. Thus the members of the
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set S C g(P) consisting of all the P;’s are pairwise either disjoint or 

comparable. Moreover, for any non-empty member Q of S, there is exactly 

one f such that P; = Q; and if f # g then Ay and A, are disjoint. It 

follows that, for z € P, T, = {f : x € P;} is a set and its members are 

pairwise comparable so that h = UT, is an ordinal sequence of 0’s and 1’s. 

Clearly z € P,, so that h is the largest member of 7,. Since h * 0 and h*1 

do not belong to 77, it follows that zt € A,. Thus A = {Ay : P; # O} is 

an antichain decomposition of P. For each Ay € A the sequence of sets 

(Prig : @ € dom f) is strictly decreasing, and so |dom f| < |P| and the 

lemma follows. MB 

The set 7, of all the sequences f of 0’s and 1’s such that Ps A 0 
described in the above construction, has the property that, if f € F, 

a € dom f, then fla € F and P; C Py. By the lemma, there is an 

ordinal y < |P|+ such that F C 2<# and y is the height of the tree (F, C). 

We call the family of sets S = {P; : f € F} a tree decomposition of P, and 

the corresponding family of antichains A = {A; : f € F} a tree antichain 

decomposition of P with code F . Note that (S, >) is also a tree with root P 

which is order isomorphic to (F, C). In fact, it is easily seen that a family, 

S, of non-empty subsets of P is a tree decomposition of P (with a unique 

code) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. T =(S, D) is a tree with root P; 

2. 0 € S is the least upper bound of a chain C in T if and only if Q = ()C; 

3. Q € S is a terminal node of T if and only if Q is an antichain of P; 

4 . any non-terminal node Q of T has at most two successors in T, say 

Q, and Qz2, where {Q:, Q2} = {QN P(< A),QN P(> A)}\{O} and 
A= Q\(Q: U Qz2) is a maximal antichain in P|Q. 

Let A = {A; : f € F} be a tree antichain decomposition of P with 

code F C 2<". Define a linear order < on F by the rule that f < g if and 

only if either (i) f C g and g(dom f) = 1, or (i) g C f and f(dom g) = 0, 

or (iii) there is ő € u such that f|6 = g|6 and f(6) = 0, g(6) = 1. (In other 

words, f < g holds if and only if f x 1 lexicographically precedes g +1.) If (4) 

holds, then A, C P, € P(> Ay); if (ii) holds, then Ay C P; © P(< Ag); if 

(ii) holds, then A; C P(< An) and A, C P(> A,), where h = f|6. Thus 
the natural map F : P — (F, <) given by 

F(x) = f if and only if x € Ag,
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is strictly increasing and has kernel A. Moreover, if f < g, then either 

(Ar, Ap) E R(A) or there is h € F such that both (Ay, An) and (An, Ag) 

belong to R(A) and so R(A) is a linear ordering of A. Therefore, by 

Theorem 2.1, we have the following result. 

Theorem 3.2. A tree antichain decomposition of a partially ordered set is 

a maximal rankable antichain decomposition. 

Problem 7. Is there a tree antichain decomposition A of a partially ordered 

set P such that |A| = r(P)? 

Problem 7 is only of interest in the case when the rank is infinite. For, 

if r(P) is finite, P is well founded and the levels of P give a tree antichain 

decomposition of size r(P). In fact, in the case of finite rank there is a 

bound on the size of any tree antichain decomposition. 

Theorem 3.3. If P is a partially ordered set with finite rank r(P), then 

any tree antichain decomposition of P has cardinality at most 2") — 1. 

Proof. By induction on r = r(P). Ifr < 1, the result is clear. Suppose that 

r>1. LetS = {P;: f € F} bea tree decomposition and A = {A; : f € F} 

the corresponding tree antichain decomposition of P. Since r is finite P is 

well founded and has height h(P) = r. Any chain in P. (€ = 0 or 1) has 

an extension in A, and so r(P|P.) < r—1. Therefore, by the induction 

hypothesis, since A, = {A;: Ay C P,} is a tree antichain decomposition of 

P|P., we have that |A| < |Ao|+|Ai]+1<2"-1. m 

The the bound given by Theorem 3.3 is best possible. To see this 

consider the partially ordered set P” of rank r < w defined inductively as 

follows. P! is the 1-element chain. Suppose that r > 1 and that P” has been 

defined. Then PTt! is the partially ordered set which contains two disjoint 

isomorphic copies of P’, say QO. = (Q., <)(e = 0, 1), and two additional 

points a,b such that a < x for all  € Qo and y < b for all y € 01 (see 

diagram 3.1). 

    

            

b 
VAN 

Qo 01 

WY 
a 

Diagram 3.1.
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Clearly, by induction, P’t! has rank r+ 1. Also, if P” has a tree 

antichain decomposition of size 2” — 1, then, starting with the maximal an- 

tichain Ao = {a,b}, it follows that P+? has a tree antichain decomposition 

of size 2(2” —1)+1. Thus Theorem 3.3 is best possible since, for any r < w, 

P" has rank r and has a tree antichain decomposition of size 2" — 1. 

The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order 

that every tree antichain decomposition of a poset be well founded. 

Lemma 3.4. For a partially ordered set P the following statements are 

equivalent: 

(i) P is well founded and does not embed QQ; 

(ii) every tree antichain decomposition of P is well founded. 

Proof. Suppose (ii) is false. Then there is a tree antichain decomposition 

A = {A; : f € F} of P with code F such that (F,~<) embeds w". By 

assumption, there are fn € ‘F such that fo > fi > fa — .... We can 

assume that the domains of the f, are strictly increasing. Let g, be the 

greatest lower bound of the set of elements {fn :™m > m} in the tree (F,C). 

Note that the g, are not eventually constant. Indeed, let a, = dom gn. If 

fe(Qn) =1 for all k > n, then gn4i 2 Gn 1; if fm(an) = 0 for some m > n, 

then gm 2 gn’0. Therefore, we may assume that go C gi C g2 C ---. and 

9n+1(Qn) = 0 (since Qn ~ 9n+i). By the construction of a tree antichain 

decomposition it follows that A,,,, C P(< Ay, ), and so for any y € Ag,,, 

there is  € A, such that y < 2. 

Now consider the partially ordered set P’ = P|A, where A = U{Ag, : 

n <w}. Clearly P’ does not embed w but contains chains of arbitrary finite 

length. We may assume that P does not embed ( so that by Corollary 1.8 

the comparability graph of P’ is perfect and so P’ contains an infinite chain. 

Therefore P’, and hence also P, embeds w’. 

It remains to show that (ii) => (4). Since both w” and { have tree 

antichain decompositions which are not well founded, it follows by Lemma 

3.6 below that P also has such a decomposition. @ 

In connection with Problem 7 and Theorem 3.3 we make two additional 

remarks. 

Remark 1. If A = {A, : a € A} is an antichain decomposition of the 

partially ordered set P obtained simply by choosing Aq to be a maximal 

antichain in P\U{Ag : 8 < a}, then the number of steps, |A|, needed to
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exhaust P cannot be bounded by a function of r(P) even in the case when 

this is finite. For, consider the partially ordered set P on the set (fa) : a c 

pu} U {pu\{a} : a < ws} ordered by inclusion, where p is any infinite cardinal 
number. In this case P has height and rank 2. However, the antichain 

decomposition A = {A, : a < u) has size u, where Ay = {{a}, u\{a}} isa 
maximal antichain of P. 

Remark 2. In contrast to Theorem 3.3, if the rank is infinite, then the 

size of a tree antichain decomposition is not bounded by any function of 

r(P). For example, let P = 4 OZ be the strict product of the infinite 

cardinal 4 and the chain Z of all integers ordered in the natural way. In 

this case the rank r(P) = w. However, A = {A, : a < ys} is a tree antichain 
decomposition of P of cardinality 4, where A, = {(a,n):n€ Z}(a < p). 

If A is an infinite cardinal, then A = {[A]" : n < w} is a tree antichain 
decomposition of S(\, < w) = ([A]<“, C), and so r(S(A, < w)) = |A| = w. 
Also, ifw < « < A, then r(S(A,«)) < 2" by Corollary 1.5. However, as 

the next theorem shows, there are tree antichain decompositions of these 

partially ordered sets of size at least A. 

Theorem 3.5. Let A, « be infinite cardinals, A 2 k. Then (i) there is a 

tree antichain decomposition of S(A, < w) of size A, and (ii) there is a tree 
antichain decomposition of S(A, k) of size 2 A. 

For the proof of Theorem 3.5 we need the following simple fact. 

Lemma 3.6. Let P = (P,<) be a partially ordered set, P’ C P. If 

A’ = {A’; : f € F’} is a tree antichain decomposition of P|P’ with code 

F’, then there is a tree antichain decomposition A = {A; : f € ¥} of P 
with code F 2 F’ such that A = Ay OP’ for all f € F’. 

Proof. We construct the tree antichain decomposition of P in the same 

way as described at the beginning of this section, but with the additional 

requirement that, whenever P; is defined and f € F’, then P; 2 P; (where 

{P, : f € F’} is the tree decomposition of P|P’ associated with A’), and 
then we choose Ay to be a maximal antichain in P; which extends A’;. 

Setting Pro = P7 NP(< Ay) and Py. = PM P(> As), we see that 
Pree C Py. if f xe E F’, and so the construction may be continued. The 

tree antichain decomposition of P constructed in this way has the desired 

property. Ni 

Proof of Theorem 3.5. Since S(A, «) embeds S(A, < w) it follows from the 

lemma that it is enough to construct a partially ordered set P = (P,<) which
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has a tree antichain decomposition of size A and which can be embedded in 
S(A, < w). 

Let F(a < ) be a 1-1 enumeration of all the finite subsets of , and 
for a < X put P, = {(a, Fs): Fa © Fo}, P= U{P, : a < A} and consider 
the ordering in which 

(a, Fz) < (7, Fs) © a>vyand Fa CFP; 

(where C denotes strict inclusion). 

If y < a < A and (a,F,) € P,, and if 6 < X is chosen such that 
F, U Fg C Fs, then (a, Fg) < (7, Fs). This shows that P, is a maximal 
antichain in U{P, : y < a < A}, and so A = {P, : a < A} is a tree 
antichain decomposition of P of size i. 

We first show that P(< x) is finite for any x € P. Indeed, suppose 
for a contradiction that + = (a, F,) and P(< z) is infinite. Then there are 
F C Fs and infinitely many distinct a, > a such that (a,,F) € P(< 2); 
but this is impossible since (a, F) € P implies that F,, C F. Thus P(< 2) 
is finite for all x € P and hence well-founded. Let P,(a < 4) denote the 
levels of P and let fo be any 1-1 map from Py into A. Now suppose that 
a0 and that we have already defined embeddings fg from P|U{P, : y < 6} 
into S(A,< w) for B < aso that f, C fe(y < 6 < a). Then, for z € P,, 

define g. (x) = {fa(y):y <2, y € Po} and fa(x) = go(z) UU{ fa : B c a). 
Clearly, f = U{f. : a < ys} is an embedding of P into S(A,< w). m 

We conclude this section with a proof of Theorem 1.4; the main idea in 

the following proof follows a suggestion by F. Galvin [10]. 

Proof of Theorem 1.4. For ordinals € and a we respectively denote by 

S*(€,a), S°(€,< a), and S*(€,< aq) the set of all subsets X C € such that 
the order type of X, with the induced natural ordering of €, is repectively 

=a, < aand <a. Also we shall denote by 5" (€, a) the set S* (€,a) ordered 
by inclusion etc.. 

We will prove by induction on a < «+ that there is a strictly increasing 

map f. from S*(A,@) into S(«,«). The theorem follows from this and the 
fact that S(A,«) is the disjoint union of the sets S*(A,a)(K < a < xt). 
For, assuming the f, exist, the function f defined by f(X) = (« x a)U 
(fa(X) x {a}), where X € S(A,«) and a@ is the unique ordinal such that 
X € S"(A, qa), is a strictly increasing map from S(A, «) into ([« x «*+]*, C) 
is isomorphic to S(K*, «).
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Obviously fp exists. Assume that 0 < a < «+ and that fg has been 

defined for 3 < a. Note that the induction hypothesis implies that there is a 

strictly increasing map, say fea, from S*(A, < @) into S(«, «). This follows 

from the fact that the function F defined by F(X) = («x B)U(fa(X) x {F}) 

for X € S"(\,8) and 8 c a, is a strictly increasing map from S" (A, c a) 

into ([« x a], C)(which is isomorphic S(k, K)). 

For £ < A, let R(é,a) = {X € S*(,a) : X is cofinal in }, and let 

R(E,a) denote the corresponding ordered set ordered by inclusion. Since a 

well ordered set is not order isomorphic to a proper initial segment of itself, 

it follows that the members of R(€,a) and R(n,a) are C-incomparable if 

t c n c A. Therefore, since 5" (A, a) is the disjoint union of the sets R(E, a) 

(€ < A), it will be enough to show that, for each € < , there is a strictly 

increasing map fe from R(é,a@) into S(k, k). 

Case 1. a = 3 +1 is a successor ordinal. If R(€,a) is non-empty, 

then £ = 7 +1 is also a successor and 7 € X for every set X € R(é, a). 

Thus R(£, a) is isomorphic to S* (7, 8)( S* (A, B)) and so by the induction 

hypothesis there is a strictly increasing map f;,. from R(€, a) into S(k, k). 

Case 2. a is a limit ordinal. In this case R(€,a) = Ő unless € is also 

a limit and has the same cofinality as a. Let &(p < cf(a)) be a strictly 

increasing sequence of ordinals cofinal in €. The map F defined by 

F(X) = (XN & : p< cf(a)) 

is a strictly increasing map from R(é,a) into the direct product Q = 

6015" (€,, c a) : p < cf(a)}. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, there 

is a strictly increasing map from R(E,a) into Q, = @{S(«, «) : p < cf(a)}, 

the direct product of cf(a) copies of S(K,«). Since cf(a) <«, there is a 

strictly increasing map from Q, into S(x, x) and the result follows. 

4. Perfect comparability graphs. 

As already defined in §1, a graph G is good if it contains a cligue of cardi- 

nality x(G), the chromatic number of G, and it is perfect if every induced 

subgraph is good. The class P of all perfect graphs is an initial segment of 

the class of all graphs, G, quasi-ordered by embeddability. Consequently, if 

LC is a class of graphs which is coinitial in the class G\P, then a graph G is 

perfect if and only if it does not embed any graph L € £ . In other words,
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the members of £ are “obstructions” to a graph being perfect. The problem 
is to describe such a list £ of obstructions which is as simple as possible. If 

we restrict our attention simply to the finite graphs, then of course there 

is only one choice for £, namely the minimal members of G\P. But even 

in this case the problem is still not solved. It is well known (see Berge [1]) 

that the odd cycles Con41 (m > 2) and their complements are minimal finite 

graphs in G\P, but it is an outstanding problem of graph theory to decide 

if there are any others. In the case of infinite graphs there is an added dif- 

ficulty since there is no reason to suppose that a non-perfect graph should 

embed a minimal one. 

Viewed in this context, Theorem 1.7 asserts that, if we add the one 

infinite minimal non-perfect graph Ky to the (unknown!) set of finite ones, 

then we obtain a list of obstructions which prevent a graph of countable 
chromatic number from being perfect. 

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let G be a graph with chromatic number x(G) < 

w. We have to show that G is perfect if and only if every finite subgraph 

is perfect and G does not embed Ky. The necessity is obvious from the 

definition of a perfect graph and the fact that Keg is not even good. We 

have to prove the sufficiency. 

Suppose that the graph G satisfies the conditions of the theorem and 

that G, is an induced subgraph. We need to show that G; is good. Suppose 

first that the clique number of G; is finite, say #(G,) = n. Since, by 

assumption, every finite subgraph of G is perfect, it follows that every 

finite subgraph of G, has chromatic number at most n. Therefore, by the 

compactness theorem of De Bruijn and Erdés [3], it follows that x(Gi) <n, 
and so x(G,) = #(G,). Therefore, we may assume that 7(G,) = w since 

W(G1) < x(Gi) =w. The theorem follows from the following lemma. M 

Lemma 4.1. If a graph G contains cliques of arbitrarily large finite size, 

then either G contains an infinite clique or it embeds Kg. 

Lemma 4.1 is a very special case of either one of the canonization 

lemmas of Shelah or Erdés, Hajnal and Rado (see [7], lemmas 27.2 or 27.8). 

In fact, this special case also follows by a direct application of Ramsey’s 

theorem (for quadruples). Despite this, we shall prove it as the special case 

of Lemma 4.2 below when ¥F is the class of all finite complete graphs K,, 

(n = 1,2,...) (an argument similar to this can also be found in Pouzet [20]). 

The age of a graph G is the class A(G) of all finite graphs which embed 

into G . If G is a graph and F = {F; : i € I} is a family of finite graphs,
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we say that G is F-indivisible if, for any partition of the vertex set V(G) 

of G into finitely many parts A;,Ae,...,An, there is some 7 such that 

F C A(G|A;). Also, we define the direct sum and the complete sum of 

the (vertex-disjoint) graphs F; = (V;,E;) to be respectively |]{Fi : 7 € 

I} = (W,E,) and SÁR : i € I} = (W,E), where W = ULV; : i € J}, 
EE, = U( E; 74€ I} and EB, = EF, U {{zi,y;} :re Vis y; € V;,4 # jh. 

We make the following observations: 

(4.1) If G is F-indivisible and V(G) = A, U...U A, is any partition into 

finitely many parts, then some G|A, is F-indivisible. 

(4.2) If Gis F indivisible, F € F and n < w, then there is H = H(F,n) € 

A(G) such that, for any partition of 7 into n parts, some part 

embeds F. 

(4.3) If G is F-indivisible and F € F, then there are disjoint subsets A, 

B in V(G) such that G|A = F, G|B is F-indivisible and EITHER 

every point of A is joined to every point of B OR no point of A is 

joined to a point of B. 

(4.1) is immediate from the definition and (4.2) follows easily by com- 

pactness. We prove (4.3) as follows. By (4.2) there is A, C V(G) such 

that G|A, = H(F,2). Partition the remaining vertices of V(G)\A; into 

finitely many classes so that z, y belong to the same class if and only if 

íz € A; : {x,z} an edge} = {z € A, : {y,z} an edge}. Since A, is finite, 

there is some class B such that G|B is F-indivisible by (4.1). Now parti- 

tion the points of A, into two classes according as they are joined or not 

joined to a point (and hence all points) of B. The result follows since, by 

the choice of Ai, one part contains a set A such that GJA 5 F . 

Lemma 4.2. Let F be a family of finite graphs and let F,,(n < w) be an 

increasing sequence of members of F (i.e. Fy, < F, form <n). Then any 

infinite F-indivisible graph G embeds either the direct sum or the complete 

sum of the F,,. 

Proof. By (4.3) we can successively choose subsets Ao, Bo, Ai, B1,... of 

V(G), so that Anii, Bri: © Bn, GlAn = Fn, G|Bn is F-indivisible and 

A, 1B,, = 9, and also so that, foreach n, either (i) no point of A, is joined 

to a point of B,, or (ii) every point of A, is joined to every point of B,. 

Let I,, Iz be respectively the sets of integers n such that (7) or (7) holds. 

Since the F,, are increasing, we see that G embeds either the direct sum or 

the complete sum of the F,, according as I, or I, is infinite. =
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By Theorem 1.7 it follows that if a graph G is not perfect but every in- 

duced finite subgraph is good, then G embeds the non-perfect comparability 

graph Kg. We can ask the following question. 

Problem 8. If every induced countable subgraph of a non-perfect graph 

G is perfect, does G embed a non-perfect comparability graph? 

We conclude this section with an additional observation about perfect 

comparability graphs. The notions of a graph being good or perfect can 

be weakened and strengthened in the following ways. Let us say that 

the graph G is nearly good if the chromatic number x(G) = sup{|X| : 

X is aclique in G}, and very good if there is a partition A of V(G) into 

independent sets and a clique which has a non-empty intersection with each 

member of A. Then the graph is nearly (or very) perfect if every subgraph 

is nearly (or very) good. 

A finite comparability graph is very perfect, and a comparability graph 

with no infinite independent set is perfect by the Erdés-Dushnik-Miller the- 

orem [5]. Also a countable comparability graph is nearly perfect. The graph 

Kg is an example of a countable comparabilty graph which is nearly perfect 

but not perfect. The following is an example of a countable comparability 

graph which is perfect but not very perfect. 

Example: Let P be the poset on {(m,n) : n < m < w} ordered so that 

(m,n) < (m',n’) & EITHER m=m’' &n<n',ORm<m &n+2<_N. 

The map f : P — w given by f(m,n) = n is strictly increasing, and the 

image of any antichain is finite. Therefore, by the theorem of Milner & Sauer 

(see Corollary 1.11), it follows that, if X is any subset whose image under 

f is infinite, then X contains an infinite chain. From this we see that the 

comparability graph of P is perfect. On the other hand, this comparability 

graph is not very good. To see this suppose, for a contradiction, that A 

is an antichain decomposition of P and that C is a chain having a non- 

empty intersection with each member of A. Then there are successive 

elements (m;,71), (™m2,N2) of C such that m,; < m2 and nj +2 < ne. 

The set D = {(m,n) : (m,n) < (me, n2)} contains the elements (m2,n) for 

n <n, —1, and these belong to no different members of A, say A;,...,An,- 

The chain C, = C(> (mz, n2)) cannot intersect any of these A;, and so each 

must have a non-empty intersection with C2 = C(< (mz,n2)). But this is 

impossible since |C2| <n, +1 < ng. 

The following related question arose in discussions with R. Aharoni.
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Problem 9. If G is a comparability graph which has no infinite indepen- 

dent set, must G be very good? 

Proof of Theorem 1.9. The implications (ii) => (iit) => (i) of Theorem 

1.9, and (iv) ==> (ii) in the case that P is well founded, are all obvious. 

The proof that (i) — (ii) follows by induction on the rank of P from 
the following slightly stronger result. The proof that (7) => (iv) for well 

founded P is similar and we omit it. 

Theorem 5.1. Let P = (P,<) be a partially ordered set of rank r(P) = v 

and suppose that P’ contains a chain of cardinality r(P’) whenever P" is 
an induced suborder having smaller rank r(P’) < r(P). Then either (0) P 

contains a chain of cardinality v, or (00) P embeds 82, or (000) there is an 

embedding f : n — P of the rational chain into P such that r(P|I) = v 

whenever I = P(> f(q))N P(< f(q') andq <q inn. 

In the proof of Theorem 5.1 we shall frequently use without reference 

the following simple fact. 

Lemma 5.2. If the partially ordered set P has rank r(P) = v > w, and if 

D and U are disjoint initial and final segments of P, then 

max{r(P|D), r(P|U), r(P|(P\(D UU))} = v. 

Proof. If Ag, Ai, Ag are respectively rankable antichain decompositions 

of P|D, P|U and P|P\(D UU), then Ap U A; U AQ is a rankable antichain 

decomposition of P. Mm 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We can assume that v is infinite since (o) holds 
trivially if v is finite. For brevity we shall write r(X) instead of r(P|X) for 

any subset X C P. For X C P and aé P define X(< a) = P(< a))NX 

etc. Also, define 

D(X) = {rE X:r(X(<2)) <v}, U(X) = {4 € Xs r(X(> 2)) < vi, 

D(X) = {x € X : r(X(F z)) < v}, U(X) {x € Xs r(X(< z)) < v}. 

The sets D(X), Di(X) are initial segments of P and U(X), U(X) are final 

segments. 

We shall consider separately several different cases. 

Case 1. r(D(X)) < v and r(U(X)) < v whenever X C P and 

r(X) =v.
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We will show that, in this case, (000) holds. Let g,(n < w) beal—1 

enumeration of the rationals. Choose f(g) € P\(D(P) UU(P)). Then 

r(P(< f(go)) = r(P(> f(qo)) = v. Generally, suppose that n < w and that 

f(a) € P has been defined so that 

gi < 95 => f(a) < f(a) (5.1) 

holds for i,j < n. Suppose also so that r(I) = v whenever I is one of 

the n +1 open intervals Ip,...,I, of P determined by successive elements 

of the chain {f(q;) : i < n}; ie. if {f(q;) : i < n} = {x1,...,2,} and 

mi Ca... a Sn, then Ip = P(< 21), Li = P(> 21) N P(K< z2) etc.. Now 

there is some s < n such that 5.1 remains true for 7,7 <n with any choice 
for f(qn) in I,. Since r(D(I,)) and r(U(J,)) are both less than v, it follows 

by Lemma 5.2 that we can choose f(qn) € I,\(D(I,) UU(,)). From the 

definition of D(I,) and U(I,), it follows that r(T) = r(J”) = v, where 

I’ =I(< f(qn)) and I” = I(> f(qn)). This inductively defines the map 

f:1- P with all the reqyired properties. 

Case 2. There is X C P such that r(D,(X)) = v or ri (X)) =v. 

We will show that (o) holds in this case. By symmetry it will be enough 

to prove this for the case when r(D,(X)) = v. Since Di(Di(X)) = Di(X), 

we may also assume that X = D(X). 

Suppose first that EITHER (a) v is regular OR (6) v is singular and 

there is 4, < v such that r(X(%# z)) < ™ for alr € X. Leta<v 

and suppose that we have already chosen rg € X for 8 c a so that 

Io < 21 <...< &g < ... Since the sets X(F zg)(G < a) are increasing 

initial segments of X, it follows, in either of the cases (a) or (b), that 

r(U{X(# 38) : B c ap s lalsupír(x(2 ze)) : B c alj c v. Hence 

there is 22 € X\U{X(# z,) : y < a}, and it follows by induction that X 

contains a chain of order type v. 

Therefore, we may assume that v is a singular cardinal and that, for any 

vy, <v, there is x € X such that r(X(# z)) > vi. Let va(a < cf(v)) be an 

increasing sequence of cardinals cofinal in v, and let Y, = {z € X : r(X( 

r)) < va}. Since the sets Ya(a < cf(v)) are increasing initial segments of 
X whose union is X, it follows that vy = r(X) < o{r(¥,): a < cf(v)}. If, 

for some a < cf(v), we have r(Y,) = v, then Y, contains a chain of order 

type v by the argument used for (b) above. Therefore, we may assume 

that r(Y.) < v for all a < cf(v), and also that, for any cardinal p < v, 

there is some a < cf(v) such that. r(Y,) > pw. Let € < cf(v). Choose 

a < cf(v) so that r(Y,) > ve . By the hypothesis of the theorem there is
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a chain C' in Y, of cardinality r(Y,) and we can choose y € C such that 

IC(< y)| > vf. Note that X(< y) D Y¢, for if there is z € ¥,\X(< y) then 
X(F z)D X(< y) D C(< y), and so r(X(# z)) > [C(< y)| > %, and this 

contradicts the fact that z € Y;. Therefore, 

(vő c ef(v)) (Sy € X)(%_ C X(< y)). (9.1) 

Also, if € < cf(v) and x € Y;, then r(X(P z)) < % and r(X(> z)) =v 

and hence there is ¢ < cf(v) such that r(X(> 3) NY) 2 ve and so, by - 

hypothesis, X(> x) MY, contains a chain of cardinality ~~. Thus, for all 

€ <cf(v) and z € Y¢, there exists ¢ < cf(v) such that 

(X(> 2) NY, embeds a chain or cardinality 1). (9.2) 

We show that X contains a chain of cardinality v by inductively choos- 

ing elements zg € X for 8 < cf(v) so that (7) x, < zg for y c B and (ii) 

X(> 2g)NX(< p41) contains a chain of cardinality vg. Let a < cf(v) and 

suppose we have already defined zg for 8 < a so that (7) holds for 8B < a 

and (ii) holds for 8 + 1 < a. Suppose a is a limit. There is some € < cf(v) 

such that zg € Y¢ for all 6 < a and so by (9.1) there is Tr, € X such that 

Y~ C X(< zq) and so (i) holds for 8 < a@ and (it) holds for 8+1< a. Now 
suppose that a = 6 + 1 is a successor. There is € < cf(v) such that vs < 

and zs € Y;. By (9.2) there is ( c cf(v) such that X(> 25) MY; contains 

a chain of size 4g > vs. By (9.1) there is r, € X such that ¥; C X(< ma). 
Then (7) holds for 6 < a and (ii) holds for 8-1 £ a. 

Case 3. For all X C P such that r(X) — v there are r,y € X such 
that 

r(X(> 2)\X(> y)) =r(X(> y)\X(> 2)) =v. 

In this case there is an embedding of the binary tree (2<”,C) into P 

and so P embeds 12. Indeed, there is zr» € P such that P(> 2») = v. Let 

n <w and suppose that x; € P has been defined for all f € 2°" so that 

r(P;) =v, where 

P; = P(> z7)\U{P(>2,):9 € 25" and g J f}. 

By assumption, for each f € 2°, there are ry-o and xy-; in Py such 

that P(f,i) = Ps(> ay-;)\P(> 27-3) has rank v for {i,j} = {0,1}; the 
induction continues since P;.; = P(f,1). 

Case 4. There is a set X C P of rank v such that either X(>z)\X(>y) 

or X(>y)\X(> 2) has rank less than v whenever {z,y} CX.
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Let L denote the set of all pairs (x,y) € X xX such that r(X(> z)\X(> 

y)) <u. Since X(> x)\X(> z) € (X(> z)\X(> y)) U(X(> y)\X(> 2)), 
it follows that L is transitive and so there is a linear order << on X which 

extends LD. 

By Case 1, we may assume that either r(D(X)) = v or r(U(X)) = v. By 

symmetry we may suppose that r(D(X)) = v, and since D(D(X)) = D(X), 

we may suppose that X = D(X). By Case 2, we may also assume that 
r(D,(X)) < v, so that D,(X\D,(X)) = 0. Replacing X by X\D,(X), 

we may suppose further that D,(X) = @. We will show that, under these 
assumptions, P|X embeds 2. 

Let n < w and suppose that we have already chosen n chains Cp, ..., 

Ch-1 such that IC;| =i+ 1, say C; => (20; wees Lis } with Lig <... < Le, 

and such that there is no order relation (in P) between the elements of C; 

and C; if i # j. There is some index t < n such that rig << a4 for alli # t 

and i < n, so that r(X(> ai9)\X(> 20) < v. Since D(X) = 9, it follows 
that r(S) = r(X( 24.0)) = v, where 

S=X(F @)\U{X(> Bio) 14 <n, iF th. 

Also, since X = D(X), the initial segment T = U{X(< 2; : i <n} of X 
has rank r(T) < v. therefore, r(S\T) = v and so there is a chain C,, of size 

n+ 1 in S\T and, by the definitions of S and T, there is no order relation 
between the elements of C,, and the elements of Cy U...UCy-1. It follows 
by induction that P embeds 2. 
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Connected Triangle-free (1,2)-realizable Graphs 

A. NAGY 

ABSTRACT 

A finite graph 4 is (1,2)-realizable if there exists a graph such that all 
its vertices have i-neighbourhood (subgraph induced on vertices at the distance 
i), 2 = 1,2, isomorphic to H. In this paper all connected triangle-free (1,2)- 
realizable graphs are characterized. 

. 0. Introduction 

Vertices at the distance 7 from a vertex of a gtaph induce i-neighbourhood 

of that vertex. Zykov [14] posed a problem now generally known as 

Trahtenbrot-Zykov .problem: Given a finite graph H, does there ‘exist a 

graph with only vertices having 1-neighbourhood isomorphic to H? If such a 

graph exists, it is called 1-realization of H, and H is called ‘1-realizable. The 

problem attracted many authors, among others Blass, Harary and Miller [2], 

Brown and Connelly [3,4], Hall [9], Hell {11].. Bulitko [8] showed: (cf. also 

Bugata {5}) that there exists no algorithm to recognize 1-realizable graphs. 

No analogous result concerning 1-realizability by finite graphs is known till 

now. 

A natural generalization of the mentioned problem consists in analyzing 

1-realizability for a positive integer i (see Bielak [1]). According to Bugata,
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Horják and Jendrol[6] 1-realizability of a non-empty graph [H] is equivalent 

to 2-realizability of the graph H + K, (formed by adding a new vertex to the 

complement of H and joining it to all vertices of H); thus the problem of 

2-realizability is algorithmically not solvable as well. However, by Bielak [1] 

any finite graph H is i-realizable for i > 3 (e.g. by the composition C2;[H] 

of the graphs C2; and H). 

The problem of (1,2)-realizability was introduced by Bugata, Horiak 

and Nagy [7]. They showed that any (1,2)-realizable graph non-isomorphic 

to 2K, has a unique connected (1,2)-realization and yielded the construction 

of this (1,2)-realization. They found a necessary and sufficient condition of 

(1,2)-realizability (which immediately proves the algorithmic solvability of 

the problem) and applied it in the analysis of simplest connected regular 

(1,2)-realizable graphs. 

In the present paper we characterize the set of all connected triangle- 

free (1,2)-realizable graphs. First we show that Cs is the only non-bipartite 

connected triangle-free (1,2)-realizable graph. In Section 3. an infinite class 

of graphs is determined to be the set of all bipartite triangle-free (1,2)- 

realizable graphs. 

1. Basic definitions and notation 

A graph will mean an undirected graph without loops and multiple edges. 

For a graph G let V(G) be its vertex set with cardinality »(G), E(G) its edge 

set (a subset of the set of all 2-element subsets of V(G)) and let z,y,v,w 

be vertices of G. The notation for basic notions (see e.g. Harary [10]) of - 

the graph theory will be as follows: deg, (x) — the degree of z in G, A(G). 

— the maximal degree of a vertex of G, dg (x,y) — the distance between 

az and y in G, eg(x) — the eccentricity of x in G, r(G) — the radius of G, 

G(U) - the graph induced in G by a set U C V(G). For some important 

graphs on m vertices we shall use the symbols K,, — the complete graph, 

Cm — the cycle, mK, — the graph without edges. 

For a non-negative integer i define V;(a,G) = {z € V(G);de(z, 2) = = i}. 

The graph N;(«,G) = G(V;(z, G)) is said to be.i-neighbourhood of z in G. 

G, ~ G» will describe the fact that G; is isomorphic to G2. If deg (x) = 0, 

z is called an isolated vertex (in G). Edges {z, yi and (ív, w) are said to
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be independent, iff {x,y} N {v, w} = 0 and {{2, v}, {x, w}, {y, v}, {y, wh} 

E(G) = 0. 

A finite graph H is said to be (1,2)-realizable if there exists a graph G 

such that for every x € V(G) the graphs N,(z,G) as well as N2(z,G) are 

isomorphic to H; if so the graph G is an (1,2)-realization of H. 

Analysing (1,2)-realizability of a graph H the following objects are 

important: the graph C(x, H) defined for x € V(H) by 

V(C(x, H)) =V (A), 

E(C(a, H)) =E(H)U Utty, 2 :yeVi(z, H),z € Vi(x, H)} 

~ {{y, z} :ye Vi (2, H),z € V2(x, H)} 

and the equivalence relation 

Ry- (H) ={(y, 2) 29,2 € V(H), du(y, 2) <1, 
N.(y, H) TT {z} = Ni(z, H) ~ {y}}. 

2. Connected triangle-free non-bipartite (1,2)-realizable 

graphs 

Theorem 2.1. A finite graph H is (1,2)-realizable if and only if v(H) # 1, 

R,- (H) = {(u,u) : u € V(A)} and C(u, H) ~ H for each u € V(H). 

The following assertions are immediate corollaries of Theorem 2.1: 

Corollary 2.2. If H is a non-empty (1,2)-realizable graph, then A(H) < , 

u(H) — 2. 

Corollary 2.3. If H is a non-empty connected (1,2)-realizable graph, u € 

V(H) and deg, (u) = A(H), then ey (u) = r(H) = 2. 

Proofs of 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 can be found in [7]. @ 

Corollary 2.4. If G is a connected (1,2)-realizable graph, v(G) > 2, then 

for any pair of its distinct non-adjacent vertices x,y Vi(x,G) # Vi(y, G). 

Proof. Assume that there exist z,y € V(G), z # y, {z,y} ¢ E(G), 

Vi (z, G) = Vi(y,G). Consider C(z,G): it is isomorphic to G by Theorem 

2.1, and y is its isolated vertex — a contradiction with connectedness of G. @
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Corollary 2.5. If G is an (1,2)-realizable triangle-free graph, then G has 
no pair of independent edges. 

Proof. . If {z1, 22}, {41, yo} are independent edges of G, then G(z1, 22, y) 

is a triangle in C(y.,G). According to Theorem 2.1 C(y2, G) ~ G, ie. G 
contains a triangle — a contradiction with the assumptions. Mi 

Theorem 2.6. C's, is the only connected non-bipartite triangle-free (1,2)- 
realizable graph. 

Proof. Let H be a connected non-bipartite triangle-free graph and let 

v E V(H), deg, (v) = A(H). Clearly, deg,,(v) > 2 and by Corollary 2.3 
€x(v) = 2. Let us denote H, = N,(v,H) and Hz, = N2(v,H). Note 

that H, is a graph without edges. Clearly, any two edges from different 

components of H2 are independent in H, hence Hz has at most one non- 

trivial component. Such component exists, since H contains an odd circle. 

  

    

  

  

  

Figure 1. 

Let {x,y} be an edge of H,. Then any vertex w of H, is connected by 

an edge with at least one of the vertices x, y (otherwise the edges {z, y} and 

{v,w} would be independent), and none of the vertices of H2 is connected 

with both of them (H is a triangle-free graph). So {A,B}, where A = 

V(H.) n Vi(z, H), B — V(H.)n Vily, H), is a decomposition of V(H;) 
(note that A and B are nonempty). 

Suppose that there exists a vertex: z € V(Hz), with deg x, (z) = 0 

(see Fig.1). Then there is a vertex x, € V(H,) adjacent to z (it follows 

from connectedness of H), and a vertex x2 € V(H1) non-adjacent to z
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(non-existence of such a vertex would mean Vi(v,H) = Vi(z,H) — a 

contradiction with Corollary 2.4). Suppose (without loss of generality) that 

xi € A, 2 € B. Then the edges {y, x2} and {z,x,} are independent — 

a contradiction with Corollary 2.5. Hence, H2 is a non-trivial connected 

graph. 

It is easy to see that for any vertex w of H2 exactly one of two possi- 

bilities holds: 

fi) Ni(w, Ai) = A, 

(ii) Ny(w, H1) = B. 
Let us denote 

N(A) ={w € V(Ha) : Vi(w, Hi) = A}, 
N(B) ={w € V(H2) : Vi(w, Hi) = B} 

(note that 2 € N(A),y € N(B)). 

Any two distinct vertices in A (in B) would have equal 1-neighbour- 

hoods, which contradicts to Corollary 2.4. So card(A) = card(B) = 1. 

Then A(H) = 2, it means card(N(A)) = card(N(B)) = 1. Therefore, H 

must have no more than 5 vertices. The only triangle-free non-bipartite 

graph, which has at most 5 vertices is Cs. , 

The (1,2)-realization of C; of Fig. 2. completes the proof. ™ 

  

  

  

  
Figure 2.
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3. Connected bipartite (1,2)-realizable graphs 

For an integer k > 2 define the graph F, as follows: 

V(Fi.) ={a1,..., a4} U {b1,..., be} 

E(Fk) ={{a;,b)}:t+j Sk +1}. 

HIRE 
Fi, 

Figure 3. 

Clearly, for every k > 2, F, is a connected bipartite graph, and the 
mapping P;, : V(F.) + V(F.,), which switches a; and 6; for i =1,...,k, is 
an automorphism of F,. 

Denote F = {F,;k > 2}. The smallest graphs belonging to F are shown 
in Figure 3. 

Theorem 3.1. F is the set of all (up to isomorphism ) non-empty connected 
bipartite (1,2)-realizable graphs. 

Proof. Let k be an integer, k > 2. Trivially, R,- (F;) is the identity relation 
for every k > 2. It is easy to check that the mappings Q; : V(F.) > V (Fx) 
for 7 = 1,..,k are isomorphisms between F, and C(a;, F,): 

a) 
Qi (a, ) =a; 

Qi(Gm) =@n-m+2 for m=2,...,k 

Qi(bm) =be-m+i form =1,...,k 

b) for j € {2,...,4—1}: 

Qj (Gm) =Gk-m4j41. for m=j+1,...,k 

Qi(bm) =-kem4j-1 form=k-~j+2,...,k 
Q; (Gm) =bk+m-j4+1 form=1,...,j-1 

Qj (bm) =bk-m-j+2 form=1,...,k-—j+1
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Or (ax) =ax, Qe(di) = br 

Qi(Q@m) =bm41 for m=1,...,k-—1 

Qi(bm) =Qm-1 for m=2,...,k 

The composition of isomorphisms P,Q; P;, is an isomorphism between 

F, and C(b;, F,). 

It remains to show that an arbitrary connected bipartite (1,2)-realizable 

graph belongs to F. Let H be such a graph and {A, B} a disjoint partition 

of its vertex set. Let us denote card(A) = a, card(B) = 8. Notice that 
a22 8722. 

From Corollary 2.5 follows that for any pair of vertices r,y € A (r,y E 

B) at least one of the inclusions V(x, H) C Vi(y, H),Vi(z,H) 2 Vi(y, H) 

holds: existence of vertices x, € Vi(z,H) — Vi(y,H) and y € Vi (y, H) — 

V,(z, H) would mean that íz, r1) and (y, vi) are independent edges. 

All degrees of vertices in A (in B) are distinct: if x1, %2 € A(x, 22 € B), 

deg ,, (1) = deg,,(x2), then Vi(z,,H) = V, (x2, H) — a contradiction with 

Corollary 2.4. Furthermore, a < 8 (8 < a) would yield repeated degrees of 

vertices in A (in B). Hence, a = 7. 

Let a be a vertex with maximal degree in H. Suppose (without loss 

of generality) a € A. According to Corollary 2.3 ex(a) = 2. Therefore, 

Ni(a,H) = B, ie. degy(a) = 8 = a. Let the vertices a,,...,@, of A 
and b;,...,6 of B fulfill the following condition: i < j implies deg,,(a;) < 

deg,,(a;) and deg,,(b;) < deg, (b;), i,j = 1,...,a. Then deg,(a;) = 
deg, (6;) = 7, Vi(ai,H) = {b1,..,bo-i41 } and Vi(b;,H) = {a4,..,@a-ia1 } 

fori=1,..,a@. Hence, H~ Fy. m 

Remark 3.2. The previous assertions together with those of [12] determine 

the set of all triangle-free (1,2)-realizable graphs as 

{iK, :i > 2}U{GliKi] U(i-1)Ky 14> 1,G € FU{Cs}} U Ko.
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Counting Domino Arrangements 

T. NEMETZ 

ABSTRACT 

Consider the Cartesian product of the complete graphs K, and Kn. The 

number of the Hamiltonian cycles of such graphs is investigated. A closed form 

is given for the case k = 2 and upper and lower estimates for general k and n. 

1. Introduction 

This paper is basically concerned with the following problem and its gener- 

alizations: 

We are given kn dominos of the ordinary type, but the two fields of all 

dominos are coloured by black and white. The black fields are numbered 

from 1 to k, and the white ones are numbered from 1 to n, all combinations 

appearing exactly once. These dominos are to be arranged in a circle such 

that all neighbours should share either the black or the white number. (Such 
arrangements obviously exist.) 

The main question is: How many such arrangements are there? 

The special case of k = 3, n = 4 was asked by Rosemary Fraser of the 

Shell Centre of Education (Nottingham), in connection with school practice 

using Dienes set of the same parameter. A search for literature showed that
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the same problem has been attacked successfully by D. Ball [1]. Here we 

report about our work on a generalization of this special case. This renewed 

attempt is justified by the more general setting of the problem. 

As a first step, let us note that our problem can be formulated on the 

language of graphs: We are given a five-regular (in general: k-+n—2) graph 

of 12 (in general: kn) points with given incidence matrix. Now the number 

of Hamiltonian cycles is asked. This formulation leads us to the general 

case. 

Let G(k,n) be the Cartesian product of the complete graphs K;, and K,. 

The question is that how many Hamiltonian cycles G(k,n) has. 

In this paper we give a closed form for 

f(k,n) = number of oriented Hamiltonian cycles in G(k, n) 

in the case of k = 2, and upper and lower estimates in the general case. 

The original problem, as arisen from the school practice, has small size. 

This would allow an answer by checking all permutations systematically 

on a computer, using an algorithm of Knuth [2]. Such a program could 

be prepared even by school children to solve the case k = 3, n = 4 even 

on a Commodore type home computer. A BASIC program yields within 

acceptable time the number of the Hamiltonian cycles of the graph G(3, 4). 

The resulting f(3,4) = 3132 value is the same as was obtained by Derek 

Ball, [1]. 

Such a direct method is unfeasible on home computers, since it unnec- 

essarily checks all permutations and not only the potential Hamiltonians. 

The searching time can considerably decreased by moving up and down on 

a searching tree, but even such an acceleration cannot help to solve case of 

larger kn. 

2. The case k = 2 (two complete graphs) 

This is a relatively simple case.. We have two complete graphs and any 

Hamiltonian cycle connects them by an even number of edges, which we 

call bridges. Suppose there are exactly 2r such edges, where obviously 

r > 1, 2r <n. Let us denote the labels which are connected by these 

bridges by Li, L2,...,L2-. Now consider the complete graph with the 2r
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vertices L;: i= 1,2,...,2r. This contains (2r—1)! Hamiltonian cycles and 

it is easy to see, that all of them corresponds exactly to two possible cyclical 

chainings of the bridges. Since there are (2) possible ways to choose the 2r 
labels, therefore there are 2(5°)(2r — 1)! different cyclical ways of choosing 
the 2r ordered bridges. 

Let us fix an ordered set of 2r bridges arbitrarily. Then in both copies 

of the complete n-graphs we have still n — 2r unvisited vertices. These 

can be toured independently in the two graphs, thus it suffices to consider 

what happens in one of them. Since all of them are to be visited just once, 

therefore they can be classified according to which entry bridge they belong 

to. 

This means that the n — 2r points fall into r classes, where some 

classes may contain no vertices. Besides, this classes are ordered according 

to the numbering of the bridges. As is well known, the number of such 

classifications is given by 

re ak lke, 

where the summation goes over the set of compositions 

K(n,r) = {ki +... +k, =n—2r; k; 20]. 

This yields the ugly form 

2 

HIV (n-2 2(]Jer- nt 
T K(n,r) 

From here one gets, after straightforward manipulation, the following asser- 

tion: 

Theorem 1. 

n/2 
n—r—1)! no. 

f(2,n) = 2, ; : ‘(r —1)\(n- 27)! = 
  

The formula gives the numbers 2, 6 and 60 for the cases n = 2, 3, 4, 

. which can be checked directly. Í :
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3. Asymptotics 

Since the number of the “good arrangements” cannot be larger than the 

number of all cyclic permutations, we have a rather trivial upper bound: 

f(k,n) < (kn — 1)! 

Surprisingly, this bound gives the exact rate of growing to infinity of 

log f(k,n) for any fixed k. This follows from a trivial lower bound: 

f(k,n) > (k-I![(n - 1) * (n- 2)! 

In order to show this we characterize the vertices of our graph by an ordered 

pair of integers, where the first one gives the order of the corresponding 

complete graph (it. runs from 1 to &) and the second gives the label of the 

vertex within this graph (therefore it runs from 1 to n). With this notation 

a large set of Hamiltonians can be specified by sequencing all pairs in blocks 

with identical first number as follows. 

Let the first pair be (1,1) and place all the n pairs with first number 1 

in the first block in any order. 

Having completed the i-th block, 7 < n — 2, choose any integer what 

was not yet used as first number and use it as a common first number of 

the next block. The second number of the leading pair in this block be 
identical with the second number of the last pair in the last block, the other 

n —1 second numbers in this block can be chosen in any order. This can be 

applied to the k-th (last) block, with the difference that the second number 

of the very last pair must be 1. 

It is easy to see, that all sequences obtained this way represent a 

Hamiltonian. One gets the desired bound by simply counting them. 

_ Combining the two inequalities we have by standard technique the 

following 

Lemma 1. For fixed k it holds true that 

tim OBL”) _ 
n knlogn 

For k = 2 Theorem 1 allows us to establish a more-exact order of 

magnitude. Indeed, it immediately follows from there that
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00 

f(2,n) <nl(n— 2)! = 
rl 

rz1 

yielding the upper bound 

f(2,n) < (e—1)n!(n — 2)!. 

Here the constant e — 1 can not be improved, as the following argument 

shows. For any € 5 0 there is a threshold M such that 

al 
35 > (e-1(1-2), 

r! 
r=1 

provided m > M. For n > 2M Theorem 1 implies 

M 

f(2,n) >nl(n - 21 mg 

r=1 

Now, for any 6 > 0 there is a threshold no such that for n > no we have 

(n — M — 1)! 
(n—2)! >1-6 

and therefore for large enough n the inequality 

f(2,n) > (e-1)(1-—€)(1 — 6)ni(n — 2)! 

holds true. Summing up, we have proved 

Theorem 2. 

im FM 
—e-l. a m niin—2))
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An Integral Representation for Eulerian 

Numbers 

J.-L. NICOLAS’ 

1. Introduction 

For n > 1, the Eulerian number A(n,k) can be defined as the number of 

permutations of n letters with k runs up (cf. [3], t.II, p.82, and [4], p.34). 
It is easy to see that they verify the triangular relation 

A(n,k) =kA(n—1,k)+(n-k+1)A(n-1k-1) (1) 

and the starting values: 

A(n,1) = A(n,n) = 1. (2) 

(1) and (2) characterize Eulerian numbers, and can be used to compute 
A(n,k) for n > 1 and 1<k <n. Moreover, if we set 

A(n,k)=0 forn>1 and k<0 or k>n+1, (3) 

it is easy to see that A(n, k) still verifies (1) for all n > 2 and k € Z. 
  

” Research partially supported by CNRS, SDI 5614 and PRC Math-Info.
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"In view of the generating function, it is good to define A(0, k). In order 

to satisfy (1) for n = 1, we must set A(0,k) = 0 fork < 0 and k > 2, and 

A(0,0) + A(0, 1) = 1. 

Knuth (cf. [4], p.35) sets 

AG, = =0 and A(0, 1)=1 

while Carlitz et tal. (ef. [2]) and Comtet :(cf. [3]) set: 

A(0,0) =1 and A(0,1) =0 

We shall choose 

A(0,0) = A(0,1) = 1/2, (4) 

and then, the generating function will be: (cf. [4]) 

- (z-1)z 
> A(n, k)=— -=(4 *) = (5) 

n20 OSkSn 

  

Eulerian numbers also verify the symmetric relation: 

Alm, k) = Alm, n—k-+1). " (6) 

The aim of this paper is to prove the following integral representation 

of Eulerian numbers: 

Theorem!1. ‘For n > 0, and k € Z, we have 

A(n,k) = ae) [ ő ay cos((n + 1 — 2k)t) dt. (7) 

In a firstsstep, the proof of Theorem 1 will be given. In fact the proof 

follaws. the, proof of Lemma 2 of §III of [5], where (7) was proved in the 

particular case n = 2p — 1, k = p. It is also possible to define A(n,k) by 

(7). Then, classical formulas (1), (2), (6) can be easily deduced. ° 

In §3, formula (7) will be extended to all k real and an interpretation 

of function k + A(n;k) will be given in terms of Fourier analysis.
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In [5] the maximum 

M, = max A(n, k) 

was extensively studied. In §4 another proof of some results of [5] concerning 

M,, is given or suggested using Theorem 1, and the different behaviours of 

Mon and Mon+1 is explained. 

In §5, by applying the Laplace method to the right hand side of (7), we 

give another proof of Sirazdinov expansion, and we explicitly give one more 

term. 

Finally, an other integral representation of A(n,k) is given, specially 

simple when n = 2k — 1 or n = 2k. 

I am pleased to thank very much L. Lesieur for several ideas and fruitful 

discussions, H. Cohen who pointed out to me the integrals 

~ sin” x 
| = dz, 

0 zx 

L. Comtet for giving me the reference [1], V. Glaymann for kindly trans- 

lating the papers [6] and [7] from Russian, and my grand-daughter Alexan- 

dra Seidel, I was baby-sitting when I proved Theorem 1. 

  

2. Proof of Theorem 1. 

Let us define the Eulerian polynomial: 

An(d)= 32 Alm, RA 6) 
k=0 

The generating function is: (cf. [2]) 

1) as — An(A) 2” 

-at me 27 Q=1)" nl (9) 

with Ao(A) defined by (4) and (8). 

Further, we have for n > 2, and A € C,A#0,1 

CdD 

1 

(A— D)rtin! 2. (loghl tt iargA — 2igm) rt! (10) 

ge 
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with —a < argA < 7. 

In fact, (10) is lemma II of [5]. It is easily obtained by complex 

integration. Next we have from (8) by Cauchy’s formula 

A(n, k) = ie [ AN (XJAT 1 gA 

where C denotes the circle of center 0 and radius 1. Each term of the infinite 

sum is integrable along C, normally for the family, when |A| = 1 so that we 

can transpose the signs f and >>. Hence 

Ak) 1 ga f A=W A 
nl im He Jo (i(arg d+ 2qn))r*? 

g 

  

Next we put A — exp(2it), —r/2 ct £ r/2, so that 

A(n, k) k) 1 tf (e# _ leti e 2itk dt 

o v/2 (2i(t+ qn) 

_ 1 eo (e?*™ _ rni e 2iuk du 

~ (2iu)"*} 

nl o« 
gezZ 

ge Zz =f +n 

- if (yn eit(nt1-2k) gy 
T Jo u 

Taking the real part of the integral yields (7). 

A second proof of Theorem 1 will now be given. For all n 2 0, and 

k € Z, let us define A(n,k) by (7). Let us observe first that the symmetric 
relation (6) is immediate. We shall prove (1), (2), (4), so that A(n, k) will 

thus coincide with Eulerian numbers. 

From the Fresnel integral 

[ta 
0 t mr? 

A(0,0) — A(0,1) — 1/2- and A(0,k) — 0 for k 0,1. (11) 

it is easy to deduce that 

Now, for n > 2, integrating by parts the right hand side of (7) and 

setting 

u = (sint)"*! cos((n+1—2k)t) dv=t" ‘dt (12)
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yields (1) for all k € Z after some trigonometric calculation. 

Finally by (11) and (1), it is easy to see that 

A(i,1)=1 and A(1,k)=0 for k<0 

and by induction on n, to prove by (1) that 

A(n,1)=1 and A(n,k)=0 for k<0 

which, with (6), yields (2). = 

3. Interpolation of Eulerian Numbers 

Let n > 0 be an integer and x a real number. We set 

A(n, 2) = = [ ő ay" cos((n + 1 — 2x))t dt. (13) 
0 

For n = 0, the right hand side of (13) can be calculated from the Fresnel 

integral, and this gives 

A(0,z) =0 # for x<0 and 151 
=1/2 for x=0 and z=1 

=1 for O<2<1. 

It can be seen from (13) that for n > 1, A(n,z) is of class C™"!. 

It will be convenient to introduce the function f such that for all z, 

f(z) = A(0, 2). 
As usual, the convolution f, * f. of two real functions is defined by 

+" 

fi * fa(z) = ha fit) fa(x — t)dt, 

and the Fourier transform is 

+o 

F(fy)= |  f@er*at. 
00
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It is easy to see that 

9(w = F(A) = [ ev dt = = sin (Bev? 

We now define the sequence f, by f; = f and fn = fn-1 * f. From 

the classical properties of convolution, we know that f,41 is piecewise 

polynomial, and that f,,,(z) vanishes for x < 0 and z >n+1. The 

Fourier transform of fn41 iS 9n41: 

dna (4) = FUE Jey) = (AGED) eosimsa , 

and by the inversion formula 

1 (77 wey, 1 [7° /sint mt 
Fn+1 (x) = = | Gn4+1 (y)e'¥? dy = 7 (=) (n41)it4+2ite dt. 

oo T t 

Hence, 

nti (2) = —A(n, x). (14) 

From (14), and the properties of te it follows that A(n,z) vanishes for 

x <OQand x >n+1, and is piecewise polynomial. 

Furthermore, as it has been pointed out to me by L. Lesieur, it is 

possible to give an explicit form of these polynomials: 

Proposition. Let 0 < k <n be two integers. The restriction of A(n, x) to 

the interval [k, k+ 1] is a polynomial P,,,. of degree n which can be written: 

Paste) = TGV Vea (15) 
OSjSk- 

Proof. First we give a triangular recurrence relation for A(n, 2): 

A(n4+1,2) =(n-a2+ 2)A(n, 2 —1)+2A(n,z). (16) 

It is obtained from (13) by an integration by part similar to (12). Then we 

prove (15) by induction on n. We have: 

Poo (x) = 1 

Pio(z)=2 ; Pyi (2) = 2 —2(x-—1) =2-2.
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Further, assuming that (15) holds for n and all k < n, we have to show 

that: . 

Pratjk (&) = (n — 2 + 2)Paa-a (@ —1) + 2Pay (2) 

verifies (15). This is easily done by using the usual properties of the binomial 

coefficients. = 

From a probabilistic point of view, f:can be interpreted as the density 

of probability of a random real variable X taking the value 1 with equal 

probability in the interval [0,1]. So f,4; is the density of probability of a 

random variable Y which is the sum of (n+1) independent random variables 

equal to X. 

Such a point of view has already been given by Sackov (cf. for instance 

[6], formula (3.4) p.44). 

4. Estimations of the maxima 

Theorem 2. For all integer n, let us set: 

My = max fa(@) = faln/2). 
Then the sequence m,, is not increasing. 

Proof. From (14) and (13), it follows 

1 2 f° [si " Mn = ——~A(n ~ 1,n/2) = = [ sind \ at. (17) 

Then, from the definition of f, and the properties of the convolution, it 

is easy to see by induction that f,(z) is increasing for 0 < x < n/2 and 

decreasing for n/2 < x <n. Moreover 

+%* 

fa(x) = . fa-i (t) f(x — t)dt = I. fa-1 (t)dt < mn-1 (18) 

so that 

Mr S Mn-1. 

In [5], it was proved that me, is a decreasing sequence. From the integral 

value of m2, given by (17), this is quite obvious, since | sin(¢)/t| < 1.
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It was also proved in [15] that 

A(2p,p) _ 2 f ° / sint\??t? 
= =— — t 9 H2p--1 ep t Jo t cos t d (1 ) 

is decreasing in p, and that for all p, 

Mopts S Mapt+1 S Mapy3- (20) 

To prove that (2941 is decreasing with its integral representation (19), we 
may observe that 

; 2 TT (TT 
Lb == — costdt 
ttl Tr 0 t 

is obviously decreasing, and that p2p41 and Hap41 are very close. This can 
be put in form, but calculations are a bit technical. 

Similarly, to get (20), we observe that for ¢ small enough, we have from 
Mac Laurin’s formula: 

. . 2 

(>) < cost < (=) . (21) 

It can be proved that (21) holds for 0 < ¢ < 1, and, as above, the proof of 
(20) can be completed with some technical estimations. 

The lag between indices of 4 and m in (20) can be explained: let us 
define for all n, 

bn = max f,(x) 
rez 

so that, if n is even, 

Mn -— M-T Aln — 1, n/2) 
1 

(n— 1)! 
but if n is odd, n = 2p +1, then fn < mn, and un is given by (19). 

Similarly, from (14) and (18), it follows 

A(n, 2) =! fagi (xz) =n! [. fa(t)dt = af A(n — 1,t)dt. 

Since we know that A(n— 1,2) is increasing for z < n/2 and decreasing for 
x > n/2, we deduce that 

for « < n/2, A(n,z) <nA(n— 1,2)
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and for 

zr>n/2+1 A(n,xz) >nA(n-1,2). - 

Therefore, for x fixed the sequence A(n,zx)/n! is unimodal that is to say 
increasing for n < no and decreasing for n > no. 

For z < n/2, using (1) we obtain 

n-2z ~l,z-1)< A(n-1,2 I< 7 An — 1,2) 

but this inequality is weaker than Theorem 3 of [5]. 

5. Sirazdinov’s asymptotic expansion 

Theorem 3. Let x be a fixed real number, and n an integer. Let us define 

I(n,x) - f (=) cos (a) dt. 
0 

When n goes to infinity, we have the following asymptotic expansion 

8 
K(n,2) =e?” (1 s(t — 627 +3)+— (ás (22) 

107 6, 87 a 27 12 "13 )) +0 (Se) . 

~ 4200" " 560" — 2807 " 1120 ni 

Remark. When k = ** +2,/*+!, then, from(7), 

A(n, k) = =(n!)(n + 1,2) 

and the two first terms of (22) coincide with the asymptotic expansion given 
by Sirazdinov (cf. [7]). 

Lemma 1. Let us set 

Ux. (x) -[ e — 27/2 2k cog ya du. 
o
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We have 

Vola) = [5 exn(-2"/2) (23) 
and , az 

Uns (2) = (-1)* 5g (Vola). (24) 
Proof. If we set 

~o 
— 2 -3 

Worle) =f e" /2 qy2k @ ive dy, 

0 
\ 

we have 

Unx (x) = Re(Wox(2)), 

and ph 

Wax (2) = (—i)”* Foe 

Moreover Wo(x) is half of the Fourier transform of the function v > 

exp(—v?/2), which can be found in the tables. & 

  Wo (x). 

Proof of Theorem 3. It will follow the Laplace method. The case x = 0 

has been treated in [5]. The derivative of log sin t is cotgt, and so, for \t| < 7, 

we have: 

  

sint t? t* tf : 22k Bo 
log — — —— — —— — —— — : : : — ék — ... 25 

0877 6 180 2835 2* (2k)! (25) 

where B, are positive Bernoulli numbers. 

From (25) it follows that for |t| <7 

lo sin t < b (26) 

Sy 6 

holds. Now, 

+00 . n 2 +00 

I sint cos a) dt < [ [ 

Jigen \ t 2 182 2 
12 2 wo 

< | exp (5) ata f t "dt 
áz 6 2 

log n 1 -B 
< —_ OOOO <2exp ( = ) + Gop O(n”) 
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where B is a positive number as large as we want. 

+Hence, 

I(n,2) = 

- [* (ntog (224) ) cos (<r) ave 0(0"®) 
Jo bf] 3 

  

  

  

= [* exp (- (5 + a5 + aang 1 011) ) ss (=ty/5)aet oom “ol Gea) (ED ee 
+O(n-*) 

| 
= I(n,2) +0 (8m) ) +0( 78) 

with 

log n = 2 4 6 
J(n, 2) = [ exp (- n= + at 7635) ) cos (ety 5) at 

By setting u = /Zt, we get 

  

  

wow 
J(n,£) = nd exp (- + - = - ; ) cos(usr) u 

ear 2. 
= =f ° exp ( — =) exp(—v) cos(ux)du , 

with 

ut uo 
= 30n " 105n2" 

When n goes to infinity, we have forO <u < Se, 

4; 6 8 uu 4 u 

20n 105n?  800n? 
  exp(-v) =1- +0( 288") 

n>
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and hence 

3 a uw ut us ub 

J(n,2) = ef exp ( 7 7) (1 ~ 20n ~ 105m? * 50077 ) cos(uz)du 
(log n)** 

+ of n7/2 ) 

3 [5 u? ut us us 

~ is [ exp ( 7 7) (1 ~ 20n ~ Tosn? T 50077 ) cos(uz)du 
eo 2 + u n 11 

+f fc exp ( — 5) du) +0(Senh ) . 

3 

Now, by a classical estimation (cf., for instance (5], III 2.3), the first error 

term is included in the second, and, with the notation of Lemma 1 

and, by Lemma 1, the proof of Theorem 3 is completed. @ 

6. Another Integral Representation 

It has been known for a long time (cf., for instance [1], t.II, p.203), that 

for 2<m <n, and n even, 

    

* sin” x n! Hi zm 2 dz 

[ 7e-g-nl merj | 
A similar relation exists also when n is odd. The proof of (27) follows from 

=-aoa | e 7% z™ "1 dz, (28) 

from the Laplace transform of sin” z: 

” -z2 ot n! 
/ e ** sin” adz = 2Thesean @ +40) , (29) 

and from Fubini’s theorem. 

The same method shows that the integral (7) can be expressed as the 

integral between 0 and infinity of a rational function. Unfortunately the 

numerator of this fraction does not look simple.
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Theorem 4. For n > 2, and0<k<(n+1)/2, we have 

~ 271 Qn-ontie (2)dz A(n,k) = =(n-+1)! a (30) 

where Qa.(z) is a monic polynomial of degree d in z, satisfying 

Qoe(z)=1; — Qik(z) = 2; (31) 

and 

(d+k)Qax(z) = 2(d+2k+1)Qa-an41 (z)—(K41)(27+4(d+k)?)Qa-2n41 8 

Proof. Let us set 

J(n,k) = J(n,k)(z) = [ e** sin"t? xcos((nt+1—2k)z)dx. (33) 
o 

Integrating by parts with 

u=sin"t! xcos((n+1—2k)z) dv =e **dz 

in a similar way like (12) gives 

zJ(n,k) = (n+1-—k)J(n-—1,k-1)+kJ(n—-1,k). (34) 

The symmetric relation 

J(n,k) = J(nsn—-k+1) (35) 

also holds. We first prove: 

(n+ 1)!Qn-2n41,4 (2) 

z Thise<ngi-k (22 4 4r?) 

where Q is defined by (31) and (32). 

The proof of (36) is by induction on d = n— 2k +1, for all k > 0. First, 
for d= 0, n = 2k — 1, and from (29), since n + 1 is even 

J(n, k) = (36) 

J(n,k) = J(2k —1,k) = / e ** sin"t! (x) dx 
0 

_ (n +1)! 

ZThises (n+1)/2 (2? + 4r?) 

(37) 
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Further, for d = 1, it follows from (34) and (35) that 

J(n,k) = J(2k,k) = Beg kt 1,k+1). (38) 

If we substitute k + 1 to k in (37), (38) yields 

z (2k + 2)! 

2k+2 2 i<esest (2? + 4r?) © 
  J(n, k) — J(2k,k) = (39) 

So, by (31), (37) and (39) prove (36) for d — 0 and d = 1. Now, we 

suppose that (36) holds for n — 2k +1 <d-—1. From (34) we deduce 

(d+k)J(d+2k—1,k) = zJ(d+2k,k+1)—(k+1)J(d+2k—1,k+1). (40) 

But the above right hand side can be expressed by (36) under the induction 

hypothesis, yielding 

z(d +2k+ 1)!Qa- Lktl (k 4 1) (d + 2k)'!Qa-2,k41 

2 Ilicrc44k (22 + Ar?) z Ilis re d+k-1 (2? + 4r?) 

_ (a + 2k)'(z(d + 2k + 1)Qa- 1k+1 7 (k + 1)(2? + 4(d + k)?)Qa-2,441 ) 

zI[dersaxx (2? + 4r?) 
  

which completes the proof of (36). 

To prove (30), we first deduce from (7) and (28) 

A(n,k) = =| [ e * 2"(sint)"t! cos((n + 1 — 2k)t)dzdt. (41) 

By Fubini’s theorem, (41) gives 

A(n, k) = [ ” 2" I(n,k)(2)dz 

which, with (36) yields (30). 

From (31) and (32), it follows by induction that Qa, is monic, and 

of degree d. It follows in the same way that the coefficients of Q(d,k) are 

polynomials in k with integral coefficients divided by (k+2)(k+3) ...(k+d). 

From the first values: 

Qo = 2? — 4(k + 1)(k + 2) 

Q3,n = 2° — 4(3k? + 12k + 11) 

Quan = 24 — 4(6k? + 30k + 35) + 16(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)(k + 4)
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it can be seen that there is a simplification, and that the coefficients of Qa, 

belong to Z[k]. This fact has been checked: up to d = 20, by the computer 

algebra system MAPLE. 

As a possible hint, we may observe that substituting complex exponen- 

tials to trigonometric functions in (33) gives: 

Jn) = S(-y("t1) (__-1__,__-1_) , TT 9n42 jnt1 j=0 j z—2i(n+1-—j-—k) z+2i(j —k) 

It is possible to. prove by induction that the coefficient of degree d — 2 

of Qak is 

  

AO) (12K? + 121d + 1) + (d+ 1)(8d + 2) 
and the constant coéfficient of Qo, is 

(—1)4274(k +1)(k +2)... (k + 2d). ni 
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Constructions of Low-Discrepancy Point Sets 

and Sequences 

H. NIEDERREITER 

1. Introduction 

The discrepancy is a well-known measure for the irregularity of distribu- 

tion of a finite point set or of an infinite sequence. We consider point sets 

and sequences in the standard setting of discrepancy theory, namely when 

their elements belong to an s-dimensional unit cube, and we put particular — 

emphasis on the multidimensional case s > 2. The construction of point 

sets and sequences with small discrepancy is a classical problem of number 

theory which, not surprisingly, also has a certain combinatorial flavor. Fur- 

thermore, such constructions are of great interest for various areas in which 

discrepancy theory can be applied. We will briefly discuss such applications 

later on. 

There have been major developments recently in the theory and the 

applications of discrepancy, for instance the initiation of a general theory of 

-hets and (t, s)-sequences and new methods of constructing point sets and 

sequences with small discrepancy. Our aim in this paper is to survey those 

developments connected with constructions of point sets and sequences with 

small discrepancy and also to present some related new results. For the 

sake of background we also review classical constructions of point sets and 

sequences with small discrepancy.
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Let P be the point set consisting of the N points x9,xi,...,Xn-1 E 

/I® := [0,1)°,s > 1. Here “point set” means the same as “multiset” in 

combinatorics, i.e., a set in which the multiplicity of elements is taken into 

account. For a subinterval J of I* we define the counting function A(J; P) 

-as the number of integers n with 0 <n < N—1 and x, € J. Furthermore, 

we introduce the remainder function 

A(J; P) R(J;P)= N   — Vol(J). 

For t = (t1,...,te) €'I* := [0, 1]* let [0,t) be the interval []?_, (0, t:). 

Definition 1. The (star) discrepancy of the point set P is defined by 

Dy = Dy (P) = sup |R((0, t); P)]. 
tels 

For a seguence S of elements of I" we define Dj}, = Dy(S) to be the (star) 

. discrepancy of the point set consisting of the first N terms of S. 

Informally, a point set P is called a low-discrepancy point set if Dy (P) 

is small, where N is the given number of points in P. A sequence S is 

called a low-discrepancy sequence if D},(S) is small for all N > 1. In the 
s-dimensional case, “small” is usually interpreted to mean O(N‘ (log N)*). 

A rather well-known application of the discrepancy occurs in numeri- 

cal integration. Detailed expositions of this application are available in the 

book of Hua and Wang [13] and in the survey articles of Niederreiter [19], 

[26]. An up-to-date account will be given in a forthcoming book of the 
author [30]. The discrepancy can also be applied to related problems in 

numerical analysis, such as the approximate solution of integral equations 

[13, Ch. 10] and the approximate solution of difficult integro-differential 

equations [16]. The discrepancy plays an important role in the: theoretical 

analysis of the statistical properties of pseudorandom numbers generated by 

various number-theoretic methods; see [19] and the more recent papers [27], 

[29]. Interesting connections between discrepancy and the combinatorial 

theory of irregularities of partitions have been highlighted in thé-excellent 

survey article of Sés [37]; see also Beck [1] and the proceedings volume [10]. 
The recent solution of Tarski’s circle-squaring problem by Laczkovich [15] 

depends on some remarkable and imaginative applications of discrepancy 

theory. Niederreiter and Schnorr [31] have employed the discrepancy in an
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analysis of random bit and random function generators of cryptological sig- 

nificance. The L? discrepancy of a point set P, which is defined as the L? 

norm of R([0,t);P) as a function of t € I*, is of crucial importance in the 

work of Wozniakowski [39] on the average-case complexity of multidimen- 

sional numerical integration for continuous functions. 

2. Classical constructions 

In the one-dimensional case it is easy to determine, for every given 

N > 1, the minimum value of Dj, (P) among all N-element point sets P. It 

suffices to apply a well-known explicit formula for the one-dimensional dis- 

crepancy Dj, (P) (see [14, p.91, Theorem 1.4]), from which it follows that 

the minimum value of D,,(P) is 1/(2N) and that this minimum value is 

attained for x, = (2n+1)/(2N),n=0,1,...,N —1. 

For sequences we have the phenomenon of irregularities of distribution 

which already appears in the one-dimensional case. As Schmidt [34] has 

shown, for any sequence S of elements of [0,1) we have 

Dy(S) >eN~'logN for infinitely many N, 

where c > 0 is an absolute constant. This result is best possible since 

Dy(S) = O(N“! log N) can be achieved for several types of sequences S. 

A classical example is given by the van der Corput sequence tn = $2(n) 

for n = 0,1,..., where ¢y is the radical-inverse function in base 2. In general, 
for an integer b > 2 let 

n= S ar(njbr for n>0 (1) 
r=0 

be the digit expansion of n in base 6, where a,(n) € Z, := {0,1,...,6—1} 

for r > 0 and a,(n) = 0 for all sufficiently large r. Then the radical-inverse 

function ¢, in base b is defined by 

$(n) s >_ a, (n)b 7? for n>0. 
r=0
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The best bound for the discrepancy of the van der Corput sequence S is 

that of Béjian and Faure [4], namely 

logN i forall N>1. 
log 8 
  NDy(S) < 

The factor 1/(log 8) is best possible. Even smaller discrepancies have been 

obtained by using generalized van der Corput sequences, but since our main 

interest is in the multidimensional case, we will not pursue this further. 

Other one-dimensional low-discrepancy sequences arise from consider- 

ing multiples of irrationals mod 1. For an irrational a let S(a) be the 

sequence z, = {na} for n = 0,1,..., where {u} is the fractional part 

of the real number u. Let a = [a9;@:,4@2,...] be the continued fraction 

j=l 

Dy (S(a)) = O(N7! log N). Detailed studies of the discrepancy of the se- 

quences S(a) have been carried out in recent years by Dupain and Sés [8], 

Schoifengeier [35], and Sés [38], among others. 

. m 

expansion of a. If the partial quotients a; satisfy }° a; = O(m), then 

There are various ways of extending the definition of the van der Corput 

sequence to the multidimensional case s > 2. Historically, the first inter- 

esting extension was given by Halton [11]. In this construction we choose s 

pairwise relatively prime bases b,,...,6, and define the Halton sequence 

Xn = (¢5,(n),.--,¢o,(n)) €I* for n=0,1,.... 

This sequence S satisfies Dj,(S) = O(N~*(log N)*), where the implied 

constant depends on b,,...,b,. The choice of bases which minimizes the 

value of the implied constant is obtained by letting b,,...,b, be the first s 

primes. With this choice we have 

Dy (S) < A,N7! (log N)* +O(N7'(logN)**) for N>2, (2) 

where the constant A, depends only on s, but increases superexponentially 

as s — oo. An improved construction was given by Sobol’ [36] who obtained 

sequences S satisfying (2) with smaller constants A, which still increase 

superexponentially as s — 00. A breakthrough was achieved by Faure [9] 

who constructed sequences S satisfying (2) with constants A, for which 

lim A, = 0. The construction of Faure is a special case of a construction 
9790 

which will be described in Section 3.
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The following general principle can be used to derive low-discrepancy 

point sets from low-discrepancy sequences. For s > 2 let S be the sequence 

of points Xp, X,,...in J*”. For given N > 1 let P be the point set consisting 

of the N points 

n ; an _ 
(e) el for n7-0,1,...,  N— 1. 

Then it is easily seen (see e.g. [24, Lemma 8.9]) that 

NDy(P) < max MDy(S) +1. @) 

If this principle is applied to a Halton sequence, then we obtain the Ham- 

mersley point set 

n 
Xn = (Fedo (M)s-- 9 G5.- (n)) eT’ for n=0,1,....N—-1, 

where the bases b,,...,6,-1 are pairwise relatively prime. It follows from 

(2) and (3) that this point set P satisfies Dj, (P) = O(N? (log N)*"*). 

There are obvious multidimensional analogs of the one-dimensional se- 

quences S(q) introduced above, namely sequences which consist of the mul- 
tiples of an irrational point mod 1. However, for these sequences it has not 

yet been possible to obtain a discrepancy of the order O(N”? (log N)*) in 

dimension s > 2. A more promising line of research has dealt with discrete 

versions of these sequences, i.e., point sets consisting of the multiples of a 

rational point mod 1. For N > 2 and g € Z’* such a point set P comprises 

the points x, = {(n/N)g},n =0,1,...,N —1, where {u} is the fractional 
part of u € R’. It is known that for every s > 2 and N > 2 there exists a 

g € Z* such that Dj,(P) = O(N7'(log N)’). The best implied constants 
have been given in Niederreiter [20] for N prime and in Niederreiter [21] 

for general N. A generalization of these types of low-discrepancy point sets 

was studied by Niederreiter and Sloan [32]. 

It is a widely held belief that the orders of magnitude N~‘ (log N)*"? 
for the discrepancy of point sets and N~1(log.N)* for the discrepancy of 

sequences in the s-dimensional case are best possible. As mentioned earlier, 

this has been established for s = 1. For s = 2 Schmidt [34] has shown that 

for any N-element point set P we have 

Dy (P) > cN~* log N,
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and more recently Beck [2] proved that for any sequence S we have 

D3, (S)'> cN7* (log N)(loglog N)° for infinitely many N, 

where c and c are positive absolute constants. The paper of Beck [2] also 

contains the result that for any N-element point set P in the case s = 3 we 

have 

Ds, (P) >.cN~} (log N)(loglog N)°. 

For arbitrary s there are the classical lower bounds of Roth [33]: for any 
N-element point set P we have 

D;,(P) >e,N7? (log N)&~D/2 

and for any sequence S we have 

Dy(S) >c.N ‘(log N)*/? for infinitely many N, 

where the constant c, > 0 depends only on s. Proofs of Roth’s results can 

also be found in Kuipers and Niederreiter [14] and Beck and Chen [3]. 

3. Nets and (t, s)-sequences 

In this section we describe a theory of point sets and sequences with a very 

regular distribution behavior. As our starting point we take the following 

special property of the van der Corput sequence Zo, Z1,.... For fixed integers 

k > 0 and m > 1 consider the points z, with k2” <n < (k+1)2™. We claim 

that every dyadic interval [a2™™ ,(a+1)2-™), where a € Z and 0<a< 2™, 

contains exactly one point z, with k2™ <n<(K+1)2™. To see this, just 

note that for k2" <n <(k+1)2™ the m least significant bits in the binary 

expansion of n can range freely, whereas the remaining leading bits are fixed; 

for 2, = ¢2(n) this means that its m leading bits after the “decimal point” 

can range freely, whereas the remaining bits are fixed. 

This special distribution property of the van der Corput sequence mo- 

tivates the following definitions. We fix the dimension s > 1 and an integer 

b> 2. .
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Definition 2. An elementary interval in base } is a subinterval J of I° of 

the form 

= [ee (a + 1)b-*) 
i=1 

with a;,d; € Z for 1 <i<-s. 

Definition 3. Let 0 < t < m be integers. A (t,m;s)-net in base b is a 

point set P of b™ points in I* such that A(J; P) = b' for every elementary 
interval J in base b with Vol J) = b'™. 

Definition 4. Let t > 0 be an integer. A sequence X,X,,... of points in 

I" is a (t, s)-sequence in base b if for all integers k > 0 and m > t the point. 

set consisting of the x, with.kb™ <n < (k+1)b™ is a (t,m, s)-net in base:b.) 

In this language, the van der Corput sequence is a (0, 1)-sequence in 

base 2. Definitions 3 and 4 were introduced by Sobol’ [36] in the case b — 2; 

the general definitions were first given by Niederreiter [24]. Note that if P is 

a (t,m, s)-net in base b, then the remainder function satisfies R(J; P) = 0 for 

every elementary interval J in base b with Vol(J) = b*™. More generally, 

it follows that if J is‘an elementary interval in base b with Vol(J) > b* ™, 

or a disjoint union of such intervals, then R(J;P) = 0 (observe that ‘such’ 

sets J can be written as disjoint unions of elementary intervals in base b 

with volume b*™). This implies that any (t,m,s)-net in base b is also a 

(u, m, s)-net in base b for t < u £ m and that any (¢, s)-sequence in base b is 

also a (u, s)-sequence in base 6 for u >t. Therefore, it is clear that smaller 

values of t mean stronger regularity properties. 

Upper bounds for the discrepancy of nets and (t, s)-sequences have been 

established in Niederreiter [24]. These bounds are completely explicit, but 
for the sake of simplicity we give them here in an abbreviated form. 

Theorem 1. If P is a (t,m,s)-net in base b with s > 2, then. 

Dy (P) < B(s,b)b¢N7? (log NY"! + O(b‘N7? (log N)*2). 

If either s = 2 or b = 2,8 = 3,4, then 

b-1 s-1 
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otherwise 

  

__ 1 (1b/2\\"" 
B(s,b) = Tay (fer) 

Theorem 2. If S is a (t, s)-sequence in base b with s > 2, then 

Dy (S) < C(s,b)b°N~* (log N)? + O(B'N~' (log N)*"!) for N > 2. 

If either s = 2 or b = 2,8 = 3,4, then 

1/b-1\° 

Cs.) = 5 (Fas) , 

_ 1 b-1 (BWV 

C0) = 5 ata ago) 

  

otherwise 

  

The fact that these upper bounds are increasing functions of t is in 

accordance with earlier remarks on the values of ¢. In the case of the 
least possible value t = 0 there are interesting connections with classical 

combinatorial problems. We first note that in the cases m = 0, 1 it is trivial 

to construct a (0,m, s)-net in base b. For m = 0 take one arbitrary point 

from I*, and for m = 1 take the point set consisting of (n/b,...,n/b) € 

I" n 7 0,1,...,6—1. For m > 2 it was shown in Niederreiter [24] that 

a (0,m,s)-net in base b can only exist if s < M(b) + 2, where M(b) is 
the maximum cardinality of a set of mutually orthogonal latin squares of 

order b. Since M(b) < b—1, we get in particular the necessary condition 

s < 6+1 for the existence of a (0,m,s)-net in base b with m > 2. The 

following curious result was also noted in [24]: there exists a finite projective 
plane of order b if and only if there exists a (0,2,6+1)-net in base b. For 

sequences it was shown in [24] that a (0, s)-sequence in base b can only exist 
if s < M(b) +1; in particular, we must have s < b. 

A general principle for the construction of nets was introduced in [24]. 

Although this construction principle works for arbitrary bases, we now 

consider only the special case where the base is a prime power g. Let Fy, be 

the finite field of order q and as before let Z, = {0,1,...,g -—1} CZ. For 
given m > 1 and s > 1 we choose: 

(i) bijections ~, : Z, > F, forO<r<m-1;
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(ii) bijections n,; : F, > Z, forl <i<s,1<j<m; 

(iii) elements ol) € Fj forl<i¢gs,l<j<m0<r<m-l1. 

For n = 0,1,...,g" — 1 let 

m-1 

n= > a,(n)q’ with all a,(n) € Z,. 
r=0 

Put 

2) = Le “IF for O<n<q™,1<i<s, 

with 

yo? = Ny (= 29 valam) €Z,forO<n<gq™,1<i<s,l<j<m, 
r=0 . 

and define the point set 

Xn = (2,..., 2) el’ for 0<n<Qg™. (4) 

.We collect the elements cl! Je F, into the system C of vectors 

c? = (cJ,..-,e8.-1) eF” for 1<i<s,l<j<m. 

Definition 5. For the system C = (ő? :1<is<s1<j< m} 
as above let o(C) be the largest positive integer d such that any system 

{cl :1<j<d,1 <i < s} withO < dj < m for1 <i < s and 

a d; = d— 1 is linearly independent over F, (here the empty system is 
viewed as linearly independent). 

We always have 1 < o(C) < m+1. The following result was shown in 

[24, Theorem 6.10]. 

Lemma 1. The point set (4) is a (t,m,s)-net in base q witht =m+1-— 

a(C). 

From Lemma 1 and the general discrepancy bound in Theorem 1 it 

follows that if P is the point set (4) and s > 2, then 

Dy(P) < B(s,q)q" % (log N)*"? +O (g°% (log N)*"?)
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A lower bound is shown in [30], namely 

. q—1 -a) 
Dy (P) 2 349 nm 

These bounds demonstrate that D},(P) is small if and only if o(C) is large. 

A general study of how large one can make o(C) has been carried out in 

[28]. 

If q is prime, then F, and Z, can be identified and every bijection 

mij in (ii) above can be taken as the identity map. In this case there 

is another method of obtaining an upper bound for D,,(P). We need 

some notation to describe this method. Put C(q) = (—¢/2,¢/2]N Z. For 
(hy,---, hm) € C(q)™ define d(hi,...,hm) to be the largest index d with 

ha # 0, provided that (hi,...,4m) # (0,...,0), and put d(0,...,0) = 0. 

For q = 2. put 
Qq(hi, 12.) hm) — 297 d(his..:hm) , 

and for g > 2 put 

q “(csc =|hal+o(d,m)) if (Ai,...,hm) A (0,...,0), 
Qalhas---shim) = {4 if (hi,..-,hm) = (0,...,0), 

where d = d(h,,...,hm) and where o(d,m) = 1 for d < mand o(m,m) = 0. 

Let C(q)*“™ be the set of all s x m matrices with entries in C(q). For each 

H = (hij) € C(q)**™ we define 

P,(H) =] [ Q,(hit,---, Rim) 
i=1 

For the system C' = (e :1<i<m,1<j < s) of vectors in Definition 5 

we set 

R(C) = > P,(H), 

the sum running over all nonzero H = (h,;) € C(q)**™ with 

8 m 

SoS hie! =0€F™, 
t=1 j=1 

where the h;; are viewed as elements of F,. Then the following result is 

proved in [30].
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Lemma 2. If q is prime and every 1; is the identity map, then the point 

set P given by (4) satisfies . : 

D.(P) £1- (1 - x) +R(C)S = +R(C), 

An important application of Lemma 2 is the following one. For a prime 

q and for integers m > 1 and s > 2 let 

Mq(m, 8) = arp DRC) 

be the mean value. of R(C’) over the set C of all choices for a system 

C= (e? EFP:1<i<s,1<j<m}. This mean value is calculated 

in [30], and the value is O(N~1 (log N)*) with N = g™. Thus, Lemma 2 

implies that the construction of the point sets (4) yields on the average a 

point set P with Di, (P) = O(N! (log N)*). 

An analogous principle is available for the construction of (t, s)-se- 

quences (see [24]). In the case of a prime power base q we let s > 1 be 
given and we choose: 

(i) bijections , : Z, + F, for r > 0, with 7,(0) = 0 for all sufficiently 
large r; 

(ii) bijections n,; : F, > Z, for 1 <i< sand j>1; 

(iii) elements ol) € F, forl<i<¢s,j>1,r>0. 

For n = 0,1,... let 

n= > a,(n)q” 
r=0 

be the digit expansion in base gq as in (1). Put 

a = Sy qi for n>0,1<i<s, 

j=l 

with 

vő? = Ny e la) €Z, for n>0,1<i<s,j>1. 
r=0
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Note that the sum over r is a finite sum since w,(0) = 0 and a,(n) = 0 for 

all sufficiently large r. We now define the sequence 

xq = (20,...,20) for n=0,1,.... (5) 

To guarantee that the points x,, belong to I" (and not only to T*), and also 

for the analysis of the sequence (5), we need the following condition: 

(iv) for each n and 7 we have yi) <q-—1 for infinitely many j. 

In [24] a stronger condition than (iv) was used, namely that 7; (0) = 0 
for 1 < i < s and all sufficiently large j and that for each 7 and r we have 

cl) = = 0 for all sufficiently large 7. This stronger condition guarantees that 

for each n and i we have y? *) = 0 for all sufficiently large j, so that each 

a is given by a finite digit expansion in base g. However, the proof of (24, 

Theorem 6.23] shows that condition (iv) suffices to establish the following 

result. 

Lemma 3. Lett > 0 be an integer. If for each integer m > t the system 

Cím) given by 

of) = (c,... dna) ep for 1<i<s,1<j<m, 

satisfies 0(C(™) > m+1-—t, then the sequence (5) is a (t, s)-sequence in 
base q. 

The problem of constructing (t,m, s)-nets and (t, s)-sequences in base 

q with a small value of t leads to combinatorial questions for vector spaces 

over F,. These questions are connected with problems in algebraic coding 

theory (see [24], [28]). There are various approaches to these combinatorial 

questions, for instance by ad hoc constructions as in [24], by the theory of 

hyperderivatives as in [26], or by using formal Laurent series over F,, with 

the latter being the most promising method. 

The method of formal Laurent series was introduced in Niederreiter 

[25] to carry out the following construction of (¢, s)-sequences in base q. To 

simplify the exposition, we consider only a special case of the construction 

in [25]. Let F,((z~*)) be the field of formal Laurent series over F, in the 

variable x~!, and note that F,((z~')) contains the field of rational functions 

over F,. For a given dimension s > 2 choose s pairwise relatively prime
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polynomials p,,...,p, € F,[z] with deg(p;) = e, > 1 for 1 <i<s. For 

integers 7 > 1 and u > 0 we have the expansion 

= 30% jura Tt 
r=w nF 

in F,((2~*)), where the integer w < 0 may depend on i,j, and u. Then 

define 

ol) =a(Q+l1ur)eF, for 1<i<s,j>1,r>0, 

where j — 1 = Qe; + u with Q,u € Z and 0 < u < ¢;. It is clear that for 
each i and r we have cl) = = 0 for all sufficiently large j. If we assume that 

ni(0) = 0 for 1 <i < s and all sufficiently large j, then the condition (iv) 

above is satisfied, and so (5) yields a sequence of points in I". It was shown 

in [25] that this sequence is a (t, s)-sequence in base g with 

8 

t= Sole: _ 1). 

1-1 

For fixed s and g the minimum value of t is obtained by letting pi,...,ps 

be the “first s” monic irreducible polynomials over F,, i.e., the first s terms 

of a séquence in which all monic irreducible polynomials over F, are listed 

according to nondecreasing degrees. With this choice of p1,...,p, we get 

Ty(s) = 9 (deg(ps) ~ 1) 

as the minimum value of t. Now consider the discrepancy bound in Theorem 

2. For fixed s the minimum value of the leading coefficient C(s, b}b‘ obtained 

by the present construction is given by 

C, = minC(s, qq?) ; 
q 

where the minimum is extended over all prime powers g. This yields, for 

example, Cz = 0.26...,C3 = 0.12...,Cip = 0.0004..., and a value of Cig 

close to 10-8. Asymptotically we have 

—— logC, lim —2—*- < — 
s~% sloglogs
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Thus C’, — 0 at a superexponential rate as s — oo. This construction gives 

the best low-discrepancy sequences, and by the principle in (3) also the best 

low-discrepancy point sets, that are currently known. 

An interesting special case of the construction above arises if s < q. 

Then we can choose p;(z) = x — 6; with distinct b; € F,,1 <i < s. Thus 

T,(s) = 0 and 

of) =a(j,0,r) for 1<i<s,j>1,r>0. 

  

Furthermore, 

1 1 wl(rti- ') - 
- == ————_ = 7? . biz" 

pix)? gi (1— ba) > ( j-1 

_ = r r-j+l .—r-1 = 2. (21) x , 
r=j-1 

and so 

ol) = 0 for r<j-1, 

cf) = (, r yes for r>j-—1. 

This choice of the e? yields the (0, 5)-seguences in base g constructed in 

Niederreiter [24], and if we specialize further to g being a prime, then this 

yields the sequences constructed in Faure [9]. Note that if we want (0, s)- 

sequences in base q, then the condition s < gq is best possible since we 

mentioned earlier in this section that s < q is a necessary condition for the 
existence of a (0, s)-sequence in base q. 

4. Some new constructions 

The method of formal Laurent series can be used for further constructions of 

nets and (t, s)-sequences. First we present a construction of nets, the origins 

of which go back to the author’s paper [20]. For a given dimension s > 2
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let f € F,[x] with deg(f) =m > 1 and let 9,...,9, € F,[z]. Consider the 

expansions 

fie 7" ue e Ra) for 1SiSs, 

where w; <1 for 1 <i< s. Then define 

c) -u eF, for 1<i<s,l<j<mO0<r<m-l1. (6) 

With this choice of the elements ép we then apply the general principle for 

the construction of nets described i in Section 3. This yields the point set (4) 

_ consisting of g™ points in I[*. We denote this point set by P(g, f), where 
we write g = (91,..-,9s) € F,|x]* for the s-tuple of polynomials g;,..., 9s. 

For an arbitrary h = (hi,...,4,) € F,[x]* we define the “inner product” 

h-g= > higi- 
t=1 

Let v be the discrete exponential valuation on F,((z~*)) which extends the 

degree function on F,[z]. 

Lemma 4. Let 

c) — (,... cf) EF™ forl<issl<j<m, 

where the ol) are given by (6). Then for h,; € Fj, 1<i<s,1<j<m, we 

have 

Stage? =0eEF" (7) 
i=l j=l 

if and only if f\h-g, where h = (hy,...,hs) € F,[2]* with 

h,(x) = So hiya? € F,[z] forl<i<s. (8) 
j=l 

Proof. By comparing components, we see that (7) is equivalent to 

PI ag =0 for O0<r<m-l. (9) 
t=1 j=l
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For 1 <i < s we have 

hi(x)gi(z 1 t a. —k+jr- “Te 7 (Ser Gs *)-E Em k=; 

m 00 

= Doh a tng” 
j=l r=, 

Thus forr > 0 the coefficient of x°""1 in h,g;/f is y a his ul 44: Therefore, 

the condition (9) is eguivalent to the following: for 0 <r<m-1 the 

coefficient of "7! in 27-a higi/f is 0. This means that 

1 
—h-g=pt+ L, f 8-p 

where p € F,[z] and L € F ((z!)) with v(L) c —m. The last identity is 
equivalent to 

h-g—pf=[f. 

On the left-hand side we have a polynomial over F,, whereas on the right- 

hand side we have v(Lf) < 0 since v(f) = deg(f) = m. This is only possible 
ifLf=O,ie, if flh-g. m= 

Corollary 1. If C is the system of vectors of) 

in Definition 5, then 

in Lemma 4 and 0(C) is as 

o(C) = o(g, f) = min } (deg(h;) +1), 
t=1 

where the minimum is extended over all nonzero h = (h;,...,hs) € F,[z]* 

with deg(h;) < m for 1 <i<_s and f|h-g, where we use the convention 

deg(0) = - 

Theorem 3. The point set P(g, f) is a (t,m,s)-net in base q with t = 

Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and Corollary 1. @ 

From Theorems 1 and 3 we obtain the discrepancy bound 

Dy (P(g; f)) < B(s,q)q* * (og NY + O(g “& (log N)*~?).
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Another discrepancy bound is obtained from Lemma 2 in the case where g 

is prime and every 7; is the identity map. If h = (hi,...,h,) € F,[z]* with 

deg(h;) < m for 1 <i < s, then we can use (8) and the fact that C(q) forms 

a complete residue system mod q to identify h with H = (hi;) € C(q)**™, 

and we put P,(h) = P,(H). In analogy with the definition of R(C) we then 
set 

R(g, f) = >_ P,(h), (10) 

where the sum is over all nonzero h = (i,...,h,) € F,[z]* with deg(h,;) < 
m for1 <i< sand f|h-g. It follows from Lemma 4 that R(g, f) = R(C), 

where C’ is the system of vectors ol) in Lemma 4. Thus Lemma 2 shows 

that 

Dy(P@N)<S1- (1-5) +RENSE+REN, UD 
provided that q is prime and every 7;; is the identity map. 

On the basis of (11) we will prove that the point sets P(g, f) are on the 

average low-discrepancy point sets. For s > 2 and f € F,[z] with g prime 
and deg(f) =m > 1 put 

G.(f) = {g = (91,---59s) € Fala] : gcd(gi, f) =1 and 

deg(gi)<m for 1<i< sy}. 

Let 
1 

M,(f) = card(G,(f)) 2. R(g.f) 
g&G,(f) 

be the mean value of R(g,f) extended over the set G,(f). Note that 

card(G,(f)) = ®,(f)*, where ©, is the analog of Euler’s totient function 
for the ring F,[z]. By a formula in [17, Lemma 3.69] we have 

6(f)=a"[[Q-a™), (12) 
k=1 

where n;,...,m, are the degrees of the distinct monic irreducible polyno- 

mials over F, dividing f. 

The proof of the following theorem depends on the theory of arithmetic 
functions on F,[z] as developed by Carlitz [6] and on the theory of characters 

of F,((z~)) as developed by Carlitz [7] and Hayes [12]. In the sequel, an 

arithmetic function is a real-valued function on the multiplicative semigroup
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S, of monic polynomials over F,. An arithmetic function E is called multi- 

plicative (resp. additive) if E(gh) = E(g)E(h) (resp. E(gh) = E(g)+E(h)) 
for all g,h € S, with gcd(g,h) = 1. We write >, mod f for a sum over all 

v € F,[x] with deg(v) < deg(f), and we write >) moay if the additional 
condition gced(v, f) = 1 is imposed. Furthermore, 2 ay denotes a sum over 

alld € S, dividing f. 

Let x be a fixed nontrivial additive character of F,. For L € F,((x~')) 
put X,(L) = x(t:), where t, is the coefficient of x’ in the expression for 

L. Then X,\is an additive character of F,((x~')) which is trivial on F,[z]. 

Consequently, X,(-/f).is a nontrivial additive character of the residue class 
ring'F,[r]/(f). For g € F,[z] the orthogonality relations for characters yield 

Sade 
vmod f 

See e.g. Car [5, p.8] for this formula. We put C*(q) = C(q) \ {0}. 

Theorem 4. :Let q be a prime, let s > 2 be an integer, let f € F,[x] with 

deg(f) =m > 1, and put N = q™. Then 

log N log log N’)? M,(f) = 7 (Cal0gN + d,)* — cs aa + 10 (e), 

where the implied constant depends only on g and s and where d; — 1, 

d, - 1/g for ag 5 2, cz = 1/log4, and 

  

1 n|z| 
(GQ = —i+ y csc —— | for g > 2. 

z€C*(q) 

‘Proof. We can assume w.l.o.g. that f is monic. Inserting the definition of 

R(g, f) in (10) into the expression for M,(f) and interchanging the order 

of summation, we get 

M,(f) = J_ A(h)P, (h), ol 
Bf 204
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where the sum is over all nonzero h = (hi,...,h,) € Fy[z]* with deg(h;) c 
m for 1 <i < s and where A(h) is the number of g € G,(f) with f\h-g. 

Since A(0) = ©,(f)* and P,(0) = 1, we can write 

By A(h)P, (hb) — 1, (14) 

where the sum is over all h = (h1,...,hs) € F,[z]° with deg(hi) < m for 

1<i<s. For any such h we have 

= Eon (Ges) g&Gs(f) vmod f 

by (13). By the definition of P,(h) we can write 

P,(h) = [[ Q,(A:); 
i=1 

where we use (8) to identify h; with (hi,...,Rim) € C(q)™ and we define 

Q,(hi) to be the quantity Q,(hi,...,him) in Section 3. Then we get 

2 ACh) Pa(h) +> SS Xx, ¢ —h. g) Pa(h) 
N mod f h géG,(f) 

=D De YD Le DV Xe(Frn) (Frese) 
vmod f hi mod f ha mod f gi mod f 9s mod f 

Qq(hi)---Qa(hs) 

=| © Ys)" 
vmod f 

with 

Y.4f)- D XX, (ho) 24. 
hmod f g mod f 

Now 

Y,(0, f) =#,(f) 3. 2) 
h mod f
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thus 

X AGh)P,(h) = öl) ( > ax) +5 > Yelws (15) 
hmod f vmest 

vw 

Let u, be the Mobius function on S, (see [6] and [17, p. 145]) and note that 

Hg is multiplicative. We abbreviate gcd(g, f) by (g, f) in this proof. Then 
for fixed v € F,[x] with 0 < deg(v) < m we get 

Vii f\= 32 Q(t) YX, (5) 57 (0) 
hmad f 9 mod f dl(9,f) 

=F AH) Duel DX. (FA9) 
hmod f dif sa 

= Yl) Dud YX (Fhaa) 
h mod f dif a mod f/d 

=D Dm (4) Ox (Gra), 
h mod f dif amodd 

where in the last step we changed d into f/d. Applying (13) to the innermost 

sum, we obtain 

¥,(0,f)= 35 (DD Hg (4) gies 
hmod f din 

vu. 

- ne (ő) etve 37 04, 
I h mod f 

d f aluh 

Now d|vh if and only if d/(d,v) divides h, thus 

¥,(0.f) = Doe (4) gt, (Af (16) gi FT g d g (d, v) , > 

where for an a € S, dividing f we put 

E,(a, f)= d. Qq(h). 
hmod f 
alh
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Ifa = f, then 

E,(a, f) = Qq(0) = 1. 

Now let a # f, then 

E,(a,f)=1+° >> Q,(ab). 
b mod f/a 

bé 

For g — 2 we have 

> 3 
kéz 

Q,(ab) = 27 deg(ab)-1 _ 9~ deg(a)-1 o- kok 

b mod f/a bmod f/a 
k=0 

b#0 b#0 

= deg (2) 27 deg (a)-1 . 

a 

For q > 2 and for h € F,[z] with 0 < deg(h) < m we have 

Qa(h) =a #4" (coe TIogn(h] + o(deg(h) + 1,m)) 

where sgn(h) is the leading coefficient of h, viewed as an element of C*(q). 

Since a is monic, we get 

2 Q,(ab) = 
bmod f/a 

b#0 

= So geo (coc™sen(0) +0 (ces(t), deg (£) - 1)) 
bmod f/a 

b#0 

deg (f/a)-1 rlz] f 

—g7 deg(a)-1 \ g "ag > (coc! +o (deg (2) - 1)) 
k=0 z€C*(q) 

f\ -a - 9 n|z| — d = eg (a)—1 sc — 

08 ( 4 ° qd 
z€C*(q) 

+ (¢-1) (aes (£) - 1) gq 9eg(a)-1 

=T, deg (£) q deg(a) egg deg (a) |
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where we put T, = c, logg for all g and e, = (q — 1)/q for g > 2. The case 

q = 2 is also covered by this formula if we put cz = 0. To include the case 

a= f, we put 

— Jea ifa=f, 

5la, ) — (ő if az J. 

Then for all a € S, dividing f we have 

By(a,f)=1+4T,deg (2) @7 © — (eH la free — (a7) 
=1+4+ (mT, -— ¢, + 6,(a, f))q" deg (a) _ T, deg(a)q” deg (a) | 

Applying this formula with a = d/(d,v) in (16), we obtain 

¥a(0.) = oma (4). 
dlf 

d 
(ww + (mr, —€,+6, (ay f)) gies (4) 

d — T, deg (as (a, ia) 978 ((dw)) ) 

thus 

¥,(v, f) = Bo(f) + (cq log N—e,) Hy” (v, f)-T, H (v, f) +H (uv, f) (18) 

with 

H® (v, f) = So bg @ gés (ld) 

dif 

d 
HP (v, f) Du (4 5) aes (a4 7 ane, 

dif (d, v) 

@) Jy deg ((d,v)) H®)(v, f) = =D (G7) 6 (ays) a 

In the rest of the proof p will always stand for a monic irreducible polynomial 

over F,. For a nonzero v € F,[z] let e,(v) be the largest nonnegative integer 

such that p‘*) divides v. Now we consider H‘")(v, f) for a fixed v # 0.
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Since g*8((4")) is a multiplicative function of d, it follows that H" (v, f) is 

a multiplicative function of f. For any integer k > 1 we have 

HO (v, pk) = gio) — gear"), 

Hence, if e,(v) < k, then H® (v, p*) =0. If ep(v) > k, then 

H (v, pt) = give") — gies") = &,(p*) 

by (12). By multiplicativity we obtain 

HPO N={E Aap (19) 

Next we consider Hi”) (v, f) for a fixed v # 0. Since deg(d/(d, v)) is an 

additive and g#8((4”)) a multiplicative function of d, it follows by induction 

on the number of distinct polynomials p dividing f that 

HP) (v, f) = D7 HO (vp? HP (0, f/p). (20) 
pif 

For any integer k > 1 we have 

k-1 k 
H®) kya q Pp deg ((p*,v)) _ g, PT \ adeg((p** 2) | 

5 ep) des \ Gray)? 8 per)" 
Hence, if e,(v) > k, then Ho (v, p*) = 0. If e,(v) < k, then 

  

HP (v,p") — deg(p)q°?™ 6 . 

By (19) and (20) we get 

HO (v, f) = > deg(p)q° (v) deg (p) ®, (Fine? ) , 

Pp 

where the sum is over all p satisfying the following two conditions: (i) 

e,(v) < ep(f); (ii) f/p*e\ divides v. Note that (ii) means ep, (f) < ep, (v) 

for all monic irreducible polynomials p, over F, with p, # p. Thus (i) 

and (ii) hold simultaneously if and only if there exists a> unique p with 

ep(v) c ep(f). If this condition is satisfied, then with this p we have 

H?) (v, f) = deg(p)q*r) © &(f/p'r”),
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whereas H.”) (v, f) = 0 otherwise. 

Now we consider H{°(v, f). Note that 6,(d/(d,v),f) # 0 only if 
q > 2 and d/(d,v) = f. But since d divides f, we have d/(d,v) = f if 

and only if d = f and (f,v) = 1. Thus if g > 2 and (f,v) = 1, then 

HP (v, f) — (g— 1)/a. In all other cases we have H® (v, f) =0. 

For v € F,[x] with 0 < deg(v) < m we have Hi” (v, f) = 0 by (19), and 

so in view of (18) and the formula for HE (v, f) we get 

¥,(v, f) = 8.(f)— TH (v, f) + O(1) 

with an absolute implied constant. We combine this with (14) and (15) to 
obtain 

Mf) = Ea A +2 > (1 ~T,Jy(v, N+0(sm 9)) 1, 
vmod f 
vo 

where J,(v, f) = H.”) (v, f)/®_(f). The formula for H.’(v, f) shows that 
J,(v, f) = O(1), hence 

M(f) = ELIA Elem Y 40.1! +0 (sz) 
vmod f 
vo 

(21) 
with an implied constant depending only on g and s. 

We now consider the sum over v in (21) for 1 <i < s. From the formula 

for HP (v, f) we obtain 

deg(p) J,(v, f) = B, (pee) ) 

if there exists a unique p with e,(v) < e,(f), and J,(v, f) = 0 otherwise. 
We put 

Hi(f)= S> Jv, f)' for 1<i<s. 
vmod f 
vé 

Let g,h € S, with (g,h) = 1 and let v € F,{z] with 0 < deg(v) < deg(gh) be 
such that there exists a unique p with e,(v) < e,(gh). Since then e,(gh) > 0, 

p divides exactly one of g and h, and so the sum H;(gh) can be split up into 

two subsums according to these two cases. If p|g, say, then v = v,h with
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v, € F,[z],0 < deg(v,) c deg(g), and J,(v, gh) = J,(uih, gh) = Jq(v1,9). 

From this it is easily seen that H;(gh) = H;(g)+H,(h), hence H, is additive. 

For an integer e > 1 and any p we have 

H;(p*) = deg(p)' 5 a Cae ae 
k=0 vmod p® 

ep(vj=k 

For 0 < k < e—1 the number of v € F,[z] with 0 < deg(v) < deg(p*) and 
€p(v) = k is equal to &,(p**), and so 

H;(p*) = deg(p)' S> &,(p*)*". (22) 
k=1 

For i = 1 this yields H;(p°) = deg(p)e = deg(p*), thus Hi(f) = deg(f) = 
by additivity. For i = 2 we get 

“ -1 
H2(p*) = deg(p)* my g Fdez(p) (a —g deep) ) 

k=1 

< 2deg(p)? S> gq #48) < 4deg(p)2g 8) , 
k=1 

and so by additivity 

H2(f) < 40 deg(p)?g #8). 
pif 

Let n be the number of distinct monic irreducible polynomials over F, 

dividing f and let p,,...,p, be the “first n” monic irreducible polynomials 
over F,. Then 

D(n) 

H,(f) < 43> deg(p,) 2g 885) + O(1) <4 S° r?g7" I, (r) + O(1), 
j=l r=1 

where D(n) = deg(p,) and I,(r) is the number of monic irreducible poly- 

nomials over F, of degree r. Since I,(r) < g"/r for r > 1 by [17, Corollary 
3.21], it follows that 

D(n) 

H,(f) <4 >> r+ O(1) = O(D(n)’). (23) 
r=1
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On the other hand, we have 
é 

m = deg(f) > D7 deg(p;) 2 (D(n) - 1)Lq(D(n) - 1). 
j=l 

From [17, Exercise 3.27] we obtain I,(r) > cq’/r for r > 1 with an absolute 

constant c > 0. Thus, if D(n) > 2, then m > cg?™=1, hence D(n) = 

O(1 + logm), and this holds trivially if D(n) = 1. Combining this with 

(23), we obtain 

Hp(f) = O((log log N)”). (24) 

For i > 3 it follows from (22) that 

Hi(p*) < deg(p)' } >, (p*)”” = deg(p)' So #48 (1-4 teste) ) 
k=1 k=1 

< 2deg(p)' (ae Pp) i)" 

and so by additivity 

-2 . _ 
Hi(f)<2 Sy deg(g)' (gi -1)  =2 > eat - 1) 2 

g€Sq k=1 

deg (g)21 

< 150K (q* -1) * =O(1). 
k=1 

Now we use this information as well as (24) and Hi(f) = m in the 

formula (21). This yields 

MA) = EEA, — ys EX 40 (Eeen) so (stn) . 

By (17) we have E,(1, f) = mT, +d, — cs log N + d,, and [5, Proposition 

VI1.11] yields ®,(f)"1 = O(N~? loglog(N +1)). Hence the desired result 
follows. 

    

It follows from (11) and Theorem 4 that if q is prime, every 7; is 

the identity map, and s > 2 and f € F,[z] with deg(f) = m > 1 are 

fixed, then as g runs through G,(f) we get on the average D}, (P(g, f)) =
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O(N~* (log N)*). We note that for the number c, in Theorem 4 we have 
the bound 

7 

7 + 5 log q 7 qlog gq 
    Cy < for g52 

by [18, p. 574]. 

If f is irreducible over F,, then the ol) in (6) can also be represented 

as follows. Note first that the sequence ul? , ul, ... 1s a linear recurring se- 

quence with characteristic polynomial f. Thus it follows from [17, Theorem 

8.24] that there exist elements 6;,1 < i < s, in the extension field Fy of 

order N = g™ such that 

ul? =Tr(00%!) for 1<i<s and k>1, 

where Tr is the trace function from Fy to F, and where a is a root of f in 

Fy. Hence (6) attains the form 

cl!) =Tr(Oj0°t7!) for 1<i<s,l<j<mO0<r<m-l. 

Consequently, if q is prime, f is irreducible over F,, and the bijections 4. 

and 7,; are identity maps, then the construction of the point sets P(g, f) 

is a special case of the construction in (20, p. 161], where in the latter 

construction we take 6;; = 6;07°1 € Fy forl<i<s,l<j<m. 

In the case s = 2 there is a connection between the quantity o(g, f) in 

Corollary 1 and continued fractions for rational functions over F,, where 

q is again an arbitrary prime power. Let g = (91,92) € F,[z]? with 
gcd(gi, f) = 1 fori = 1,2. Then the condition h-g = hig; +hog. =.0 modf 

in Corollary 1 is equivalent to h; +hogj 92 = 0 modf, where g; € F,[x] with 

919; =1modf. Thus it suffices to consider the quantity o(g, f) for pairs g 

of the form g = (1,g) with g € F,[z] and gced(g, f) = 1. Let 

ri [Ao; Ai, Ao,..-, Au] 

be the continued fraction expansion of the rational function g/f, with partial 

quotients A, € F,[x] satisfying deg(A,) > 1 forl1 <r<u. Put 

K (4) = max deg(A,). 
f 1Srsu
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Then we have 

oe, f)=m+2-K (2), (25) 
which is shown in exactly the same way as the special case considered in 

(22, Satz 12]. Thus the desirable g = (1,9) are those with small K(g/f). 

The quantity K(g/f) was studied in detail in [23]. It is clear that for any 

m > 1 we can obtain a reduced rational function g/f with K(g/f) = 1 

and deg(f) = m, by choosing partial quotients with deg(A,) = 1 for 

1<r<m. Then from (25) we get o(g,f) = m+ 1 for g = (1,g). With 

this choice of g and f we obtain a two-dimensional point set P(g, f) with 

Dy (P(g, f)) = O(N log N) according to the discrepancy bound stated 

after Theorem 3. By a lower bound stated in Section 2 this is the smallest 

order of magnitude which can be achieved by the discrepancy of a two- 

dimensional point set. 

A construction analogous to that of the point sets P(g, f) can also be 

applied to sequences. For this purpose, let s > 1 be a given dimension and 

choose irrational [,,...,L, € F,((x~*)), i-e., none of the formal Laurent 

series L;,1 <i < 8s, should be the expansion of a rational function over F,. 

Let 

L.= So at for 1<i<s, 

k-w; 

where w;, C1for1 cic s. Then define 

oy) eF, for 1<i<s,j>1,r>0. (26) ( 
Cip r-bj 

With this choice of the elements ol we then apply the general principle for 

the construction of sequences described in Section 3. It remains to guarantee 

that the condition (iv) in Section 3 holds, i.e., that for each n and 7 we have 

yo <q-—1 for infinitely many j. The following is a sufficient condition for 

(iv) to hold. Here ng denotes the inverse map of the bijection 97; . 

Lemma 5. If the bijections n;; are such that ni (q—1) is independent of j 

and # 0 for all sufficiently large j, then for each n and i we have yo <q-1 

for infinitely many j. 

Proof. Suppose that for some n and 7 we had yf? = q—1 for all sufficiently 

large j. Since for a suitable integer R(n) > 0 we have w,(a,({n)) = 0 for all
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r > R(n), it follows from (26) and the definition of the yf) that 

R(n) 

> ud), %,(a,(n)) = 1;;'(q—1) for all sufficiently large j. 
r=0 

By hypothesis there exists a nonzero m; € F, such that Ni (g—1) — m; for 

all sufficiently large 7. Thus, with a suitable integer jp > 1 we have 

R(n) . 
y br(ae(n))ue? =m, forall 7 > jo. 
r=0 

Hence, if we put 4%, = ut jo for k > 0, then the sequence v9, 11,... of 

elements of F, satisfies a nontrivial linear recurrence relation and is thus 

ultimately periodic (see [17, Theorem 8.7]). Consequently, the sequence 

u ; ul? ,--- is ultimately periodic, and so L; is rational, a contradiction. E 

By analogy with Lemma 4 it is clear that the distribution proper- 

ties of the sequence constructed from L;,...,L, are intimately connected 

with the simultaneous diophantine approximation character of the elements 

[y,...,L, of the field F,((z~*}), where polynomials over F, play of course 

the role of the integers in classical diophantine approximation. These con- 

nections will be further explored in later work. 
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The Pell Sequence Contains Only Trivial Perfect 

Powers 

A. PETHO* 

1. Introduction 

Let A,B € Z, |B] =1, Ro =0, R; =1 and 

Roya = ARnsi -BRy (1) 

for n > 0. We consider the equation 

Ry, =a! j (2) 

in integers n,xr,g subject to [Iz] 5 1, q> 2. 

Shorey and Stewart [8] and independently Pethő [4] proved that (2) has 
only finitely many effectively computable solutions in n,x,q. Using only 

this result it is hopeless to solve completely (2) for given A and B because 

the bound for q is very large. It is about 10® even in the modest cases. 
_ Equation (2) was examined by several authors for the Fibonacci sequence, 

which is defined by A = 1, B = —1, You find an extensive literature in [7]. 
  

* Research partly done while the author was a visiting professor at the Fachbereich _ 

14 - Informatik, Universitat des Saarlandes. 7 i
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To establish the third and -fifth powers in the Fibonacci sequence the 

author [5], [6] transformed the problem into the solution of certain third and 

fifth degree Thue equation respectively. The solutions of the Thue equations 

were then found by means of a computer search. 

Our first result is that the transformation of (2) into:a g-th degree Thue 

equation is possible for a wider class of recurrences. More precisely we prove 

Theorem 1. Let g > 3 be odd, B = —1 and D = A? —4B = p or 4p with a 

prime p. Ifn, Ír] £ 1 is a solution of (2) with n odd ther’ there exist integers 
y,z € Z,(y,z) =1 such that 

3? — y? 3 2? 

and . . 
2 — Ai 2+ Ai 

fly, 2) = 4 (y ~ zi)" + 
    (y + zi)? = 41. (3) 

Generally, f(y, z) is an irreducible polynomial over Q[y, z] and therefore 

it is hard to solve (3) for a given q. 

For A = 2, B = —1 the sequence defined by (1) is called Pell sequence: 
We shall denote it by {P,, }?-,. It follows from a result of Ljunggren [3] that 

the equation e 

P,, = x4 " (4) 

has for gq = 2 only the solutions (n,x) = (0,0), (1,1) and (7,13). In his 

proof Ljunggren used complicated devices of algebraic number theory and 

p-adic analysis. : 

Combining a recent result of Wolfskill [10] with a simple computer 

search we give a new proof of Ljunggrens theorem. Moreover we are able to 

find not only the squares but all the powers in the Pell sequence. 

It is clear that the pairs (n, x) = (0,0) and (1,1) are solutions of (4) for 

any q > 2. We call them trivial solutions. 

Using Theorem 1 we prove 

Theorem 2. Equation (4) has only for g = 2 anon- “trivial solution, namely 

(n, x) = (7,18). 

Erdés (1), [2] considered the equation 

0- ©
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in positive integers k,l,n,y subject to k > 2, n > 2k, y > 2,1 > 2. 

If k = | = 2, then (5) has infinitely many solutions, which are easy to 

characterize. He proved that there are no solutions with k > 4 or | = 3. It 

follows from a result of Tijdeman [9] that there is an effectively computable 

upper bound for the solutions of (5) with k = 2,1 > 3 and k = 3,1 > 2. 

From Theorem 2 we derive 

Corollary 1. Equation (5) has for k = 2, | > 2 even no solutions. 

2. Proof of Theorem 1 

To prove theorem 1 we need the following 
ey 

‘Lemma 1. Let D = A? — 4B — bp, where b,p € Z and p is a prime. If 

(n,z) € Z, n odd is a solution of (2), then there exists u € Z with 

biza = (b? + Au)? — 4Bu?. . (6) 

Proof. Let a and ( denote the zeros of the polynomial X? — AX + B and 

put S, = a" + 6” for n > 0. If n is odd then it is easy to see that 

pb? R2 = S? — 4B. (7) 

This implies $2 = 4B (mod p). On the other hand A? = 4B (mod p), hence 

S, = +A (mod p). Thus, there exists an u € Z such that S, = up + A by 

a suitable choice of the sign. Inserting this in (7) we get 

pa? = up? + 2Aup + A? — 4B = u?p? + 2Aup + bp. 

Dividing this equation by p and multiplying by 6? we get 

b*r74 = b4 +2 Aub? +u76*p = (b+ Au)? +u?(b?p— A?) = (b? + Au)? —4Bv?., 

The lemma is proved. Mm 

Proof of Theorem 1. We have 

j | | [7 if A is odd 
2, if Ais even
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with the notation of Lemma 1. There exists by Lemma 1 an u € Z with 

aa = (1+ Au)? + (2u)?, (8) 

if A is odd, and 

16x77 = (4+ Au)* + 4u?, 

if A is even, say A = 2A. In the last case u has to be even too, say u = 2u1 

and we get 

x77 = (14 A,u,)? + 42. (9) 

Since q > 3, x has to be odd in both cases and (8) and (9) can be 

written in the common form 

ot = y* + wy’, (10) 

with v,w € Z,(v, w) = 1. Further we may assume without loss of generality 

w even. 

The right hand side of (10) can be factored in the ring of the Gaussian 

integers Zi]. These two factors must be g-th powers in Z[i] because they 
are relatively primes and the units of Z[é] are all g-th powers. Thus there 

exist y,z € Z with 

vt wi = (y+ zi)! 

and 
=y? +27. 

Taking complex conjugates we get 

1 a, ; v= sly + 21)" + (y- 21)" 
and 1 

w= =[(y r zi)" — (y — zi)"]. 

_ . Consider now the case A odd. ‘Then, by (8), u is even say u — 241. 

Thus 1: : 

uy = sll + 26)? — (v— 27] 
and . 1 a , . 

2Au,+1= 5 ly. + zi)? + (y— zi)*). 

From these two equations (3) follows immediately. 

The case A even can be treated similarly, therefore we omit it. Theorem 

1 is proved. &
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3. Proof of Theorem 2 and the Corollary 

To prove Theorem 2 we need the following property of the sequence 

{Rn 1-0 : 

Lemma 2. Letn 50,m 2 0. Then R, Rm and 

(= Rn) = (m, Ry). (11)   

Proof. We use the following well known facts about recursive sequences 

(i) Let r > 0 and n,m > 1 then 

Ram+r = R,Ram- 1)+r+1 7 BR,-1 Rm ltr: (12) 

(ii) Let n > 1, then (R,, Ra-1) = 1. 

Let now n > 0 and m > 0 then we have 

Ramt+i = (-BR -1)" (mod R,,). (13) 

In fact, (13) is obviously true for m = 0,1. Assume that it is true for an 

m > 1. Taking r = 1 in (12) and using the induction hypothesis we get 

Ryym+i)41 = Ry Ram+2 -~ BR,-1 Ram+1 = (-BRa-1 yn? (mod R,), 

which proves (13). 

The first assertion, R,|Rnm is well known and follows easily from (12). 

Let n,m > 0. We prove now 

“— z m(-BR,-1)77! (mod Ry). (14) 

This is obviously true for m — 1. Assume (14) is true for an m 2 1. Taking 

r — 0 in (12), using the induction hypothesis and (13) we get 

Ra(m+t1) Ram = Ramzi — BRy-1 2" = (—BRp-1)™ + m(-BRy-1)” R. +1 IR = ( 1)” + m( 1) 

= (m+1)(-BR,-1)” (mod R,). 

Hence (14) is true for any n,m > 0. 

It is obvious that (11) is true for m = 0. Let m > 1, then by (14), (ii) 

and by B = +1 we have 

Ram ma 

( R,, Rx) = (m(-BR,-1) 1 Ra) = (m, R,). 

The lemma is proved. @ 
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Lemma 3. Let g > 2,n > 0 and assume that P, is a-q-th power. Then 
either n = 0,1 or there exists a prime p > 3 such that p|n and P, is also a 
q-th power. 

Proof. It is easy to see that any prime divisors of P,, where r is a prime, 
is greater than r. Let n = p{! ...p® with p, <...< p, primes. 

Assume that p, > 3. Then any prime divisors of P,, are larger than p,, 
hence (P,, a a) = = 1. As (4,P,_) = 1 by Lemma 2, any prime factors of 
PF, , occur in 1 P, in the same "power as in P, , hence P,, is a q-th power too. 

Let n — 25. As P, — 12 — 4 - 3 exactly the first power of 3 divides Ppa 

for a > 2, so they can not be q-th powers for g > 2. Finally P, — 2, proves 
the lemma completely. m 

Proof of Theorem 2. Consider first the case g = 2. Wolfskill [10] (Example 
1, p. 137) proved that if (4) holds for an odd n, then n < 469. Using this 
bound and the sieve procedure described in [5] it is easy to check that the 
only solutions of (4) with n odd are n = 1 and 7. 

Hence if (4) holds then n = 2° - 7° with @ > 1 by Lemma 3. But 
Pi, = 2-13? - 239 so, by Lemma 2, exactly the first power of 239 divides 
Pya.78 for 8 > land hence they can not be squares. This proves the theorem 
for g = 2. 

Let q > 2, even. Then as P, = 13? equation (4) is solvable only for 
n = 0 and 1. 

Let q > 2 be an odd prime. We prove that the only solution of (4) 
with n odd is n = 1 which implies the assertion of the theorem by means of 
Lemma 3. 

Let n,z be a solution of (4) with n an odd prime. There exist by 
Theorem 1 integers y,z with 

  

a? y+ 2? | | | . (15) 
1+i fults2) = F*ty — 28) + FA ut ai) = 8 (16) 

Let q = 4k + 3 with k € Z. Then . 

1 — 
fy(-1,) = (— 1+ 1)9 

            

_ ( he 1+ D4 a (1 — vers +i) (1+ j)22m) 

— —(—2i)?**} _ (27)?*+1 

= 0.
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~ oF This means £ + 1|z°f,(4,1), which is equivalent to 

y + zlfely, 2). 
Similarly, if g = 4k + 1 with ak € Z, then we have: 

fq(1, 1) = 0, 

hence y — z|f,(y, z) in this case. 

The divisibility relations together with (16) imply |y+z| = 1 or |y—z| = 

1. Thus y = +(z +1). Inserting this value into (15) we get 

g=2?+(z+1)? =22? +2241, 

or equivalently 

(2z + 1)? — 22? = ~1., 

The pair (z,z) € Z? is a solution of the last equation if and only if there 

exists an m © Z such that | I 

B= +tPomi1- 

Hence, by (4) P, = +(Pomn-t1 )?, which means that Pom41|P, for 2m+1-<n. 

This contradicts the primality of n. Thus (4) has no solutions with n prime, 

and so by Lemma 3 no solutions with n > 2. Theorem 2 is proved. ‘™ 

Remark 1. If g = 3 (mod 4) then it is possible to prove that (16) has the 

only solutions (y, z) = (0, +1), (+1,0). For g = 1 (mod 4) I am able to prove 

that yz|*>+ which together with the condition |y — z| = 1 implies the same 
result only for small values of ag. 

Proof of Corollary. Let k = 2 and n,y,/ € Z be a solution of (5) with 

| = 2g, q > 2. Then (5) implies 

(2n — 1)? — 2(2y?)? = 1. 

It follows from the theory of Pellian equations that there exists an u > 0 

such that 

2y? = Poy. (17) 

As y > 2 we have u > 2. Let p be the greatest prime divisor of u. If p > 3 

then any prime divisors of P, are larger than p and it must be a g-th power 

by (11) and (17). By Theorem 2 this is possible only if g = 2 and u = 7. 
But Pi, = 2-13? - 239 gives no solutions of (17). 

We have seen in the proof of Lemma 3 that exactly the. first power of 
3 divides Py. for a > 2 which proves that (17) has no solutions also: for 

p7-2. mm
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Polyhedral and Eigenvalue Approximations of 
the Max-Cut Problem 

5. POLJAK* 

ABSTRACT 

We survey lower and upper bounds on the max-cut problem and the 

maximum bipartite subgraph problem, and discuss some connections between 
them. As a new result we prove that two distinct relaxations of the cut 
polytope lead to the same polyhedral upper bound on the maximum cut of a 

nonnegatively weighted graph. We observe that the ratio o(G)/mc(G) between 
the polyhedral upper bound o(G) and the actual size me(G) of the max-cut can 
be arbitrarily close to 2. This shows that the polyhedral upper bound can be, 
in a certain sense, as bad as possible. 

Next we consider an eigenvalue upper bound y(G) on the max-cut. We 
show that y(G) < 1.13lo(G) for every G, ie. the eigenvalue bound is never 
worse than a smail multiple of the polyhedral bound. The converse is not true, 

since o(G)/p(G) may get arbitrarily close to 2 as shown on the example of 
Ramanujan graphs. These graphs have the following two properties: (i) large 
girth, and (ii) they contain only small bipartite subgraphs. The latter property 
follows by an application of the eigenvalue upper bound. The existence of such 
graphs was earlier proved by Erdés, but no explicit construction was known so 
far. 
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1. The max-cut problem and lower bounds 

Let G = (V, E) be a graph together with a nonnegative edge-weight function 

w — (we). We assume that V = {1,...,n}, and w,; = 0 forij ¢ E. For aset 

SCV, the edge-set 6S = {ij | i € S,j ¢ S} is called a cut induced by S, 

and we set w(S) = Di ijc5g Wij- The maximum cut problem is to maximize 

w(6S) for a given weighted graph G. We set mc(G, w= = maxscv y w(65), 

and call the value the maz-cut of -G. 4 

If G = (V,£) is a simple (nonweighted) graph, we identify it with a 

weighted graph with all edge weights equal one. The cardinality version of 

the max-cut problem is known as the mazimum bipartite subgraph problem. 

We write sometimes mc(G) instead of mc(G, w) when there is no danger of 

confusion. In particular, if G is an unweighted graph, then mc(G) denotes 

the size of the maximum bipartite subgraph. The maximum bipartite 

subgraph problem, and hence also the max-cut problem, are NP-complete 

(see [14]). 

A well known simple lower bound is the following one. 

Lemma 1. We have mc(G,w) > 4 Do.cm We for every weighted graph G. 

Proof. Assume that w(6S) is maximum for S C V, and consider the 

bipartition (S,V\S). Then, for every vertex, the sum of the edge-weights 

on the edges leading to the opposite class is greater or equal than that the 

sum on the edges leading to the same class, since otherwise switching the 

vertex to the opposite class would increase the value of the cut. 

The lower bound of Lemma 1 is quite sufficient for the purpose of this 

paper. In fact, it is not possible to increase it substantially because the 

following result of Erdős ‘holds true. 

Theorem 2. (([10]; see also [11] and [12]). For every ¢, there exists an 

infinite family of graphs G with girth greater than £, and mc(G) < B+ 

m}-€¢ where €,, 0 < €g < 1,.is a constant and m is the number of edges 

of G. B 

Theorem 2 was proved’by a probabilistic method, and no explicit class 

of graphs with this property was yet known. We show in Section 3 that the 

Ramanujan graphs present such a class. 

Let us recall some known bounds on the size .of maximum bipartite 

subgraphs. Edwards [9] proved that mc(G) > 4m+4(n—1) for a connected
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graph with n vertices and m edges. A polynomial time algorithm that 
guarantees this bound was given in [22], and generalized to the weighted 
case in [23]. 

A well known symmetrization argument yields a lower bound 
me(G,w) > ($+4) Diep We. The symmetrization can be algorithmized by 
a method of [16], using a doubly transitive group (see [24] for an application 
to the max-cut.) 

Erdés and Lovasz (see [11]) proved by probabilistic methods that every 
triangle-free graph with m edges contains a bipartite subgraph with at least 

1/3 

din + em? (en ) 
. 2 loglogm 

edges, for some positive constant c. In [24], we improved their bound to 

1 
am + e(mlogm)?’, 

and showed that a bipartite subgraph with at least that many edges can be 
constructed by a polynomial time algorithm. Some other lower bounds on 
the size of the maximum bipartite graph in a triangle-free graph are given 
in [12]. 

Even better bounds on the maximum size of bipartite subgraphs are 

known for 3-regular graphs. We have — 

e mec(G) > 2m (by the Brooks’ theorem), 

e mc(G) > im for G # K, (see [25],[17]), 

e mc(G) > £m for a triangle-free graph ([15],[5]), 

e mc(G) > atm if the girth of G is at least 4k + 2 (see [26]). 

Locke [18] proved that a 2r-regular triangle-free graph contains a bipar- 

tite graph of mp edges (and a similar bound for 2r + 1-regular graphs). 

We conclude this section with an open problem formulated in [8], which 

asks for a lower bound on a max-cut expressed with a nonlinear term. 

  

Problem. Let G be a weighted graph where w = (w-) is not necessar- 

ily nonnegative. Does there exist a constant c > 0 such that mc(G) > 

2 Deep We tel eez WE)? ? 

We conjecture that c = 1/(2/3) might be the correct value of the 
constant c in the above problem. We confirmed in [8] the conjecture with 

this value of the constant c in a special case when all the entries of w are 

only +1 or 0.
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2. Polyhedral upper bounds 

There are several polytopes that were studied in the connection with the 

max-cut problem. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The cut polytope Po(G) C 

R® is defined as the convex hull of the characteristic vectors of the cuts 
6S,S CV. The bipartite subgraph polytope Pg(G) C R® is defined as 

the convex hull of the edge sets of all bipartite subgraphs of G. We have 

Po(G) C Pg(G), and the polytopes are distinct if G has at least two edges. 

However, mc(G) = max{wz | x € Pg(G)} = max{we | x € Pc(G)} fora 

nonnegative edge-weight function w. We prove that the same holds also for 
their relaxation Q(G) and S(G) which will be defined below. 

The bipartite subgraph polytope Pg(G) has been studied in [2]. The 

following inequalities are known to be facet defining for Pg (G). 

0<2.<1 for every e € E (1) 

2(C)<|C|-1 _ for every odd cycle C (2) 

where z(C) — Deer Te: Let 0(G) denote the relaxation of Pg(G) defined 

by inequalities (1) and (2). The graphs for which Pg(G) = Q(G) are called 

weakly bipartite (see e.g.[2], [13]). In [13] it is proved that every graph not 
contractible to Ks is weakly bipartite, but a full characterization of weakly 

bipartite graphs is not known. 

The cut polytope Po(G) was studied e.g. in [4], where it was shown 

that the following inequalities are valid for Pc(G) 

2(F)-—2(C\F) <|F|-—1 C a cycle, and |F| odd, FCC (3) 

and an inequality (3) is a facet if and only if C is chordless. Let S(G) denote 

the relaxation of Po(G) defined by all inequalities (1) and (3). Barahona 

and Mahjoub proved that S(G) = Pc(G) if and only if G is not contractible 

to Ks. 

If G = K, is a complete graph, then the polytope S(K,) = M, is 

called the metric polytope. It follows from (3) that the metric polytope is 

determined by the following system of triangle-inequalities 

Lig +L +2j_, <2 for every triple i,j,k (4) 

Lij — Vik —2jx <0 for every triple 7, j,k (5)
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There is a great variety of other known facet defining inequalities for the 

cut polytope, for a survey see e.g. [7]. However, the above listed inequalities 

(1)-(5) seem to be most useful for practical applications, see e.g. [3]. In 

this paper we are interested in the following two questions 

e what is the relation between the upper bounds on the max-cut obtained 

from the polytopes Q(G), S(G), and M,,? 

e how good are the polyhedral upper bounds? 

We show that optimization over all three polytopes gives the same upper 

bound, which we denote as o(G), and call a polyhedral upper bound. We 

also show that the bound can be very poor for a general graph. 

Since S(G) Cc Q(G) by the definition of the polytopes, we have 

maX,<5(g) WZ < MaXzeq cg) wz. By a result of Barahona [1, Remark 

5.1], the polytope S(G) is a projection of M,, and hence max,e gig) wr = 

MaXzem, WL. 

We need a technical lemma. 

Lemma 3. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and y = (yc,r), C cycle, F CC, 

|F'| odd, a nonnegative integer-valued vector such that 

> Yo.r — nm yor 20 (6) 
C,EF:F3e CLF:C\ Fe 

for every e € E (summing is over pairs (C,F)). Then there exist a pair of 

nonnegative integer-valued vectors Z = (z.),e € E, and y = (§c),C odd 

cycle, such that 

Yiver- >> ver =% + Sic (7) 
et F e€C\F Ce 

. for every e € E, and 

Er S (d- Die S YIFI-Dyar (B) 
ecE Codd . C\F 

Proof. Let y = (yc,r) be given. Set k = |ly|l = X ver; and assume that 
k is minimum such that the lemma does not hold. 

Case (i). Assume that the vector y. can. be decomposed into a sum y = 

y +y", yy" 4 0 of two nonnegative integer-valued vectors such that (6)
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hold for both y’ and y”.. Then |ly'|| < & and ||y”|| < &. Hence there exist a 

pair 4’, 2’ for y’, and a pair ” 2” for y”, such that (7) and (8) are satisfied. 
Then 7 = 7' + y" and z = Z' + 2” is the required pair of vectors for y. 

Case (ii). Assume that the decomposition of case (i) is not possible. Let us 

introduce an edge vector aC’ = (a9) for every (C, F) defined by 

1 ifecF 

ab = -1 ifeeC\F 

0 otherwise. 

Let A denote the list of all vectors a©’” where each vector is taken with 
the multiplicity yc,7. Hence |A| = k where k = SSyor. Let w= 9) ex a 

‘be the sum of all vectors from A. We have w > 0 because of (6) since 

We = So yer - > Yo,F (9) 
e€F e€C\F 

for every e € E. We will order the vectors in A into a seguence (a, . . . , ak) 

by the following procedure. Choose a; arbitrarily, and assume. that (a,,..., 

a;) are already chosen. Set s; = a; +...+a,;. Observe that 0 < s; < w 

cannot hold, since then a decomposition as in case (i) would be possible. 

Hence there exists some edge e; such that either s;., < 0 or Sie; > We,- 

We choose a;+, from A\(a1,...,@;) such that a;41,., = 1 in the former 

case, and a@j41,-, = —1 in the latter case. Such a;,, must exist because 

O<w= Duca a 

We claim that 

Dv. s1+ DUBI-» (10) 
e€E 

Let (C;, F;) denote a pair (C, F) corresponding to a;. We have, by induction 

on i, that 

Ss se SL TIBI) (11) 
€-8i e 50 

(where only the positive entries of 8; e are summed), for every i = 1,...,k, 

since one pair of +1 and —1 cancels on the edge e; every step i when 

constructing the sequence (a;,...,@,). Thus we have proved (10), since it 
is a special case of (11) with i =k. 

Set p:= 9 veg We, and g :— D-i (Il — 1). Clearly, g is even since 

each |F;| is odd, and p £ g3 1 by (10). We distinguish two cases. If p is
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even, then p < q since g is even. We define Z. :— we for every e € E, and 

Yc := 0 for every odd cycle C. Thus, for every e € E, 

> vor - > Yc,F =a = We = Ze, 
ee F e€C\F 

and hence (7) is satisfied. We also have 

So 2 + + Hilel-vie = Nw +0= psa- 2. AIFI-D YC,F 
e€E C odd 

by (10). Hence (8) is satisfied as well. 

Assume that p is odd. We have a;(6S) even for every S C V,i = 

1,...,k, because C; is a cycle. Hence also w(6S) is even for every S C V, 

because w = }> a; and the property is preserved by taking a sum of vectors. 

“Since p is odd, the support of w must contain an odd elementary cycle, say 

Cy. Let ao denote the characteristic vector of Cy. We define y and Z as 

follows. We set Z := w — ao, Yo, := 1, and Jc := 0 for C # Co. We can 

check that (7) and (8) are satisfied as in the previous case with p even. @ 

“Theorem 4. We have max,c sg) WX = MAaXzeqig) WL = MaXzem, WL for 

every graph G with nonnegative edge weights w = (we). 

Proof. Due to above remarks, it only remains to show that 

MaXzeq(g) WL < MaX,zes(g) wx. Consider the linear program max wx sub- 

ject to constraints (1) and (3). Its dual program reads 

min SUFI Ter +2 | (12) 
e€E 

vor — > Yo,F + % 2 We eck (13) 

e€F efO\F 

Yor 20 Cycle, F CC, |F| odd (14) 

220 ecE (15) 

where yc,r and z, are the variables dual to (3) and (1), respectively. 

Assume that a basic optimum dual solution is given. We prove that 

the optimum dual solution can be modified so that yc.r is strictly positive 

only when C = F, i.e. when it is a dual variable of a constraint (2). 

We may assume, without loss of generality, that the weight function w is
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rational. Then also the dual variables are rational since we assume that we 

have a basic solution. Hence, we may assume that w = (w.),yc,r, and Ze 

are integers. In a way of contradiction assume that }>.., we is minimum 

such that the optimum dual solution cannot be replaced by an integer dual 

solution of the same cost, and using only constraints (2). 

Assume that the optimum dual solution was chosen so that, in addition, 

> yc,r is minimum. We claim that z < w under this assumption. Indeed, 

assume that z > we for some e. Hence there exists some yg z > 0 with 

e € C\F, because otherwise the value of ze, can be decreased by 1, which 

would decrease the cost of the dual solution. We may redefine the dual 

solution as follows. Set Yep = Yo,p —1, 2 = % — land 2 = z¢ +1 for 

f € F. Thus we found another optimum dual solution with > Yo, r smaller, 

which is a contradiction. 

Since z < w, we have 

> vor - > Yor 2We-2% 20 
ecF e€C\F 

for every e € E. Thus we may apply Lemma 3 to the vector y. We can 

easily check that y and z + Z present a feasible dual solution to the linear 

program 

max wz subject to (1) and (2) 

This proves the theorem. 

The following Corollary 5, proved in a direct way in [13], can be derived 

from a result of [4] by means of Theorem 4. 

Corollary 5. ((13]) The graphs not contractible to K; are weakly bipartite. 

Proof. Let G be a graph not contractible to Ks, and w a nonnegative 

edge-weight function. Then max,<s(g) wx = MaXze p,(g) wz by [4], and 

MaXz¢9(¢) WL = MAaX,zeq(g) wx by Theorem 4. We have max,e p,(g) WE = 

MAXz€ Po(G) WL since w is nonnegative. Hence max,eq@) WE = 7 

MaXz< P,(G) Wr, which proves that G is weakly bipartite. u 

Based on Theorem 4, we define o(G), as the common maximum of any 

of the three optimization problems for a weighted graph G. We have 

Corollary 6. For every € > 0, there exists a graph G such that 

a(G)/mce(G) > 2-«.
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Proof. Let G = (V,£E) be a graph of girth at least £. Then the vector 
z= — (Te) defined by x, := 4+ belongs to the polytope Q(G). Hence o(G) > 
SH \E|. By choosing first £ sufficiently large, and then |V| sufficiently large, 
the statement follows from Theorem 2. m 

Corollary 6 shows that the polyhedral upper bound o(G) may differ 
almost by a factor of two from the actual value of the max-cut mc(G), and 
hence the result of optimization over the metric polytope may be nearly 
the same as the optimization only over the collection of trivial inequalities 
O<2.<leeéEkE. 

Example. Let G = (V, E) be a graph of odd girth 2+ 1, ie. no odd cycle 
of G is shorter than this value. we have already mentioned that it is easy 
to check that the vector + = 57£-(1,...,1) belongs to the polytope S(G). 
Hence, by the result of Barahona, there exists a vector  € M,, such that 
ti = 32 He sez (1, ..-, 1) for ij c E. We may give an explicit description of the 
additional entries of 2 as follows. Let d(i, j) denote the distance of vertices 
i and j in G. Set 

» 7 d(i,g : haz 
; min( $42, oh if d(i, j) is even 
fj = mana 

2l+1-d(inj) ttl) ce aye Gy; max(+H a0) war) if d(i,7) is odd. 

It is not difficult to check that @ satisfies all triangle inequalities (4) and 
(5), and hence Z belongs to the metric polytope M,. @ 

3. An eigenvalue upper bound 

In this section we recall the definition of an eigenvalue bound studied in [20] 
and [6], and show that the eigenvalue bound is never worse than a small 
multiple of the polyhedral bound, but it can be much better in many cases. 

Given a weighted graph G with an edge weight function w, the Laplacian 
matrit L(G,w), or simply L(G), of G is defined as follows. 

_ fr ift Ag 
eet Wik if 4 = j 

Observe that the diagonal entries of L(G) are the vertex degrees 
d,,...,d, if G is an unweighted graph. In particular, L(G) = dI — A if
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G is a d-regular graph, and A is its adjacency matrix. The maximum eigen- 

value of a matrix M is denoted by Amax (M). 

Lemma 7. ([20]) We have mc(G,w) < 2Amax (Z(G, w)) for every weighted 

.graph G on n vertices. W& 

A d-regular graph G is called a Ramanujan graph if.max(|v2], |vnl) < 

2V/d—1, where d= 1, > v2 >... > Vp are the eigenvalues of the adjacency 
matrix. Hence Amai(L(G)) < d+2/d—1 for a Ramanujan graph G. A 

class of Ramanujan graphs with large girth was constructed in [19]. Thus 

we have 

Corollary 8. The Ramanujan oe G constructed in [19] satisfy 

(i) (see [20]) mce(G) < ind + $nvd— 

(ii) (see [19]) the girth of G is  eymptotícally § logy- in nm 

The. upper bound on the max-cut given by Lemma 7 is rather poor 

for some graphs. For example, it gives the bound §£- for the star Kin; 

while the actual value is mc(K1,,) = n. However, the: upper bound can be 

significantly improved by an additional optimization. In [6] we introduced 

the following upper bound y(G). For a vector u = (t1,...,Un), let diag(u) 

denote the associated diagonal matrix. We set 

e(G) = min 7 max (L(G) + diag(u)) 

where the minimum is taken over all vectors u with }>u; = 0. We have 

shown that mc(G) < y(G) for every weighted graph G. Moreover, the 

“equality mc(G) = y(G) holds for all bipartite graphs (and some other 

graphs, too). 

The value y(G) is computable in polynomial time with arbitrary preci- 

sion. One of its good properties, which will be used in this paper, is the sub- 

sadditivity with respect to amalgamation. Let G = (V, E) and G' = (V’, E’) 

be.a pair of graphs whose vertex sets may intersect but need not be iden- 

tical. We define the amalgam G + G’ as the weighted graph on the vertex 

set V UV’ with edge weights w” defined by 

We fore € E\E’ 

w. fore € E'\E 

wetw, foree ENE’
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Theorem 9. ((6]) We have y(G + G’) < y(G) + ¢(G’) for any pair G and 
G’ of weighted graphs. u 

We used Theorem 9 to show that y(G) < 1.131mc(G) for every planar, 
or more generally, weakly bipartite graph G with nonnegative edge weights. 

We can rephrase this result as 

Corollary 10. We have y(G) < 1.1310(G) for every graph G with non- 

negative edge weights. 

Sketch of the Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a weighted graph with nonneg- 
ative edge weights w = (w.). Let o(G) = max{wz | z satisfies constraints 

(1) and (2) }. The dual problem reads 

min DY) (ICl-lue + Doe (16) 
C odd cycle e€E 

> Yot%ze>we (e€ E) (17) 
Cre 

y20 (18) 

220 (19) 

The constraint (17) of the dual program says nothing else but that 

G is a subgraph of a weighted graph obtained by amalgamation of odd 

cycles C with weight yc, and edges (as copies of K2) with weights Ze. 

Since p(Ck) = $(1 + cos$), and o(C,) = k —1 for an odd cycle C,, 
we have 9(Ck) < 1.1310(C;,) where the worst case is Cs. For Ke, we 

have y(K2) = o(Kz) = 1. Since the inequality y < 1.1310 is valid for 

each of the amalgamated pieces, it is also valid for the resulting graph by 

Theorem 9. Mm 

In the above proof, it was crucial to work with a dual solution of the 

linear program (2), because the approach cannot be applied directly to the 

dual program of (3). The reason is a presence of negative coefficients in the 
constraints of (3). For example, consider the weighted graph (K3,w) with 

weight -1 on two edges, and +1 on one edge of K3. This weighted graph 

corresponds to the constraint 212 — 213 — X23 <0. We have mc(K3,w) =0 

while y(K3, w) = 1/3, and hence the ratio y/mc is not bounded. I 

Let us also remark that the converse of Corollary 10 is not true with a 

constant less than 1/2, as shown by the Ramanujan graphs.
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We conjecture that the eigenvalue bound (G) provides a good approx- 

imation of the max-cut. 

Conjecture. There exists some constant c < 2 such that y(G)/mc(G) <c 

for every nonnegatively weighted graphG. & 

The so far worst known ratio of o(G)/mc(G) is 251575 az 1.131 which is 

attained for C; and some circulant graphs. Computational experiments for 

various classes of graphs were done jointly with F. Rendl, and are reported 

in [21]. A typical ratio of y/mc is about 1.05 for a graph with nonnegative 

weights. 

Acknowledgement. I thank C. Delorme and B. Mohar for some dis- 

cussions, and M. Laurent and A. Frank for comments on the preliminary 

version of the paper. M. Laurent also suggested the application which is 

now formulated as Corollary 5. 
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Covering the Edges of a Graph by ... 

L. PYBER’ 

0. Introduction 

Let 1 be a class of graphs and G a fixed graph. Denote the minimal number 

of H-subgraphs covering the edges of G by cov (G,H). The.main. aim of the 

present paper is to survey problems and results concerning the behaviour 

of cov (G, 7) for various classes H. 

Whenever H is not closed under taking subgraphs we also consider 

cov’ (G,#), the minimal number of pairwise edge-disjoint H-subgraphs 

covering the edges of the graph G. 

By cov(n,?#) (cov" (n,#)) we denote the maximum of cov(G,H) 
(cov” (G,#)) for all n-vertex graphs G. We are interested in results con- 

cerning cov (n, #1) and cov’ (n, 7) and more generally in estimates that hold 

for large classes of graphs G (e.g. we do not consider coverings of planar 

graphs, complements of paths etc). 

Various results concerning multicolor Ramsey numbers, graph colorings 

and designs can be interpreted as results about edge-coverings. We mention 

those that seem to be the most important from our point of view. 
  

* Research (partially) supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific 

Research, Grant No. 1909.
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However our topic started its independent existence with the classical 
1966 paper of Erdés, Goodman and Pésa [26] on coverings by complete 
graphs. The main result of [26] is the following. 

Theorem. 
n? 

cov’ (n, K3 and K2) = B . 

It is of interest to note that the slightly weaker 

n? 

cov (n, K3 and K2) = A] 

has already been proved in a forgotten 1941 paper by M. Hall Jr. [42] (in a 
‘somewhat disguised form). 

The Erdés-Goodman-Pésa Theorem has an amazing number of gener- 
alizations and analogues. 

For example the maximal number of edges in a triangle-free graph is also 

[=] [54], [73]. This suggests that a natural way of strengthening Turdn- 

type theorems [32] is to prove the corresponding results for coverings. This 
idea has lead to some of the most general questions and results about graph 
coverings (see sections 5 and 6). 

Our topic abounds in unsolved problems. During the last 10 years cer- 
tain methods emerged leading at least to approximate solutions of some old 
ones. In this paper we attempt to give an account of these new developments 

and of possible future directions of research. 

Notation 

G will usually denote a finite, simple, undirected graph with n = v(G) 
vertices and e (G) edges. We denote the maximal degree and the chromatic 
number of G by A(G) and yx (G) respectively. 

The subgraph induced by a set of vertices X is denoted by (X). 

We use the usual notations C;, K ¢ and K,, for cycles, complete graphs 
and complete bipartite graphs. 

Topological H-graphs (subdivisions of a graph H) are called TH- 
graphs.
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For n = t(k-1)+7r,0 <r < k-—2, let Ti-1,n denote the complete 

(k — 1) partite graph of n vertices such that r color-classes contain t + 1 

vertices and k —r—1 color-classes contain t vertices. These are the so called 

Turan-graphs [73]. 

We have 

e(Tk-im) = aon pret) 

in particular 

n am - [E], 

1. Even and odd graphs 

The central result of this section is about coverings by subgraphs with all 

degrees even. 

Theorem 1.1. [55] Every bridgeless graph can be covered by at most 3 
even subgraphs. 

This is sharp e.g. for cubic graphs which are not 3-edge-colorable. 

The above theorem is just a disguised form of Jaeger’s 8-flow theorem 

[45]. Jaeger’s original proof relies on a general result of Edmonds [24] on 

the coverings of matroids (for definitions see [77]). 

Theorem 1.2. Let M bea matroid with rank function r. M can be covered 

by t independent sets iff for any subset A of M 

t-r(A) 2 |A| 

holds. 

This result is used to derive the following. 

Theorem 1.3. 

(i) Every 3-edge-connected graph can be covered by at most 3 cotrees 
(complements of trees). 

(ii) Every 4-edge-connected graph can be covered by at most 2 cotrees. 

1.1. is a straightforward consequence of 1.3. (ii).
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There is a useful sharper version of Theorem 1.1. In proving the 6- 

flow Theorem Seymour [70] showed that a 3-connected graph can always 

be covered’ by 3 even subgraphs one of which is a vertex-disjoint union of 

cycles. Younger [80] gave a different proof of this lemma extending it to 

arbitrary bridgeless graphs. 

There is also a counterpart of Theorem 1.1. about coverings by odd 

subgraphs (subgraphs with all degrees odd or zero). 

Proposition 1.4. Every graph G can be covered by at most 4 disjoint odd 

subgraphs. 

Proof. We may suppose that G is connected. Let T be a spanning tree 

of G. 

It is straightforward to show that any forest can be covered by at most 

2 disjoint star-forests consisting of odd stars. 

If n is even then G has an even number of even vertices 11,...,V2¢- Let 

P, denote the path between v2;-; and v2; in T fori=1,...,t. Taking the 

mod 2 sum of the paths P,; we obtain a forest F C T such that G \ F is 

an odd graph. Therefore if n is even then G can be covered by at most 3 

disjoint odd subgraphs. 

If n is odd then let v be an endvertex of T. G \ v is a connected graph 

with an even number of vertices therefore T \ v contains a forest F such 

that (G \v) \ F is an odd graph. 

If v is an even vertex of G we add the edge of T incident to v to F’. 

In any case G is the disjoint union of an odd star, a forest and an odd 

subgraph . Our proposition follows. ™ 

It is straightforward to see that W, the wheel of 4 spokes cannot be 

covered by less then 4 disjoint odd subgraphs. It would be nice to have an 

infinite series of such examples. 

For not necessarily disjoint coverings we have the following. 

Problem 1.5. Is it true that every graph can be covered by at most 3 odd 

subgraphs? 

This would be sharp for even graphs with an odd number of vertices. 

Trying to generalize Proposition 1.4. one may ask the following. A 

1 (mod k)-coloring of a graph is a coloring where the number of edges of the 

same color incident to any vertex v of G is either 0 or = 1(mod k).
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What is the minimal number of colors of a 1(modk)-coloring? In 
particular is it bounded by some function of k? 

2. K-free graphs 

Suppose XK is a class of graphs and H consists of those graphs that contain 

no K € K as a subgraph. To determine cov(n,H) it suffices to consider 
K-free coverings of K,,. 

As noted in [19] cov(K,,H) canbe thought of as a kind of inverse 

Ramsey number. Instead of repeating here results about multicolor Ramsey 

numbers (which can be found e.g. in [35]) we mention a few results that are 
related to C3 and C,-free coverings (which seem to be the most interesting 
special cases). 

If K consists of all odd cycles then H is of course the class of bipartite 

graphs. It is obvious that cov(n, bipartite graphs) = [logn]. Ona 
slightly less frivolous level we have the following, 

Proposition 2.1. [43] 

cov (G, bipartite graphs ) = [log x (G)]. 

If K consists of the shortest odd cycle then we have the famous result of 
Schur [69]. 

Theorem 2.2. 

¢, logn/loglogn < cov(n,C3-free graphs )<c.logn for some ci,cs 50. 

Here of course the main problem is to determine whether the lower 
bound is essentially sharp [15], [20]. Still it would be interesting to give 
some formula which determines cov (G, C3-free graphs) up to say a log log n 

factor. (As it is well-known there are triangle-free graphs with arbitrarily 
high chromatic number and therefore no analogue of Proposition 2.1 can 
hold). 

There is a recent result of Tuza [75] which is rather similar to Theo- 
rem 2.2.
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Theorem 2.3. 

c, log n/ log log n < cov(n, perfect graphs ) < 

cov’ (n, perfect graphs ) < cz log n 

for some ¢€,,C2 > 0. 

Again the question is (as suggested by Tuza) whether the lower bound 

is sharp. (Note that if the famous conjecture of Berge is true then perfect 

graphs are exactly the graphs containing no odd cycles of length > 5 or 

their complements as induced subgraphs.) 

Let us turn now to C,-free coverings. The maximal number of edges in 

a C,-free graph is about n?/? (see (32]).The following consequence of results 

due to Graham and Chung [19] is therefore not unexpected. 

Theorem 2.4. 

cov (n, Cy-free graphs) = (1 + 0(1)) Vn. 

It is natural to ask whether this estimate has some kind of extension 

to C,-free coverings of arbitrary graphs. In response to a recent question of 

Erdős, Füredi [33] proved the following. 

Example 2.5. For n sufficiently large there is a K3,2-free graph G of n 

vertices and n)°6 edges such that any C,-free subgraph of G has at most 

n*/3 log n edges. 

For such a graph G we have cov (G, C,-free graphs) > n°? even though 

any x vertices of G span at most cx/? edges for some constant c. 

3. Forests 

When F is a class of forests it is usually easy to give good estimates for 

cov (n, F) = cov(Kn,F). 

Moreover in some cases there are nice minimax or “almost minimax” 

formulae for cov (G, F). The first of these is the Nash-Williams formula for 

the arboricity of a graph G [56].
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Theorem 3.1. 

e(H) 
cov (G, forests ) — max (e ] , H is an induced subgraph ota} . 

This beautiful result is of course a special case of Theorem 1.2. The 

classical result of Vizing [76] should also be mentioned here (see also [30], 

[72]). 

Theorem 3.2. 

A(G) < cov(G, matchings ) < A(G) +1. 

Half way between matchings and forests we find the class of linear forests 

(sets of pairwise vertex disjoint paths). It is conjectured [1] that there is a 

formula for cov(G, linear forests), the linear arboricity of G, similar to the 

above ones. 

Conjecture 3.3. 

[A (G) /2] < cov(G, linear forests ) < Paces . 
2 

There is also a “chain” of conjectures [40] which connects Vizing’s 

Theorem and 3.3. A linear k-forest is a graph whose connected components 

are paths of length at most k. 

Conjecture 3.4. For every i>1 we have 

[A(G)-(n+1)/2- [2-1] if A(G) #n-1, 

[A(G)/2- [ex] if A(G) =n~1. 
cov(G, linear i-forests ) < 

i+1 

This is known to be true e.g. for cubic graphs if i = 2,3 [9]. Conjec- 

ture 3.3 has been proved for A(G) < 6, A(G) = 8, A(G) = 10 (for 
references see [3]). 

More importantly 3.3 is asymptotically true as shown by Alon [3].
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Theorem 3.5. For every ¢ > G there is a Ao = = Ao (€) such that if G is a 

graph with A(G) > Ao then 

cov (G, linear forests ) < (5 + e) A(G). 

Let us say a few words about Alon’s method. By probabilistic methods 

it is shown in [3] that G can more or less be decomposed into “not too 
many” subgraphs or large girth and small maximal degree. This reduces 

the proof of 3.5 to the following statement (which is interesting on its own 

right). 

Theorem 3.6. Let G be a d-regular graph, d even, with girth g > 50d. 

Then 

cov (G, linear forests ) = s +1. 

By a well-known theorem of Petersen [58] such a G can be partitioned 

into # 2-factors Fi,..., Fa/2. L(G) the line graph of G is a (2d — 2)-regular 
graph and the cycles of the 2-factors F; define a partition of the vertex set 

of L(G) into sets V; of size > 50d. It is shown by using the Lovdsz Local 
Lemma that there is an independent set M of L(G) that intersects each 

of the above sets V;. M corresponds to a matching of G, the sets F; \ M 
correspond to linear forests of G and 3.6 follows. 

Using a somewhat similar approach Algor and Alon [2] gave an upper 

bound for the number of star forests covering a graph G which has further 

been improved by Alon, McDiarmid and Reed [4]. 

Theorem 3.7. 

A(G) 
2 
         cov (G, star forests) < (G) forsome c>0. 

In fact it is proved in [4] that the linear arboricity of a graph G 

cannot exceed the arboricity of G by more than clog A(G). On the 

other hand in [2] some examples are given with cov(G, star forests ) > 

AG) 4 c log A (G). 
Let us have a look at more general guestions. Forests can be defined as 

graphs not containing TK3-subgraphs. By Kuratowski’s Theorem planar 

graphs can be defined as graphs not containing TK; or T’'K33 subgraphs 

and indeed there is a close relationship between the arboricity of a graph G 

and between cov(G, planar graphs), the thickness of G.
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Proposition 3.8. 

cov (G, planar graphs ) <3 cov(G, forests ). 

There are many results about the thickness of specific graphs like the 

following (see [7]). 

Theorem 3.9. 

[A(n+7)| if n# 9,10, 
cov (K,, planar graphs ) = {! if n=9 10 

However there seem to be no really good general estimates for the 

thickness and related covering invariants. 

We would like to suggest the investigation of coverings by O-free graphs 

(T(K, \ K2)-free graphs). This appears to be the simplest interesting class 

defined by the exclusion of topological subgraphs. 

Question 3.10. Is there a polynomial-time algorithm which determines 

cov (G, ©-free graphs ) up to an additive constant? 

4. Trees 

The number of trees covering a connected graph G is of course given by 

Theorem 3.1. For partitions we have the following result of Chung [16]. 

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a connected graph. Then 

ak 1 

cov’ (G, trees) < Pe). 

This is sharp for complete graphs. 

To obtain further results we have to consider coverings by special types 

of trees. 

Trees of diameter 1 are stars. The minimal number of stars covering 
a graph G is a much investigated invariant. We just quote one well-known 

observation of Gallai.
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Proposition 4.2. Let t be the maximal number of independent vertices of 

G. Then 

cov’ (n, stars) = n—-t. 

For coverings by trees of bounded diameter the following results were 

proved by Lovadsz and Gallai (see [53}). 

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a connected graph. Then 

(i) cov’ (G, trees of diameter < 3) < [22] 

and fori > 4. 

(ii) cov’ (G, trees of diameter < i) < [#44] 

In [53] connected graphs G are constructed with 

  

-1 
cov” (G, trees of diameter <3) > 75 ] . 

Part (ii) is of course sharp for complete graphs. 

The following classical conjecture is due to Gallai. 

Conjecture 4.4. Let G be a connected graph. Then 

  cov’ (G, paths ) < s | . 

Again this conjecture is sharp for complete graphs. Moreover it is sharp 

for all odd graphs (in a path-partition of an odd graph every vertex is an 

endvertex of some path). 

The following important result of Lovdsz [53] together with the method 

of proof is the starting point for many investigations concerning path and 

cycle coverings. (The method is to technical to be discussed here.) 

Theorem 4.5. 

cov’ (n, paths and cycles ) < [| .
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Corollary 4.6. 

(i) cov" (n, paths) < n-1 

(ii) Let G be an odd graph. Then 

cov’ (G, paths ) = 

Ni
s 

4.6 (i) has slightly been improved by Donald [D]. 

Theorem 4.7. 

cov’ (n, paths ) < fa . 

Using the method of Lovasz one can also prove a slight extension of 4.6 (ii). 

Theorem 4.8. [63] Suppose that each cycle of the graph G contains a 

vertex of odd degree. Then 

cov’ (G, paths) < 5] . 

As we have seen there are relatively strong partial results about path- 

partitions, however to obtain a full proof of Gallai’s conjecture seems to be 

very difficult. 

It was suggested by Chung that one should first prove that connected 

graphs can at least be covered by < [24+] paths. We have the following 
partial result which shows that this at least is asymptotically true. 

Theorem 4.9. [63] Let G be a connected graph. Then 

(i) cov(G, paths ) < $+, e(G)/n, 

ii) cov(G, paths) < ® +c. n3/* for some cy, C2 > 0. 
2
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5. Cycles and TH-graphs 

One of the most beautiful conjectures of graph theory is due to Hajós (see 

[21], [53}). 

Conjecture 5.1.: Let G be an even graph. Then 

. -1 
cov’ (G, cycles ) < e 

At present a proof of 5.1 seems to be entirely out of reach. Even the 

following weaker conjecture of Erdés and Gallai is still open (see [25]). 

Conjecture 5.2. 

cov’ (n, cycles and K2)<cn forsome c>0. 

There is reason to believe that c = 3/2 is the right constant. As noted 

in [22] and [59] 5.2 would easily follow from 5.1 with c = 3/2. 
On the other hand already Gallai observed that cov’ (K,-3,3; cycles and 

K2) > 4/3(n — 3) (see in [26]). We improve this as follows. 

Example’5.3. [22], [59] For every ¢ > 0 there is a graph G with 

cov" (G, cycles and K2) > (3/2 —«)n. 

Proof. Let us consider the graph K,-1, todd. Any cycle of this graph 
has at most 2t edges. In a covering of K,-+ by disjoint cycles and edges 

there are at least n—t edges as each vertex of odd degree is incident to one of 

them. To cover the remaining edges we need at least (n — t) (t — 1) /2t cycles 

and edges. Therefore cov” (Kn-1, cycles and Kz) > (n—t) (1+ $+) and 
choosing ¢ and n in an appropriate way our statement follows. I 

It was observed in [26] that the “greedy algorithm” (taking away always 

the longest cycle) gives a 0(n log n) cycle and edge partition. A similar 

approach gives the following partial result. 

Proposition 5.4. [65] Let G be a class of graphs closed under taking 

subgraphs such that for some e > 0 and c > 0 and for all G € G we have 

e(G) <cn?"*. Then for all G € G we have cov’ (G, cycles and Kz) <c'n 

for some c 5 0.
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It follows that 5.2 holds e.g. for the class of C,-free or K3 3-free graphs. 

This partial result suggest the following somewhat technical problem: 

Prove that for some e > 0 there exist constants c,,c2 > 0 such that every 

graph has a partition into cyn cycles and c,.n?"* edges. 

Another consequence of Conjecture 5.1 that first appeared as an open 

problem in the Erddés-Goodman-Pésa paper was settled by the present 

author [60]. 

Theorem 5.5. . 

cov (n, cycles and Kz) < n—1. 

This is of course sharp for trees. Another formulation of 5.5 is that every 

bridgeless graph can be covered by n—1 cycles. Bondy [12] conjectures that 

this can be improved to 2/3 (n — 1) (which would be best possible). 

Another related (and somewhat hopeless looking) conjecture of Bondy 
is the following common generalization of 5.5 and the famous Cycle Double 

Cover Conjecture [12]: Every bridgeless graph G has a covering by n — 1 
cycles such that each edge is covered by exactly 2 cycles. 

Let R be a class of graphs. A covering C of a graph G by its subgraphs 

is said to have an R-free transversal if it is possible to select distinct edges 

from elements of C such that the graph formed by these edges has no R- 
subgraph. 

Using some matroid-theoretic machinery it can be shown that 5.5 is 
equivalent to the following [60]. 

Theorem 5.5’. Every graph G has a covering C by cycles and edges such 
that C has a cycle-free transversal. 

One advantage of this formulation is that 5.5’ can be extended to infinite 
graphs. Indeed it was observed by Jorgensen [46] that 5.5’ holds in fact for 
infinite graphs. 

Furthermore it seems to be possible that the rather involved proof of 

5.5 can be replaced by a simpler one by proving 5.5’ directly. 

It would be interesting to decide whether the above results can be 
extended to some classes of non-graphic matroids. Goddyn suggested the 

investigation of cographic matroids, more precisely the following.
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Problem 5.6. Is it true that every 3-edge-connected graph G can be 

covered by e(G) —n+1 minimal cuts and edges? 

Let us say a few words about the proof of Theorem 5.5. 

Suppose that G is connected. For some vertex v of G denote the set 

of vertices at distance i from v by D; (1 =1,...,r). Consider the graphs 

G; = (D; UD;-1) \ (Di). By the theorem of Lovász G; can be covered by 

v(G;) /2 paths and cycles. If P is a path in G; then as D, is an independent 

set in G; P is the union of a path P’ with both endvertices in D,-, and at 

most 2 edges. It is easy to see that P’ can be embedded into a cycle of G. 

Therefore the edges of G; can be covered by Pelt Pica! 

twice as many edges. A similar statement holds for (D,). 

cycles of G and 

Summing up we obtain that G can be covered by at most n — 1 cycles 

and 2(n — 1) edges. The main part of the proof of 5.5 consists of showing 

that we can get rid of the extra edges. @ 

The above proof was the first to give an O(n) bound. For another one 

(that also relies on the theorem of Lovdsz) see [47]. 

Let us turn now to more general problems. 

For a class of graphs H let ex(n,#) denote the maximal number of 

edges in a H-free graph of n vertices. 

Yet another version of 5.5 is the following: 

ex(n, cycles ) = cov(n, cycles and K2). 

As noted in the introduction the Erdés-Goodman-Pésa Theorem shows that 

the same holds for coverings by triangles: ex (n,K3) = cov(n, K3 and Ka). 

It seems to be very interesting to find other classes H with 

ex(n,H) = cov(n,H and K2). 

Conjecture 5.7. [47] 

cov (n, even cycles and Kz) = ex(n, even cycles). 

This would imply cov(n, even cycles and Kz) < 2(n—1). Using 

again the theorem of Lovász it was proved in [47] that at least 

cov (n, even cycles and K2) < 2(n—1) holds. 

A cycle of G is exactly a TK3-subgraph. Therefore the following con- 

jecture.is a generalization of 5.5.
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Conjecture 5.8. 

cov (n, TK, and K,) = ex(n, TK,) for p > 3. 

Using 5.5 Jorgensen [47] showed that 5.8 holds for p=4. In fact he 

proved the following [46]. 

Theorem 5.9. Let G be a (possibly infinite) graph. Then G has a covering 

C by TK4-subgraphs and edges such that C has a T K,-free transversal. 

The following result also supports conjecture 5.8. 

Theorem 5.10. [47] Let H be a connected graph with v(H) > 3. Then 

cov (n, TH-subgraphs and K,) < 400ex(n, TH-subgraphs) 

6. Complete graphs and copies of a fixed graph 

The starting point for this section is of course the Erdés-Goodman-Pésa 

Theorem. This was extended by Bollobds [10] as follows. 

Theorem 6.1. 

cov’ (n, K, and Ky) = ex(n, K,). 

Of course by Turdn’s Theorem we know that ex (n, K,) = e(T;-1,n)- 

For coverings by triangles we have sharper results. 

Theorem 6.2. [50] Suppose that every edge of the connected graph G is 

contained by some triangle of G, G # K,. Then 

cov (G, K3) = [1-1 /4] 

Let ex (G, H) denote the maximal number of edges of a H-free subgraph 

of G.
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Theorem 6.3. 

cov (G, K3 and K2) < ex (G, K3) . 

This beautiful result is due to Lehel and Tuza [51]. They suggest 

the following common generalization of 6.2 and the Erdés-Goodman-Pésa 
Theorem. 

Conjecture 6.4. 

cov’ (G, K3 and K2) < ex(G, Ks). 

In fact Lehel and Tuza obtain the following surprisingly general result 
[51]. 

Theorem 6.5. Let H be a non-bipartite graph. Then 

cov (G, H and K2) < ex(G, H). 

Note that by the Erdés-Simonovits Theorem [28] this implies the fol- 
lowing. 

Corollary 6.6. Let H be a graph with x(H) =k > 3. Then 

cov (n, H and Kp) = (1 - r=) (5) +0 (n?). 

For H bipartite the Erdés-Simonovits Theorem gives us ex(n,H) = 
o(n?). This shows that for H bipartite 6.5 can not hold and also that 

(3) 
e(H) 
  cov" (n, H and K,) < 4 o (n?) 

The latter inequality can slightly be improved. 

Theorem 6.7. [64] For every bipartite graph there is a constant c = 
c(H) > 0 such that 

(3) . zh e(H) < cov’ (n,H and K2) < e(H)   ten.
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Let us say a few words about the proof of 6.5. Let M be a H-free 

subgraph of maximal size of the graph G with edge-set E. For an edge 

e€E\M [(e) is defined as the set of edges e’ € M such that there exists 

a H-subgraph of G containing both e and e. 

By a classical observation of Erdés every graph with m edges contains 

a bipartite (and therefore H-free) subgraph with more than } edges. Using 

this Lehel and Tuza prove that for every K C E\ M we have |... F(e)| 2 

|K|. By the Kénig-Hall Theorem this implies the existence of an injection 

9: EVM — M with g(e) € I(e) for each e € E \ M: .This proves 6.5. 

The above proof gives the following slightly stronger result. 

Corollary 6.8. [47] Let H consist of non-bipartite graphs. Then every 

graph G has a covering C by H-subgraphs and edges such that C ‘has-a: 

H-free transversal. 

It would be interesting to know whether 6.8 can be extended to infinite 

graphs. The following seems to be the most simple case. 

Conjecture 6.9. [47] Every countable graphs has a covering C by triangles- 

and edges such that C has a triangle-free transyersal. 

It is easy to see that 6.9 holds e.g. for locally finite graphs. 

Let us denote the complete r-uniform hypergraph on p vertices by Kp. 

Lehel [49] obtained a generalization of 6.3 for hypergraphs. By extending... 

our notation to hypergraphs in the obvious way we can formulate his result 

as follows. 

Theorem 6.10. Let.M be an r-uniform hypergraph 1 <r < p. Then 

cov (M, K? and Ky) S ex (M, Ke). 

Corollary 6.11. 

cov (n, Kt and K?) = ex(n,K%). 

(Here the numbers~ex(n, K7) are just the Turén numbers and for r 2 3 

these are not explicitly known.) 

The above corollary was conjectured by Bollobdés. Erdés and Sauer [25] " 

conjecture that 6.11 holds for partitions instead of coverings and Lehel [49] _ 

made the stronger conjecture that in fact 6.10 holds for partitions.
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When does a graph G have an H-decomposition (i.e. a covering by 

disjoint copies of another graph H)? This kind of questions are closely 

related to questions about coverings. 

The most well-known result in this area is Wilson’s Theorem [78] about 
decompositions of complete graphs. A far-reaching generalization of Wil- 

son’s result has recently been obtained by Gustavson [36]. 

Theorem 6.12. For any graph H there exists an ey > 0 and an integer 

nx such that if G is a graph satisfying 

(i) e(G) is divisible by e(H) 

(ii) every degree of G is a non-negative integer linear combination of the 

degrees of H 

(iii) n > ny 

(iv) the minimum degree of G is at least (1—e)n then G has a H- 
decomposition. 

Of course conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary for G to have a H- 
decomposition. 

Note that in the case of triangle-decompositions 6.12 essentially settles 

a classical 1970 problem of Nash-Williams [57]. 

The proof of 6.12 for K,-decompositions builds upon earlier work of 

Chetwynd and Haggkvist [14] on the completion of partial latin squares. 

From here the general case is obtained basically by applying Wilson’s 

Theorem. The whole proof of this beautiful result takes up about 100 pages. 

7. Some other classes 

Graham and Pollak [34] proved that to partition K, we need at least n —1 
complete bipartite graphs. 

This gives us the following. 

Theorem 7.1. 

cov’ (n, complete bipartite graphs ) = n—1 

For coverings we have a slightly different result.
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Theorem 7.2. 

n—clogn <cov(n, complete bipartite graphs ) < 

n — [log n] + 1 for some c > 0. 

Here the upper bound is due to Tuza [74] the lower bound has been 
proved by Rédl with probabilistic methods [68]. 

During a lecture on coverings Gyéri observed that for the classes H 
considered usually we have cov (n,H) < cn or cov(n,H) > en?. He asked 
whether there are any natural classes H with cov(n,H) asymptotically 
greater than cn for any c > 0 and cov(n,H) = o(n?). Here we present 
a few examples of such classes H. 

Proposition 7.3. 

cn log log n <cov(n, 3 — regular graphs and K2) < 

con log n for some cz, ca 5 0. 

Proof. It is known that cinloglogn S exín, 3-regular graphs ) c 
can log n [61], [66]. The lower bound is immediate. Let r be the max- 
imal number of vertices in a 3-regular subgraph of a graph G. Then 
we have e(G) < c,(n —r) log(n —r) +r(n—r) + (7). This gives us 
e(G) < (c2 + 1)n log n for r < log n and r > e(G)/(1+ c2)r for r > log n. 
It easily follows that taking away always the maximal 3-regular subgraph 
we obtain a subgraph of G with < (co +1)n log n edges in 0(n log n) steps. 
This proves the upper bound. MI 

It doesn’t seem to be so easy to estimate cov(n, connected 3-regular 
graphs and K,). 

A “kite” is the union of a C, and a path having exactly one vertex in 
common which is an endvertex of the path. 

Proposition 7.4. 

cov(n, kites and Kz) = ex(n,C,) forn > no. 

Proof. Let G be a connected graph containing a C, subgraph Q. There 
are at most 4(n—1) edges incident to the vertices of Q@. By Theorem 4.5 the 
subgraph FR induced by the remaining n — 4 vertices can be covered by at
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most 25+ paths and cycles. G is connected therefore the union of Q and a 
cycle or * path of R can always be covered by at most 2 kites of G. Therefore 

G can be covered by at most 5n kites and edges. . 

On the other hand we have ex (n,C,) > en? for some c > 0 (see [32]) 
and our proposition easily follows. & 

Let Q;, denote the k-dimensional cube. 

Proposition 7.5. For every €1,€2 > 0 there exists an N = N(€1,€2) such 

that forn > N we have 

n7 e < cov(n, cubes ) < en’. 

Proof. As ex(n, Q;) = 0(n”) and Q, has 2* - k edges it follows that 

cov(n, Q, and K2) < sw z+ o(n?). 

On the other hand by [71, Theorem 8.2] we have ex(n, Qx) > cx n? ** where 
ke . . 

€45 Fay for some c, > 0. This gives us 

Ce n 

(k—1)2*2 
cov(n, cubes ) > 2 Ek 

Our proposition follows. @ 

Similar results hold for'say cov(n, symmetric complete bipartite graphs). 

In view of these examples we suggest a modified version of Gyédri’s 

question. For a class of graphs we calla graph G -covered if each edge 

of G is contained by some H subgraph. If H does not contain K, then apart 
from a few cases (like when H is the class of cycles) #-covered graphs form 

a rather unnatural looking class. Still it may be interesting to investigate 

H-coverings of such graphs. We denote the maximum of cov(G, ) for: all 

n-vertex H-covered graphs by cov’ (n, 7). 

Question 7.6. Is there a natural class H with K, ¢ H and cov'(n,H) = 

net) for some 1 5 €-5 0? 

Of course it is hard to say which classes # should be considered natural.
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8. Weighted coverings 

Suppose we are given a weight function w : H — Z. The weight of a 
H-covering of the graph G is the sum of the weights of the covering H- 
subgraphs. Define cov.,(G,H) as the minimal weight of a H-covering of G 
and cov,,(n,#) as the maximum of cov,,(G,H) for all n-vertex graphs G. 
We can define cov’ (n, #1) analogously. 

In most investigations concerning weighted coverings the weight of H € 
K is simply v(#). 

The first result of this section settled a conjecture of Katona and Tarjan 
concerning a weighted version of the Erdés-Goodman-Pésa theorem (with 
weight function v). 

Theorem 8.1. 
2 

cov,(n, complete graphs) = 5] . 

This was proved independently by Chung [17] and Győri and Kostochka 
138] (see also [48]). 

Trying to sharpen 8.1 and 6.1 Győri and Tuza [39] considered coverings 
by complete graphs of restricted order. 

Theorem 8.2. For every r > 4 we have 

cov, (n, K, and K2) = 2e(T,-1,.n). 

The above results are sharp for the Turdn graphs. 

Surprisingly the case r = 3 is different . As observed in [39] we have 

cov, (Ker44,K3 and Kz) = 2e(To,n) +1 

Still for r = 3 the following substitute of 8.2 may be true [39]. 

Conjecture 8.3. 

cov, (n, K3 and K2) = 2e(Tz,n) + o(n?) 

It would also be interesting to decide whether cov,(n, K3 and K2) < 

[=] holds. 
Chung, Erdés and Spencer [18] and independently Tuza [74] considered 

weighted coverings by complete bipartite graphs.
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Theorem 8.4. 

2 

a log n 
  <cov’,(n, complete bipartite graphs) < 

2 

log n 
  C2 for some C1, C2 > 0. 

This result is related to complexity problems of 0 — 1 matrices [74]. 

Tuza [75] also observed the following. 

Theorem 8.5. 

cin log n/ log log n < cov, (n, perfect graphs) S 

con log n for some ci, C2 > 0. 

The most beautiful conjecture about weighed coverings is due to Itai 

and Rodeh [44]. 

Conjecture 8.6. Let G be a bridgeless graph. Then 

cov, (G, cycles) < e(G) +n—-1. 

(Note that cov,(G, cycles) is just the minimal number of edges in a cycle- 

covering. ) 

The above conjecture is closely related to the theory of integer flows. 

Indeed it is a simple consequence of Theorem 1.3 (ii) that 8.6 holds for 4- 

edge-connected graphs. By recent work of Alspach, Goddyn and Zhang [6] 

related to the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture we have the following. If 

G is a bridgeless graph containing no topological Petersen subgraphs then 

cov,(G, cycles) is exactly the length of the shortest Chinese Postman Tour. 

Therefore 8.6 also holds for such graphs. 

The best general estimate is due to Fraisse (31] (see also [5], [8]). 

Theorem 8.7. Let G be a bridgeless graph. Then 

cov,(G, cycles) < e(G) + z(n — 1). 

Finally let us mention a problem about weighted coverings with weight 

function different from v. 

Erdős suggested the investigation of cov,-1(G, complete graphs) where 

the weight of K, is v(K-) -1=r-—1. Gyéri [37] conjectures the following.
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Conjecture 8.8. 

2 

cov,-1(n, complete graphs) < | . 

At first sight this conjecture seems to be just a slightly stronger version 

of Theorem 8.1. However as noted in [37] it is open even in the case of 

K,-free graphs. 

9. Other directions 

There is a way of strengthening certain results about weighted coverings. 

The following theorem implies the upper bound in 8.4. 

Theorem 9.1. [29] Every graph G has a decomposition D into complete 

bipartite subgraphs such that each vertex of G is contained by at most Conn 

elements of D for some c > 0. 

  

This is of course sharp as shown by the lower bound in 8.4. 

One can consider a similar problem for cycle-coverings. For a bridgeless 

graph G_ cd(G), the cycle-depth of G is the smallest number k such that 

G has a covering C by cycles such that every vertex of G is covered by at 

most k elements of C. 

By the Seymour- Younger result mentioned after 1.3 we have cd(G) < 
A(G) + 1 for bridgeless graphs G. It should not be to hard to improve this 
to cd(G) < A(G) (note that this inequality would follow from the truth of 

the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture). 

On the other hand it is easy to see that cd(K3,n-3 ) > 3(n — 3) and for 

the Petersen graph P we have cd(P) = 3 = 3A(P) +1. 

We propose the following. 

Conjecture 9.2. Let G be a bridgeless graph. Then 

cd(G) < =A(G) +1. 

Let us mention a recent result of Li [52] on path double covers that 

settles a conjecture of Bondy.
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Theorem 9.3. Every graph G has a covering by n paths such that each 

edge is contained by exactly two paths and each vertex is the endvertex of 

exactly two paths (we allow paths of length 0). 

Finally we return to our starting point, to coverings by complete graphs. 

The following is an old result of Lovász [53]. 

Theorem 9.4. Suppose k= (3) —e(G) and t is the greatest natural number 

such that t? —t<k. Then : 

cov(G, complete graphs) <k+t. 

Caen, Erdds, Pullman, Wormald [13] proved the following Nordhaus- 
Gaddum type results. 

Theorem 9.5. 

cov(G, complete graphs) -cov(G complete graphs) < (ss + of 1) nt. 

Theorem 9.6. 

1 
cov(G, complete graphs) + cov(G, complete graphs) < (5 + o(1)) n’. 

This was conjectured by Brigham, Dutton and Taylor. 

Following the suggestion of Erdés the present author improved this as 
follows. 

Theorem 9.7. (62] 

_ 1 
cov(G, complete graphs) + cov(G, complete graphs) < im +2 

if n is sufficiently large. 

Obviously many generalizations are possible [13], we just mention one 

additional result.
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Theorem 9.8. [64] Suppose that G,,G2 and G3 form a partition of K,. 
Then 

3 
>> cov(G, complete graphs) < (3 + o(t)) n3. 
i=1 

Two recent conjectures of Winkler [79] show that the endless flow of 

problems and results concerning extensions of the Erdés-Goodman-Pésa 
Theorem continues. 

Conjecture 9.9. If maximal cliques are removed one by one from any n 
2 

vertex graph, then the.graph will be empty after at most %- steps. 

Conjecture 9.10. If maximal cliques are removed one by one from any n 

vertex graph then the graph will be empty after the:sum of the numbers of 
2 

vertices has reached at most *-. 
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Note added in proof. Recently Sean McGuinness obtained a surprisingly 

short proof of Conjecture 9.9. 
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N onuniform Random Recursive Trees with 

Bounded Degree 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we find exact and asymptotic formulae for the number of n 

vertex recursive 3-trees (no vertex of degree greater than 3). We also obtain the 
expected number of vertices of degrees 1, 2 and 3 as well as the expected degree 
of the root of such trees. This is done for both uniformly and nonuniformly 
distributed random recursive 3-trees. 

1. Introduction 

A tree is a connected graph which has no cycles (see [2] for definitions not 

given here). A tree with n vertices labelled 1,2,...,n is a recursive tree if, 

for each k such that 2 < k < n, the labels of the vertices in the unique path 

from the root (the vertex with label 1) to the kth vertex form an increasing 

sequence. Such a tree can be also defined as a result of successively joining 

the ith vertex to one of the first i—1 vertices, for i = 2,3,...,n in accordance 

with some deterministic or probabilistic rule. 

A planted recursive tree is a recursive tree with root having degree 1. 

Let R, and P,,, respectively, denote the family of all recursive and planted 

recursive n vertex 3-trees (no vertex of degree greater then 3).
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A random recursive (planted recursive) tree is one which is the outcome 

of a random process. A tree selected with equal probability from the set 

Rn (Pn) is called a uniform random recursive (planted recursive) 3-tree of 

order n. If a tree is selected with a nonuniform probability distribution from 

some specified set of recursive trees it will be referred to as a nonuniform 

random recursive tree with the corresponding probability distribution and 

type of tree appropriately identified. 

In this paper we find exact and asymptotic formulae for the number of 

recursive 3-trees of order n. We also obtain the expected number of vertices 

of degrees 1, 2 and 3 as well as the expected degree of the root of such trees. 

This is done for both uniform and nonuniform random recursive 3-trees. 

2. Uniform recursive 3-trees 

Our study of uniform random recursive 3-trees requires the enumeration of 

such trees. We proceed by defining a, = 1 and a, (n > 2) to be the number 

of planted recursive 3-trees having order n. Let the function y be defined 

as follows ha 
aj i 

y(z) = 2 . 
izzo 7 

"Then so 

1 a; i y(e)= 0 Se 
i=0 . 

and 

" — Qi+3 3 

y (z) => 7 x. 
#=0 

  

Lemma 2.1. 
1 T 

y(r) = tan(52 + —)=tanz+secz 

Proof. For a planted recursive 3-tree, let deg(k) denote the degree of the 

vertex with label k. To find a, we first observe that the number of planted 

recursive 3-trees such that deg(2) = 2 is clearly equal to a,-1; and second 

that for 0 < k <n—4, (",°)@k4+2@n-k-2 is the number of n vertex planted 

3-trees such that deg(2) = 3 and k + 2 is the order of the planted subtree 

containing vertex 3 and rooted at vertex 2.
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So, we get 

n-4 
n-3 

Qn = Qn-1 + Ss; ( k ) anes dab 

k=0 

= k k+2 On-k-2 
k=0 

From (1) we can write the coefficient of z' in y” as 

t 
Qt+3 Gk+2 Gt-k+1 

tt 44 k! (t—k)! 

_ -y d4— o =. 

(t — 

    

    

Let us compute 

    

  

Therefore, 

with initial conditions 

y(0) —y (0) — 1. 

Solving this initial value problem one can complete the proof. = 

613 

(1) 

(2) 

Expanding tan and sec functions into power series we can find an 

explicit formula for a, in terms of the well known Bernoulli numbers B, 

and Eulerian numbers E, (for definitions and properties of B, and E, see 

for example [6]). 

Theorem 2.1. Forn <1, 

_ { 27(2" -1)n"'|B,| ifn is even, 
|E,-1| if n is odd,
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_ where B,, are Bernoulli numbers and E, are Eulerian numbers. 

Corollary 2.1. Hn — oo then 

On = 2771 ™(n—1)'(1 + O(2°-")). 

Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of known asymptotic formulae 

for Bernoulli and Eulerian numbers. @ 

For later use let us notice more precise estimations 

ant} (n —1)!2" —1 Qrt! (n —1)12" —1 
AEE Seg ec SE 

7 Qn = an m n—Q (3) 
  

Lemma 2.2. Let r,, denote the number of recursive 3-trees of order n. 

Then 
00 

vsz - (ya). 
i=0 

  

Proof. Let r,; denote the number of recursive 3-trees having n vertices 

and root degree i. Then 

Th = A, + Tn.2 + Tn,3 

| 
and 

Qn41 = An + Tn2- 

To evaluate r,3 let k+1>0,/+1>0andn—k—I—3 > 0 be the numbers 

of vertices in the main branches. Then 

n-4 n-k-4 
n—2 n-k-3 

Ta3 = > ( k ana > ( 1 aus Qn-k-I-2- 

k=0 i=0 

The inner sum of the above formula is equal to 

E" (n-k-3 
y I Q142 On- k- 1-2 

i=0 , 

n-k-4 n—k—3 

= 9 l Qj42An-k-1-2 — On-k-1 

170 

n 

= Qn-k — Gn-k-1
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because of (1). Hence we get 

n-4 
n—2 

Tn = Gny+1 + Qp+42 (@n-k — dn-k-1 ) 
k 

k=0 

E (n-2 , 
= An41 + Ak+2 On-k 

k=0 k 
2 

n—2 
->( k esetnek 4 (n — 2)an-i1 tan 

k=0 

n-4 
n — 2 . 

= ( pO On + (n— 2)an-1 + Gn 
k=0 

And finally we get 

n-2 
— 2 

Th = SS (" k J oan u (4) 

k=0 

An alternative combinatorial proof of Lemma 2.2 can be obtained via 

an appropriate compounding of planted recursive 3-trees. 

We make use of the following notation for limits concerning I(n) and 

J(n), two functions of the integer variable n: 

if lim, jet = 1 we shall write I(n) ~ J(n) 

and . 

if there is a constant K such that |I(n)| < KJ(n), for 

sufficiently large n, we write I(n) = O(J(n)). 

Theorem 2.2. 

raw damit 2m 4) 

Proof. The assertion is a direct consequence of the formula (4) and 

estimations (3). @ 

For the accuracy of the asymptotics of Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 

see Table 1.
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n an an Tn Pn 

1 1 1.3 1 0.3 

2 1 0.8 1 0.7 

3 1 1.0 2 1.7 

4 2 2.0 6 5.3 

5 5 5.0 22 20.3 

6 16 16.0 96 90.7 

7 61 61.0 482 461.7 

8 272 272.0 2736 2645.3 

9 1385 1385.1 17302 16840.4 

10 7936 7935.9 120576 117930.4 

11 50521 50521.3 917762 900922.2 

12 353792 353791.3 7574016 7456083.8 

13 2702765 2702766.7 67354582 66453665.0 

14 22368256 22368251.3 642041856 634585755.9 

15 199360981 199360994.9 - 6530291042 6463837431.7 

16 1903757312 1903757267.8 70589700096 69955114144.7 

17 19391512145 19391512295.1 808090395862 801626559170.0 
18 209865342976  209865342434.2 9766250151936 9696295034829.7 
19 2404879675441 2404879677510.0 124258689304322 123457062757644.0 
20 29088885112832 29088885104489.1 1660195646078976 1650499350988771.5 

Table 1. The number of planted recursive 3-trees an, recursive 3-trees tn, and asymptotics 

an = 27412" (n ~ 1)! and pn = azt nr 2 (41)! 

Theorem 2.3. Let D,,denote the degree of the root of a uniform random 

recursive 3-tree of order n, then 

P(D, = 1) ~ orn, 

P(D, = 2) ~ smn, 

P(D, = 3) =1+O(n'*). 

The expected value and variance of D,, are: 

E(D,) = 3+ O(n"*), 

Var (Dn) ~ smn? 

Proof. First note that 
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then apply Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. = 

3. Nonuniform recursive 3-trees 

Let pna denote the probability that the vertex labelled n +1 is joined to 
a given vertex of degree d in a random recursive 3-tree of order n. In the 
uniform case png is independent of the degree of a vertex and is equal to + = 
In [9], the model with p,q = 3-45 was studied. In this case the probability 
that a vertex is joined to a specified vertex is directly proportional to the 
degree of that vertex. The consequence is that the higher the degree the 
greater the attraction of obtaining a new neighbor. Here we study the 
probability function p,g = waar for fixed f > 2. This function implies 
that higher degree vertices possess a lower attraction for new neighbors and 
no vertex of degree greater then f is introduced. These are two properties of 
interest in chemical applications [1], [4]. The former corresponds to the fact 
that the fewer chemical sites that are available for bonding (edge formation) 
the lower the probability of a bond being formed. The bounded degree 
condition corresponds to the natural limit on the number of bonds that 
can be incident to a chemical species. A tree with no vertex of degree 
greater than f is called an f-tree. In what follows we obtain results about 
nonuniform random recursive f-trees. 

Theorem 3.1. Let T denote a random recursive f-tree (f > 2) of order 
n 2 3 such that T has t; vertices of degree i (i = 1,2,...,f). Then, in the 
model defined by 

f-d 

(f —2)n+2 

it follows that T will be generated with probability 

Pna = 

1. i “if - d)ta+1 ttape +... tty 

sO), 
where (x), = x(x —1)(a@ —2)...(x —k +1) forz ER, KEN. 

  P(T) = 

Proof. The proof is obtained by induction on the number of vertices. =
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Corollary 3.1. 

For f = 2, P(T) =2?"” 

6.278 
(n+ 1)! 
377 ti gn- ty ~ te 

For f= 3, P(T)= 

For f = 4, P(T)= nl 

Theorem 3.2. Let X,,;, denote the number of vertices of degree k-inva 

random recursive 3-tree with n vertices. Then in the model defined by 

Pna = 35$ we have 

124 4 
E(Xn, , 

(Xn) = 3" +3 + aml) 
1 42 8 

E(Xn , 
(Xna) = 3" +3 ~ n(n +1) 

1 4 4 

E(Xna) = 3” ~3 7+ nmtly 

Proof. It has been shown (see proof of Theorem 1 in [9]) that 

E(Xatir) = (1 — Pa )E(Xna) +1. 

Thus, here we obtain 

n 
E(Xnr11 ) = nage (Xna) +1. 

Solving this recurrence equation with the initial condition E(X2,) = 2 we 

obtain required formula. Adopting formula (3) from [9] to our case we get 

n+1 2 
E(Xn4i2) = aE EX na) + nage (Xa)   

and 1 

E(Xn413 ) = E(Xn3) + nage (Xn). 

Using standard methods for solving linear recurrence equations one can 

complete the proof. = 

We mention here that in the uniform case without restrictions on vertex 

degrees, E(Xnx) ~ n27" (see [3], [5], [7] and [8}).
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Theorem 3.3. Let D,, denote the degree of the root of a random recursive 

3-tree having order n. Then, in the model defined by pag = hee" we have 

6 

n(n +1)’ 
_ 6(n — 2) 

~ n(n +1)’ 

6(n -~ 1) 

~ n(n +1) 

P(D, =1)= 

and 
6 

n+1’ 

6n? — 18n + 12 

Var (Pn) = Tee 

E(D,,) =3-— —~ 

=O (n°). 

Proof. It is easily seen that 

n-1 k 6 -1 

P(D, =1)= IIa - na) "alkr2 nni 

The way of adding a new vertex to a recursive tree implies that (compare 

the proof of Theorem 7 in [9]) 

P(Dayi = 2) = (1 — Pn,2 )P(D, = 2) + Pn P(D, = 1). 

In the case pag = A xe we get 

n+1 2 6 
P(Day1 = 2) = ——P(D, = 2) + ——-——_. 
(Dns ) m4! | )+ yan) 

Solving this recurrence equation one can get the formula for P(D,, = 2). 
The formula for P(D, = 3) one can be obtained using 

P(D, =3)=1-P(D, =1)—P(D, =2). 0 m 

Here we observe that the degree of the root in the above type of 

nonuniform random recursive 3-tree is almost surely 3, just as it is in the 

uniform distribution case. 

Acknowledgements. LVQ expresses his thanks to The Technical Univer- 

sity of Poznan for its cooperation and hospitality during the preparation of 

this paper and for the support provided by Pace University Dyson Faculty 

Research Grants.
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On an Inequality of Erdős and Turán Concerning 

Uniform Distribution Modulo One I. 

I. Z. RUZSA 

1. Introduction 

Let x;, ..., Zy be a sequence of real numbers. We define the discrepancy A 

of this sequence by ' 

1 
A= sup |—#{1<j<N:u< {xj} <v}-—(v—w)], (1.1) 

OS uSv<l N 

where {x} denotes the fractional part of z. (Some authors use this term for 

the quantity NA.) Put 

1 ik; OQ, = v So erika; (1.2) 

the Fourier coefficients of this sequence. A famous theorem of Erdés and 

Turán ([1-2], reprinted in [8, pp. 432-449]) asserts that 

k-1 
1 la; | 

A< B=min- YE. 1.3 < MR ae G (1.3) 

This result found wide response in the literature. Koksma [4] gave a gen- 

eralization to several dimensions. Niederreiter and Philipp [6] discuss its
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connections with the Berry-Esseen type inequalities of probability theory. 

They also give sharp values for the constant implicit in (1.3) 

A different (quadratic) inequality was found by LeVeque [5]. How- 

ever, H. Momtgomery observed that LeVeque’s inequality can be deduced 

from Erdés and Turdn’s up to a constant factor. This led him to ask (on 

the CBMS regional conference on harmonic analysis and number theory, 

Kansas, Manhattan, May 1990) whether (1.3) is the best possible estimate 

of A if only upper estimates of lo] are known. Our aim is to show that this 

is essentially the case. 

In Section 2 we show that the analog of (1.3) is (up to a constant factor) 
the best possible estimate for the discrepancy of a measure in terms of its 

Fourier coefficients. This does not immediately exclude the possibility that 

another estimate may hold for discrete measures. In Sections 3-4 we treat 

the possibility of approximating a continuous measure by a discrete one and 

prove the the non-improvability of (1.3), though in a somewhat less sharp 

form than for general measures. As a byproduct we solve a problem raised 

in [1]. 

Acknowledgement. I profited much from discussions with H. Mont- 

gomery. 

2. The Erdés-Turan inequality for measures 

Let 4 and v be distributions (probability measures) on [0,1). We define 

their distance by 

o(u,v)=  sup |u([u,v)) — v([u,v))I. (2.1) 
OS usv<l 

Let A denote the uniform distribution (Lebesgue measure) on [0,1). By the 

discrepancy of a distribution 4. we mean 

A(u) = o(p, A). (2.2) 

Let 

ple) = f er dy(x) 
be the Fourier transform of u. We have 

A(y) <B=min= +! me (2.3)
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(1.3) is equivalent to a special case of (2.3), namely that for 

1 N 

h= N 3 ő(z), 

j=l 

where 6(x) denotes the point mass at x. Any proof of (1.3) yields also (2.3), 

or even it can be deduced from (1.3) by a limiting argument. 

Our first result is the nonimprovability of (2.3). 

Theorem 1. Let a;, a2, ... be a sequence of real numbers, 0 < a; < 1. 

Write 
4 ke 

wel . 
B= inf 7 + 2. a; /j. 

There is a distribution ys on (0,1) such that |ji(k)| < a,/2°for all k = 1, 2, 
..., While 

A(u) > B/n’. 

Proof. We define another sequence (b;) of numbers as follows. If 7", a; < 
1, then we put b; =a; for all j. If 

m-1 m 

a; <1< Da; 

j=l j=l 

then we put 6; =a, for j =1, ...,m—1, 

m-1 

bm =1- > aj; 

j=l 

and’ b; = 0 for j > m. In any case we have 0 < b; < a; < 1 for all j, and 
also 27 b; < 1. Next we show that 

B, = 2b,/ > B/2. (2.4) 

Indeed, if 50a; < 1, then 

k-1 

\ j=l
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If >a; > 1, then we have 27521 bj = 1, hence Bi — 2. b;/j 2 1/m, and 
also 

m-1 m-1 

2 bj/j- Da /j; 

adding these inequalities we obtain 
: 1 m-1 

Bet 2, a3/j S2Bu. 

j=l 

Now consider a measure ys whose density function (with respect to the 

Lebesgue measure) is 

f(z) = sete) =1+ my b; cos(2mjx -t tj) 
j=l 

with certain numbers tj, to be defined below. The inequality }/b; < 1 

guarantees that f(z) > 0, and the Fourier transform satisfies 

1, ,; b; _ a; 
(7) = —bseti i(7)) = 2 < 4. AG) = se, las 

For any 0 < v < 1 we have 

H(f0, v)) — v — [ DB; cos(2mjz b t;) dx 
0 

- 1 85 (sin(Qmju +t;) —sint;) (2.5) 
on j 3 d 

= 17 sin ngu cos(ju + t;) TT T j J J J/" 

Now consider the function 
bj. . 

g(v) = Ss” 7 sin 7jv]. 

[ se q0=2 Do/j= 22 , 9" or j1I = 1; 

there must be a number 0 < v < 1 such that g(v) > (2/m7)B,. Take this 

value of v and choose t; so that 

Since 

cos(aju + t;) = sgn sinmjv. 

With this choice of the parameters (2.5) yields 
1 2 0,v)) -v =—g(v) > By, p((0,v)) - 9 = 9x) > SB, 

consequently A(y) > (2/1?)B, > B/n? as claimed. Mi
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3. Approximating a distribution by a discrete one 

The distribution we constructed in Section 2 is continuous. Here we find for 
any distribution y a sequence of N points whose distribution is near to u 
in the distance 9 and whose Fourier coefficients are also near to those of LL. 

Theorem 2. Let be a distribution on (0,1). For every positive integer 
N there are real numbers 1, .... ZN such that their distribution v = 
N~1 > 6(a;) satisfies 

o(u,v) <1/N (3.1) 
and 

  

13Vk 9 (3.2) lü(k) ~ 0(k)| < TET min ( VE 9. 

for all k. Moreover, if the measure yp satisfies 

B([u,v)) > B(v — u) (3.3) 

for all0 <u<v <1 with some 1/N < 6 <1, then we also have 

\ii(k) — 0(&)| < Vlog(e + 1) — aN >: (3.4) 

Remark 3.1. = |fi(k) — 0(k)| < k/N follows from (3.1). (3.2) is much 
sharper for large values of k. (3.4) improves (3.2) for k < BN/3. 

For the proof we need a probabilistic inequality. 

Lemma 3.2. Let £1, ..., £, be independent real random variables satisfying 
EE; = 0 and |€;| < 3;. Write n = )>£;, S = ) s?. For every A > 0 we have 

2 

P(n|>A)<2ep-F (88) 
See Hoefding [3]. 

Lemma 3.3. Let £1, .., E, be independent complex random variables — 
satisfying Ef; = 0 and |€;| < s;. Write n = 06, S = os?. For every 
A > 0 we have 

: A . Do: . 

P(\n| > A) < 4exp—Z. (3.6)
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Proof. If |n| > A, then either [Ren| > A/V2 or [Imn| >.A/V2.: Applying 
the previous lemma for the real and imaginary parts of our variables we 

obtain (3.6). 

Proof. of Theorem 2. Let 0 = ty < t) <... <ty =1 be the N quantiles of 

p, that is, t; is a number such that 

w(l0,t5)) < & < n(10, 45). 
We shall select one z; from each [t;-1,t;]; this already guarantees (3.1). 

‘We can represent y in the form 

— Mite thn 
Nn.” 

where each u; is supported in the corresponding [t;-1,t,;]. Let Xi, ..., Xw 

be independent real random variables, X; with distribution 4. We show 

that with positive probability 2; = X; satisfies (3.2) and (3.4). 

The Fourier coefficients of v are 

16 ona 
n — 2mikX; Hk) = = 2. e , 

+ s Jel 

also random variables. Their expectations are 

"Bő — 1 2mikX; 1 2rikz 
E(k) = wy Be -wLJ 7 dul) 

= [er dua) = Alb) 

To estimate the probability that i(k) — ji(k) is big we apply Lemma 3.3 

to the variables 
E; — ezrikXx; _ Ee2rikX; 

j . : 

Write s; = max |é;|, S = S; - Xs. In the notations of Lemma 3.3 we 
have i(k) — ü(k) — 7/N, thus with arbitrary positive A, (3.3) yields, 

N2A2 
4S, | 
  P(o(k) — ju(k)| > Ax) < 4exp— 

With the choice
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the right side becomes 4/(k + 1)?, thus we obtain 

  

Consequently with positive probability all the inequalities 

|2(k) — i(k) < Ag, #=1,2,... (3.8) 

hold with the A, given by (3.7). 

To deduce (3.2) and (3.4) we need to estimate S,. 

By definition we have obviously s; < 2. If k(t; — tj;-1) < 1/2, then 
exp 27ikX; is contained in an arc of length 2rk(t; — t;-1) of the unit 
circle. The expectation must be in the convex hull of this arc, which is 
the corresponding segment. Since the diameter of this segment is 

2sin wk(t; — t;-1) < Iwk(t; — tj-1), 

we conclude that 

8j < 2 min(1, nk(t; _ t;-1)). 

Since a minimum is less than a geometric mean, we have 

95 < 45° rk(t; —t;-1) = 4nk. 

Consequently S, < min(47k,2N), and after substituting this into (3.7), 
(3.8) yields (3.2). 

Assume now that (3.3) holds. Then we have 

—A/N > w(t;- 1,¢;)) 2 Blt; — t;-1), 

that is, t; —-t;-; < 1/(@N). This implies 

a 8; < (2xk)*(t; — t;-1)? < (it; -tj-1), 

hence S < (2rk)?/(8N). Substituting this into (3.7), (3.8) yields (3.4). m
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4. The Erdős-Turán ineguality for seguences 

A formal analog of Theorem 1 for seguences would assert the existence 

of points Ti, ..., Zy whose Fourier coefficients a; defined in (1.2) satisfy 

lax! 2 ax while the discrepancy is not much less than the bound B given in 

(1.3). Such a result cannot hold, since the system of inequalities |a,| < a; 

may not have a solution at all for very small a,; among n consecutive values 

there must be one which is not too small. This observation is the starting 

point of Turén’s theory of power sums and we refer to his book [7] for the 

details. 

We give a result which is, however, in all practical cases as strong as 

Theorem 1. 

Theorem 3. Let a1, a2, .... be a sequence of real numbers, 0 < a; < 1. 

Write 1 #2 
| Baintg + Lali 

There are N numbers 21, .... 2n in (0,1) such that their Fourier coefficients 

a, satisfy 

Qk : k 1 

for all k = 1, 2, ..., while their discrepancy is 

A > B/40. (4.2) 

Proof. Let p be the measure obtained by applying Theorem 1 to the 

sequence (a,). Now we apply Theorem 2 to the measure u = (4+ A)/2 

(recall that A is the Lebesgue measure on (0, 1) ). We have 

A(u’) = A(u)/2 > B/20 

and, denoting the distribution of of the points Ti, ..., In by v we have 

o(v, p’) < 1/N, hence 

i 
“Fe 

Sl
y | A= AQ) — olv, A) 2 oli, A) — eli) — Al) — oly v) 2
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This implies (4.2) if B > 40/N, while if B < 40/N then (4.2) holds trivially, 

since the minimal possible value of A is 1/N. 

The measure p’ satisfies (4.3) with 8 = 1/2, hence (4.1) follows from 

(4.1) and (4.4), taking into account that 

la) = Slay < &. " 

The error term in (4.1) is much smaller than any conceivable estimate 

one can obtain for a;, thus its seems safe to conclude that in any realistical 

situation Erdős and Turdn’s bound gives the correct order of magnitude. 

In particular, in [1] Erdés and Turdn ask the following. Assume that 
the unnormalized sums Na, satisfy 

\Nox| <k for 1<k< NVOtD (4.3) 

with some A > 1. Then (1.3) yields the estimate 

A € NYOtD ; 

is it the best possible? Our Theorem 3 implies that it is, even for A 5 1/3+¢ 
with some e > 0 if N > No(e), and if A 5 1/2 +, then the range of (4.3) 

can be extended to all positive integers. 

The following case is not covered by our result. Assume that az = ... 

= Q,-1 = 0 for some k < N; how small can the discrepancy be? (1.3) 

gives A < 1/k, and this is best possible. To see this, consider the following 

construction. Let E, denote the system of k points 0,1/k,2/k, .... (k—1)/k. 

Write N = kq+r with 0 < r < k, and take g — 1 copies of E, plus one 

copy of E,,,. (This argument also solves the previous problem, even for 

A < 1/3, but does not give the extended range for k.) 

I cannot solve the following. Assume that a2 = ... = a, = 0, but no 

assumption is made about az. (1.3) gives only the trivial estimate; can 

anything better be proved? Or assume that a; = 0 for all 7 < N except 

when j is a prime; how large can A be?
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Graphs which do not Embed a Given Graph and 
the Ramsey Property 

N. W. SAUER and X. ZHU 

' ABSTRACT 

For graphs A and B the relation A > (B)! means that for every r-coloring 
of the vertices of A there is a monochromatic copy of B in A. Forb(G) is the 
family of graphs H such that there is no embedding from G into H. A family - 
F of graphs is Ramsey if for all graphs B € F there is a graph A € 7 such 

that A — (B)}. The only graphs G for which it is not known whether Forb(G).: 
is Ramsey are graphs which have a cutpoint u adjacent to every other vertex 
except one vertex e and the components of G —u not containing e can in certain 
ways be embedded into the component containing e. A particular case in point 
are the graphs G which consist of a star with center u and an additional vertex 
e adjacent to exactly one endpoint of the star. We will prove that unless such’a 
graph G is the path of length three, Forb(G) does not have the Ramsey property. 

1. Introduction 

We only consider finite, undirected, simple graphs. If G is a graph, V(G) 
denotes the set of vertices of G. If S c V(G), GIS will denote the graph 

H. with S = V(H) and in which the vertex a is adjacent to the vertex b 

if and only if a is adjacent to b in G. For a € V(G),!.G — a is the graph 
  

This research has been supported by NSERC grant 69-1325.
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G|(V(G)—a). G denotes the complementary graph to G and if F isa family 
of graphs then F = {G : G € F}. We denote by P, the path of length n, 
that is, the path which has n edges. 

The one to one function a from the vertices of a graph A to the vertices of 
a graph B is an embedding, if for every two vertices x,y of A the vertices 
a(x),a(y) of the graph B are adjacent if and only if the vertices Z,y are 
adjacent in A. For graphs A, B and a positve integer r, the relation 
A — (B)} means that whenever A is an r-coloring of the vertices of A, 
then there is an embedding ® of B into A such that A o ® is constant. 
A family F of graphs is Ramsey if for all graphs B € F and all positive 
integers r there is a graph A € F such that A — (B)!. Forb(G) is the 
family of graphs H such that G can not be embedded into H. It is known 
[1] that if G is 2-connected, then Forb(G) is Ramsey. Clearly, Forb(G) is 
Ramsey if and only if Forb(G) is Ramsey. Hence, if Forb(G) is not Ramsey, 
neither G nor G are 2-connected. Let M be the set of graphs G having a 
cutpoint adjacent to every other vertex of G and K the set of graphs having 
a cutpoint adjacent to every other vertex of G except one. It is proven in [2] 
that if neither G nor G are 2-connected then GE MUKUMUK. Also, 
if G € M, then Forb(G) is Ramsey if and only if G = Py. Clearly P; € K 
holds and it is known [2], that Forb(P;) is Ramsey. Let now G be a graph 
in K and u be the cutpoint of G which is adjacent to every other vertex 
of G except one. We denote this vertex not adjacent to u by e. We also 
denote the connected component of G — u which contains e by K*, by K 
the graph K* —e, by K" the graph Ri(V(K) U {u}), by K“* the graph 
R\(V(K*) U {u}) and by L the graph (G — u) — K®. We will assume that 
the connected components of L are Ag, A;,...,A,-1. For i € r, A? is the 
graph R|(V(A; U {u}) and L* the graph R|(V(L) U {u}). 

L Af-1 
TETT      

  

Figure Lt.
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We will say that G satisfies property (+) if: 

(*) (i) there is an i € r such that A; does not embed into K and 
(ii) there is a j € r such that Aj does not embed into K" and 

(iii) the graph L* does not embed into the graph K“¢. 

It is proven in [3] that if G is a graph in K which satisfies(*), then Forb(G) 
is not Ramsey. The following graphs G, € K violate the conditions of (*) in 
points (i) and (ii) and are therefore of particular interest. For r > 1, G, will 
be the graph with vertex set V(G) = {u,e} U.A where A = {a;:i€r+1}. 
The edge set E(G) = {{u,a;}:1€r+1}U {{e,a,}}. Note that if we allow 
r = 1 in the definition of G,, we get G; = P;. That Forb(P3). is Ramsey 
has been shown in [2]. 

  

  

Figure 2. 

We will prove that for all r > 1, Forb(G,) is not Ramsey. The proof of 
this result shares with [2] and [3] the idea that if Forb(G) is Ramsey, then 
Forb(G) has the so called disjoint amalgamation property. 

If F is a family of graphs we say that F has amalgamation if 

VA,Bé F,a € V(A),bE V(B) 

dC € F and embeddings $ : Am C) 4: Be C such that $(a) — y(b. 

If in addition ($(A) — $(a)) N(w(B) — 4(b)) = 0, we say that F has disjoint 
amalgamation. The family F of graphs has join-embedding if 

VA, B € F 3C € F and embeddings b: AH C\y: BHC. 

We will use the following two results from [2].
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Lemma 1. [2] For any graph G, Forb(G) has join-embedding. 

Theorem 1. [2] If the family of graphs F is Ramsey and has join-embedd- 

ing, then F has disjoint amalgamation. 

2. Proof of the theorem 

Theorem 2. The family Forb(G,) of graphs is not Ramsey unless r = 1. 

Proof. Let Q,, be the graph with vertex set V(Q,,) = {v, w, d}U{R : 7 € n} 

and edge set E(Q,) = {d,w} U {{v, bi} : 4 € n}} U {{w, bs} : i € n}}. Let - 

P,, be the path of length n — 1 with vertex set {po,1,---;Pn-1}- 

Put now n = 6r+3 and m = 6r? — 3r. Clearly, P, € Forb(G,) and 

Om € Forb(G,). We will prove that there is no graph R € Forb(G,) 

and embeddings ¢ and ~ from P, and Q,, into R respectively such that 

o(po) = 4(v) and V(¢(Pr — Po)) AV (Y(Qm — v)) = 0. Hence we will have 

shown that Forb(G,) does not have disjoint amalgamation. Lemma 1 and 

Theorem 1 imply then that Forb(G,) is not Ramsey. 

Assume to the contrary that there is a graph R € Forb(G,) and embeddings 

¢ and from P, and Qm into R respectively such that ¢(po0) = #(v) and 

V(¢(P, —Do)) NV(¥(Qm — v)) =. Of course we may assume without loss 

of generality that the embeddings ¢ and w are the identity on the graphs P, 

and Q,, respectively. For c € V(Qm —v) denote by N(c) the set (p; : jen 

and c is adjacent to p;} and let N(p;) — (c € V(Qm — v) : c is adjacent 

to pj | | 

R 
A 
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Lemma 2. If for some vertex c € V(Qm — v), |N(c)| > 2r + 3: then 
N(c) = V(P,). 

Proof. Let c € V(Q,, — v) with |N(c)| > 2r +3. Assume to the contrary 
that there is a vertex p;, which is not adjacent to c, but that p with either 
P = Pjo-1 Or P = Pj41, 18 adjacent to c. Then there are at least 2r 
vertices S C N(c) which are neither equal to p,, nor adjacent to p or Dio 
Choose a subset T C S such that no two vertices of T are adjacent. Then 
R\(T U {p,,-1,p, c}) is a copy of G,. m 

Corollary. |N(w)| < 2r +2 and |N(d)| < 2r +2. 

Proof. If say |N(w)| > 2r +3 holds, then by the previous Lemma, the 
vertex w has to be adjacent to all of the vertices of the path P,. But 
because Q,, is embedded in R, neither w nor d is adjacent to v = po. & 

Lemma 3. There is an i € m such that N(b;) = V(Ph). 

Proof. For i € m let y(i) € n be the largest number such that for all 
j < (i) either p; or p;41 is adjacent to b;. Observe that if y(t) <n-1 
then b; is not adjacent to P.G) and not adjacent to p,(;)4; but adjacent to 
P-(i)-1 - Remember here that for all i € m, the vertex 0}; is adjacent to the 
vertex po = v. Hence for each j < n—1, |{i : y(t) = j}| < r holds, for 
otherwise R|({p;,p;41} U {i : b; is adjacent to p;}) would be a copy of G, 
in R. The number of numbers i € m with y(i) <n —1 is therefore at most 
(n — 1)-(r —1) = 6r? — 3r — 3. But m = 6r? — 3r and so we may assume 
without loss of generality that y(0) 3 n— 2. Then |N(bo)| > 2r +3 and'we 
get from Lemma 2 that N(b)) = V(P,), @ 

Observe that if for some subset S C V(P,) of pairwise not adjacent 
~ vertices no vertex in S' is adjacent to w or d and |S| =r, R|({d,w, bo} U S) 

is a copy of G, in R. Hence for every such set S C V(P,) of pairwise not 
adjacent vertices and [5] 2 r there is a vertex in S which is adjacent to w or 
d. This is only possible if the number of vertices of P,, which are not adjacent 
to w and d is at most 2(r—1). Then either |N(w)| > 4(n—2(r—1)) = 2r+3 
or |N(d)| > 2r + 3 in contradiction to the Corollary. =
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Strong Partition Relations Below the 

Power Set: Consistency 

Was Sierpinski Right? IT. 

S. SHELAH" 

ABSTRACT 

We continue here [7] (see the introduction there) but we do not relay 
on it. The motivation was a conjecture of Galvin stating that 2” > wo + 
Wa — [wz] En) is consistent for a suitable h : w — w. In section 5 we disprove 

this and give similar negative results. In section 3 we prove the consistency of 
the conjecture replacing w2 by 2”, which is quite large, starting with an Erdős 

cardinal. In section 1 we present. iteration lemmas which are needed when we 

replace w by a larger 4 and in section 4 we generalize a theorem of Halpern and 
Lauchli replacing w by a larger \ needed for generalizing §3. The work will be 
continued in [10]. 

0. Preliminaries. 

Let <} be a well ordering of H(x), where H(x) = {z.: the transitive closure 
. of x has cardinality < x}, agreeing with the usual well-ordering of the 
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ordinals. P (and Q, R) will denote forcing notions, i.e. partial orders with 

a minimal element % = Op. 

A forcing notion P is \-closed if every increasing sequence of members 

of P, of length less than A, has an upper bound. 

If P € H(x), then for a sequence p = (p; : i < y) of members of P let 

a= a, af sup{j : {pj : j < j} has an upper bound in P} and define the 

canonical upper bound of p, &p as follows: 

(a) the least upper bound of {p; :ridc a} in P if there exists such an 

element, 

(b) the <}-first upper bound of (piri< 7) if (a) can’t be applied but there 

is such, 

(c) po if (a) and (b) fail, y > 0, 

(d) Op if y =0. 

Let po&p;, be the canonical upper bound of (p; : £ < 2). 

Take [a]* = {0 Ca: |b| = «} and [a]<* = U,-, [a]’. 

For sets of ordinals, A and B, define H?% as the maximal order 
preserving bijection between initial segments of A and B, i.e, it is the 

function with domain {a € A: otp(a/M A) < otp(B)}, and H9% (a) = 8 if 
and only if a € A, 8 € B and otp(aN A) = otp(8N B). 

Definition 0.1. —+ (a)S* holds provided whenever F is a function from 

[A]<” to u, C C A is a club then there is A C C of order type a such that 

[wi, we € [A]S*, Jur] = |we| > F(wi) = F(we)). . 

Definition 0.2 A — |a]*, if for every function F from DI to x there is 

A C A of order type a such that {F(w) : w € [A]"} has power < 0. 

Definition 0.3 A forcing notion P satisfies the Knaster condition (has 

property K) if for any {p; : i < w,} C P there is an uncountable A C w, 

such that the conditions p; and p; are compatible whenever i,j € A. 

1. Introduction 

Concerning 1.1-1.3 see Shelah [5], Shelah and Stanley [8,9].
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Definition 1.1. A forcing notion Q satisfies +/, where ¢ is a limit ordinal 

< p, if player I has a winning strategy in the following game: 

Playing: the game lasts € moves. — 

in the at the move: 

Player I — if a 5 0 he chooses {q? : ¢ < +) such that g? € Q and 

(VB < a)(WE < pt pe S q¢ and he chooses a regressive 

function fa : ut 3 pt (ie. fo (i) < 1+4); if a = 0 let 

qe = ba; Ja zz Ő. 

Player II — chooses (pg : ( c ut) such that q? < pe € Q. 

The outcome: Player I wins provided whenever u € ( c € < pt, cf(¢) = 

of(€) = wand Agce fa(C) = fa(E) the set {p? : a <e}U {pg : a < e) has 
an upper bound in Q. 

Definition 1.2. We call (P,Q; : i S i(*), j c i(*)) a rf-iteration 
provided that: 

(a) it is a (< y)-support iteration (u is a regular cardinal) 

(b) if i; <%, <i(*), efi, A u then P,,/P,, satisfies +5. 

The Iteration Lemma 1.3. If Q = (P,, Q; : i < i(*), j < i(*)) is a 
(< 4)-support iteration, (a) or (b) or (c) below hold, then it is a +‘, -iteration. 

(a) i(*) is limit and Q{j(*) is a *{-iteration for every j(*) < i(x). 

(b) i(*) = j(*) +1, QIi(*) is a *£-iteration and Qj.) satisfies *& in VPs . 

(c) i(e) = j(*) +1, cf j(*) = ut, Q]9(*) is a *6-iteration and for every 

successor i < j(*), Py.) /P; satisfies *¢. 

Proof. Left to the reader (after reading [5] or [9]). @ 

Theorem 1.4. Suppose y= us’ < x <A, and 4 is a strongly inaccessible 

k2-Mahlo cardinal, where k? is a suitable natural number (see 3.6(2) of [6]), 
and assume V = L for the simplicity. Then for some forcing notion P: 

(a) P is u-complete, satisfies the ut-c.c., has cardinality 4, and V? — 
nak — A? : 

(b) Itp A — [w*]2 and even A — [ut fork <p. 

(c) if u — No then It “MA,”. 

(d) if u 5 Xo then: |kp “for every forcing notion Q of cardinality < x, p- 
complete satisfying +/,, and for any dense sets D; C Q fori < ig < A, there 

is a directed GC Q, AiGND; #0”.
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As the proof is very similar to [7], (particularly after reading section 3) 

we do not give details. We shall define below just the systems needed to 

complete the proof. More general ones are implicit in [6]. 

Convention 1.5. We fix a one to one function Cd = Cd), from 4? » 

onto A. 

Remark. Below we could have otp(B,) = ut +1 with little change. 

Definition 1.6. Let u< xy <K <A, A=AMH, X= XM, HSMM. 

1) We call z a (A, &, x, »)-precandidate if z — (a7 : u € I,) where for some 

set B, (unique, in fact): 

(i) I, = {3:8 C By, |s| < 2}, 

(ii) B, is a subset of « of order type pt, 

(iii) a2. is a subset of A of cardinality < x closed under Cd, 

(iv) aZ NB, =u, 

(v) a% Naz Caz 

(vi) if u, v € I,, |u| = |v| then aZ and a7 have the same order type (and 

so HZ". maps ay, onto a), 

uny) 

(vii) if up, e I, for 2 = 1, 2, |uy| = lua], huz = level, Jur Vue] = = les Uva, 

Aer uae ot vos Maps ue onto vw for 4 — 1,2 then HZ" 2 az, and 
a1” ue "vi va "1 

AR az are compatible. 
v2 

2) We say = is a (A,4, x, »)-candidate if it has the form (MZ : u € 1.) 

where 

(a) (i) ([Mz|: u € I,) is a (A, «, x, 4)-precandidate (with B. S UI, ) 

(ii) E, is a vocabulary with < x-many < p-ary places predicates and 

function symbols, 

Gili) each Mz is an L,-model, 

(iv) for u, v € Iz, ful = Jul, M2? [(|M7] 9 |? ]) is a model, and in fact 

an elementary submodel of M?, M? and Mj, uy: 

(8) (*) for u, v € I,, |ul = |v, the function FitfeiMel is an isomorphism 

from M? onto MZ. oo 

3) The set & is a (A, 4, x; y.)-system if 

(A) each x € A is a (A, k, X, 4)-candidate,
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(B) guessing: if L is as in (2)(a)(ii), M° is an L-model with universe A 
then for some z € A, s E B, > M? <M". 

Definition 1.7. 1) We call the system & disjoint when: 

(*) if z # y are from A and otp(|M?Z|) < otp(|M?|) then for some B, C B,, 
Bz © B, we have 

a) |Bi| + Bo] c ut 

b) the sets 

Ut] : 8 € (Be \ Bi]§?} 

and 

Uti: s € [B, \ Bs]*?} 
have intersection C M/. 

2) We call the system & almost disjoint when: 

(+*) if x,y € A, otp(|MZ|) < otp({M?|) then for some B, C B,, 
B, © By, we have: 

(a) |B, | + |Bal < ut, 
(b) if s € [B, \ B,]*?, ¢ € [B, \ Ba]*? then |M?|N|Mz| C [MY]. 

2. Introducing the partition on trees 

Definition 2.1. Let 

1) Per(F 2) — {T : where 

(a) TC#?2, (ET, 

(b) (Wn € T) (Va < lg(n)) nla € T, 
(c) ifn Ee TN%2, a< B <p then for some 

veTn?2 nav, 

(d) if ¢T then for some v, n av, 

y*(0) €T, v*(1) ET, | 

(e) ifn €°2, ő < pis a limit ordinal and 

{nla:a<6}CT then ne T.
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2) Per; (#7 2) = | T € Per(47 2): ifa < pand vi, v2 € *2NT, then f 

1 "1 
[Aur eT Armee TI). 

3)' Per, (47 2) — (T ei Per(F7 2) : if a ch M4 A va from “2M T, 

then V V Un" (2 £T). 
£=0 m=1 

4) For T € Per(#? 2) let limT = {n € “2: (Va < p) nlae€ TH. 

5) For T € Per;(#? 2) let clpp : T — “72 be the unique one-to-one 

function from sp(T) = ím € T:n°(0) eT,n(1) e T) onto 2, 

which preserves 4 and lexicographic order. 

6) Let:SP(T) — (1g(m) : n esp(T)), sp(m v) — min(i : n(i) A v(i) or i= 
lg(m) or í = Ig(v)}. 

‘Definition 2.2. 1) For cardinals u,c and n € w and T € Per(F7 2) let 

Col” (T) = (d : d is a function from Ua ey [/2NTT" to o). We will write 

d(Vo, . . . , Vn-1 ) for d((vo, . . . , Vn-1 b). Í 

2) Let c7 denote a well ordering of "2 (in this section it is arbitrary). We 

call d € Col? (T) end-homogeneous for ( <j: a < p) provided that: if 

a < B are from SP(T), {,..-,Yn-1} G F2NT, (ula: £ <n) are 
pairwise distinct and A [ve <p Ym => Ue[a <Q Vm fa] then 

tm 

d(vo, . . . ,Vn-1) = dívola;, . . . , Vn-1 la). 

3): Let EhCol?(T) = {d € Colf(T) : d is end-homogeneous } (for some 

(<Q: a <p). I 
14) For 19,..., Un-1 ; ff0, . : . )1n-1 from F? 2, we say D — (4, ...,Un-1) and 

it = (No,-+-;Mn-1) are strongly similar for (<j: a < y) if: 

(i) 1g(ve) = Ig (ne) 
(ii) sp(¥e, Ym) = SP(Ne, Mm) 
(iii) if 41, 2, 03,24 <n and a = sp(v%, , Ve) then 

ve [a cz Ve, lo <=> nila <Q neta and Ve,(a) — nez (a) 

5) For v2,...,v%_,,u3,...,v®_, from “7 2 we say 0° = (vg,...,ug_,) and 
p> = (v’,...,v%_,) are similar if the truth values of (i)—(iii) below doe 

not depend on t.€ {a,b} for any (1), (2), €(3), £(4) <n:
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(i) Ig(virry ) < Ig(Vivey) 

(ii) sp(Y4.1); Végy ) < sp(Yig) 5 Via) ) 
(iii) for a = sP(Y i) , Via) ), 

Via) [oe <Q Vera) Fw 

and 

Víz) (a) =0. 

6) We say d € Col}(T) is almost homogeneous [homogeneous].on T, C T 
(for ( <,: a@ < y)) if for every a € SP(T;), 0, 7 € [°2NT\]" which are 
strongly similar [similar] we have d(7) = d(7). 

7) We say ( <3: a < yu) is nice to T € Per(#>2), provided that: if 
a < # are from SP(T), (a,8)N SP(T) = 0, m A nm € 82NT, 

Imlo <q nla or mla = nla, m(a) < 2(a)] then m cz 1. 

Definition 2.3. 1) Prey: (u,n,0) means: for every d € Col” (#> 2) for some 
T € Per(#* 2) and { <3: a < yp), d is end homogeneous on T. 

2) Prane ee o) means for every d € Col? (#> 2) for some T € Per(#? 2) 
and { <3: a < yu), d is almost homogeneous on T. 

3) Prat (un n,a) means for every d € Col}(#> 2) for some T € Per(#> 2), d 
is homogeneous on T. 

4) For x € {eht, aht, ht}, Pri(u,n,c) is defined like Pr.(un,c) but we 
demand T € Per; (#7 2). 

5) If above we replace eht, aht, ht by ehtn, ahtn, htn, respectively, this 
means ( aZ: a < p) is fixed apriori. 7 

6) Replacing n by “< k”, o by & = (oe : £ < &) for & < No, means that 
(dn : m < k) are given, d, € Col?(#?2) and the conclusion holds for 
all d, (n < «) simultaneously. Replacing “co” by "ca o" means that the 
assertion holds for every a; < o. 

Definition 2.4. 1) Pront(u,n,o(1),0(2)) means: for every d E Coly 
(+? 2) for some T € Per(“? 2) amd ( <3: a < ys) for every 7 € U (renti: : 
a € SP(T)}, 

{a(>) pe J{It2n7T]" : a € SP(T)}, 

7 and p are strongly similar for (<l:a< uy}
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has cardinality < o(2). 

2) Pras(u,n,0(1),0(2)) is defined similarly with “similar” instead of 

“strongly similar” . 

3) Pr, (u,.< k, (op : 0 < K) (of sb < r)), Prf(u,n,0(1),0(2)), Pré(p,< 

No, a1, G7) are defined in the same way. 

There are many obvious implications. 

Fact 2.5. 1) For every T € Per(* >2) there is aT; CT, T; € Per, (#7 2). 

2) In defining Prf(u,n, 0) we can demand T C Tp for any To € Pers(** 2), 

similarly for Pr’ (p, < x, ¢). 

3) The obvious monotonicity holds. 

Claim 2.6. 1) Suppose u is regular, 0 > No and Pr’, (u,n, < a) holds. 

Then Pri, (u.n, £ o) holds. 

2) If u is weakly compact and Pr’, (u,n,< o) a ca u holds, then 

Pri (un, c a) holds. 

3) If p is Ramsey and Pr’,,(u,< No, < 9), c c u holds, then Pri,(u,< 
No, < a) holds. 

4) If u — w, in the “nice” version of 2.3(5), the orders ( <Q: a < H) 

disappear. 

Proof. Check it. B 

The following theorem is a quite strong positive result for u4 = w. 

Halpern Lauchli proved 2.7(1), Laver proved 2.7(2) (and hence (3)), Pincus 

pointed out that Halpern Lauchli’s proof can be modified to get 2.7(2), and 

then Pr’, (w,n, < o) and (by it) Pri, (w,n, < o) are easy. 

Theorem 2.7. 1) If d € Col}(“? 2), o < No, then there are To,...,Tn-1 € 

Pers(“> 2) and ky < ki <... < ke <.... and 8 < o such that for every 

2<w:if va E To, ui E Ti,...,Vn-i € Tn-i, A lg(Ym) = ke, then 
man 

d(Vo, . . . , Vn-1) = 8. 

2) We can demand in (1) that - 

SP(T,) — (ko, ka...) 

3) Pif, (w,n,o) for o 2 Ro.
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4) Pri, (w,< No, (ol sn<w),(o%in< w)) ifol < Np and (02 :n < w) | 

diverge to infinity. 

Definition 2.8. Let d be a function with domain > [A]", A be a set of 
ordinals, F be a one-to-one function from A to o(*) 2, <* be a well ordering 
of *2 for a < a(*) such that F(a) <}, F(G) => a < B, and o be a cardinal. 

1) We say d is (F,c)-canonical on A if for any a1 <---<an € A, 

[db . . . , Ba) : (F(B), . .., F(Ba)) similar to 

(F(a1),....Fton hi £ o. 

2) We define "almost (F,c)-canonical” similarly using “strongly similar” 

instead of “similar”. 

3. Consistency of a strong partition below the continuum 

This section is dedicated to the proof of 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose 4 is the first Erdés cardinal, i.e. the first such that 

A — (wi)5" and hence A Gt (wi)3" as in definition 0.1. Then, if A is a 

Cohen subset of 4, in V[A] for some 81-c.c. forcing notion P of cardinality 

A, kp “MAx, (Knaster) + 2"° — A" and: 

1) kp “A [Ri]iay ” for suitable hs ww (explicitly defined below). 

2) In V? for any colorings d, of A, where d, is n-place, and for any 
divergent (c, : n < w) (see below), there is aW C A, |W| = Xi 

and a function F : W + “2 such that: d, is (F,o,)-canonical on W 

for each n. (See definition 2.8 above.) 

Remark 3.2. 1) h(n) is n! times the number of u € [”2]” satisfying [if 

TM 12. 13. Ma E u are distinct then sp(m, 72), sp(73,74) are distinct] up to 

strong similarity for any nice ( CZ: a <w). 

2) A sequence (o, :n <w) is divergent if Vm dk Vn > k o, > m. 

Notation 3.3. For a sequence a — (a;, e; : i < a), we call b C a closed if 

(i) 7€b>a, C0
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(ii) if i c a, e; —1 and sup(b Ni) —i then i € b. 

Definition 3.4. Let A be the family of Ó — (PF, 2, aj, ej :jca, iga) 

such that 

(a) a; C i, |a;| <i, 

(b) a; is closed for (a;, 5 : j <4), ef € {0,1}, and [ef =1 => cfi= Xj] 
(c) P; is a forcing notion, Q; is a P,;-name of a forcing notion of power Ni 

with minimal element 9 or 9; and for simplicity the underlying set of 
Q, is C [w,]<"° (we do not lose by this). 

(d) Pe = {p: p is a function whose domain is a finite subset of 9 and for 
i € dom(p), lk p, “f(i) € Q,"} with the order p < ag if and only if for 
i € dom(p), gli ltp, "p(i) £ q(z)”. | 

(e) for 7 < a, Q, is a P;-name involving only antichains contained in 

{p € P; : dom(p) € a)}. 
For p € P,, j <i, 7 € domp we let p(j) = 0. Note for p € P,, j < i, 

pig € Pj. | 

Definition 3.5. For Q € & as above (so a = lg(Q)): 

1) for any 6 C B < a closed for (ai,e} : i < 8) we define Pa [by 
simultaneous induction on 6]: 

PS" — (pe Ps: dompC b, and for i € domp, p(i) is a canonical name} 

ie., for any z, {p € PS? : p Ip, “p(i) = x” or plrp, “p(i) #2” J isa 
predense subset of P;. 

2) For Q as above, a = Ig(Q), take O[ 8 = (PisQ 4; :i<B, j < B) for 

@ < a and the order is the order in P, (if 8 >a, QI = Q). 

3) “b closed for Q” means “b closed for (a;,e; :i < 1gQ)”. 

Fact 3.6. 1) ifQ €& then QB EK. 

2) Suppose b Cc C B < 1g(Q), b and c are closed for Q € A. 

(i) Ifp € P™ then pib € Pe. 
(ii) If p,q € P® and p < q then p{b < qfc. 

(iii) Pe” <oP,. 
3) Ig Ő is closed for Q. 

4) ifQ € 8, a=lgQ then Ps" is a dense subset of P,. 

5) If b is closed for Q, p,q € Po, P <q in Pg andi € domp then 
ala; kp, “p(é) < a(i)" hence qfa; Ikp= “p(i) <o, a).
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Definition 3.7. Suppose W = (W, <) is a finite partial order and QER. 

1) INw(Q) is the set of b-s satisfying (a)-(7) below: 

(a): = (b,, : w€-W) is an indexed set of Q-closed subsets of lg(Q), 

(8) WE “wi < we” => by, © bu; 

(9) € € by, Nbw., Wi Sw, We < w then (JueW)G eb Au<wAus 

Wa. 

We assume b codes (W, <). 

2) For b € INw(Q), let 

Of) § ((pu : w e W) : pa © PS, [WK wi < we > Duy [wy = Pun} 
with ordering Q[b] F 5! < p? iff Awew Pw < Pe: 

3) Let & be the family of Ö € A such that for every @'< Ig(Q) and 
(Q1B)-closed b, Ps and P;/P" satisfy the Knaster condition. 

Fact 3.8. Suppose Q € §}, (W,<) is a finite partial order, b € INw(Q) 
and b € Q[b]. 

1) Ifw € W, py <q € Pg then there is * € Q[b], q< Tw, B ST, in fact 

PulY) if y € Domp, \ Domg 
puly) & a(y) ify €b, NDomg and for some v € W, 

vLx u,v S w and 9 € b, 

A p.(9) ify eb. Ndomg but the previous case fails 

Truly) = 

2) Suppose (W,,<) is a submodel of (W2,<), both finite partial orders, 

be INw,(Q), 61, = 2, forw € W.. 

(a) If % € Q[b*] then (q, : w € Wi) € Q[b']. 

(8) Ifp € Q[b"] then there is 7 € Q[b?], [Wi = B, in fact qu,(7) is pu(y) 
ifu € Wi, 7 € by, u < w, provided that © 

(xx) if wW1, Wa EWi,we W., U1 <w, we Sw and ¢ € bw, N bw. 

then for some v € W,, 6 € by, v < wi, U < We. 

(this guarantees that if there are several u’s as above we shall get 

the same value). 

3) IfQ € & then Q[b] satisfies the Knaster condition. If @ is the minimal 
element of W (i.e. ue W > W EO < u) then Q[b]/Ps" also satisfies 
the Knaster condition and so < 0Q[b], when we identify p € Ps" with 

(p : w E W).
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Proof. 1) It is easy to check that each r,, is in Ps". So, in order to prove 

? € Q[b], we assume W F ui £ uz and have to prove that ru, fbu, = Tu,- 
Let ¢ € by, . 

First case: ¢ ¢ Dom(p,, ) U Dom. 

So ¢ ¢ Dom(r.,) (by the definition of r,,) and ¢ ¢ Domp,, (as 

p € Q[b]) hence ¢ ¢ (Domp,,) U(Domg) hence ¢ ¢ Dom(r,,) by the 
choice of r,, , so we have finished. 

Second case: ¢ € Dom p,, \ Domg. 

As p € Q[b] we have pu, (C) = pi, (¢), and by their definition, r,, (¢) = 

Pus (6); Tua (C) = Pus (¢). 
Third case: ¢ € Domg and (au € W) (C Eb, Av < uy Au <w). By the 

definition of r,, (¢), we have r., (¢) = pu, (¢)&q(C), also the same v witnesses 

Tur (C) = Pus (C)&q(¢), (a8 EC bAU S uiAv Swale bAv < usu < w) 

and of course pu (¢) = Pus (¢) (as B € Q[B)). 
Fourth case: ¢ € Domg and =(4u € W) (CEB, AU<uAv<w). 

By the definition of r,, (¢) we have r,, (¢) = pu, (¢). It is enough to prove 

that r.,(¢) = pu, (¢) as we know that p,,(¢) = pu, (¢) (because p € Q[6], 
ui S ue). If not, then for some vo € W, ¢ € by, Avo < U2 Avo < w. But 

b € INw(Q), hence (see Def. 3.7(1) condition (9) applied with ¢, wi, wa, w 

there standing for ¢, vp, ui, U2 here) we know that for some v € W, ¢ € 

by Au Sv Av <u. As (W,<) is a partial order, v < vo and up < w, we 

can conclude v < w. So v contradicts our being in the fourth case. So we 

have finished the fourth case. 

Hence we have finished proving 7 € QJ[b]. We also have to prove 
9 <Tw, but for ¢ € Domg we have G € b, (as g € Pen) and r,,(€) = g(¢) 
because r,,(¢) is defined by the second case of the definition as (Ju € W) 

(CEb, Au<SwAv<vw), ie. v=w. 

Lastly we have to prove that p < # (in Q[b]). So let ue W, C € Domp, 
and we have to prove ry [¢ IF p, “pu(¢) <p, ru(¢)”. As ru(¢) is pu(¢) or 
Pu(¢)&q(C) this is obvious. 

2) Immediate. 

3) We prove this by induction on |W|. 
For |W| = 0 this is totally trivial. 
For |W| = 1,2 this is assumed. 

For |W| > 2 fix p' € Q[b] for i < w,. Choose a maximal element v € W and 
let c= U{b. : W FH w < v}. Clearly c is closed for Q.
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We know that Pen, P5"/Ps" are Knaster by the induction hypothesis. 
We also know that pi fc E P$" for i < w,, hence for some r € PS, 

def (. ; . rik? AS {i <w : pi le€ Goon p is uncountable” 

hence 

l- "there is an uncountable A! C Asuch that 

[i,j € A’ = p', p’ are compatible in P2/G p= | . 

Fix a Po-name A’ for such an A!. 

Let A? = (ic wi : 39€ Pe, glhie A'}. Necessarily |Aj|=N1, and for 
i € A? there is g' € Po, gi Ik i € A}, and w.Lo.g. pi fe < gi. Note that 
pi&q' € Ps. 

For i € A? let, 7 be defined using 3.8(1) (with 5, pi&q'). Let W, = 
W \ {v}, b = (bn swe WM). 

By the induction hypothesis applied to W,, 8’, # } W,, for i € A? 
there is an uncountable A® C A? and for i < j in A, there is 74 € 0[b], 
TTw, c ris, and TijWw, c ris. Now define rij € Pe as follows: its domain 
is U ([domríi : W F w c v), rij Mdomrij) — rij whenever W Ew<v. 
Why is this a definition? As if W Fwi<vAw<v,C€ bu, AC € by, 
then for some u€ W, u< wi Au< We and ¢ € u. It is easy to check that 
re) € Ps". Now ri It-pem "pi, pi are compatible in Pop". 

So there is r € Ps"such that ri¥ <r, pi <r, pi <r. As in part (1) of 
3.8 we can combine r and 7*4 to a common upper bound of 5, 5" in Q[b). u , 

Claim 3.9. If 6 is a limit ordinal, and P,Q, a, ez (i < 6) are such that 
for each a < 6, Q* = (Pi, Q,,05,€; :t <a, j < a) belongs to & (A) , 
then for a unique P;, Q = (P,, Q 5105 €5 :4<6, j < 6) belongs to (A). 

Proof. We define P; by (d) of Definition 3.4. The least easy problem is to 
verify the Knaster conditions (for Q € &!). The proof is like the preservation 
of the c.c.c. under iteration for limit stages. @ 

Convention 3.9.A. By 3.9 we shall not distinguish strictly between (P,, 
Q 1056; :4<6, 7 < 6) and (Pi, QO, €; :4< 6). i
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Claim 3.10. If Q € &(#), a = 1g(Q), a C a is closed for Q, lal £ Xi, Q, 

is a P®-name of a forcing notion satisfying (in Vo ) the Knaster condition, 

its underlying set is a subset of [w,]<"° then there is a unique 0! € K(A), 

Ig(Q') =a +1, QL =Q, Qa =Q. 

Proof. Left to the reader. @ 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. 

A Stage: We force by &L, = {Q € A : Ig(Q) < A,Q € A(A)} ordered by 

being an initial segment (which is equivalent to forcing a. Cohen subset of 

\). The generic object is essentially Q” € A}, 1g(Q") = A, and then we force 

by P, = limQ". Clearly #4, is a A- complete forcing notion of cardinality 

, and Py satisfies the c.c.c. Clearly it suffices to prove part (2) of 3.1. 

Suppose d, is a name of a function from [\]" to k, forn<w,g, <w, 

(Oni: 2 < w) diverges (i.e. Wm Sk Vn > k on > m) and. for some Q° € AL, 

Q° Ikgi, “there is p € P, Íp ltp, (d, in<w) isa 

counterexample to (2) of 3.1”]. 

In V we can define (ÖS : ( c A), ÖS € £1, 6 < ES OM = Q I1g(QS), 

in Qt}, élö y=), Q‘*+! forces (in AL, ) a value to p and the P,-names 

d, IG, 9, k, form < w, i.e. the values here are still P,-names. Let 0" 

be the limit "of the Qé-s. So Q” € &!, Ig(Q’) =A, Q” = (PY, 9 105, e; 

i<.,j < A), and the Py-names d k,, are defined such that in VPs, Gar Ins 

d, In En contradict (2) (as any Px-name of a bounded subset of A is a 

P*_,..-name for some € a A). 
1g(Q*) 

B Stage: Let x = «+ be large enough and <j be a well-ordering of H(x). 

Now we can apply A > (wi)S” to get 6, B, N, (for s € [B]<"°) and h,,. (for 

s,t € [B]<"°, |s| = |t|) such that: 

(a) BCA, otp(B) =a, supB = 6, 

(b) N, x (A(x), €, <x), QO Ns, (G09 
(c) Ns AN = Nort, 

(d) N,NB=s, 

(e) ifs =tNa, t € [B]<"° then N, 1M is an initial segment of N, A, 

(f) h,, is an isomorphism from N, onto N, (when defined) 

(g) hy, = h,; and if t, C ¢, 8, C 8 and HPP maps t, onto s; then 

hus si c haja: 

:ncaw)eN,, 
9 K,
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(h) po € Ng, Do Ip, “dis Ink, i n<w)isa counterexample” , 

(i) wi © Nz, |N,| =i and if y € N,, cfy > 1 then cf(sup(y N N,)) = 
Wy. 

Let Q=Q"/6, P= P; and P, = P* (for Q), where a is closed for Q. 
Note: Py ON, = P; ON, = Pep on, Ns = PMNs. Note also -y € ANN, 
=> a, CANN. 

C Stage: It suffices to show that we can define Q, in VFs which forces 
a subset W of B of cardinality 8; and F: W > wd which exemplify the 
desired conclusion in (2), and prove that 9, satisfies the Nj-c.c. (in Vs 
(and has cardinality 8,)) and moreover (see Definitions 3.4 and 3.7(3)) we 
also define as = Use a) <%o N,6, es = 1, Q' = Q* (PA as, €s) and prove 
9 eg. Í 
We let d(u) = d,,, (u). 

Let F : B + “2 be one-to-one such that Vy € “> 2 Sa€e B [n«F(a)}. 
(This will not be the needed F, just notation). 

For s,t € [B]<"°, we say s =" t if |s| = |t| and Vé € s, VC € t[é = 
h,(¢) > F(6)[n = F(¢)[nj. Let I, = I,(F) = {s € [B]<> : (V0 AE 8), 
[F(¢)In A F(E)tn]}. . | 

We define R,, as follows: a sequence (p, : 8 €I,) € R, if and only if 

(i) fors € ln, ps E PZ NN, 

(ii) for some c, we have p, It “d(s) = c,”, 

(iii) for s,t€1,,8=%t=>h,.(m) =p,, 

(iv) for 8,t € I, Ds [Nene = = Pt [None . 

R, is defined similarly omitting (ii). 

For z — (p, : s € I,) let n(x) = n, pz — p,, and (if defined) 
cs = Cs. Note that we could replace x € R, by a finite subsequence. 
Let R= Une Rn, RX = Une, Ra. We define an order on R : x < y if 
and only if n(x) < n(y), and [s € Inj) At € Iny) As Ct > p? < py). 

D Stage: Note the following facts:: 

D(a) Subfact: If z € RZ, t € I, and p? < p' € P; 0 N;, then there is y 
such that x <y € R,, p? =p}, 

Proof. We let for s € I, 

def 
pe = & {hs, e (p Mz, ) : s Cs tic t, 81 =P ti} &p?.
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(This notation means that p¥ is a function whose domain is the union 

of the domains of the conditions mentioned, and for each coordinate we 

take the canonical upper bound, see preliminaries.) Why is p¥ well defined? 

Suppose 6 € N, MA (for B € A\ Ng, clearly p¥(G) = Og), se C 8, te C Ft, 

8, =" t, for 2= 1,2 and 8 € Dom hos (p" IN, |, and it suffices to show 

that p7(3), bes, t, (p' TNe, (8), Wsz,t2 (p' |e, (8) are pairwise comparable. 

Let u = Ate e€ [B]<"° : B € Ny}, necessarily u C 8, M 82, and let 
hit, (1). As 8e,te,t € Ins Se =" te and ue C te C t, necessarily 

U1 = U2. Thus 7 2 hy} (8) = h;,',, (8) and so the last two conditions are 
equal. 

Now p3(8) = pi (8) = Buy (P5(7)) S Barts (CPE TN CM) = (bont (él 

N,)) (6) 
We leave to the reader checking the other requirements. @ 

D(8) Subfact: If z € RZ, t € In, m <n then U{p? : 8 € In, 8 C t} (as 

union of functions) exists and belongs to P, N N;. 

Proof. See (iv) in the definition of R,. & 

D(y) Subfact: Ifz<y,ce Ri, ye R,, theny € Ry. 

Proof. Check it. B 

D(6) Subfact: If c € R,,n<m, then there isyE€ Rp, 2 Sy. 

Proof. By subfact D(@) we can find x! — (py : t € In) in R,, with z <2’. 

Using repeatedly subfact D(a) we can increase x! (finitely many times) to 

getye Rn. B 

D(ce) Subfact: IfeeR,,s,t€1,,s= ht, pi S71 € PLONs, pi S12 € 

PXON:, (v6 € t) [F(¢)(n) F (F (tise (¢)))(n)] (or just rif, = hae (21M, ) 
def 

where ti = {€ €¢: F(E)(n) = (F(bs4(€))(m)}, 81 = (hez (6) : €€t)), 
then there is y € Rn41, 2 < y such that r; = p¥ and r2 = pi. 

Proof. Left to the reader. Hi
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E Stage t ; 

We define: TC 229 by induction on k as follows: 

To ={(), (1)} 
Trai sív:veTy or 2" c Ig(v) ezt! ,vp2" e Tf and 

[25 sic Av(é) = 1] i—2t 4 ( )" v(m)27)]) 
m<2k 

We define 

Tr Emb(k,n) = { h: his a function from T, into "* 2 such that 

for v,n € T; : 

In = v h(n) = h(v)] 
Inav 4 h(n) ah(v)] 
[lg(n) = lg(v) = Ig(A(n)) = Ig(h(v))] 

[v = 9° (4) = (h(v))[lg(h(n))] = ij) 

[g(n) = 2* = lg(h(n)) = n)}. 

T(k,n) ={Rang h : h € Tr Emb(k,n)}, 

T(+*,n) =JT (k,n), 
k 

T(k,*) =|JT (k,n). 

For T € T(k, *) let n(T) be the unique n such that T' € T(k,n) and let 

Br ={a€ B: F(a)in(T) is a maximal member of T}, 

fr ={t Br i €tAjEtni As > Fi)n(T)AFG)(T)}, 

Or ={0 :8€ fsr):p,€PNON,,[sCtA{s,t} C far >p, =n}. 

  

t We will have T Cc “> 2 gotten by 2.7(2) and then want to get a subtree with as 

few as possible colors, we can find one isomorphic to “7 2, and there restrict ourselves to 
UnTn.-
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Let further 

@, =|J{Or : T € T(k, *)} 

e=(Je. 

k 

For p € oO, n; = n(p), T; are defined naturally. 

For p,9 € 0, D < @ iff ns < ng, T; C T; and for every s € fsp, we have 

Ds Ss. 

F Stage: Let g : w > w, g € N,, g grows fast enough relative to 

(on 2m < w). We define a game Gm. A play of the game lasts after 

w moves, in the n** move player I chooses ön E€ ©, and a function hy 

satisfying the restrictions below and then player II chooses ő, € O,, such 

that Br < G, (so T;, = T;,,). Player I loses the play if sometime he has no 

legal move; if he never loses, he wins. The restrictions player I has to satisfy 

are: 

(a) form <n, Gm < Bn, p> forces a value to g}(n + 1), 

(b) h,, is a function from [Bz, ]*9%™ tow, 

(c) ifm <n=>h,,hm are compatible, 

(d) Ifm<n, £< g(m), s € [Bz,, |’, then p? It d(s) = hn(s), 

(e) Let 31,8. € Domh,. Then h,(s1) = hn(s2) whenever 81,82 are 

similar over n which means: 

() (#(#2%,©)) nip] = (FO) tp") for ¢ e aa, 
(ii) HP preserves the relations sp (FG); F(@ )) < sp (FG), 

82.81 

F(G)) and FG)( sp (F(G1), FG) = i (in the interesting 

case Cs # ¢1, 2 implies i = 0). 

G Stage/Claim: Player I has a winning strategy in this game. 

Proof. As the game is closed, it is determined, so we assume player II has 

a winning strategy , and eventually we shall get a contradiction. We define 

by induction on n, 7” and ®,, such that 

(a TER, Tr" ert, 

(b) ©, is a finite set of initial segments of plays of the game, 

(c) in each member of ®,, player II uses his winning strategy,
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(d) if y belongs to ©, then it has the form (p¥*, h™*,g¥* : 2 < m(y)); let 
hy = hv and T, = Ty my); also T, C"* 2, g¥ <r? for s € fsr,. 

(e) $, C 8,4,, ©, is closed under taking the initial segments and the 

empty sequence (which too is an initial segment of a play) belongs to 

Bo. . 

(f) For any y € 8, and T,h either for some z € ®n41, n, = nyit, 

y = z[{(n, +1), T, =T and h, =h or player I has no legal (n, + 1)** 
move p",h” (after y was played) such‘that T,. = T, h” = h, and 
p> =r} for s € fsr (or always < or always >). 

There is no problem to earry the definition. Now (7" : n < w) define 

a function d": if m,...,, €™” 2 are distinct then d*((m,...,m.)) = c if 
forevery (equivalently some) ¢; < --- < ¢, from B, such that nm, 4 F(¢,), 

Telek) Ik “d, ({G1,---5 Ce }) =e”. Í 

Now apply 2.7(2) to this coloring, get 71" C"? 2 as there. Now player 

I could have chosen initial segments of this 71" (in the n** move in ®,,) and 
we get easily a contradiction. m 

H Stage: We fix a winning strategy for player I (whose existence is guar- 
anteed by stage G). 

We define a forcing notion Q*. We have (r,y, f) € Q” iff 

(i) re Pe 
(ii) y = (p’, h®, g : € < m(y)) is an initial segment of a play c of Gm in which 

player I uses his winning strategy 

(iii) f is a finite function from B to {0,1} such that f~1({1}) € for, (where 

Ty = Tym) ). 

(iv) r= gay) 

The Order is the natural one. 

I Stage: If J C Pi is dense open then {(r,y, f) € Q” : r €.J} is dense 
in’ Q”. 

Proof. By 3.8(1) (by. the appropriate renaming). ™ 

J Stage: We define Qs in V as {(r,y, f) EQ’: r€ Gp, }, the order is 
as in 0". . 

The main point left is to prove the Knaster condition for the partial 

ordered set Q” = Q*(P;, Q 516 es) demanded in the definition of &!. This
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will follow by 3.8(3) (after you choose meaning and renamings) as done in 

stages K,L below. 

K Stage: So let i < 6, cf(¢) #8, and we shall prove that P;,, /P; satisfies 

the Knaster condition. Let p, € P;,, for a < wi, and we should find 
pe P,, p lr p, “there is an unbounded A C {a : palit € Gp} such that for 
any a, B € A, Pa,pg are compatible in P;,,/G PR, 

Without loss of generality: 

(a) Da € PE. 

(b) for some (i, : @ < w,) increasing continuous with limit 6 we have: 

ig > 1, cig ANi, Dald € Pi,,, Palta € Pig. 

Let Da = Dalto, D>, = pa ld = palia+:, Palé) = (Tas Yas fu), 80 without 

loss of generality 

(c) Ta E Pinas »Talta € Pi, m(ya) =m, 

(d) Dom fa © ig U [ta, ta4i ), 

(e) fa fio is constant (remember otp(B) = w), 

(f) if Domf. = {jf,...9f%,-,} then ka = k, [jf < in @ & < kd, 

Neer 58 = 55 £2) = £G0)s FG?) Imlya) = FP) Im(yp). 
The main problem is the compatibility of the g¥°™(¥) . Now by the 

definition ©, (in stage E) and 3.8(3) this holds. m 

L Stage: If c C 6 +1 is closed for Q*, then P;,, /P<” satisfies the Knaster 

condition. 

If c is bounded in 6, choose a successor i € (supe, 6) for Qti € R,. We 

know that P,/P" satisfies the Knaster condition and by stage K, PS, , / P; 

also satisfies the Knaster condition; as it is preserved by composition we 

have finished the stage. 

So assume c is unbounded in 6 and it is easy too. So as seen in stage J, 

we have finished the proof of 3.1. B 

Theorem 3.11. If \ > 1, P is the forcing notion of adding A Cohen reals 

then 

(x), in V?, ifn <wd: [A]§* + 0, c < No, then for some c.c.c. forcing 

notion Q we have lkg “there are an uncountable A C ) and an one- 

to-one F : A >” 2 such that d is F-canonical on A” (see definition 

2.8). 

(*)o ifin V, X > pp — wep (&)x, (see [6]) and in V?, d: [u]*" + 0,0 <No 
then in V? for some c.c.c. forcing notion Q we have \tg "there are
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A € [u]" and one-to-one F : A 3” 2 such that d is F-canonical on 
A". 

(*)3 ifin V, A> Uw wep (Xi )k, and in VP d : [u]Jé" 0, c c Xg then in 
V? for every a < w, and F : a >” 2 for some A C p of order type 

a and F : A o" 2, F(B) ew F(otp(AN £)), d is F’-canonical on A. 

(x)4 inV?, 2° — (a,n)$ for every a <u1,n<w. Really, assuming V = 
GCH, we have 8, — (a,n)? (see /6)). 

Proof. Similar to the proof of 3.1. Superficially we need more indiscerni- 
bility then we get, but getting (M, : u € [B]*") we ignore d({a, B)) when 
there is no u with {a, 3} € M,. m 

Theorem 3.12. If d is strongly inaccessible w-Mahlo, u < A, then for some 
c.c.c. forcing notion P of cardinality \, V? satisfies 

(a) MA, 

(b) 2°° =X =2" form <X 

(c) A> [Rio any for n <w, a < No, A(n) is as in 3.1. 

Proof. Again, like 3.1. = 

4. Partition theorem for trees on large cardinals 

Lemma 4.1. Suppose u 5 o + No and 

(*), for every y-complete forcing notion P, in V?, 4 is measurable. 
Then 

(1) forn<w, Pri, (u, 7, 0). 

<w 
(2) Pri. (u,< No,o), if there is A 5 u, A GC (ut), . 

(3) In both cases we can have the Prion version, and even choose the 
(<j: a <p) in any of the following ways. 

(a) We are given (<2: a < y), and we let forn,y €* 2NT, a€ SP(T) 
(T is the subtree we consider): 

1 <q v if and only if clpy(n) <9 clp;(v) where 8 = otp(aNSP(T)) 
and clpy(q) = (n(J) : J € lg(n), i € SP(T)).
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(b) We are given (<°: a < y), we let that for v,n €* 2NT, a € SP(T): 

n <i, v if and only if n{(@ +1) <3,, vl(@+1) where B = sup(aN SP(T)). 

Remark. 1) (*), holds for a supercompact after Laver treatment. On 

hypermeasurable see Gitik Shelah [3]. 

2) We can in (+), restrict ourselves to the: forcing notion P actually used. 

For it by Gitik [2] much smaller large cardinals suffice. 

3) The proof of 4.1 is a generalization of a proof of Harrington to Halpern 

Lauchli theorem from 1978. 

Conclusion 4.2. In 4.1 we can get Pri,(u,n,) (even with (3)). 

Proof of 4.2. We do the parallel to 4.1(1). By (*),, is weakly compact 

hence by 2.6(2) it is enough to prove Pri, (,n, 0). This follows from 4.1(1) 

by 2.6(1). @ 

Proof of Lemma 4.1. 1), 2). Let « <w, a(n) < p, da € Colf,,, (47 2) for 

nak. 

Choose A such that \ — (u*+)5?* (there is such a A by assumption 

for (2) and by & < w for (1)). Let Q be the forcing notion (#7 2,<), and 

P = Py be {f : dom(f) is a subset of X of cardinality < p, f(t) € Q} 

ordered naturally. For i ¢ dom(f), take f(i) =<>; Let 7 be the P-name 

for U{f (i) : f € Gp}. Let D be a P-name of a normal ultrafilter over y (in 

VP). For each n c w, d € Col, (#7 2), j < o(n) and u = {ao,.--,Qn-1}, 

where ag a :": a an-1 § A, let Aj (u) be the P,-name of the set 

Aj (u) — fi <p: ma, li : £< n) are pairwise distinct and 

§ = dl Mhag tiy-++ Mays ti) }- 

So A’(u) is a P,-name of a subset of u, and for j(1) < j(2) < a(n) we have 

Ikp, “A (uw) A Ai (u) = 0, and U5 <o(n) Ai(u) is a co-bounded subset of 

p”. Aslkp “D is u-complete uniform ultrafilter on 4" , in V? there is exactly 

one j < o(n) with Ai(u) € D. Let j (u) be the P-name of this j. 

Let Ig(u) C P be a maximal antichain of P, each member of Ja(u) 

forces a value to j (u). Let Wa(u) = U{dom(p) : p € Ia(u)} and W(u) = 

U(Wa, (u) : na Ki. So Wa(u) is a subset of A of cardinality £ u as well as 

W (u) (as P satisfies the ut-c.c. and p E P > |dom(p)| < 4). 

As \ > (utt)s?" , d, € Col} (#72) there is a subset Z of A of 

cardinality w++ and set W*(u) for each u € [Z]<“ such that:
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(i) W(u) C Wt (u) if u € [Z]<*, 

(ii) Wt (u1) NW (us) = W+ (ur Nua), 

(iii) if [ui] — luz] CK and u,,u2 C Z then Wt(u,) and W*(ug) have the 
def OP same order type and note that H[u;, ue] = Han we (ua) : induces 

naturally a map from Pfu, @ {p € P : dom(p) C Wt(u;)} to 

Plu, @ {p € P : dom(p) C W+*(uz)}. 

(iv) ifui,ue € [Z]<*, |u| = [ue| then H[u1, v2] maps Iz, (ui) onto Ia, (u2) 
and: qik “j (uy) = 7" Hlu,ual(q) It “j,(u) =2” 5 

(v) if u © ue € [Z]<", us C us € [Z]<", [us] = |uol, HOF, Maps uy 
onto u3 then H[ui,us] C Hfu2, ua]. 

Let y(i) be the itt member of Z. 

Let s(m) be the set of the first m members of Z and R, — (pe P : 

dom(p) C W*(s(n)) — Use s(n) W* (t)}. 

We define by induction on a@ < yw a function F, and p,, € R,,, for 
u € Use, [72]<* where we let 0g be the empty subset of [#2] and we behave 
as if [9 # y > 0g 4 0,] and we also define ¢(8) < ys, such that: 

(i) F, is a function from *> 2 into “> 2, extending Fy for B < a, 

(ii) F, maps °2 to ‘(92 for some ¢(8) < p and B, < By <a=> C(B1) < 
¢(B2), 

(iii) nav €°> 2 implies F,(n) « F,(v), 

(iv) for n €f 2, 8+1<a and £ < 2, we have F..(n)* (€) aFa(n (0), 

(v) Pu € Rm whenever u € [?2\",m <4, 6 <a and for u(1) € [Z]™ let 
Pu) = A[s(lul), u(1)|(pu) - 

(vi) 7 €° 2, 8 <a, then p;,,) (min Z) = F,(n). 

(vii) if 8 < a, u € [82)", n ca k, h : u > 8(n) one-to-one onto (not 
necessarily order preserving) then for some c(u, h) < o(n): 

U Pen” (t) IFp, “dnl oo) geese 7 

tou 
1) ) = c(u, h)”, (n- 

(Note: as p, € R,,, the domains of the conditions in this union are 
pairwise disjoint.) 

(viii) If n, u, 8 are as in (vii), u = {Y,---,Un-1}, dpe 672, 8<y7< 
@ then dn(Fa(po),.--;Fa(pn-1)) = c(u,h) where h is the unique 
function from u onto s(n) such that [h(v,) < h(¥n) > pe <) Pm].
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(ix) if B< y <a, %,...,Mm-1 €72,n < kK, and ugI 6, . . . ,Vn-1 TŐ are 

pairwise distinct then: 

DiudB,... val8y & Plro,...,vn-1} - 

For a limit: no problem. 

For a + 1, a limit: we try to define F,() for n €* 2 such that U,., Fas: (nl 

8) < F(n) and (viii) holds. Let ¢ = Use, ¢(G), and for n €* 2, F3(n) = 
def Usca Fa(ntB) and for u € [22)<", 9° @ Ufp? prey : BZ 05 hul = lv 

B:veéu}l}. Clearly p® € Ria. 

Then let h :* 2 6 Z be one-to-one, such that n <}, v & h(n) < A(v) and 
def " 

let p = Ul? way : u(1) € [Z]<", wu € [%2]<*, Ju(1)| = Jul, h’(u) = u(A)}. 

For any generic G C Py to which p belongs, 6 < a and ordinals 

ig < +++ <i,-1 from Z such that (h71(i,)[G : £ < n) are pairwise distinct 

we have that 

Biigstend,p = {6 < Mi nl Migf&s-+ +s Mins FE) — elu, 7) 

belongs to D[G], where u = in Gol [8:0 <n} and h* : u — (ul) is 
defined by h*(h™* (i) 8) = AGP <n) 0(n) (ig). Really every large enough 

8 < pcan serve so we omit it. As DIG] i is p-complete uniform ultrafilter on 

p, we can find € € (¢,«) such that € € B,, for every u € [*2]", n < K. We 

let for vy €% 2, Fy(v) = MG) [G]TÉ, and we let p, = p® except when u = {v}, 

me "(4) #410) a a f22(i ify 

Pat) = he (v) i= (0) 

For a+ 1, a is a successor: First for 7 €% 1 2 define F(m" (£)) — Fa(n) 4). 

Next we let {(u;,h;) : i < 7}, list all pairs (u, h), u € [*2]$", h: wu > s(lul), 

one-to-one onto. Now, we define by induction on i < i”, pi(u € [%2]<*) 

such that : 

(a) pi, € Ru, 

(b) 
(c) for i +1, (vii) holds for (u;, h:), 

) (d) ify, €% 2 form < n,n < kK, (VnI(a—1) : m < n) are pairwise distinct, 

pi, increases with i, 

then Dív.Ka-1) man < Pein sm<n) ,
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(e) ifv €* 2, via—1) = £ then p?_, (0) = Fu(vi(a — 1))* (8). 

There is no problem to carry the induction. 

Now Fy4i [%2 is to be defined as in the second case, starting with 

n — pt (m. 

For a — 0, 1: Left to the reader. 

So we have finished the induction hence the proof of 4.1(1), (2). 

3) Left to the reader ( the only influence is the choice of h in stage of the 

induction). IB 

  

5. Somewhat complimentary negative partition relation in 

ZFC 

The negative results here suffice to show that the value we have for 2”° in 

§3 is reasonable. In particular the Galvin conjecture is wrong and that for 

every n <w for some m <w, Xn # [Nilk. 

See Erdős, Hajnal, Máté, Rado [1] for 

Fact 5.1. If 2<* <A < 24, wA [py]? then A 5 2). 

This shows that if e.g. in 1.4 we want to increase the exponents, to 

3 (and still » = w<") e.g. yu cannot be successor (when o < No) (by [7], 
3.5(2)). 

Definition 5.2. Pr,,(A,u,0), where ¢ = (oc, : n < w), means that 

there are functions F, : [A]" — on such that for every W é€ [A] for 

some n, FA ((W]") = o(n). The negation of this property is denoted by 
NPryp (A, bs, &). 

If o, = 0 we write o instead of (o, :n<w). 

Remark 5.2.A. 1) Note that A — [u]S” means: if F : [A]<” — o then for 

some A € [A]*, F’([A]<”) #4 o. So for A > w > o = No, A A [wIS”, (use 
F : F(a) = |a|) and Pr,,(A, u, 0) is stronger than \ A [p]<. 

2) We do not write down the monotonicity properties of Pr,, — they are 

obvious.
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Claim 5.3. 1) We can (in 5.2) w.l.o.g. use Fim : DI" > On forn,m <w 

and obvious monotonicity properties holds, and \ > pu > n. 

2) Suppose NPr,,(A, p,6) and k # [K]” or even & A [K]S”. Then the 
following case of Chang conjecture holds: 

(*) for every model M with universe X and countable vocabulary, there is 

an elementary submodel N of M of cardinality p, 

INNk| <«K 

3) If NPrap(A, 1, Xo) then (A, 83) _ (Nz, No). 

Proof. Easy. m 

Theorem 5.4. Suppose Pr.p(Ao, 4, Yo), 4 regular 5 Xg and Az 2 Ag, and 

no u E (Ag, Ai) is w-Mahlo. Then Prrp(hi, u, No). 

Proof. Let x = 3(A1)t, let {Fo,, : m < w} list the definable n- 
place functions im the model (H(x),€,<}), with Ao, u,1 as parameters, 

let Ft m (do... an-1) (for ao,...,Qn-1 < Ai) be FP, (ao,---,;Qn-1) if 

it is an ordinal < , and zero otherwise. Let Fam(Qo,---,Qn-1) (for 

Qo,-++,@n-1 < Ai) be Ft m (00, . . . , an-1 ) if it is an ordinal < w and zero 
otherwise. We shall show that F,,.,(n,m < w) exemplify Prjy(A1, 4, No) 

(see 5.3(1)). 

So suppose W € [),]* is a counterexample to Pr(Ai, u, No) i.e. for no 

n,m, Fy »([W]") =w. Let W” be the closure of W under Fi, (n,m < w). 

Let N be the Skolem Hull of W in (H(x), €, <j), so clearly NN.A, = W’". 

Note W* C \,, |W" | =p. Also as cf(4u) > No if A C W", |A| = pw then for 

some n,m c w and u; e [WI" (for i c pv), Fin (ui) € A and [i< jf<p> 
Fim (Ui) # Fm (u;)]. It is easy to check that also W* = {Fi (ui) : i < pw} 
is a counterexample to Pr(\1, 4, Xo). In particular, for n,m <w, Wim = 

{Fim (u) : u € [W]"} is a counterexample if it has power uw. W.l.og. W 

is a counterexample with minimal 6 sup(W) = U{a+1:aeéeW}. The 

above discussion shows that |W* Na] < p for a < 6. Obviously cf 6 = u. Let 

(a; :1 < pw) be a strictly increasing sequence of members of W’ , converging 

to ő, such that for limit 7 we have a; = min(W* \ U,.,(a; +1). Let 
N= Use N;, N; < N, |Ni| < u, N; increasing continuous and w.l.o.g. 

N,Nb=NNQy. 

a Fact: 6 is > Xo. 

Proof. Otherwise we then get an easy contradiction to Pr(Xo, u,No)) as 
choosing the F°,, we allowed Ag as a parameter. nm
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@ Fact: If F is a unary function definable in N, F(a) is a club of a for every 

limit ordinal a(< u) then for some club C of y we have 

(v7 € C \ {minC})(Fii < f)(Vi € (1, J) [EE C > a; € F(a;)). 

Proof. For some club Cy of u we have j € Co > (Nj, {ai : i < j},W) < 

(N, (a : i c u), W). 
We let C = Cy = acc(C) (= set of accumulation points of Co). 

We check C is as required; suppose j is a counterexample. So j = 

sup(j 1 C) (otherwise choose i; = max(j MC)). So we can define, by 

induction on n, i,, such that: 

(a) in <ingi <j 

(b) a, ¢ F(a;) 

(c) (04, , 0,41) F(a;) A B. 
Why 1.c.(C)? — “F(a,;) is unbounded below a,” hence N — “F(a;) is 

unbounded below a;”, but in N, {a; : 1 € Co, 1 < j} is unbounded below 

aj. 

Clearly for some n, m, a; E Wn.m (see above). Now we can repeat the 

proof of [7,3.3(2)] (see mainly the end) using only members of W,, m . 
Note: here we use the number of colors being No. 

B+ Fact: W.l.o.g. the C in Fact 8 is 4. 

Proof: Renaming. 

+ Fact: 6 is a limit cardinal. 

Proof: Suppose not. Now 6 cannot be a successor cardinal (as cf 6 = p < 

Ao < 6) hence for every large enough i, |a;| = |6|, so ló] €W" c N and 

5+ e W". 

So W* N|6| has cardinality < ys hence order-type some 7" < u. Choose 

i” < p limit such that [j <i” > j+/7° <1i"]. There is a definable function 
F of (A(x), €, <j.) such that for every limit ordinal a, F(a) is a club of a, 

0 € F(a), if |a| < a, F(a) N|a| = 0, otp(F(a)) = ef a. 

So in N there is a closed unbounded subset C,, = F(a;) of a; of order 
type S efa; < |6|, hence C,,  N has order type < y", hence for 7” chosen 

above unboundedly many i < i”, a; ¢ Cy,.. We can finish by fact Gt. 

6 Fact: For each i < p, a; is a cardinal. 
Proof: If |a;| < i then |a;| € N;, but then |a;|+ € N; contradicting Fact y, 

by which |a;|+ < 6, as we have assumed N;N6 = NN ai.
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€ Fact: For a club of i < y, a; is a regular cardinal. 

Proof: if S = {i : a, singular} is stationary, then the function a; > cf(a;) 
is regressive on S. By Fodor lemma, for some a” < 6, {i < uw: ca; < a" } is 
stationary. As |N Na’| < yw for some 6", (i c u : cf az — 8" } is stationary. 
Let Fim(a@) be a club of a of order type cf(a), and by fact @ we get a 
contradiction as in fact 9. 

¢ Fact: For a club of i < yp, a; is Mahlo. 

Proof: Use Fim(a@) = a club of a which, if a is a successor cardinal or 
inaccessible not Mahlo, then it contains no inaccessible, and continue as in 
fact 9. 

€ Fact: For a club of t < py, a; is a;-Mahlo. 

Proof: Let F mio) (a) = sup{¢ : a is ¢-Mahlo}. If the set {i < uw : a; is not 
a;-Mahlo} is stationary then as before for some y € N, {i : Fimo) (ai) = 7} 
is stationary and let F, (1) (@) = a club of a@ such that if a is not (y + 1)- 
Mahlo then the club has no 7-Mahlo member. Finish as in the proof of fact 
6. Mm 

  

Remark 5.4.A. We can continue and say more. 

Lemma 5.5. 1) Suppose \ > 4 > 6 are regular cardinals, n > 2 and 

(i) for every regular cardinal x, if \> «> 0 then kr & [da . 

(ii) for some a(*) < y for every regular x € (a(*), A), K 4 [a(*)]3¢0) - 

Then 

(a) XA [u]ot! where o = min{o(1), o(2)}, 

(b) there are functions d; : [A}> — a(1), da : DPt! — o(2), such that for 
every W € [A]#, dj ([W]*) = o(1) or dj ([(W]"*1) = o(2). 

2) Suppose > p > 6 are regular cardinals, and 

(i) for every regular « € [9, A), k £ [9 say? 

(ii) supík c A : k regular) 4 [uld 

Then 

(a) A A [ul where o = min{o(1), o(2)} 

(b) there are functions d; : [A]* — o(1), dz : [A]?” — o(2) such that for 
every W € [A}#, di ([W]*) = o(1) or dj ((W]?" = o(2). 

Remark. The proof is similar to that of [7] 3.3, 3.2.
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Proof. 1) We choose for each i, 0 <i < X, C; such that: if ¢ is a successor 
ordinal, C; = {¢ — 1,0}; if ¢ is a limit ordinal, C, is a club of é of order type 
cfi, 0 € C;, [chi < 4 => cf < min(C; — {0})] and C; \ acc(C;) contains only 
successor ordinals. 

Now for a c B, a > 0 we define by induction on £, y7 (B, a), v (B, a), 
and then «(G, a), e(G, a). 

(A) Yo 5 (8, a) = = B, Yo (8, a) =0 

(B) if y/(G,q) is defined and > a and a is not an accumulation point of 
C. at (Ba) then we let 9, , (ő, a) be the maximal member of C az (Ba) 
which is c a and 97 , (8, a) is the minimal member of C at (6,0) Which 
is > @ (by the choice of C af (B,a) and the demands on 4} (3, a) they 
are well defined). 

So 

(Bl) (a) 1% (8,0) <a <4} (6,a), and if the equality holds then Vou (B, a) 
is not defined. 

(b) Yi (Ba) c Ve A (B, a) when both are defined. 

(C) Let k — k(8,a) be the maximal number k such that vt (8,0) is 
defined (it is well defined as (yt (B, a) : 4 € w) is strictly decreasing). 
So 

(C1) Ye, a) (8, a) — a or Vee, a) 2% » Vee, o) 18 a limit ordinal and a is an 
accumulation point of C,, ‘, , (8 , 0). 

(D) For m < k(@,q) let us define 

Em (8, a) = max{y, (8,a)+1:< m}. 

Note 

(D1) (a) €m(8,a) < a (if defined), 

(b) if a is limit then ¢,,(8,a) < a (if defined), 

(c) if En(B, a) S € £ a then for every 4 £ m we have 

ve (8, a) = vt (B,€), Ye (B, a) = Ve (8, €), e,(B, a) = €2(G, €). 

(explanation for (c): if em (ő, a) c a this is easy (check the definition) 
and if €,,(8,a) = a, necessarily € — a and it is trivial). 

(d) if 2< m then e¢(8, a) < em(G, a)
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For a regular x € (a(+), A) let gi : [k]<” — o(2) exemplify « > [06 

and for every regular cardinal « € [0,) let g?2 : [x]* —+ o(2) exemplify 

k # [a(*)]3(2). Let us define the colourings: 

Let ap > a] >... > an. Remember n 2 2. 

Let n = n(ap,Q1,Q2) be the maximal natural number such that: 

(i) En(Qo,01) < Qo is well defined, 

(ii) for £< n, y, (0,01) = Ye (ao, Q2). 

We define d2(ao,01,---,@n) 38 g2(A1,---,;Bn) where 

n= cf (Ya(ao, 02) (a0,01)), 

Be —otp a A C, + am | 
Tn(ag.a1 02) 

Next we define di (ao, 01, @2) . 

Let i(*) = sup [Cy (ao,22) Nc at (cen son | where n = n(Q, 0, Q2), E be 

the equivalence relation on C+ (., a1) \ i(*) defined by 

yi Eye V7 © Cy (ag,09) 1 <1 V2 c 9]. 

If the set w = = {9 e C : y 5 i(*x), Y= ou is finite, 

» By = 

vt (a0 1011) 

  
               we let di(ao,01,02) be gi({B, : y € w}) where k = 

otp (7 n C4 (ao,011) ). 

We have defined d,, d2 required in condition (b) ( though have not yet 

proved that they work) We still have to define d (exemplifying A 4 ug"). 

Letn 2 3, for ag 5 01 5 ... 5 an, We let d(ao, . . . , an) be d1(ao, ai, az) if w 

defined during the definition has odd number of members and d2 (ao, . . . , an) 

otherwise. 

Now suppose Y is a subset of A of order type 4, and let ó — supY. Let 

M be a model with universe A and with relations Y and {(i,j) : i € Cj}. Let 

(N; : i € 4) be an increasing continuous seguence of elementary submodels 

of M of cardinality < u such that a(i) — az; — min(Y MV) belongs to N;.  , 

sup(N Nay) — sup(N.n 6). Let N = U Nj. Let ő(i) = 6; = sup(N; Max), 
i<p 

so 0 < 6; < a,, and let n = = be the first natural number such that 6; an 

accumulation point of ci E C, + (a,6(i)) ? let E; = Eni) (ai, 6;). Note that 

yt (ai, 6:) = 77 (ai, €i) hence it belongs to N.
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Case I: For some (limit) i < p, cf(i) > 6 and (Vy < i)[y + a(*) < i] such 

that for arbitrarily large j < i, C'M Nj is bounded in N; 16 = N,6;. 
This is just like the last part in the proof of [7],3.3 using gi and d, for 
k= cf(yt (aj, 6). 

Case II: Not case I. 

Let Sp = {i < w: (Va < t)[y+a(*) < i], cf(z) = 6}. So for every i € So 
for some j(i) < 7, (Vj)}j € (j(4), 4) z CNN; is unbounded in 6,]. But as 

Ci nő; is a club of 6;, clearly (Vj) [ e (j(i), 1) > 5; € ci]. 
We can also demand j(7) > En(a(i),6(:)) (a(é), 6(4)). 

As Sp is stationary, (by not case I) for some stationary S, C Sp and 

n(x), j(#) we have (Vi € $1)|9(i) = j(*) An(a(a), &) = n(»)]. 
Choose i(*) € 51, (+) = sup(i(x) M S,), such that the order type of 

Si Ni(x) is i(*) > a(*). Now if ig < i, € $1 Ni(*) then n(ay.),a:,, ai) = 

n(*). Now Li.) 2 { otp(ai NCH) iE SN i(x)} are pairwise distinct 

and are ordinals < « © |C**)|, and the set has order type a(*). Now apply 
the definitions of d; and g? on L,.). 

2) The proof is like the proof of part (1) but for ag 5 az 5 --- we let 
dz(Qo,...,Q2n-1) = 92(fo,---, Bn) where 

def 
Br = otp(C yt (Bae Bots) (Bre, Boeri) M Bre+r ) 

and in case II note that the analysis gives y possible (;’s so that we can 

apply the definition of g?. 

Definition 5.7. Let A Astg [uld mean: if d : DJ? — 9, and (a; : i < p) is 
strictly increasingly continuous and for i < j < u, %:,53 € [ai, as4i) then 

9 — {a(w) : for some j < p, w € [{%; :t< i}. 

Lemma 5.8. 1) 8, & [Ni]n*? forn > 1. 
2) Rn Aste [Raln?? forn > 1. 

Proof. 1) For n = 2 this is a theorem of Torodéevié, and if it holds for 

n > 2 by 5.5(1) we get that it holds for n+1 (with n, A, u, 9, a(x), a(1), 
o(2) there corresponding to n + 1, Nazi, N1, No,Xo, No,No here). 

2) Similar.
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Sum Graphs of Small Sum Number 

W. F. SMYTH’ 

ABSTRACT 

Given an integer r > 0, let Gr = (V,E) denote a graph consisting of a 
simple finite undirected connected nontrivial graph G together with r isolated 

vertices Kr. Let L : V > Zt denote a labelling of the vertices of Gy with 

distinct positive integers. Then G; is said to be a sum graph if there exists a 

labelling L such that for every distinct vertex pair u and v of V, (u,v) € E if 
and only if there exists a vertex w € V whose label L(w) = L(u) + L(v). For a 
given subgraph G, the sum number o = a(G) is defined to be the least number 

r for which Gr is a sum graph; in particular, if G] = GU K, is a sum graph, 
then the subgraph G is called a unit graph. In this paper it is shown that there 

exist graphs of every order n and size m whose sum number is O(n). Further, 

it is shown that for every integer m satisfying [n?/4] <m < (5) there exists 

no unit graph, while for each m such that n — 1 < m < |n?/4] there exists at 
least one unit graph. Methods of proof are constructive. 

1. Introduction 

Sum graphs (defined in the Abstract) were introduced by Harary [6,7]. Hao 

[5] showed that a graph of order n is a sum graph if and only if its size 
  

* This work was supported in part by Grant No. A8180 of the Natural Sciences & 

Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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m < ((3) —|n/2])/2; for a given graph G, he also established a lower bound 
on o(G) in terms of the degree sequence of G. Gould and Rédl [4] derived 

complex upper and lower bounds on o(G), expressed in terms of the order n 

and size m of G. In particular, their results show that there exist classes G 

of graphs such that over all G € G, o(G) € 2(n”). However, they provide no 
method for the construction of such graphs, and the available constructive 

results all relate to special graphs G of small sum number; that is, such 

that o(G) € O(n). In particular, Ellingham [3] has shown that for every 

non-trivial tree T, o(T) = 1; Bergstrand et al. [2] that for every complete 

graph K,, n > 4, o(Kn) = 2n — 3; Hartsfield and Smyth [8] that for every 

complete bipartite graph K,,,, 2 <p <q, o(Kyq) = [(3p +4 —3)/2]. 

In this paper new results for graphs of small sum number are estab- 

lished; these results make some progress toward resolving an open problem 

posed by Harary [6]: the characterization of unit graphs. Section 2 uses 

methods similar to those of Gould and Rédl, but which are however con- 

structive, to show that there exists a connected graph G of given order n and 

size m (n—1<m< (§) —1) such that o(G) < o(K,) = 2n—3. In Section 

3 unit graphs of order n are considered. It is shown that for m > [n?/4| no 

unit graph exists, while for every integer m satisfying n — 1 <m < |n?/4], 

there exists a unit graph G of order n and size m. 

Generally, in order to simplify notation, and where no ambiguity results, 

vertices of sum graphs will be referenced by their label under L. 

2. Constructing graphs of small sum number 

In this section we show how to construct connected graphs G of given order 

n and size m for which o(G) € O(n). 

For a sum graph G, = (V,E), denote by {v,v2,...,v-} the labels of 

the vertices of K,, where vi < v2 < ... < v,. For each v;,1 < j <r, let 

4; denote the number of edges (z,y) € E such that x+y = v;. Then 

Hi; is called the multiplicity of v;. Now consider the special case in which 

G, = K,,U Kn-3, for some integer n > 4. Then, as shown in [2], a correct 

labelling of G, is achieved by assigning labels to the vertices of K,, as follows: 

a=4i-3, 1l<i<n.
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Hence the corresponding labels v; of Kon-3 are 

v; = 473 +2, 1<j<2n-3. 

Let us call this the standard labelling of K, U Kon-3. It is then straightfor- 

ward to establish the following result: 

Lemma 2.1. For every integer n > 4, and for every positive integer 7 < 

n —1, the standard labelling of K, U Kon-3 yields multiplicities 

Hj = Man-j-2 = [9/2]. a 

It is worth noting that in fact the result of Lemma 2.1 holds for any 

correct labelling of K, U Kon-3 [1]. Multiplicity patterns for the first few 

values of n are shown in Table 2.1. 

Multiplicities of Kon-3,4<n<8 

Hi; 1 < j < 2n —3 

{1,1,2,1,1} 
{1,1,2,2,2,1,1} 
{1, 1,2, 2, 3,2, 2, 1,1} 
{1, 1,2, 2,3, 3,3, 2,2, 1,1} 
{1, 1,2, 2, 3,3, 4,3, 3, 2,2, 1,1} O

N
A
 

A
e
 

Z 

Table 2.1. 

Observe that if a vertex labelled v; is removed from K2n-3 , and if at the 

same time every edge (x,y) for which x + y = v; is removed from K,, the 
resulting graph (a subgraph of K, U Kon-3 ) will still be a sum graph. This 

process (removal of a single vertex v; and all corresponding edges) applied 

to an arbitrary sum graph G, = (V, E) is called a reduction and written 

b; : Gy — G,-1, 

where G,-; = (V — {v;}, E’) and |E’| = |E| — w;. We shall show that for 

every nonnegative integer m < (7 t ), exactly m edges can be removed from 

the sum graph G3,_, = K,UKon-3 by a sequence of reductions, yielding a 

graph which consists of a single connected component together with isolated 

vertices, and which is therefore a sum graph of small sum number.
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First consider the case m = ("5"), so that the reduced graph contains 

(5) — 6) = n—1 edges. Suppose that the vertices v1, Va, ..., Vn-2 and 

Un+1)Un42)+++)Van-3 and their corresponding edges are removed, leaving 

only v,-, and v, from among the original isolated vertices. Since by Lemma 

2.1, 

Hn-1 Ln 2 2 ) 

the reduced graph G5 certainly contains the prescribed number of edges. 

Further, let E,-; and E,, denote the edges of Gj corresponding to UVn-1 

and v,, respectively; then both F,,-, and E, are matchings of K,, and in 

fact E,-, is a maximum matching while |E,,| > |E,,-;|—1. Since moreover 

E,-1 OE, = 9, it must be true that G3 — {vp-1, Un} is connected, and we 

have 

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the sum graph G},,-, is repeatedly reduced by 

the reductions ¢, for every integer j = 1,2,....n—2,n+1,n+2,...,2n—3. 

Then the reduced graph G} consists of a path P, on n vertices together 

with two isolated vertices v,-, and vu,. B 

It follows from Lemma 2.2 that, provided v,-; and v, are not removed, 

any repeated reduction of G5, will always yield a single connected com- 

ponent together with a subset of the original set Ko,-3 of isolated vertices. 

We therefore consider a reduction strategy which leaves v,,-, and v,, intact. 

In general, we seek reductions which transform the sum graph G3,,_, 

into another sum graph G},_,_, by removing k vertices and m edges. 

Each such transformation can be characterized by a set M of multiplicities 

removed from the original set {j1, f12,..., an-3 }. For such a set M, k = |M| 

is called the vertez remove and m — ) em H is called the edge remove. For 

example, M = {1} would indicate the removal of k = 1 vertex and m = 1 

corresponding edge; M = {1,1,1,2} would indicate the removal of k = 4 

vertices and m = 5 corresponding edges. 

In order to uniquely identify the sets M of removed multiplicities, they 

are subscripted according to ”class” and by an ordinal within each class. 

For example, the sets corresponding to m = 1, 2,...,6 are written as follows: 

M31 = {1}; 

Mar = {1,1}, Mae = {1,1,1}; 

M51 = {1,1,1,1}, Ms,2 = {1,1, 1,1, 2}, Mz 3 = {1,1,1,1,2}.
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In general, the h*” class will contain h—2 sets Mn1, Mazo, ---; Mnn-2, where 
for Mhh-2 ; 

h-1 
Mhh-2 = 3 uz ( 2 ) 

HEMh h-2 

is the largest number of edges which can be removed from K, without 

necessarily disconnecting it. We state a formal procedure for the iterative 

computation of the sets in each class based upon the sets in the previous 

class: 

Procedure CONSTRUCT-MULTIPLICITY-SETS 

Stepl _{ Initialize.} M3, = {1}. 
Step 2 {Iterate} For h=4,5,...,n do 

Step 2.1 A’ — [h/2] -1. 

Step 2.2  Ifhis even, then 

for i = 1,2,..., h do 

Mn — Mn-in4i-1 U {h’}; 

Maw+i — Mays U {h'}. 

Step 2.3 If h is odd, then 

Maw — Mn-i,r-3 U {h’}; 
for i = 1,2,...,h'-1 do 

Mani — Ma-an4i-a U fh’ - 1}; 
Mani +i _- Mai U {h'}. 

This procedure generates a sequence M of (7!) sets 

M31 > Mar , M42 , Ms, peta Mai , Mn..2 pores Man-2 

n-1 in strictly increasing order of edge remove from m = 1 (M3,,) tom = (",") 
(M,,n-2)- It is not difficult to see that every set of M is without loss of 

generality a subset of the multiplicities 

(41. H2; sss, [n-2 ben+1 9 Pnt2 +++) Han-3 h 

Thus by Lemma 2.2 the sum graph associated with every element of M has a 

connected component of order n and a set of isolated vertices of cardinality 

less than 2n — 3. Indeed, the exact number of isolated vertices may be 

computed for each element of M as a function of the number of removed 

edges:
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Theorem 2.1. For every integer n 5 4 and every positive integer m £ 

C), let Koaxm denote the set of all graphs formed by removing exactly m 
edges from K,. Then there exists G € K,,,, such that 

o(G) < 2n—1—-2i- |m/ij}, 

where i is the least integer such that m < 677). 

Proof. The proof:is by induction on n, based on the multiplicity sets gen- 

erated by Procedure CONSTRUCT-MULTIPLICITY-SETS. The demon- 
stration is laborious but straightforward, and is omitted. m 

The condition on 7 in Theorem 2.1 may be expressed algebraically as 

i= [(V8m +1 —-1)/4}. 

Znam [9] has discovered an interesting alternative formulation of this result. 
Let be the greatest integer such that m > 4(}); let 7 be the greatest non- 
negative integer such that m > 4(3) +1j. Then there exists G € K,),, such 

that 

o(G) < 2n+1-44-j. 

3. Unit graphs 

In this section we use the properties of unit graphs to improve upon Theorem 

2.1 — to show, in fact, that for every integer n > 2 and every integer m 

satisfying n —1 < m < |n?/4]|, there exists a unit graph of order n and 
size m. 

Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V,E) denote a unit graph, and let G; = GU K, 

denote the corresponding sum graph. Suppose that G, is correctly labelled. 

Then the vertex of V of greatest label u has degree one. 

Proof. Suppose u has degree at least two. Then u is adjacent to two 

distinct vertices which we suppose to be labelled x, and z2. Hence there 

must exist vertices of G, labelled v) = 7; + u > u and ve = te +4u > u. 

Since neither of these vertices can belong to V, they must both be isolated, 

contradicting the assumption that G is a unit graph. Hence u must have 

degree one. @
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Lemma 3.2. Let d;, 1 <i <n, denote the degrees of the vertices of a unit 

graph G, where d, < dy <... <d,. Then d; < i. 

Proof. A consequence of a result of Hao [5] that 

o(G)> imax (d;-i). @ 

Lemma 3.3. There exists a unit graph of order n containing a clique on v 

vertices if and only if v < |n/2| +1. 

Proof. Since K, contains v vertices of degree v — 1, it is easy to see that if 

the graph G of order n contains K,,, then the vertex of (n —v +1)* largest 

degree must have degree at least y—1. That is, in the symbolism of Lemma 

3.2, 

dn-v41 DU—-1. 

If moreover v > |n/2| +1, then 

dn-v41. 3v—-15n—v-l, 

and Lemma 3.2 implies that G cannot be a unit graph. 

To prove the converse, consider the sum graph G,, generated by vertices 

labelled consecutively 1,2,...,2 +1. The subgraph G C G, induced by 

V = {1,2,...,n} is then in fact a unit graph, and G contains a clique of 

order |n/2| +1. m 

Theorem 3.1. No unit graph of order n has size m > |n?/4}. 

Proof. The unit graph on vertices V = {1,2,...,n}, together with isolated 
vertex n+ 1, forms a sum graph of size 

m- Ge *) a, (7 i), 

which after some manipulation becomes 

m = |n?/4|. 

By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, there exists no unit graph of order n of larger 

size. @ 

Theorem 3.1 may also be deduced from Hao’s result, quoted in the 

Introduction, giving an upper bound on the size of a sum graph.
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Theorem 3.2. For every integer n > 2 and for every integer m satisfying 

n—-1<m< _|n?/4], there exists a unit graph of order n and size m. 

Proof. Consider a sum graph G, = (V, E) generated by V = {1,2,...,n+1}. 

G, contains a unit graph G© of order n and size m = |n?/4|. We show 
first that by relabelling some of the vertices of V, unit graphs G® of order 
n and size m — i can be constructed, for every positive integer i < |n/2]. 

Let k = |n/2| and recall that G contains Kk4i as a subgraph. Hence 
separate V into subsets V, = {1,2,...,k+1} and Vo = {k+2,k+4+3,....n+1}. 

Observe that the edges represented by any vertex label v € V2 may be 
counted in two classes: m, = m,(v) edges of K;,4; and m2 = m2(v) edges 
(x,y) which join x € V, to y € Vo. 

Suppose that k is even. Then labels v € V2 correspond to these two 

classes of edge as shown in the following table (the last line occurs only in 
the case that n = 2k + 1): 

uv mi ma 

k+2 k/2 0 

k+3 k/2 1 

kt4 &- 2 

2k 1 k — 2 

2k+1 1 k-1 

2k+2 0 k 

Observe that replacing V2 by another set V; = {v1,02,..-;Un-k+1 } of 

distinct positive integers, where k+1 < vu, < v2 <... < Un-,, Will not affect 

the total number of edges counted by me, provided v,z-, —v; <k+1. But 

the total number of edges counted by m; can be reduced by exactly ? if 

label k + 2% of V2 is replaced by. 2k + 3, 1 <i < k/2, while all other labels 

are unchanged. Then this relabelling yields unit graphs G® of order n and 
size m — i, for every positive integer 7 < k/2. If now label k + 2 of V2 is 

replaced by 2k + 3, and if in addition label k + 22+ 1 is replaced by 2k + 4, 

then the total number of edges counted by m, will be reduced by i + k/2,
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where 1 <i < k/2. We see then that unit graphs G,,) of order n and size 

m —ican be constructed for every positive integer i < k = |n/2]. But since 

[n?/4] — [(n — 1)?/4] = |n/2], 

it follows that unit graphs of order n and size m can be formed, for every 

integer m satisfying 

[(n — 1)?/4] <m< [n?/4]. 

The same conclusion is reached, by an almost identical argument, when k 

is odd. 

To complete the proof, observe now that by the above result a single 

vertex and a path of length one can be added to a unit graph of order n—1 

and size 

[(n — 2)?/4] <ms [(n-1)?/4], 

thus yielding a unit graph of order n and size m+1. More generally, s > n—4 

vertices and a path of length s can be added to a unit graph of order n — s 

and size m satisfying 

[(n-—s—1)'/4] <m< |[(n—s)?/4], 

thus yielding a unit graph of order n and size m+ s. If we consider 

consecutive values s = 1,2,...,. — 4 and observe that for s = n — 3, 

n—1=|(n—-s)’/4] +(n-s), 

if follows that unit graphs of order n and every size m satisfying 

n-1<m< |n?/4| 

can be constructed, as required. B 

It should be noted that Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.2 give rise to no 

converse. That is, there exist graphs whose degree sequence satisfies the 

conditions of Lemma 3.2 and whose size satisfies the condition of Theorem 

3.2, but which are not unit graphs. An example is the star on six vertices 

with three additional edges joining four of the points of the star: V = 

(vi, V2, ..., ve) and E = {v1 0;,2 <i < 6; v2u3, v3va, va vs).
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60. SETS, GRAPHS AND NUMBERS, BUDAPEST (HUNGARY). [994 

Sparse Random Graphs: A Continuum of 

Complete Theories 

J. SPENCER 

1. The axioms 

We shall described a continuum of countable theories T® in the first order 

theory of graphs. This language contains equality and a binary predicate 

adjacency, written x ~ y assumed reflexive and symmetric. Completeness is 

proven in Chapter 2. Consistency, by giving a countable model, is given in 

Chapter 3. The motivation for the definitions of T* comes from the study of 

random graphs. This is described in the Remarks which act as a continue. 

Henceforth let a be a fixed irrational number with 0 < a < 1. We write T 

for T*. The description of T will consist of the Nonexistence Schema and 

the Generic Extension Schema, defined below. For clearer exposition we 

also give the Null Closure Schema, an equivalent from of the Nonexistence 

Schema, and the Extension Schema, a basic case of the Generic Extension 

Schema. 

Remark. The random graph G(n, p) is, formally, a probability space over 

the set of graph on vertex set {1,...,n} where for each pair i,j Pr[i ~ j] =p 

and these events and mutually independent. In [1], with S. Shelah, we 

showed that for any sentence A 

lim Pr[G(n,n°*) - A] =0 or 1
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The theorems of T will be precisely those A for which the above limit 

is one. Such A will be said to hold almost surely (a. s.) in G(n,p) with 
pH=n”. 

We call a graph H with v vertices and e edges dense if v — ae < 0. We 
begin the description of T. 

Nonexistence schema. For every dense H 

“H is not a subgraph” 

More formally, let H have vertices b,,...,6,. The sentence in our 

schema is 

(3a ...2y) \\ 2 4 2; A A Lin x; 
i<j b; ~ b; 

Remark. In G(n, p) with p = n"" there are en" distinct v-tuples 27] , . . . , 

and each has probability 9" of having the reguired edges so that the expected 

number of 2;,...,2, giving a subgraph H is ~n’p* = n” °°. With H dense 

this is o(1) so that all sentences in the Nonexistence Schema hold a.s. 

Example. We shall take 

-1+ V5 
2 

.618 

for all examples. Let H be given by Figure 1. Then v = 5,e = 9 and 
v—ae <0. 

Figure 1. 

The remaining axioms involve “extension statements”. A rooted graph 

is a pair (R, H) consisting of a graph H with vertex set V = V(H) and 
a specified subset R C V of vertices, called the roots. We label R = 

{ai,...,@,} and V = RU {by,...,b)}. In a graph G we say y1,...,Yy 

from an (R, H) extension of x,...,2, if the z’s and y’s are all distinct and
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a; ~ 6; in H implies 2; s y; in G and olso b; A b, in H implies y; ~ yx 

in G. The extension statement Ext(R, H) is that for all distinct 7,,...,2z, 
there exist an (R, H) extension y;,...,y,. More formally 

Ect(R,H):Va,...,2- A zi #0; => Jy,... yo 
i<j 

Antu As At \ urd A wr~ue 
jak az" b; bj, ~ by 

bi b2 1 

d . di Q2 

(2) (ii) 
Figure 2. 

Example. For Figure 2(i) Ext(R, H) is that every vertex lies in a triangle 

while for Figure 2(ii) Ext(R, H) is that every two vertices have a common 

neighbour. Note that the edges between roots do not affect the sentence 
Ext(R, H). 

A rooted graph (R, H) is said to have type (v, e) where v is the number 

of nonroot vertices and e is the number of edges of H, not counting edges 

between roots. 

Example. Figure 2(i) has type (2,3) while Figure 2(ii) has type (1,2). 

We call (R, H) sparse if v —- ae > 0 and dense if v— ae < 0. The 

irrationality of a makes this a sharp dichotomy. We call (R, H) rigid if 

(S, H) is dense for all S with RCS CV. We call (R, H) safe if (R, H|s) 

is sparse for all S with R C S CV. Note that rigid implies dense and safe 

implies sparse. 

Example. (Recall a ~ .618). In Figure 3(iii) is not rigid as with S = 

(a1, a2, az, ba) (S, H) has type (1,1) and 1 — a1 > 0. Similarly (vi) is not 
safe as with S = {a;,a2,6,} (R, H|s) has type (1,2) and 1 — 2a < 0. 

We shall require some technical facts. When R Cc S C V and a graph 

H on V is given or understood then we shall write (R,S) as a shorthand 

for (R, H|s).
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Ark A FT 
a, a, a, a, A, a, a, 4a, a, a, 

(i) Rigid (ii) Safe (iii) Dense (iv) Sparse (v) Rigid 

Not Rigid Not Safe 

v=1, e=2 v=e=1 v=2, e=4 v=2, e=3 v=3, e=5 

Figure 3. 

Let RC SCV and let H be graph on V. Let (R, H) have type (v, e). 

We may split (R, H) into (R, S) and (S, H) of types, say, (vi, e1) and (va, €2) 

respectively. Note that 
e€—-e1Tt ez 

v 7-7 vit UV 

This implies: If (R, 5) and (S, H) are both dense then (R, H) is dense. 

If (R, 5) and (5, H) and both sparse then (R, H) is sparse. 

Let (R, H) be dense, H a graph on V. Let SS RCSC V be minimal 

with (R,S) dense. For any T with R C T C S minimality gives (R,T) is 

sparse and hence (T, S)) is dense. Thus (R, S) is rigid. That is, every dense 

(R, H) contains a rigid “subextension” (FR, S). 

Let RC SCV, H agraph on V. Assume (R, S) and (S, H) are rigid. 

We claim (R, H) is rigid. Let ROT CV. As (R,S) is rigid (SNT,S) is 

dense. Then (T, S UT) is dense as adding roots T — S can only increase e 

and v remains the same. As (S, H) is rigid (SUT, H) is dense. Thus (T, H) 

is dense, giving the claim. 7 

We continue with the description of the axioms of T. 

Extension schema. For every safe (R, H) 

Ext(R, H) 

Remark. In [2] we shoved that Ext(R,H) holds a.s. in G(n,p) with p = 

n-@ if and only if (R, H) is safe. We indicate the “only if’ argument. Given 

Ti,..., tr G(n,p) any particular y1,...y» give an (R, H) extension with
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probability p° so the expected number of such extension is ~ n’p* = n’~ °°. 
When (R, #7) is not sparse it is dense, this quantity is o(1), and Ext(R, H ) 
a.s. fails. Further, if Ext(R,H) then all the “subextension” properties 
Ext(R, S) must hold so all (R,S) must be sparse and so (R, H) must be 
safe. 

Remark. For any irrational a with 0 < a < 1 there is a minimal integer 
s with a c s/(s +1). The rooted graph (R,H) with R = {a;,az}, 
V = RU {b,...,6,} consisting of a part on (in order) a,,b,,...b,,a2 is 
safe. Here Ext(R, H) is that every two vertices may be joined by a path of 
length s+ 1. This implies, in particular, that all models of T are connected 
graph. 

Now for a crucial definition. The ¢-closure of z,,...,2, — denoted 
cl,(a1,...,2,) — consists of 21,...,2, (this default value) and the union of 
all y1,...,Y, with v < ¢ that from an (R, H) extension of z;,...,2, where 
(R, H) is rigid. 

Example. cli(z1,%2) consists of 21,22 and all common neighbors y. 
cl3(z1,22) has these points and all yi, y2,y3 giving the (R,H) extension 
of Figure 3(v) as well as all y, or y:, 2 or yi, yo, y3 forming any other rigid 
(R, H) extension over 21,29. 

As there are only a finite number of rigid (R, H) with R having r vertices 
and H having at most r+t vertices the statement y € cl;(a1,..., Tr) is first 
order definable. 

Remark. In G(n,p) with p — n " if x,...,Tx,. are chosen at random 
then a.s. ch(2,,...,2,) = {21,...,@,}. For any rigid (R, H) of type 
(v,e) the expected number of y,,...,y, forming an (R,H) extension is 
n°p® = n’-% = o(1). However, some cl;(z1,...,2,) will be nontrivial. 
With a as in the examples take any y and let 11,22 be two of its neighbours 
— then y € cl;(z1, 22). The sets ck(z1,...,22) give a gradated notion of 
those y “special” with respect to 71,...,2,. 

The case r = 0, R = @ deserves special attention. A rooted graph 
(0, H) is dense if H has v vertices, e edges and v — ae < 0. It is rigid if 
v' — ae’ < 0 for all subgraphs H’ with v’ vertices, e’ edges. The t-closure 
cl,(@) is the union of all H with (0, H) rigid, H having at most t vertices. 
The Nonexistence Schema implies there are no such H (even with H dense) 
so that cl,(@) = 0. Inversely if there exists H on V with (0, H) dense then 
we have shown there is a rigid subextension (@, 5) so that cl,(@) 4 @ where 
t = [S]. Thus the Nonexistence Schema is equivalent to the following.
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Null closure schema. For all ¢ 

cl,(0) — 0 

A rooted graph (0, H) is safe if v' — ae’ > 0 for all subgraph H" with v 

vertices, e’ edges. For such H the Extension Schema gives as a theorem of T 

that H is a subgraph. When 0 < a < ő c 1 are both irrational appropriate 

H may be used to show that the theories T* and T® are distinct. 

Definition. y1,...,%» is t-generic over 21,...,2, if 

cl,(21,. her Ul Yo) = ch.(r1,.--,2,) UJ {y1,-- Yo} 

Example. y is [-generic over x if rhey have no common neighbours. 

As membership in a ¢-closure is first order definable, so is the notion 

of being t-generic. Let (R,H) be a rooted graph with R = {a,...,a,}, 

V = V(H) = RU {h,...,b,} as usual. We write Ext’(R,H) for the 

statement that for all distinct 21,...,2, there exist y1,...,Yv, distinct from 

each other and from the z's, so that 

(i) a; ~ b; if and only if 2; ~ y; 

(ii) b; ~ b, if and only if y; ~ yx 

(iii) y1,---,Y» is t-generic over %1,...,Z,. 

This is a first order sentence. Note that (i), (ii) are stronger than the 

analogous condition for Ext(R,H) since we require precisely the edges of 

H, excluding edges between the z’s. We complete the description of T. 

Generic extension schema. For all safe (R, H) and all ¢ 

Ext'(R, H) 

Example. Take (R, H) as in Figure 3(ii) and t = 1. For our a we always 

have cli(x) = {x} since there are no rigid graphs with one root and one 

nonroot. cl; (x,y) contains x,y and common neighbours z. Thus Ext’(R, 17) 

is that every x has a neighbour y with no common neighbour z. Equivalently, 

every vertex lies in an edge which is not part of a triangle. 

We say that y1,...,Yv is t-generic over 21, . . . , tr if whenever 21, . . . , Zs 

with s £ t from a rigid extension over 21,...,2,-, Yi,---,»Yv we have no 

adjacencies between the yi and the 2x. This definition allows edges between 

the x’s and the y’s (and in use that will be the case) and it allows the xs to 

have rigid extensions. It prohibits any extension over the Ts and y’s that 

actually uses the y’s as roots. It implies that the ¢-closure of 41,...,2r, 

Yi,+--,Yy equals the t-closure of 71,...,%,, union y1,..-,Yu- 

Example. y is I-generic over z if they have no common neighbours.
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2. The completeness 

Here we prove that the theory T consisting of the Nonexistence Schema and 

the Generic Extension Schema is complete. 

Finite Closure Lemma. For all k,t there exists K so that 

kr lcli(a@1,..., 2r)| < K+r 

Proof. There are only a finite number of types (v,e) of dense extensions 

over r roots with v £ t and each has v — ae negative. Fix e positive so that 

all such v — ae < —e. Let L be such that r — Le < 0. Set K =(L—1)t. 

If |cl,(x1,...,2,)| > K+r there would exist sets Y,,...,Yz,, each of size 

at most ¢ and disjoint from R = {z,,...,,} and each forming a rigid (R, H) 

extension of R. While the Y; are not necessarily disjoint we may order them 

so that each Y; has at least one element not in Y; U...UY;-1. Set Y° = R, 
Y'=RUY,U...UY;,. As (R, RUY,) is rigid, (RUY;)N Y*!, RUY;) is 

dense and so (Y*"', Y*) is dense. Let (Y*1,Y*) have type (v;,e;). Then 
vu; — ae; < —e. Then Y” would have r+v, +...+ uz vertices and at least 

€, +...+e, edges but 

L 
r+ut...¢0,—(et+...ter)=rt+ >; -a€; 

t=1 

L 
<r+ 5 (-e) =r-Le<0 

i=1 

which would contradict the Nonexistence Schema. 

To prove this in T assume there are distinct y,...,yx41, all distinct 

from 2),...,2, and lying on a rigid extension. There are only a finite 

number of choices for the rigid extension. There are only a finite number of 

choices for the rigid extension and a finite number of choises for the varieties 

of overlaps of the extensions and each of these possibilities is ruled out by 

the Nonexistence Schema. 

Example. |r |cl3(x1, x2)| < 68. The extreme case is 71, 22 plus twentytwo 

triples yj, y5.y5, each giving the (R, H) extension of Figure 3(v). That graph 
has 2+22(3)=68 vertices and 5(22)=110 edges and 68-110a = .016... > 0. 

Indeed one can show that this graph is safe over the empty set so that 

Hr (ri, zo)lele(zi, z2)I — 68
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Remark. When r,t are fixed and K is considered a function of a we may 

have K approach infinity as a approaches an appropriate rational. For 

example, if 0 > 3 — 5a > 1/s the above example shows that we must have 

K > 3s. 

In considering possible t-closures of r vertices we consider graphs H to 

have labels 21, . . . , tr blaced on (possibly equal) vertices. Then cl;(z1,..., 

t,) & H is first order definable. With H as in Figure 4 it is that there 

exist Y1, Yo, Y3,Y4 80 that £1, £25 Y15 Yr Ys, Ya are distinct, that cl; (x1, 22) — 

which we recall is first order definable — has no other elements, and that is 

adjacencies of these six vertices are precisely as given in the Figure. 

(ya) 

Cy) (Y) ply, 

Xi X2 

Fig. 4. cl3(x1,22). (The y; are added for convenience) 

Key Lemma. Let t,r be fixed. Let K be given by the Finite Closure 

Lemma. Let s = K +t. Then for any possible value H’ of cl,(x1,...,%r) 

and any possible value H of cl,(x1,...,2,,y) either 

Fr cl, (21,. .., Zr) “H' > (Ay)cle(a1,.--, 2,4) SH 

or 
Fr cl,(21,..., 2%) & H > a(Sy)chi(ay,..-,2,,y) =H 

The proof splits into two cases. We call a given H inside if there is a 

subgraph H* C H with a,...,¢,,y € H" and ({21,...,¢,}, H") is rigid. 

Otherwise we call H outside. 

Figure 5 illustrates the inside case as Y, 21, 22 gives a rigid extension of 

xi, Ta. By the Finite Closure Lemma H has at most r + K vertices and so 

y €clx(21,...,2,). We claim 

cli(a1,---,2r,y) C Cle (a1,---£r)
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y Z 3 

25 

24 

x x2 

Fig. 5. H &Ic3(x1,22,y) inside 

Set R = {x1,...,2,}. Let Y = {y,...,yy} with y = y,, uv < K and 

(R, RUY) rigid. Any z, € cl:(21,...2,,y) is part of some Z = {z,..., 2p} 

with p < t and (RU {y}, RU {y} U Z) rigid. Then (RU {y} U(z NY), 

RU {y}UZ) is rigid. Adding roots Y — Z — {y}, (RUY, RUY U Z) is rigid. 

Then (R, RUY U Z) is the rigid extension of a rigid extension so is rigid. 
As |YU2Z|< K +t, z € cleat (21,...,2,) as claimed. 

Now fix H’ & clei: (#1,...,2,). For each y € cly(21,...,2,) the value 

cl;(z1,...,2,,y) is determined as the union of appropriate rigid extensions 

inside H’. Thus the veracity of (Ay)cl.(11,...,2,,y) & H is determined. 
As H' is finite this is a finite procedure, provable in T. 

Now assume H is outside, as in Figure 6. Let H~ be z;,..., 2, and the 

union of all Y C H which give rigid extensions of 7,,...,2,. In Figure 6 

H” = {21,22,2,}. By assumption y ¢ H”. But then (H” , H) is safe: if 
there were H'+, H” C H+ C H with (H” , H+) dense then there would 

be H'+” with HT C H'+” C H™* and (H ,H™+ ) rigid (recall, every 
dense extension has a rigid subextension) and then (R, H~*~ ) would be 

rigid (the rigid extension of a rigid extension being rigid), contradicting the 

definition of H~ as the union of all such rigid extensions. 

Now we claim 

Fr (dy)ch(21,...,2-,y) =H ech(a,...,2,) 2H 

As the s-closure determines the t-closure this will imply the Key Lemma. 

The implication > is immediate as the t-closure of 21,...,z,,y determines
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22 

xy x2 

Figure 6. H = cl3(z1,22,y) outside 

the t-closure of 21,...,2,. The implication the other way makes full use of 

the Generic Extension Schema. As (H™ , H) is safe there exist y, z1,..., Zp 
giving an (H~ ,H) extension over H” with precisely the edges of H and 

with cl. (1, . . . , Tr, 9, 21). . .2p) — Chi(r1,..., 07) ULy, 21,---,2p} = H. Thus 

cl;(21,-..,27,y) C H but H, as a potential value of cl,(z1,...,2,,y) has 

all z’s lying in rigid extensions of size at most t over 71,...,2,,y and hence 

cl.(@1,...,27,y) = H. 

Completeness Theorem. T is complete. 

We prove by induction on length that for any formula P(a1,...,z,) there 

exists t = t(P) so that for any possible value H of cl,(11,...,2,) either 

Fp chi(ai,...,0,) = H > P(1,..., 27) 

or 

br cl.(a1,..-,0-) & H = 7P(a,...,2,) 

Formally, formulae may be build up from atomic formulas using only —, V 

and dy. For the atomic formulae x; = x; and 2; ~ 2; we take t = 0. For Q = 
=P we take t(Q) = t(P). For Q = P, V P2 we take t(Q) = max[t(P,), t(P2)]. 

The essential case is when Q is of the form (Sy)P(21,...,2,,y). Here 

t(Q) = s is given by the Key Lemma.
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Now let P be a sentence — i.e., a formula with no free variables. There 

exists ¢ so that for any possible value H of cl,(@) either 

kr cl,(@) 5 H=>P or Fr cl,(@) *H-=>-P 

But the Nonexistence Schema, in the form of the Null Closure Schema, 

Gives cl,(@) = @ as a theorem of T. Hence either P or 4P is a theorem of T. 

3. The model 

Here we give a countable model G for T. In particular, this implies the 
consistency of 7’. 

Remark. Assume, as shown in [1], that all sentences A of T holds a.s. in 

G(n, p) with p = n~°. For any finite set A,,...,A, of such sentences let n 

be so large (unravelling the limit definition) that 

Pr[G(n,p) FA] >1-r*, 1Sisr 

For this n Pr[G(n, p) F A, A...AA,] > 1—r/r = 0 so there exists a specific 

graph G on n vertices satisfying A,,...,A,. As every finite segment of T 

has a model, T is consistent by a standard compactness argument. 

The vertex set of G will be the set N of positive integers. Make a coun- 

table list Z of all pairs ((R, H), A} consisting of a safe rooted graph (R, H) 

and a set A C N with |A} = |R|. We build G in stages G9, G!, G? , . . . , 

with G® being the null graph on the null set. Suppose that G' is defined 

on Vi = 1,2,...,n;. Let ((R,H), A) be the next pair on the list Z. If 
A & V* reorder the list so that it is. (In the list there are a countable 

number of entries with R = A = @ that may be used.) Say H has vertices 

@;,...,@,,b1,...,b, of which the a’s are in R. To G‘ add the vertices 
mt 1,...,”; +8 and make them an (R, H) extension of A: That is, with 

= {z,,...,2,} make z; adjacent to n; + k when a; is adjacent to b, in. 
a and make n,; + j adjacent to n; + k when 6; is adjacent to by i in H. Add 

no other edges. This defines G‘*’ with nj, =n; + 8. 

Observe that once G' is defined no further edges on V? are created so 
that this process creates an infinite graph G on N. We claim G is a model’ 

for T. .
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Let 2,...,0, € V*. We claim cl,(a1,...,2,) C V*. Suppose not. 

There is a rigid extension by some y; <... < y, with y, ¢ V'. For some j, p 

then yi,...,yp € V9! and ypi1,.--,¥s € VI — VI. Then ypii,.-- Ys 

in a rigid extension of 21, ..., Cr.Y1,....4p. Adding roots does not affect 

rigidity So 4p.41 , . . . , Us is rigid over VÍ"!. But (VI! , VÍ) is safe since the 

only edges added gave a safe (R, H) extension. Hence any Y C VÍ — VI? 

gives a safe extension over V7"! and safe cannot be rigid — a contradiction. 

Thus the ¢-closure as defined in G is the t-closure as defined in G. 

In G®, cl,(@) = @. Thus in G cl,(@) = 0 so the Nonexistence Schema, in 

the form of the Null Closure Schema, is satisfied. Let 21,...;2, € Nand 

let (R, H) be safe with |R| =r. Let i be minimal with z,,...,2, € V*. In 

the construction of G for some j >i V2 — V2"! = (yi, . . . , vu) makes :an 

(R, H) extension of z:,...,2,. We claim this extension is ¢-generic for all 

t. We may consider t-closures as defined in V’. Consider a rigid extension 

Zyyve+y Sp OVEL Ly,.-- Lr Yiy+- + UV ÍM V?. The y’s are adjacent only to z’s 

and other y’s, hence not to the z’s. Hence the z’s must from a rigid extension 

over the xs. Thus cli(r1,..-,%r,Yty--->Yv) = Cle(a1,...,%r) UJ (Ya... Vo) 

as claimed. Thus G satisfies the Generic Extension Schema. 

Remark. In [3], where this result is given in more detail, it is also shown 

that there are uncountable many countable models for T. 
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The Graph Algebra of Skew Hadamard 

Determinants 
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Suppose all entries in an n x n determinant satisfy |a;;| < 1; what is the 

maximal value of D, = |det a,;|? From Hadamard’s classical determinant 
inequality it follows that D,, < n2, equality occurring if and only if |a,;| = 1 

for all 7,7, and all rows (or columns) are orthogonal to each other. This 

prompted Hadamard [1] in 1893 to ask for the values of n for which such 
determinants exist. 

Suppose D,, is real; then all entries must be +1 and Hadamard’s prob- 

lem is equivalent to Sylvester’s earlier question ((3], 1867) whether there 

exists a +1 “inverse orthogonal” matrix for all orders n = 0(mod 4), that 
is one in which all rows (or columns) are orthogonal to each other. This 

is possibly the oldest unsolved combinatorial problem in existence. It is 

easy to see that for n > 2 the condition n = 0(mod 4) is necessary for the 
existence of Sylvester’s matrices, now traditionally named after Hadamard. 

Since then almost all work on Sylvester’s problem has been concentrated 

on the explicit construction of inverse otthogonal +1 matrices of various 

orders, and related combinatorial designs. Only a small fraction of the 

work has been concerned directly with Hadamard’s original problem. In 

1935 Turan suggested to me that perhaps it would be possible to calculate 

the sum of the 2N-th powers of all +1 determinants of order n; if this 

were possible, then taking the 2N-th root of the result would converge (as
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N — 00) directly to the maximal value all +1 determinants of n-th order. 

We were indeed able to evaluate the sum when N = 1 and 2 for all n [4]. 

Much later I noted [5] that Turdn’s method might become more man- 

ageable if we restrict it to skew symmetric determinants. So let us ask: 

What is the maximal value of a real skew symmetric determinant of order 

2k, with all entries |a,;| < 1. The diagonal entries are of course 0, and so is 

the determinant of a skew matrix of odd order. Hadamard’s inequality now 

tells us that D2, < (2k — 1)*, equality if and only if all off-diagonal entries 

are +1 and the matrix of the determinant is inverse orthogonal. Since a 

skew determinant is the square of a certain form of the entries with integer 

coefficients, D2, = (2k — 1)* for k > 1 can only happen if k is even, but we 

can ask generally for the maximum D2, for all k, even if we cannot suggest 

an expected value for Dex when k is odd. A proof of Dy = (4k — 1)* 

would immediately imply the existence of a skew type Hadamard matrix of 

order 4k. 

Let (a;;) be-a skew symmetric +1 matrix, that is a,j = —aij for all 

i,j and ai, = 1 fori # j. Let Tox C So, be the set of permutations on 

K = {1,2,...,2k} which are products of disjoint cycles of even lengths. 

Then (see e. g. [2], chapter 9) 

det (ai) = DD (- a, 
mE TE 

where v(m) is the number of disjoint cycles of and a, is defined as 

follows: For a cycle y = (kik... koi); Gy = Gkikz kaka +++ Ukai ks and if « 

is the product of disjoint cycles 71,72,---,Yp then ax = Gy, Qy, ..-y,- But 

@;;4;; = —1 hence the genera] term in the determinant is (—1)4") a,- 

where 7” is the (possibly empty) product of disjoint even cycles of length 

‘> 2 and p(x") is the number of these cycles. Let p = p() be the number 

of 2-cycles in 7 so that elm) + p(x) = v(m), then for fixed x” there are 

1x3x...x (29-1) = oe 

We also note that if ¥ = (kai koi- 1. . . . kaki) is the inverse of 7 then az = a, 

since aj; = —@i; and there are an even number of such inversions. Therefore 

we don’t have to list and 7 separately, and with every 17/2 -- . 7, wé have 

2 equivalent ones giving the same @,,._4, - 

  = P(p) permutations 7 € T, with this 7°. 

Let T5, be the set of essentially different products 7” = 7172 --- Yu of 

total length |x| = 2(k — p), 0 < p< k (the empty product included) then
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the determinant is 

det (ai;)= > (-2)M") P(p(t"))ane. 
m"eT 

Take for instance k — 2. T, consists of 

(12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23), (1234), (1432), (1342), (1243), (1423), (1324) 

hence 

det =a12 421 @34Q43 + G13 @31 B24 G42 + 14041 O23 O32 

— (G12 23434041 + 014443032021 + O13 O34 O42 G21 + 

1224043031 + O14 04209303) + 013032424041 ) 

=3 — 2h 

where © = (1234) + @(1342) + @(1423) - 

Let us calculate (det)” = (3 — 2Z)". We have to know 52. Now 

(1234) @(1234) = 1, 1234) (1342) = —@(1423), (1234) 21423) = —@1342) a8 

seen e.g. from 

Q(1234) (1342) = @12 G23 034 241 113 34042421 = —A23 441 013042 = — 4/1423) - 

Replacing @1234) by @(1342) and @(423) respectively, and adding, we find 

h? = 3-22. 

Set (det) = (3 — 2D)" = by —cyd. We get 

bN-41 — CN41 L= (bn - cn z)(3 - 25) 

=> 3bn _ 3cey E - 2by + 2en (3 - 2), 

bn41 = 3bn + Gen, Cn+1 = 2bn + Ten, 

solved by by = +(9% +3), cw = $(9% —1). This shows that limy—. (by — 
cyX)/N = 9 which is therefore the maximal value of 3— 2%, as it should be 

(since 9 = (4—1)?). Note that to get this result it was not necessary 

to actually solve for by, cy. If B is the matrix B = G 7) then 

(J = BN} (3) and all that matters is the maximal eigenvalue of 
N 

B, namely 9.
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In the general case we want to calculate 

N 

> (-2)8) Plo") ag: 
» cd meT 

The numerical factor in front of a,- depends only on the cycle struc- 

ture of 7” and the factor multiplies }>,.a,+, summed for all 2” with 

the same cycle structure, and characterized by the lengths of the cycles, 
(21m, 2m2,...,2m,) where 

2<m, Sm <...mM,, Mm +mot+...+m, <k. 

Let II, be the set of these partitions m, M,, the set of 7” € To, With cycle 

2p)! 
structure m, Q,, the corresponding factor Qm = (—2)"P(p) = (-2yn Ger 

where p = k —(m, +... +m,). Then we want 

(= Qn YI on) 
mell, ne Min 

To compute this expression we need a multiplication table for the 

Dix-eM,, @x*- Now the product of two az: is a (possibly empty) signed 

product of the a;; in which no a,; appears more than once. Such a term 

can be represented by an oriented graph in which every vertex has an even 

total degree. The algebra of the expressions 7... M,, @x* can be replaced 

in an obvious manner by an algebra of graphs with a suitable rule of mul- 
tiplication which we are now going to describe. 

A (non-directed) graph I on 2k vertices will be called an E-graph if it 

has no loops or double edges, and the edge valency of each vertex is even 

(possibly 0). In particular the empty graph (with 2k vertices but no edges) 
is an E-graph. A connected E-graph is of course Eulerian. 

Given a non-empty E-graph [' with e edges we can equip the edges with 

an orientation in 2° ways. These orientations fall in two classes according 

to the parity of the number of reversals needed to carry one orientation into 

the other. We call such a class of oriented graphs a signed E-graph, with 

underlying graph I. If y is a signed graph then its companion class, called 

its conjugate, will be denoted —7. 

Suppose ¥ is a signed E-graph on K = {1,2,...,2k}. An automorphism 

of 7 is a permutation of its labels which carries + into itself or into —y. If
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every automorphism carries + into itself then y is called proper. This is 

certainly the case if 7 has no non-trivial automorphism. Otherwise (if it is 

not proper) exactly half of the automorphisms carry y into —. For instance 

the signed graph on {1, 2,3,4,5,6} represented. by the directed edges 

132, 1-3, 1-4, 1-35, 2-6, 3-6, 4-6, 5-6 

has 48 automorphisms generated by the transposition (1,6) and permuta- 

tions of the set {2,3,4,5}.-It is easily seen that they all carry + into itself 

and so 7 is proper. On the other hand the triangle 1 —- 2, 2 — 3,3. 1 

(and indeed any circuit. of odd lengths) is carried into its conjugate by an 

odd permutation of the vertices, hence is not proper. E-graphs which are 

unions of disjoint circuits of even lengths are proper. 

Given k let G = G, be the set of all proper signed E-graphé | on: 

K, including the empty graph y. H = H;, denotes the subset of those 

members of G which are disjoint unions of circuits of even lengths. We 

define a multiplication on G as follows: the product 772 is the “signed 

symmetric difference” of 7, and 72, that is the union 7) U2 from which the 

common edges and circuits of length 2 (both illegal) have been removed. 

The remaining edges form a signed graph +7; and if the number of removed 

2-circuits was r (we do not count the removed common edges). then 71772 = 

(—1)"y3. In particular yoy = Y Yo = 7 for all y € G. This multiplication is 

clearly associative and commutative and we can form the (associative and 

commutative) algebra ZG with unit yo and the condition (—1)y = —7. 

We consider now the subalgebra A, generated by the elements 

ln mon 2 a oo ” 
where ljaut(y)| is the number of automorphisms of y and 4” is the graph 

obtained from y by applying the permutation 7 to. its vertices. Note that 

for a non-proper ‘y the sum in (1) would have been 0. On the-other hand for 

a proper 7 each 7” appears |aut(y)| times in the sum, therefore 0, € ZG. . 

The unit of A; is o,, =1. 

If we disregard orientation and labelling, all members in the sum (1) are 
isomorphic. Let G be the set of non-directed, unlabeled proper E-graphs 

on 2k vertices, 6 : G > G the natural embedding of G into G. If f = (7), 

we can write o; for op. Then the elements o,, T € G from a basis for Ax, 

with multiplication table
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or, or, = > Crip ony Cijp = Chip ez (2) 

p=0 . 

where (To, D1,..., Ta) are the elements of G,. Once their order is fixed 
we can just as well write o; for or,, 99 = 1. Concerning the ordering of 
the [; we make the convention that we first list those which are in Hy, 
the set of (non-oriented, unlabelled) graphs which are disjoint unions of 
even circuits of length > 2. These are characterized by partitions m € II,, 
the half-lengths of the disjoint circuits appearing in the graph. The link 
between maximal skew determinant and the algebra A, is now obvious and 
is expressed by the following theorem. 

Theorem. Let the matrix B = B, = (B,;) be defined 

Bip =) WCisp (3) 
#=0 

where m is the number of distinct partitions m € Tk, Q; = Qm, = 
! 

(-2 GF where p = k—(m, +...+m,), and Cjjy are the structure 

coefficients in (2). Then the maximal eigenvalue of B, is equal to the 
maximal +1 skew determinant of order 2k. 

The theorem reduces the existence problem of skew Hadamard matrices 
to the computation of the structure constants of A,. Indeed not all coeffi- 
cients are needed, only those C,;, which refer to products of the members 
of H with members of G. For illustration we take the cases k = 2 and 3. 

(i) k = 2. This has already been treated earlier but we repeat the 
calculation in the graph setting. G (and H) has only one non-trivial 
member, namely the circuit of length 4. Hence m = n = 1, and TI, is 
the graph [_]. It has 8 automorphisms and o, has 24/8=3 terms, namely 
(using the cycle notation) y = 1 + 2+ 3 + 4-1 = (1234), y' = (1342), 
7" = (1423). Let us calculate the only non-trivial product, namely 01. 
Multiply y with the three terms of o1. We get yo from (1234)(1234), —y" 
from (1234)(1342) and —y from (1234)(1423). Replacing (1234) by (1342), 
then (1423), and adding all the terms we obtain 0? — 309 — 291, as before. 
This gives Cooo = 1, Cioi = Coir = 1, C10 => 3, Cha = —2, all other 

structure coefficients are 0. Also ug — 0, Qo = 3, ui — 1, 21 = —2, and we 

get
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3 -2 

a=(% 7) 
with eigenvalues 1 and 9. It follows from the theorem that the maximal +1 
skew determinant of order 4 is 9, as it should be. 

(ii) k = 3. G has five non-trivial members, namely 

Re els Mads B 

the first two being members of H. 

  

      

By a calculation similar to the one before we obtain the following 
multiplication table: 

01017 4509 + 60; — 6o2 + 203 + 604 

0201= 0102 = —801 — 302 — 203 

0103= 80, — 602 — 303 + 120, + 1205 

0104= 20, + 03 + 305 

0105= 03 + 304 — 605 

0202= 6009 — 401 — 802 — 403 + 1204 + 1205 

0203=> —80; - 1202 - 803 + 2465 

92047 302 

02057 302 t 203 — 805. 

This is not the complete multiplication table but it suffices since the struc- 
ture coefficients C;;, are only needed for i = 0,1 and 2. Noting po = 0, 

Hy = Me = 1, Qo = 15, Qi = Q2 = —2, we obtain 

15 -2 -2 0 0 0 

-90 19 18 0 -12 0 
—120 24 37 12 -24 —-24 

0 0 36 37 —-24 —-72 

0 -4 -6 -2 15 -6 

0 0 -6 -6 -6 48 

The matrix has eigenvalues 1, 1, 9, 25, 49, 81 (that is all the odd squares 
from 1 to 9?, with 1 repeated). It follows from the theorem that the maximal 
+1 skew determinant of order 6 is 81. This is lower than the Hadamard 

bound 5° = 125, as it should be since there are no orthogonal +1 skew 

B; —
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determinants of order 6. The other eigenvalues are just the possible values 

of +1 skew determinants of order 6 (they are necessarily squares). The 
multiplicity of the eigenvalues appearing in the matrix is presumably the 

number of non-equivalent skew symmetric matrices with that determinant. 

Note added in proof. Recent computer examination of the case k = 4 

has shown that there are 69 proper E-graphs on 8 vertices (including the 

empty graph) and the B-matrix obtained from their multiplication table 

has the eigenvalues (2k — 1)?, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 

14, 16, 17, 18, 25, with corresponding multiplicities 13, 9, 6, 8, 7, 4, 3, 4, 

4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. It can be easily verified that these are exactly 

the values of the skew +1 determinants of order 8. The multiplicities seem 

to be related to the number of non-equivalent skew +1 matrices with the 

respective determinants (equivalence under multiplication by —1 of rows 

and corresponding columns, and simultaneous permutation of rows and 

corresponding columns). 
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1. Introduction 

Consider a planar graph G. An edge h of G is of type (a,b;m,n) if its 
vertices are of degrees a and b and the two faces incident with h are an 

m-gon and an n-gon. The present paper deals with planar 3-connected (i.e. 
3-polytopal) graphs having edges of exactly two types. Let S(a, b,c; m,n, k) 

denote the class of 3-polytopal graphs with edges of types (a, b; m,n) and 
(b, csn, k). In [4] the first step in the study of the combinatorial structure of 

such graphs has been made. The questions of the existence of such graphs 

were solved. The cardinalities of all classes were determined. In the present 

paper we continue the investigation of the combinatorial structure of graphs 

from some classes of graphs with two types of edges. 

For any graph G, let.v;(G) or v; denote the number of i-valent vertices 

of G and s,(G) or s; denote the number of i-gons of G, then (v;(G)) and 
8;(G) is the vertex-vector and the face-vector of G, respectively. (In the 

sequel the superfluous zeros will be left out.) 

Let R denote the class of 3-polytopal graphs with edges of types 

(4, 4; 3,5) and (4,6;5,4) and let T denote the class of graphs dual to those 
from R. It is easy to see, that R = S(4, 4, 6;3,5,4) and T = S(3, 5, 4; 4, 4, 6). 

In [4] it was shown, that both of these classes contain infinitely many graphs.
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Figure 1. 

In this paper we characterize all the graphs from R (or similarly from 
T): they can be generated from the medial (or from the radial) graph of 

the dodecahedron (see (6], [5] or Fig. 1) using one operation. 

More precisely, let Go denote the medial graph of the dodecahedron, 
shown in Fig. 1. It is a planar 3-connected graph with all edges of type 

(4, 4;3,5) and it is easy to see that it is the unique graph with these 
properties. Let L be the configuration obtained from Gp by deleting all 
“dashed” edges in Fig. 1. 

Let G, denote the graph from the class R obtained as follows: Embed in 

every face of a dodecahedron graph a configuration L in such a way that the 

vertices A,,A2,...,Ags coincide with the vertices of the face. Then delete 

the original edges of the dodecahedron graph. 

Let K denote the configuration marked by a thick line boundary in 
Fig. 1 and let N denote the configuration obtained from G, by deleting one 

(any one) copy of configuration K. 

We shall say that a planar graph G has been “enlarged” by the operation 

R, when the configuration K has been substituted with the configuration 

N. We shall say that a planar graph has been “reduced” by the operation 

R™? when the configuration NV has been substituted with the configuration 

K. The main results are summed in the following theorem. 

Theorem. Let G be a graph from R. Then there is the integer n > 1 such 
that:
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1. There is a sequence of graphs Gp, G;,...,Gn, such that Gy is the medial 

graph of the dodecahedron, G,,...,G, are from R, G, = G, and each 

Gi41 can be obtained from G; by the operation R. 

2. The vertex-vector (v4,vg) of G and the face-vector (83, 84,85) of G, 

satisfy the following conditions: 

83 = 20+ 160n, 
vq = 30 + 270n, 

84 = 30n, 
Vg = 20n, 

8, = 124+ 120n. 

Remark. It is easy to see that, by using the duality, we can obtain similar 

results for all the graphs from the class T. 

2. Proof of Theorem 

We begin by presenting three useful lemmas. 

Lemma 1. There exist no 3-valent connected planar graph with the prop- 

erty that all but one of its faces are pentagons, while one “exceptional” face 

is not the pentagon. 

Proof. Let G (if possible) be 3-valent connected planar graph which 

contains exactly one m-gon (m # 5) besides pentagons. B. Griinbaum 

in [2, Theorem 2(k), 3(k), 4(k), p. 272] showed, that: 

If such graph G exists, then 

(i) m = 0 (mod 5) 

(ii) G is 2-connected, 

(iii) s(G) = 2 (mod 10). 

From the famous Euler’s formula 

S16 - djs + 25-(3 — fv; = 12 
. i22 j22 

it follows that . ts i ; 

s(G)=6+m | (1) 

From (ii) and (iii) it follows, that G cannot contain any edge of type 

(3,3;m,m) and that (by using (1)).7 +m = 2 (mod 10) and m > 15,
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respectively. Now we show that the assumption: G contains the pentagon 

with two edges of type (3,3;5,m), leads to a contradiction. Let a (if 

possible) be such face of G. Let e and f denote two edges of type (3, 3; 5, m) 

from a and let x denote the vertex from a which is not incident either with 

e nor with f. Two vertices from a which are adjacent with z we denote y 

and z. Let G; be the graph obtained from the connected component of the 

graph G — {e, f}, which contains the vertex z, by adding the edges yz. 

It is clear that G, is connected, 3-valent, planar graph, all faces of 

which are pentagons except one (or two adjacent) exceptional face(s) and 

one exceptional face is a triangle. In [2, Theorem 2(k)] it was shown, that 

no such graph G, can exist. 

Each pentagon from G contains at most one edge of type (3,3;5,m) 
and so G must contain exactly m pentagons which are adjacent with m- 

gon. From (1) it follows that G contains exactly six pentagons which are 

not incident with m-gon. It is easy to see that it is not possible if m'> 15. 

The lemma follows. Mi 

Corollary 1. For every m # 5 there exists no graph which contains exactly 

one m-gon in the class S(4, 4, 4; 5,3,m). 

Proof. Let G (if possible) be the graph from S$(4,4,4;5,3,m) which 

contains exactly one m-gon (m # 5). Associate the graph L(G) to the 

graph G as follows: The vertices of M(G) will be the vertices associated 
with the triangular faces of G. Any edge of L(G) will join two vertices if 

triangular faces corresponding to them have a common vertex in G. 

Evidently, L(G) is 3-valent connected planar graph which contains ex- 

actly one m-gon (m # 5) besides pentagons. From Lemma 1 it follows that 

such a graph G cannot exist. NI 

Lemma 2. If G is a graph from R, then G has at least one copy of 

configuration N. 

Proof. Let G be the graph from R. Associate the graph M(G) to the 

graph G as follows: The vertices of M(G) will be the vertices associated 

with the 6-valent vertices of G. Any edge of M(G) will join two vertices 

if vertices corresponding to them are incident with the same quadrangular 

face in G. 

Let y be a connected component of M(G) none face of which, with 

the exception of the “periphery”, contains another component of M(G).
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Evidently, 4 contains no 2-gons, since this would necessitate the graph G to 

be 2-connected. Now we show that y does not contain any m-gon (m # 5) 

as its interior face. (By the interior faces of ps we mean all faces of js except 
the periphery. ) 

Let y be the m-gonal interior face of yw (if possible). We denote by 
Aj, A,,...,A,, the vertices of y and by Aj, A2,.-.,Am the corresponding 

vertices to them in G (see Fig. 2a). Let G, be the graph obtained from 

G by adding m “new” edges (the edge A;A;41 for i =,...,m-—~ 1 and the 

edge A, A,,). The graph G; contains, as its subgraph, the configuration (we 
denote it K,,) marked by a “dashed” line boundary in Fig. 2b. All vertices 

of K,, are 4-valent and all faces of K,, are either triangles or pentagons 

(faces a1, Q2,...,Qm are necessarily pentagons). It is easy to see, that Kn 

is 3-connected graph from S(4, 4, 4;5,3,m), which contains exactly one m- 

gon. Using Corollary 1 we see that no such a graph can exist. Therefore all 

the interior faces of are pentagons. 

   
Figure 2. 

Let k denote the number of sides of the periphery of y. The assumption 

k #5 leads in a contradiction to the Lemma 1. This implies that p is the 

graph of a dodecahedron. The existence of pentagons in us (excepting pos- 

sibly the periphery of u) means that in the graph G there is a configuration 

L (see Fig. 1) with A,, Ao,...,As 6-valent vertices and a1, Q2,...,Q5 pen- 
tagons. It is easy to verify that the existence of uy in M(G) means that in 

the graph G there is a copy of the configuration N. The Lemma follows. mm 

There is an easy corollary of the before said lemma. 

Corollary 2. If G is a graph from R, then G has at least eleven copies of 

the configuration L.
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It is not difficult to prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 3. If G is a graph from R, then making in G one of the operations 

R or R™? we get again a graph from R, except the possibility that G = G; 

and we use the operation R. ! ; in this case we get the graph G). 

Now we consider the graph G from R and denote by G™! the graph 

obtained from G by using the operation R™'. An easy calculation shows 

that v4(G~ 1) = u4(G) — 270, vg(G*) = ve(G) — 20, 83(G™ » = 83(G) — 160; 
s4(G 1) = 84(G) — 30; sz(G 1) - = 85(G) — 120. 

If G") is from R, then (by using Lemma 1) we can make again in 
G"! the operation R™!. If G™! is not from R, then (by using Lemma 2) 

G"! = Go. Observe that v4(Go) = 30, sz(Go) = 20 and s5(Go) = 12. 

From the before said the theorem follows immediately. m™ 
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Decompositions into Subhypergraphs with the 
König Property 

ZS. TUZA* 

ABSTRACT 

Given a hypergraph H, we provide upper bounds on the smallest number, t, of 
hypergraphs H; with H; U...UH; = H such that in each H; the maximum 
number, »(H;), of pairwise disjoint edges is equal to the minimum number, 
7(H) of vertices meeting all edges of H;. One of our conjectures states that if 
H is k-uniform, k > 3, and r(H’) = v(H’) holds for every H’ CH;,1<i<t, 
then H; U...U H; cannot contain a complete hypergraph on k + t vertices. 

1. Introduction 

A hypergraph H is a non-empty collection of non-empty finite sets called 
edges. The vertices of H are the elements of U,,<y H := V(H). A matching 
is a collection of mutually disjoint edges, and a transversal is a set TC V(H) 
that meets all edges of H. A hypergraph H is said to be k-uniform (for some 
natural number k) if |H| = k for all H € H. 

  

" This research was supported in part by the “OTKA” Research Fund of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, grant No. 2569.
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‘The-matching number, v(H), is the largest number of edges in a match- 

‘ing, and the transversal number, 7(H), is the smallest cardinality. of a 

transversal. It is obvious from the definitions that r(H)->:#(H) and if 

H is k-uniform then r(H) < k-v(H) (because the union of edges in any 

maximal matching is a transversal). One of the best-known results in graph 

theory [3] states that every bipartite graph H satisfies 7(H) = v(H). Tak- 
ing the terminology from this celebrated theorem, a hypergraph H is said 

to have the Kénig property if r(H) = v(H) holds. For short, such a H will 

be called a K-hypergraph. Some examples of K hypergraphs are surveyed 

in {1}. 

In this note we investigate the following problem. 

Problem 1. Given a hypergraph H, determine the smallest integer k = 

«(H) such that H is the union of x K-hypergraphs. 

In Theorem 1 of the next section we shall prove that «(H) < k holds for 

every: k-uniform hypergraph H. Though this upper bound is sharp for every 

k, we expect that it can be improved for some nice classes of hypergraphs. 

Example 1. Let G be (the edge set of) an undirected graph, i.e., a 

2-uniform hypergraph. We define a 3-uniform hypergraph called the triangle 

hypergraph or A-hypergraph, Hy(G), of G as follows. The vertices of 

H,(G) are the edges of G, and a 3-tuple is an edge of H,(G) if and only 

' if the corresponding three edges of G form a triangle (a complete graph on 

_three vertices). . 

One of our long-standing conjectures [5] states 

T(H,(G)) < 2v(Ha (G)) (?) 

for every. graph’ G. So far, this conjecture has only been proved for some 

particular classes of graphs, see [6]. Here we raise the following closely 

related problem. 

Problem 2. Does there exist a graph G with «(Hy (G)) = 3? 

Since Ha (G) is 3-uniform, « cannot be larger than 3 (by Theorem 1 

below). If «(H,(G)) = 2 holds in a graph, however, then we immediately 

obtain. that 7(H,(G)) < 2v(H,(G)) holds as well, since v(Ha(G’)) s 
v(H,(G)) for every G’ C G. Therefore, though we expect a negative 

answer to. Problem 2, such a result seems to be rather hard to prove at 

present. On the other hand, if the answer to Problem 2 were affirmative,
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then it would lead to the question of characterizing the class of graphs G 
with «(H,(G)) = 3. 

A stronger variant of Problem 1 is 

Problem 3. Given a hypergraph H, determine the smallest integer x° = 
«” (H) such that H is the edge-disjoint union of K" K-hypergraphs. 

Concerning this problem we can only prove that for every & and every 

k-uniform hypergraph H, «*(H) < clog7(H) < clog(k-v(H)) for some 
constant c < k (Theorem 2). 

Problem 4. Let k be fixed. Determine «*(k) := supx"(H), where the 
supremum is taken over all k-uniform hypergraphs H. In particular, is 
k’ (k) finite for every k? 

Let us introduce one more related concept, the hereditary variant of 
the Konig property. A ‘hypergraph H is called normal if each of its subhy- 
pergraphs (including H itself) is a K-hypergraph. (Alternatively, normal 
hypergraphs can be defined in terms of edge colorings, too; i.e., by the 
equality of chromatic index and maximum degree in every subhypergraph. 
According to a theorem of Lovasz [4], the hereditary edge coloring property 

is equivalent to the hereditary Kénig property.) 

An infinite family of such nice structures is described in the forthcoming 
paper [8] where it is proved that a variant of the triangle hypergraph for 
directed graphs — namely, the 3-uniform hypergraph whose edges are the 
sets of cyclic triangles — is normal in every oriented planar graph. 

Now an analogue of Problems 1 and 3 is 

Problem 5. Given a hypergraph H, determine the smallest integer k"" = 

k" (H) such that His the union of «** normal hypergraphs. 

In Section 2 we present some estimates on «*” , showing that its value 
can tend to infinity with the number of vertices. The following problem, 
however, remains unsolved. We denote by [n|* the complete k-uniform 
hypergraph on n vertices, i.e., the collection of all k-subsets of an n-set. 

Problem 6. Prove that «** ({n]*) =n —k+1 for every n> k > 3. 

A closely related conjecture is published in [7] for hypergraphs H in 
which v(H ) = 1 implies 7(H’) = 1 for every H c H.
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Let us note that every subhypergraph of a normal hypergraph is normal, 

therefore «** ({n]*) corresponds to the “worst case” in hypergraphs of order 

n. (This is also the reason why Problem 5 does not have an “edge-disjoint” 

version, contrary to Problems 1 and 3.) On the other hand, the Konig 

property itself is not hereditary, and it would certainly be an essential step 

towards the solutions to Problems 2 and 4 if we could reduce the number 

of candidates for extremal structures in those cases. 

2. Results 

For uniform hypergraphs, we have the following general upper bound on « 

Theorem 1. For every k-uniform hypergraph H, x(H) < k. Moreover, 

this upper bound is best possible in the sense that for every integer k > 1 

and v > 1 there is a k-uniform H with x(H) = k and v(H) = v. 

Proof. Let {Hi,...,H,} be a maximum matching in H. Denote by z(i, 7) 
(1 <i<v,1<j< k) the vertices of Hj. For 1 <j < k, set H; = 

{H € H | z(i,j) € H for some i}. Since H, U...U H, is a transversal 

of H (by the maximality of v), we have H, U...UH, = H. Moreover, 

{H,,..., HL} is a matching in every H;, and 7(H;) < v also holds since 
the set {z(i,j) | 1 <i < v} is a transversal of H;. Thus, we have obtained 

a decomposition of H into k K-hypergraphs, implying «(H) < k. 

To prove sharpness, we show that H = [n]* with n = kv+k-—1 satisfies 

the requirements. The equalities v(H) = v and 7(H) = kv are obvious, 

and we have already seen that «(H) < k. To prove «(H) > k, suppose that 
H, U...UH, = H, where each H; (1 < i < «) is a K-hypergraph. Then 

7(H;) = v(H;) < v, and kv = T(H) < 7(Hi) +... + 7(H.) S kv, because 
for any choice of transversals T,; in H;, T; U...UT,, is a transversal of H. 

Thus, « > k as claimed. @ 

Theorem 2. For every k-uniform hypergraph H, 

«’ (H) < (log 7(H))/log(1 + (K — 1)7*) < klog(k- v(H)). 

Proof. Note first that the rightmost inequality is valid by the facts r(H) < 

k-v(H) and e < (1+ (k—1)"!)*. In order to prove the upper bound of
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(log r(H))/ log(1+(k—1)~!), we define two sequences T(0), T(1), T(2), ... of 

sets and H(0), H(1), H(2),... of hypergraphs with the following properties: 

(i) H(0)=H and T(0) is a minimum transversal of H (i.e., |T'(0)| = 7(H)); 

(ii) T(d) is a transversal of H(i) whenever H(i) # 0; 

(iii) H(i) C H(i — 1), and the hypergraph H; := H(i — 1) \ H(i) is a 

K-hypergraph whenever H(i — 1) 4 9; 

(iv) |[T(z)| < (1 — &7?)|T( — 1)| for every i. 

If such sequences satisfying properties (i)—(iv) exist, then (k/(k—1))* > 

7(H) implies T(u) = @ — ie., H(u) = @ — so that «°(H) < u and the 
theorem follows. (As a matter of fact, for 7 < k we obtain «” <7 which is 

much smaller than k logr for k large.) 

Suppose that a H(i — 1) 4 @ has been obtained. Take a matching of 

size v(H(i—1)) in H(i— 1), say with edges H,,..., Hyaai-1)) . By property 

(ii), we can pick a vertex 2; from each H; NT(z—1). Set X = {z,;|1<j < 

v(H(i - 1))}, Y= T(t - 1) \X and Z = Hi U... U Ayca-1) ) \ X. 

Now we define H; as the set of edges of H(i — 1) which meet X, and 

set H(i) = H(i -— 1) \ Hi. Since 7(H;) < IXI S v(H;) c rT(H;) (i.e., 

equality holds throughout), we see that the requirements of (iii) are satisfied. 
Observe further that Y, as well as Z, is a transversal of H(i). Hence, it is our 

free choice to define T(z) = Y or T(z) = Z, and in either case (ii) will be valid. 
Trivially, ]Y] = |T(¢ — 1)| — |X| and since H is k-uniform |Z| = (& — 1)|X]. 

Thus, either |X| > |7(i—1)|/k from which we obtain |Y| < (1—k™!)|T(i-1)|, 
or else |X| < |T(é — 1)|/k which implies |Z| < (1 - k™!)|T(i — 1)|. Defining 
T(i) as the smallest of Y and Z, the theorem follows. wm 

For normal decompositions of complete hypergraphs, we prove 

Theorem 3. Let > k > 2. 

(i) For k = 2, «°° ({n]*) = flog, n]. 
(ii) Fork > 3,n—k+1> 47" ({n}*) > n/k. 

Proof. (i) Observe that a graph is normal if and only if it is bipartite (since 

T(C) A v(C) for any odd cycle C). Hence, the assertion is equivalent to 

the well-know fact that [log, n] is the minimum number of bipartite graphs 

decomposing a complete graph of order n. 

(ii) Let v1, 02,...,Un be the vertices of [n]*. Define H, as the collection 

of k-tuples H with v; € H and HN {v;|j < i} = @. Then, for every i
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(1 < i < n~k+1) and every non-empty H c H,,.7(H) = v(H) = 

Moreover, H, U..:.U Hy-%+1 = [n]*, so that «** ([n]*) <n—k+1. 

. To prove the lower bound, suppose that H; U’..: U Hy = [n]*, t — 
k"" ([n]"), where each H; is normal. Then, for every H; and every H C Hy, 

v(H) — 1 implies T(H) — I; that is to say, H; satisfies the Helly property. 

By a theorem of Bollobás and Duchet [2] (see also [7]), for k 2 3 the Helly 
property implies that 

n-1 k fn 
: 4 < . =— 

mal < (271) = 5 (0) 
— ie., H; contains at most k/n of the total number of edges in [n]* — with 

equality only if H; is the collection H(v) of all k-element sets containing a 
fixed vertex v. Thus, if there is an i such that H; 4 H(v) for any v, then 

t > n/k follows. On the other hand, if H; = H(v,) for 1< i < t, then we 

obtain a much stronger lower bound, namely t > n —k +1, for otherwise 

the k-tuple {vi41, viz2,---, Vere } would not be an edge of H, U...UH;. Mm 

In order to improve the lower bound on «”" ({n]*), we would need a 

better upper bound on the sizes of the H;. In fact, if 7(H;) = 1 holds 

in a minimal decomposition H, U...U H, = [n]* (¢ = x" (In]")), then 

«** ({n]*) > «°* ([m—1]*) + 1 follows, and the lower bound of n — k +1 could 
be proved by induction on n. For this reason, we can assume without loss 

of generality that 7(H;) > 1 for every 7. Recently we proved in [9] that in 
this case . k-1 99 

n— k — n— 
lL < 

holds whenever n is sufficiently large with respect to k. It may be the case 

that this inequality is valid for every n > 2k. 
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On the Number of Knots and Links 

D. J. A. WELSH 

Ernst and Sumners [2] have shown that if k(n) is the number of prime knots 
with crossing number n then k(n) grows exponentially with n. Their lower 
bounds for k(n) imply that 

lim inf k(n)'/" > 2.68. (1) 

Here we obtain an upper bound of the same order for the number of 
prime links, and hence a fortiori for the number of prime knots. We also 
obtain new lower bounds. 

If l(n) denotes the number of prime links with crossing number n, then 
for n >6,k(n) <I(n). 

We show that 

4 <liminfl(n)/ < limsup/(n)"/" < = (2) 

If we restrict attention to the subclass of alternating prime links and 
let a(n) denote the number of such links with crossing number n then we 
prove 

4 < liminf a(n)" < limsupa(n)/" < =. (3) 
noo
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The knot theory terminology follows Burde and Zieschang [1]. If K 

is a tame link in S® a regular projection is minimal if there is no regular 

projection of K with fewer crossings. This minimum number of crossings is 
called the crossing number of K. An alternating link is one which admits 

a projection in which the crossings occur alternately over and under as one 

traverses the link. A knot is a link having just one component. A link K 

in S? is prime if any 2-sphere which meets K transversely in two points, 

bounds one and only one 3-ball intersecting K in an unknotted spanning 

arc. A link is amphicheiral or achiral if its ambient isotopic to its mirror 

image, otherwise it is chiral. 

The lower bound (1) is obtained by considering the special class of 

Montesinos knots. Every Montesinos knot (link) is prime, and Ernst and 

Sumners [2] show that if m(n) denotes the number of alternating Montesinos 

knots of n-crossings, chiral pairs counted separately, then for n > 12, 

m(n) > Yo f(r) , (4) 
, r=12 

where nal 
r r-2k-1 _ _ 

fry = A(T"). (5) 
k23 

Taking r= n and k = n/8, gives (1). 

Proof of (2) and (3) 

Let K,, be the set of mutually nonisotopic links having crossing number n. 

Thus I(n) = |K,|. Thus each member L of K,, has a representation as a 
link diagram Hz which has exactly n crossings and there is no link diagram 

representing L having fewer crossings. The graph H, is planar and 4- 

regular. We now use the idea of Tait to colour the faces of 7, black and 
white such that faces with a common edge have different colours and such 

that the unbounded face is coloured white. Put a vertex in each black face, 

and for each crossing, connect the vertices in the two black faces incident 

with the crossing by a signed edge, the sign of the edge depending on the 

following convention. If, as one looks along the edge towards the crossing
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which it cuts, the left hand string passes over the right hand string, then 
the edge is positive, otherwise it is negative. 

This gives a signed graph G, = G(Hz,) which is planar, has n edges 
and which, because the link L is prime, has no separating vertex. Thus 
Gz, is 2-connected. Hence if go(n) denates the number of nonisomorphic, 
2-connected planar graphs with n edges, then IX. | < 2"go(n), the factor of 
2” coming from the signing of the edges. Now using Stirling’s formula and 
the result of Tutte [7] that as n — 00, 

2(3n — 3)! 
(n) ~ Fee , (6) 

gives the reguired upper bound in (2). 

To obtain the upper bound in (3), we use the fact that if L is alternating 
it has a representative black/white graph G, as constructed above in which 
each edge of őz has the positive sign. This is done by taking either G, or the 
plane dual G;, as a representative of L. Accordingly we know a(n) < gp (n) 
and this gives the right hand side in (3). 

The lower bound in (2) will follow trivially from a proof of the lower 
bound in (3) which we now prove. 

Schrijver [4] has shown that Tait’s flyping conjecture is true for what he 
describes as well connected links. An alternating link L is well connected if 
the graph 1; has no 2-edge cut sets and the only 4-edge cut sets are those 
determined by one vertex of H;. This means that a link L is well connected 
if and only if the graph G; is 3-vertex -connected (that is has no vertex cut 
of less than three vertices and has no parallel edges, except if it has only 
two vertices connected by at most three parallel edges). 

Now if a graph is 3-vertex-connected it follows from a classical theorem 
of Whitney that there can be no 2-isomorphism and hence no “flype” of 
the associated alternating link. In other words, each 3-connected planar 
graph must determine a distinct alternating link. Moreover each of these 
alternating links must be prime. This follows from the result of Menasco [3], 
which in the words of Thistlethwaite (6, p. 69] states, "knots with alternating 
presentations are prime if and only if they look as if they are”. Thus the 
number of prime alternating links with n crossings must be at least as large 
as the number g3(n) of 3-connected planar graphs with n edges. But using a 
result of Tutte [7], that c,, the number of 3-connected rooted maps without 
multiple joins is given as n — oo, by
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mia 

én AB TT (7) 
gives with Stirling’s formula the required lower bound in (3). Note that 

although the formula (7) is in terms of rooted maps whether structures are 

rooted or not is immaterial in (3). u 

We have tried unsuccessfully to prove that lim, (ny exists; it 

would follow from (2) if we could show that / was supermultiplicative, 

namely, that for m,n € Z, 

l(m+n) > Um) Un). (8) 

We conjecture that k(n) and a(n) are also supermultiplicative but can- 

not prove it. 

Determining k(n) and I(n) exactly is an immensely difficult problem. 

Thistlethwaite [6] has tabulated all prime knots up to 13 crossings and all 

prime links up to 9 crossings. A summary of his results is given in the 

following table, where I;(n) for 7 > 2 denotes the number of prime links 

with 7 components and crossing number n and with chiral pairs counted as 

one. Thistlethwaite (private communication) has also computed the number 
k* (n) of amphicheiral knots with crossing number n, for n < 13. These are 

also listed, as is k(n). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                              

n {2/3/4{/516] 7] 8}| 9] 10] 11] 12 13 

(mn) |o{1]1{/2/3] 7 {21 | 49 | 165 | 552 | 2176 | 9988 

In(n) {1 }of;i1 i143] 8{i6] 61 

is(n) 0 }0}01/013] 1]10] 21 

(rn) }ololojojo] oj 3} 1 

Un) {1 1112]/3]9 | 16 | 50 | 132 

kín lololijoljíi[ 01 5] 0] 13 ol 58 0 

k(n) |0 }2]1]4]5 714137] 98 | 317 | 1104 | 4290 | 19976 
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In [2], Ernst and Sumners assumed a growth law of the form k(n) = 

a2", and with the above data for 7 < n < 13, estimated b = 1.725. This 

would suggest 
lim k(n)* ~ 3.306. (9) 

This seems a bit low in view of (2), since it is not unreasonable to suggest, 

assuming both limits exist, that 

lim k(n)* = lim U(n)*. (10) 
nwo 

If we assume (8), a standard theorem of subadditive function theory gives 

lim (n)* = supl(n)* . (11) 

Using this with the above data gives estimates for the limit which are too low 

to satisfy the lower bounds in (2) and (3). It suggests that the ” explosion” 

in the number of knots and links is still to be seen, and makes the task of 

tabulation for higher crossing number appear even more formidable. 

For a further discussion of the knot enumeration problem and its appli- 

cations in chemistry and DNA research we refer to Sumners [5]. 

Note. A proof of the full flyping conjecture has been announced (recently) 

by W. Menasco and M. B. Thistlethwaite. 

Acknowledgement. I am very grateful to M. B. Thistlethwaite for helpful 
communications and for allowing me to use his data on amphicheiral knots. 
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Digraphs-’ 
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ABSTRACT 

The main results of the paper is the following 

Theorem. Let D = (X,Y, A) be a bipartite, balanced digraph of order 2n and 
size at least 2n? —2n +3. Then D contains an almost symmetric Hamiltonian 
cycle (i.e. a Hamiltonian cycle in which at least 2n — 1 arcs are symmetric 
edges), unless D has a vertex which is not incident to any symmetric edge of D. 

This theorem implies a number of results on cycles in bipartite, balanced 
digraphs including some recent results of N. Chakroun, M. Manoussakis and 
Y. Manoussakis. 

1. Definitions and auxiliary results 

We consider only finite graphs and digraphs without loops, multiple edges 
and multiple arcs. With some exceptions specified below, we follow the 
standard notation and terminology of [2]. 

A bipartite graph G = (X,Y, E) (where E C {ab|(a € X and'b € Y) 
or (a € Y and b € X)}) or digraph D = (X,Y, A) (where A C (X x Y)U 
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(Y x X)) is called balanced if |X| = |Y|. The set E — E(G) is then called 

the edge set of G, while A = A C D is the arc set of D. e(G) = |E(G)| and 

a(D) = |A(D)| are the size of the graph G or the digraph D, respectively. 

The order of a graph G or digraph D is the number of its vertices. If 

in a digraph D vertices x and y are joined by two opposite arcs (x,y) and 

(y, x), then the two-cycle zy will be called a symmetric edge of D. 

For a digraph D the underlying graph G(D) is the graph with the vertex 

set V(G(D)) = V(D) whose edge set is the set of symmetric edges of D. 

The complement of a bipartite digraph D = (X,Y, A) is the digraph 

D = (X,Y, A’), where A’ = (X x Y)U(Y x X)—-A. 

We denote by N(z, G) the set of neighbours of the vertex x in a graph G. 

Then the degree of x in G is d(z,G) = |N(z,G)|. If x is a vertex in a 

digraph D, then N+(z,D) = {y € V(D)|(z,y) € A(D)}; N’ (x, D) = {y € 

V(D){(y,z) € A(D)}; the out-degree d+ (x, D) of z is the cardinality of 

N*(a, D), the in-degree d” (x, D) of x is the cardinality of N~ (x, D), while 

the degree of x is d(x, D) = d*(x,D)+d° (z, D). A vertex z is called source 

(respectively: sink) if d~ (x, D) = 0 (respectively d+ (x, D) = 0). 

For every n > 2 and k < n/2 let G(n,k) = (X,Y, E) be the bipartite, 

balanced graph of order 2n defined by the following conditions: X = PuQ, 

Y = RUS, |P| = |R| =&, |Q| = |S| =n—k, N(a,G(n,k)) = BR for every 

a € P and d(b, G(n, k)) = n for every b € Q (see Fig. 1). 

Observe that the minimum verter degree 5(G(n,k)) is equal to k, 

e(G(n, k)) = k? +n(n—k), and G(n,k) is not Hamiltonian. 

PA | z 2 

P| =|Rl =k [Q| |SJ=n—-k 

Figure 1.
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Let k be an integer, 2 < k. Inadigraph D a sequence (x1,.02,..., 24,21) 
of vertices is said to be a cycle of length k if for every i and'j,.1 <i<j <k, 

we have z; # 2;, 2; and 2;4, are adjacent (the indices in eycles and 

considered mod k). A cycle in which 2;2;,, is a symmetric edges: fox every 

i is called a symmetric cycle of D, while a cycle in which all but at most 

one i, £;%;41 is asymmetric edge of D-is called almost symmetric. 

A sequence € = (€;,...,€,), where €; € {—1,1}, 1 <i <k is called the 

orientation of a cycle C = (21,...2%,%1) of D if €; = 1 implies (2;, 2441) € 
A(D) and ¢; = —1 implies (#;,1,2;) € A(D) for every i(mod k). Then 

C is a realization of ¢ in D. Any realization in a digraph D of order n, 

of the orientation ¢ = (€1,...,€n), is called a strong Hamiltonian cycle if 

€;€;41 = 1, and an antidirected Hamiltonian cycle if ¢;¢;,; = —1, for every 

i(mod n). 

D is Hamiltonian if it contains a strong Hamiltonian cycle. 

Clearly, if D contains an almost symmetric cycle of length /, then it has 

every orientation of a cycle of length I. 

In this paperiwe deal with the following problem: for any integer n, find 

the minimum integer f(n), such that, with some exceptions which may be 

easily characterized, every balanced, bipartite digraph D of order 2n and 

size at least f(n) has oriented cycles of all even lengths not exceeding the 
order of G. The corresponding problem for digraphs has been considered 

by the first author in [7]. 

We shall need the following result of Moon and Moser [6]: 

Theorem A. Let G = (X,Y, E) be a balanced bipartite graph of order 2n 

and let S, = {x € X|d(x,G) < k} and T, = {y € Y|d(y,G) < k}. If for 

every integer k such that 1 < k < n/2, the cardinalities of S, and T, are 

smaller than k then G is Hamiltonian. 

The theorem given below is given in [1] as an exercise. 

Theorem B. Let g be a balanced, bipartite graph of order 2n > 4, such 

that 6(G) > k and e(G) > n? — k(n —k). Then G is Hamiltonian. 

The next theorem we shall use in this paper has been proved by Schmei- 

chel and Mitchem in [5]. 

Theorem C. Every balanced and bipartite graph of order 2n and size at 

least n?/2 which is Hamiltonian is also bipancyclic (i.e. contains cycles of 

all even lengths).
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2. Results 

The Theorem B may be improved in the following way: 

Theorem 1. let G(X, Y, E) be a balanced, bipartite graph of order 2n > 4, 

such that 6(G) > k and e(G) > n?—k(n—k). Then G is Hamiltonian unless 

k <n/2 and G is isomorphic to the graph G(n, k). 

Proof. By contradiction. Let us suppose that G is a non-Hamiltonian 

graph of order 2n > 4, satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1 and with 

the largest number of edges. Then, by Theorem A, in one of the sets of 

bipartition of V(G), in X say, there are k’ < n/2 vertices of degree at most 

k’. We have clearly n?—k(n—k) < e(G) < k? +n(n—-k') n=n?-k'(n-k’) 

and, since 6(G) > k, k’ > k. The function f(n,k) = n? — k(n — k) is 

decreasing with respect to k when k < n/2. So k = k’, and there exists 

in X exactly k vertices of degree k and n — k vertices of degree n. Hence 

d(y,G) >n-—k for every ye Y. 

Let x € X and y € Y be two non-adjacent vertices. Then d(x, G) =k 

and, by the maximality of G, there is in G a Hamiltonian path P with 

end-vertices x and y, P = 2,yi22Yo---2nYn, Ti = ©, Yn = Y; SAY; T E X 

and y; € Y fori =1,...,n. If z1y; € E(G) then yn; ¢ E(G), otherwise 

L1YrL2Y2 ---LiYnEZnYn-12n-1---YiT1 ÍS a Hamiltonian cycle in G. So we 

have d(y,G) = n—k. Moreover, for every j for which y,2; € E(G), we have 

zy; ¢ E(G) and therefore d(y;,G) =n — k. 

Thus there are in Y n — k vertices of degree n — k non-adjacent to 2. 

Since e(G) = kn+(n—k)?, the remaining k vertices of Y have their degrees 

equal to n, and therefore G is isomorphic to G(n,k). B 

The following is a simple but useful observation. 

Lemma 2. Let D’ be a digraph obtained from D by addition of at most one 

arc. If G(D’) has a cycle of length k, then D contains an almost symmetric 

cycle of length k. m 

Now we give our main result. 

Theorem 3. Let D = (X,Y, A) be a balanced, bipartite digraph of order 

2n and size at least 2n? —2n +3. Then D contains an almost symmetric 

Hamiltonian cycle unless there is in D a vertex which is not incident to any 

symmetric edge of D.
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Proof. Let D be a digraph satisfying the assumptions of the theorem. 
We may assume that 6(G(D)) > 1. Since a(D) < 2n — 3, we have clearly 
e(G(D)) > n? — 2n +3. 

We may prove a lemma which will facilitate the proof of Theorem 3. 

Lemma 4. Let Dt = (X,Y, A*) be a digraph obtained from the digraph 
D by addition of an arc (u,v), such that (u,v) € A(D). If 6(G(D*)) > 2, 
then there is in D an almost symmetric Hamiltonian cycle. 

Proof of Lemma. If G(D*) has a Hamiltonian cycle, then we apply 
Lemma 2. So let us suppose that G(Dt) is not Hamiltonian. 

Since a(Dt+) > 2n? — 2n + 4, we have e(G(D+)) > n? ~2n4+4 = 
n? — 2(n — 2) and, by Theorem 1, e(G(D*)) = n? — 2(n — 2) and G(Dt) 
is isomorphic to G(n,2). Let xi and x2 be the vertices of degree 2 in 
G(D*). Without loss of generality we may assume that D1, fg € X. 
Then d(z,, D+) < n+ 2 for i = 1,2, d(x, D+) = 2n for r € X — {1,22} 
and therefore e(D*) = d(x, D*) + d(zz2,D*) + Dyex-t2,2,) U2,D*) < 
2(n + 2) + (n — 2)2n = 2n? — 2n+ 4. Thus d(x, D+) = d(x2,D*+) =n+2. 
The reader may now easily find an almost symmetric Hamiltonian cycle C 
in D* in which the vertices u and v are not consecutive. Therefore C is an 
almost symmetric cycle in D and the proof of Lemma 4 is complete. B 

By the Lemma 4 we may assume that 6(G(D)) = 1. Let x be a vertex 
for which d(z,G(D)) = 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
ze X. If there is a vertex y, such that y # x and d(y,(G(D)) = 1, then 
y € Y and zy ¢ E(G(D)), otherwise a(D) < 2n? — 2n +3. Similarly we 
deduce that d(z,D) = d(y,D) =n+1. The digraph D’ obtained from D 
by the addition of the missing arc between x and y satisfies the assumptions 
of Lemma 4, thus the theorem is proved in this case. 

So we may suppose that x is the only vertex of degree 1 in G(D). Let 
z€Y be a vertex adjacent to x, but such that xz ¢ E(G(D)) (such vertex 
z exists in Y, since otherwise e(D) > 2(n — 1)). The digraph D” obtained 
from D by the addition of the missing arc between x and z satisfies the 
assumptions of Lemma 4. HB 

Let B,(n) = (X,Y,A) be the balanced, bipartite digraph of order 
2n and size 2n? — n, such that there exists a vertex zo € X for which 
(xo, By(n)) = d* (ao, Bi(n)) = n and d(z, By(n)) = 2n for all remaining 
vertices of the set X. Bi(n) is obtained from B,(n) by reversing all its arcs.
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R; Re 

Figure 2. 

The digraphs R, and Rz are depicted in Fig. 2. 

Corollary 5. [3,4] Let D be a balanced, bipartite digraph of order 2n > 4 

and size at least 2n?.— n. Then D is Hamiltonian unless it is isomorphic to 

one of the digraphs R,, R2, B,(n), By(n). 

Proof. Observe that 2n? —n > 2n? ~ 2n +3 for n > 3, and then the 

corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3. The reader may check that 

it holds also forn=2. nm 

Corollary 6. Let D = (X,Y,A) be a balanced, bipartite digraph of order 

2n > 6 and size at least 2n? ~2n+3. Then D contains an almost symmetric 

cycle of every even length 2k, 4 < 2k < 2n — 2. 

Proof. Suppose first that D contains an almost symmetric Hamiltonian 

cycle. Then there are two vertices and y, z € X and y € Y say, such 

that the bipartite graph G(D + (z,y)) is Hamiltonian (where the digraph 

D + (x,y) is obtained from D by the addition of the arc (z,y)). Since 

e(G(D + (z,y)) > n? — 2n +3 > n?/2, G(D + (z,y)) is bipancyclic, 
by Theorem C. So let us assume that D does not contain any almost 

symmetric Hamiltonian cycle. Then, by Theorem 3, there is in D a vertex 

x, x € X say, such that d(x, D) <n. Let y be a vertex of Y. The bipartite 

digraph D — {x,y} of order 2(n — 1) is balanced and a(D — {z,y}) > 

2n? —2n+3—n—2(n—1) = 2(n—1)?—n+3. Obviously 6(G(D—{z, y})) > 2 
and e(G(D — {z, y})) > (n~-1)? —n+3. 

Since n > 3, we have e(G(D — {z,y})) > (n - 1)(n — 3) +4 and 
therefore, by Theorem 1, G(D—{z, y}) is Hamiltonian. Hence, by Theorem 

C, G(D — {z, y}) is bipancyclic and Corollary 6 follows. m
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N. Chakroun, M. Manoussakis and Y. Manoussakis proved in [4] that 

every balanced, bipartite digraph of order 2n and size at least 2n? —2n+3 

contains anticycles of every even length. Our next corollary improves this 

result. 

Corollary 7. Let D = (X,Y, A) be a balanced, bipartite digraph of order 

2n and size at least 2n? -2n+3. Then D contains every orientation of a cycle 

of any even length 4,6,...,2n, except, possibly, the strong Hamiltonian 

cycle when D has a sink or a source. 

Proof. By Corollary 6 every bipartite, balanced digraph D of order 2 and 

size at least 2n? — 2n + 3 contains every orientation of a cycle of length 

4,6,...,2n —2. Let us suppose that there is an orientation of Hamiltonian 

cycle which is not contained in D. Then, by Theorem 3, there is in Da 

vertex, Zo say, such that x» is not incident to any symmetric edge of D. We 

have clearly d(zp,D) > 3. Without loss of generality we may assume that 

ro € X. Let a and b be two neighbours of x, and let D' be the digraph 

obtained by the addition to D of the two missing arcs between xz and the 

set (a, b). 

We check that ó(G(D")) 2 2 and, by Theorem 1, G(D )) is Hamiltonian. 

Moreover, we may choose such a and b that either (a,r9) € A(D) and 

(b, zo) € A(D) or (x9,a) € A(D) and (x9,6) € A(D). Hence D contains 
every non-strong orientation of a Hamiltonian cycle. The only orientation 

which may be not contained in D is the strong one, and if it happens then 

either x is a source or asink. @ 
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Cycles 
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ABSTRACT 

Denote by T, the following statement: 

If a graph G is not a star and has no cycles of length i, 3 < i < k, as 
subgraphs, then G is embeddable in its complement. 

R. J. Faudree, C. C. Rousseau, R. H. Schelp and S. Schuster have conjec- 
tured that Ty holds. 

The paper contains the proof of T7. 

1. Introduction 

We shall use standard graph theory notation. A finite, undirected graph G 

consists of a vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). All graphs will be assumed 

to have neither loops nor multiple edges. For graphs G and H we denote 

by G U4 the vertex disjoint union of graphs G and H and kG stands for 

the disjoint union of k copies of graph G. An embedding of a graph G (into 

its complement G) is a bijection o on V(G) such that if an edge zy belongs 

to E(G) then o(x)o(y) does not belong to E(G). 

The following theorem was proved, independently, in [2], [3] and [6].
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Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph of order n. If |E(G)| < n—2 then 
G can be embedded in its complement G. 

The example of the star K,,-; shows that Theorem 1 cannot be 

improved by raising the size of G. 

The next theorem completely characterizes those graphs with n vertices 

and n — 1 edges which are embeddable ((4,5]). 

Theorem 2. Let‘G be a graph. If |E(G)| < |V(G)| — 1 then G is not 
embeddable if and only if it is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: 

Kip, Ki p+3 U Ks (p > 1), Ky U2K3, Ky U C4, Ky U Ks Ke U Ks. 

A-similar characterization for graphs of order and size equal to n is 

given in [5]. Also in [5] the authors have remarked that all non-embeddable 

graphs (with n vertices and no more than n edges) are either stars or contain 

K3 or C4 as subgraphs. For this reason they have conjectured that: 

Conjecture 3. Each non-star graph which contains no cycles of length 3 
or 4 as subgraphs is always embeddable. 

The following theorem [5] provides some evidence that the above con- 
jecture might hold. 

Theorem 4. If a graph G with n vertices is not a star, contains no more 

than (6/5)n— 2 edges, and has no cycles of length 3 or 4 as subgraphs, then 
G is embeddable. 

Our purpose is to prove the following 

Theorem 5. If a graph G is not a star and contains no cycles of length 3, 

4, 5, 6 or 7 as subgraphs, then G is embeddable. 

The proof of Theorem 5 is given in Section 3. In Section 2 we consider 
some special cases. 

Remark. Theorems 1 and 2 have been improved in many ways. We refer 

the reader to [1,9] and [10] (cf. also [7] and [8]).
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2. Some lemmas 

Let G be a connected graph with diam(G) = d and let A be a subset of 
{0,1,2,...,d}. A permutation v on V(G) is said to belong to the class 
P(G, A) iff for every x € V(G) distg (x,a(x)) € A. 

Note that if o € P(G, A) and 0 ¢ A then o has no fixed point. 

Lemma 6. Let P, be a path of order n,n > 3. Then there exists an 
embedding of P,, belonging to P( Pa, {1, 2}). 

Proof. The fact that Lemma 6 is true in the cases where n = 4, 5,6, 7 is 
easy to see and can be left to the reader. 

For n > 7 observe that there exists an edge of P,, say e, such that 
P,, — e has.two components P,, P; with i,j > 3. Then, by induction, there 
exist the embeddings o; of P; and o; of P; such that o; € P(P;, {1,2}) and 
o; € P(P;, {1,2}). It is easy to see that the permutation on V(P,,) which 
extends both o; and o; belongs to P(P,, {1,2}) and, since o;, oj have no 
fixed points, o is also an embedding of P,. = 

Lemma 7. Let G’ be a connected graph, a € V(G’) and let G be a graph 
obtained from G’ by adding k + k’ new vertices 2;,..., Lk Yis---, Yer and 
k +k’ new edges constituting two paths az, .. . €x and ay, ... yy of length 
k and k’, respectively, and having the vertex a as a common end vertex, 
1 < k,k’ < 3. Suppose there exists an embedding o’ of G" such that 
o € P(G’, {1,2,3}). Then there exists an embedding o of G such that 
a € P(G, {1, 2, 3}). 

Proof. The proof is by case by case examination. Let us give two examples, 
the other cases are left to the reader. 

If k = k’ = 1 we define o as follows: o(21) = 1, o(yi) = xi and 
o(x) = o'(z) for c € V(G’). Since distg(x1,y,) = 2 so 0 € P(G, {1, 2, 3}). 
On the other hand o is an embedding of G because o’(a) is different from 
a. 

If k = k' = 3 we put o(21) = 23, o(t2) = yi, o(23) = 20, a(y1) = Ys, 
o(y2) = 21, o(y3) = yo and o(z) — a (r) for z € V(G’). 

Lemma 8. If T is a tree of order n and T is not a star then there is an 
embedding c of T such that c e P(G, {1, 2, 3}).
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Proof. For n < 4 each tree is a star so let n > 4. For n = 4 there is only 

one tree which is not a star, namely the path P,, so our lemma holds by 

Lemma 6. Suppose now it holds for n’ < n. 

If diam(T) > 7 then there exists an edge, say e, such that T’ — e has 

two components T’,T” which are not stars. The embedding of T belonging 

to P(T, {1, 2, 3}) can be easily obtained from corresponding embeddings for 

T’ and T” since they do not have any fixed points. 

So we may assume that diam(T) < 6. Observe that if diam(T) = 5 or 

6 then always either Lemma 6 or Lemma 7 can by applied. 

Consider now the case where diam(T’) = 4. Let 71,...,25 be the longest 

path of T. Observe that if there is a vertex of T — {x1,...,25} adjacent to 

Zo or 4 then we could apply Lemma 7. It is easy to see that there are only 

two cases where neither Lemma 6 nor Lemma 7 can be used. The first one 

is the graph obtained from the path 2,...,25 by adding two new vertices 

yi and y2 and two edges x34; an yiy2- The second graph is obtained from 

the path x1,...,25 by adding one new vertex connected by an edge with 

x3. In the first case the permutation c can be defined as follows o(21) = 23, 

o(z2) = 21, o(x3) = Zs, o(t4) = yi o(r5) = £2,0(y1) = y2,0(Y2) = La. 

The second case as well the case where diam(T) = 3 is left to the reader. 

a 

3. Proof of Theorem 5. 

The proof is by induction on n. We may suppose that n > 8. We shall 

distinguish two cases. 

Case 1. G is a connected graph. In this case we shall prove that there 

exists an embedding o of G such that o € P(G, {1,2,3}). By Lemma 8 we 

can suppose that G is not a tree. 

Let abcd be a path of length 3 contained in a cycle of G. Suppose that 

G’ = G - {a,b,c,d} has a component which is a star, S say, and let zy 

be an edge of G connecting the path abcd and S, z € (a,b, c, d}. Remark 

that there is only one such edge since G does not contain a cycle of length 

less than eight. We can assume that either S = K, or S = Pp = yy or 

S = Ps = yyiy2. Indeed, otherwise we could use Lemma 7. This implies,
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by the same argument, that there are no two stars that are components of 
G’ and are connected to the same vertex on the path abcd. 

If both vertices b and c are connected with two stars S’ and 5", com- 
ponents of G , then we replace the path abcd by the path P" with vertex set 
V(S')U{b, c}UV(S”). Observe that no component of the graph G” = G—P’ 
is a star since a and d are connected by a path. 

If only the vertex b is connected by an edge with S’ which is a star 
component of G" we replace the path abcd by a path with vertex set V(S")U 
{b, c,d} UV(S") where S” denotes a star component of G’ connected with 
d (if it exists). Similarly we proceed if there is no star as components of G’ 
connected by an edge with (b, ch. 

Thus we have showed that it is always possible to choose a path P of 
length greater than two in such a way that G — G — P has no component 
which would be a star. 

Denote by G;, i = 1,...,k the components of G" and by o; the em- 
beddings of G; belonging to P(G,, {1,2,3}). Let oo be an embedding of 
P belonging to P(P, {1,2,}) (cf. Lemma 6). We put a(x) = o;(x) for 
z € V(G;) and o(z) = o9(2) for z € V(P). Evidently o € P(G, {1, 2, 3}. 

Suppose o is not an embedding of the graph G. Thus, by definition of 
a, there exist two edges of G, say zy and xy, such that o(x)o(y)=x’y’ and 
z,x € V(P), yy € V(G;) for some i. 

Since og € P(P, {1,2,}) and o; € P(G;, {1,2,3}) there exists a path 
from z to z’ contained in P of length < 2 anda path from y to y’ contained 
in G; of length < 3. These paths, together with the edges xz’ and yy’ 
constitute a cycle of length less or equal to 7, a contradiction. 

Case II. Suppose the graph G is not connected. Denote by r the number 
of components of G,r > 2. Add r—1 edges to join distinct components. 
An embedding of the obtained connected graph is also an embedding of G. 
B 
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A 11/8-Approximation Algorithm for the Steiner 

Problem on Networks with Rectilinear Distance 

A. Z. ZELIKOVSKY 

ABSTRACT 

The rectilinear distance between two points vj = (1, 1) and vo = (x2, y2) 
in the plane equals jz, — zo] - lyi — yo| where (z;,y;) are the Cartesian 
coordinates of v;. The Steiner problem requires a shortest tree spanning a 
given set of n distinguished points. An 11/8-approximation algorithm for this 

problem is given. The approximate Steiner tree can be computed in time O(n). 

1. Introduction 

The rectilinear distance between two points vi = (1, yi) and v2 = (22, ye) 
in the plane equals |z, — z2| + |y1 — y2|. The Steiner problem on networks 

with rectilinear distance, which is NP-complete (see [3]), requires a shortest 

tree, Trin, Spanning a given set of distinguished points S. This problem 

may be considered as the Steiner problem on the following distance graph 

G: the vertices of G coincide with the intersections of lines which are parallel 

to axes and contain the S-points; the edges of G coincide with segments of 

these lines. 

We will use the following notations. The metric closure of G is a 

complete graph G = (V,E,d) which has edge lengths equal to shortest 

path distances in G. Gy is the subgraph of G induced by a vertex subset
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M CV. In particular, Gs is the subgraph of G induced by S. Let us denote 
by d(A) the length of A and by mst(G) the length of a minimum spanning 

tree (MST) of G. The famous MST-algorithm approximates Ti, with an 

MST of Gs with edges replaced by the corresponding shortest paths in G. 

Hwang [1] proved the following inequality: 

mst(Gs)/d(Tuin ) < 3/2 (1.1) 

He proved that 3/2 is the supremum for the left ratio in (1.1) and pre- 

sented a faster implementation of the MST-algorithm which computes the 

approximate tree in time O(|S|log|S|) [2]. 

In this paper, we present the 11/8-approximation algorithm with the 

implementation time O(|S|*). This algorithm improves the MST-algorithm 

by taking into consideration some additional points outside S. 

Some preliminary definitions: Given a metricly closed graph G = 

(V, E,d), we may contract an edge e, i.e. reduce its length to 0. We use 

G[e] = (V, E,d’) to denote the resulting graph. For any triple z = {u, v, w} 

this graph G[z] equals G[(u, v)][(v, w)], i.e. it results from two contractions. 

Our algorithm goes as follows: 

Algorithm 1.1. 

(1) Fe Gs: W —9; Triples — {z C S: #z = 3} 

(2) For every z C triples do 

d(v, 8) find v which minimizes }°,., 

u(z) —v 

d(z) — Dye, H(v(2),8) 
(3) repeat forever 

(a) find z C Triples which maximizes win = mst(F) — mst(F[z]) — d(z) 

(b) if win < 0 then exit repeat 

(c) F — Fz]; insert(W, v(z)) 

(4) Find a Steiner tree T, for SU W in graph G using MST algorithm. 

In a few words, the presented algorithm (see step (3) as long as possible 

finds the best reduction of the of MST of F which initially coincides with 
Gz, by adding to an MST of F, three G-edges with a common end (i.e., a 

star) and removing the longest edges from each resulting cycle. After the 

triple contraction we obtain the next F.
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We proved the following approximating bound for the Steiner tree in 

networks [4]: 
d(T.) /d(Tmin ) < 11/6. 

The main result of this paper is the following 

Theorem 1.2. For networks with rectilinear distance 

d(T.) /d(Trmin ) s 11/8. 

In the next section we research the guality of the greedy approxima- 

tion of the best possible MST-length reduction by starts. We show that the 

approximation ratio does not exceed 2. Section 3 is devoted to the approx- 

imation of the minimum rectilinear Steiner tree by the tree which one can 

obtain by the best possible MST-length reduction by starts. We show that 

in this case approximation ratio does not exceed 5/4. These two approxi- 

mation bounds imply the statement of Theorem 1.2. In the last section a 

faster implementation (in time O(|S|*)) of Algorithm 1.1 is given. 

2. The win of a greedy sequence of triples 

Let F = (V, E,dr) be a graph and d be a length function defined on the set 

of triples of vertices. For a set Z of triples, d(Z) is the sum of lengths of its 
elements. 

For a set A consisting of edges and triples we define F[A] recursively: 

F[0| = F, and F[AUe] = F[A][e]. (For brevity, we denote a singleton {x} as 
zx.) For a set Z of triples, we define wing (Z) = mst(F’) — mst(F[Z]) — d(Z). 

Let 21,...,2m be a sequence of triples. We say that this sequence is 

greedy in F if it satisfies the following conditions: if win-(Z) < 0 for every 

triple z, then m = 0, otherwise, win(z,) > win(z) for every triple z; the 

sequence 22,...,2%m is greedy in F'[z1]. 

In this section we prove the following 

Theorem 2.1. If H is the set of elements of a greedy sequence of triples, 

then for every set of triples Z 

2winr(H) < winr(Z). (2.1) 

Proof. For an edge e of F define saver(e) = mst(F') — mst(F[e]).
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Lemma 2.2. Let F;:, be a graph with the same vertices and edges as F, 

except that the edges of length larger than x are removed. Then saver (e) 

is the minimal value xz such that both ends of e are in the same component 

of F. <a: 

Proof. Let x be defined as above. Consider an MST of F[e] which contains 

e, say T. T — e has two connected components, each containing one of the 

ends of e. By definition, there exists a path in F which connects ends of e 

together, such that all its edges have length at most z. One edge on this 

path, say a, must cross from one component to the other, thus T Ua — e is 

a spanning tree of F with length at most mst(F{e]) + 2. 

On the other hand, consider T’, an MST of F, and the unique path 

in T’ which connects the ends of e. By definition, one edge on this path 

must have length at least x. Removing this edge from T” and inserting the 

contracted edge e results in a spanning tree of F{e] with length at most 

mst(F)— gr. = 

Lemma 2.3. For every set of edges A and any edge b, we have 

saveptaj (b) £ savep(b). 

Proof. It follows directly from the above characterization, as the set of 

edges F[A]<, contains the set of edges F<,. @ 

Lemma 2.4. Let Z be a set of triples. Then for every edge e either 

winy;.}(Z) = winr(Z) or there exists z € Z such that 

winprea (Z — 2) 2 winpyy (Z — 2) (2.2) 

Proof. Let T be an MST of F. The unigue path P in T which connects the 

ends of e contains an edge a such that dr(a) — savep(e). Let U and W be 
the two connected components of T — a. Consider now T’, an MST of F[Z]. 

On the unique path P’ in T’ connecting the ends of e at least one edge, say 

b, connects U and W. The choice of b assures saver (b) = saver (b). 

Assume first, that drjz)(b) = dr(b). Then savepiz)(e) 2 drFizj(b) 2 

saver(e), consequently saverizj(e) = saver(e) = c. As a result, 

win) (Z) = mst(F[e])—mst(F[eUZ])—d(Z) = [mst(F’) —c]—[mst(F[Z]) — 

c] — d(Z) = winr(Z). 

Now we may assume that dy,z)(b) < dr(b). In this case b C z for some 

triple z € Z. We will show that such a z satisfies (2.2).
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Because saver(b) = saver(e), we know that mst(F[e]) = mst(F'[d]). 

This allows us rewrite the left side of (2.2) as follows. 

win yi. (Z — z) = mst(F[e]) — mst(Fle U Z — z]) — d(Z — z) 

= mst(F'[b]) — mst(F[Z — z][e]) — d(Z — 2). 

Without loss of generality we may assume that z = bUc, where c is 

an edge which belongs to T’ — P’. Thus removing b and c from T’ creates 

three components, and two of them can be connected either by 6 or by e. 

This shows that savey;z- ,; (b) = saver z-.; (e). We will use this identity to 
rewrite the right side of (2.2) as follows: 

winp,,| (Z — z) = mst(F[z]) — mst(F[Z]) —d(Z-—z)= 

mst(F) — saver (€) — saver (c) — mst(F[Z]) — d(Z — 2) — 

mst(F'[b]) — saverp (c) — mst(F[Z — z][b][c]) -d(Z — z) = 

mst(F[b]) — savepp) (c) — mst(F[Z — z][b]) +saverz- 2) (c) -—d(Z —z) = 

mst( F'[b]) — savepp) (c) — mst(F[Z — z][e]) + saveprz- ar (c) — d(Z — 2). 

Thus it suffices to prove that saver (c) > savepriz- zip) (c), which fol- 
lows immediately from Lemma 2.2. @ 

Now we can prove Theorem 2.1 by induction on #H. If H = @, then 

winr(Z) < 0. This follows from the fact that in this case for every triple z 

wing(z) < 0 and winr(Z — z) = winr(Z) — winr(z). 

In the inductive step, let A be the first element of a greedy sequence. 

For some two edges a and b we have h = aUb. By Lemma 2.4, there exists 

subset Y of Z with at most two elements, such that 

winpc (2) = winrt|[e| (Z) < wings (Z—-Y) = 
winr(Z) — win, (Y) > win, (Z) — 2winp(h). 

The last inequality follows from trivially if Y is empty or singleton set. If 

Y = {y, z}, then by Lemma 2.3 

wine (Y) = wing(y) + winr(z) 

wing (y) + saver (z) ~ d(z) < winr(y) + saver (z) — d(z) = 

winr(y) + wing(z) < 2winr(h). 

Note that H —h is the set of elements of a greedy sequence in Fh]. By 

inductive hypothesis and inequality win, (Z) > winr(Z) — 2wing(h), we 
may conclude that 

2wing (H) = 2winpy,y (A — h) + 2wing(h) > 

win rj, (Z) + 2wing(h) > winr(Z). @
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3. Four sets of stars induced by the Steiner tree 

A collection of a triple z with three edges, connecting the elements of z with 

a vertex v which minimizes 2" ve; d(v, 8), will be called a star of z with the 
center v — v(z) and the length d(z) — 2 vez dív(2), 5). 

Lemma 3.1. Let:G be a graph induced by a set of points S. There is a 

set of stars Z suéh that 

4lmst(F) — winr(Z)| < 5d(Tnin ), (3.1) 

where F denotes the complete graph Gs. 

Proof. Suppose Tj, has a cut-vertex s € S which partitions T,,;, into 

two subtrees T, and T, spanning S$; and S2 respectively (S,; US, = S, 

Si S2 = s). Moreover suppose Lemma is true for S;, i.e. there are star 

sets Z; for graphs F; = Gs, such that 

A(mst(F;) — wing,(Z;)) <5d(T;) (i= 1,2). 

Then the Lemma is true for S: 
mst(F) — win(Z, U Z.) = mst(F’) — wine (Z,) — winryz,)(Z2) = 

= d(Z,) + mst(F[Z,]) - win F/z,} (22) < d(Z,) + mst(F2) _- Wit F(z, } (22) = 

= d(Z,) + d(Z2) = mst(F,) — wing, (Z,) + mst(F)) — wing, (Z2) S 

< 5/4[d(T,) + d(T2)] = 5/4d(Thnin )- 

Thus it is sufficient to consider such instances of the Steiner problem 

which have not a minimum Steiner tree with cut-vertices belonging to S. 

In this case, Hwang [1] proved that Tin can be represented for odd |5| 

by the straight line (for certainty we assume that it is a horizontal) with 

alternative up-down vertical edges incident to leaves (Fig. 3.1). For even 

IS] this straight line may have a corner (the dotted edge on the right end) 

(Fig. 3.1). 

  

  

Figure 3.1.
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We numerate the leaves and the edges from left to right. The horizontal 

and vertical edge lengths are denoted by a; and b;, respectively. Any vertical 

edge which contains S-vertex with the odd (even) index will be called odd 

(even). 

Further we use the following denotations. Let Tz be the Steiner tree 

induced by a set of stars Z. The deficit A(Z) of Z equals to the subtraction 

A(Z) = d(Tz) — d(Tnin). Every star will be identified by its three ends 
z-y, ife>y 

0, ifz Sy. 

On the following figures the dotted lines denote parts of star edges 

which are not coincide with Tnin-edges, the double lines denote parts of 

Tin -edges with lengths contained in the deficit sum of the star set Z, the 

asterisks denote the centers of Z-stars. 

belonging to S (or two for degenerate stars). z—y = { 

We shall construct sets of stars Z; (i = 1,...,4) for odd |S| by induction 

on k (k =0,1,...,|S|/2) with the following properties: 

(1) The star centers of the sets Z, and Z3 (Zz and Z,) lie on the odd (even) 

verticals. 

(2) The sets Z, and Z, contain the degenerate star (so, 31). 

(3) wa A(Z;) < (Tin ) _ bak; if by > b3 then a A(Z;) < d(T min) — 

bok — 02. 

The base of induction: k — 2. 

Z, = {(80, 81, 82), (82, 83, $4)}. A(Z1) — b2—ba. 

Zo = {(80, $1), ($1, $2, 3), (83, $4) }. A(Z2) = max{b,, bs} (Fig. 3.2). 

Let bi 2 bs. Then Z3 = {(80, $1, $3), ($2, $3, 84) }, A(Z3) = 43; Z4 = 

{(80, 81), (80, $2, 83), ($3, 84) }, A( Zs) = ay + b3 (Fig. 3.3). 

  

    

  

  

Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5. 

Let b; < bg. Then Z3{(80, $1, $2), (81, 83, 84)}, A(Z3) = aa. If by 2 by 

then Zs, = {(80, 81), (80; 82, 83); ($3, 84)}. A(Zs) — bi + a4 (Fig. 3.4). If 

bo < by then Z, = {(80, $1), (81, 82, 83), (82, 84)}. A( Zs) < ag (Fig. 3.5). 

It is easy to check properties (1)—(3). 

The step of induction. 

By the induction hypothesis there are star sets Z; (i = 1,...,4) satisfy- 

ing conditions (1)—(3) for double part of the tree Trin (Fig. 3.6). Modifying 

these sets we obtain star sets Z; (i = 1,...,4) for the whole tree Tmin . 

  

1 Sg Sout 
so TDi jo [Ozx-1 

GQ; 2/43 a, G2 
b? 1, box 

S2 S, 52k 

Figure 3.6. 

(i) Zi = Zi — (t, 83, $4) U{(S0, $1, 82), (so, 83, $4)}. A(Z;) = A(Z,)+bo—b4. 

(ii) Z = 22 — (t, 83) U {(s1, $2, $3), (So, $1)}. A(Z,) = A(Z2) + bi —bo. 

(iii) Let by < ba. If (t, 53, 84) € 23 then 

25 = 23-(t, 83, 84)U{(s2, 83, 84), (So, 81, S2)}. A(z) = A(Z3) (Fig. 3.7). 

If (t, 83, 35) € 23 then Z3 = Z3 ~ ((t, 83, 85) U {(s2, 83, 85), (80,81, 82)}. 

A(Z3) = A(Z3) + be (Fig. 3.8). 

Let ba 5 ba, z3 be the Z3-star with the center on the s3-vertical. If 

b; > bs then Z, = Z3—z3U{(S0, 81, 82), ($2, $3, $4) } and A(Z,) = A(Z3)+a3
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Sz 
  

  

    
  

aS, 

    

  

  

Figure 3.9. Figure 3.10. 

(Fig. 3.9). If bi < bs then Z, = Zs — zz UU{(S0, 81, 82), (81, 83, $4)} and 

A(Z;) = A(Z3) + a2 (Fig. 3.10). 

If z3 — (t, 83, $5) then the next Z3-star will connect s, and s; and it is 

indifferent s4 or s5 belongs to the previous Z3-star. 

(iv) If (t, 83,85) € Z4, then Z, = Zs — (t, 83) U {(0, 51), (80, $2, 83) }- 

Let (t, 3,85) € Zs, Z, = Zs — {(t, 83), (€, 84, 85) }- 

If b; > bs then Z, = Z, U{(so, 81), (80, $2, $3); (83, 84, 85) } and A(Z,) = 

A(Z4) — a3 + 63 — bs (Fig. 3.12). Note that 6;—b; may be placed into the 
b,-vertical part which is not in A(Z;), i =1,...,3. 

  

      

  

Figure 3.11. Figure 3.12. 

Assume, that by < b3. If bs < bs (Fig. 3.13) then 

Za = Za U {(so, 81), (81, 82, 83), (83, 84, 85)}. A(Z, 7 A(Zz) — a3.
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s, $3. rT 

5 [1 | 
sof bs, 

Figure 3.13. 

Let bs < b3. If ba < be (Fig. 3.14) then 

24, = Z4 U{(S0, 81), (81, 82, 83); (83, $4, 85) }- A(Z4) = A(Z4) — a3 +44 + br. 

If bg > ba then Z4 = Za U {(80, $1), (81, $2, 83), (83, $4, 35) }. A(24) = 

A(Zs) (Fig. 3.15). 

  

  

  

  

ft 

Figure 3.14. Figure 3.15. 

It is easy to check properties (1)-(3). 

Thus it is constructed four sets of stars Z; i = 1,...,4 which satisfy 

(1)-(3). 
The property (3) implies for odd || that “*_, A(Z;) < d(Tmin)- 

Let IS] be even. Replacing in Z2 and Z, degenerate stars (24-1, S2x ) 

OF (S2x-2 5 Sax) by stars (S24-1, Sek, 82x41 ) OF (Sox-2, Sok, Sax+1 ), respectively, 

we get the sets Z, and Z, with the same deficits. Adding to Z, and Z; the 

degenerate star (52%, $2441 ) and replacing in Z, the star (824-2, S2x-1, Sax) 

by the star (S2x-2, 82x, Sen41) we get A(Z,) = A(Z,) +y and A(Z,) = 

A(Z3) + x (Fig. 3.16). Therefore the property (3) implies that for even |S| 

there are four star sets such that wea A(Z;) < d(Tnin )- 

Thus, there is a star set Z with deficit A(Z) < 1/4 d(Tnin), ie. Z 

induces the Steiner tree Tz such that 

d(Tz) < 5/4 d(Tmin ). 

The last inequality implies Lemma 2.4.
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See 
[ s xb y 52 kel 

Figure 3.16. 

  
S2-2 

To prove Theorem 1.2 it is enough to note that Algorithm 1.1 finds a 

greedy sequence of triples H, for which the following sequence of inequalities 

holds: 

8d(T,) = 8mst(Gsuw ) < 8mst(Gs U H) = 8(mst(Gs) — win(H)) = 

= 4mst(Gs) + 4[mst(Gs) — 2win(H) öz 4mst(Gs)+4[mst(Gs) — win(Z)] < 

32 4mst(Gs) + 5d(T min) 6d(Tinin ) + 5d(Tmin ) = 11d(Tnin ) B 

4. A faster approximation algorithm 

The following procedure finds the save matrix of a Steiner tree T in time 

0(ISP). 
findsave (T) 

if T A e then 

e — an edge of T with maximum length; z — d(e) 

T,,T, — the connected components of T — e 

for each vertex v; of T; and each vertex v2 of Tz do save(v,, v2) — £ 

findsave (T;); findsave (T2) 

Let G = (V, BE) be the graph with rectilinear distance and z be a triple. 

Then V(z) denotes the set of S-vertices situated between (in the metric 

sense of this word) the elements of z, v(z) denotes the center of z. 

Algorithm 4.1. 

(1) Fe Gs;sWe OP + {zCS: #z2=3 & V(z) =z}. 

(2) repeat forever 

(a) T — an MST of F;; findsave(T) 

(b) find z € p which maximizes
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win = max,c, save(e) + min.c, save(e) — d(z) 

(c) if win < 0 then exit repeat 

(d) F — F[z]; insert(W, v(z)) 

(3) Find a rectilinear Steiner tree for SU W using MST algorithm. 

The next lemma shows that algorithms 4.1 and 1.1 give the same tree. 

Lemma 4.2. The greedy sequence of triples belongs to P. 

Proof. The region V(z) for a triple z = {81, 82,3} is shown on Fig. 4.1. 

Let so € V(z). Note that if any edge (so, s;) contracted, then z coincides 

_ with the star z’ such that d(z’) < d(z) and the step (b) will choose z’ instead 
of z. 

  

Figure 4.1. 

Consider a triangle {s9,s,,82}. Denote e, = (89,81), €2 = (80,82), 

€3 = (81, $2), dj = savere;, d, = min{d;, i= 1,2,3}. Since SAVE Fie,]Ck41 = 

Save r[e,)€k-1 implies d,4, = d,-1;, There are two alternative cases: 

1) d,; = dz > ds or dz < d; = d3. The save values of the triangle 

z’ = {81, 83, 890} are no more than the ones of z but d(z’) < d(z). 

2) a, < a2 = a3. The save values of the triangle z’ = {s), 82, 89} are no 
more than the ones of z but d(z) a d(z2). m= 

Lemma 4.3. |P| < |S|?. 

Proof. For the sake of simplicity assume that S-vertices have no coinciding 

Cartesian coordinates. A vertex v € V \ S is called upper (lower) if the S- 
vertex with the same abscissa is lower (upper) than v (Fig. 4.2). 

Let k(v) be a number of P-triangles which have a vertex v as a center. 
It is clear that for any upper (lower) vertex v there are exactly k(v)—1 upper 

(lower) vertices v’ with k(v') = 0. So|P| < Dyeyvg K(v) < |V\S| < |S? o
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Figure 4.2. 

Theorem 4.4. The implementation time of Algorithm 4.1 is 0(|S|°). 

Proof. The following implementation time bounds for steps of Algorithm 

4.1 are obvious: (1) — 0(|S|*); (3) — 0(|S|log|S|) [2]; (a)-(b) — 0(|S|?) 
(Lemma 4.3) and therefore (2) — 0(|S|°). m 
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